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Preface

The ICCCCS is a major multidisciplinary conference organized with the objective
of bringing together researchers, developers and practitioners from academia and
industry working in all areas of computer and computational sciences. It is orga-
nized specifically to help computer industry to derive the advances of next gen-
eration computer and communication technology. Researchers are invited to present
the latest developments and technical solutions.

Technological developments all over the world are dependent upon globalization
of various research activities. Exchange of information and innovative ideas are
necessary to accelerate the development of technology. Keeping this ideology in
preference, Aryabhatta College of Engineering & Research Center, Ajmer, India,
has come up with an event—International Conference on Computer, Communi-
cation and Computational Sciences (ICCCCS-2016) during August 12–13, 2016.

Ajmer, situated in the heart of India, just over 130 km southwest of Jaipur, is a
burgeoning town on the shore of the Ana Sagar Lake, flanked by barren hills. Ajmer
has historical strategic importance and was ransacked by Mohammed Gauri on one
of his periodic forays from Afghanistan. Later, it became a favorite residence of the
mighty Mughals. The city was handed over to the British in 1818, becoming one
of the few places in Rajasthan controlled directly by the British rather than being
part of a princely state. The British chose Ajmer as the site for Mayo College,
a prestigious school opened in 1875 exclusively for the Indian Princes, but today
open to all those who can afford the fees. Ajmer is a perfect place that can be
symbolized for demonstration of Indian culture and ethics and display of perfect
blend of a plethora of diverse religions, communities, cultures, linguistics, etc., all
coexisting and flourishing in peace and harmony. This city is known for the famous
Dargah Sharif, Pushkar Lake, Brahma Temple, and many more evidences of
history.

This is for the first time Aryabhatta College of Engineering & Research Center,
Ajmer, India, is organizing International Conference on Computer, Communication
and Computational Sciences (ICCCCS 2016), with a foreseen objective of
enhancing the research activities at a large scale. Technical Program Committee and
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Advisory Board of ICCCCS include eminent academicians, researchers, and
practitioners from abroad as well as from all over the nation.

In this volume, the selected manuscripts have been subdivided into various
tracks named ‘Intelligent Hardware and Software Design’, ‘Advanced Communi-
cations’, ‘Power and Energy Optimization’, ‘Intelligent Image Processing’,
Advanced Software Engineering’, ‘IoT’, ‘ADBMS & Security’, and ‘Evolutionary
and Soft Computing’. A sincere effort has been made to make it an immense source
of knowledge for all, including 140 manuscripts in this collection. The selected
manuscripts have gone through a rigorous review process and are revised by
authors after incorporating the suggestions of the reviewers.

ICCCCS 2016 received 429 submissions from around 729 authors of 12 dif-
ferent countries such as USA, Iceland, China, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Taiwan,
and Malaysia. Each submission has been checked with anti-plagiarism software.
On the basis of plagiarism report, each submission was rigorously reviewed by at
least two reviewers with an average of 2.45 per reviewer. Even some submissions
have more than two reviews. On the basis of these reviews, 140 high-quality papers
were selected for publication in this proceedings volume, with an acceptance rate of
32.6%.

We are thankful to the speakers, delegates, and authors for their participation and
their interest in ICCCCS as a platform to share their ideas and innovation. We are
also thankful to the Prof. Dr. Janusz Kacprzyk, Series Editor, AISC, Springer and
Mr. Aninda Bose, Senior Editor, Hard Sciences, Springer for providing continuous
guidance and support. Also, we extend our heartfelt gratitude to the reviewers and
Technical Program Committee Members for their concern and efforts in the review
process. We are indeed thankful to everyone directly or indirectly associated with
the conference organizing team leading it towards success.

Although utmost care has been taken in compilation and editing, however, a few
errors may still occur. We request the participants to bear with such errors and
lapses (if any). We wish you all the best.

Organizing Committee
ICCCCS 2016
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Approach for an Opinion Wrapping
System–Using Focused Web Crawler

Gaurav Vats, Vishal Bhatnagar, Rajat Sharma, Ishan Setiya
and Arushi Jain

Abstract Most of the search engine depends on web crawler to go through a large
number of Webpages. Web crawler (i.e. web spider or scutter or bot) is used to
fetch content and URL from the Webpages. It also indexes them so that browser can
easily and quickly fetch pages related to the searched word. Tons of data is pro-
duced every day, 90% of data has been created in the last 2 years. This data contains
opinions and thoughts of the people in unstructured form. Opinion Scutter goes
through the content and fetch reviews and comments so that they can be grilled and
processed to find useful information. While shopping online or searching any game
to buy we are largely dependent on the reviews provided by people. If we can keep
track of such reviews and opinion, it will be easy to track a good product and
increase efficiency and efficacy of the search engine. The proposed system is a
generic crawler which fetches all the reviews from a given site.
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1 Introduction

With the gigantic information present on Internet, we need an exceedingly profi-
cient and systematic crawling system to parse through loads of websites. Expo-
nential increase in the number of people that can access World Wide Web, there is
significant growth of e-commerce. It has eased our life to a great extent, young
generation prefers e-malls rather than traditional markets because of more options
on their tip. With more options and offers it is hard to choose the best. The only
thing on which we rely are the opinions of the people. E-commerce websites
competes other on the basis of their reviews and ratting given by users. Those
reviews are just a bunch of sentences which do not have any meaning as a cluster.
In order to fetch them and further process them we have proposed an ‘Opinion
Parsing System’. The proposed system goes through the website and fetches all the
reviews (opinion) and URLs. We can also do the analysis of the opinions collected.

2 Literature Review

Immense research is being done in the field of Opinion Mining and Focused
Crawling but there lie a difference in every approach. Generally, these approaches
are performed in a two-step execution model.

Song et al. [1] used the approach of Focused Crawling for collecting relevant
pages from the web for a given topic and extracts the pages that contain opinions.
Sentiment analysis is then performed on these pages to predict the opinion’s polarity.
It also finds out the latest webpages related to a given topic by making use of Agents.

Shkapenyuk et al. [2] provided a distributed crawler system which is highly
flexible and achieves high performance by crawling quite a lot of pages within a
second. The work proposed by them is divided into two mechanisms-: Crawler
Application and Crawler System. The Crawling System helps in downloading a
large number of web pages within some seconds and Crawling Application uses
techniques such as Breadth First Crawl. Crawl Manger is the main constituent of
the Crawler Application.

Dhawan et al. [3] proposed a system that evaluates different domains of infor-
mation on twitter such as sports, etc., and expand these domains into further levels
based on the score they achieved through every tweet in the particular domain.

Kang et al. [4] proposed a model known as wrapper model for collecting data
from e-commerce websites. He further divided this data into two different aspects,
the one that contain reviews and the later one that do not contain reviews. It stores
the collected data in a table. Kang made use of four analysis processes to carry out
its implementation.

The approach which Mfenyana et al. [5] used was a relatively different one.
They proposed the Facebook crawler using Iterative Incremental development
approach. This paper aims to determine the opinions trending on Facebook about a
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specific topic using the technique called index searching. Frequency Analysis
Module used in this approach is a remarkable research as it provides information
about the repetitive behavior of a particular topic.

Nowadays, a large number of opinions or reviews can be found on the e-commerce
websites because of the rapid growth and development in the ecommerce. Yahui Xi
[6] aim to focus mainly on review mig and product features exaction. They used the
technique called Double Propagation to improve precision and recall.

Pappas et al. [7] proposed a unique system which would be able to discover the
trending topics on the web pages related to any blog, discussions or news which
must include opinionated texts or reviews of the users. The methodology used by
them was focused crawling as they likely to bind to a particular topic such as news.
Web segmentation is done on these pages to spot regions generated by user’s
opinions. A confidence score is further calculated which computes the percentage
on which the given topic is related to the page and finally performs sentiment
polarity on the regions of user generated text.

3 Proposed Methodology

All the existing crawler have certain problems we have introduced this concept to
increase the efficiency of the opinion parser, using crawler. This is a generic
architecture that can be implemented by any web bot which fetches any opinions,
reviews, comments, blogs, etc. (as can be seen in Fig. 1 and Table 1).

The Seed URL is given by the user, it is the starting point from where the
crawler will start working and is the first page to be parsed. This page is parsed by
URL RETRIEVER, it searches out all the URLs present in that page and every page

Fig. 1 Opinion crawler architecture
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given to it as parameter. All the URLs fetched by the retriever go into the
URL BUFFER, which stores all the pending URLs for screening by the
URL SCREENER. This block filters out all the foreign links one by one from the
buffer. Rest of the links which passed the screening is updated to
URL DATABASE by URL UPDATER. The updater only updates links which may
contain reviews or comments. These URLs are parsed by OPINION HUNTER
which hunts down the location of opinions in the page. Opinions from these
location are fetched by the OPINION RETRIEVER. The comments fetched are
further filtered out to reduce the redundancy of the opinion by the same person. The
opinions which remain are added to the OPINION DATABASE. These
opinions/comments/reviews can be further used for analysis (as shown in Fig. 1).

4 Proposed Algorithms

We authors used different algorithms for different blocks and implemented them in
JAVA.

4.1 URL Retriever

This block retrieves all the URLs present on the seed URL and after that every
page’s URL provided to and forward all the URLs extracted to the URL Buffer.
This block get URLs form the source code provided to browser. It uses predefined
API ‘Jsoup’.

Table 1 Architecture description

1. SEED URL It is the main URL given by the user

2. URL
RETRIEVER

It fetches all the URL on the Page and stores it in buffer

3. URL BUFFER It holds all the unparsed URLs, which
4. URL

SCREENER
It filters the URLs which might not contain the reviews or comments

5. URL UPDATER Updates the URL to database and processing queue
6. URL

DATABASE
Stores URLs, along with URL id, timestamp of last visited

7. OPINION
HUNTER

It tracks the opinion or reviews on a page

8. OPINION
RETRIEVER

It fetches the opinion from the pages which are embedded in different
elements of HTML/DHTML

9. OPINION
SCREENER

It filters all the duplicate and false reviews

10. OPINION
DATABASE

It stores all the opinion fetched by scutter, along with the product id,
user id, last updated and ratting
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4.2 URL Screener

As all the URLs retrieved by the URL Retriever will not be pages, which contains
reviews or even links to different sites such as Facebook or Gmail or different
advisements page/links. These links should be filtered out so that we do not have to
parse them. This will increase the efficiency of crawling system as when we check for
any update we will directly go to the pages which contain products. This is imple-
mented using sting matching in URL. As URLs which do not have the website name
will be filtered out, for e.g. every link of eBay will contain String “eBay’’ in it.

4.3 URL Updater

This block updates the filtered URLs to the URL Queue. The updater put the parsed
URL to the database putting timestamp on it and the URLs fetched from that page
to the URL Queue.

4.4 Opinion Hunter

This block then get the URLs one by one and hunt for the part which contains the
opinion or reviews of the people. As there is no standard rule for making webpages,
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languages like JavaScript and Ajax makes it hard to track the comment or review on
different pages. We observed that most website use CSS and the review section is
contained and formatted using div tag with specific class, so to make a generalized
System we used Knowledge Table (KT) in algorithm. KT is a table, which is
formed with pair of domain name and class name of div containing review par-
ticular websites (see Table 2).

KT is implemented using hashing so searching time is O(1) which make it
Generalized algorithm with better efficiency

4.5 Opinion Screener

This block screens out reviews on the basis of redundancy, only one review from
one customer will be entertained. There are people who post more than one reviews
to increase the overall rating or to degrade the rival’s product rating. Latest com-
ment will be considered by each user. This will prevent our analysis from opinion
warfare to some extent and the review will be genuine.

Our proposed model and algorithms will decrease the time taken by the wrap-
ping crawler. As we can deduce from the algorithm:

For a generic crawler time complexity can be written as
O(ua); where u = total no. URLs & a = total anchor tags
For our crawler time complexity will be
O(ua’ − K) = O(ua’); where u = total no. URLs & a’ = a-total irrelevant tags;

K = Keywords

Table 2 Example of
knowledge table

Domain name Class name

amazon.in reviewText
Flipkart.com rightCol
Tripadvisor.in Entry
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Fig. 2 Module 1 (relevant URL retriever) execution on tripadvisor.in

Fig. 3 Module 2 (review extractor) execution on tripadvisor.in

We tested Scalability and Effectiveness our proposed model and above men-
tioned algorithms in two separate modules on different websites such as Flipkart,
TripAdvisor, Amazon and Twitter.

Module-1 (Relevant URL Retriever) with implementation of URL Retriever,
URL Screener and URL Updater in JAVA (Fig. 2).

Module-2 (Review Extractor) with implementation of Opinion Hunter and
Screener in JAVA (Fig. 3).

5 Comparison of Existing Framework with Our Proposed
Framework

See Table 3.
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Table 3 Comparison

Title (Yahui
Xi)

Title (Qinbao
Song et al.)

Title
(Honhoon
kong et. al)

Title
(Mfenyana
et. al)

Proposed
work

Year of
publication

2013 2013 2009 2014 2016

Methods Extracting
product
features from
product
reviews

FAST
Algorithm
for collecting
high
dimensional
data

Modelling
web crawler
wrappers to
collect user
reviews on
shopping
mall

Facebook
crawler
architecture
for opinion
monitoring
and trend
analysis

Opinion
wrapping
system using
focused web
crawler

Methodology Double
propagation,
i.e. there is
somewhat
relationship
between
opinionated
text and
features the
product
possesses
which helps
in the
improvement
of precision
and recall

Focused
crawling for
collecting
relevant
pages from
the web for a
given topic
and extracts
the pages that
contain
opinions.
Sentiment
analysis is
then
performed on
these pages
to predict the
opinion’s
polarity. It
also finds out
the latest web
pages related
to a given
topic by
making use
of agents

Wrapper
model
designed to
extract
opinions or
reviews from
e-commerce
websites
works
according to
the analysis
processes
such as
review list
analysis,
product list
analysis and
finally review
extraction

Index
searching
technique is
used to
determine the
opinions
trending on
Facebook
about a
specific topic
frequency
analysis
module and
context
matching
pattern is
applied to
check for the
redundancy
of the
opinions

Focused web
crawler
which filters
the URLs
and opinions
thereby
increasing
the efficacy
and
efficiency of
the system

Precision or
recall?

Yes No No No No

Incremental
approach or
not?

No No No Yes Yes

Opinion
ranking

Yes No Opinions are
extracted
only, not
ranked

No No

URL filtering No No No No Yes
Opinion
filtering

No No No No Yes
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6 Limitation and Future Work

The work proposed by us have some limitations that needs to be overcome.
We need manual input for URL filtering, as every website uses some keyword

for the pages which contains product.
As complexity of websites are increasing day by day with the emergence of new

languages it is very difficult to find the content. Languages like CSS, AJAX,
Bootstrap and Angular.js are used for the styling and dynamic webpage creation, so
basic knowledge of structure is needed for the tracing of user-generated data, we
need a knowledge table that defines the naming convention of different site.

The growth of comments/reviews are not static, at times no comments are
updated and sometime large number of reviews are updated, so this kind of system
cannott be developed which updates the database when any comment is added.

So we have long road ahead in producing a perfect opinion wrapping system.
This field has large application and a lot of improvement is needed.

• Our work have some limitations which is our prior goal is to eradicate them.
• To integrate the modules and implement the whole system.
• An automated system can be created to remove the human interference, which

finds out the keyword and structure of website so that crawler can directly reach
to reviews or comments.

• We will also increase the role of analysis, and restrict the entry of vague
comment to the database and save it from opinion warfare.

7 Conclusion

We are successfully able to crawl through and extract reviews from websites like
Flipkart, Amazon, and Zomato. The architecture proposed is efficient and can be
backbone of any crawling system implementation. It increases the efficiency of the
system. These types of system help in the better understanding of the current market
and also the interest of the consumers or buyers. The demand can be better pre-
dicted and supplied. This architecture can be used for implementation of the blog
opinion fetching for forecasting the people mindset regarding a particular
topic/trend.
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Improved Environmental Adaption Method
with Real Parameter Encoding for Solving
Optimization Problems

Tribhuvan Singh, Ankita Shukla and K.K. Mishra

Abstract Environmental Adaption Method (EAM) was proposed by K.K. Mishra

et al. in 2011. Further an improved version of EAM with binary encoding was pro-

posed in 2012, known as Improved Environmental Adaption Method (IEAM) with

some changes in adaption operator. IEAM uses adaption, alteration, and selection

operators to generate new population. In this paper, we have implemented a real para-

meter version of IEAM. In IEAM, adaption window of variable bandwidth was used

for evolution of solutions, due to this particles could not evolve properly in entire

search space. Here, we have used adaption window of fixed bandwidth for proper

evolution of solutions. Performance of Improved Environmental Adaption Method

with real parameter encoding (IEAM-RP) is compared with other nature-inspired

optimization algorithms on Black Box Optimization Test-bed at dimensions 2D, 3D,

5D, and 10D on a set of 24 benchmark functions. It is found that IEAM-RP performs

better than other state-of-the-art algorithms.

Keywords Randomized algorithm ⋅ EAM ⋅ IEAM ⋅ Adaption factor ⋅ Mobility

factor

1 Introduction

To solve optimization problems, randomized algorithms are always a good choice.

Randomized algorithms are useful when direction of search is not known in the

beginning. It starts search with random search space and finds optimal solution in
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minimum time. There are various randomized algorithms that use nature inspired

search technique such as PSO [1], EA, GA. Environmental Adaption Method (EAM),

a randomized optimization algorithm is derived from natural phenomenon [2]. EAM

is based on adaptive learning theory. As environment changes either a species can

extinct or evolve. Key to survival is to adapt to environmental changes as earlier as

possible. EAM has three operator namely adaption, alteration, and selection. After

applying these three operator on initial population, next generation population will

be generated. In EAM, diversity provided by alteration operator was not enough to

solve multimodal problems. To improve diversity in solutions, a new version of EAM

named as IEAM was proposed in 2012. New version of any algorithm can be cre-

ated either by changing its operator or by parameter tuning. In IEAM, there are few

changes in operators as well as there is fine-tuning of parameters. In IEAM, adap-

tion operator has best particle which will explore other good regions in the search

of optimal solution and other than best particles will use adaption window of vari-

able bandwidth. Due to this, sometimes, solutions are not able to evolve properly.

To overcome this problem, a new version of IEAM with real parameter encoding is

proposed in this paper. In this paper, we mapped formulae of IEAM into real para-

meter version. Unlike IEAM, in IEAM-RP, an adaption window of fixed bandwidth

is used, due to which solutions are able to properly evolve in the entire search space.

Remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background

details. Section 3 presents our proposed algorithm. Section 4 covers experimental

setup. In Sect. 5, result analysis is done and in the last section conclusions are drawn.

2 Background Details

2.1 EAM

EAM uses the theory of adaptive learning [2]. EAM is a population-based algo-

rithm. It uses binary encoding. It uses three operators namely adaption, alteration,

and selection. It starts with randomly initialized population. All species will try to

improve its phenotypic structure so as to adjust with new environmental conditions

with adaption operator and those species which are not able to survive in new envi-

ronment will be destructed. After this, alteration operator is applied to provide diver-

sity to the solutions. When both of these operators are applied on old population, an

intermediate population is generated. After that selection operator is applied. It com-

bines old population and intermediate population and selects best individuals equal

to initial population size on the basis of fitness. This process is repeated until we get

the best solution or maximum number of iterations has been reached. There were

following shortcomings of EAM.

∙ EAM works with binary encoding. So each time there is need of decimal to binary

conversion, which is an extra overhead.

∙ In higher dimensions, convergent rate is not good enough and prone to Stagnation.
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2.2 IEAM

To improve convergence rate of EAM and preventing it to converge on local optimal

solution, Improved Environmental Adaption Method (IEAM) was proposed in 2012

by Mishra et al [3, 5]. IEAM uses basic framework of EAM except there is a change

in adaption operator. In EAM, each solution updates its structure on the basis of envi-

ronmental fitness and current fitness. There is no concept of best particles. Unlike

EAM, IEAM uses concept used by PSO to update its phenotypic structure. As in

PSO, particle updates its structure on the basis of its personal best fitness and global

best fitness [1]. In the same way, in IEAM, direction of search is guided by best par-

ticle having optimal fitness so far and particle’s own fitness. To promote diversity,

best particle will explore whole search space and remaining particles will be guided

by the best particle. Here, adaption operator is used for exploitation as well as explo-

ration of search space. In IEAM, there is fine-tuning of parameters. With proper

setting of parameters global optimal solution can be achieved in early generations.

3 Proposed Approach

Although IEAM has very high convergence rate but it is binary coded. The outcome

of binary coding based optimization algorithm depends on how many solutions are

considered. If very less number of solutions are taken then there may be a huge

difference in obtained solution and desired solution. There is a need of binary to

decimal conversion each time which is an extra overhead. There is a need of large

number of bits to get accurate results in higher dimensions. To solve these problems,

a real parameter version of IEAM, IEAM-RP is suggested. IEAM-RP uses basic

framework of IEAM. Like PSO, IEAM uses concept of best particle. In IEAM, Best

particle uses the following formula to generate new position

Pi+1 = [𝛼 ∗ (Pi)F(Xi)∕Favg + 𝛽]%2l, (1)

where Pi is the position value of a particle that is updating its structure. 𝛼 and 𝛽 are

tuning parameters and l is number of bits. F(Xi) is fitness of ith particle and Favg is

current environmental fitness. Particles other than best update their positions with

formula given below

Pi+1 = [𝛼 ∗ (Pi)F(Xi)∕Favg + 𝛽 ∗ [(Gb − Pi) + (Pb − Pi)]]%2l (2)

where Gb is the position vector of best particle and Pb is personal best position vector

of the particle that wants to change its position. Values of 𝛼 and 𝛽 are taken between

0 to 1.

In real coded version of IEAM, there is no need of binary to decimal conversion.

Since we are dealing with real parameters directly, we do not need l (number of bits)
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any more. Like IEAM, in IEAM-RP clamping is done if the solutions move beyond

the search space, but here we do not need modulus operator. Unlike IEAM, in IEAM-

RP, we multiply old position by F(Xi)∕Favg rather than putting it into the exponent,

because if we put this term in exponent then it may result in a very large number

or sometimes it may generate a complex number. So, in IEAM-RP best particle will

use the following adaption operator

Pi+1 = Pi ∗ F(Xi)∕Favg + 𝛽, (3)

where 𝛽 is any random number between 0 to 1. Like IEAM, other than best particle

will move in the direction of best particle to attain phenotypic structure of best par-

ticle. In binary IEAM, adaption window was different for each solution, as shown

in Eq. 2. Due to variable bandwidth of adaption window, some solutions could not

exploit the region properly. To resolve this issue, IEAM-RP uses adaption window of

fixed bandwidth (difference between Best_Position and Worst_Position). With fixed

bandwidth now solutions exploit properly in the region. Here, formula for adaption

of other than best particles is mapped in the following manner

Pi+1Pi + 𝛽 ∗ (Best_Position −Worst_Position) (4)

In proposed algorithm, alteration operator of IEAM is not used, because adaption

operator here is powerful enough to produce diverse solutions. But alteration opera-

tor is not excluded from basic IEAM. In future, if any application needs more diver-

sity than it is provided by IEAM-RP, alteration operator can be added to IEAM-RP.

IEAM-RP uses selection operator in the same way as it was used in IEAM. Selection

operator is used to select the best solutions equal to the number of initial population

size from parent population and offspring. In this way, IEAM-RP ensures elitism.

This process continues until stopping criteria is met.

3.1 Algorithms

Adaption Operator: Notations
Pi Current Population
Fitness Fitness of particle
Pi+1 Adapted Population
β Randam Number between 0 to 1
Favg Environmental Fitness
AF Adaption Factor
MF Mobility Factor
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Algorithm 1 Adaption(Pi,Fitness)

1: MF = best_position-worst_position

2: for each individual in Pi do
3: AF = Fitness∕Favg
4: end for
5: for each individual in Pi do
6: Pi+1 = AF ∗ Pi + 𝛽 ⊳ Best particle will adapt with this formula

7: Pi+1 = Pi +MF ∗ 𝛽 ⊳ Other particles will adapt with this formula

8: end for
9: Clamp the position of particles if they move beyond the range

10: return Pi+1

Selection Operator:Notations
T POP Temporary Population
S POP Population after Sorting
Pi+1 Adapted Population
Pi Current Population
ps Population Size

Algorithm 2 Selection(Pi,Pi+1,ps)

1: T_POP = merge(Pi,Pi+1)
2: S_POP = sort(T_POP)
3: Pi = select ps fittest individual from S_POP
4: return Pi

IEAM-RP: Notations
POPi Population at ith generation
Pi+1 Adapted Population
MaxGen Maximum number of generations
IPOPi Intermediate population at ith generation

Algorithm 3 IEAM-RP

1: Initialize Population POP1 randomly

2: repeat
3: for i = 1 to MaxGen do
4: Evaluate Fitness of each particle

5: Pi+1 = Adaption(POPi,Fitnessi)
6: POPi+1 = Selection(POPi,Pi+1)
7: end for
8: until stopping criteria is not met or optimal solution is not found

3.2 Details of Algorithm

IEAM-RP uses the following steps to generate optimal solution
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1. Initialization Phase: All solutions are randomly initialized in search space. This

creates population for the first generation. Variables are also initialized in this

phase

ps = 100 * DIM;

fbest = inf;

xbound = 5;

fun = FUN;

Dim = DIM;

oldpop = 2 * xbound * rand(ps,DIM) −xbound*ones(ps,Dim);

fitness = feval(fun,oldpop’);

fitness = fitness’;

maxfunevals = min(1e5 * DIM, maxfunevals);

maxiterations = maxfunevals;

2. Next Generation Creation: IEAM-RP uses two basic operators of IEAM that

are adaption and selection. Functionality of each operator is explained below

(a) Adaption: Adaption operator both explore and exploit the problem search

space. Here, we use the term adaption factor (AF) to represent F(Xi)∕Favg
which is used for adaption of best particle, and difference of Best_Position

and Worst_Position is called as Mobility Factor (MF). MF is responsible

for adaption of other than best particles. Best Particle will move in whole

search space with AF. AF depends on environmental fitness i.e., average

fitness of all particles and their own fitness. Other than best particles will

try to attain phenotypic structure of best particle with the help of mobility

factor. Here, MF is responsible for providing fixed bandwidth. Function for

adaption operator is given below

function[new_pop, fitad] = adaption(oldpop, xbound,Dim, fitness, ps)
xmin = −xbound ∗ ones(1,Dim);
xmax = xbound * ones(1,Dim);

fitad = fitness; favg = mean(fitad);

favg = favg*ones(ps,Dim);

fitad3 = repmat(fitad,1,Dim); c = fitad3./favg;

mb = oldpop(1,:)−oldpop(ps,:);

new_pop(1, ∶) = c(1, ∶). ∗ oldpop(1, ∶) + rand(1,Dim);
for h = 2:ps

new_pop(h, ∶) = oldpop(h, ∶) + mb. ∗ rand(1,Dim);end

s = new_pop < repmat(xmin, ps, 1);
new_pop = (1 − s). ∗ newpop + s. ∗ repmat(xmin, ps, 1);
b = new_pop > repmat(xmax, ps, 1);
new_pop = (1 − b). ∗ new_pop + b. ∗ repmat(xmax, ps, 1);end

(b) Selection: This works in the same way as it was in binary encoded IEAM.

In each generation, intermediate population and old population are merged,

then best individuals equal to initial population size are chosen on the basis
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of fitness to generate new population. Function for selection operator is

given below

function[sel_pop, fitsel] = selection(oldpop, new1_pop, ps, fun,Dim, fitad1)
fin = cat(2,oldpop,fitad1);

x = feval(fun, new1_pop′);
fin1 = cat(2, new1_pop, x′);
marge = cat(1,fin,fin1);

final_sort = sortrows(marge,Dim + 1);
sel_pop = final_sort(1 ∶ ps, 1 ∶ Dim + 1);
fitsel = sel_pop(∶,Dim + 1);
sel_pop = sel_pop(1 ∶ ps, 1 ∶ Dim);

3. Generation step and evolution: In each generation, adaption and selection is

applied on parent population to generate offspring.This process is repeated until

either maximum number of generations are reached or we get desired optimal

solution.

4 Experimental Setup

For experiments, Black Box Optimization Test-bed is used where search domain for

all 24 benchmark functions is [−5, 5]. The algorithm is tested for dimensions 2-D,

3-D, 5-D, and 10-D with population size 100 * DIM without any restart mechanism.

5 Result Analysis

The performance of IEAM-RP is compared with other optimization algorithms like

CMA-TPA, GPSO1, GP1-CMAES, IPOPCMAv3p61, BSrr, GP5-CMAES, BSqi,

BSifeg, and BSif. The rank of IEAM-RP for separ, lcond, hcond, multi, multi2, and

for all and for dimension 2, 3, 5 and 10 is given in Table 1. To check the efficiency of

IEAM-RP, proposed algorithm has been applied to standard 24 COCO benchmark

functions [4, 6, 7]. From Table 1 it is obvious that adaption operator of proposed

algorithm provides solutions that are divesed enough and due to this it gives better

results as compared to other algorithms.

Table 1 IEAM-RP rank in different dimensions

separ lcond hcond multi multi2 all

2D 5 2 2 2 2 2

3D 5 2 2 2 1 1

5D 5 2 3 2 2 2

10D 5 2 5 2 2 2
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6 Conclusion

A real coded version of IEAM is proposed here. It is different from IEAM in two

ways. First it works with real parameters. Second, in adaption operator, we have used

adaption window of fixed bandwidth for evolution of other than best particle which

makes adaption operator more powerful. Results show that IEAM-RP outperform

other state-of-the art algorithms.
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Grouping-Aware Data Placement in HDFS
for Data-Intensive Applications Based
on Graph Clustering

S. Vengadeswaran and S.R. Balasundaram

Abstract The time taken to execute a query and return the results, increase

exponentially as the data size increases, leading to more waiting times of the user.

Hadoop with its distributed processing capability can be considered as an efficient

solution for processing such large data. Hadoop’s default data placement strategy

(HDDPS) places the data blocks randomly across the cluster of nodes without con-

sidering any of the execution parameters. Also, it is commonly observed that most

of the data-intensive applications show grouping semantics. During any query exe-

cution only a part of the big data set is utilized. Since such grouping behavior is

not considered, the default placement does not perform well, leading to increased

execution time, query latency, etc. Hence an optimal data placement strategy based

on grouping semantics is proposed. Initially by analyzing the user history log, the

access pattern is identified and depicted as an execution graph. By applying Markov

clustering algorithm, grouping pattern of the data is identified. Then optimal data

placement algorithm based on statistical measures is proposed, which re-organizes

the default data layouts in HDFS. This in turn increases parallel execution, resulting

in improved data locality and reduced query execution time compared to HDDPS.

The experimental results have strengthened the proposed algorithm and has proved

to be more efficient for Big-Data sets to be processed in hetrogenous distributed

environment.

Keywords Big data ⋅ Hadoop ⋅ Interest locality ⋅ Grouping semantics ⋅ Graph

clustering ⋅ Data placement
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1 Introduction

Large volume of data is being generated every day in a variety of domains such as

Social networks, Health care, Finance, Telecom, Government sectors etc., The data

which these domains generate are voluminous (GB, PB, and TB), varied (structured,

semi-structured, or unstructured) and ever increasing at an unprecedented pace. Big

data is thus the term applied to such large volume of data sets whose size is beyond

the ability of the commonly used software tools to capture, manage, and process

within a tolerable elapsed time [1]. This deluge of data has led to the use of Hadoop

to analyze and gain insights from the data. The Apache Hadoop software library

is a framework that allows for the distributed processing of large data sets across

clusters of computers using simple programming models [2–4]. HDFS is a filesystem

designed for storing very large files reliably and streaming data with high bandwidth

[5]. By optimizing the storage and processing of HDFS, the queries can be solved

earlier.

Hadoop follows master–slave architecture with one Name-Node and multiple

Data-Nodes. Whenever a file is pushed into HDFS for storage, the file is split into

number of blocks of desired size and placed randomly across the available Data-

Nodes. While executing a query, meta information is obtained from the Name-Node

about the location of the required blocks and then query is executed in the Data-Node

where the required blocks are located. The most important feature of Hadoop is this

movement of the computation to the data rather than the way around [1, 6]. Hence,

the position of data across the data-nodes plays a significant role in exhibiting an effi-

cient query processing. We focus on finding an innovative data placement strategy

so that the queries are solved at the earliest possible time to enable quick decisions

as well as to derive maximum utilization of resources. [7–9].

Also, it is commonly observed that most of the data-intensive applications are

showing interest locality. It may be different for different domain analysts based on

the Geographical location, time, person etc. That is, domain scientists are only inter-

ested in a subset of the whole dataset, and are likely to access one subset more fre-

quently than others. For example, in the bioinformatics domain, X and Y chromo-

somes are related to the offsprings gender. Both chromosomes are often analyzed

together in generic research rather than all the 24 human chromosomes [8]. These

data blocks will then have the highest frequency to be accessed as a group dur-

ing query executions. HDDPS does not consider the grouping semantics among the

dataset and places the data blocks randomly across the cluster of nodes. Such random

placement results in an uneven concentration of these grouped data blocks within few

set of nodes. This will ultimately lead to reduced parallel execution thereby increas-

ing query execution time, query latency. In order to overcome such lacunas, an ODPA

is proposed based on grouping semantics.
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2 Related Works

Several works have been done in the field of data placement for larger data in a dis-

tributed environment. Kumar et al. [10] proposed a workload-aware replica selec-

tion and placement algorithms that attempt to minimize the total resources con-

sumed in a distributed environment. This strategy minimizes average query span

and total energy consumed. But the drawback in this paper is increased query execu-

tion time. Also, keeping the available resources underutilized is not a viable solution

since the cost of storage is at a declining stage especially after the establishment of

cloud environment. Yuan et al. [7] give a matrix-based k-means clustering strategy

for data placement in scientific cloud workflows. Accordingly the Grouping-Aware

Data Placement in HDFS 3 existing datasets in k data centers are grouped during

the workflow build-time stage, and dynamically clusters newly generated datasets

to the most appropriate data centers—based on dependencies—during the runtime

stage. This strategy guarantees balanced distribution of data and reduced data move-

ments. Wang et al. [8] have proposed an ODPA based on grouping semantics. This

proposed strategy reduces the query execution time and improves the data locality

compared to default strategy. It improves parallel execution of data sets having inter-

est locality. The drawback of these papers is the use of Bond Energy Algorithm to

cluster the Dependency Matrix, since the time complexity of finding permutations

of all rows every time for BEA is very high. Also for further execution of any new

task the entire iterations of BEA has to be repeated. Schaeffer [11] has suggested

different approaches in graph clustering that can be used for identification of the

grouping pattern in the given dataset. In this paper, both global and local approaches

are reviewed and the delicate issues of selecting an appropriate method for the task

at hand, selecting good parameter values are discussed. However the applicability

of these approaches on the data-intensive application to arrive at an ODP strategy is

not discussed. Golab et al. [12] have presented practical algorithms for minimizing

the data communication cost of evaluating a query workload in a distributed setting

through graph partitioning. The algorithm is centered on the assumption that each

query and its data requirement are independent. Accordingly, the data placement is

done by taking into consideration that each query is executed separately within those

nodes with least data movement. However, the queries being executed in an environ-

ment are seldom arbitrary and exhibit some grouping behavior. Hence these queries

with interest locality, i.e., (queries which are executed normally together or depen-
dent on similar set of data) will require further consideration. The data placement

has to be modified based on the grouping semantics of the queries.
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3 Optimal Data Placement Strategy—Proposed work

In this paper, an optimal data placement strategy-based grouping semantics is pro-

posed. The entire workflow diagram is shown in Fig. 1. The various steps involved

in the work are explained subsequently.

Step 1: The input for this step will be the user history log and meta-informations.

These log files are typically large in size and are semi-structured. All Map-reduce

applications executed in cluster, save the task execution details as a log file, which

consists of two files (i) Job Configuration file: (ii) Job Status file for each job executed

in the machine. Using this as an input, the log files are processed to construct task fre-

quency table containing the list of different tasks executed, frequency of occurrence,

and the required blocks for each task.

Step 2: In this step, the task frequency table obtained in the earlier step is depicted

as a task execution graph shown in Fig. 2. by using graph visualization tool. Task

execution graph is an unordered pairGTex = (B,T)whereB represents set of vertices

as blocks and T represents set of edges as tasks executed. GTex is undirected, and

may hold parallel edges since some set of blocks (B′
⊆ B) may require different task

executions Ti.
Step 3: The task execution graph (GTex) is then converted into clustered task

execution graph (CGTex) by applying graph clustering algorithm as shown in Fig. 2.

Graph clustering is the task of grouping the vertices of the graph into clusters taking

into consideration the edge structure of the graph in such a way that there should be

many edges within each cluster and relatively few between the clusters [11]. When

Fig. 1 Work flow diagram for the proposed work
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Fig. 2 Task frequency table and task execution graph for sample graph consisting of 10 blocks

and 5 nodes

a clustering algorithm is applied to a uniformly distributed graph, the algorithm will

arbitrarily group the graph into cluster-based similarity metric. The quality of clus-

ter graph depends on the type of clustering algorithm applied over the input graph.

Markov Cluster [MCL] Algorithm [13] is fast and scalable unsupervised cluster algo-

rithm, which is applied for finding the natural groupings in the graph.

Step 4: In this step, the clusters obtained from clustered task execution graph

(CGTex) are separated into various groups as shown in Fig. 3. A subset of vertices

forms a good cluster if the induced subgraph is dense, but there are relatively few

connections from the included vertices to vertices in the rest of the graph. Accord-

ingly, each group in the cluster will have individual characteristics showing high

Intra cluster density and low Inter cluster density shown in Eqs. (1) and (2).
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Fig. 3 Various stages of clustered graph by applying MCL algorithm

Intra cluster density 𝛿int(c) =
|{{v, u}|v ∈ C, u ∈ C}|

|C|(|C| − 1)
(1)

Inter cluster density 𝛿int(G|C1, ....,Ck) =
1
k

k∑

i=1
𝛿int(ci) (2)

Steps 5 and 6: Optimal data placement Algorithm:

Input: Dependency matrix DM[m][n] where m be tasks and n be blocks, grouped

data blocks Group − set[ ]obtained from graph clustering.

Output: Matrix ODP[n][k] indicating optimal data placement

Begin

Group − Set = {G1,G2, ..Gk} where k be the number of groups available

For i = 1 to n do

Select Group − set[i] from DM[m][n];
Calculate Relative dependency of each element of Group − set[i] with all elements

of Group − set[i + 1];
Relative dependency R[i] for one task is

(a) R[i] = 1 if only any one of the block will be required for that task

(b) R[i] = −1 if both blocks are required for that task

(c) R[i] = 0 if none of the blocks are required for that task

Calculate sum[i] for each R[i];
S = Choose the largest value from sum[i];
ODP[0][k] = GP[i];
ODP[1][k] = S;
Delete GP[i] and S from Group − set;
Increment i;
Repeat upto Group − set = {empty};

End For;

End;
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Fig. 4 Different data placement strategy and resource utilization

Steps 7 and 8: Then ODPA reorganizes default data layouts in HDFS to achieve

the maximum parallel execution per group. A motivating example with a cluster of 5

nodes with 10 blocks has been considered for execution of 4 sample tasks. The results

are tabulated in Fig. 4, which clearly shows an improved performance of 100% when

placed as per ODPA after grouping wherein the performance of default (51.1%), load

balancing (66.7%), and grouping (90%). It does not guarantee 100% local map task

execution every time but it will always produce an improved result over the default

data placement strategy which is tested with several miniature examples.

4 Experimental Results and Analysis

Our proposed strategy has been tested in a 15-node cluster in a single rack environ-

ment with Hadoop installed in every node. The cluster has been configured with one

Name-Node and 15 Data-Nodes, the nodes are chosen in such a way to hold a hetero-

geneous environment. The program for execution of ODPA can be executed based

on demand and the situation manually. The dataset used for our experiment was

Amazon product data [14] which contains product reviews and metadata from Ama-

zon, including 142.8 million reviews spanning May 1996–July 2014. This dataset

includes reviews on various categories, viz., Books, Electronics, Movies, Music,

Health and personal care, etc. The size of the dataset is 20 GB which is available

in Stanford Network Analysis Project [15].
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Fig. 5 Default data placement for Amazon product review data set across DN

when this dataset is uploaded in bulk, it is split into even-sized data blocks, and

randomly placed across the available Data-Nodes in the cluster. This placement is

done without any consideration to the nature of queries likely to be executed, how-

ever the data set consist of detail of various categories of reviews each with unique

field of interest and hence the data blocks required for executing the queries may also

be limited to part of the complete dataset based on grouping behavior. Since the data

blocks are randomly placed there is a likelihood of group of required data blocks

being concentrated within few Data-Nodes which in turn reduce parallel execution.

Even when the uploading of data is done category wise instead of bulk uploading

we found that this scenario has not shown any improvement.

Figure 5 shows the placement of data blocks in the cluster for four major cat-

egories (Books review −4.4 GB, Movies & TV review −2.8 GB, Music −2.1 GB,

and Electronics 325 MB) of our dataset. It is observed that the data related to each of

the different category are concentrated within few nodes for, e.g., Data blocks relat-

ing to books (71 blocks) is available for execution only in 8 of the 15 nodes (only

53% utilization), in this case we can consider books review as an interest locality

since queries relating to books are to be executed only among this 71 blocks rather

than the total of about 345 blocks, thereby establishing that Hadoop’s default data

placement does not consider any grouping semantics of dataset. But our proposed

ODPA based on graph clustering identifies grouping semantics of data and are then

optimally distributed across the Data-Nodes for improved parallel execution. Differ-

ent tasks with interest locality are executed and performance of the proposed data

placement strategy was studied in comparison with various existing data placement

policies such as default, load balancer [16], groupings. The output shown in Table 1

gives an interesting result showing improved local map task and reduced execution

time. The graphical representation of the results are shown in Figs. 6 and 7.
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Fig. 6 Graph showing the improvement in local map tasks for proposed strategy

Fig. 7 Graph showing the improvement in execution time for proposed strategy

5 Conclusion and Future work

HDDPS places data randomly across the data-nodes without considering group-

ing semantics among the data set resulting in concentration of required data blocks

within a few data-nodes thereby reducing parallel execution. Hence, we proposed an

ODPS based on grouping semantics by applying graph clustering algorithm. This in

turn re-organizes the default data layouts in HDFS to achieve the maximum parallel

execution per group resulting in improved performance for Big Data sets in a distrib-

uted environment. Our proposed strategy is tested in 20-node cluster. The result has

strengthened proposed algorithm and has proved to be more efficient for massive

datasets by reducing query execution time by 26% and significantly improves the
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data locality by 38% compared to HDDPS. Even though the results are optimistic,

the behaviors of proposed work in a cross rack environment with replicas have to be

further studied for improved performance.
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Parameter Estimation for PID Controller
Using Modified Gravitational Search
Algorithm

Ankush Rathore and Manisha Bhandari

Abstract This paper focuses on the Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA) which
depends on the law of gravity and law of motion. GSA lacks the exploitation
property. To improve the exploitation skill, efficiency, and accuracy of GSA, a
modified GSA (MGSA) is proposed. The proposed algorithm keeps up a suitable
stability between the exploitation and exploration skills of GSA by using an
intelligence factor (IF). The MGSA is applied to speed control problem of an
induction motor system. Simulations results showed that the modified GSA per-
forms better than GSA and Adaptive Tabu Search (ATS) in terms of computational
time and closed-loop response.

Keywords Gravitational search algorithm ⋅ Induction motor ⋅ Integral square
error ⋅ Modified GSA

1 Introduction

The induction motor is mainly used for the constant speed control applications. The
familiar approach Ziegler Nichols [1] furnishes a bare performance with a large
settling time and wide load disturbances for design of PID controller.

Many approaches have been evolved to solve the speed control of an induction
motor problem in the past decades. The major approaches append as fuzzy PD and
PI controller [2], optimally tuning of the input weight factors by using adaptive tabu
search (ATS) [3], MRAC technique [4], integral sliding mode variable structure [5]
and robust QFT-based control of DTC [6] has been used to solve speed control of
an induction motor problem. These methods cannot conveniently deal with distinct
constraints and not to implement easily to find the desired solutions.

In recent years, a metaheuristic algorithm noted as gravitational search algorithm
(GSA) proposed by EsmatRashedi et al. [7] and it is depends on the law of motion
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and Newton’s law of gravity. The conventional metaheuristic algorithms do not
provide an appropriate solution with a multi-dimensional search space [7] because
the search space increases exponentially with respect to the population size.

To find out metaheuristic issues, GSA has been authenticated for eminent per-
formance such as wastewater treatment Process [8], Forecasting future oil demand
using GSA [9], optimal power flow in power system [10], Automatic Generation
Control [11] and field-sensed magnetic suspension system [12]. Though, utilization
of GSA in the metaheuristic problem is still limited.

In this paper a modified gravitational search algorithm is proposed to resolve the
speed deviation issue of induction motor [13] and to overcome the problem asso-
ciated with conventional techniques GSA and adaptive tabu search (ATS).

Rest of the paper is organized as follows: Basic GSA is explained in Sect. 2. The
performance of the proposed strategy is analyzed in Sect. 3. Application of MGSA
for induction motor system is explained in Sect. 4. Finally, Sect. 5, concludes
summarizing the work with results obtained.

2 Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA)

Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA) is inspired by the law of gravity [7]: “Every
particle in the universe attract every other particle with a force that is directly
proportional to the product of their masses and inversely proportional to square of
the distance between them.” Gravitational search algorithm can be described as

Step-1 The position of an agent is described as

Xi = ðx1i , . . . , xdi , . . . , xni Þ for i=1, 2, . . . . . .N ð1Þ

Here, xdi acquaints the position of ith individual in the dth dimension.
Step-2 Evaluation of fitness function:
For minimization problems:

best tð Þ = min fitjðtÞ, j ∈ 1, . . . . . . . . . , N ð2Þ

worst tð Þ = max fitjðtÞ, j ∈ 1, . . . . . . . . . , N ð3Þ

Step-3 Computation of Gravity Constant (G):
The gravity constant GðtÞ is calculated as

GðtÞ=G0e− αt ̸T ð4Þ

where G0 and α are constant. T is the total number of iteration.
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Step-4 Masses of the agent calculation:
Evaluation of masses of the agent are described as inertia mass ðMiiÞ, passive
gravitational mass ðMpiÞ, and active gravitational mass ðMaiÞ. This can be identified
as the position of the mass.

ðMiiÞ= ðMaiÞ= ðMpiÞ=Mi

miðtÞ= fitiðtÞ−worstðtÞ
bestðtÞ−worstðtÞ ð5Þ

MiðtÞ= miðtÞ
∑N

j=1 mjðtÞ
ð6Þ

where fitiðtÞ is value of the agent i at time t.
Step-5 Accelerations of individuals calculation:
Acceleration of candidate solutions depends upon the ratio of force to the mass of
the individual as follows:

adi ðtÞ=
Fd
i ðtÞ

MiiðtÞ ð7Þ

MiiðtÞ is the mass of ith individual and Fd
i ðtÞ is the total force reacting on individual

as procured as

Fd
i ðtÞ= ∑j∈Kbest, j≠ 1 randjF

d
ijðtÞ ð8Þ

Force on ith individual by jth individuals mass during iteration t is computed using
the following equation:

Fd
ijðtÞ=GðtÞMiðtÞ *MjðtÞ

RijðtÞ+ ε
ðxdj ðtÞ− xdi ðtÞÞ ð9Þ

Here GðtÞ is the gravity constant at time t, MjðtÞ and MiðtÞ are the masses of
individual j and i respectively, ε is a small constant, and RijðtÞ is the Euclidian
distance between two candidate solutions i and j:

RijðtÞ= XiðtÞ−XjðtÞ
�
�
2

�
� ð10Þ

Step-6 Update the velocity and position of each agent:
Moreover, the velocity of an individual is identified as a fraction of its acceleration
value of the agent added to its current velocity. Therefore, new velocity and new
position of the ith individual in dth dimension could be evaluated as
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vdi ðt+1Þ= randi * vdi ðtÞ + adi ðtÞ ð11Þ

xdi ðt+1Þ= xdi ðtÞ+ vdi ðt+1Þ ð12Þ

where, randi is a constant random variable in the interval [0, 1].
Step-7 Repeat steps 2–6 until their stopping criteria is reached.

3 Modification on GSA-PID Controller

3.1 Drawback of GSA

Two opposing forces are necessary for the metaheuristic algorithms as exploration
and exploitation in the search space. Exploration is related to global search in the
search space for convenient agents as well as exploitation is disclosed to local
search with improve the solution and endeavor to keep away from big leaps in the
search space (Fig. 1).

However, GSA lacks the exploitation skill in the last stage of iterations and at the
same time the computational cost would elevate acutely. Although the agents
cluster to a small domain, the agents cannot meet to the desired result due to the
exploitation ability. As a result, the agents get snared in the search space. In the
following part, we will incorporate MGSA into the process of GSA to achieve
the suitable stability between exploitation and exploration of GSA.

3.2 Modified GSA (MGSA)

The modification part was done by examining the algorithm deportment and con-
cluding that changing the value of new updated velocity. Modified GSA is based on
the fact that velocity update equation includes number of iterations so as to increase
the search space at the same time an intelligence factor is introduced to keep the
search within boundary and balance the updated velocity. This intelligence factor
may be system specific. In general, this strategy overcomes the lack of exploitation
property of GSA. The update velocity equation for the best solution is given by

vdi ðt+1Þ= IF * randi * vdi ðtÞ * iteration + adi ðtÞ ð13Þ

where vdi ðt+1Þ and vdi ðtÞ represents the velocity of the ith solution during iteration
t+1 and t respectively. adi ðtÞ demonstrates the acceleration of the ith solution
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during iteration t. rand is a random number specified in the interval [0, 1]. The value
of an intelligence factor (IF) is set to 0.12 empirically, because according to our
experimental results this value of an intelligence factor provides better results for
designing the PID controller for an induction motor. The effect of the intelligence
factor will be discussed in the following section. This characteristic is important for
implementing on a real-time application.

Fig. 1 Flowchart of modified gravitational search algorithm [7]
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4 Numerical Experiments

4.1 Induction Motor System

The plant model with an induction motor [13] is given as

GpðsÞ= 168.0436
sðs2 + 25.921 s+168.0436Þ ð14Þ

The desired specifications are given as

• Rise time ≤ 0.5 s
• Settling time ≤ 2 s
• Percentage overshoot ≤ 20%

The simulation parameters as number of agents is 30, α and G0 is set to 20 and
100 respectively, Maximum run and a maximum number of iterations is set as
30 and 50 respectively. The PID controller with parameters KP = 10.1705,
Ki = 1.1664 and Kd = 1.9631 which are determined by MGSA.

4.2 Simulation Results and Analysis

To obtain the parameters of PID controller, MGSA is used. Convergence perfor-
mance of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 2. The step response of an
induction motor without PID controller, Z-N method and step response with PID
controller using Adaptive Tabu Search (ATS), GSA and Modified GSA is shown
in Fig. 3a, b respectively. The comparison of elapsed time, integral square error,

Fig. 2 Convergence
performance of the proposed
method
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and evaluated responses for an induction motor are summarized in Tables 1, 2, and
3 respectively.

This demonstrates that the modified GSA exhibits better performance in both
transient and steady-state response as compared to Adaptive Tabu Search and GSA.
This is because MGSA can keep up a suitable stability between the exploitation and
exploration proficiency of GSA by using an intelligence factor (IF).

Fig. 3 a Step response without PID controller and Z-N method for an induction motor system.
b Step response with PID controller for an induction motor system
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5 Conclusion

A modified gravitational search algorithm (MGSA) is applied for speed control
problem of an induction motor. In MGSA, modified velocity is used to compensate
the lack of the exploitation ability of GSA. From the results, performance of PI
controller by PSO, PID controller by Z-N method and ATS has a quick rise time
and a wide overshoot but GSA resolves this overshoot problem. The MGSA gives
an improved results and halts down settling time as well as eliminates the
overshoot.

It is concluded that the modified Gravitational Search Algorithm (MGSA)
algorithm influences to offer quick computational time and better performance as
compared with PI controller by PSO, Z-N method, GSA, and Adaptive Tabu Search
(ATS) for design of PID controller for an induction motor system.
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Auto Improved-PSO with Better
Convergence and Diversity

Ashok Kumar, Brajesh Kumar Singh and B.D.K. Patro

Abstract Particle swarm optimization [PSO] is one of the most accepted opti-
mization algorithm and due to its simplicity it has been used in many applications.
Although PSO converges very fast, it has stagnation and premature convergence
problem. To improve its convergence rate and to remove stagnation problem, some
changes in velocity vector are suggested. These changes motivate each particle of
PSO in different directions so that full search space can be covered and better
solutions can be captured. Moreover, autotuning of random parameters are done to
remove stagnation problem and local optima. This auto-improved version is named
as AI-PSO algorithm. The performance of the proposed version is compared with
various state-of-the-art algorithms such as PSO-TVAC and basic PSO. Results
show the superiority of the algorithm.

Keywords PSO ⋅ Stagnation ⋅ Local optima ⋅ Premature convergence

1 Introduction

There are many real-life problems that can be stated as optimization problems. An
optimization problem’s main objective is to find out minimum or maximum value
of an objective function. Optimization problems are Np-hard problem therefore to
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solve such problems randomized algorithms like differential evolution and particle
swarm optimization [1] can be used.

PSO [1, 2] is a popular population-based nature inspired algorithm which works
on the theory of bird flocking and fish schooling. It was proposed in 1995 by James
Kennedy and Russell Eberhart. PSO works with random particles and updates the
positions of particles in upcoming generations to search the optimum solution. In a
n-dimensional search space, the position of ith particle can be represented by
an n-dimensional vector Xi = (xi1, xi2,…, xin) and velocity can be represented by
vector Vi = (vi1, vi2,…, vin). During search, the fitness of each particle is evaluated
and two best positions, i.e., previously visited best position by any particle also
known as Pbesti (pi1, pi2,…, pin) and the best of whole swarm global known as
Gbest position G = (g1, g2,…, gn) is identified. In each generation, following two
equations are used to calculate the velocity and position of ith particle

Vi =ω*Vi + c1*r1* Pi −Xið Þ+c2*r2* G−Xið Þ, ð1Þ

Xi =Xi +Vi, ð2Þ

where some parameters like ω, r1, r2, c1, and c2 are used. ω is known as inertia
weight and it is used to decide the impact of previous velocity of particle on its
current one. Random variables r1, r2 are uniformly distributed random variables
within range (0, 1). c1, c2 constant parameters are used for exploitation and
exploration. In PSO, Eq. (1) is used for calculating the new velocity on the basis of
its previous velocity and the distance of its current position from both its personal
best position and the best position of the entire population obtained till yet. The
value of each component in V can be clamped to the range [−vmax, vmax] to
control excessive roaming of particles outside the search space. Then the particle
flies toward a new position according Eq. (2). This process is repeated until it
reaches a user-defined stopping criterion.

There are two major drawbacks of PSO. The major drawback is its premature
convergence, i.e., it could converge to the local minimum solution. Even though
convergence rate of PSO is very high, it may converge on local optimum solution.
The second drawback is related to its performance based on the problem. This
dependency occurs by the way parameters are set, i.e., assigning different parameter
settings to PSO will result in high performance variance.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, popular variants of PSO
are discussed. In Sect. 3, proposed approach is presented. Section 4 covers the
experimental setup and benchmark functions. Section 5 presents comparison of the
proposed algorithm AI-PSO with various PSO variants over 24 benchmark func-
tions mentioned in Sect. 4. Finally Sect. 6 draws the conclusion.
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2 Related Work

2.1 Variants of PSO

After PSO was developed, several modifications have been done to improve the
performance of Basic PSO algorithm. Some of these considerations were focused
on limiting the maximum velocity of the particles and selecting the appropriate
values of acceleration constants and constriction factors, etc. Both the position and
the velocity vectors of particles are updated in each generation t (t = 1, 2, 3 …)
using the Eqs. (3) and (4), respectively:

Vi =Vi + c1*r1* Pi −Xið Þ+c2*r2* G−Xið Þ, ð3Þ

Xi =Xi +Vi, ð4Þ

Many new variants of PSO have been introduced in which either the operators
were modified or parameter tuning have been made.

Research article [1, 2] provide detailed information about PSO. M. Senthil
Arumugam et al. [3] proposed a modified version of PSO called GLBestPSO,
which approaches the global best solution in different ways. Further modifications
of same algorithm are done in 2009 by the same authors [4]. Niching concept was
first introduced to PSO in [5] so as to increase its ability to solve more complex
optimization problems that can search for multiple solutions at the same time. This
same concept is used in many other variants of PSO, like ASNPSO (adaptive
sequential niche particle swarm optimization) [6], PVPSO (parallel vector-based
particle swarm optimizer), etc. Some enhancements were further done in niche
based PSO algorithms such as enhancing the Niche PSO [7], adaptively choosing
nicking parameters in a PSO [8]. Shi and Eberhart [9] who introduced the concept
of using inertia weight ω into the velocity component. They updated the velocity
update of Eq. (3) as given below:

Vi =ω*Vi + c1*r1* Pi −Xið Þ+c2*r2* G−Xið Þ, ð5Þ

Further, time-dependent linearly varying inertia weight (ω = 0.9 to 0.4) PSO
known as PSO-TVIW was introduced by same authors in [10]. Aging leader and
challengers-particle swarm optimization (ALC-PSO) was proposed by Chen et al.
[11], in which if leader is unable to lead other particles toward the optimal solution,
new challengers will be generated that would replace older leader to come out from
local optima. PSO-TVIW Ratnaweera et al. [12] designed another variation with
time varying acceleration coefficients (TVAC). Moreover, two new variants, i.e.,
hierarchical PSO with TVAC (HPSO-TVAC) and mutation PSO with TVAC
(MPSO-TVAC) [12] are proposed by same authors.

PSO-DR proved itself as a robust optimizer rather than a common PSO
implementation on benchmark functions [13]. In [14] has introduced a new
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set-based particle swarm optimization (S-PSO) algorithm for solving combinatorial
optimization problems (COPs) in discrete space [15]. S-PSO is able to characterize
the discrete search space of COPs and candidate solution and velocity is defined as
a crisp set. S-PSO replaces the updating rules for position and velocity in basic PSO
by the procedures and operators defined on crisp. For searching in a discrete search
space, S-PSO follows a similar approach to the basic PSO.

3 Auto Improved-PSO with Better Convergence
and Diversity (AI-PSO)

It has been observed that the velocity operator of PSO need to be redefined because
the operator which was used in PSO to update the velocity of particles is not
effective for those particles whose value is equal to pbest and/or gbest. For all such
particles whose values are equal to their pbest and/or gbest, the contribution of
cognitive and/or social part for the solution will be zero. For example, the particle
that is at gbest will be motivated by the velocity equation shown in Eq. (6). Due to
this velocity vector, there will be very little change in the velocity of this particle.
Hence, there will be a little change in the position of this particle. Similar situation
will be faced by those particles in which at least one such component is zero. As
these particles are already at the best position so exploitation will not work, they
must be directed to search the entire search space and must be used for exploration.

Vk
iðt + 1Þ =ω*Vk

i ðtÞ ð6Þ

For such particles that are already at pbest and gbest, we have updated the
equation as follows.

Vi =ω*Vi + c1*r1* Pi −Xið Þ+c2*r2* G−Xið Þ+ r3* G−Pið Þ, ð7Þ

This additional factor will motivate these particles somewhere in the direction of
gbest and pbest so that new good solutions can be identified. Moreover to prevent
each particle to converge on local optimum, following values of w, c1, and c2 are
taken.

w= G−Pavgj j ̸ Gj j ð8Þ

c1 = jPi −Xi ̸j jPij ð9Þ

c2 = j G−Xið Þj ̸G ð10Þ

where Pavg is the average of fitness of all pbest particles. Symbol || indicates the
fitness of the mentioned particles not the position particles.
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3.1 AI-PSO Procedure

The steps involved in AI-PSO are given as follows.

Symbol Description

F Objective function (minimization)
itr Current iteration number
M Number of particles (population size)
Xi Position vector of ith particle, i = 1 to M
Vi Velocity vector of ith particle, i = 1 to M
pbesti Personal best position of the ith particle, i = 1 to M (personal best)
gbest Global best position (group best)

Begin
Step 1: Initialize the position and velocity vectors X and V randomly for each
particle in swarm
Step 2: Generate initial values of random parameters and in new generation use
Eqs. (8–10).
Step 3: itr = 1
Step 4: while FEs < MaxFEs
Step 5: Evaluate the fitness of each particle
Step 6: Update velocity vector V appropriately using Eqs. (5) and (7) as applicable
Step 7: Update position vector X using Eq. (4)
Step 8: itr = itr + 1
Step 9: end while
End

4 Test Functions and Experimental Setup

To check the efficiency of AI-PSO, this algorithm has been compared with other
variants of PSO on standard benchmark functions using comparing continuous
optimizers (COCO) software [11].

4.1 Benchmark Functions

Black-box optimization benchmarking (BBOB) functions are taken as benchmark
functions. This benchmark function set includes 24 noise-free real-parameter
single-objective benchmark functions. Among these 24 functions, five functions
form group of separable functions (f1–f5), moderate conditioning functions are
collected from (f6–f9) functions, set (f10–f15) contains unimodal functions,
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multimodal functions with adequate global structure are collected in (f16–f19) set,
and group (f20–f24) is used for multimodal functions with weak global structure.

4.2 Experimental Setup

Each variable of these functions is bounded in domain [−5, 5]. These functions can
be extended for any number of dimensions; however, in our experiment we have
checked these functions for 2, 3, 5, 10, and 20 dimensions. Difference between fopt–
ftarget is checked to terminate the optimization algorithm. The number of runs and
maximum allowed function evaluations (FEs) that are allowed for each run are
already fixed for BBOB benchmarking and calculated by Eq. (11). See [11] for
more details. A size of 20*D is used for all dimensions

Maximum FEs= 1000*D*Population Size ð11Þ

where,

20*Dimension for D=2, 3

Population Size∑ =15*Dimension for D=5

10*Dimension for D=10, 20

ð12Þ

Parameter settings of PSO Variants used in comparison
In order to measure the performance of proposed algorithm, this paper compares

the AI-PSO with 6 existing PSO variants on all the 24 black-box optimization
benchmark functions. Each algorithm is run for up to maximum number of function
evaluations defined in Eq. (11). Eq. (12) is used to set the number of particles
(population size) in each algorithm.

1. Global version PSO (PSO) [16]: Fix inertia weight ω = 0.792 and fix acceler-
ation coefficients c1 = 1.4944, c2 = 1.4944.

2. PSO with time dependent linearly varying inertia (PSO-TVIW) [11]: Varying
inertia weight (ω = 0.9 to 0.4) and fix acceleration coefficients c1 = 1.4944,
c2 = 1.4944.

3. Hierarchical PSO with time varying acceleration coefficients (HPSO-TVAC)
[17]: Inertia weight ω = 0 and acceleration coefficients change as (c1 = 0.5 to
2.5), (c2 = 2.5 to 0.5).

4. Mutation PSO with time varying acceleration coefficients (MPSO-TVAC) [17]:
Inertia weight (ω = 0.9 to 0.4) and acceleration coefficients change as (c1 = 0.5
to 2.5), (c2 = 2.5 to 0.5).

5. Aging leader and challengers—particle swarm optimization (ALC-PSO) [14]:
Fix inertia weight ω = 0.4 and fix acceleration coefficients c1 = 2.0, c2 = 2.0.
Lifespan of leader Ɵ0 = 60 and number of steps to evaluate leading power of
challenger T = 2.
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6. Particle swarm optimizer with adaptive bounds (PSO_Bounds): Dataset is
available for noise-free BBOB testbed.
(http://coco.lri.fr/BBOB2009/rawdata/PSO_Bounds_elabd_noiseless.tar.gz)

7. Auto improved-PSO with better convergence and diversity [Proposed algo-
rithm]: inertia weight w = |G-Pavg|/|G| and the values of c1 = |Pi-Xi|/|Pi| and
c2 = |(G-Xi)|/G

5 Experimental Results and Discussion

It is computed over all relevant trials as the number of function evaluations executed
during each trial while the best function value did not reach ftarget, summed over
all trials and divided by the number of trials that actually reached ftarget [17–20].

5.1 Comparison of Convergence Rate
and Solution Accuracy

The performance of the proposed algorithm is compared with peer algorithms for
convergence rate and solution accuracy on 2, 3, 5, 10 and 20 dimensions. Figure 1
shows that in 2-D, the overall performance of AI-PSO is better than other algo-
rithms. For separable functions (f1–f5), ALC-PSO and AI-PSO are comparable to

(i) (ii) (iii)

(iv) (v) (vi)

Fig. 1 Convergence graph for BBOB benchmark functions with 2-Dimension
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the proposed algorithm. In low or moderate conditioning and unimodal with high
conditioning function, AIS-PSO converges faster than the other algorithms. In
terms of solution accuracy, AI-PSO achieves optimal solution for all 24 benchmark
functions. Further, applying proposed algorithm on 3D, 5D, 10D, and 20D, fol-
lowing results were obtained.

1. Result on 3-D: In 3-D, the performance of AI-PSO is better than all the other
algorithms used for comparison. AI-PSO demonstrates significant improve-
ments especially in multimodal functions and it avoids the problem of getting
stuck in local optima as well.

2. Result on 5-D: 5-D, includes the comparison of different algorithms. AI-PSO
maintains its performance for the functions in 5-D also.

3. Result on 10-D: for 10-D problems overall performance of AI-PSO is best
among all algorithms used in comparison.

4. Result on 20-D: AI-PSO performs significantly better than in multimodal
problems (f15–f24). As finding global optimal solution for multimodal problems
is more difficult, AI-PSO performs comparatively superior than other
algorithms.

6 Conclusion

Proposed AI-PSO is able to achieve its aim, i.e., to avoid the stagnation and local
optima problem of PSO. With updated value of velocities and random parameters,
AI-PSO provides diversity to the particles that get stuck in local optimal solution in
such a manner that those particles move to potentially better and unexplored regions
in the search space. For unimodal problems particles of AI-PSO improve contin-
uously and rarely stagnate, while in the case of multimodal problems, particles
often stagnate and swarm trapped in local optima. AI-PSO identifies these problems
efficiently.
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A Novel Hybrid PSO–WOA Algorithm
for Global Numerical Functions
Optimization
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Abstract Recent trend of research is to hybridize two and more algorithms to
obtain superior solution in the field of optimization problems. In this context, a new
technique hybrid particle swarm optimization (PSO)–whale optimizer (WOA) is
exercised on some unconstraint benchmark test functions. Hybrid PSO–WOA is a
combination of PSO used for exploitation phase and WOA for exploration phase in
uncertain environment. Analysis of competitive results obtained from PSO–WOA
validates its effectiveness compared to standard PSO and WOA algorithm.
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1 Introduction

HPSO–WOA comprises best characteristic of both particle swarm optimization [1]
and whale optimizer algorithm [2]. HPSO–WOA result expresses that it has ability
to converse faster with comparatively optimum solution for both unconstrained
function.

Population-based algorithms based on randomization consists of two main
phases for obtaining better results that are exploration (unknown search space) and
exploitation (best solution).

In this HPSO–WOA, WOA is applied for exploration as it uses logarithmic
spiral path so covers large uncertain search space with less computational time to
explore possible solution or to converse particle toward optimum value. Most
popular PSO algorithms have ability to attain near optimal solution avoiding local
solution.

Contemporary works in hybridization are PBIL-KH [3] the population-based
incremental learning (PBIL) with KH, a type of elitism is applied to memorize the
krill with the best fitness when finding the best solution, KH-QPSO [4] is intended
for enhancing the ability of the local search and increasing the individual diversity
in the population, HS/FA [5] the exploration of HS and the exploitation of FA are
fully exerted, CKH [6] the chaos theory into the KH optimization process with the
aim of accelerating its global convergence speed, HS/BA [7], CSKH [8], DEKH
[9], HS/CS [10], HSBBO [11] are used for the speeding up convergence, thus
making the approach more feasible for a wider range of real-world applications.

The structure of the paper is given as follows: Introduction; description of
participated algorithms; competitive results analysis of unconstraint test benchmark
problem; and finally, conclusion based on results is drawn.

2 Particle Swarm Optimization

The particle swarm optimization algorithm (PSO) was discovered by James Ken-
nedy and Russell C. Eberhart in 1995 [1]. This algorithm is inspired by simulation
of social psychological expression of birds and fishes. PSO includes two terms P
best and G best. Position and velocity are updated over the course of iteration from
these mathematical equations:

vt+1
ij =wvtij + c1R1ðPbestt −XtÞ+ c2R2ðGbestt −XtÞ ð1Þ

Xt+1 =Xt + vt+1, i = 1, 2 . . .NPð Þ and j = 1, 2 . . .NGð Þ ð2Þ
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where,

w=wmax −
ðwmax −wminÞ * iteration

max iteration
ð3Þ

wmax = 0.4 and wmin = 0.9.

vtij, v
t+1
ij is the velocity of jth member of ith particle at iteration number (t) and

(t + 1). (Usually C1 = C2 = 2), r1 and r2 Random number (0, 1).

3 Whale Optimization Algorithm

In the meta-heuristic algorithm, a newly purposed optimization algorithm called
whale optimization algorithm (WOA), which inspired from the bubble-net hunting
strategy. Algorithm describes the special hunting behavior of humpback whales; the
whales follows the typical bubbles causes the creation of circular or ‘9-shaped path’
while encircling prey during hunting. Simply bubble-net feeding/hunting behavior
could understand such that humpback whale went down in water approximate 10–
15 m and then after the start to produce bubbles in a spiral shape encircles prey and
then follows the bubbles and moves upward the surface. Mathematic model for
whale optimization algorithm (WOA) is given as follows:

3.1 Encircling Prey Equation

Humpback whale encircles the prey (small fishes) then updates its position toward
the optimum solution over the course of increasing number of iteration from start to
a maximum number of iteration.

D
!

= C ⋅ X!* tð Þ−XðtÞ
��� ��� ð4Þ

X
!

t+1ð Þ= X
!

* tð Þ− A
! ⋅ D! ð5Þ

where A
!
, D
!

are coefficient vectors, t is a current iteration, X
!

* ðtÞ is position vector
of the optimum solution so far, and XðtÞ is position vector.

Coefficient vectors A
!
, D
!

are calculated as follows:

A
!

=2 a!* r− a! ð6Þ

C
!

=2 * r ð7Þ
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where a ⃗ is a variable linearly decrease from 2 to 0 over the course of iteration and
r is a random number [0, 1].

3.2 Bubble-Net Attacking Method

In order to mathematical equation for bubble-net behavior of humpback whales,
two methods are modeled as

(a) Shrinking encircling mechanism

This technique is employed by decreasing linearly the value of a! from 2 to 0.
Random value for a vector A ⃗ in a range between [−1, 1].

(b) Spiral updating position

Mathematical spiral equation for position update between humpback whale and
prey that was helix-shaped movement given as follows:

X
!

t+1ð Þ= D
!

* ebt * cos 2πlð Þ+ X
!

* ðtÞ ð8Þ

where l is a random number [−1, 1], b is constant defines the logarithmic shape,

D′
�!

= X
!

* ðtÞ−XðtÞ
��� ��� expresses the distance between ith whale to the prey mean

the best solution so far.
Note: We assume that there is 50–50% probability that whale either follow the

shrinking encircling or logarithmic path during optimization. Mathematically we
modeled as follows:

X
!

t+1ð Þ= X
!

* tð Þ− A
!

D
!

if p<0.5
D
!

* ebt * cos 2πlð Þ+ X
!

* tð Þ if p≥ 0.5

( )
ð9Þ

where p expresses random number between [0, 1].

(c) Search for prey

The vector A
!

can be used for exploration to search for prey; vector A
!

also takes
the values greater than one or less than −1. Exploration follows two conditions

D
!

= C
! ⋅Xrand

��!− X
!��� ��� ð10Þ

X
!

t+1ð Þ=Xrand
��!− A

! ⋅ D! ð11Þ
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Finally follows these conditions:

• A
!��� ���>1 enforces exploration to WOA algorithm to find out global optimum

avoids local optima

• A
!��� ���<1 For updating the position of current search agent/best solution is selected.

Flowchart of whale optimization algorithm is shown in Fig. 1.

start

Initialize the whales population , a, A, C, l, and p

Iter==max iter
Yes

Stop

Calculate the Fitness of each search agent, 
Evaluate X*, a, A, C, l, and p

If (p<0.5)

Check if any search agent goes beyond 
the search space and amend it 

Iter=iter+1

No
If (|A|< 1)

Update the position of the 
current search agent 

Select a random 
search agent

Yes

Yes

Update X* if there is a better solution

Fig. 1 Flowchart of WOA
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4 The Hybrid PSO–WOA Algorithm

A set of hybrid PSO–WOA is a combination of separate PSO and WOA. The
drawback of PSO is the limitation to cover small search space while solving higher
order or complex design problem due to constant inertia weight. This problem can
be tackled with Hybrid PSO–WOA as it extracts the quality characteristics of both
PSO and WOA. Whale optimizer algorithm is used for exploration phase as it uses
logarithmic spiral function so it covers broader area in uncertain search space.
Because both of the algorithms are randomization techniques, we use the term
uncertain search space during the computation over the course of iteration from
starting to maximum iteration limit. Exploration phase means capability of algo-
rithm to try out large number of possible solutions. Position of particle that is
responsible for finding the optimum solution of the complex nonlinear problem is
replaced with the position of whale that is equivalent to position of particle but
highly efficient to move solution toward optimal one. WOA directs the particles
faster toward optimal value, reduces computational time. As we know that that PSO
is a well-known algorithm that exploits the best possible solution from its unknown
search space, combination of best characteristic (exploration with WOA and
exploitation with PSO) guarantees to obtain best possible optimal solution of the
problem that also avoids local stagnation or local optima of problem. Hybrid PSO–
WOA merges the best strength of both PSO in exploitation and WOA in explo-
ration phase toward the targeted optimum solution.

vt+1
ij =wvtij + c1R1ðWhale Post −XtÞ+ c2R2ðGbestt −XtÞ ð12Þ

Table 1 Benchmark test function

No. Name Function Dim Range Fmn

F1 Schwefel 1.2
f xð Þ= ∑

n

i=1
∑
i

j− 1
xj

 !2

*R xð Þ
30 [−100, 100] 0

F2 Schwefel 2.21 f xð Þ= max
i

xij j, 1≤ i≤ nf g 30 [−100, 100] 0

F3 Step function
f xð Þ= ∑

n

i=1
xi +0.5½ �ð Þ2 *R xð Þ 30 [−100,

100]
0

F4 Quartic
function f xð Þ= ∑

n

i=1
ix4i + random 0, 1½ Þ *R xð Þ 30 [−1.28,

1.28]
0

F5 Hartman 2
f xð Þ= − ∑

4

i=1
ci exp − ∑

6

j=1
aij xj − pij
� �2 !

6 [0, 1] −3.32

F6 Shekel 1
f xð Þ= − ∑

5

i=1
X − aið Þ X − aið ÞT + ci

� �− 1 4 [0, 10] −10.1532

F7 Shekel
f xð Þ= − ∑

7

i=1
X − aið Þ X − aið ÞT + ci

� �− 1 4 [0, 10] −10.4028

F8 Shekel
f xð Þ= − ∑

10

i=1
X − aið Þ X − aið ÞT + ci

� �− 1 4 [0, 10] −10.5363
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5 Simulation Results for Unconstraint Test Benchmark
Function

Unconstraint test benchmark functions (Schwefel 1.2, Schwefel 2.21, Step Func-
tion, Quartic Function, Hartman 2, and Shekel’s family) are given in Table 1.
Search agent no is 30 used for all functions. Convergence curve of test function is
shown in Fig. 2 proof that PSO–WOA algorithm has very good results compare to
standard particle swarm optimization and recently proposed whale optimization
algorithm.
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Fig. 2 Convergence characteristics of benchmark test functions
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6 Conclusion

The drawback of PSO is the limitation to cover small search space while solving
higher order or complex design problem due to constant inertia weight. This
problem can be tackled with hybrid PSO–WOA as it extracts the quality charac-
teristics of both PSO and WOA. WOA is used for exploration phase as it uses
logarithmic spiral function so it covers broader area in uncertain search space.
So WOA directs the particles faster toward optimal value, reduces computational
time. HPSO–WOA is tested on some unconstrained problems. HPSO–WOA gives
better results in most of the cases and in some cases results are inferior that
demonstrate the enhanced performance with respect to original PSO and WOA.
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Moth-Flame Optimizer Method
for Solving Constrained Engineering
Optimization Problems

R.H. Bhesdadiya, Indrajit N. Trivedi, Pradeep Jangir
and Narottam Jangir

Abstract A recently proposed swarm inspired optimization algorithm based on the
navigation approach of Moths in space entitle as Moth-Flame Optimization
(MFO) algorithm, is used for solve equality and inequality constrained optimiza-
tion, real challenging layout problems. The navigating strategy of moths in universe
entitles transverse orientation, a well active mechanism for travel so far distance in
the straight direction. In fact, artificial lights trick moths, so they follow a deadly
spiral path. MFO algorithm gives the competitive results with both continuous and
discrete control variables. Real Challenging Constrained Optimization is a way of
optimising an objective function in presence of constraints on some control vari-
ables. MFO have an ability to solve both constraints that may be either hard
constrained or soft constrained. A statical representation of MFO algorithm
expresses the best objective function value with reference to accuracy and standard
deviation over recently proposed and most popular optimization algorithms.
Fourteen constrained benchmark function of real engineering problems have been
calculated and gained solutions were compared with the solution obtained by
various recognized algorithms. The results obtained through MFO algorithm rep-
resent better solutions in the field of engineering design problems among many
recently developed algorithms.
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1 Introduction

A recently proposed swarm inspired optimization algorithm MFO [1] based on the
navigation mechanism for flying in the straight direction in night called transverse
position of Moths in universe. Transverse position for navigation apply a fixed
angle by Moths with reference to Moon as Moon is far away from Moths so this
mechanism guarantees for flying in linear direction. This transverse mechanism is
applied for artificial lights nearer to Moths compared to Moon, then Moths are
tricked as they do not keep constant angle with respect to flame or angle is reducing
so fly over flames in scale of Logarithmic spiral way and after merge close to the
flame. Spiral path represent best exploration area of an algorithm with respect of
unknown search space.

In former years, different types of optimization methods introduce among that
some optimization algorithm used derivative concept to solve different type of
problems due to gradient that algorithms suffer from more than one best and peak
values. Population-based MFO is a meta-heuristic optimization methods have an
ability to jump local best value and get global optimal solution that make it
appropriate for practical applications without structural modifications for solving
different constrained Optimization problems. All numerical results obtained with
different techniques shown in tables, are explicitly taken from [1–3, 4] directly
without modification.

Remaining paper organize the following manner: The next section describes the
Moth-flame optimizer algorithm and its equations are given in Sect. 2. Section 3
includes equality, inequality constraint optimization and classical well-known
engineering layout problems including their structure, convergence curve and
results compared with former algorithms. In Sect. 4 conclusions are drawn.

2 Moth-Flame Optimizer

Moth-Flame [1] optimization method first proposed by S. Mirjalili in 2015. It is
population-depended meta-heuristic approach. The MFO method uses three rows
for approximate, global solution for problems that describe as given steps:

Moth-FlameOptimizer = Q, Z, X½ �, ð1Þ

Q is the objective that yields an uncertain population of different moths with
respect to fitness values. Considering Q, Z and X these points, we use a log scale
Spiral for the MFO method below describe as:
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s mp, fq
� �

= dp*ebt cos 2πt+ fq ð2Þ

where dp expresses the distance of the moth for the qth flame, b is a constant for
expressing the shape of the log (logarithmic) spiral, and t is a random value in [−1, 1].

dp = fq −mp
�� ��, ð3Þ

where mi indicate the pth moth, fq indicates the qth flame, and where di expresses
the path length of the pth moth for the qth flame. The absolute value of moths
represents minimum distance between two swarms.

The flame numbers are decreased over when number of iterations are increased
until that have not equal to maximum number of iterations. We use a formula to
calculate flame number as given below:

flame number= round n− iter*
n− 1
t

� �
, ð4Þ

where iter represent recent iteration, n represent max. number of flames, and
t represent total number of iteration that required to solve problems.

3 Constrained Engineering Design Problem

Fourteen constrained engineering classical design problems are evaluated and they
may have several inequality constraints. The process of MFO algorithm does not
need to be changed during Optimization. For this purpose, we assign simplest
constrained handling, penalty function, method where search agents are work at
objective function to evaluate optimum result if they violate any constrains.

3.1 Car Side Impact Design

In the mechanical area impact design of car side [5] is to objective minimize weight
using nine different constraints influence parametric mixers including materials of
B-Pillar inner [5], floor side inner [6], barrier height [6], hitting position, thick-
nesses of B-Pillar inner [7], B-Pillar inner reinforcement, floor side inner, cross
members [7], door beam, door beltline reinforcement and roof rail, the car side
impact design problem is entitling by Gandomi et al. [8]. Figure 1 show iteration
versus objective function value of car side impact design, Comparative statistical
results from many optimization techniques such as PSO [5], FA [6] and DE [7] are
compared with MFO results shown in Table 1.
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Fig. 1 Convergence curve of design problems

Table 1 Comparative
statistical results from other
former optimization
techniques car side impact
design problem

Method Mean value Best value S.D.

PSO 22.89429 22.84474 0.15017
DE 23.22828 22.84298 0.34451
FA 23.22828 22.84298 0.16667
MFO 22.85979 22.84252 0.065966
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3.2 Multiple Disk Clutch Brake Design Problem

Optimization design problem consists of discrete control variable; whose main aim
is to obtain the minimum mass of multiple disk clutch brake. This Optimization
problem is taken from [9]. The design problem is also analyzed by Deb and
Srinivasan [10] with NSGA-II Optimization technique. Figure 1 shows the con-
vergence curve for the multiple disk clutch brake layout problem. Competitive
solution with NSGA-II [10], WCA [11] are shown in Table 2.

3.3 Rolling Element Bearing Design Problem

In the mechanical area rolling element bearing [12] layout is to maximize the
dynamic load carrying capacity. The oversight criteria are inner and outer raceway
curvature [13] coefficient ð fi, f0Þ, number of ball ðZÞ, pitch diameter ðDmÞ, ball
diameter ðDbÞ, KDmax ,KDmin, ε, e and ζ. All control variables nature is continuous left
of balls, a discrete variable, as it is rounded to the nearest integer value. Rolling
element consist of manufacturing consideration [13], kinematic and according to
application requirement. Rolling element exists in between two surfaces, that are
moveable and provides a facility of less friction. Figure 1 show iteration versus
objective function value of Rolling element bearing design problem. This con-
strained problem is analyzed by GA [12], ABC [13], MBA and results are com-
pared in Table 3.

3.4 Speed Reducer Design Problem

In the mechanical area to minimize the weight of speed reducer in that constrained
Optimization problem various parameters are involved such as bending stress of the
gear teeth [14], transverse deflections of shafts, and stresses in shafts and surface
stress [14]. This problem involved eleven [4] constraints, produces high complexity
of problem reported in [15] solutions are also given but that are infeasible. Figure 1
shows iteration versus objective function value of speed reducer problem.

Table 2 Comparative
statistical results from other
former optimisation
techniques for multiple disk
clutch brake design problem

D.V NSGA-II WCA MFO

X1 70.0000 70.0000 70.009291
X2 90.0000 90.0000 90.000
X3 1.50000 1.00000 1.5000
X4 1000.0000 910.0000 1000.00
X5 3.00000 3.00000 2.311174
f(X) 0.4704 0.313656 0.389479670
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Competitive solutions with MFO are shown in Table 4 from many optimization
techniques such as PSO-DE [16], MDE [4], MBA are compared with MFO results.
In mechanical engineering layout area has highly challenging problems due to large
numbers of complex constraints.

3.5 Tubular Column Design Problem

The function of tubular column design has carry a compressive load at minimum
cost via a uniform column of tabular section and load is P=2500kgf . The force
induced in column must be less than yield and buckling stress. The cost consists of
material and suction cost. Figure 1 shows convergence curve of Tubular column
design problem, Comparative statistical results from many optimization techniques
such as Hsu and Liu [17], Rao [18] and cuckoo search (CS) [3] are compared with
MFO results as shown in Table 5.

Table 3 Competitive solution obtained from various methods for the rolling element bearing
design problem

D.V MBA GA MFO

X1 125.7153 125.7171 125.7227
X2 21.423300 21.423 21.42330
X3 11 11 11
X4 0.515000 0.515 0.515000
X5 0.515000 0.515 0.515000
X6 0.488805 0.4159 0.486226
X7 0.627829 0.651 0.700000
X8 0.300149 0.300043 0.300000
X9 0.097305 0.0223 0.020000
X10 0.0646095 0.751 0.6000163

f(X) 85535.9611 81843.3000 85539.1929

Table 4 Competitive solution attained from many optimization methods for the speed reducer
design problem

D.V PSO-DE MDE MBA MFO

X1 3.50000 3.500010 3.500000 3.49924
X2 0.70000 0.700000 0.700000 0.70000
X3 17.0000 17.00000 17.000000 17.0000
X4 7.30000 7.300156 7.300033 7.30000
X5 7.80000 7.800027 7.715772 7.71475
X6 3.35021 3.350221 3.350218 3.35016
X7 5.28668 5.286685 5.286654 5.28633
f(X) 2996.34 2996.3566 2994.48245 2994.20622
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3.6 Belleville Spring Design Problem

In the mechanical area Belleville spring [13] to minimum weight and satisfying
large complex constraints. The control variables are external diameter ðDeÞ,
thickness ðtÞ, internal diameter ðDiÞ and height ðhÞ of the spring. Figure 1 show
iteration versus objective function value of the Belleville spring design problem.
The constrained problem was analyzed by Coello [19] and, with other techniques
like ABC [13], Gene AS I, II [20], results have been presented in Table 6 for the
comparisons of various algorithms for attains best solutions in reference of mini-
mum value or accuracy.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, MFO is used to solve highly complex constrained, expensive, con-
tinuous and discrete control parameters benchmark problems. The various results
obtained by MFO and its comparison with the solution achieved by other
well-known heuristic algorithms prove the potential of MFO algorithm in solving
challenging problems with unknown search space is good. In many design prob-
lems, MFO provides better result to other algorithms but in some cases, results are
inferior. This Paper shows that applicability potential of MFO in solving real and
complex engineering problems.

Table 5 Comparative statistical results from other former optimisation techniques for the tubular
column design problem

Parameter CS Hsu and Liu Rao MFO

f min 25.5316 25.5316 25.5323 25.4933
D 5.45139 5.4507 5.44 5.5528
T 0.29196 0.292 0.293 0.25015

Table 6 Comparative statistical results from other former optimization techniques for the
Belleville spring design problem

D.V Gene AS II Coello Gene AS I MBA MFO

X1 0.210 0.208 0.205 0.204143 0.204143
X2 0.204 0.2 0.201 0.2 0.2
X3 9.268 8.751 9.534 10.030473 10.0305
X4 11.499 11.067 11.627 12.01 12.01
f(X) 2.16256 2.121964 2.01807 1.9796747 1.9796747
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Training Multilayer Perceptrons in Neural
Network Using Interior Search Algorithm

R.H. Bhesdadiya, Indrajit N. Trivedi, Pradeep Jangir, Arvind Kumar,
Narottam Jangir and Rahul Totlani

Abstract Multilayer perceptron (MLP) is the most popular neural network method
and it has been widely used for many practical applications. In this paper, recently
developed interior search algorithm (ISA) is proposed for training MLP. Five of
most important standard classification datasets (balloon, XOR, Iris, heart, and breast
cancer) are employed to evaluate the proposed algorithm performance. The
obtained results from ISA-based are compared with five well-known algorithms
including ant colony optimization (ACO), genetic algorithm (GA), particle swarm
optimization (PSO), population-based incremental learning (PBIL), and evolution
strategy (ES). The statistical results reflect that the performance of the proposed
algorithm can train MLPs with a very high degree of accuracy and it is capable of
outperforming the well-known algorithms. The results also show that the high
convergence rate of the ISA and it is potential to avoid local minima.
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1 Introduction

In the area of computational intelligence techniques, neural networks (NN) are one
of the maximum discoveries [1]. Learning methods are categorized into supervised
and unsupervised. In supervised method, the NN is providing feedbacks from the
peripheral source. In unsupervised method, a NN adjusts automatically to inputs
without any additional source. Trainer provides learning for a neural network [2].
A trainer has a capability to acquire the best result for new inputs. The trainer has
supposed to be very significant part of any NNs. The neural network science
concepts was first proposed in 1943 [1]. There are various types of neural networks
proposed in the literature study: Kohonen self-organizing network, feedforward
network, recurrent neural network, radial basis function (RBF) network, and
spiking neural networks. In feedforward neural networks (FNN) and multilayer
perceptron (MLP), the information is cascaded in one direction throughout the
networks. As its name implies, however, recurrent neural networks share the
information between the neurons in two directions. Finally, spiking neural networks
activates neurons with spikes. This also motivates the attempts to investigate the
efficiencies of my recently proposed algorithm called interior search algorithm
(ISA) [3] in training neural networks. In fact, the main motivations of this work are
one field: Interior search algorithm (ISA) shows high exploration and exploitation
that may assist it to outperform other trainers in this field.

2 Feedforward Neural Network and Multilayer
Perceptron

Neurons of feedforward neural networks are settled in different parallel layers [1].
The initial layer is known as input layer and final layer is known as the output layer.
Hidden layer is placed between input layer and output layer.

The inputs, weights, and biases, the output of MLPs are found out using fol-
lowing steps:

1. The weighted sums of I/P is [4]:

sj = ∑
n

i=1
ðWij*XiÞ− θj, j=1, 2, 3, . . . , h ð1Þ
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where n = No. of input nodes, Wij = Connection weight from the ith node in
the input layer to the jth node in the hidden layer, θj = Bias (threshold) of the jth
hidden node, and Xi = ith input.

2. The I/P of each hidden node is

sj = sigmoidðsjÞ= 1
ð1+ expð− sjÞÞ , j=1, 2, 3, . . . , h ð2Þ

3. The last outputs based on the calculated outputs of the hidden layer neurons
nodes are [5]:

Ok = ∑
h

j=1
ðWjk*sjÞ− θ

0
k, k=1, 2, 3, . . . ,m ð3Þ

Ok = sigmoidðOkÞ= 1
ð1+ expð−OkÞÞ ð4Þ

where θ
0
k = Bias of the kth output node.

3 Interior Search Algorithm

Recently proposed ISA is a combined optimization analysis divine to the creative
work or art relevance to interior or internal designing [3] consists of two stages first
one composition stage where number of solutions are shifted toward to get optimum
fitness. Second stage is reflector or mirror inspection method where mirror is placed
in the middle of every solution and best solution to yield a fancy view [3] to design,
satisfying all control variables to constrained design problem.

3.1 Algorithm Description

1. However, the position of acquired solution should be in the limitation of
maximum bound and minimum bounds, later estimate their fitness amount [3].

2. Evaluate the best value of solution, the fittest solution has maximum objective
function whenever aim of optimization problem is minimization and vice versa
is always true. Solution has universally best in jth run (iteration).

3. Remaining solutions are collected into two categories mirror and composition
elements in respect to a control parameter α. Elements are categorized based on
the value of random number (all used in this paper) ranging 0–1.
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Whether rand1ðÞ is less than equal to α it moves to mirror category else moves
toward composition category. For avoid problems α must be carefully tuned.

4. Being composition category elements, every element or solution is however
transformed as described below in the limited uncertain search space.

x ji = lb j + ðub j − lb jÞ*r2 ð5Þ

where x ji represents i− th solution in j− th run, ub j, lb j upper and lower range in
j− th run, whereas its maximum and minimum values for all elements exists
ð j− 1Þth run and rand2ðÞ in a range 0–1.

5. For i− th solution in j− th run spot of mirror is described [3]:

x j
m, i = r2x

j− 1
i + ð1− r3Þ*x jgb ð6Þ

where rand3ðÞ ranging 0–1. Imaginary position of solutions is dependent on the
spot where mirror is situated defined as:

x j
i =2x jm, i − x j− 1

i ð7Þ

6. It is auspicious for universally best to little movement in its position using
uncertain walk defined:

x j
gb = x j− 1

gb + rn*λ ð8Þ

where rn vector of distributed random numbers having same dimension of x,
λ = (0.01*(ub-lb)) scale vector, dependable on search space size.

7. Evaluate fitness amount of new position of elements and for its virtual images.
Whether its fitness value is enhanced then position should be updated for next
design. For minimization optimization problem updating are as follows [3]:

x j
i = fx

j
i ...f x j

ið Þ< f x j− 1
ið Þ

xj− 1
i .........Else

ð9Þ

8. If termination condition not fulfilled, again evaluate from second step.

3.2 Parameter Tuning

A curious component in algorithm [3] is α for unconstrained benchmark test
function it is almost fixed 0.25, but requirement is to increase its value ranging 0–1
randomly as increment in maximum number of runs selected for particular problem.
It requires to shift search emphasized from exploration stage to exploitation opti-
mum solution toward termination of maximum iteration.
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3.3 Nonlinear Constraint Manipulation

Nonlinear constraint manipulations have following rules:

• Both solutions ares possible, then consider one with best objective functional
value.

• Both solutions are impossible, then consider one with less violation of
constraints.

Evaluation of constraint violation:

VðxÞ= ∑
nc

k=1

gkðxÞ
gmaxk

ð10Þ

where
nc = Number of constraints,
gkðxÞ= kth constraint consisting problem,
gmaxk = maximum violation in kth constraint till yet.

3.4 ISA-Based MLP Trainer

Multilayer perceptron are very vital variables in training biases and weights [6]. The
interior search algorithm [3] accepts the variables in the form of a vector, the
variables of an MLP (multilayer perceptron) for interior search algorithm is [1]:

V
!

= fW!, θ
!g= fW1, 1,W1, 2, . . . ,Wn.n, h, θ1, θ2, . . . , θhg ð11Þ

where n = No. of the input nodes and θj = Bias of the jth hidden node.
A common metric for the evaluation of a multilayer perceptron is the mean square

error (MSE) [7]. In this performance metric, a specified bundle of training models is
given to the MLP (multilayer perceptron). The difference between the desired output
and the MLP value can be calculated by the equation given below [2]:

M.S.E. = ∑
m

i=1
ðoki − dki Þ2 ð12Þ

where m = Number of outputs, oki = Real output of the ith input unit, and dki =
Desired output of the ith input unit.

The average of MSE with every training sample is used to assess the MLP
performance:
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M.S.E. = ∑
s

k=1

∑
m

i=1
ðoki − dki Þ2

S
ð13Þ

where s = Number of training samples.
The problem of training a multilayer perceptron can be formulated with variables

and average mean square error for the interior search algorithm is

Minimize:FðV!Þ=MSE ð14Þ

error of every training samples [5]. By varying the weights and biases iteratively,
the interior search algorithm gives reduced average mean square error of each
training samples.

4 Results and Discussion

In this part, five standard classification datasets like XOR, balloon, iris, breast
cancer, and heart are used for benchmarked the ISA-based multilayer perceptron
trainer [1].

A. XOR dataset

(See Table 1 and Fig. 1).

B. Balloon dataset

(See Table 2 and Fig. 1).

C. Iris dataset

(See Table 3 and Fig. 1).

Table 1 Comparative results for the XOR dataset

Algorithms Classification
rate (%)

MSE (AVE ± STD)

ISA-M.L.P. 100 0.0001125 ± 0.00031
Particle swarm optimization-M.L.P. [8] 37.50 0.084050 ± 0.035945
Genetic algorithm-M.L.P. [9] 100 0.000181 ± 0.000413
Ant colony optimization-M.L.P. [10] 62.50 0.180328 ± 0.025268
Evolution strategy-M.L.P. [11] 62.50 0.118739 ± 0.011574
Population-based incremental
learning-M.L.P. [12]

62.50 0.030228 ± 0.039668
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D. Breast Cancer dataset

(See Table 4 and Fig. 1).

E. Heart dataset

(See Table 5 and Fig. 1).

Table 2 Comparative results for the balloon dataset

Algorithms Classification
rate (%)

MSE (AVE ± STD)

ISA-M.L.P. 100 3.28e-24 ± 1.04e-23
Particle swarm optimization-M.L.P. [8] 100 0.000585 ± 0.000749
Genetic algorithm-M.L.P. [9] 100 5.08e-24 ± 1.06e-23
Ant colony optimization-M.L.P. [10] 100 0.004854 ± 0.007760
Evolution strategy-M.L.P. [11] 100 0.019055 ± 0.170260
Population-based incremental
learning-M.L.P. [12]

100 2.49e-05 ± 5.27e-05

Table 3 Comperative results for the Iris dataset

Algorithms Classification
rate (%)

MSE (AVE ± STD)

ISA-M.L.P. 92.65 0.054732 ± 0.026515
Particle swarm optimization-M.L.P. [8] 37.33 0.228680 ± 0.057235
Genetic algorithm-M.L.P. [9] 89.33 0.089912 ± 0.123638
Ant colony optimization-M.L.P. [10] 32.66 0.405979 ± 0.053775
Evolution strategy-M.L.P. [11] 46.66 0.314340 ± 0.052142
Population-based incremental
learning-M.L.P. [12]

86.66 0.116067 ± 0.036355

Table 4 Comperative results for the breast cancer dataset

Algorithms Classification
rate (%)

MSE (AVE ± STD)

ISA-M.L.P. 99 0.0023452 ± 0.00142
Particle swarm optimization-M.L.P. [8] 11 0.034881 ± 0.002472
Genetic algorithm-M.L.P. [9] 98 0.003026 ± 0.001500
Ant colony optimization-M.L.P. [10] 40 0.013510 ± 0.002137
Evolution strategy-M.L.P. [11] 06 0.040320 ± 0.002470
Population-based incremental
learning-M.L.P. [12]

07 0.032009 ± 0.003065
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5 Conclusion

In this work, the newly developed ISA is introduced for very first time as a mul-
tilayer perceptron trainer. The multilayer perceptron training problem is used with
ISA. ISA used to find the optimal fitness values for weights and biases. The
ISA-based trainer is employed to five standard classification datasets (XOR, bal-
loon, Iris, breast cancer, and heart). For confirmation, the results obtained with the
ISA–MLP algorithm are compared with five different stochastic optimization
trainers: PSO, ES, GA, ACO, and PBIL. The results proved that the ISA have
ability to be very effective and accurate in neurons training MLPs. ISA–MLP
algorithm can be able to best level of local optima avoidance, which increases the
possibility of searching more accurate approximations for optimal weights and
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Fig. 1 Convergence curve of ISA-MLP algorithm

Table 5 Comperative results for the heart dataset

Algorithms Classification
rate (%)

MSE (AVE ± STD)

ISA-M.L.P. 82.70 0.083589 ± 0.003871
Particle swarm optimization-M.L.P. [8] 68.75 0.188568 ± 0.008939
Genetic algorithm-M.L.P. [9] 58.75 0.093047 ± 0.022460
Ant colony optimization-M.L.P. [10] 00.00 0.228430 ± 0.004979
Evolution strategy-M.L.P. [11] 71.25 0.192473 ± 0.015174
Population-based incremental
learning-M.L.P. [12]

45.00 0.154096 ± 0.018204
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biases for MLPs. Furthermore, the efficiency of the optimal values for weights and
biases obtained by suggested method is quite more, which is due to the high
exploitation of the ISA-MLP trainer.

For future scope, it is interesting to see the efficiency and effectiveness of the
proposed interior search algorithm (ISA) for training multilayer perceptron with
radial basis function network, Kohonen network, and recurrent network as well as
structures and parameters of MLPs such as number of hidden nodes and hidden
layers. In addition, methods for improving the exploitation of ISA algorithm are
worth studying.
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Sequence Generation of Test Case Using
Pairwise Approach Methodology

Deepa Gupta, Ajay Rana and Sanjay Tyagi

Abstract There are various instruction specifications in the software system that
interacts with each other. While designing software system, software engineers
have to face a tedious task of ensuring the validation of every available software use
case. If the instruction specifications are huge, the required number of use cases to
validate becomes unmanageable within reasonable time budget and therefore
designers have to choose one of the options of either delaying the projects or
delivering without validating all available test case scenarios. Even for moderately
sized software systems, comprehensive testing sometimes becomes impossible due
to limited time availability for validation phase. Empirical studies have indicated
that most of the faults in software systems often precipitate by interaction between
smaller numbers of instruction specifications. If designers can cover all available
interactions between all pairs of instructions specifications (instead of compre-
hensive testing), it can give reasonable confidence to designers about the software
attribute within the limited time. This paper presents one such approach which uses
the sequence origination approach for pairwise test case origination. This approach
makes certain to propagate the required intent of trial run cases which cover all
available interactions between all instructions pairs at least once. Trial run selection
specification is this approach based on combinatorial testing. The paper also dis-
cusses the results with this new approach on one of the candidate software system
to demonstrate its efficacy over already existing validation approaches.
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1 Introduction

Combinative testing (CT) is an exemplification approach which develop trial run
that focuses on the comportment of interaction of orderliness components with their
collaborators [1]. Inclination is established on the surveillance that utmost software
flaws precipitate through orderliness of solely two aspects analogous instruction
expenses. Its search group that is much smaller than that of comprehensive trial
earlier was efficacious in findings flaws [2]. Pairwise testing is an efficacious,
combinative testing approach that, for each amalgamation of instruction attribution
to a software arrangement, tests all available amalgamation of this attribution [3].

In software engineering, software testing and removing flaws is still very
labor-comprehensive and expensive. Roughly software testing is a paramount of
project. Therefore, the aim is to search for a mechanized worth-efficacious software
testing and unscramble scheme to check high attribute software release [4].
Forthwith analysis and inquisition on testing the software that targets on the test
coverage criterion design, obvious error and test localization difficulty. Among
these difficulties, test case origination difficulty is a valuable one and has come
forward in producing error-free programs. Explain this, pairwise strategy, known
for its productive test case reduction scheme and adaptability to notice from
superlative per hundred of the faults, can be used. It is necessary to state that an
efficacious way of finding any flawless solution is not established and the time
required for finding a smallest instance of trial run grows very fast when the number
of attribution and available expenses rises.

A genetic iterative is an approach that resembles the familiar rule of progression’
[5]. The following algorithm was discovered for handling exploration and aug-
mentation related disputes and is known to be efficacious for determining results to
the disputes with the very massive search space and complex disputes. In genital
algorithm, we tend to find a better answer from community of possible choice
called entity to a complication which tends to find much better solutions.

In this paper, metaheuristic algorithms are applied and also the concept of genital
algorithm concepts have been applied for generating pairwise test sets as a search
dispute and this paper presents more details of sequence test origination using a
pairwise approach. Here we have provided with the sequence origination method
which combines the feature of NP—Complete dispute [3]; as well as sequence
origination approach which reduces the number of trial run.

2 Metaheuristic Algorithms

A metaheuristic iterative process can be explained as a continual origination process
that guides a dependent heuristic by combining smartly various conceptions to
analyze and minimize the search space. To find nearly flawless solutions, infor-
mation should be framed using informative ways [6]. The subsequent part explains
the sequence generation algorithm:
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2.1 N-IPO (Novel-IPO)

• An adjustment with many instruction particularization, the IPO hereditary
develops an amalgamation test intent for the early dual attributes, stretches the
developed test intent to develop a pairwise test intent being the early trio
attributes and go on to do so for each descriptive attributes [3]. The N-IPO
yields into attention the illustrative expenses of attribution authority instead of
all the available expenses. During spanning the preceding test intent for over and
above attribution dual steps supervenes:

• In the early step the current trial run are stretched inconsistently by adding the
expense of recent attribution. The following is known as inconsistent extension.

• In the dual stepping the test intent is enhanced by summing more trial run,
which may be mandatory due to inclusion of new attribution. This impression is
the perpendicular extension.
Antecedent partitions must be decided in the instruction domains and take out
the illustrative expenses from each domain. To escape any kind of viewpoint we
endorse the illustrative expense from each separation on irregular support.

2.2 Pairwise Testing

The above-mentioned approach uses the combinative testing approach in which one
by one dual set of instruction attribution of software is being tried [1, 7]. It is
observed as a feasible adjustment amidst combinative testing method. It can be
implemented much rapidly than comprehensive testing that test an amalgamation
for all instruction attribution is more efficacious than less comprehensive plans that
fail to act on all available pairs of instruction attribution. The interpretation after this
type of testing is the larger part of the software flaws which precipitate by the single
instruction attribution. Pairwise testing thus depends upon that one by one dual
instruction attribution conscience be occupied at slightly one time.

3 Combination Sequence Generation Algorithm
(Proposed Algorithm)

To begin with first we need to know how this optimized test sequence can be
developed. For that we will use combination sequence origination algorithm. Then
we will use this sequence generator in our test case origination algorithm to get the
final outputs.
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Combination Sequence Generation Algorithm

1. Let C be the array of elements of which Combinations are to be made.
2. Let M be the count of elements in C.

Create a Multi-Way Tree with root node containing elements of C.
Create all possible combination groups, when M − 1 elements are chosen
from C.
Make them the child nodes.
Do steps 3–4 recursively in such a way that each parent has all possible
combinations of child nodes with length one less than to itself, until each
child node contains only one element.

3. Now Traverse this tree with depth first approach and generate the
sequence.

4. Remove the duplicates from bottom to top, from the sequence.
5. Display sequence.

Example: C = [a, b, c, d].

M = Tree Origination:  4

Traverse this tree with depth first approach and remove the duplicates from
bottom to top.
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3.1 Test Case Origination Algorithm

• This algorithm will develop the output containing test cases and their test
results.

• The data structures to be maintained for this process:

• Name • Description
• X
• V
• TV
• xCount
• S
• N

• Set of parameters to be tested
• Set of parameter’s value domain for each item
• Set of tested values
• Number of items to be tested
• Stack of parameter groups
• Counter

• Output • A table with three columns Group, Values, Result
• Group = parameter group that has been tested
• Values = values used for the test
• Result = test result, Pass or Fail

Test Case Origination Algorithm

1. Input X with parameter names to be tested
2. Input Y with parameter value domains to be tested
3. xCount = count items in X
4. n = 0
5. n = n + 1
6. Select Group as first n parameters from X
7. Use Combination Sequence Origination Algorithm to generate com-

binations sequence of Group parameters and push in S, where combi-
nation is not present in Output [Group].

8. Select testGroup as pop(S).
9. Select testParameterGroup as n random values from V domain of each

parameter in testGroup. If V has empty domains for any parameter then
fetch random value from TV for that parameter.

10. Test testGroup with testParameterGroup and store in Output.
11. Add testParameterGroup to TV
12. Remove testParameterGroup values from V
13. If S is not empty go to step 8.
14. If n < xCount go to step 5.
15. Display Output.
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4 Experimental Outcomes

A sequence origination algorithm which is based on this hereditary has been
replaced in fraternization with intranet portal Nico minds Inc. [8]. The algorithm was
used to propagate the pairwise intent of trial run during different development
phases. The trial run was delivered to validation team which ran through trial run in
parallel with comprehensive mode trial run to check their efficaciousness. The results
indicated that pairwise trial run developed with this hereditary were able to figure
paramount of the bugs found by comprehensive intent of trial run whereas the
validation effort put in for validating pairwise trial run was much less as compared to
comprehensive testing. The general findings were that error occurred due to inter-
action between a and b attributions. The proposed sequence propagation hereditary
was quite successful in downsizing the number of developed trial run Here is a
sample table which depicts the results for one of the small module of the software:

Group Values Result

A False Pass
a, b True, 4 Fail
B 2 Pass
a, b, c True, 1, 0 Fail
a, c False, 5 Pass
C 8 Pass
b, c 3, 5 Pass

5 Discussion and Conclusion

The paper presented a sequence propagation hereditary for generating the pairwise
trial run based upon the pairwise testing of the software arrangements having the
instruction attributions considering enormous spheres. In summary, sequence
origination algorithm

• embraces gains of IPO hereditary, i.e., uniform and perpendicular extension;
• embraces (Novel-IPO) boundary value analysis;
• embraces benediction of Fibonacci series, i.e., resembling ascending–descend-

ing path;
• embraces the benediction of tree traversal.

The presented approach was evaluated on a software project of intranet portal
and results indicated that paramount faults were discovered with the intent of
pairwise trial run developed in this case and number of trial run developed and tried
were much less than comprehensive intent of trial run. This approach obtains the
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advantage of segregating all the spheres with reasonable budget. Also the dispute
was formulated using depth first searching traversing approach and applied the test
case propagation algorithm to find pairwise test sets which helped the trial run
intent to cover the most of the instructions attributions interactions. With the
approach of testing, the tradeoff for the carefulness of trial run coverage can be
optimized by a tester whereas we have finite basis of time and liability that are
available.

Going forward, the proposed need to be evaluated on multiple trial run and need
to be enhanced and customized for domain specific disputes. A multilayered model
is also available where this approach is first used to develop the top level of trial run
to develop very few set of trial run to check the overall sanity of software. When
these small number of trial run are validated successfully and all the bugs which are
found are fixed, this approach is again used to cover more instruction attributions
and develop more trial run to given better coverage.
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A Rule Extraction for Outsourced
Software Project Risk Classification

Zhen-hua Zhang, Yong Hu, Kuixi Xiao, Shenguo Yuan
and Zhao Chen

Abstract A rule extraction algorithm based on K-means clustering with
interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy sets (IVIFS) information, which is the combi-
nation of K-means clustering and IVIFS, is proposed in this paper. First, we
introduce IVIFS and its distance. Second, we introduce IVIFS method and its
application to the classification of software project. Finally, we present a rule
extraction model according to IVIFS fuzziness and its K-means clustering, and
apply them to pattern classification of outsourced software project risk to demon-
strate the advantages of this model. The experimental results show that the rules
from IVIFS model are better than that from the conventional K-means clustering
model in rule extraction, and the prediction effect from the former is more effective
than that from the latter. According to this combinational rule extraction method,
based on database from a special and professional investigation for Chinese small
and medium software-outsourced enterprise, we obtain some valuable, realistic and
available project development risks decision rules.
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Keywords Interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy sets ⋅ K-means clustering ⋅ Rule
extraction ⋅ Outsourced software project risk

1 Introduction

By introducing membership and nonmembership degree, Zadeh launched fuzzy sets
(FS, [1]) in 1965. In 1980s, Atanassov presented hesitant degree and proposed
intuitionistic fuzzy sets (IFS, [2]) and IVIFS [3]. Hence, many studies on IFS and
IVIFS had been carried out, such as pattern recognition [4–8], static and dynamic
decision-making [9–12] etc. However, most studies of intuitionistic fuzzy system
focused on IFS theory, decision-making algorithm, and design and application of
distance, similarity, entropy, etc. At present, few researches on how to extract the
rules based on IFS system have been done. More importantly, few traditional
decision analysis models on IFS and IVIFS are applied to the risk discovery in
outsourced software project. This paper proposes a rule extraction model of IVIFS,
and then the presented model is utilized to knowledge discovery of outsourced
software project risk.

In the research of software project risk, early scholars majorly focused on
principles [13] and project risk index system [13–18]. Wallace, Keil, and Nidumolu
et al. studied the constitute of output and decision attributes for software project
risk, and analyzed the effect of condition attributes to decision attributes qualita-
tively [14, 19, 20]. Hu, Zhang, and Nagi et al. utilized Bayesian networks to
construct causal analysis framework for software project risk [21, 22], and predicted
the risk by supervised combinational model [23, 24]. In fact, for the research of
unsupervised model applied to software project risk prediction, only conventional
clustering method and fuzzy neural network are presented [19, 25].

According to survey data of software project risk, we conclude that most of the
research data use Likert scale (five level or seven level scale), and the border
between any two adjacent levels is vague. Thus the traditional rule algorithms, such
as decision tree and rough set rule extraction etc., do not reflect the fuzziness and
vagueness.

In summary, considering the shortage of exiting studies, we introduce a rule
extraction method with IVIFS information based on k-means clustering algorithm.
First, we present the definition of IVIFS and its distance measures. And then, the
IVIFS model along with its distance measures are utilized to pattern recognition of
outsourced software project risk. Finally, we present a rule extraction method with
IVIFS information. The simulation results show that these IVIFS rules are more
suitable for the study of outsourced software project risk than the rules derived from
the conventional K-means model.
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2 IVIFS and Its Distance

Definition 1 An IVIFS A over X is

A= < x,MAðxÞ,NAðxÞ,HA xð Þ> jx ∈ Xf g. ð1Þ

MAðxÞ= ½t −A ðxÞ, t +A ðxÞ�⊆ ½0, 1�, NAðxÞ = ½ f −A ðxÞ, f +A ðxÞ�⊆ ½0, 1�, HAðxÞ= ½π −
A ðxÞ,

π +
A ðxÞ�, with the condition π −

A ðxÞ=1− t +A ðxÞ− f +A ðxÞ ∈ ½0, 1�, π +
A ðxÞ=

1− t −A ðxÞ− f −A ðxÞ ∈ ½0, 1�, t +A ðxÞ+ f +A ðxÞ ≤ 1 for x ∈ X. And MAx, NA(x), and
HA(x) represent the interval of membership degree, nonmembership degree, and
hesitant degree, respectively.

Definition 2 According to the membership function and the nonmembership
function of IVIFS, weighted standardized Minkowski distance can be defined as
follows, where wABðxÞ≥ 0, ∑

x∈X
wABðxÞ=1. When p = 2, Eq. (2) is Euclidean

distance.

dIVIFSðA*,B*Þ
=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

∑
x∈X

wABðxÞ jt −A ðxÞ− t −B ðxÞjp + jt +A ðxÞ− t +B ðxÞjp + jf −A ðxÞ− f −B ðxÞjp + jf +A ðxÞ− f +B ðxÞjp� �

p

r

.

ð2Þ

3 Application Example

We utilize IVIFS model above to a pattern recognition example about the classi-
fication of outsourced software project risk [5–7].

Example 1 Suppose that we have four types of outsourced software projects, which
are expressed by four IVIFSs Ai = < x,MAiðxÞ,NAiðxÞ> jx ∈ Xf gði=1, 2, 3, 4Þ over
the feature space X = {x1, x2,…, x12} with weight vector w = {0.1, 0.05, 0.08,
0.06, 0.03, 0.07, 0.09, 0.12, 0.15, 0.07, 0.13, 0.05}T. And B is an unknown out-
sourced software project. We focus on determining which class the unknown
pattern B belongs to. All the attributes we use are shown in Table 1, which have
been proved to be important attributes between customers and contractors when
outsourced software is under development [21–25].
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A1 = f< x1, 0.1, 0.2½ �, 0.5, 0.6½ �> , < x2, 0.1, 0.2½ �, 0.7, 0.8½ �> , < x3, 0.5, 0.6½ �, 0.3, 0.4½ �> ,

< x4, 0.8, 0.9½ �, 0, 0.1½ �> , < x5, 0.4, 0.5½ �, 0.3, 0.4½ �> , < x6, 0, 0.1½ �, 0.8, 0.9½ �> ,

< x7, 0.3, 0.4½ �, 0.5, 0.6½ �> , < x8, 1.0, 1.0½ �, 0, 0½ �> , < x9, 0.2, 0.3½ �, 0.6, 0.7½ �> ,

< x10, 0.4, 0.5½ �, ½0.4, 0.5 > , < x11,� ½0.7, 0.8 ,� ½0.1, 0.2 > , < x12,� ½0.4, 0.5 ,� ½0.4, 0.5�> g.
A2 = f< x1, 0.5, 0.6½ �, 0.3, 0.4½ �> , < x2, 0.6, 0.7½ �, 0.1, 0.2½ �> , < x3, 1.0, 1.0½ �, 0, 0½ �> ,

< x4, 0.1, 0.2½ �, 0.6, 0.7½ �> , < x5, 0, 0.1½ �, 0.8, 0.9½ �> , < x6, 0.7, 0.8½ �, 0.1, 0.2½ �> ,

< x7, ½0.5, 0.6 ,� ½0.3, 0.4 > , < x8,� ½0.6, 0.7 ,� ½0.2, 0.3 > , < x9,� ½1.0, 1.0�, 0, 0½ �> ,

< x10, ½0.1, 0.2�, ½0.7, 0.8 > , < x11,� ½0, 0.1 ,� ½0.8, 0.9 > , < x12,� ½0.7, 0.8 ,� ½0.1, 0.2�> g.
A3 = f< x1, 0.4, 0.5½ �, 0.3, 0.4½ �> , < x2, 0.6, 0.7½ �, 0.2, 0.3½ �> , < x3, 0.9, 1.0½ �, 0, 0½ �> ,

< x4, ½0, 0.1 ,� ½0.8, 0.9 > , < x5,� ½0, 0.1 ,� ½0.8, 0.9 > , < x6,� ½0.6, 0.7 ,� ½0.2, 0.3�> ,

< x7, ½0.1, 0.2�½0.7, 0.8 > , < x8,� ½0.2, 0.3 ,� ½0.6, 0.7 > , < x9,� ½0.5, 0.6 ,� ½0.2, 0.4�> ,

< x10, ½1.0, 1.0�½0, 0 > , < x11,� ½0.3, 0.4 ,� ½0.4, 0.5 > , < x12,� ½0, 0.1 ,� ½0.8, 0.9�> g.
A4 = f< x1, 1.0, 1.0½ �, 0, 0½ �> , < x2, 1.0, 1.0½ �, 0, 0½ �> , < x3, 0.8, 0.9½ �, 0, 0.1½ �> ,

< x4, 0.7, 0.8½ �, 0.1, 0.2½ �> , < x5, 0, 0.1½ �, 0.7, 0.9½ �> , < x6, 0, 0.1½ �, 0.8, 0.9½ �> ,

< x7, 0.1, 0.2½ �, 0.7, 0.8½ �> , < x8, 0.1, 0.2½ �, 0.7, 0.8½ �> , < x9, 0.4, 0.5½ �, 0.3, 0.4½ �> ,

< x10, 1.0, 1.0½ �, ½0, 0 > , < x11,� ½0.3, 0.4 ,� ½0.4, 0.5 > , < x12,� ½0, 0.1 ,� ½0.8, 0.9�> g.
B= f< x1, 0.9, 1.0½ �, 0, 0½ �> , < x2, 0.9, 1.0½ �, 0, 0½ �> , < x3, 0.7, 0.8½ �, 0.1, 0.2½ �> ,

< x4, ½0.6, 0.7 ,� ½0.1, 0.2 > , < x5,� ½0, 0.1 ,� ½0.8, 0.9 > , < x6,� ½0.1, 0.2 ,� ½0.7, 0.8�> ,

< x7, ½0.1, 0.2�, ½0.7, 0.8 > , < x8,� ½0.1, 0.2 ,� ½0.7, 0.8 > , < x9,� ½0.4, 0.5 ,� ½0.3, 0.4�> ,

< x10, ½1.0, 1.0�, ½0, 0 > , < x11,� ½0.3, 0.4 ,� ½0.4, 0.5 > , < x12,� ½0, 0.1 ,� ½0.7, 0.9�> g.

From the data above, considering the realistic meaning of all the attributes for xi
(i = 1, 2, …, 12), we use x1 (Project Manager) and x2 (Development Team) to
characterize Development Experience (y1); x3 (Plan and Control), x4 (Development
and Test) and x5 (Engineering Support and Milestone Management) to describe
Project Management Level (y2); x6 (Client Team Collaboration) and x9 (Client
Development Experience) to express Client Development Experience (y3); x7

Table 1 Outsourced software project risk factors

Customer risks (Support and
collaboration risks)

References Contractor risks References

1 Client Team Collaboration (x6) [14–16] 1 Project Manager (x1) [14]
2 Top Management Support (x7) [14–16] 2 Development Team

(x2)
[13–15]

3 Client Department Support (x8) [14–16] 3 Plan and Control (x3) [13, 14]
4 Client Development Experiment
(x9)

[15, 16] 4 Development and
Test (x4)

[18]

5 Business Environment (x10) [15] 5 Milestone
Management (x5)

[14, 17]

6 Level of IT Application (x11) [14]
7 Business Process (x12) [15]
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(Top Management Support) and x8 (Client Department Development) to explain the
Client Support Level (y4); x10 (Client Business Environment), x11 (Level of IT
Application for Client) and x12 (The Level of Client Business Process standard-
ization) to show the Level of Client Business Environment (y5). According to IVIFS
information, using weights w for each attribute xi, we obtain

A1 = f< y1, 0.1, 0.2½ �, 0.57, 0.67½ �> , < y2, 0.59, 0.69½ �, 0.19, 0.29½ �> , < y3, 0.14, 0.24½ �, 0.66, 0.76½ �> ,

< y4, 0.7, 0.74½ �, 0.21, 0.26½ �> , < y5, 0.56, 0.66½ �, 0.24, 0.34½ �> g.
A2 = f< y1, 0.53, 0.63½ �, 0.23, 0.33½ �> , < y2, 0.51, 0.56½ �, 0.35, 0.41> , < y3,½ ½0.90, 0.94�, 0.03, 0.06½ �> ,

< y4, 0.56, 0.66½ �, 0.24, 0.34½ �> , < y5, 0.17, 0.27½ �, 0.63, 0.73½ �> g.
A3 = f< y1, 0.47, 0.67½ �, 0.27, 0.37½ �> , < y2, 0.42, 0.52½ �, 0.42, 0.48½ �> , < y3, 0.53, 0.63½ �, 0.2, 0.37½ �> ,

< y4, 0.16, 0.26½ �, 0.64, 0.74½ �> , < y5, 0.44, 0.51½ �, 0.37, 0.44½ �> g.
A4 = f< y1, 1, 1½ �, 0, 0½ �> , < y2, 0.62, 0.72½ �, 0.16, 0.28½ �> , < y3, 0.27, 0.37½ �, ½0.46, 0.56�> ,

< y4, ½0.04, 0.14 ,� ½0.7, 0.86 > , < y5,� ½0.44, 0.51 ,� ½0.37, 0.44�> g.
B= f< y1, 0.9, 1½ �, 0, 0½ �> , < y2, 0.54, 0.64½ �, 0.22, 0.32½ �> , < y3, 0.3, 0.4½ �, ½0.43, 0.53�>

y4, ½0.1, 0.2 ,� ½0.7, 0.8 > , < y5,� ½0.44, 0.51 ,� ½0.37, 0.44�> g.

From the result above, for each yk (k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) we have

If t −A ðxÞ+ t +A ðxÞ
2 ≥ 0.8& f −A ðxÞ+ f +A ðxÞ

2 ≤ 0.2, then it is Good;
If ðt −A ðxÞ+ t +A ðxÞÞ− ðf −A ðxÞ+ f +A ðxÞÞ≥ 0, then it is Common;
If ðt −A ðxÞ+ t +A ðxÞÞ− ðf −A ðxÞ+ f +A ðxÞÞ<0, then it is Bad;

According to the data above, we define three sets initially: Good, Bad, and
Common. The rules are shown in Table 2.

According to Table 2, A1 means project development and management is
standardized, but their experience is poor. As for A2, their developing experience is
enough, while the project management is not standardized for Contractor. The
performance of A3 is quite common for the contractees and the contractors, and its
Client support is terrible. For A4, the contractors perform perfectly, but the con-
tractees are extremely bad. Obviously, B is more close to A4, which is the same with
the result in [6, 7].

Table 2 Preliminary determination of outsourced software project risk

Pattern Development
experience x1,
x2

Project
management
x3, x4, x5

Client team
experience
x6, x9

Client
support
x7, x8

Client business
environment x10,
x11, x12

A1 Bad Common Bad Common Common
A2 Common Common Good Common Bad
A3 Common Common Common Bad Common
A4 Good Common Bad Bad Common
B Good Common Bad Bad Common
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Xu introduced four similarity formulas in [6], and got the following results:

s1 A1,Bð Þ=0.597, s1 A2,Bð Þ=0.561, s1 A3,Bð Þ=0.833, s1 A4,Bð Þ=0.976;

s2 A1,Bð Þ=0.530, s2 A2,Bð Þ=0.529, s2 A3,Bð Þ=0.734, s2 A4,Bð Þ=0.951;

s3 A1,Bð Þ=0.545, s3 A2,Bð Þ=0.503, s3 A3,Bð Þ=0.810, s3 A4,Bð Þ=0.956;

s4 A1,Bð Þ=0.473, s4 A2,Bð Þ=0.473, s4 A3,Bð Þ=0.712, s4 A4,Bð Þ=0.934.

In [6], considering that the similarity degree between A4 and B is largest, Xu
concluded that the unknown pattern B should belong to the pattern A4. In 2011, Wei
et al. also obtain the same results as Xu using another similarity formula in [7].

4 Algorithm Steps

In order to comprehensively find out the risk of outsourced software project in its
development process for small and medium enterprises (SMEs) of China, and
extract useful and explicit decision rules in management process, we made a
detailed survey. We collect 293 sample data from some SMEs of China undertaking
outsourced software project from the USA, Japan, and Southeast Asia. And most of
these companies come from the eastern coastal developed city of China. There are
260 complete and 33 incomplete individuals. 69 of complete individuals are failure
and 191 successful. The decision attribute named Target attribute, including 8
output attributes: Function, Performance, Information Quality, Maintainability,
Satisfaction of Customer and User, Company Profits, Completion Degree in Time,
Completion Degree in Budget [19, 20]. Either Yes or No are their options.
A software project is a successful project when all 8 output options are Yes.

Algorithm steps are shown below:

Step 1: Fuzzification of outsourced software project and its conditional attributes
using fuzzy relationship matrix.

We use five level scales {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} to denote the different level of attribute.
Thus, for each “Bad” project set A and conditional attribute x∈X, we define

t −A ðxÞ=1− 0.2x, t +A ðxÞ=1.2− 0.2x, f −A ðxÞ=0.2x− 0.2, f +A ðxÞ=0.2x.

For each “Common” project set A and x∈X, if x ≤ 3, we define

MAðxÞ= ½t −A ðxÞ, t +A ðxÞ�= ½minfj0.5x− 0.5j, j0.5x− 0.7jg, maxfj0.5x− 0.5j, j0.5x− 0.7jg�,
NAðxÞ= ½f −A ðxÞ, f +A ðxÞ�= ½minf1.5− 0.5x, 0.5x− 0.2g, maxf1.5− 0.5x, 0.5x− 0.2g�.
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If x > 3, we define

MAðxÞ= ½t −A ðxÞ, t +A ðxÞ�= ½minfj2.5− 0.5xj, j2.3− 0.5xjg, maxfj2.5− 0.5xj, j2.3− 0.5xjg�,
NAðxÞ= ½f −A ðxÞ, f +A ðxÞ�= ½minf0.5x− 1.5, 0.5x− 1.3g, maxf0.5x− 1.5, 0.5x− 1.3g�.

For each “Good” project set A and x ∈ X, we define

t −A ðxÞ=0.2x− 0.2, t +A ðxÞ=0.2x, f −A ðxÞ=1− 0.2x, f +A ðxÞ=1.2− 0.2x.

We will obtain 3 fuzzy relationship matrixes RA→X. Obviously, each RA→X is a
260 × 12 matrix. Where each ri, j have four values ½t −A ðxÞ, t +A ðxÞ, f −A ðxÞ, f +A ðxÞ�.
Step 2: Process of K-means clustering algorithm with IVIFS information.

On the basis of the result of fuzzification, we adopt 10-means to 20-means
clustering algorithm according to membership and nonmembership interval with the
same weights. Taking all the classifications into account, we merge several cate-
gories with individual sample into their most close categories, and we obtain 9
category centers:

A1 = f< x1, 0.9, 1½ �, 0, 0.1½ �> , < x2, 0.7, 0.9½ �, 0.1, 0.3½ �> , < x3, 0.7, 0.9½ �, 0.1, 0.3½ �> , < x4,

½0.7, 0.9 ,� ½0.1, 0.3 > , < x5,� ½0.7, 0.9 ,� ½0.1, 0.3 > , < x6,� ½0.9, 1 ,� ½0, 0.1 > , < x7,� ½0.9, 1�,
½0, 0.1 > , < x8,� ½0.7, 0.9 ,� ½0.1, 0.3 > , < x9,� ½0.7, 0.9 ,� ½0.1, 0.3 > , < x10,� ½0.9, 1�,
½0, 0.1 > , < x11,� ½0.7, 0.9 ,� ½0.1, 0.3 > , < x12,� ½0.7, 0.9 ,� ½0.1, 0.3�> g.

A2 = f< x1, 0, 0.2½ �, 0.8, 1½ �> , < x2, 0.4, 0.6½ �, 0.4, 0.6½ �> , < x3, 0.9, 1½ �, 0, 0.1½ �> , < x4,

½0.9, 1 ,� ½0, 0.1 > , < x5,� ½0.9, 1 ,� ½0, 0.1 > , < x6,� ½0.4, 0.6 ,� ½0.4, 0.6 > , < x7,� ½0.7, 0.9�,
½0.1, 0.3 > , < x8,� ½0.4, 0.6 ,� ½0.4, 0.6 > , < x9,� ½0.7, 0.9 ,� ½0.1, 0.3 > , < x10,� ½0.4, 0.6�,
½0.4, 0.6 > , < x11,� ½0.9, 1 ,� ½0, 0.1 > , < x12,� ½0.1, 0.3 ,� ½0.7, 0.9�> g.

A3 = f< x1, 0.9, 1½ �, 0, 0.1½ �> , < x2, 0.9, 1½ �, 0, 0.1½ �> , < x3, 0.7, 0.9½ �, 0.1, 0.3½ �> ,

< x4, ½0.9, 1 ,� ½0, 0.1 > , < x5,� ½0.9, 1 ,� ½0, 0.1 > , < x6,� ½0.7, 0.9 ,� ½0.1, 0.3�> ,

< x7, ½0.7, 0.9�, ½0.1, 0.3 > , < x8,� ½0.7, 0.9 ,� ½0.1, 0.3 > , < x9,� ½0.7, 0.9 ,� ½0.1, 0.3�> ,

x10, ½0, 0.1�, ½0.9, 1 > , < x11,� ½0.4, 0.6 ,� ½0.4, 0.6 > , < x12,� ½0.1, 0.3 ,� ½0.7, 0.9�> g.

A4 = f< x1, 0.7, 0.9½ �, 0.1, 0.3½ �> , < x2, 0.7, 0.9½ �, 0.1, 0.3½ �> , < x3, 0.7, 0.9½ �, 0.1, 0.3½ �> ,

< x4, 0.7, 0.9½ �, 0.1, 0.3½ �> , < x5, 0.4, 0.6½ �, 0.4, 0.6½ �> , < x6, 0.7, 0.9½ �, 0.1, 0.3½ �> , < x7,

½0.4, 0.6 ,� ½0.4, 0.6 > , < x8,� ½0.7, 0.9 ,� ½0.1, 0.3 > , < x9,� ½0.4, 0.6 ,� ½0.4, 0.6 > , < x10,� ½0.7, 0.9�,
0.1, 0.3½ �> , < x11, 0.2, 0.4½ �, 0.6, 0.8½ �> , < x12, 0.4, 0.6½ �, 0.4, 0.6½ �> g.
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A5 = f< x1, 0.7, 0.9½ �, 0.1, 0.3½ �> , < x2, 0.7, 0.9½ �, 0.1, 0.3½ �> , < x3, 0.7, 0.9½ �, 0.1, 0.3½ �> ,

< x4, 0.7, 0.9½ �, 0.1, 0.3½ �> , < x5, 0.4, 0.6½ �, 0.4, 0.6½ �> , < x6, 0.7, 0.9½ �, 0.1, 0.3½ �> , < x7,

½0.4, 0.6 ,� ½0.4, 0.6 > , < x8,� ½0.4, 0.6 ,� ½0.4, 0.6 > , < x9,� ½0.4, 0.6 ,� ½0.4, 0.6 > , < x10,� ½0.7, 0.9�,
0.1, 0.3½ �> , < x11, 0.9, 1½ �, 0, 0.1½ �> , < x12, 0.4, 0.6½ �, 0.4, 0.6½ �> g

A6 = f< x1, 0.4, 0.6½ �, 0.4, 0.6½ �> , < x2, 0.4, 0.6½ �, 0.4, 0.6½ �> , < x3, 0.4, 0.6½ �, 0.4, 0.6½ �> ,

< x4, 0.4, 0.6½ �, 0.4, 0.6½ �> , < x5, 0.4, 0.6½ �, 0.4, 0.6½ �> , < x6, 0.2, 0.4½ �, 0.4, 0.6½ �> , < x7,

½0.4, 0.6 ,� ½0.4, 0.6 > , < x8,� ½0.2, 0.4 ,� ½0.4, 0.6 > , < x9,� ½0.4, 0.6 ,� ½0.4, 0.6 > , < x10,� ½0.2, 0.4�,
0.4, 0.6½ �> , < x11, 0.2, 0.4½ �, 0.4, 0.6½ �> , < x12, 0.2, 0.4½ �, 0.4, 0.6½ �> g.

A7 = f< x1, 0.7, 0.9½ �, 0.1, 0.3½ �> , < x2, 0.7, 0.9½ �, 0.1, 0.3½ �> , < x3, 0.4, 0.6½ �, 0.4, 0.6½ �> ,

< x4, 0.4, 0.6½ �, 0.4, 0.6½ �> , < x5, 0.1, 0.3½ �, 0.7, 0.9½ �> , < x6, 0.7, 0.9½ �, 0.1, 0.3½ �> , < x7,

½0.7, 0.9 ,� ½0.1, 0.3 > , < x8,� ½0.7, 0.9 ,� ½0.1, 0.3 > , < x9,� ½0.7, 0.9 ,� ½0.1, 0.3 > , < x10,� ½0.9, 1.0 �,
½0, 0.1 > , < x11,� ½0.7, 0.9 ,� ½0.1, 0.3 > , < x12,� ½0.4, 0.6 ,� ½0.4, 0.6�> g.

A8 = f< x1, 0.4, 0.6½ �, 0.4, 0.6½ �> , < x2, 0.4, 0.6½ �, 0.4, 0.6½ �> , < x3, 0.4, 0.6½ �, 0.4, 0.6½ �> ,

< x4, 0.2, 0.4½ �, 0.4, 0.6½ �> , < x5, 0.2, 0.4½ �, 0.4, 0.6½ �> , < x6, 0.4, 0.6½ �, 0.4, 0.6½ �> , < x7,

½0.4, 0.6 ,� ½0.4, 0.6 > , < x8,� ½0.7, 0.9 ,� ½0.1, 0.3 > , < x9,� ½0.4, 0.6 ,� ½0.4, 0.6 > , < x10,� ½0.7, 0.9�,
0.1, 0.3½ �> , < x11, 0.4, 0.6½ �, 0.4, 0.6½ �> , < x12, 0.4, 0.6½ �, 0.4, 0.6½ �> g.

A9 = f< x1, 0.2, 0.4½ �, 0.4, 0.6½ �> , < x2, 0.2, 0.4½ �, 0.4, 0.6½ �> , < x3, 0.3, 0.5½ �, 0.5, 0.7½ �> ,

< x4, 0.1, 0.3½ �, 0.7, 0.9½ �> , < x5, 0.1, 0.3½ �, 0.7, 0.9½ �> , < x6, 0.2, 0.4½ �, 0.4, 0.6½ �> , < x7,

½0.2, 0.4 ,� ½0.4, 0.6 > , < x8,� ½0.3, 0.5 ,� ½0.5, 0.7 > , < x9,� ½0.3, 0.5 ,� ½0.5, 0.7 > , < x10,� ½0.3, 0.5�,
0.5, 0.7½ �> , < x11, 0.3, 0.5½ �, 0.5, 0.7½ �> , < x12, 0.2, 0.4½ �, 0.4, 0.6½ �> g.

Step 3: Rule extraction.

According to the results of K-means clustering, we obtain 9 clustering centers,
and then we determine all classification rules. Considering the realistic meaning of
all the attributes for xi (i = 1, 2, …, 12) and yj (j = 1, 2, …, 5) in Example 1, we
obtain

A1 = f< y1, 0.8, 0.95½ �, 0.05, 0.2½ �> , < y2, 0.7, 0.9½ �, 0.1, 0.3½ �> , < y3, 0.8, 0.95½ �,
½0.05, 0.2 > , < y4,� ½0.8, 0.95 ,� ½0.05, 0.2 > , < y5,� ½0.77, 0.93 ,� ½0.07, 0.23�> g.

A2 = f< y1, 0.2, 0.4½ �, 0.6, 0.8½ �> , < y2, 0.9, 1.0½ �, 0, 0.1�> , < y3,½ ½0.55, 0.75 ,� ½0.25, 0.45�> ,

< y4, 0.55, 0.75½ �, 0.25, 0.45½ �> , < y5, 0.47, 0.63½ �, 0.37, 0.53½ �> g.

A3 = f< y1, 0.9, 1½ �, 0, 0.1½ �> , < y2, 0.83, 0.97½ �, 0.03, 0.17½ �> , < y3, 0.7, 0.9½ �, 0.1, 0.3½ �> ,

< y4, 0.7, 0.9½ �, 0.1, 0.3½ �> , < y5, 0.17, 0.33½ �, 0.67, 0.83½ �> g.
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A4 = f< y1, 0.7, 0.9½ �, 0.1, 0.3½ �> , < y2, 0.6, 0.8½ �, 0.2, 0.4½ �> , < y3, 0.55, 0.75½ �,
½0.25, 0.45 > , < y4,� ½0.55, 0.75 ,� ½0.25, 0.45 > , < y5,� ½0.43, 0.63 ,� ½0.37, 0.57�> g.

A5 =f<y1, 0.7, 0.9½ �, 0.1, 0.3½ �>, <y2, 0.6, 0.8½ �, 0.2, 0.4½ �>, <y3, 0.55, 0.75½ �,
½0.25, 0.45 >, <y4,� ½0.4, 0.6 ,� ½0.4, 0.6 >, <y5,� ½0.67, 0.83 ,� ½0.17, 0.33�>g.

A6 = f< y1, 0.4, 0.6½ �, 0.4, 0.6½ �> , < y2, 0.4, 0.6½ �, 0.4, 0.6½ �> , < y3, 0.3, 0.5½ �, 0.4, 0.6½ �> ,

< y4, 0.3, 0.5½ �, 0.4, 0.6½ �> , < y5, 0.2, 0.4½ �, 0.4, 0.6½ �> g.

A7 = f< y1, 0.7, 0.9½ �, 0.1, 0.3½ �> , < y2, 0.3, 0.5½ �, 0.5, 0.7½ �> , < y3, 0.7, 0.9½ �, 0.1, 0.3½ �> ,

< y4, 0.7, 0.9½ �, 0.1, 0.3½ �> , < y5, 0.67, 0.83½ �, 0.17, 0.33½ �> g.

A8 =f<y1, 0.4, 0.6½ �, 0.4, 0.6½ �>, <y2, 0.27, 0.47½ �, 0.4, 0.6½ �>, < y3, 0.4, 0.6½ �,
½0.4, 0.6 > , < y4,� ½0.55, 0.75 ,� ½0.25, 0.45 > , < y5,� ½0.5, 0.7 ,� ½0.3, 0.5�>g.

A9 = f< y1, 0.2, 0.4½ �, 0.4, 0.6½ �> , < y2, 0.17, 0.37½ �, 0.63, 0.83½ �> , < y3, 0.25, 0.45½ �,
½0.45, 0.65 > , < y4,� ½0.25, 0.45 ,� ½0.45, 0.65 > , < y5,� ½0.27, 0.47 ,� ½0.47, 0.67�> g.

From the result above, for each yk (k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) we obtain

If t −A ðxÞ+ t +A ðxÞ
2 ≥ 0.8 and f −A ðxÞ+ f +A ðxÞ

2 ≤ 0.2, then it is Good;
If ðt −A ðxÞ+ t +A ðxÞÞ− ðf −A ðxÞ+ f +A ðxÞÞ≥ 0 then it is Common;
If ðt −A ðxÞ+ t +A ðxÞÞ− ðf −A ðxÞ+ f +A ðxÞÞ<0 then it is Bad;

If t −A ðxÞ+ t +A ðxÞ
2 ≥ 0.95& f −A ðxÞ+ f +A ðxÞ

2 ≤ 0.1, then it is Best.

5 Experimental Results Analysis

In this research, the data set is divided into two parts: testing set (with 200 indi-
viduals) and training set (with 60 individuals). The results shown in Table 4 are
average accuracy of 10 sampling tests. Using these rules to distinguish 33 data with
missing attribute, we gain 88% prediction accuracy. From Table 3, we obtain the
following decision rule results:

1. A1, A2 and A3 will lead to a successful project, which means that if not all the
attributes are good in a software project development, we can also greatly
improve the successful rate of outsourced software project. Our simulation
results in Table 3 show that when the project management and the development
process are very normal, most of the projects being developed will be successful
(to 67.35%).
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2. A4, A5, and A6 tell us that when many attributes of project management for
developer are common, the failure rate will be 79.09%. And A4 and A5 illustrate
that even when the business condition of customers are common or even good,
the failure rate of project will be also 75.31%. A6 illustrates that if the business
condition of customer is worst, then the failure rate of project will be 91.7%.

3. A7, A8, and A9 reveal that if project management of developers is rather
unnormal, then the successful rate for software project will be only 13.21%. And
from A9 we conclude that if there are not any outstanding performance for a
project group including customers and developers, then the project failure rate
will be 100%.

From the results above, we infer that if we are looking forward to the success of
a software, we must try our best to do outstanding performance in some areas as we
can, especially improve our project management normalization and standardization
level, such as standardized development process, normal requirements develop-
ment, timely follow-up development progress, a milestone standardization man-
agement and positive communication with each other, etc. Table 4 shows the
accuracy of all methods.

Obviously, the results of rule discovery are similar to that from some companies
(Manifesto 2011; CHAOS Summary 2009–2010, Standish Co. Ltd; Software
Project Survival Guide, S. MCConnell, Microsoft Corporation, 1997).

6 Conclusion

We propose a rule extraction method based on K-means algorithm with IVIFS
information, which not only involves membership interval information, but also
involve nonmembership interval information. Therefore, it is more comprehensive
and flexible than conventional K-means model. And we apply them to the rule
extraction on outsourced software project risk and achieve some significant results.
The presented method is a supplement for the prediction of outsourced software
risk. Being a simple method, it is suitable for the practice of risk prediction for
SMEs of China. We can improve it as follows: increasing samples, finding better
algorithms, etc.

Table 4 Prediction accuracy of IVIFS and conventional methods

Method\Accuracy Failure software Success software Total software

K-means with IVIFS information 0.916 0.478 0.800
K-means algorithm 0.911 0.420 0.781
Decision tree 0.859 0.638 0.800
FNN 0.780 0.710 0.762
BPNN 0.963 0.188 0.758
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Prediction of Market Movement of Gold,
Silver and Crude Oil Using Sentiment
Analysis

Kunal Keshwani, Piyush Agarwal, Divya Kumar and Ranvijay

Abstract Prediction of stock movements and share market has always remained

an area of great curiosity and concern for investors. It has already been established

that the movement of market shares a big correlation with the sentiments about it.

In this paper, we have applied sentiments analysis techniques and machine learning

principles to foretell the stock market trends of three major commodities, Gold, Sil-

ver and Crude oil. We have used the SentiWordNet library to quantify the emotions

expressed in the text. Further neural network has been trained over the calculated

readings. Thereafter, the trained neural network is used to forecast the future values.

The efficacy of the proposed model is measured on the basis of mean absolute per-

centage error. The results clearly reflect that there in fact lies a strong correlation

between public mood and stock market variations.

Keywords Sentiment analysis ⋅ SentiWordNet ⋅ Neural network ⋅ Stock market ⋅
Microblogging data

1 Introduction

Emotions have intense effect on the decision making [1], similarly the variations in

stock values are greatly affected by reaction of people towards a particular stock or

commodity. These variations in turn greatly affect the investors and have a significant

impact on the organizations as well. So, is it possible that public emotions can predict
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stock movements? Yes, stock market prediction has attracted much attention from

academia as well as business. Early efforts to predict the stock market was based

on the EMH (Efficient Market Hypothesis) theory [2] and random walk pattern [3]

which states that stock market can be predicted with the help of new information. In

respond to this, several researchers have attempted to develop computerized models

to predict the stock prices and market movements [4–6].

Many sentiment analysis techniques have been discovered in the past years to

extract indicators of public mood from social media content such as reviews [7, 8],

blogs [9], and other content such as twitter [10, 11]. Mishne et al. in [12] used blogs

sentiments to predict movie sales. Chevalier and Mayzlin in [13] used reviews of peo-

ple from E-commerce sites to predict the book sales. Tetlock in [14] investigated the

relations between the financial news media and movements in stock market activity.

Asur and Huberman in [15] provided a correlation between the social media (Twit-

ter) and the box office receipts.

It is true that emotions do affect decision making and behavioural finance thus

provide another proof that financial decisions are certainly driven by public mood

[16]. This can be observed from the sample data set as portrayed in Fig. 1. From this

figure, the correlation can be easily observed between the positive SentiWordNet

[17] score and stock price of Silver thus directly showing the effect of public mood

in the stock movement. The dotted line represents the scores calculated from senti-

ments and its direct effect can be seen on the stock value movement. Understanding

it with the help of an example, as the positive SentiWordNet score rise (line AB),

its effect can be seen in the stock value (line DE). Similarly as the score decreases

(line BC), the value also decreases (line EF). Although at many places value do not

vary according to scores, still with the help of this correlation we can say that public

Fig. 1 Correlation between positive SentiWordNet scores and stock prices of silver
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sentiments can be helpful in predicting the stock market movement. In this paper,

we have used behavioural economics to predict the stock movement. We have tried

to find a correlation between “Public Mood” and “Stock Movement” using artificial

neural network [18]. To fulfill the object, the paper is organized as: we begin with the

explanation of problem statement and then propose a solution methodology. Finally

the results are presented which validate our approach.

2 Problem Statement and Proposed Methodology

For some n weeks time frame [1, … , n], the given is the publically expressed sen-

timents in sentiment files S{s1, … , sn}, about a commodity CY in the form of n
text files. The stock prices X

{
x1, … , xn

}
of the same commodity CY for the same

duration is also provided. The task is to quantify the text files and then to obtain a

correlation between S and X using neural network for future price prediction of CY .

The sentiment files S{s1, … , sn} when treated with SentiWordNet will result in

four types of score, respectively Pos score(A), Neg score(B), Pos tre score(C) and

Neg tre score(D) on weekly basis. The obtained scores A, B, C, D can be written

as: A =
{

a1, … , an
}

, B =
{

b1, … , bn
}

, C =
{

c1, … , cn
}

and D =
{

d1, … , dn
}

for n weeks. To produce these scores SentiWordNet passes through a series of steps:

(1) Tokenization and Stemming (2) Speech Tagging (3) Sentiword interpretation.

These steps are briefed in the Sect. 2.1 with the help of an example also.

The resultant scores when written against the stock prices can be viewed as shown

in Table 1. As a part of next step neural network is trained to establish the correlation

between A, B, C, D and X. Since the variation of stock values is nonlinear, we have

used neural network that predicts the stock values of current week, on the basis of

the data of past two weeks. The trained neural network adheres with the following

specifications:

1. Number of inputs: to predict the price of ith week the input contains data of

previous two weeks, i.e. (i − 1)th and (i − 2)th. Therefore the input is the set of

ten attributes, i.e. {ai−1, bi−1, ci−1, di−1, xi−1, ai−2, bi−2, ci−2, di−2, xi−2}.

Table 1 SentiWordNet scores along with stock prices of Silver

Week A B C D X

w1 5 3.25 3.62 2.37 18.99

w2 5.87 6.12 5.12 4.62 19.72

w3 5.12 5 3.25 3.37 20.95

w4 8 5 5.75 3.25 21.01

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

w47 6.62 4.25 4.5 3.75 17.03

w48 5.25 3.87 4.75 2.37 16.68
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2. Number of hidden layers: two, each with five neurons.

3. Number of outputs: one, i.e. the predicted value of the stock yi at ith week.

We have used neural networks because it has previously been used to decode the

nonlinear time series which describes the characteristics of stock market [19]. Earlier

work also shows that neural networks have been extensively used in predicting the

stock movements [20, 21].

The obtained data set is divided into two parts, 90% for training (say k weeks)

and 10% for testing. The output of the neural network can be represented as Y ={
yk+1, … , yn

}
. For accuracy validation, the Error Ei for week i ∈ {k + 1, … , n},

the Mean Error 𝜇 and the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) are used. The

formulas of these errors are defined in Eqs. (1), (2) and (3). The trained and verified

neural network can be used at any point of time to predict the future market prices

of commodity CY . The goal is to minimize MAPE and the pictorial representation

of proposed methodology is shown in Fig. 2.

Ei =∣ xi − yi ∣ (1)

𝜇 = 1
n − k

n∑

i=k+1
Ei (2)

MAPE = 1
n − k

n∑

i=k+1
Ei∕xi (3)

2.1 Generating Public Mood Time Series

For generating the public mood time series on a weekly basis we have used two

tools namely NLTK (Natural language processing toolkit) [22] and SentiWordNet

[17]. NLTK is publicly available toolkit for used for pre-processing. It is widely

used toolkit for implementing tokenization, stemming, speech tagging, parsing etc.

SentiWordNet is publicly available software package for sentiment analysis that can

be used to classify the polarity of a sentence along with the positive, negative and

objective scores for that particular sentence [17, 23]. It has been extensively used

to analyse the emotional content of reviews [24, 25]. SentiWordNet is collection

of words which works on the basis of WordNet. Each word in the SentiWordNet

is given a positive, negative and objective score. We have used the lexicon of the

SentiWordNet for analysing the polarity of each word occurring in the sentence. The

different phases of SentiWordNet are as follows:

∙ Tokenization and Stemming—Each sentiment is first tokenized into words. After

that stemming is performed in each word i.e. from each word affix is removed

ending with only the stem. For example, feeling, feels will be converted to feel.
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Fig. 2 Proposed

methodology Sentiments
Stock
values

1) Tokenization.
2) Speech Tagging
3) SentiwordNet 

Interpretation

Neural Networks

Predicted
Value

S

{A, B, C, D} X

Y

Consider a sentence “Price of Gold will rise again.” After Tokenization and Stem-

ming the sentence will be converted into “Price”, “of”, “Gold”, “will”, “rise”,

“again”.

∙ Speech Tagging—After tokenization and stemming, speech tagging is performed

on each word. Each word is attached with its corresponding tag in the sentence. i.e.

whether the word is noun, pronoun, adverb, adjective etc. and the “word, tag” pair

is given as input to SentiWordNet. After speech tagging the sentence will become

(‘Price’, ‘NN’), (‘of”, ‘IN’), (‘Gold’, ‘NN’), (‘will’, ‘VB’), (‘rise’, ‘VB’), (‘again’,

‘RB’).

∙ SentiWordNet Interpretation—Taking the word-tag pair as input, SentiWord-

Net searches the word in its lexicon according to a maximum matching strategy. A

word basically can have several meanings, so to rectify this problem SentiWordNet

has divided the words into groups of its synonyms. Each group is known as Word-

net. Each Wordnet has a brief explanation of the word. SentiWordNet searches

in all Wordnets and do a maximum matching on the sentence and the explana-

tion of that Wordnet. The Wordnet with maximum matching is selected and the
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positive, negative and objective scores are taken. The sum of positive, negative

and objective scores is 1.

Four Scores are calculated by SentiWordNet, the first two are Pos score, Neg score
which is the sum of all the positive and negative scores of the words in sentence

taken from the lexicon of SentiWordNet. The other two scores are Pos tre score and

Neg tre score which are calculated on the basis of another score, which is objective

score. Pos tre score and Neg tre score is the sum of positive and negative scores of all

those words whose objective score is less than the certain threshold. All those words

whose objective score is less than threshold will have more positive or negative score

and have more potential to vary the value of stock.

3 Results and Discussions

To validate our model we have used a collection of sentiments from [26–28] and

the stock values from [29] of the duration April 2014 to May 2015. An artificial

neural network is trained with the specifications as described in Sect. 2. The trained

neural network is then used for the prediction of stock prices for four consecutive

weeks of Gold, five consecutive weeks of Silver and Crude oil. The predicted vs

actual results are shown in Table 2 as well as these results are elaborated through bar

graphs in Fig. 3. The accuracy of the trained neural network is gauged on the basis

of 𝜇 and MAPE. The results pertaining to these errors are also shown in the same

Table 2 Actual price (X), predicted price (Y), absolute error (E), mean error 𝜇 and MAPE of

Commodities: Gold, Silver and Crude oil

Commodity Xi Yi Ei 𝜇 MAPE (in %)

Gold 1183.10 1199.00 15.90 28.64 2.38

1203.10 1267.81 64.71

1201.50 1179.05 22.45

1186.90 1175.38 11.52

Silver 16.67 17.23 0.56 0.37 2.22

16.44 16.33 0.11

17.54 16.94 0.60

17.03 17.19 0.16

16.68 17.14 0.46

Crude oil 59.96 62.48 2.52 1.91 3.23

59.61 60.96 1.35

59.63 61.74 2.11

56.93 55.26 1.67
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Fig. 3 Actual versus predicted stock prices of gold, silver and crude oil

table, Table 2. A mean error of 28.64, 0.37 and 1.91 and mean absolute percentage

error of 2.38, 2.22 and 3.23 is observed for Gold, Silver and Crude oil respectively

which is quite remarkable.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper exhibits the process of churning out meaningful information from text

corpus in terms of sentiments to quantify public mood. To experiment with sentiment

analysis techniques we created a text corpus containing publicly expressed views

about three universal commodities which are: Gold, Silver and Crude oil, of the

duration of twelve months, on weekly basis. We have used SentiWordNet libraries

to calculate positive and negative scores of the text corpus for each week. Then a

neural network is trained to learn the correlation between the SentiWordNet scores

and stock market behaviour of these commodities. Afterwards, the effectiveness of

this model has been validated on the basis of mean absolute percentage error. The

results establish the fact that publicly expressed sentiments indeed can predict the

stock market behaviour. As a part of future work, more sophisticated methods can be

applied for neural network training and the predicted market trends can be deployed

for portfolio management.
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Social Influence and Learning Pattern
Analysis: Case Studies in Stackoverflow

Sankha Subhra Paul, Ashish Tripathi and R.R. Tewari

Abstract Stackoverflow is one of the most popular question and answer (Q&A)
websites. One of the reasons for the popularity is the use of badges and reputation
score. The reputation score is cumulative of answers accepted by the community
users on their posted questions on various topics. This paper tries to find out the
most influential top users topic (tag) specific over a group of topics by forming
social network based on the question owner and accepted user owner for a par-
ticular topic (tag) using SNAP (Stanford Network Analytics Platform). After for-
mation of topic (tag)-specific social network graph, top 10 experts and learners are
obtained using HITS algorithm. A simple scoring methodology is used to find top-n
most influential experts and learners in the group of topics (tags). Three case studies
are undertaken for three groups of topics (tags). We find that there are some
common users appearing in the top 10 experts list in a group of topics (tags). It is
also observed that there are no common users in the top 10 learners list for first two
case studies. However, some users appear common in top 10 learners for more than
1 topic (tag) in the third case study which is more domain-specific. The latest
Stackoverflow dataset has been used.
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1 Introduction

Finding effective people in societies has been a key curiosity for politicians, mar-
keters, security analysts, social researchers, engineers, and computer scientists.
Since any society can be modeled as a network, network analysis has provided
significant insight in this area. Social and economic networks have been studied for
decades. The motive has been to mine useful information in order to organize these
networks in a way that maximum efficiency is accomplished. This has immensely
helped the researchers to understand the role of nodes or groups in a network [1, 2].
The work here focuses on finding important nodes in a network based on their
behavior as well as the structure of the network by forming social network based on
the tags in “Posts.xml” dataset of Q&A site “Stackoverflow”.

Stackoverflow is a website which is part of the Stack Exchange Network. It was
created in 2008 by Jeff Atwood and Joel Spolsky as a more open alternative to earlier
forums such as Experts Exchange. The name for the website was chosen by voting in
April 2008 by readers of Coding Horror, Atwood’s popular programming blog. It
features questions and answers on a wide range of topics in computer programming.

Though the Stackoverflow site has provisions for reputation score of users
interacting with other members of the Q&A community, there is no way to find out
say “top 10 python experts.” Also, we have no direct answer to know say “top 10
python learners in Stackoverflow Q&A community.” Since this is not directly
possible, therefore, some preprocessing is needed to be done on “Posts.xml” dataset
of Q&A site “Stackoverflow.” Our motive in this work is to study the most
influential experts and learners in a group of topics (tags).

The motive to find most influential experts and learners in a group of topics
(tags) can answer many interesting questions. Some of the questions the proposed
work tries to answer are as follows:

• Can there be some members who appear in the top 10 expert list of more than
one topic?

• Can there be overlap of users in top 10 learners lists of more than one topic?
• Can there be a user who appears in both top 10 learners and top 10 experts of the

same topic?

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes related work,
Section 3 gives a summary of the HITS algorithm, Section 4 discusses the
methodology, Section 5 gives the results and Section 6 summarizes the conclusion
from the results obtained.

2 Related Works

Dana Movshovitz-Attias et al. [3] investigate data from Android applications and
Stackoverflow together. Their motive is to find out what it is that programmers want
to know and why. Amiangshu Bosu et al. [4] try to find out some guidance
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principles that may help new stackoverflow users to earn reputation scores quickly.
They enumerate following do’s for new user in their work: contributing to diverse
areas, being active during off peak hours, being the first one to answer a question,
answering questions promptly, and answering questions related to tags with lower
expertise density. An ACT-R inspired Bayesian probabilistic model was developed
by Clayton Stanley et al. [5] to predict the hashtags used by the author of the post.
Benjamin V. Hanrahan et al. [6] aim to understand various Hybrid Intelligence
Systems through the investigation of Stackoverflow. The long-term goal of their
study is to find out how complex problems are handled and dispatched across
multiple experts. The findings of B. Vasilescu et al. [7] confirm that men constitute
vast majority of contributors to Stackoverflow.

Luca Ponzanelli et al. [8] present Prompter, a plug-in for the Eclipse IDE to
automatically search and identify relevant Stackoverflow discussions. It also eval-
uates the relevance of the discussions given the code context in the IDE, and informs
the developer if and only if a user-defined confidence threshold is surpassed. Luca
Ponzanelli et al. [9] present an approach to improve the automated system to identify
low quality posts in use at Stackoverflow. N. Novielli et al. [10] show that the
probability of promptly obtaining a satisfying answer is affected by the emotional
style of posting question. Alexander Halavais et al. [11] show that the numerous
“tag” badges provide for more socially determined differentiation, while the more
general badges are closely related to tenure on the site. Megan Squire et al. [12] make
two contributions in their paper. The first contribution of this paper is to foster a
more detailed understanding of whether the presence of “source code” (and how
much) actually will produce the “best” Stackoverflow questions or answers. The
second contribution of this paper is to determine how the non-code portions of the
text might also contribute the “best” Stackoverflow postings. Nicole Novielli et al.
[13] demonstrate that a state-of-the-art sentiment analysis tool, if applied, can be
suitable for detecting affective expressions in Stackoverflow. Fabio Calefato et al.
[14] investigate how Stackoverflow users can increase their chances of successful
acceptance of their answers. Their research gave evidence that factors related to
information presentation, time and affect all have an impact on the success of
answers. Christoffer Rosen et al. [15] try to find out what mobile developers are
talking about in Stackoverflow. They use Latent Dirichlet allocation-based topic
models to help summarize the mobile-related questions.

3 HITS Algorithm

HITS stands for Hypertext Induced Topic Search. HITS is search query dependent.
It was devised by Klienberg [16] of Cornell University around 1998–1999.

When the user issues a search query,

• HITS first expands the list of relevant pages returned by a search engine and
• then produces two rankings of the expanded set of pages, authority ranking and

hub ranking.
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In this algorithm, a web page is named as authority if the web page is pointed by
many hyper links and a web page is named as HUB if the page point to various
hyperlinks (Fig. 1).

Given a broad search query, q, HITS collects a set of pages as follows:

• It sends the query q to a search engine.
• It then collects t (t = 200 is used in the HITS paper) highest ranked pages. This

set is called the root set W.
• It then grows W by including any page pointed to by a page in W and any page

that points to a page in W. This gives a larger set S, base set.

HITS works on the pages in S, and assigns every page in S an authority score
and a hub score. Thus, these features of HITS has been used for centrality measure
in the topic-wise social network digraph formed.

4 Methodology

We have investigated the latest dataset of Stackoverflow provided by Stack
Exchange as shown below highlighted with reddish oval:

The dataset when compressed is of size 6.5 GB as shown in Fig. 2. The
uncompressed dataset is of size 32.9 GB. This latest dataset contains 8,978,719
question posts and 15,074,572 answer posts. The experiment was done on Ubuntu
14.04 LTS operating system. The python libraries of SNAP for Unix was used. The
system used had 4 GB RAM.

The first task is to preprocess the dataset. The dataset is Posts.xml. In this,
PostTypeId = 1 signifies that the post is a question post. Similarly, PostTypeId = 2
means the post is an answer post. Each question has an AcceptedAnswerId showing
which user’s answer was accepted. The preprocessing steps are as follows:

Fig. 1 Illustration for hubs
and authorities in HITS
algorithm
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(i) Extract questions posts
(ii) Extract answer posts
(iii) Extract questions with particular tag
(iv) Join AcceptedAnswerId with Ids in answer posts

This helps to identify the user who posted questions in given tag as well as the
user whose answer was accepted. Then a directed graph is created with the help of
SNAP where the edges point from user who asked question to the user whose
answer has been accepted (Fig. 3).

In this social network digraph, HITS algorithm is applied to list out top 10
experts and top 10 learners for each topic. Three case studies are done for a group of
topics to find out whether common user appears in the group of topics in the top 10
list of more than one topic. A simple scoring methodology has been used where a
score of ten is assigned to the topmost first user in the list, a score of nine to second
topper in the list and so on, i.e., the tenth user gets a score of 1. When in more than
one topic a common user appears in the list, then their scores are added up. The list
of users is sorted according to this combined score.

Fig. 2 Regarding stackoverflow dataset

UserID  who posted

Question

AcceptedAnswerOwner

UserID

Fig. 3 Illustration of how social network digraph is formed
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The topics (tags) in the three case studies are as follows:

Case I: Programming languages group—C++, C#, Java, Python
Case II: Open Source unix lover group—unix, linux, redhat, ubuntu
Case III: Web Development Cluster group—ajax, css, dotnet, html, javascript

The common users’ scores are added and top-n scorers are tabulated in
Section 5.

5 Result

The top-n scorers are tabulated below. Colored id field represents overlap of users,
i.e., users common in more than one topic and according to combined score sorting
appear as top-n scorers. The tags field shows the topics in which the user was found
in the corresponding list of top 10 experts or learners.

Case I:

The red-colored user with user id 22656 ranked as top expert in both C++ and Java
as shown in Table 1. The tags field shows the topic in which the user appeared in
top 10. The overlap of user with user id 22656 in this Case I group answers one of
our initial question, i.e., whether in a group of topics there can be one user who

Table 1 Top 5 scorers in expert

id combined score (sort) tag(s)
22656 20 java/C++
100297 10 python
204847 10 c++
589924 10 perl
23354 9 c#
190597 9 python
571407 9 java
596781 9 c++
622310 9 perl
17034 8 c#
57695 8 java
168657 8 perl
179910 8 c++

2225682 8 python
29407 7 c#
139985 7 java
151292 7 c++
908494 7 python

1521179 7 perl
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appears in top 10 expert list of more than one topic (tags) in the group of topics
(tags).

In Table 2, we represent our result for top 4 scorers in the group of topics in
Case I.

It clearly shows that there has been no overlap of users in the group of topics in
Case I. Therefore all the 4 top 10 learners with score 10 take the top position in
Table 2 and so on.

Case II:

In Table 3, we find more number of users overlapping in group of topics in Case II.
Since the topics were more correlated to open source programming, therefore, we
find more users overlapping in top 5 scorers list.

Table 2 Top 4 scorers in learners

id combined score (sort) tag(s)
146780 10 C++
651174 10 Python
859154 10 C#
892029 10 Java
4653 9 C#

610569 9 Python
882932 9 C++

1194415 9 Java
252000 8 C++
359862 8 Java
875317 8 C#
902885 8 Python
541686 7 C++
565968 7 C#
648138 7 Java

1391441 7 Python

Table 3 Top 5 scorers in experts

id combined score(sort) tag(s)
15168 21 unix/linux/redhat
20862 20 linux/ubuntu/redhat
548225 14 unix/linux
4249 10 redhat

841108 10 linux
874188 10 ubuntu
7552 9 unix/ubuntu

126769 9 redhat
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The users in colored background show the overlapping users in top 5 scorers in
experts’ field. Thus, users with user id 15168, 20862, 548225, and 7552 are
overlapping when taken into account top 10 experts in each topic of Case II.

However, there is no common user appear in the top 10 learners as shown in
Table 4.

This means that a user learning say ubutu platform is more dedicated to post
questions regarding ubuntu and not say redhat at the same duration of learning and
hence appear in top 10 learner list for one topic (tag) only.

Case III:

Here the topics (tags) are more concerned with Web Development cluster. Here, we
find that a lot more number of users overlap for more than one topic. Table 5 is
self-explanatory.

In Table 6, we have very interesting result. Here, overlap of users occurs in more
than one topic. For example, user with user id 4653 appears in the top 10 learners
list for topics (tags)-ajax, html, css.

Table 4 Top 4 scorers in learners

id combined score(sort) tag(s)
134713 10 unix
310139 10 ubuntu
575281 10 linux
757750 10 redhat
67405 9 unix
353829 9 redhat
760807 9 linux
837208 9 ubuntu
63051 8 redhat
540009 8 ubuntu
779111 8 linux

2630193 8 unix
247542 7 ubuntu

1003575 7 linux
2092392 7 redhat
2888846 7 unix
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Table 5 Top 10 scorers in expert

id combined score(sort) tag(s)
19068 28 ajax/javascript/html
106224 18 html/css
157247 18 ajax/javascript/html
29407 17 ajax/dotnet
405015 15 html/css

1084437 15 html/css
114251 12 javascript/html
816620 11 ajax/javascript
22656 10 dotnet
34397 10 ajax/javascript/dotnet

1542290 10 html/css
17034 9 dotnet
13249 8 ajax
23354 8 dotnet
182668 8 javascript
616443 8 html/css
19068 7 css

Table 6 Top 10 scorers in learners

id combined score(sort) tags
4653 29 ajax/html/css

84201 19 html/css
859154 15 javascript/html/dotnet
179736 14 javascript/html
247243 14 html/css
707381 11 javascript/css
51816 10 dotnet
48465 9 dotnet
533941 9 javascript/css
766532 9 ajax
84539 8 dotnet
383759 8 ajax
467875 8 css
565968 8 javascript

1738522 8 html
34537 7 dotnet
364312 7 ajax
172319 6 ajax
188962 6 html
536768 6 javascript

1444475 6 css
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6 Conclusion

In Case I, we find there are no common users in the learners list. This means when
user learns about one object-oriented language, he/she is concerned with only one
language and hence posts question regarding that language. However, in case of
experts, with due duration of years, one can learn another object-oriented language
much easily and appear in top 10 expert list. In Case II, similar thing is seen in case
of learners as happened with learners of Case I. However, more users appear in
more than one topic (tag) in top 10 experts list. It shows experts become acquainted
with more topics in Open source Unix lovers group. The topics in Case III are more
prone to the effect of cluster or domain. The cluster is of .NET web developers. The
topics are more interrelated and hence both experts and learners interact in more
than 1 topic. This is because during webpage development, the developers can post
questions about their requirement in css or html or javascript, etc. We extend our
acknowledgments to Prof. Jure Leskovec for providing nice tutorials to learn SNAP
[17]. The final conclusion that can be drawn from these 3 cases is that the design
principle and reputation scores, etc., of Stackoverflow site avoid the unnecessary
question posting and the users are serious members of this Q&A site.
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Classification Approach to Extract
Strongly Liked and Disliked Features
Through Online User Opinions

Juveria Fatima and Deepak Arora

Abstract In recent years, with the advent of emergence and growth of various web
technologies and paradigms, an exponential increase can be seen regarding its
usage and applicability. This growth has impacted tremendously the way of
managing and analysis of data generated on web and how it is being utilized for
further planning of any large business organization by exploring different hidden
patterns and associated knowledge. Nowadays, internet is being popularized among
its users with different dimensions of way of expressing their opinions. As a result,
there are various sources of information in form of large repositories is being
generated all around, such as social networking sites, e-commerce sites (Amazon,
Flipkart, etc.) and forums, etc., which is beneficial to the customers as well as the
manufacturers. Feature-based opinion mining aims to produce a feature-based
summary of reviews and classifying it as positive, negative, and neutral. In this
paper, a method has been proposed to extract the strongly liked and disliked fea-
tures of product based on customers’ online reviews. The Stanford POS tagger has
been used to tag the sentences to extract information to identify the required fea-
tures of any product. This work is implemented on Eclipse using JAVA.

Keywords Feature-based opinion mining ⋅ Implicit features ⋅ Opinion mining

1 Introduction

Web 2.0 has emerged very rapidly. Hence, the content available on the web has
increased tremendously. The number of e-commerce sites, social networking sites,
blogs, and forums is increasing constantly. These sites do not only display their
respective content but they also offer the provision of giving suggestions and
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feedbacks. These suggestions are useful to the customers and manufacturers. Con-
sider a situation where we have to buy something. We normally prefer taking
opinions from the individuals. Opinion mining is a discipline that aims at mining
reviews from the information available on the web sources. Opinions are basically
the sentiments, attitude, views, and perspective of a person on any subjective matter.
However, it is not an easy task as there are number of resources available on the web.
It becomes difficult to extract the reviews from the web and then classify it as
positive, negative or neutral based on the orientation of the reviews. Opinion mining
mines the opinions from the web. These opinions are available in the form of reviews
on the web like e-commerce sites, social networking sites, forums, etc. Mining the
relevant opinions can help the customers as well as the organizations. Customers
find it beneficial to consult reviews before buying anything whenever they are
confused amongst several things and the manufacturers can take its help to analyze if
their product is being liked by their customers or not. It will help the manufacturers
to make better marketing plans and thereby improving their productivity. It is a very
challenging task as there is no particular structure followed in reviews. Automated
extraction of reviews from those available online require natural language pro-
cessing, machine learning, information retrieval, data mining, etc.

Opinion mining is done at three different levels—sentence level, document level,
and feature level. In the sentence level opinion mining, an assumption is made that
each sentence contains opinion. It involves two basic tasks—(i) Identifying if the
sentence has opinion or not and (ii) Identifying the polarity of sentence. In the
document level opinion mining, two assumptions are made—(i) Each document
contains the opinions on a single entity and (ii) Each document contains the
opinions from a single opinion holder. It includes a single task, i.e., identifying the
overall polarity of the document. In the feature-based opinion mining, the opinions
corresponding to every feature are summarized after the features have been iden-
tified. It determines which feature of the product is liked or disliked by the cus-
tomers. There are various products available on the e-commerce sites and each
product has various features on which various customers express their reviews. It is
of interest to the customers and the manufacturers because some customers value
only certain features of the products and like to know reviews of those specific
features only and the manufacturers are interested to know which feature of their
product needs improvement. It becomes difficult for the customers to analyze the
reviews available online. It is a very challenging task. Feature-based opinion
mining aims to solve this problem by producing a summary of opinions for each
respective feature. However, the customers do not generally use any fixed format or
structure for writing reviews. So one cannot use a single format to extract features
and opinions from the web. Another problem is identifying features from the
reviews. It is a difficult task as some reviews may explicitly contain features and the
others may have it implicitly. For example, “The camera of this phone is very nice.”
This review has explicitly mentioned the feature “camera.” Consider another review
—“This phone does not give good pictures.” This review has mentioned the feature
‘camera’ implicitly which is difficult to be identified. Not much work has been done
to identify the implicit features. For the process of mining reviews from various
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platforms like social blogs, e-commerce sites, etc., the reviews are first downloaded
from the required sources and then the preprocessing of the downloaded reviews is
done. It includes removing HTML tags and stop words. The downloaded reviews
are preprocessed until the unnecessary information has not been removed. After this
step, features and opinion words are identified, for which many approaches have
been proposed. The objective of this paper is to identify the features of the products
that customers strongly like or dislike. Knowing about the features that customers
strongly like, the manufacturers can focus on the ways to draw attention of the
customers toward those features and knowing about the features that customers
strongly dislike, the manufacturers can focus on the ways to improve those features.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 discusses about the related
work that has been done with respect to the proposed topic, Sect. 3 discusses about
the proposed technique, Sect. 4 discusses about the experiment and the results
produced after implementing the proposed technique, Sect. 5 discusses about var-
ious challenges encountered during the system’s execution, and Sect. 5 concludes
the paper.

2 Background

Much of the work has been done to extract the features and their corresponding
opinion words. Some have used the dictionary based approach; others have used
syntactical, semantic or machine learning approach. David D. Lewis [1], Pedro
Domingos and Michael J. Pazzani [2] used the supervised machine learning tech-
niques to extract the features and the opinions. It used the Naive–Bayes method for
extracting the same. It showed great results in classifying the reviews. Bing et al. [3]
used the unsupervised method for extracting the features. It used double propaga-
tion method for performing the required function. In this method, first the features
are extracted and then their corresponding opinion words are extracted. Once it is
done, the extracted opinion words are used again to extract the infrequent features.
It continues until every feature has not been extracted. It works well for medium
sized domain but yields unsatisfactory results for small and large domains. Peter
Turney [4] and Peter Turney and Michael L. Littman [5] used point-wise mutual
information (PMI). First, the ratio of frequency of two words that occur together to
the individual frequencies of two words is calculated in this method and then
semantic orientation is evaluated. Semantic orientation is then determined by
evaluating the difference of PMI values computed against negative words from PMI
values computed against positive words. Hu and Liu [6–8] used WordNet, which is
the standard dictionary capable of defining the sentiment orientation of words. It
first prepares a seed list and then expands it iteratively using the synonyms and
antonyms obtained from WordNet. It did not deal with the words that are context
dependent. M. Taylor et al. [9–11] used the association rule mining to extract the
features and the opinion words. It used the domain of reviews of restaurant and
hotels.
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M. Eirnaki et al. 2011 [12] used High Adjective Count for identifying the
potential features from reviews. Features on which most of the reviews are available
are considered to be potential and those are extracted using this algorithm. Once the
potential features have been identified, the sentiment classification is to be done.
For which, Max Opinion Score algorithm was used. For identifying the polarity of
reviews, features extracted from title are considered separately.

Therefore, we rarely see the work been done to extract the best and the worst
features of a product. In this paper, a method has been proposed to extract such
features.

3 Experiment Design and Methodology

Details of the proposed system are presented below:

3.1 Crawl Reviews

The required data sources for the reviews can be the e-commerce sites, social
networking sites, blogs or forums, etc. Any of these sources can be used for
collecting the reviews. There are a lot of reviews available on these sources.
Reviews from these sources can be downloaded using the web crawlers or they can
be collected manually. The downloaded reviews are then stored in a file.

3.2 Preprocessing

After the reviews have been downloaded, the preprocessing of the downloaded
reviews is done. It is done to retain the relevant information. It includes stop word
removal, stemming, tokenization, etc. After this step, the downloaded reviews are
free from stop words, HTML tags and all such irrelevant data and the collected data
is then ready for further processing. The layout of proposed work has been depicted
in Fig. 1.

3.3 POS Tagging

This is a very essential step as it is supposed to label every word in a sentence with
its corresponding part of speech tag. For example,
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The sentence

Its battery is super awesome.

is tagged as:

its_PRP$ battery_NN super_JJ awesome_JJ._.

In the above example, the word ‘battery’ is tagged as ‘NN’, which indicates that
this word is a Noun. It is a general fact that the features are mostly nouns. So after
the sentence has been tagged, it gets easier to extract the features. Also, the words
that express opinions are generally adjectives which in the above example have
been tagged as ‘JJ’ (super and awesome). So, one can easily extract such words too.

Fig. 1 Layout of the proposed work
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3.4 Seed List Preparation

A seed list is prepared which consists of the adjectives that depict strong positive
sentiments toward any object and those that depict strong negative sentiments
toward any object. For example, the adjectives like best, superb, awesome, etc., are
listed under positive category and the words like poor, worst, pathetic, etc., are
listed under negative category.

3.5 Extracting Opinionated Sentences

The reviews that are collected might have sentences that do not express any
opinions, i.e., they might not be having the words that express any opinion. So in
this step, all such sentences are removed. For attaining it, the seed list is used. Every
word of the sentences is matched with those in the seed list, if any sentence contains
the words stored in the seed list, that sentence is retained. In this way, all the
required opinionated sentences are obtained and stored in a separate file.

3.6 Handling Negation

Negation is the major problem that we encounter in the reviews. For example, “The
phone is not good.” In this sentence, there is a word with the positive polarity (i.e.,
good), but it has the word “not” preceding it. Therefore, the overall polarity of the
sentence should be negative. For dealing with such sentences, all the sentences
containing “not” are stored in a separate file and all the further processing is done
on them separately.

3.7 Identifying the Polarity of Reviews

At this step, there are two files:

• The file containing opinionated sentences excluding those which have negation.
• The file that contains sentences having negation.

From the first file, every sentence is compared word by word with the seed list
and if a match is found, then that sentence is assigned the polarity similar to that of
the matched word. In the second file (containing sentences having ‘not’), every
sentence is compared word by word with the seed list, if a match is found then that
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sentence is assigned polarity opposite to that of the matched word. In this way, the
sentences from each of the two files are classified into positive and negative
categories.

3.8 Merging All of the Reviews into a Single File

At this stage, there are four files, which contain:

• Positive reviews from opinionated sentences file.
• Negative reviews from opinionated sentences file.
• Positive reviews from the file containing sentences having negation.
• Negative reviews from the file containing sentences having negation.

So at this step, all of the positive reviews are merged into a single file and all of
the negative reviews are merged into another file.

3.9 Extracting the Features

At this stage, there are two files:

• File containing positive reviews.
• File containing negative reviews.

From each file, words tagged as “NN” by the POS tagger are extracted. Since it
is generally assumed that features are usually the nouns, therefore, extracting nouns
from each sentences might give the required features.

3.10 Extracting the Strongly Liked/Disliked Feature

To extract the best and worst feature of a product, there is a need to look at the
frequency of each feature in the positive and negative reviews. If a feature occurs
more frequently in the file of positive reviews, then that feature is the best or
strongly liked feature of the product and if it occurs more frequently in the file of
negative reviews then that feature is the worst or strongly disliked feature of the
product.
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4 Experiment Results and Discussion

To see how effective this proposed strategy is, it is evaluated and discussed in this
section. For evaluating this technique, first the reviews are crawled from the
required sources. First, the reviews of a mobile phone are collected manually from
http://www.amazon.in. After collecting the reviews, preprocessing is done to
remove any irrelevant information like stop words, HTML tags, etc. After this step,
the entire relevant information ready to be processed further is received. The pro-
posed system is implemented using eclipse as the IDE and java as the coding
language used.

There is a need to tag every word of the sentence with its corresponding part of
speech tag for which we used POS tagger [13]. The output generated by POS tagger
is shown in Fig. 2.

A seed list is prepared which consists of positive and the negative orientation
categories each including their corresponding adjectives. For example, words like
poor, pathetic, disappointing, etc., are stored under negative category and words
like amazing, awesome, extraordinary, etc., are stored under positive category. This
list is used to find out the opinionated sentences from the reviews that are collected
and stored in a separate file. After separating the opinionated sentences, sentences
containing negation are to be handled. In the reviews that possess negation (i.e.,
‘not’), the overall polarity of the sentence is to be inverted. For example,

Fig. 2 Output of the POS tagger
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“The picture quality of this phone is not good.”In this example, even when the
sentence has a word with positive orientation, i.e., good, it is preceded by the word
‘not’ and therefore the polarity of the sentence has to be inverted. So for handling
sentences possessing negation, such sentences are separated in another file (as shown
in Fig. 3) and then classified on the basis of the comparisons of the file made with the
seed list and assigning the opposite polarity to the sentence for every match found.

Same procedure is repeated for sentences that do not possess negation but in this
case, same polarity as that of the matched word is assigned to the sentence rather
than the opposite one. After this, files containing the positive reviews are merged
together and same is done with the negative reviews too. Figure 4 depicts the
reviews classified as positive.

From the file containing positive reviews, features are to be extracted. It is
generally assumed that the features of any product are nouns. So, from the file
words tagged as nouns are extracted. The code and output of which are illustrated in
Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. However, there are some implicit features too that one

Fig. 3 Output of the reviews with negation

Fig. 4 Output of the reviews classified as positive
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cannot obtain from POS tagging. For example, ‘It is too large to fit in the pocket
easily’. In this sentence, the implicit feature is size, which can be detected manually
but not with the use of POS tagger. Another problem that is faced in this step is that
customers adopt different styles to comment about the same feature of a product.
For example, they might write battery, battery backup and battery life for
describing their reviews about the battery feature of a mobile. While the POS tagger
reads every word independently and tags it. It will not tag battery life as NN (noun)
and therefore, these two words cannot be extracted as a single feature. However,
using the logic of extracting features as the words tagged as noun in the reviews has
another problem too that there are some irrelevant words extracted too that are
tagged as nouns in the reviews. After extracting the features from the file containing
the positive reviews, the features from the file containing negative reviews are
extracted following the same procedure.

Fig. 5 Code for extracting the features
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Then there is a final step of determining the strongly liked and the strongly
disliked features. For extracting the strongly liked feature, the feature that is
repeated the maximum number of times in file that is generated using the positive
reviews is the strongly liked feature and the same procedure is adopted for
extracting the strongly disliked feature using the extracted feature list that is gen-
erated from file containing negative reviews. The output of the frequency of the
disliked features is shown in Fig. 7.

The problem with this system was that it classifies a statement twice if it contains
two opinion words (or two adjectives in the approach followed by this system). The
overall recall and precision obtained by the proposed technique is shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 6 Output of the extracted features

Fig. 7 Output of the frequency of disliked features
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, a method for extracting strongly liked and disliked feature of any
product based on user’s opinion found on web has been proposed. The proposed
technique used Stanford POS tagger to tag the sentences which helped in extracting
the nouns and adjectives which in this paper have been assumed to be the potential
features and opinions, respectively. After extracting the nouns and adjectives, the
comparisons of the extracted reviews are made with the seed list in order to extract
the strongly liked and disliked features of a product. This technique could suc-
cessfully extract the strongly liked and disliked feature as the ones which occurred
for the maximum number of times in the positive and negative reviews, respec-
tively. Since, negation is also handled in the system; the overall accuracy is
improved as the misclassifying errors that occurred due to negation are removed. So
this technique managed to provide a high recall of 0.83 and an average precision of
0.68. The reason for comparatively lower value of precision is due to the phrases
used to describe a certain feature, while this technique extracts words as features
and thereby this step yields a precision of 0.50 lowering the overall average pre-
cision. On the other hand, the step in which negation is handled has managed to
yield a recall of 0.80 and a precision of 0.83 which has increased the overall
efficiency quite effectively.
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A Multicriteria Decision-Making Method
for Cloud Service Selection and Ranking

Rakesh Ranjan Kumar and Chiranjeev Kumar

Abstract Recent advancement in the field of Cloud computing shows that Cloud
services play a crucial role in terms of on-demand services on a subscription basis.
A number of available enterprises offer a large number of Cloud services to their
customers. Subsequently, increased number of available Cloud services has drawn
enormous attention of the customers as a challenging decision-making problem.
Due to vast availability of Cloud services, it is very difficult for the users to decide
about the best service and reason for its selection. In this paper, we have proposed a
multicriteria decision-making method (TOPSIS) to help customers to select a better
Cloud service among the set of existing Cloud services with the satisfaction of their
requirements. As a result, we found that the proposed method is practical for
solving Cloud service selection problem. Moreover, we have compared the simu-
lated results with the existing approaches as analytical hierarchy priority (AHP) and
fuzzy AHP method which shows proposed method is flexible and achieve better
accuracy.

Keywords Cloud computing ⋅ Cloud services selection ⋅ SLA ⋅ MCDM ⋅
TOPSIS ⋅ Quality of service ⋅ Service measurement

1 Introduction

Over the last decade, Cloud computing has emerged as a distributed computing
paradigm which provides an on-demand services and resources to the user on the
basis of usages under “pay-as-you-go” pricing model. Cloud computing [1]
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provides three main services model such as SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS according to the
need of the user. Based on the deployment model the Cloud has been classified as
private, public, community, and hybrid Cloud [2, 3]. Due to Cloud’s agility and
flexibility, Cloud provides an opportunity for companies like IBM, Microsoft,
Amazon, and Google to make their new business applications on the Cloud but also
to migrate their existing business services onto the Cloud. With a huge choice of
Cloud service providers offering the services, the clients often have to choose best
Cloud service providers. To identify which service is the best for a service user,
quality of service (QoS) [4] is usually exploited. QoS represents a set of non-
functional attributes of service such as response time, throughput, reliability, and
security. Due to the vast diversity of Cloud services, selection of the most suitable
Cloud service becomes an important challenge for the customers. Such Cloud
service, selection problem has recently attracted considerable attention from the
industry and academia. A Cloud service, selection problem is considered as mul-
ticriteria decision-making (MCDM) problem [5]. Multicriteria decision-making
(MCDM) is a well-known area of operational research and also proves its efficiency
in different complex real-world decision-making problems. The main challenge in
Cloud customer is to discover which Cloud service has satisfied their requirements
and how to rank the functionally equivalent Cloud services. QoS plays an important
role for service selection and ranking of services according to their priority.
Therefore, an efficient and accurate decision-making approach is highly desirable to
guarantee that the chosen services work well in all conditions. The cloud service,
selection mechanism is broadly classified into two types, i.e., Cloud service
selection for the single task and Cloud service selection for the different candidate
task on a composite task. In this paper, we focus on Cloud service selection for the
single task and used TOPSIS (technique for order preference by similarity to ideal
solution) [6] method as MCDM approach for ranking of Cloud services. The
remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we have
described related work. Section 3 describes the service measurement index
(SMI) [7] framework and its attributes. Section 4 describes the service selection
approach. Section 5 presents a case study and comparison of result with another
MCDM method. Finally, conclusion and brief summative analysis are given in
Sect. 6 with future work.

2 Related Work

With the increasing popularity of Cloud computing, many researchers studied the
performance of Clouds for different type of applications such as web applications,
scientific computing and e-commerce. For the past few years, decision-making
theory has successfully applied to choose appropriate Cloud services. There is a
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wide range of mathematical methods for evaluation Cloud services based on QoS.
Cloud Service Selection methods are generally an extension of the MCDM method
for Web services [8, 9, 10]. Godse and Mulik [11] described the Cloud service
selection problem as MCDM problem and presented a case study of a sales force
automation service for an understanding of the importance and significance of
quantitative method to solve SaaS selection and proposed a service recommender
framework with dissimilar parameters for Cloud selection according to users
requirement. Alhamad et al. [12] proposed a fuzzy-based model for selection of
Cloud service with a set of criteria such as usability, security, scalability, and
availability. Hussain and Hussain [13] described multicriteria decision-making
methods for IaaS Cloud service selection in a case study which contains five basic
performance measurements of thirteen Cloud services by a third party monitoring
service. In this paper, ELECTRE method proposed for Cloud service selection
based on user specification. Garg et al. [14] proposed a trust framework using AHP
method for ranking of Cloud services with measurement of attributes weight. The
author has measure Cloud Service Measurement Initiative Consortium (CSMIC) [7]
QoS criteria and compares Cloud service in the term of Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs). Nevertheless, the selection and ranking considered only quantifiable criteria
of CSMIC and does not consider trustworthiness nonquantifiable QoS criteria for
selection of CSPs. Based on literature survey, it shows that Cloud service selection
procedure is an important MCDM problem among a set of QoS properties. In this
paper, we present an idea that uses the SMI values and describes a mathematical
model which is useful for ranking and selection of Cloud service based on user’s
requirement.

3 Service Measurement Index (SMI) of Cloud

The Service Measurement Index (SMI) [7] is a standard model designed for
measuring the end-to-end customer experience for any number Cloud service
provider. The SMI Model is a set of business-relevant Key Performance Indicators
(KPI’s) that provide a standardized method for measuring and comparing a business
services. The SMI model provides a hierarchical framework for selecting Cloud
services with primary area: Cost, Performance, Security and Privacy, Agility,
Accountability, Assurance, and Financial. Each category is further divided by two
and more attributes. In current scenario, different Cloud service provider offers
similar services with similar functionality with different criteria (Fig. 1). From
consumer point of view, the SMI criteria are important decision-making framework
for Cloud service provider selection.
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4 Cloud Service Selection

In this section, we propose a hybrid technique for ranking Cloud service which
incorporates seven steps. In proposed techniques, we use the SMI model, which is
based on a set of business-relevant KPIs. We used the Technique for Order Pref-
erence by Similarity to ideal Solution (TOPSIS) method is one of the most classical
methods for solving MCDM problem. The TOPSIS method is based on the prin-
ciple of determining a solution with the shortest distance to the ideal solution and
the greatest distance from the negative ideal solution. The basic procedure of our
proposed service ranking method is given below.

Step 1: Computation of the relative weights of each QoS and Define Decision
matrix—Computation of the relative weights of each QoS is achieved by
pairwise comparison matrix [14]. A scale of one–nine suggested in the
paper [15] is used to quantify the strength of two alternatives with
respect to a given attribute. Finally, construct a decision table for a given
dataset.

Step 2: Construct normalize decision matrix—This step involves the develop-
ment of matrix formats. To transform the various attribute dimensions in
nondimensional attributes, which allows comparison across the attri-
butes. The normalization is usually made through

rij =
Sij
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

∑
m

i=1
S2ij

s ð1Þ

where i = 1, 2… m; j = 1, 2,…., n and Sij is a crisp value.

Fig. 1 A hierarchy model for cloud service selection
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Step 3 Construct the weighted normalized decision matrix—Multiply each
column of the normalized decision matrix by associating weight of QoS
parameter

vij =wj*rij ð2Þ

where i = 1, 2… m; j = 1, 2,…., n and wj represent the weight of jth
attribute.

Step 4: Define the positive ideal (best) solution called v+j and the negative ideal
(worst) solution called v−j for each criteria.

v+j =maxfv1j . . . vmjg and v−j =minfv1j . . . vmjg for beneficial attribute

v+j =minfv1j . . . vmjg and v−j =maxfv1j . . . vmjgfor non − beneficial attribute

Step 5: Calculate the separation measure for each attributes

s*j =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

∑
n

j=1
ðv+j − vijÞ2

s

ð3Þ

s−j =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

∑
n

j=1
ðv−j − vijÞ2

s

ð4Þ

where i = 1, 2… m and j = 1, 2,…., n.
Step 6: Calculate the closeness coefficient to the ideal solution for each

alternative

cci =
s−i

s−i + s+i
ð5Þ

where i = 1… m.
Step 7: Rank the alternative according to CCi. The bigger value of CCi is the

better Cloud alternative.

5 Case Study: Using TOPSIS Method to Ranking Cloud
Service Based on QoS Requirement

To clarify, the new proposed procedure and required calculations have been coded
using MATLAB 13 on Intel core [TM] i7-4770 platform running Windows 8.
Kivait graph (Fig. 2) illustrates the information regarding 3 different Cloud Service
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providers [14] with best values for their KPIs. From these three alternatives, the best
Cloud services has to be selected. We have considered top six high level QoS
attribute: Accountability, Agility, Assurance, Cost, Performance, and Security.
Here we explain the process of proposed method step by step in real example.

Step 1: Construct a pairwise comparison matrix between Cloud Service for each
QoS attributes. For each attributes we also construct pairwise compari-
son. Figure 2 shows values for each Cloud Services respect of top QoS
attributes. Finally, we get a decision matrix [14] of given dataset.

Step 2: Using Eq. (1), the normalized decision matrix is calculated and shown in
Table 1 with different attributes.

Step 3: The weighted normalized decision matrix is constructed using Eq. (2)
and respective result is showing in Table 2.

Step 4: Positive ideal solution (PIS) and Negative ideal solution (NIS) are
defined as

Fig. 2 Comparison of cloud services for different attributes
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S* = 0.0204, 0.0603, 0.1306, 0.1325, 0.2660, 0.0408½ �
S− = 0.0408, 0.0551, 0.0916, 0.2084, 0.0527, 0.0204½ �

Step 5: The distance of each candidate from PIS and NIS are calculated,
respectively, using Eqs. (3) and (4).

Step 6: The closeness coefficient is calculated for each candidate using Eq. (5).
The result is

CC1 = 0.3805; CC2 = 0.1634; CC3 = 0.9101

Step 7: Therefore, the relative ranking of all the Cloud services can be decided
based on the resultant closeness coefficient (0.3805, 0.1634, 0.9101).
Based on the user requirement, the Cloud services are ranked as follows.

S3≻ S1≻ S2.

From the above ranking, it is clear that S3 is the best Cloud services
provider, whereas S2 is considered as the worst service provider.

Table 1 Normalized decision matrix

QoS attribute with weight Service (S1) Service (S2) Service (S3)

Accountability (0.05) 0.408 0.816 0.408
Agility (0.1) 0.576 0.550 0.603
Assurance (0.3) 0.654 0.457 0.603
Cost (0.3) 0.694 0.568 0.441
Performance (0.3) 0.422 0.175 0.889
Security (0.05) 0.408 0.816 0.408

Table 2 Normalized
weighted decision matrix

QoS attributes Service
(S1)

Service
(S2)

Service
(S3)

Accountability 0.0204 0.0408 0.0204
Agility 0.0577 0.0551 0.0603
Assurance 0.1306 0.0916 0.1206
Cost 0.2082 0.1707 0.1324
Performance 0.1268 0.0527 0.2677
Security 0.0204 0.0408 0.0204
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6 Conclusion and Future Work

With the growth of Cloud Computing paradigm, there are many Cloud providers
who offer different Cloud services with different attributes. We have seen that the
choice of the best Cloud Service satisfying the majority of available conditions and
alternatives is an MCDM problem. The main objective of the paper is to provide a
method to help the evaluation and selection Cloud service provider from the user’s
prospective. In this paper, we proposed TOPSIS approach for Cloud service
selection mechanism which is used for ranking Cloud service based on QoS
attributes proposed by CSMIC.

It is obvious from the experimental results that the use of nonfunctional QoS
parameters during Cloud Service discovery process improves the probability of
selecting highly appropriate Cloud service. Figure 3 compares the AHP approach
and Fuzzy AHP approach with our proposed method which shows rank of different
cloud service providers. Our proposed approach avoids the rank reversal problem,
which is the disadvantage of the popular AHP based approach. For future work, we
plan to examine a fuzzy extension of the proposed method in order to cope with
variation in QoS attributes such as performance. We are also planning to extend the
quality model to nonquantifiable QoS attributes.

Fig. 3 Rank of cloud service providers using different methods
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Development and Analysis of IoT
Framework for Healthcare Application

Anil Yadav, Nitin Rakesh, Sujata Pandey and Rajat K. Singh

Abstract In this paper, major building blocks of IoTized ecosystem is discussed.
We have considered IoT application scenario for a simple healthcare system and
have shown the interaction process between different applications. Proposed work
in this paper is based on the Iotivity software framework. A simple use case of
heartbeat sensor is considered as an IoT application. To distinguish the services
offered to a normal user and a privileged user an algorithm is formulated along with
the state machine, class diagram. Sequence of operations is also depicted to
showcase the events and their subsequent reaction to simulate a real time heartbeat
sensor.
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1 Introduction

Advancement in wireless technology and availability of new applications has led to
the development of new area of interest “Internet of Things” [1–10]. It is evident
that growing usage of Wi-Fi and wireless internet access, which gave rise to the
increasing use of smart devices that continuously, interact with each other for
transfer of information.

Internet now can be looked upon as a distributed network system which
dynamically respond to the physical environment and translate them into infor-
mation data which can be used for triggering further action. The most important part
of the network/IoT ecosystem is the smart objects with dedicated roles in the entire
ecosystem. Various smart objects can be interconnected to create a smart envi-
ronment. The IoT framework can be used for a wide range of applications including
healthcare, transportation, agriculture, consumer electronics, etc.

Recently some research work has been done in the area of IoT. Stankovic [11]
gave some research directions in IoT where vision of smart world is discussed along
with the problems associated with massive scaling, architecture and dependencies,
creating knowledge and big data, robustness, openness, security, privacy, and
human in the loop. Zanella et al. [12] discussed IoT for smart cities, Palma et al.
[13] described an example of IoT taking the example of classroom access control
and Li et al. [14] showed the use of IoT in agriculture.

Collection of data from different sensor nodes, storing and processing them from
the cloud becomes an important task. Security requirements are an important issue
which must be taken care of. Also, management of such varied network of smart
objects becomes complex and various use case scenario’s need to be considered for
designing the framework.

2 State of Art Techniques

An IoTized healthcare app [1] may consist of different modules to monitor blood
pressure, ECG, blood glucose meter, calorie count meter, activity monitor, etc. The
various sensor nodes used for recording above mentioned data must be able to
communicate with each other and provide necessary inputs to the doctor/patient so
that corrective actions can be taken. An IoTized Home app may be able to com-
municate with various home appliances like TV, washing machine, air conditioner,
smart phone dish washer, etc. Sensor nodes should be capable of reading as well as
generating data for each and every device in the IoT app for a smart home. Also it
should provide remote monitoring facility.

Based on the use cases and the services required a common software platform is
desired for these IoTized apps. Platform includes abstraction of state of the art
hardware technologies along with software stacks. Physical infrastructure like RFID
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[15], Zigbee [2], ANT/ANT+RFID [15], ZigBee [2], etc. are the popular standards.
Also several communication protocols like CoAP: Constrained Application Pro-
tocol, which is a light-weight version of HTTP [8], MQTT [16], TLS&DTLS [9,
10], 6LowPAN [3, 5], Z-wave [17], BLE [18], DASH7 [19], Wavenis [20], RuBee
[21], EuOcean [22] Wireless HART [23] are designed and developed to build a
robust IoT framework.

The protocols described above can be collectively arranged to form paradigms
for connectivity and various applications running across the devices. Several IoT
frameworks have come up with various sensors supported in their frameworks.
Some of the popular frameworks along with their features are enlisted below:

Brillo OS is based on a stripped down version of Linux operating system. The
memory barrier for sensor devices is kept at as low as 32–64 MB [24] in this
framework. HomeOS supports Z-wave-based sensor devices for various services
over Arduino hardware and .NET framework [25]. HomeKit framework primarily
supports MFI enabled devices without popular protocols like Z-wave, Zigbee.
Furthermore, many more restrictions and customization from operational and
control perspective require with HomeKit that increases additional hardware
interfaces to bridge the in-compatibilities [26].

AllSeen alliance is created for connecting numerous devices based on rich open
source platform. This platform supports major OS’s like Android, iOS, Windows,
Linux with language support of C, C++, Java and Objective-C [27]. Iotivity is an
open source framework primarily targeted for Linux-based operating systems like
Tizen, Ubuntu and Android. It is supported by C and C++ languages, several
hardware specific access protocols like BLE, NFC, Bluetooth, etc. [28]. Moreover,
Iotivity is well supported by Open Interconnect Consortium (OIC). There are more
than 200 organizations including universities are contributing towards the com-
pletion of IoT specifications and their adaption [29].

In this paper we have considered IoT application scenario for a simple healthcare
system and have shown the interaction process between different applications.
Proposed work in this paper is based on the Iotivity software framework. A simple
use case of heartbeat sensor is considered as an IoT application. To distinguish the
services offered to a normal user and a privileged user an algorithm is formulated
along with the state machine, class diagram. Sequence of operations is also depicted
to showcase the events and their subsequent reaction to simulate a real time
heartbeat sensor.

3 Proposed Work

This section is divided into sub-sections—Architecture, Use case and Proposed
Design. Proposed Design sub-section is further decomposed into Algorithm, State
Machine, Class Structure and Sequence Diagram.
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3.1 Architecture

Iotivity-based software architecture is depicted in Fig. 1 for a heartbeat sensor
application. Iotivity provides the software building blocks to create such an
application. The building blocks include device management, storage management,
discovery and notification, communication and security management through its
rich set of device abstraction layer, network communication protocols, data cap-
turing mechanisms and cryptographic libraries to ensure the security and privacy of
the system and user data.

3.2 Use Case

For a heartbeat sensor; a minimal set of features are considered to showcase the
capabilities of the device and its services offered to the user. These capabilities
include authentication and authorization to ensure restricted access to the device to
avail the services provided. Two different modes are created to distinguish between
a regular user with limited capabilities and an admin user with full capabilities to
perform administrative operations on the device. Additionally, to demonstrate the
user’s health parameter to concern people like friends, family members, doctor
while using the sensor device over a regular period performance calculator capa-
bility is also included. The heartbeat sensor device is connected to a smart thing
server to regularly record the events and subsequent operations carried out. All
these events and operations alter the user data along with device’s data on regular

Heartbeat Sensor ApplicationAPP APP 

WIFI BT Zigbee ANT+ Z-Wave

Hardware Abstraction Layer

Authentication 

Authorization 

Cryptography 

Notification

Process Notify 

Device Control 

COAP 

Datagram TLS 

Communication

Data Capture 

Data Process 

Data Storage 

Fig. 1 Iotivity-based architecture for heartbeat sensor application
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basis whenever the device provides its services to the user. These use cases are
depicted in Fig. 2 by a use case diagram.

3.3 Proposed Design

Algorithm: Proposed algorithm for the heartbeat sensor application is described in
Table 1. The algorithm starts with a registration process to the sensor device for a
user. User provides its credentials like name, family name, date of birth, etc. as
input to the sensor device. Device checks its user specific table for that user. If the
user is already registered with the device it notifies same to the user otherwise
the device creates public and private key-pair pertaining to the user. Additionally,
the algorithm also differentiates between a normal user and an admin user by
provision of privilege option to the admin user. This feature is disabled for the
normal user. While updating the public and private key tables, algorithm also sets
privilege option as true for admin user whereas false for normal user. Based on this
demarcation admin user can avail privileged services offered by the device. Finally,
the algorithm creates COAP connection to send and receive the user and device
specific data to smart things server.

State Machine: The state machine of the device is shown in Fig. 3. The figure
depicts the possible states in which the device operates, events that trigger the
device to switch from one mode to another. Primarily a powered-on heartbeat
sensor device operates in two states—Idle and Service. On power-on the device

Fig. 2 Use case of the ecosystem
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Table 1 Describes proposed registration algorithm of application

Fig. 3 State machine of heart
beat sensor device
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attains its default state, i.e. Idle state. In Idle state device listens to receive
authentication information from its user and switches to Service state on successful
completion of authentication. Service state is a composite state in which it operates
either into User state or Secure state. A normal user only requires User state where
it does not perform any secure service operations whereas secure state requires
further authorization to perform admin operations on the device. While operating in

register (user_cred) 
gen_keypair(user_cred) 

  user_id, pubkey update_keytable(user_id)

        finish_session (session)                                            

update_session_record_to_server (session_data)

             ack 

User SmartObjectServerHBSensor

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4 a Class diagram of heart beat sensor device, b sequence diagram of heartbeat sensor
application
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Secure state if there is no action for certain pre-defined duration; device automat-
ically switches back to User state and subsequently falls back to Idle state if no
action detected further at User state. From Idle state device automatically
switches-off after a pre-defined silence. From all the states Idle, User and Secure
device goes back to power-off mode if user deliberately powered it off.

Class Structure: Figure 4a includes all the classes along with their member
variables and functions.

Sequence Diagram: Figure 4b shows the sequence of operations between user
to heartbeat sensor and heartbeat sensor to smart things cloud. These are the main
entities of the proposed system. User initiates the operations by sending authenti-
cation request to BHSensor. This event and subsequent user data is send to smart
thing server for housekeeping. After successful authentication HBSensor notifies
successful authentication to the user and allows the user to access the device
services. For privileged services user sends another request for which HBSensor
validate the authorization of the user for such services. If authorization succeeded,
user performs a series of admin operations like, setting device properties, changing
private key, checking device history and operations performed over a pre-defined or
admin selected duration. User sets periodic notification of heartbeat rate and dis-
tance covered by him/her. Finally, user sends stop request to the HBSensor and
request his/her performance for that session. HBSensor calculates the performance
and present to the user with multiple sharing options over the social networking
sites for friends, family members or doctor.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

This article highlights the state of the art techniques available which can be building
blocks of thing’s services in future. The authors described a proposed design
approach of registration process for a sample application of heartbeat sensor device.

Future work of this paper can be extended to devising secure and trusted
authentication, authorization and communication for diversified applications.
Additionally, the current work can be deployed to real hardware based on Iotivity
framework to observe and analyze the performance parameters. These shortcomings
will be catered by authors’ in their future proposals.
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An Effective and Empirical Review
on Internet of Things and Real-Time
Applications

Surbhi Gill, Paras Chawla, Pooja Sahni and Sukhdeep Kaur

Abstract Internet of Things or IoT is one of the common and widely used tech-
nology used for the formation of smart environments based on sensor-based sce-
narios. At the current implementation, IoT is being implemented for assorted
scenarios including environmental monitoring, production, manufacturing, health-
care, home automations, transportations, and many others. The key idea behind IoT
is the machine to machine communication in which each and every device is
connected using sensor technology. This paradigm is used for the development and
deployment of smart cities and sensor-based infrastructures. Nowadays, IoT is
being implemented in many of the transportation services and integrated in cars as
well as freight vehicles which make it IoV (Internet of Vehicles). Using this
approach, the remote IoT control servers can monitor any of the moving vehicles in
real time and tracking can be done on multiple parameters. In the classical
implementation, the remote monitoring and tracking is one using towers or base
stations and satellites which is not very effective because of assorted quality of
service factors. For the enhanced scenario integration, the global positioning system
is used but number of security vulnerabilities can be there and cracking can be
done. This paper underlines and highlights the scope of IoT in assorted applications
with the association to different case scenarios.
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cities ⋅ Sensor-based communications

1 Introduction

Internet of Things that is classically known as IoT [1] refers to the high perfor-
mance and all time connectivity-based domain that makes use of sensor-based
communication for machine-based communication. It is the recent technologies in
current era focusing on the interconnection of every real world object using smart
devices integrating wireless sensor connecting to satellite. We can imagine the real
life objects with embedded computing devices and communicating with each other.
By this technology, we can track everything from remote location using Internet
infrastructure.

Using IoT, the inter connection in every system, device, machine, human being,
home equipments, office products can be established using existing network
resources. As an example or case of IoT, we can track any train by using the
messaging service of Indian Railways. As per the instructions, we can send the
message SPOT <TrainNumber> to 139. After this message, we get the exact
location and upcoming station of that train. In the same way, many taxi or cab
services are trying to utilize and implement IoT. Currently, many taxi operators are
connected with GPS and we can track the location of that car on mobile phone,
tablet, or any network connected device. Smart Cities, Smart Home are imple-
mented using IoT in which everything is connected and searchable.

Fig. 1 Traditional model-based diagram related to IoT
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At the technology dimension, IoT makes use of sensors and embedded chips
which are inserted in the system that we want to monitor and track. RFID (Radio
Frequency Identification)-based devices are classically used for IoT implementation
(Figs. 1, 2).

2 Usage of Sensor Data in Cloud Environment

In IoT, there is regular and huge amount of data that is generated and processed. As
in IoT, millions of objects of interconnected with each other to share the data, there
is need to devise and implement a cloud-based solution so that the fault tolerant and
secured applications can be developed. Using this approach, the IoT generate data
can be preserved and stored without any issue of intentional or unintentional
damage. To manage and control all these aspects, cloud is required [2]. For this, the
effective implementation of cloud infrastructure is required. In the upcoming years,
the Internet of Things (IoT) will be transformed to the Cloud of Things (CoT) [3]
because it will be very difficult to manage huge data or BigData [4] without cloud
integration (Fig. 3).

Fig. 2 Hierarchy of needs and objects in IoT
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3 Real Life Implementations and Applications of IoT

Many corporate giants including Texas Instruments, Cisco, Ericsson, Freescale, and
GE are working in the development as well as deployment of IoT scenarios. The
companies are making and developing the apps easier using hardware, software,
and sustain in getting all the things connected using IoT environment. A set of key
markets exists for the IoT with potential for exponential growth.

• Medical and healthcare systems
• Transportation
• Wearable devices
• Health care
• Building automation
• Smart cities
• Smart manufacturing
• Predictive maintenance
• Employee safety
• Remote and enhanced monitoring
• Medical telemetry
• Tracking of drugs
• Asset tracking for medical care
• Access and authenticated control
• Automobiles/Automotive.

Fig. 3 Multiple devices and
objects connected with IoT
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4 Protocols Associated with Internet of Things

• Bluetooth
• Cellular
• 6LowPAN
• LoRaWAN
• Thread
• NFC
• Neul
• Sigfox
• WiFi
• Zigbee
• Z-Wave (Fig. 4).

5 Literature Review

Atzori et al. [5] addressed IoT as the powerful system for managing different types
of devices and even vehicles. Using gadgets-based infrastructure and remote
monitoring the virtual environment can be created and effectively managed.

Fig. 4 IoT protocol-based components
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Fig. 5 Protocols with IoT scenarios

Fig. 6 Comparison of web and IoT protocol stacks
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Ben et al. [6] proposed the application of IoT in the domain of medical sciences
and tracking purpose. Using this approach, the patients can be monitored using IoT
or software defined networking-based scenarios.

David et al. [7] introduced the concept of TinySec in which the completely
integrated link layer integrity and security-based architecture for the wireless sensor
networks can be there. In this approach and proposed design, the security and
overall performance of the system can be improved.

Kopetz [1] proposed the integration and implementation of RFID-based infras-
tructure that ultimately forms a unique and high performance IoT system. In this
scenario, the devices or vehicles can be connected with the unique address-based
RFID chips and then monitoring can be done (Figs. 5, 6).

Following is the summarized comparative analysis of various IoT platforms
based on the relative features and technologies (Fig. 7; Table 1).

Fig. 7 Comparative analysis of IoT protocols
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6 Conclusion

The current implementations of IoT make use of road side units which regularly
collects the information and then transmit. There are number of attacks including
vampire attacks, denial of service attack, and many others which can be fired on
these wireless devices. Each and every car or vehicle in built in with a global

Table 1 Comparative analysis of IoT platforms

Platform Device
management

Protocols (data
collection)

Analytics Visualization

Telemetry Present CoAP, MQTT, M3DA,
STOMP

Storm
Technology

Present

Appcelerator Not present HTTP as well as MQTT Titanium Present using
Titanium UI Dashboard

Amazon
Web
Services

Present MQTT, HTTP1.1 Using Amazon
Kinesis
AWS Lambda

Dashboard

Bosch Present MQTT, CoAP, AMQP,
STOMP

Undefined GUI

Ericsson
Device
Connection
Platform

Present SSL with Secured and
High integrity-based TSL

Undefined Not present

Everything No LIGHT
WEIGHT MESSAGING
PROTOCOL, CoAP,
WebSockets

Real-time
analytics (Rules
Engine)

Present (EVRYTHNG
IoT Dashboard)

ThingWorx Present LIGHT
WEIGHT MESSAGING
PROTOCOL, AMQP,
XMPP, CoAP, DDS,

Machine
Learning
(ParStream DB)

Squeal

ParStream No LIGHT
WEIGHT MESSAGING
PROTOCOL

Real-time
analytics, Batch
analytics
(ParStream DB)

Present (ParStream
Management Console)

PLAT.ONE Present LIGHT
WEIGHT MESSAGING
PROTOCOL, SNMP

Deep Present (Management
Console for application
enablement, data
management)

IBM Present LIGHT
WEIGHT MESSAGING
PROTOCOL, HTTPS

Real-time
analytics (IBM
IoT Real-Time
Insights)

Present (Web portal)

Xively Not present Secured HTTP and
HTTPS

Enormous Present
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positioning and tracking unit so that the actual location can be found. In such
attacks, the location or any car or vehicle can be spoofed and damaged. It can be
dangerous on road and that is why there is need to implement a novel and effective
approach that will keep track of the actual location based on the dynamic key
generated with the integration of actual timestamp and longitude with latitude.
There is need to devise and implement a unique approach for higher security and
integrity in such scenarios. Using this approach, the overall security and integrity
can be enhanced by which way and performance of system can be improved.
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Operations on Cloud Data (Classification
and Data Redundancy)

Sandeep Khanna, Nitin Rakesh and Kamal Nayan Chaturvedi

Abstract Cloud computing is a turning in the field of information technology as it
provides resources over network. Besides the features, cloud services are widely
available for all. Content duplicacy increases the data redundancy problem in cloud.
Files on cloud need an effective classification method so that the problem of cloud
server efficiency may be optimized. In this paper, we have proposed two algo-
rithms: Checker’s algorithm (to remove data redundancy from cloud) and
Pronto-Key algorithm (to classify the files and enhance the performance of cloud)
which overall increase the efficiency of the cloud.

Keywords Cloud computing ⋅ Redundancy ⋅ Classification ⋅ Searching

1 Introduction

Most of the devices nowadays are using the cloud platform to store their data. Many
of the applications are running on the cloud. Cloud contains a lot of similar data in
it which becomes a problem when client searches for a file in the cloud. The files
are not classified in the cloud such that it becomes difficult for the user to search for
a desired file. This affects the efficiency of the cloud services. The network cost is
also high while accessing the cloud as the data is not transmitted from nearby
location; it is from miles of distance from a server on which it resides. Miles of
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distance may also affect the efficiency in accessing the cloud service. There are
many more errors in accessing the data from a distance server [1]. These are few
issues in today’s cloud service that is focusing in the paper.

We are considering ‘TEXT’ type of data to make the cloud to do smarter oper-
ations on the server side and make the services more efficient. For that we use to
process the file using proposed algorithms in the paper. When the client wants to
upload a file on the cloud, before uploading, the server processes the content of the
file and compare the content data with the uploaded content data on cloud, if there is
more than X% (Admin decided percent) of content data is similar to previously
content data of uploaded file, the algorithm cancels the uploading of file. It depends
on the server admin that what type of restrictions it creates for the client to upload the
file. If the document content is not similar with the previous uploads, then document
is uploaded on the cloud. This process is used to prevent the duplicacy of content in
the cloud. The second operation is to classify the files in such a manner that client
finds the desired file on cloud. For that we classify the file in a ratio of their upload
days’ count and access count. This helps the client to get the most popular and the
most trending file at present. The classification of the files depends on both the
scenarios, 1. How old is the file? 2. How many clients have accessed that file?
The file with the highest score is on the top of the search. This operation gives the
client a better visibility of files while searching in the cloud. The third operation is to
enhance the accessing of file by the client from the cloud. This operation uses the
location of client and obtains the nearest server from the client’s location and gives
an option to the client to access the document from the nearest server location. This
can enhance the accuracy and time to access the file thereby helps the cloud to
become smarter and enhance the performance. Further, there are algorithms that
describe how to proceed these operations of cloud and makes the smart cloud.

2 Related Work

There are various techniques and algorithms present to enhancing the performance of
the cloud. Enhancing the security of cloud data by applying 3D security; in this there is
a framework which is divided in two phases. First phase contributes in doing
encryption of data and classifying it before storing. It can be classified into three
parameters namely confidentiality, integrity, and availability. The parameters mea-
sures the critical rating and protection ring is given to data on the bases of critical
rating. In the second phase, the users who want to access the data need to authenticate
[2]. Private clouds file management systemwhich is able to do automatic clustering of
files and enhance the document management in cloud and proposed an algorithm and
k-means. The top-k frequent itemsets of the SHDC algorithms found the utilization
parTFI algorithm. Documentation set, which incorporates all parts of a common set of
terms, been observed as a cluster candidates and their mean value as the initial
k-means cluster seed polymerization similar file the clustering by the k-means on the
basis of set of term of the top-k frequent to accomplishing initial cluster returns [3].
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Solving the problem on big data classification of network intrusion traffic by
combining various effective learning techniques and big data technologies is sug-
gested by [4] using combination of modern cloud technologies, distributed file
systems techniques in a combination of big data classification to predict network
intrusions. Classify encrypted data by k-NN classifier and this protocol protects the
internal confidentiality information of the user [4]. Enhancing text clustering by
genetic algorithm. The strategy comprises of Phase 1 and Phase 2 where the Phase 1
is clustering the sentences based on modified repeated spectral bisection. Here an
initial clustering is done based on the sign of elements of the eigen vectors of the
similarity matrix. Phase 2 is clustering sentences based on the genetic algorithm,
where chromosomes are made [5]. Enhancing the security of files in cloud by
classify them into sensitive and non-sensitive data with the help of k-NN classifier
and then using RSA encryption on sensitive data stored them in separately irre-
spective of non-sensitive data. This classification is based on the confidentiality [6].

3 Problem Statement

The cloud services are openly available for all kinds of organizations and the users.
Content duplicacy is a complicated problem and considered one of the biggest
problems for increasing data redundancy in cloud. Content duplicacy increased with
the extensive use of the Internet on which a huge amount of digital data is available.
Plagiarism is one of the problems of content duplicacy in text documents [7]. The
first problem is that cloud contains a lot of files so there is a duplicacy problem
happens in cloud data. Because of number of files, the content of file can be similar
as the file already present on cloud and when client uploads the file with different
name, the problem of redundancy on cloud is occurred.

As we noticed in Table 1 that ‘Networking.doc’ and ‘Advance_networking.pdf’
content is same and ‘Pin_codes.pdf’ and ‘Codes.doc’ content is also same but both
duplicate content files are uploaded to cloud with different names. Total Size
=253 + 1208 + 452 + 1208 + 2183 + 452 + 412 = 6, 168KB′s; When we
analysis the cloud data, there are a many of the files detect which has the similar
content that’s the problem. Now, there are a lot of files in the cloud and the clients
which uses the cloud service got confused to search the file he wants to access. We
search for a word and documents related to the word are listed as follows:

Table 1 List of files on cloud No. Name Size (KB)

1 Security.pdf 253
2 Networking.doc 1,208
3 Pin_codes.pdf 452
4 Advance_networking.pdf 1,208
5 Design_issues.doc 2,183
6 Codes.doc 452
7 Information storage and management.txt 915
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In Table 2, download specifies number of files downloaded by clients and days
specifies for how many days the file would be on cloud. The documents in the list
are in the unclassified manner and it is difficult for the client to search the desire
document he wants which is again a problem for the client. The third problem is
how efficient the cloud services are, while client accessing files.

The file is available on these servers, but cloud service randomly gives any
server to client to access. When it gives Canada server to access the file in place of
any nearby server available, the efficiency of network decreases, which is again a
big problem. Resolving these problems can enhance the performance of cloud
services. Several other approached exists in literature which are working on opti-
mization [8–10] (Table 3 and Fig. 1).

Table 2 Files contains user searched word

ID File Download Days

1 3D security 40 6
2 Document clustering algorithm 69 8
3 Big data classification problems and challenges 52 7
4 Classification of big point cloud data using cloud computing 78 5
5 Classification of cloud data using Bayesian 130 9
6 Classification of gene expression data on public clouds 89 8
7 Cloud classification for weather information 150 13
8 Data classification based on confidentiality in virtual cloud

environment
452 20

9 Implementation of text clustering using genetic 230 45
10 k-nearest neighbour classification 521 54

11 Performance enhancement of classifiers using integration of
clustering and classification techniques

632 45

12 Plagiarism detection based on SCAM algorithm 745 98
13 Web document clustering approaches using K-means algorithm 456 75

Table 3 Distance in terms of latitude and longitude from current location (Noida, India); It also
shows the distance in km from Noida City

ID Server Latitude Longitude Distance from Noida (km)

1 Australia −25.837 130.2848 8439.54
2 Algeria 28.1731 2.5908 8311.058
3 Germany 52.1786 10.2694 7906.55
4 Brazil −9.019 −53.7216 15159.13
5 China 35.3789 104.3335 3096.395
6 Canada 59.5369 −112.2685 21361.85
7 U.S 41.5811 −100.3329 19808.08
8 Mexico 24.5375 −102.364 19985.81
9 Russia 66.1844 105.4268 5221.908
10 Korea 35.2743 127.6527 5644.406
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4 Proposed Approach

Content Duplicacy Checker using text Summarization: In this paper, we have
proposed two algorithms (Checker’s algorithm, and Pronto algorithm) which deals
with the duplicacy of the document content with the rest of the documents in the
cloud. The algorithm deals with the process of text summarization of document
with the help of following steps:

1. Tokenization: It is the process of removing the white spaces from the docu-
ment. The whitespaces characters such as spaces, punctuations, line break. The
process can removes these tokens and results document further goes for removal
of stop word.

2. Removal of stop word: There are various stop words in the document which we
cannot compare, so we have to remove those also to make a genuine content
compare document. The most common stop words are such as the, is, at, which,
on and so on. After removing these, the remaining data is saved to the database
for comparison purpose (Table 4).

Checker’s Algorithm:
In this paper we proposed an algorithm (checker’s algorithm) which helps to

restrict the duplicacy on cloud. This algorithm checks the content data of the file
before uploading it on cloud. If it found >X% of similar content data with the
existing content data in files, it rejects the file to upload else the file is uploaded on
cloud. Notations used in the checker’s algorithm:

Fig. 1 Server-client locations on world map
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Steps:

1. Using functional API’s in .Net framework, it provides the common pre-processing
steps of document including tokenization and removal of stop words.

2. The data offileN is fetched out from the database and temporary saved to theTarget.

3. Now when client is uploading a new document ‘d’, the document goes in a
process state. In the process state:

Firstly, API’s analysis the whole content in the document and do apply the
above steps of tokenizing, removing of stop word then saved the data to Source.
Levenshtein algorithm is applied to the source and target that gives a percentage
of identical content of source with target [11].

4. Call Function of Levenshtein algorithm: Percentage=Levenshtein
ðSource, TargetÞ;

5. When the percentage is more than X%, the document is marked as duplicate and
pop up a message of duplicacy to the client.

The documents listed in Table 1 is processed through Checker’s algorithm, it
would not allow duplicate documents and data would look like as following as
Table 5. Checker’s algorithm will not allow identical content on the cloud.

Enhancing the searching and accessing of documents from cloud: In this paper,
we also proposed an algorithm which deals with the classification of the cloud data.
The classification in this algorithm is done on the basis of the date of file uploaded
and the how many users would access the file. The algorithm used the ratio of both
vectors (date and access times) and calculates a score which rates the document for
the process of classification.

Pronto-key algorithm: These algorithms classify the data with respect to the ratio of
number of downloads and number of days of file. Notations used in the Pronto-key
algorithm:

Table 4 Notations in checker’s algorithm

Variables Description

d The document which is processing under algorithm
Source Content of source
Target Content of target
N File fetched from the database to compare

Table 5 List of files on cloud
after removing duplicacy

No. Name Size (KB)
1 Security.pdf 253
2 Networking.doc 1,208
3 Pin_codes.pdf 452
4 Design_issues.doc 2,183
5 Information storage and management.txt 915
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Steps:

1. Declare a variable SCORE.

2. Initialize the variable DAYS and returns the value of number of days the file on
cloud.

3. Initialize the variable CLICK and returns the value of number of clicks or
number of times the file is accessed.

4. Let us say Nth document to calculate the score.

5. CALCULATE SCOREðDAYS,CLICKÞ which is used to calculate the score by
using this formula: SCORE Nð Þ= CLICK Nð Þ

DAYS Nð Þ ;

6. The above function will run until and calculates the score of Nth document and
saves it to database.

7. Now, the files are classified in order of their score using bubble sort algorithm
so that the high scored documents are on the top of the list and returns the list
contains the top-k documents for the client.

Now the clients have to select a document to proceed for the further steps of the
algorithm. After the client selected a document.

8. The algorithm lists the number of servers on which the document is there.

9. Then it request client to give permission to detect the client’s location.

10. After getting access to client’s location, it detects your location coordinates and
server coordinates and compares client’s geo-distance with the lists of servers

on which the file resides. DISTANCE= Mylocation.DistanceToðServerÞ
1000 ;

11. The servers are arranged according to the nearest server from your location
using bubble sorting algorithm.

The servers are sorted with their least distance from the client
28.5472◦, 77.3366◦ð Þ

12. When the client click the server to access the document, the client may not fully
access the document, which will return ‘0’ and there is no change in the
CLICKðNÞ.

13. When the client click the server to access the document and fully access the
document, which will return ‘1’ and there is change in the CLICKðNÞ such that
CLICK Nð Þ=CLICK Nð Þ+1;

14. If returns ‘1’, then goto Step 5 to update Score in the database.

15. Else exit.
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5 Results and Analysis

In this paper, a dataset of various text files is considered for analysing the redun-
dancy in content, as in Table 1. The checker’s algorithm detects the content
duplicacy and rejects the file on the basis of their duplicacy result. The dataset
contains various fields like downloaded number and how many days that file resides
in the dataset. When client uploads the file, the data content is processed through the
algorithm. The algorithm then compares the content of file with the uploaded files
and calculates the percentage of similar content and if the calculated percentage is
>X%, the algorithm rejects the file to be uploaded on the cloud, but if the calculated
percentage is <X%, the file is accepted and uploaded on the cloud. Before applying
the algorithm to the dataset of Table 1, the sizes of files are Total Size=253+
1208+ 452+ 1208+ 2183+ 452+ 412= 6, 168KB′s; After applying the checker’s
algorithm to dataset, the size is: Total Size=253+ 1208+ 452+ 2183+ 412= 4,
508KB′s; Difference=6, 168− 4, 508= 1660KBs.

The algorithm saves 1,660 KBs of space on cloud which helps in reducing the
cost of storage disks. While analysing the pronto-key algorithm, the first part of
algorithm manages the data and provides a proper visibility of list of files by sorting
the files on the basis of their scores as the client searches file from a list of related
files from the cloud. The scores calculate on the basis of popularity of the file and
helps to classify the files on the basis of their score (Table 6). The second part of
algorithm classified the list of servers to access a particular file, such that, the server
nearest to client location is on the top of the list and others are arranged in the order
with the minimum distance with respect to client location (Table 7).

Comparing server efficiency on the basis of distance: The efficiency is calculated
by taking:

Let’s take frame length (L) of 4800 bits with a transfer speed (R) of 9600 bps.
The velocity of propagation (V) is 20, 0000Km ̸s. Distance (D) is given in Table 8.

Efficiency μð Þ= 1
1+2×Accelerationð Þ ;

Acceleration=
Time of propagation ðTpÞ
Time to transfer frame ðTf Þ ;

Table 6 Notations of Proton-Key algorithm

Variables Description

SCORE Determines the ranking of the file
DAYS Number of days the file is on the cloud
CLICK Number of times the file is accessed
N File which is processing for score calculation
DISTANCE Distance from Noida to server
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Tp =
D
V
; Tf =

L
R
;

Calculating efficiency of the server with respect to the client distance (Table 9):

Table 7 Files classified by their scores

ID File Download Days Score

1 Data classification based on confidentiality in
virtual cloud environment

452 20 22.6

2 Classification of big point cloud data using cloud
computing

78 5 15.6

3 Classification of cloud data using Bayesian 130 9 14.44444
4 Performance enhancement of classifiers using

integration of clustering
632 45 14.04444

5 Cloud classification for weather information 150 13 11.53846
6 Classification of gene expression data on public

clouds
89 8 11.125

7 k-nearest neighbour classification 521 54 9.648148
8 Document clustering algorithm 69 8 8.625
9 Plagiarism detection based on SCAM algorithm 745 98 7.602041
10 Big data classification problems and challenges 52 7 7.428571
11 3D security 40 6 6.666667
12 Web document clustering approaches using

K-Means algorithm
456 75 6.08

13 Implementation of text clustering using genetic 230 45 5.111111

Table 8 Servers listed in the order with the nearest distance from current location (Noida, India)

ID Server Latitude Longitude Distance from Noida (km)

1 China 35.3789 104.3335 3096.395
2 Russia 66.1844 105.4268 5221.908
3 Korea 35.2743 127.6527 5644.406
4 Germany 52.1786 10.2694 7906.550
5 Algeria 28.1731 2.5908 8311.058
6 Australia −25.837 130.2848 8439.540
7 Brazil −9.019 −53.7216 15159.13
8 U.S 41.5811 −100.3329 19808.08
9 Mexico 24.5375 −102.364 19985.81
10 Canada 59.5369 −112.2685 21361.85
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6 Conclusion and Future Scope

In this paper we have proposed Checker’s and Pronto-Key algorithm. The
Checker’s algorithm only allows <X% (Admin decided percent) of similar content
on cloud which reduced data redundancy and improved the performance of and
Pronto-Key algorithm processed the data in such a way that it provides a better
management of files by classifying the dataset on the basis of their calculated score
and it enhancing the server accessing list by detecting the nearest server from the
client location.

1. By analysing the checker’s algorithm, we conclude that it reduces the duplicacy
of files on the cloud and free up to 1, 660KBs of space (comparing Table 1 files
and Table 5 files).

2. By analysing the Pronto-Key algorithm, we conclude that

i. The files are classified and ordered according to their scores (popularity).
ii. Servers to access the files are also classified on the basis of their efficiency.

In future, the enhancement of checker’s algorithm will processed not only text
files, many other type of files will also processed like audio files, compressed files,
image files and backups files. Checker’s algorithm will able to reduce data
redundancy by comparing other than text files also. Pronto-key algorithm will also
enhancing the calculation of files score by adding few more factors like type of
clients (student, business man, government employee, women), type of file, location
and size. Pronto-key algorithm will use these factors also with days and access
count to enhance score of the file and classify the files.

Table 9 Server classified on the bases of their efficiency

ID Server Distance (km) Efficiency (μ)%
1 China 3096.394624 94.1683524
2 Russia 5221.908315 90.54377425
3 Korea 5644.405888 89.85629229
4 Germany 7906.550311 86.34601739
5 Algeria 8311.057974 85.74702936
6 Australia 8439.540194 85.55851027
7 Brazil 15159.12841 76.73521918
8 U.S 19808.08337 71.62494311
9 Mexico 19985.8071 71.44305691
10 Canada 21361.84601 70.06545205
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Load Balancing Tools and Techniques
in Cloud Computing: A Systematic Review

Mohammad Oqail Ahmad and Rafiqul Zaman Khan

Abstract The cloud computing is an up-and-coming computing standard, which
offers large-scale distributed computing environment to share information and other
resources as per users demand. Load balancing is a central challenge of the cloud
computing, which requires distributing work load fairly across all the nodes for the
better use of available resources. This research paper is a systematic review with a
comparative study on existing techniques and tools for load balancing. Load bal-
ancing metric parameters (reaction time, fault tolerance, scalability, throughput,
etc.) were used to evaluate the performance of existing techniques for comparison.
Further, we have discussed virtualization of the cloud and its types for optimal
resource utilization.

Keywords Load balancing ⋅ Cloud computing ⋅ Cloud virtualization ⋅
Techniques for load balancing

1 Introduction

Cloud computing has become the most popular way in the recent time to access
online computing resources and user fulfillment in a low cost manner [1]. Because
it allows user to access pool of resources and provides an easy way to storage of
data according to its requirement pay per use concept without worry about the
hardware needed [2, 3]. The cloud supports the virtualization concept which shows
virtualized data centres. So when contrasted with old fashioned “own and use”
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concept in case all of us usage cloud computing, investing as well as maintenance
charge of the setup is alleviated [4].

Virtualization is a significant as well as central cloud computing technology.
This technology helps the abstraction of the primary components of processing like
networking, storage, and hardware. It would facilitate the cloud data centers to
efficiently boost resource consumption and decrease energy costs [5]. Load bal-
ancing is a technique in cloud computing to disburse workload regularly to every
one nodes in the offered workspace so it convinced no single nodes in the system is
overwhelmed or unused for each instant of time. A proficient load balancing
algorithm would clarify that every single node in the system might have pretty
much identical measure of work. The liability of the load balancing algorithm is
truly to contract with the assignments which are placed in advance to the cloud
region for the fresh services. Hence, that the whole open response time is improved
and what’s more it gives capable to resource utilization. Balancing the workload
being one of the remarkable stresses in cloud computing, since we cannot make
sense of the amount of requests that are released consistently within a cloud system.
The unpredictability is credited to the always differing tendency of the cloud. The
principal thought of load balancing in the cloud is in disseminating and designating
the load progressively all through the nodes with a particular end objective to fulfill
the client necessities and to give ideal resource utilize just by arranging the whole
realistic load to differing nodes [6, 7].

2 Cloud Virtualization

Cloud virtualization refers to “something that is not real” however, it acts as real
[2]. This is a software application on which diverse programs are able to perform
like an actual system. It is a component of cloud computing, for the reason that
diverse services of cloud can be utilized by user [8]. It is really useful to boost
processing productivity as well as make use of optimal hardware resources [2].

Two main types of virtualization are noticed with regard to clouds as discussed
below

2.1 Full Virtualization

In the context of full virtualization, the whole set up of a single system is carried out
on another system. The major benefit of the entire application is its power trans-
forming the platform for any user working at the server to virtual server. It has been
successful for numerous reason such as allocation of PC between various clients,
isolating clients from one another and from the program control, and imitating
hardware on another machine [7, 9].

For example, KVM, VMware
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2.2 Para Virtualization

In para virtualization, numerous operating systems are permitted to drive on a
solitary system by utilizing framework resources such as processor as well as
memory [9]. At this place, entire services are not completely out there, but the
services are offered partly. It has some significant characteristics such as disaster
recovery, capacity management, and migration.

For example, Xen, Denali

3 Existing Techniques for Load Balancing

Some of the following existing techniques for load balancing in the cloud are:

3.1 LBVS

H. Liu et al. [10, 11] projected a Load Balancing technique on Virtual Storage
(LBVS) which offers a huge amount of data storing capacity on cloud. Storage
virtualization is accomplished utilizing a design that is three-layered as well as load
balancing is obtained utilizing two load balancing modules. These will allow during
enhancing the productivity of simultaneous access by applying duplicate copy of
balancing in advance for limiting the reaction time and improve the potential of
tragedy rescue. It also helps in boosting the utilization ratio of stock resource,
versatility, and the strength of the infrastructure.

3.2 Honeybee Foraging Behavior

M. Randles et al. [3, 8] have projected a distributed load balancing technique based
on honeybee which is a nature motivated algorithm to obtain personal organization.
It does overall load balancing using neighboring server activities. The efficiency of
the system is improved by increased of infrastructure range, however throughput
does not enhance with a boost inside infrastructure range. This is suitable in favor
of circumstances in which distinctive types of service are needed.

3.3 CLBVM

A. Bhadani et al. [10, 12] have introduced a Central Load Balancing Strategy
for Virtual Machines (CLBVM) which manages the job of the cloud lightly.
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This approach boosts the entire system efficiency, however, does not look into the
systems which are flaw tolerance.

3.4 SBLB for Internet Distributed Services

A. M. Nakai et al. [13, 14] projected a unique Server-based Load Balancing tactic
of network servers to be spread across the globe. It supports in minimizing the
facility reaction times with the use of a set of rule which restricts the redistribution
of demands to the nearby distant servers short of overloading them. It helps web
servers to persist overloads. Migration time and response time is low, that signifies
the entire time expected in moving the tasks from node to node is low and the time
period between sending a request and its reaction is also low, which enhance the
entire efficiency.

3.5 Join-Idle Queue

Y. Lua et al. [10, 15] investigated a Join-Idle Queue technique for automatically
extensible Internet resources. It offers a significant amount of load balancing
through dispersed dispatchers by, initial load balancing blank CPUs all over dis-
patch that are intended for the presence of unused CPUs on every correspondent
and after that, providing tasks toward CPUs to scale down normal line size on every
CPU. Just avoiding the work load as of the crucial way of calling for handing out, it
efficiently minimizes the framework load, gets refusal message in the clouds on task
returns as well as does not enhance reaction time.

3.6 Decentralized Content Aware LB

H. Mehta et al. [10, 16] projected a unique Content Aware LB strategy titled as
workload and Client Aware Policy (WCAP). It refers a parameter named as USP to
recognize the Unique and Special Property of the demands and processing nodes.
USP assists the scheduler to select the most ideal node for computing the demands.
It included in a distributed approach with overhead below. Through utilizing the
content detail to restrict the look for, it enhances entire searching system efficiency.
It additionally supports during minimizing the unused computing times of the
nodes, thus enhancing their usage.
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3.7 Index Name Server

T. Yu Wu et al. [17] have proposed dynamic technique for load balancing known as
Index Name Server (INS) that eliminates the information replication as well as
repetition in cloud framework. It operates with a mix of repetition and access point
maximization. To compute the best choice point, a few INS attributes are specified:
hash code of chunks of information to be found, location of the server getting
victimized, progress condition, and ideal Internet speed. In this way, the activity in
the following minute can be anticipated all the more precisely and the execution of
intensely loaded cloud storage framework can be incredibly upgraded.

3.8 Stochastic Hill Climbing

B. Mondal et al. [18] have introduced a technique for load balancing named
Stochastic Hill Climbing taking into account delicate figuring for determining the
streamlining issue. It supports to easy loop shifting in the way of growing value that
is mounting. This makes slight modification into unique allotments regarding a
quantity of parameter intended. It includes two parameter one is a contender creator
set up feasible descendant and the other is an estimate which positions every
applicable result.

3.9 HBB-LB

D. Babu et al. [19] have projected a technique for Honey Bee Behavior inspired
Load Balancing (HBB-LB) that supports to gain smooth load balancing all around
VM to increase throughput. This look at the precedence of job is ready in line for
carrying out in a VM. Later on when load on virtual machine measured, judges
framework is overwhelmed and below loaded. VMs are categorized according to
this load. The task is scheduled on VMs according to the new load on the VM.
Tasks which are taken off much earlier, which are beneficial to discover the proper
below loaded virtual machine for the present job. Forager bee is applied like Inspect
bee in the upcoming actions.

3.10 Cloud Server Optimization

Y. Sahu et al. [20] have projected a Dynamic Compare and Balanced based tech-
nique that advances the cloud framework utilizing load adjusting as well as server
solidification. It supports server to utilize the cloud services inside DCs that is
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watched and the cloud servers are advanced utilizing transfer process as a part of
request to adjust the load of the group and minimize the essential energy. This
technique uses two standards of cloud improvement. Initial one uses to advance the
cloud framework at host machine level and next one uses to improve the cloud
framework utilizing active limit values taking into account activity of client request.

3.11 Response Time Based LB

A. Sharma et al. [21] have proposed response time based Load Balancing Algo-
rithm that needs a defensive technique of load balancing focusing on reaction time
of every demand. Depending upon the reaction time, the projected technique judges
the allotment of upcoming newly arrived demand. The technique is not really
effective in quality, but additionally minimizes the interaction and excess com-
puting on every server. The algorithm removes meaningless interactions of the load
balancer with the VMs by not inquiring related to their present resource accessi-
bility. It brings into consideration the reaction time, that is conveniently obtainable
with the load balancer like every demand as well as reaction goes by the load
balancer, thus removes demand to obtaining more records from numerous
resources, therefore misusing the network speed.

3.12 Ant Colony Optimization

E. Gupta et al. [22] proposed Ant Colony Optimization(ACO) technique for load
balancing concept that observes overwhelmed and below loaded servers and thus
operates load balancing operations among observed servers of data center. ACO is
motivated from the ant colonies foraging behavior which is to collectively look for
fresh food source and cumulatively utilize the presented food sources to move the
food return to the nest. These ants make a pheromone path ahead relocating from
node to node. Through using the following pheromone paths, the ant consequently
returned to the food. The magnitude of the pheromone may differ on several aspects
including the superiority of resources of food, remoteness of the food, etc. This
technique ensures accessibility, accomplishes productive resource use, improves a
number of demands took care by cloud, and decreases time needed to fulfill several
demands.

3.13 PLBS

M. Shahid et al. [23] have proposed a centralized load balancing policy for a set of
tasks in which every application is symbolized by DAG having the goal of reducing
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the load unevenness on the nodes as enhancing the reaction time for the tasks. It
looks for more suitable computing node for the modules as for the implementation
time and allocates the modules relating to chosen node over to its load as far as limit
record. In this way, relying upon the dynamic framework situation, the most ideal
portion of allotment for the task of application is achieved at a given amount of
time.

3.14 A2LB

A. Singh et al. [24] have projected an Autonomous Agent Based Load Balancing
(A2LB) technique that offers dynamic nature to support cloud platform. This
technique provides optimistic load computation of virtual machine in a data center
and anytime work of a virtual machine arrives close to edge value, load provider
triggers look for an applicant VM using other DCs. Keeping the data of applicant
VM early minimizes response time. Whenever a virtual machine becomes over-
whelmed, the vendors have to disperse the services in such a way that the accessible
resources are going to be widely used in an appropriate way and load at every
virtual machines will continue to be moderate.

4 Metrics of Cloud Load Balancing

There are quite a number of metrics that can be enhanced to obtain a more desirable
cloud load balancing [6, 25].

4.1 Throughput

This is the whole tasks which have completed execution within provided amount of
time limit. This time is required to have better throughput for high efficiency of the
system.

4.2 Overhead

It defines the calculation of operating cost, which is made while execution of the
load balancing techniques. It should minimize for better execution of the technique.
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4.3 Fault Tolerance

It is the capacity to manage effectively as well as continuously in the condition of
breakdown at any one node in the framework. A fault-tolerance parameter is useful
in order to change to different node which resolves faulty nodes.

4.4 Transfer Time

This is the time to relocate or move the resources of one specific node to another
node for execution. This time will need to be minimized for better efficiency of the
system.

4.5 Reaction Time

The measure of time in use by a specific load balancing framework to react in a
distributed environment. This time length will need to be minimal to help for better
execution.

4.6 Resource Utilization

This specifies the measure to ensure the resources of the framework to be used [6].
This parameter should be maximized for resource utilization.

4.7 Scalability

It specifies the capability of the framework to realize the technique for load bal-
ancing using a negligible amount of CPUs [6]. This parameter can be progressed for
more attractive system execution.

4.8 Performance

It stands to the entire efficiency of the system in the wake up of delivering load
balancing [25]. In case all the above metric are fulfilled, it will help better execution
of the system.
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5 Comparison of Existing Techniques for Load Balancing

Using this comparison, efficiency of existing techniques of load balancing can be
enhanced by implementing some unique thoughts as Table 1, gives an idea about a
technique what is present and what is not there, if present metrics, that is utilizing
properly or not [26] (Table 2).

Figure 1 depicts number of parameters considered in existing techniques of load
balancing for better performance of the system but none of the technique considered
almost all the parameters.

6 Tools for Load Balancing

6.1 CloudAnalyst

The tool is valuable to developers as it is used to evaluate large scale cloud
application requirement in respect to user workloads and computing server’s geo-
graphical distribution [10]. The later was developed to assist developers in having
insight on ways to adopt for application distribution within cloud infrastructures
including value added services while the former was modeled for the objective of
studying application behaviors within several deployment configurations [6].

6.2 GroudSim

GroudSim has proposed as an autonomous event based scientific simulator tool on
Cloud and Grid infrastructures. This tool offers difficult simulation outcomes from
normal task executions on rented computing services to computation cost, and load
of cloud environment [1, 27]. GroudSim provides a few simple statistics and
analysis ideas subsequent to runtime to permit the client to simply author more
mind boggling examination [28].

6.3 GreenCloud

GreenCloud is developed as an advanced packet level simulator tool for power
conscious ability of cloud computing data centers with a concentrate on cloud
communications. This tool transmits a complete high quality modeling of the power
used by the server farm IT instruments like network switches, communication links,
and computing servers [29]. It basically applied to build up original solutions in
controlling, distribution of resources, arrangement of workload, and maximization
of interactions protocols and system frameworks [1] (Table 3).
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Table 1 Existing techniques for load balancing

S. no. Techniques Author/Year Source Environment Observations
1 LBVS [11] H. Liu et al./

2010
IEEE
conference

Cloud storage Archive dummy
load balancing
feature that can
manage changes
while the access
load balancing
using the
Fair-Share
Replication
strategy

2 Honeybee
foraging
behavior [3]

M. Randles
et al./2010

IEEE
conference

Large scale
cloud systems

Attains worldwide
load balancing by
using nearby server
performance

3 CLBVM [12] A. Bhadani
et al./2010

COMPUTE
conference

Cloud
computing

Primarily maps the
load to virtual
machine and from
that virtual
machines to host
machine

4 Server-based
load balancing
[14]

A. M. Nakai
et al./2011

IEEE LADC
conference

Distributed
web servers

Applies a set of
rule to restrict
transfer costs to
prevent distant
servers
overloading.
Utilizes a heuristic
to permit rapid load
variations

5 Join-idle-queue
[15]

Y. Lua
et al./2011

IJPE
conference

Cloud data
centers

Primarily loads
unused CPUs to
carriers to obtain
the presence of the
unused CPUs at
every dispatcher

6 Decentralized
content aware
[16]

H. Mehta
et al./2011

ICWET
conference

Distributed
computing

Utilizes a
(USP) parameter of
demands as well as
processing nodes
to guide scheduler
to elect more
suitable node for
accepting the
demands

7 Index name
server [17]

T. Yu Wu
et al./2012

IEEE
conference

Cloud storage To sort out the data
duplication and
redundancy in the
system

(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

S. no. Techniques Author/Year Source Environment Observations
8 Stochastic Hill

Climbing [18]
B. Mondal
et al./2012

C3IT
conference

Load
distribution in
cloud
computing

A local
maximization
technique
Stochastic Hill
climbing is applied
for allotment of
newly arriving
tasks to the virtual
servers

9 HBB-LB [19] D. Babu
et al./2013

Elsevier
journal

Cloud
computing

Defines load
balancing all over
virtual machine to
increase
throughput

10 Cloud server
optimization
[20]

Y. Sahu
et al./2013

IEEE
conference

Green
computing

Decreases the set
amount of host
machines to be
powered on for
minimizing the
expense of cloud
resources

11 Response time
based [21]

A. Sharma
et al./2014

IEEE
conference

Cloud
computing

Cutting out require
of interactions
among the load
balancer as well as
back end Simulated
Machines which
includes the facts
of open services
obtainable with the
server

12 Ant Colony
Optimization
[22]

E. Gupta
et al./2014

IEEE
conference

Cloud data
center

Performance as
well as throughput
of the system are
improved due to
availability of
resources and
optimal resource
usages

13 PLBS [23] M. Shahid
et al./2014

IEEE
conference

Compute
intensive
heterogeneous
environment

Precedence and
capacity index
based allocation
improve utilization
of resources with
minimum response
time

14 A2LB [24] A. Singh
et al./2015

ICACTA
conference

Cloud
computing

Keeps detail of
client of VM in
advance, to
minimize response
time
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Fig. 1 The number of metrics considered in different load balancing techniques

Table 3 Comparison of CloudSim, GroudSim and GreenCloud

S.
No.

Tools/Parameters CloudAnalyst GroudSim GreenCloud

1 Platform CloudSim ASKALON NS2
2 Availability OpenSource OpenSource OpenSource
3 Graphical

support
Limited None Limited

4 Language Java Java C++/OTel
5 Support of

TCP/IP
None Full Full

6 Communication
model

Limited Limited Full

7 Simulation time Seconds Seconds 10’s Minutes
8 Physical models None None Memory, storage

and networking
9 Energy models None None Precise
10 Power saving

modes
None None DVFS, DNS and

both
11 Application

mode
Computation and
data transfer

Execution of jobs on VMs
and data transfer

Computation and
data

12 Workload Full Full Full
13 S/W or H/W [27] S/W S/W S/W
14 Simulation speed Fast Low Low
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7 Conclusion

Load balancing is a central challenge of the cloud computing, that involves dis-
tributing work load fairly across all nodes for the better utilization of available
resources and user fulfillment. In this paper, we have carried out a systematic
review of different existing load balancing tools and techniques followed by their
comparative study based on different parameters. After this comparative study, it is
concluded that various techniques cover different parameters to analyze the tech-
niques. However, none of existing technique has been considered all the parameters
as revealed by work. So, this work may promote the beginner of the field to design
novel techniques that may consider almost all the metrics. Some other important
parameters also can be taken into account like carbon emission, energy consump-
tion, and intelligence for green and intelligent load balancer for cloud computing
environment.
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A Hybrid Optimization Approach
for Load Balancing in Cloud Computing

Apoorva Tripathi, Saurabh Shukla and Deepak Arora

Abstract Cloud computing is characterized as a technology which is recent and
has an important effect on the field of IT in the nearby future. Load balancing is one
of the fundamental issues in cloud computing. There could be various types of load
such as CPU load, delay or network load, and capacity of the memory. Load
balancing is the procedure of dispersing the load of work among numerous nodes in
a system which is distributed for better response time in the job and also for better
utilization of resources. Load balancing guarantees that all the processors in the
system perform equalized amount of work at any particular instant of time. In this
paper, a hybrid algorithm of ant colony optimization and bee colony algorithm is
proposed. The proposed mechanism takes the characteristic of a complex network
into consideration. The strategy is combined with the setting of other parameters of
the upgraded bee colony algorithm to form a new ACO method. The new hybrid
approach has been simulated using the Cloud Analyst tool.

Keywords Cloud computing ⋅ Load balancing ⋅ Cloud analyst ⋅ ACO ⋅
ABC

1 Introduction

With the progression in the period, the technology is getting increasingly more
extensive. In these days, individuals get the administrations as per their demands
subsequently, they do not need to pay unnecessarily for the things which they do not
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need. Cloud computing is one of the technologies which is emerging which offers
the administrative rights appropriately to the clients. Cloud computing is scalable
and efficient yet keeping up the stability for processing various jobs in the envi-
ronment of cloud computing is an exceptionally complex issue with load balancing
accepting much consideration for researchers. Be that as it may, cloud computing is
confronting a dispute of load balancing which is challenge of a real time. The
principle explanation behind this challenge is the expansion in the interest of users
for services of the cloud. So it is impossible practically to keep up the one or all the
free services for satisfying the interest. Providing every server with one demand for
fulfilling will come about into traffic on the server and at last the system crash [1].

Recent years have seen the advancement of cloud computing, and a standout
among the hugest problems in cloud computing is load balancing. In cloud com-
puting environment, data centers are clusters intensively with network devices and
computers with high performance. Given that the prerequisites of clients are dif-
ferent and dynamically varying, and the services and resources are heterogeneous
ordinarily, it is basic that clusters workload is unbalanced particularly. In particular,
few physical machines are over-loaded and there is an effect on the efficiency,
whereas others are generally idle and consequently there is wastage of resources.
Hence, how to guarantee the load balance is the main issue in the environment of
cloud [2].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 describes related work. The
description of our problem and the objectives are in Sect. 3. Section 4 describes ant
colony optimization and Sect. 5 describes artificial bee colony algorithm. Section 6
discusses the proposed scheme, Sect. 7 is the experimental results and Sect. 8 is
the conclusion.

2 Related Work

There has been lots of work which is already done in the section of load balancing
in cloud computing. Some important work in this area is given as follows:

In paper [3], authors gave a survey on techniques of soft computing dependent
upon load balancing in cloud computing. Cloud computing has turned out into a
new method of computing all over the Internet. Cloud computing has numerous
problems over the Internet like fault tolerance, load management, and also few
issues of security are there. Among them, load balancing is one of the fundamental
issues to be resolved so as to enhance the cloud efficiency. The load balancing
portrays that system’s dynamic workload is dispersed among different nodes in
such a way that no node is underutilized or overloaded. The load might be network
load, memory capacity, or CPU load. The new concept was earlier discussed that
was utilizing techniques of soft computing for performing load balancing.
Numerous algorithms are additionally discussed in this paper.
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Reference [4] provided a study on effective load balancing for dynamic resource
allocation in cloud computing. The resources are dynamic, so a load of resources
differs with a change in cloud configuration and hence tasks’ load balancing in
the environment of cloud can impact the performance of cloud. In the approach
already available, the main issue is distributed dispatching of a task to a resource.
In this paper, the fundamental objective of load balancing is to give a scheme which
is low cost and distributed that adjusts the load over every processor. For enhancing
the throughput of resources of cloud globally, efficient and effective algorithms of
load balancing are significant. In this paper, a combination of algorithm known as
ACBLA with an algorithm of a queue is presented which is applied to computation
jobs which are scheduled effectively.

Paper [5] presented partitioning and load balancing in cloud computing. The
implementations of cloud computing provide apparently infinite pooled resource of
computing over the network. In cloud computing, resources are virtually given for
applications related to developing, storage and computation. Cloud computing is
made on the base of virtualization, grid computing, and distributed computing.
Cloud computing is characterized as paradigm of distributed computing at a large
scale. There are various algorithms of load balancing like ant colony optimization,
equally spread current execution, and round robin algorithm. This paper presented
numerous schemes of load balancing for the better enhancement of the cloud’s
performance.

In Ref. [6], authors proposed an implementation of load balancing which was
dependent upon partitioning in cloud computing. Load balancing in the environ-
ment of cloud computing has a significant effect on the performance. This paper
presents a better model of load balance for the public cloud dependent upon the
concept of cloud partitioning with the mechanism of a switch for picking various
methodologies for diverse circumstances. The algorithm applies the theory of game
to the strategy of load balancing for improving the efficiency in the environment of
a public cloud. A cloud computing which does not utilize load balancing has
various drawbacks. Presently in these days, the utilization of Internet and its related
resources has broadly increased.

Paper [7] discussed ant colony optimization. The primary point of interest in this
paper is load balancing in cloud computing. This load could be network load or
delay, the load of CPU, or capacity of the memory. Load balancing is the procedure
of circulating the load among numerous nodes of a system which is distributed for
enhancing response time of job and resource utilization while additionally keeping
away from a situation in which few nodes are doing very less work or may be idle.
Numerous techniques have been appeared such as genetic algorithms, has the
method, Particle Swarm Optimization, and also many more algorithms of
scheduling. In this paper, a method relied upon ant colony optimization is proposed
for resolving the issue of load balancing in an environment of cloud.
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3 Motivation

The enormous measure of calculations a cloud can satisfy in a particular measure of
time cannot be carried out by the best supercomputer. However, the performance of
cloud could be still enhanced by ensuring that all the accessible resources in the
Cloud are optimally utilized by utilizing a good algorithm of load balancing. Sta-
tistical results of various research papers in the literature review indicate that
intensive local search improves the quality of solutions found in such dynamic load
balancing algorithms. The proposed methodology is to ensure that every one of the
processors in the system or each node in the network does around the equivalent
measure of work at any particular instant of time. Furthermore, enhances numerous
aspects of the related algorithm of ant colony optimization which is implemented to
comprehend load balancing in a system which is distributed. In addition, the pro-
posed mechanism takes the attribute of Complex Network into concern. We first
propose an adaptive strategy for load balancing as per the quality of the solution
discovered by artificial ants. Second, the procedure is joined with the setting of
different parameters of the upgraded bee colony algorithm like to form a new ACO
method.

The research is based on following objectives:

1. To study the Ant colony optimization (ACO) and Artificial Bee Colony
(ABC) optimization algorithms.

2. Implement a hybrid algorithm using ACO and ABC algorithms.
3. To compare and analyze the results of the original state of the art with the

proposed algorithm on the basis of following metrics: Overall Response time,
Data Center Service Time, and Transfer Cost.

4 Ant Colony Optimization

The remembrance of ants is exceptionally constrained. In the gathering of ants,
the behavior of an individual shows up as an element which is massively different.
The ants perform common strategy for accomplishing an assortment of difficult
assignments with good reliability and steadiness, which has turned into the field of
ACO (Ant colony optimization). They have particularly limited memory and show
activities related to the entity and also have an informal section. In spite of the fact
that it is fundamentally vital self-organization, they utilize phenomenon which is
like overtraining in the strategies of learning. The complicated social practices of
ants have been tremendously concentrated on by science, and scientists are pre-
sently finding that these patterns of behavior can give models for finding solutions
to difficult problems of combinatorial optimization. The essential steps connected
with an algorithm of ACO are as follows [8]:
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1. Initialization of pheromone.
2. While no satisfaction of criteria, then repeat.
3. At first situate position of all the ants on the state of an entry.
4. Next state selection.
5. While not come to the state which is final then do again from step 4, if it is

achieved then step 6.
6. Stages of pheromone (deposit, daemon and evaporate).
7. Check whether satisfaction of criteria or not, if fulfilled then end, but if not then

again perform from step 2.
8. End.

5 Artificial Bee Colony

The technique of ABC is intensified on the aspects of the social behavior of bees
which means how do they exchange the over of data among all honey bees. By
watching the entire bees hive, we can separate few components that more often
survive in all hives. The vital idea of the hive as per exchanging information and
knowledge is the region of dancing. Entire contacts of all honey bees correspond to
the quality and location of food resources in the dancing area. The related Boogie is
known as waggle dance. Since a bee which is onlooker has information of good
sources of food and exists on the floor of dance, they potentially may come across at
numerous boogies and after that, she selects to make utilize source which is beneficial
[9]. The steps engaged in the algorithm of artificial bee colony are as given below [9]:

1. Initialization of population which is distributed randomly over solution space.
2. Consider the value of fitness of every individual.
3. Compute the probability of movement of an outlooker bee.
4. Try for the value of fitness for iteration repeated.
5. If there is no improvement in the value of fitness then do.

a. Reject all sources of food.
b. Convert employee bees to Scout bees.

6. Choose the best value of fitness and also its location.
7. Check for a criterion of stopping, if satisfied then stop and exit, otherwise go to

step 1.

6 Proposed Scheme

The basic motivation of the proposed approach is to improve the ant colony opti-
mization load balancing algorithm in terms of overall response time, data center
processing time, total virtual machine cost, and total data transfer cost.
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We have hybridized modified ant colony optimization and modified bee colony
optimization algorithm.

Modified ACO will have different forward and backward movement for the
selection of underloaded and overloaded nodes in the cloud.

The ants in proposed algorithm will continuously originate from the Head node.
These ants traverse the width and length of the network in the way that they know
about the location of underloaded or overloaded nodes in the network. These ants
along with their traversal will be updating a pheromone table, which will keep
a record of the resources utilization by each node. The main task of ants in the
algorithm is to redistribute work among the nodes. The ants traverse the cloud
network, selecting nodes for their next step based on the pheromones.

6.1 Modified ACO Algorithm

Create data centers, virtual machines, user bases using GUI package of cloud analyst
tool. Assign the resources and initialize ants and pheromones. Assign threshold
values to virtual machine (VM) nodes like a stopping condition and randomly select
head node through which traversing of ants through VM will initialize. If the
ant/cloudlet is valid then check the virtual machine load with the threshold value and
search for underloaded and overloaded node and update the FP (Foraging pher-
omones) and TP (Trailing Pheromones) list. If an overloaded or underloaded node is
found then perform the load shifting of nodes according to those conditions.

6.2 Modified Bee Colony

The enhanced bee colony algorithm which will be then hybridized in ant colony
algorithm is defined as

• For calculating the fitness function, we will take parameters named: virtual
machine memory, bandwidth, CPU processing power, and MIPS searching.

• By taking these parameters for calculating the fitness value, we will get the
better available virtual machine for the task to be performed on a cloud.

fitij =
∑n

i = 1 cloudlet lengthij
Vmj mips

,

where Vmj mips is defined by millions of instructions per second for each pro-
cessor of Vmj, n is the total no of scout foragers, fiij defines the fitness function of
population of bees (i) for Vmj or say capacity of Vmj with ith bee number, clou-
dlet_length is the task length that has been submitted to Vmj.
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The virtual machine (Vmj) capacity is being calculated using the following
parameters:

Capacity Vmj =Vmj cpu *Vmj size +Vmj bandwidth,

where Vmj cpu is the number of processors in a virtual machine Vmj,Vmj size is
the virtual machine memory size, Vmj bandwidth is the network bandwidth of
Virtual Machine Vmj.

6.3 Hybrid Algorithm

Initialize the population with a set of data centers and on host servers. Virtual
machines (VM) will run in host servers. The resources will be allocated to Virtual
Machines (VM). The threshold value will be set for each Virtual Machine (VM).
Modified ACO and ABC algorithm will run to produce the output. On the com-
pletion of a single iteration, the best common nodes with the minimum load,
maximum resources will be selected as optimized solutions to balance the load. The
algorithm is as given below

• Create Datacenters, virtual machines, userbases, i.e., no of ants and bees
[Population initialization].

• Set Minimum and a Maximum threshold of the resources [Threshold Set].
• Run the modified ACO and check the pheromone persistence, Run the modified

BCO algorithm and select the initial head node, i.e., initial available VM ran-
domly and check the load on that resource.

• If Load < threshold and bees fitness satisfy the threshold level.
• If yes then set underload = true, schedule the task by allocating vms and search

for the overloaded nodes. If overload node is found then schedule the task if not
found then do allocate the vm in same continuous loop.

• If no then set overload = true, and search for the underloaded nodes. If
an underloaded found is true the schedule the task if not found then allocate the
vm in the same continuous loop.

• Repeat the procedure until all the request is being fulfilled.

7 Results and Discussions

The simulation and performance analysis has been performed using the cloud
analyst toolkit [10]. To analyze the performance of ACO and proposed Hybrid
Algorithm, we need to set the configuration of the various components of Cloud
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Analyst tool. We have set the parameters for user base configuration, application
deployment configuration, data center configuration. We have defined six user
bases located in six different regions of the world. We have taken three data centers,
i.e., DC1, DC2, and DC3 having 25 numbers of VMs each. Here VMs having
the unequal number of processors. The duration of the simulation is 24 h.

Following are the statistical metrics derived as the output of the simulation in the
cloud analyst version of the simulator:

• Overall response time of the system.
• Total Data Center Processing time.
• Overall Processing Cost (Sum of Total virtual Machine Cost and Total Data

Transfer Cost).

The results of the simulation are as follows:

7.1 Response Time

The response time for each user base and overall response time calculated by Cloud
Analyst for ACO and proposed Hybrid load balancing algorithm as can be seen
from Tables 1 and 2.

7.2 Data Center Processing Time

Data center request servicing time for each data center and data center processing
time for ACO and proposed Hybrid load balancing algorithm are calculated by
Cloud Analyst has been shown in the Tables 3 and 4.

Table 1 Response time by
region

User base ACO (ms) Hybrid (ms)

UB1 68.93 68.37
UB2 75.56 75.68
UB3 78.00 77.94
UB4 350.52 342.19
UB5 373.00 374.04

UB6 283.07 283.46

Table 2 Overall response
time

ACO (ms) Hybrid (ms)

Overall response time 259.06 256.94
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7.3 Cost

The cost is calculated by Cloud Analyst for ACO is given below

• Total Virtual Machine Cost ($): 177.54
• Total Data Transfer Cost ($): 81.06
• Grand Total: ($) 259.36

The cost is calculated by Cloud Analyst for Hybrid algorithm is given below

• Total Virtual Machine Cost ($): 178.11
• Total Data Transfer Cost ($): 80.47
• Grand Total: ($) 259.04

The various results of ACO and proposed hybrid algorithm are shown in the
tables and comparison is done which shows that hybrid algorithm gave better
results.

8 Conclusion

The main aim of this research is to improve the ant colony optimization load
balancing algorithm in terms of overall response time, data center processing time,
total virtual machine cost, and total data transfer cost. The bee colony algorithm is
hybridized with ant colony optimization algorithm and the results obtained are
better than the individual ACO algorithm.
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A Comparative Analysis of Cloud Forensic
Techniques in IaaS

Palash Santra, Asmita Roy and Koushik Majumder

Abstract With the growth of cloud users, various criminal activities, attacks,
suspicious, or malicious activities in cloud environment are growing day by day. It
is the responsibility of cloud service providers (CSP) to secure the user data
residing on cloud. Cloud forensic is the field of study that helps in investigating the
criminal activities taking place in the cloud environment. Proper identification of
the threat and presenting it in the court of law is desired. Traditional digital
forensics method is not applicable in the multi-tenant cloud environment which
gave rise to cloud forensics. There are certain proposed cloud forensics methods
which help in identifying the malicious users. These approaches have certain
advantages and limitations. This paper focuses on the various cloud forensics
methods that are proposed for Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) model. IaaS model
is more vulnerable to attacks because virtual machine (VM) works in that layer.
Generally most of the crimes take place using VM. A detailed comparative analysis
is done in this paper highlighting each of the existing cloud forensics methods, their
advantages, and drawbacks. Further, the future research areas are pointed out which
will help in developing a better cloud forensic model by overcoming the drawbacks
of the various existing methods.

Keywords Cloud computing ⋅ Cloud forensic ⋅ Investigation ⋅ Evidence ⋅
IaaS ⋅ Virtual machine ⋅ Introspection

1 Introduction

In the modern world of computation, cloud computing is one of the most trending
technology. This technology has brought a revolution in the area of parallel com-
puting. Cloud computing has gained a lot of interest in both medium and large
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companies. This type of computation enables the companies to deliver services to its
clients through Internet facility. This enables the cloud service provider (CSP) in
gaining lot of business in the market. CSP provides services like pay per use model,
measured services, on demand service, rapid elasticity, and many more. While
providing such services to its users, it must shoulder the responsibility for providing
security to its end users so that their personal data is not prone to various attacks.
There are some intrusion detection system and security framework for providing
security in cloud computing environment. Some processes are there to identify
malicious or suspicious activity in the cloud environment [1]. These processes are
referred to as cloud forensics that protects the cloud service providers (CSP) from
future attacks, provides justice to victims, and even helps in troubleshooting various
services. To provide such services, a forensic investigator has to analyze various
suspicious evidences in cloud environment. Generally, most complex computation is
done in IaaS model of cloud. Here, users are allowed to create their own virtual
machine (VM) for computation. Needed resources are supplied by cloud service
provider to create virtual machine. These resources are physically located in a large
server, and virtualized instances are provided to the end users for their computation. It
has been observed that illegal activities in the virtual machine (VM) are growing
gradually hence security needs to be improved by CSP in this model. This paper
focuses on some forensic investigation techniques on VM Introspection. VM
Introspection is an investigation approach where illegal activity related evidences are
collected by monitoring VM. Evidence acquisition, collection, analysis, and pre-
sentation techniques are discussed here to obtain a complete model of cloud forensic
[2]. Still, there are some limitations over these earlier proposed models. These lim-
itations have been identified which helps in exploring future research areas.

2 Cloud Forensics Investigation Challenges

Different challenges of forensic investigation in cloud environment are identified by
authors. By overcoming these challenges, an effective cloud forensic system can be
designed. The main challenges [3, 4, 5] are as follows:

• Forensic Data Collection: Collection of digital evidence is the primary task in
forensic investigation. For high level abstraction and security purposes, cloud
service provider hides the data location. This makes it difficult for the cloud
investigators to collect data and analyze.

• Semantic Integrity: The semantics of a data set describe a whole snapshot of the
system. Data sets are often broken or destroyed due to various reasons. It is very
important to design a mechanism to gain full semantics of a data set.

• Stability of Evidence: A data set may be distributed in nature. So the data set can
be stored partially in different servers. In this situation stability of evidence
should be maintained. If a partial data set is acquired, then the other portions
may be altered. This leads to instability of evidences.
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• Elastic, Static, and Live Forensic: Due to the distributed data, it is difficult to
discover data and its original source. Time synchronization of resources is also
important to find source of evidences. Deleted real-time data is a threat for cloud
environment. It is a challenge to recover deleted data and reconstruct the
incident.

• Evidence Segregation: Different instances of resources running on a single
system are isolated via virtualization. Customers use only the virtualized
resources instead of physical resources. So accessing log of a particular resource
may violate confidentiality of multiple tenants. It is a challenge for cloud service
provider to segregate the different virtualized evidences without breaching the
confidentiality.

• External Dependency Chain: Chain of dependency is one of the factors of
forensic investigation in cloud. Cloud service provider generally uses third party
host or provider to implement their services. In the time of investigation,
dependency may create a barrier; investigating another host is a challenge in
forensic examination.

• Service Level Agreement: Lack of international regulation in cloud computing
and sometime service level agreement (SLA) itself is a barrier on cloud forensic.
Investigator should not violate SLA during investigation in cloud environment.

3 Literature Survey of IaaS-Based Cloud Forensics
Techniques

3.1 Enabling Cloud Forensic [6]

Cloud forensic architecture and different techniques for forensic analysis are dis-
cussed in [6]. In this paper, traditional four key steps of digital forensic are
described with the flavor of cloud aspect. A general suggestion is also given to
overcome the challenges in each stage of cloud forensic. Authors suggest that
evidences from virtual machine (VM) and virtual machine monitor (VMM) be
inspected for identification of malicious activity.

In Fig. 1, data source selection and acquisition module collects and preserves
important evidences for investigation. Original evidences are cloned to avoid
tampering of original sources. Integrity and authenticity are ensured in preservation
module using different encryption techniques such as MD5, Hash algorithms.
Analysis module reduces time consumption and workload of forensic investigation
by optimizing the search space. File carving, keyword search, metadata extraction,
and virtual disk reconstruction are some popular analysis techniques which are
suggested in this aspect.

Finally, presentation module enables the investigators to present the evidence or
result from evidence analysis in the court of law. It should be in a format by which a
judicial non-technical person can understand.
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3.2 Cloud Forensic Using VM Snapshot [7]

Here, intrusion detection system is incorporated with each VM to monitor malicious
activity. This technique is inspired from VM introspection where VMs are analyzed
from the hypervisor point of view. Continuously, VM Monitor (VMM) and
snapshots are stored in a sequential manner [8]. It helps in regeneration of event for
identifying associated malicious host [9]. Also using digital provenance, the owner
of the digital data is identified [10]. Isolation of cloud instance is suggested in this
technique. This helps in prevention of data contamination and corruption. Hence
integrity and authenticity of digital evidence [11] is preserved. Figure 2 describes
the entire process flow for this model.

3.3 Introspection of Virtual Machine [12]

Authors identified that virtual machines may be one of the sources of criminal
activity. This approach helps to investigate criminal evidence or suspicious activity
in different virtual machines. Here, introspection refers to a thorough examination
or analysis of different components of cloud. Authors have suggested their
approach using these three main techniques:

• Swap space analysis: Swap spaces of each virtual machine are analyzed here. It
monitors swap space continuously to get malicious information. When an attack
occurs, swap space amount increases abnormally. This abnormality can be used

Fig. 1 A diagram of the cloud forensic process [6]
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as triggering technique. Thus continuous monitoring helps in identifying mali-
cious event.

• Conjunctive delivery model: When a VM is closed or terminated, the resources
acquired by that VM are reallocated to another VM. During reallocation, VMM
can inspect the previously used resources. In this derivation technique [12],
investigator may get useful evidences.

• Terminated process based approach: Here outband technique [12] is used.
Monitoring all processes in a particular VM is done continuously. When a
forcefully or abnormally terminated process is detected, it indicates a suspicious
event may have occurred. Using this terminated process indication, suspicious
events can be identified.

Using the above techniques, a hybrid approach is drawn by the authors. In
Fig. 3, the main working principle of the hybrid approach is shown.

3.4 Forensically Enabled IaaS Cloud [13]

In this paper, authors have designed a model for forensically enabled IaaS cloud
architecture. Agent-based approach for forensic investigation is introduced here.
Agent coordinators are generally incorporated with each VM and it communicates
to external Cloud Forensic Acquisition and Analysis system (Cloud FaaS). In cloud
FaaS, the available agents are—nonvolatile memory agent, volatile memory agent,
network traffic agent, activity log agent. In Fig. 4, the model for agent-based
approach is described. In this approach, cloud FaaS is the centralized processing
point from where the forensic data can be collected. Agent coordinator

Fig. 2 Diagram for cloud forensics using VM snapshots as digital evidence [7]
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Fig. 3 A model for virtual machine introspection [12]

Fig. 4 Model for data acquisition within IaaS [13]
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communicates with the central FaaS to provide forensic data. Agent coordinator and
agent manager should include Hash algorithm to provide data integrity. Image
reconstruction module is also used to collect related old image from image
repository.

4 Comparative Study

See Table 1.

Table 1 Benefits and limitations of earlier proposed models

Approach Benefits Limitation

Enabling cloud
forensic [6]

1. Search space reduction and data
filtering is suggested. This optimizes
workload and time consumed for
forensic investigation
2. Data or evidence extraction using
VMI technique is suggested
3. Data integrity is maintained by
preventing tampering of evidences

1. There is no suggestion given
for live forensics
2. No particular algorithm is
suggested for search space
reduction and filtering
technique
3. Data privacy is not covered
in this approach
4. Suggestion for cloud
instance isolation is not given

Cloud forensic
Using VM
snapshot [7]

1. Incorporation of intrusion detection
system in VMM and VM fires a trigger
to take a snapshot
2. Monitoring resources for longer time
provides better result
3. Transfer of suspected VM to another
network node (cloud instance isolation)
prevents data contamination
4. Regeneration of event is suggested

1. Uncontrolled continuous
monitoring on a particular
resource may affect the cloud
server performance
2. No search space reduction
and filtering technique is
suggested here. Hence search
space analysis takes long time
3. Data integrity and privacy
are not suggested

Introspection of
virtual machine
[12]

1. Data collection is done from internal
architecture of cloud and VM. This
provides reliable data
2. Suggestion of swap space analysis is
given. It may be a good source of
evidence. Because swap space is
extended part of virtual memory
3. Here forensic investigation is
followed by intrusion detection making
the analysis easier
4. Suggestion for search space
reduction and filtering is given

1. Continuous swap space
monitoring may reduce cloud
service performance
2. Isolation technique for swap
space is not defined properly
3. Forcefully or abnormally
killed process is a metric of
investigation here. But every
time forcefully killed or
abnormally suspended process
may not be malicious
4. There is no suggestion given
for data integrity and privacy

(continued)
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5 Conclusion and Future Scope

Different cloud forensics approach and models are discussed clearly pointing out
their advantages and limitations. Based on the limitations some future research
areas are identified such as:

• Identification of evidence source: To investigate in cloud environment, we must
collect suspicious evidences from the cloud. As investigation is going in IaaS
architecture (Virtualized environment), logical to physical resource mapping is
difficult. First, we have to identify the resources or part of resource where the
malicious event has occurred. According to the type of evidence and type of
attack, an algorithm can be designed to identify proper source of evidence.

• Collection or extraction of evidence from source: When source of evidences is
identified, another challenge is extraction of proper information from identified
source. Generally, VMI techniques are used to extract data from identified
sources. Advancement on general VMI technique can be done using memory,
I/O and system call introspection. Genetic algorithm and other optimization
techniques can be used to enhance the performance of VMI technique.

• Evidence analysis: Analysis should be done in optimized way so that it will take
minimum time and will not hamper cloud service performance. Search space
reduction, filtering, searching, and other techniques can be used here. An
effective evidence analysis technique can be developed with data clustering and
classification algorithms. It can reduce search space to optimize the time of
forensic investigation.

Table 1 (continued)

Approach Benefits Limitation

Forensically
enabled IaaS
cloud [13]

1. Evidences are stored in another
server, and retrieved from it. This
provides better security to evidences
2. Forensic tasks are modularized.
Hence reducing the complexities of
forensic process
3. Event and image reconstruction
methods are suggested
4. CSP and consumer access the
centralized server for evidences without
disturbing main server thus enhancing
system performance
5. For security purpose, data integrity is
incorporated in the model
6. Incremental backup is suggested for
all digital objects in cloud

1. Data analysis techniques are
not suggested here
2. In the image acquisition
technique, amount of search
space may be huge for analysis
there by hampering the forensic
analysis
3. Incremental backup for all
objects in the system affects
cloud performance. Some
controlling parameters of
incremental backup helps to
overcome such combinatorial
explosion
4. Suggestion for data integrity
is given but how to achieve it is
not clearly defined
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• Evidence isolation and preservation with data integrity, privacy and authenticity:
Evidences are very sensitive even before and after it is produced in court of law.
So a well-secured data preservation technique can be developed using advanced
encryption techniques such as quantum and Boolean cryptography.

• Intrusion detection as a trigger: A trigger for forensic data collection can be
designed using advanced intrusion detection technique. Fuzzy association rules
and artificial neural network can be used in the advancement of the intrusion
detection system.

By analyzing the limitations in the earlier forensic techniques, future scopes
have been identified. With enhancements in these areas, a strong cloud forensic
framework can be designed.
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Cloud Detection: A Systematic Review
and Evaluation

Harinder Kaur and Neelofar Sohi

Abstract Cloud detection plays an important role in numerous remote sensing
applications and in meteorological research. It is the process of systematic con-
sideration of individual pixels, in order to classify them either as cloud or sky
element. Many state-of-the-art methods are available for cloud detection but there is
lack of universal method which can be used for all types of clouds. The biggest
challenge in detecting clouds is non-uniform illumination, broken, and thin (cirrus)
clouds. This paper presents a systematic literature review of cloud detection pre-
senting the basic concepts, challenges, research areas, and available methods with
their research gaps. Performance evaluation of state-of-the-art cloud detection
methods is performed both subjectively and objectively using parameters like
Correlation Coefficient, Mean Square Error, Precision, Recall, and F-measure.
Experimental results demonstrate that Two-Step Segmentation and Hybrid
Thresholding Algorithm (HYTA) algorithms attain highest performance for cloud
detection.

Keywords Cloud detection ⋅ Otsu ⋅ Fixed Thresholding ⋅ Mean and Hybrid
Method ⋅ Hybrid Thresholding (HYTA) ⋅ Local Thresholding and Two Step
Segmentation

1 Introduction and Motivation

Methodically assessing the weather images comprises cloud classification, cloud
detection, cloud brokenness, cloud cover, and so on. But detection of cloud is the
prerequisite for numerous remote sensing applications. Cloud detection is the
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process of systematic consideration of individual pixels, in order to classify them
either as cloud or sky element. Cloud Properties such as obscure contour, illumi-
nation variations, brightness, color, texture reduces the feasibility to determine
clouds manually; pixels may be misclassified with manual methods. So, Automatic
techniques to detect clouds plays illimitable role in cloud research.

Thresholding techniques are often proven as a benchmark to distinguish cloud
and sky. Shang Liu, Zhong Zhang, Baihua Xiao (2015) et al. come up with the
Superpixel Segmentation and Automatic Graph Cut Algorithm, which are milestone
for cloud field research. Also, continuous increased proportion of research in this
field emanates the need for systematic literature review as well as critical evaluation
of techniques. This paper reports the same and helps to identify basic concepts as
well as key areas of research on segmentation of weather images for cloud detection.

1.1 Motivation for Work

• Despite the vast amount of review work exists for segmentation methods but
after assaying the work, lack of systematic literature review and performance
evaluation of existing techniques for segmentation of weather images for cloud
detection is realized.

• It will explore the research gaps and statistical knowledge for future researches.

This paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 describes the background, basic
methods of segmentation. Section 3 reports the key research areas, research gaps,
and review of existing techniques for unfamiliar readers. In Sect. 4 we monitor the
evaluation and comparison studies. Section 5 discusses the findings and Sect. 6
concludes the evaluation results and future work for further researches.

2 Background

To interpret an image automatically, segmentation divides the image into regions on
the basis of common characteristics such as color, texture, etc., and extract the
homogeneous region of interest for future analysis [1]. As cloud is a region of
interest in weather images, segmentation is consummated to detect the cloud.

2.1 Various Segmentation Methods

Thresholding Method. Pixel position i, jð Þ will be binarized with optimal threshold
value, which is computed either manually or automatically [1]. Selection of opti-
mum threshold value based on Histogram method is as given below (Fig. 1):
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Edge-Based Segmentation. Edges are the points in an image where intensity
changes abruptly; these edges are then connected to form object’s outline [2]. The
result will be transformed to segmented image by filling the object boundary.

Region Growing Method. It is the process to build larger regions from
sub-regions. Select the starting seed and annex the neighborhood pixels on the basis
of homogeneity, i.e., defined similarity properties [3].

Clustering. It is unsupervised learning technique which defines similarity cri-
teria to classify pixels into clusters [2]. Different clustering methods are K-means
Clustering, Hard Clustering, and Fuzzy Clustering [4] and so on.

2.2 Types of Cloud

Clouds can be classified based on their shape, altitude, intensity level and so on.
Generally, there are ten types of clouds according to International Cloud Classifi-
cation System (ICCS) [5], but they can be merged into three fundamental classes as
shown:

Cumulus Clouds. They are low level, puffy clouds with sharp contour and
distinguished intensity levels of sky and cloud pixels [5] (Fig. 2).

Stratus Clouds. Clouds having sheet like layering structure or shape are stratus
clouds. They occur at low level altitude.

Fig. 1 a Original image of cloud. b Histogram showing the candidate threshold values with red
dots. c Segmented binary image with optimal threshold value among candidate values

Fig. 2 Examples of a Cumulus cloud, b Stratus cloud, c Cirrus cloud (Thin cloud)
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Cirrus Clouds. They are also known as thin clouds. Cirrus clouds are having
little variation in intensity of sky and cloud elements; thus, they are difficult to
recognize.

2.3 Why Segmentation

Analyzing Weather images is a continuous, data intensive, multidimensional, and
turbid process [6]. Challenges and issues encountered in this errand are listed here

• Complex and large dataset in weather images makes cloud detection chaotic and
difficult [7].

• Highly tedious mathematical computations are involved [6].
• Cloud is the dominant part of weather image and primary obstacle in analysis

due to uncertainty in shape or structure.

Segmentation restricts the surroundings to reliably extract only that region,
which is to be assessed further; hence it reduces the large data and computation
complexity.

3 Review Method

The pathway taken into account to develop the Review Model for the literature
modeling is: Conduct the organized review of existing techniques for cloud
detection, pinpoint the research gaps of study and key areas of research.

3.1 Research Questions

Research questions are the building blocks for the scientists to plan and conduct any
research; therefore it is fundamental to frame such questions. Key questions
encountered during our study are listed below

• What are existing techniques, tools, algorithms for segmentation of weather
images for Cloud Detection along with the research gaps in the existing
literature?

• Which are the key areas of research in the field of cloud detection?

Key Research Areas. Clouds have immense importance in hydrological cycle.
Along with the microphysical properties like pressure, reflexivity, wind speed, etc.,
meteorological weather radar Doppler stations also considers ground based cloud
observation as important parameter to forecast weather. Cloud observation plays
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Table 1 Cloud detection techniques

Study Technique Principle Research gaps

Liu S, et al.
(2015)

Automatic
Graph Cut
(AGC)

AGC detects cloud in two
stages:
1. Automatically acquiring
the Hard Constraints by
using Otsu thresholding and
by maximizing the variance
between cloud and sky.
2. These hard constraints
will act as input to the graph
model. The cost function E
(L) for each segmentation is
defined as:
E Lð Þ= λ ⋅R Lð Þ+B Lð Þ
Where λ ≥ 0, specifies the
relative importance between
the region, cost R (L) and
the boundary cost B (L).
The min-cut/max flow
algorithm in is applied for
solving the above equation
[12]

Aerosol optical depth
(AOD) is not considered
while detecting cloud
elements, which plays vital
role in visibility. Therefore,
this method is not well
suited under low visibility
conditions

Lee I and
Mahmood MT
(2015)

Two Step
Segmentation

It provides the combination
of fixed and adaptive
thresholding to detect thin
clouds as well. In this
method global initial
threshold T for thick clouds,
is computed by averaging
the intensity values of the
whole image. Local
threshold value for Thin
clouds is given as follows:
Step1: Local contrast Clocal

for the Pcenter within local
window U x, yð Þ.is
computed as:
Clocal = Umax −Uminð Þ
Step2: User provided T ′′

If Clocal ≥ T′′ then
Tlocal = Umax +Uminð Þ ̸2
Else
Tlocal = T
Step3: Tlocal acts as a local
threshold value for pixel
Pcenter . If Tlocal is greater
than pixel position i, jð Þ then
Pcenter .is considered to be
cloudless otherwise cloudy
[13]

Do not work well for low
visibility conditions

(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Study Technique Principle Research gaps

Liu S, et al.
(2015)

Superpixel
Segmentation

Superpixel Segmentation
(SPS) Algorithm partitions
the image on the basis of
texture similarity, brightness
similarity and contour
continuity; which forms
irregular image blocks, each
block is known as
superpixel. Normal Cut
Algorithm is used to
determine local threshold
value for each superpixel.
By interpolating the all local
threshold values of
superpixels local threshold
matrix will obtain. Finally,
Cloud is determined by
comparing the featured
image with threshold matrix
pixel by pixel [14]

Dev S, et al.
(2014)

Systematic
Study of Color
Spaces and
Components

This method addresses the
evaluation of color models
for segmentation of
sky/cloud images. This
mainly consider the PCA
technique, Clustering and
color components for
analysis such as RGB, HSV,
YIO, CIE L*a*b* [8]

This method considers only
color components to
determine homogeneity.
Properties such as texture
and contour etc. can be
considered for better
accuracy

Ramesh B,
et al. (2013)

Based on
Mean and
Hybrid
Methods
(Hybrid)

Proposed method find the
column wise and row wise
mean for input image. This
method works well for both
high and low brightness
clouds with preserving the
quality of an image.
Firstly, Each pixel is
compared with the column
wise mean value. Eliminate
such pixels of image whose
value is less than column
mean. Also, remaining
pixels are compared with
row wise mean to detect
clouds [15]

Preserves quality of image
but it is not able to detect
thin clouds. Also, This
method shows inaccuracy in
cloud detection

Li Q, et al.
(2011)

Hybrid
Thresholding
Algorithm
(HYTA)

Unimodal images consist of
only either sky or cloud.
Bimodal images comprises
both sky and cloud

It is not well suited for real
world applications as well
as does not shows

(continued)
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Table 1 (continued)

Study Technique Principle Research gaps

elements. First Step in
HYTA is to detect weather
image is unimodal or
bimodal. To accomplish this
objective, compute standard
deviation; if it is greater
than Ts = 0.03 then image
is considered as bimodal
otherwise unimodal. Fixed
Thresholding and MCE
cross thresholding
techniques are applied for
unimodal and bimodal
images respectively [11]

significant results to detect
Cirriform or Cirrus clouds

Huo J and
Luo D (2009)

Cloud
Determination
Under Low
Visibility

Sky color and visibility
features are directly
proportional to the Aerosol
optical depth
(AOD) parameter. It will
strongly effect the detection
of cloud pixels; ignorance
may lead to
misclassification. So, This
method considers the
Aerosol Optical Depth
Parameter. First, Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) is
applied to determine the
homogeneity of image.
Histogram of the B/R ratio
is used to set the threshold
value and standard
deviation and Edge
searching method are used
to determine final threshold
[16]

Although, this works under
low visibility, but it is not
effective approach for thin
cloud detection

Kreuter A,
et al. (2009)

Fixed
Thresholding

Fixed Thresholding uses the
single threshold value for
entire image to detect cloud.
Long et al. sets R/B
threshold to 0.6. Pixel value
greater than this value will
considered as cloud
otherwise sky. Further this
criterion was changed to
R-B = 30 [5]

This can only work for thick
clouds
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important role in solar irradiation measurement, climate modeling, and analysis of
signal attenuation in satellite [8]. Suitable planning of farm in agriculture is directly
affected by the forecasting of weather. Weather warnings are important forecasts for
applications such as rainfall prediction, flood, storm, hurricane detection, and
various other remote sensing applications. Table 1 reports the recent work on cloud
detection techniques.

3.2 Systematic Count of Publications

Our studies examine the critical time based count of cloud detection approaches. It
also covers the cloud removal techniques applied on different aspects of satellite
imagery such as MODIS satellite imagery, Multitemporal, LandSat Satellite ima-
gery, and so on. Organized Frequency of publications is provided in order to help
the future researchers with statistical results (Fig. 3).

4 Evaluation of Cloud Detection Techniques

This section monitors the evaluation trends, perform corresponding qualitative and
quantitative evaluation.

Fig. 3 Time based count of publications
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4.1 Evaluation Trends

Quantitative Evaluation: It is the systematic computation and empirical investi-
gation of statistical metrics for cloud detection techniques [9]. Selected metrics for
critical evaluation of techniques are correlation coefficient, mean square error;
entropy and application specific metrics are precision, recall, and F-score.

Qualitative Evaluation: It is the realization of cloud detection techniques’
outcomes based on human observations. We figure out the performance for three
types of basic clouds; Cirrus, Cumulus, and Stratus Clouds in Sect. 5.

4.2 Evaluation Metrics

Traditional framework of evaluation consist of correlation coefficient, mean square
error but in the era of image pattern recognition and machine learning, parameters
such as Precision, Recall, and F-score are fundamental for cloud specific applica-
tions. In accordance with the above facts, these five criterions give the satisfactory
provision towards scrutinize of the results and comparison studies.

Correlation Coefficient: In 1895, Karl Pearson comes up with the
product-moment correlation coefficient. It epitomizes degree of correlation and
linear dependence exists between measured quantities [10]; hence depicts how
strong the relationship is. It returns value lies between −1 and 1, value above 0.5 is
considered as a candidate of better performance.

Mean Square Error (MSE) measures the cumulative means of squares of error
between the estimator, i.e., original image and what is estimated. It signifies the
squared error loss in computations.

Possible Outcomes of Confusion Matrix are True Positive (TP), False Positive
(FP), True Negative (TN), False Negative (FN); TN and TP are correctly segmented
cloud and sky pixels, FP pixels are incorrectly detected as cloud and FN are falsely

Fig. 4 Example of Recall, Red squares are depicting misclassified false negative pixels (Matlab
7.10.0)
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detected as sky element [11]. Precision, Recall, and F-measure are derived from
confusion matrix.

Precision measures the exactitude of quality, i.e., fragments of fetched pixel
elements that are admissible. It is Type 2 Error. Mathematically, Pr = TPð Þ ̸
TP+FPð Þ.
Recall measures the completeness of quantity which means fragment of

admissible pixel elements that are fetched. It is also known as sensitivity or Type 1
Error. Figure 4 shows the pixels that are falsely classified as sky but in actual
weather image they are cloud. Such measurement is performed in Recall. Mathe-
matically, Rc= TPð Þ ̸ TP+FNð Þ.

F-measure is measurement of accuracy which is computed in terms of precision
and recall. It provides trade-off between precision and recall. Mathematically,

F −measure=
2 ⋅ recall ⋅ precision
recall+ precision

4.3 Experimental Results

To perform evaluation and comparison studies of above-mentioned methods,
experiments are set up in MATLAB 7.10.0 (R2010a) on i3 Processor. Segmentation

Table 2 Experimental results for cloud detection techniques

Cumulus Clouds

Otsu Fixed Hybrid HYTA Local Two Step 
Segmentation

Stratus Clouds

Cirrus Clouds
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results of few images from the tested image set are presented for both subjective and
objective evaluation. The tested image set consists of images with cumulus, stratus,
and cirrus clouds to evaluate suitability and universality of algorithms.

Subjective Evaluation: Human observations are primary channel for evaluation
inmeteorological research Graphical Results of experiments are presented in Table 2.

Objective Evaluation: Objective assessment provides the justification and
eliminates inaccuracy of human observations based results Objective evaluation of
algorithms is done using performance parameters presented in Sect. 4.1. Numerical
results are presented in Table 3.

5 Discussion

Non-Uniform illumination, broken and thin clouds are primary challenges in cloud
detection. Algorithm may perform well for one type of cloud but may not suitable
for other cloud type. So, studied algorithms are tested on cumulus, stratus, and
cirrus clouds (thin clouds) to evaluate their universality. Experimental results in
Table 2 demonstrate that all algorithms work good for cumulus clouds. Otsu and
Two-Step Segmentation deliver best results for stratus clouds followed by HYTA
algorithm. Although Local thresholding algorithms also behave better for stratus
clouds but it consumes larger time for segmentation. Fixed Thresholding and

Table 3 Quantitative results for various methods

Otsu Fixed Hybrid HYTA Local Two step

Correlation
coefficient

Cumlus 0.8172 0.555 −0.75 0.91246 0.8320 0.882
Stratus 0.8518 0.167 −0.53 0.667 0.5962 0.777
Cirrus 0.835 0.4221 −0.56 0.3993 0.59 0.62

Mean
square error

Cumlus 2.037e
+004

1.632e
+004

2.23e
+004

1.685e
+004

1.005e
+004

0.2504

Stratus 2.077e
+004

2.17e
+004

2.22e
+004

2.180e
+004

0.1835 0.1290

Cirrus 2.163e
+004

8.33e
+004

1.84e
+004

8.99e
+003

0.236 0.2268

Precision Cumlus 0.7779 0.9386 0.082 0.8332 0.7212 0.799735
Stratus 0.8943 0.98 0.315 0.6945 0.6779 0.8361
Cirrus 0.70 0.7112 0.02 0.60 0.43 0.54

Recall Cumlus 0.7874 0.5868 0.1886 0.7598 0.7831 0.830
Stratus 0.7114 0.563 0.1560 0.7617 0.7584 0.722
Cirrus 0.6269 0.51 0.12 0.52 0.78 0.78

F-measure Cumlus 0.7776 0.7227 0.150 0.79316 0.7311 0.821
Stratus 0.7883 0.6546 0.078 0.71034 0.6823 0.767
Cirrus 0.6198 0.5532 0.30 0.511 0.53 0.64
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Hybrid algorithms are not adaptable for stratus clouds. For Cirrus Clouds,
Two-Step Segmentation performs the best among all. Otsu and HYTA also
achieves good results for some images. Recognition of local, fixed thresholding,
and hybrid algorithms scaled down for cirrus clouds.

Furthermore, various conclusions can be drawn from quantitative results rep-
resented in Table 3. First, Correlation Coefficient values of Two-Step Segmenta-
tion, HYTA, and local thresholding algorithms that they are good candidate to
detect cumulus clouds with least mean square error. Second, Precision and recall
must be balanced to give linear precision–recall curve. Results illustrate that Otsu
and Two-Step Segmentation algorithms gives best segmentation results for stratus
clouds. F-measure is the way to compensate the trade-off between precision and
recall. Two-Step Segmentation and HYTA techniques gives uniform and stabilized
precision and recall values. All the methods give poor results for calculated
parameters for cirrus clouds (thin clouds).

6 Conclusion

In this study, weather image segmentation techniques for detecting clouds are
reviewed presenting their achievements and limitations. Experimental results for
Performance evaluation of the prominent techniques are presented. Experimental
Results and discussion signifies that Two-Step Segmentation and HYTA algorithms
attains highest performance for cloud detection. One of the challenges for future
researchers is to achieve more accurate results for thin or cirrus clouds.
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Sentiment Classification for Chinese
Micro-blog Based on the Extension
of Network Terms Feature

Fei Ye

Abstract Sentiment analysis is widely used in product reviews, movie reviews,
and micro-blog reviews. Micro-blog review is different from general commodity or
movie reviews, which often contains the user’s randomness and lots of network
terms. So the micro-blog reviews emotional analysis is not a small challenge.
Network terms generally express strong emotions or the user’s point of view, the
traditional bag words model and machine learning method do not use the network
terms features. In the face of ever-changing micro-blog reviews manifestations,
forecast accuracy may be affected. Therefore, in this paper our study focuses on the
micro-blog emotional analysis through the extended network terms features and
integration with other features. We are taking experiments to compare prediction
performance under the different feature fusions, to find out which feature fusion can
get the best results. Our results show that by the extended network term feature
integration with other features ways to improve the accuracy of predictions,
especially some of the most popular micro-blog reviews.

Keywords Text sentiment classification ⋅ Support vector machine ⋅ Machine
learning

1 Introduction

With the development of Internet, network online user reviews have become an
important way people express opinions and disseminate information. The reviews
are shared, real-time, and interactive. The dissemination of diversification reflects
the profound degree of public preference for a certain type of theme or a certain
commodity. Reviews of one kind of topic have become an important reference on
the choosing of purchase goods. Therefore, emotion analyses of reviews gradually
become a hot research direction. Micro-blog is a relationship based on user
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information sharing, dissemination, and access platforms. Analyzing the sentiment
tendency of micro-blog is very useful to company. You can get the user’s attention
on a topic by studying these reviews, as well as the degree of preference for a movie
or a commodity. Companies can use them to study consumer satisfaction with the
products, so as an important reason for product improvement [1]. The sentiment
classification of the micro-blog reviews can also predict the future fluctuations in
stock prices [2]. Governments can use them to survey public opinion.

In this article, the main focus of our study is the importance of networking terms
in micro-blog reviews to judge the emotional tendencies, and analysis on the
relationship between network terms and other emotional words.

The contributions of this article are as follows:

• Propose the optimization method of word segmentation and use word2vec tool
to extend the original lexicon, and to construct expansion lexicon.

• By collecting popular online language server as the lexicon of network terms,
and to extract network term features according to the network term appearing in
the sentence.

• Generate the vector of every word of sentences by word2vec tools, and these
word vectors by weight calculations and combinations to represent the sentence
feature.

2 Related Work

Sentiment classification is divided into two methods, the first lexicon-based
approach, and the other is based on machine learning methods. For the lexicon
method, it usually takes a huge sentiment how to create library lexicon, and
according to each micro-blog appear sentiment vocabulary to calculate sentiment.
For example, Pak [3] constructed a sentiment classifier through Twitter data, and
applied it to sentiment classification of documents, experiment results show that this
method improves the prediction accuracy than previous methods. Augustyniak [4]
proposed a method to automatically create sentiment lexicon and were compared
with the traditional lexicon method, experiments show that the new method sig-
nificantly improves the accuracy. Jun [5] creates a Chinese lexicon library through
improved SO-PMI algorithm. This lexicon is used to carry out the reviews of hotel
for the sentiment classification. Kon-stanty [6] proposed a lexicon based on
fine-grained to Polish text sentiment classification. Hui [7] proposed a method for
solving the determination of the sentiment word tendencies and calculate their
sentiment weight. The method is mainly based on the conditional selection from a
word synonyms and antonyms to serve as seed. Then directed to measure the
weight of each word in the sentiment semantics, it is mainly used in the method of
semantic similarity values to determine the similarity between the words.

Machine learning approach to text sentiment classification has become a hot
research direction. General machine learning method divided into two categories,
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one of which is a supervised learning method, the other is unsupervised learning
methods. Currently there are supervised learning method based on naive Bayes,
maximum entropy, and support vector machine (SVM). Zheng [8] proposed a new
method to select features and calculate the weights. Then use of these three clas-
sifiers were trained and tested. Thus the results for the three classifiers were eval-
uated. Zhang [9] provides a survey and analysis of the effect on sentiment
classification, respectively, in machine learning and lexicon methods. The results
also show that support vector machines (SVM) and Naive Bayes method has higher
accuracy in the supervised learning method, Meanwhile lexicon-based method also
has some competition because it does not advance human well marked each text
category. And its prediction effects are less susceptible by a different training set. In
addition to supervised and unsupervised learning methods, there are
semi-supervised learning methods for sentiment classification, for example Shusen
[10] proposed a new semi-supervised learning method known as AND. It is mainly
used to solve supervised learning with the condition of insufficient training set.
AND architecture is based on a small amount marked reviews that under the
semi-supervised learning and a lot of unmarked reviews that under the unsupervised
learning. The method is particularly suitable for only a few marked reviews and a
large number of unmarked reviews at the same time. It can be said semi-supervised
learning method has gradually become an increasingly hot research field. Zhai [11]
used different types of features to enhance sentiment classification performance in
Chinese texts, and several groups of experiments indicated that effective features
are usually at varying lengths rather than fixed lengths and play an important role in
the improvement of sentiment classification performance. Zhang [12] employed
word2vec tool to cluster the similar features for obtaining the semantic features.
And then, it used the SVMperf for training and testing. The experiment was con-
structed on the Chinese reviews on clothing products and the results indicated that
the method had achieved superior performance in Chinese sentiment classification.

3 Method Overview

In the process of micro-blog development, network terms are always accompanied
by the development of new words, and these words often express author’s strong
emotions. The micro-blog reviews are unlike product reviews or movie reviews and
they have often more direct expressions and tend to use more network terms. So our
main job is to study how to use the network terms and combine other features on
the micro-blog sentiment analysis. Our approach is divided into three steps. The
first step is to build a network term lexicon and extract emotional features from
micro-blog reviews by some rules. The second step is using the proposed optimized
algorithm of word segmentation for text pretreatment, and use word2vec tool to
expand sentiment lexicon. The third step is using word2vec tool to generate word
vector of each word. The sentence feature is represented by calculated and
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combined word vectors. The last step is to generate a uniform feature profiles
through different combined of features set, and using the support vector machines
for training and testing.

3.1 Construction of Network Terms Lexicon

We collect the popularity of network terms from Sina micro-blog in recent years.
We ultimately retained the 100 common network terms that were added to the
lexicon by heat and usage frequency.

For network terms, it is evolving as a new thing. It has often been difficult to
accurately determine its polarity through the word in context and word segmen-
tation. Here we rely on an artificial way to label each network terms given a polarity
(Table 1).

3.2 Word Segmentation Operation and Optimization

We use Southwest Jiao Tong University Chinese word segmentation system for
word segmentation operation. The system not only can segment words for Chinese
texts but also tag the POS of words. After the word segmentation operations, the
meaninglessness words and punctuation are removed.

Through the word segmentation operation, we find some phrases are able to
express the author’s feelings. For example “非常美丽” (“very beautiful”), “很好”

(“very good”). However, if some long phrases are separated into several words, the
original polarity will change. For example, “不麻烦” (“No trouble”),“不太好”

(“not very good”) are split into “不” (“not”) and “麻烦” (“trouble”) and “不”

(“not”) and “太好” (“very good”). Therefore, we need to set some rules to optimize
word segmentation. We define some labels as POS of words which are lists in
Table 2. Adverbials usually consist of the one of individual character or the two of
individual character. It is used to modify adjectives usually located in front of the
adjective. For example, “不太好” (“not very good”) consists of the two of indi-
vidual character and “很好” (“very good”) consists of the one of individual char-
acter. Conjunctions include “and,” “ as well as,” “or” and so on, it may consist of

Table 1 Some examples of network language

Network terms Examples

也是醉了 哇, 这大神的技术, 我也是醉了

然并卵 你数学足够好? 然并卵, 只要你碰到葛军

你妹的 你妹的, 这东西真不好用

有钱, 就是任性 复旦大学食堂居然出了辣条炒饭, 有钱, 就是任性!

给力 这就是天竺吗? 不给力啊老湿
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the one of individual character or the two of individual character. For example, “并
且” (“in additon”) consists of two individual characters and “和” (“and”) consists of
one individual character.

The words are separated which will become a new phrase by some combination
of rules. These new phrase can express correctly the author’s feelings. These rules
are shown in Table 3.

The first rule is very clear that adverb used to modify sentiment degree of
adjectives. And if it is sentiment directional adverbial, then adjective’s polarity will
change. In the third rule, the intermediate directional word can change the polarity
of the back of the word, but only the first word of the phrase to modify the sentence.
Rules 3 and 4, conjunctions combine two phrases together, and if the conjunctions
“and,” “as well as,” etc., both sides of the word is the same polarity. If the con-
junction“or” both sides of the word is the opposite polarity.

Table 2 Word POS acronym definition

POS shorthand Meaning expression

D It represents a single adverbial
DO A single adverbial having emotional direction
DD Adverbial by the two words
A Adjectival
J Conjunctions
V Verb

Table 3 Word combination rules

Combination of words Example

(D, DD, DO) + (A, V) 很好, 非常好 (Very good)
DO + D + A 不太好 (Not very good)
D + DO + A 很不错 (Pretty good)
A + J + A 好看又好吃, 美丽或丑陋 (Good-looking and good to eat)
(A, V) + J + D + (A, V) 难看又不好吃, 不懂还装懂 (Ugly and not good to eat)

Table 4 Features of the fusion

Various combinations Explain

dic + sen lexicon feature and sentence feature
dic + net lexicon feature and network terms
dic + net + sen lexicon feature, network terms feature, and sentence feature
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3.3 Extended Lexicon and Creation of Sentence Feature

Step 1: Use the Chinese word segmentation system of Southwest Jiao Tong
University for word segmentation, and get part of speech of each word. We select
some word as the word seed in accordance with Table 3 rules generally adjectives,
verbs, and conjunctions. Select the word around the seed and its continuous-word
phrases according to the rules in Table 3, and then calculate its polarity. Polarity
calculation methods we use PMI method.

In order to verify the reasonableness of the new words, we put the word with the
original micro-blog content that no word segmentation to match. If the match is
correct that it is present in the micro-blog content, but also that it is reasonable. We
can add new words into the original lexicon according to these rules.

Step 2: We use word2Vec tool, word2vec is open source tool form the Google
based on the depth of learning. It will be taking word converted into a vector, and
can calculate the distance between the vectors to represent the similarity of two
word semantics. In this article, we can use word2Vec distance command to get the
nearest word list corresponding to each word. Thus get more words as an extended
lexicon. The lexicon as a candidate feature set. Specific operation of the tool is as
follows:

We use the micro-blog content that have been divided serve as input text of
word2Vecc and then trained. Its output text contains the vector of each word. So
that we can get the vector of each word and the distance between words. Word2vec
Training commands in Linux are:

./word2Vec –train myTrain.txt –output vectors.bin –chow 0 –size 200 –window
5 –negative 0 –hs l –sample le-3 –threads 12 –binary 1.

Here we need to be concerned mainly parameters, it includes size, window. The
parameter size represent dimension vector size of each word. The parameter win-
dow represents training window size of each word. For example, “window 5”
training window range in the first five words and five words after the word.

Step3: We constructed sentences feature by the vector of each word in the
sentence. It is represented by the following formula sentence feature vector.

si = ∑
n

i= n
∑
ni

j= ni
Wj

 !
̸n ð1Þ

si represents the ith sentence feature, n represents the number of vectors word of the
sentence, ni represents the dimension of each word vector, wi represents jth item of
every word vector. Sentence feature is sum of all the word vectors and then
averaged.
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3.4 Fusion Sentiment Features

Feature fusion is to extract features from different angles, and in some way or with
the calculating methods to be combined form to a new feature file. Before the
operation we extract feature selection for sentiment classification advantageous
feature items. It is collected and screened from three aspects. These three features
are the lexicon feature, the network term feature and the feature set that is consisting
of feature vector of each word of in-depth learning by word2vec. Specific feature
fusion as follows:

Fusion features may use more attributes as feature items, which can improve the
ability to distinguish categories. For example, in the dic + net features, we can get
sentiment words and semantic similarity between words server as features, but can
not achieve good results in a short review. If only in the dic + net features, it can
not achieve good results when facing long review or sentences which has complex
structures. Therefore, we consider the integration of three feature set to improve the
ability to distinguish categories.

Feature fusion can make good use of semantic features contained in the text
under deep learning, also used in the cyberspeak features, which can complement
each other which lack effect of a single characteristic on machine learning.

4 Experiment

Through two experiments to validate our method can improve the accuracy of
sentiment classification. The first data set is the first natural language processing
and Chinese Computing Conference (2012) provided. It contains a total of 20 topics
and 17,518 and 31,675 micro-blog sentences. The dataset of this experiment have
been manually tagged polar micro-blog reviews. Therefore, we screened 3500
micro-blog reviews with sentiment by random selection as the experimental data
set. Wherein the number of positive reviews is 1037, the number of negative
reviews is 2463. We use SVM as the classification method, which we use libsvm
tool, it is an easy to use and efficient SVM package that Taiwan University pro-
fessor lin Chih-jen development and design. We use a linear function as the kernel
function. Sentence divided is using the Chinese word segmentation system of
Southwest Jiao Tong University combined with our optimized word segmentation
algorithm. We conducted the extended lexicon by word2vec tools. The primitive
emotion lexicon is NTUSD, it collected by National Taiwan University, contains a
total of 11,086 words, of which 2810 belong to the positive trends of words, 8276
words belonging to the negative attributes. We gained 1432 new words through
distance command of the word2vec tool and added to the original lexicon, then we
remove duplicate words, the number of the original lexicon reaches 12,518.

In this paper, the criteria of methods performance evaluation contain the recall,
precision and F value.
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4.1 Experiment 1

In experiment 1, we were selected the 3500 micro-blog reviews as experimental
data, micro-blog reviews are 1037 positive reviews, negative reviews is 2463. We
randomly selected 2000 contains both positive and negative tendencies micro-blog
reviews as a training set, the rest of 1500 as a testing set. In the first experiment, we
use the lexicon method as a comparison method, we set the three tests by selected
the integration depending on different features of the fusion, respectively, lexi-
con + sentence features (abbreviated as dic + sen), lexicon + network terms fea-
tures (abbreviated as dic + net) lexicon + sentence + network terms features
(abbreviated as dic + net + sen). These three tests are mainly used to determine
which features fusion combination can making the sentiment classification accuracy
is maximized. The test results are shown in Table 5.

4.1.1 Analysis of the Results of Experiment 1

The results in Table 4 show that our method of network terms + lexicon + sen-
tence features have highest accuracy rate, indicating that the combination of three
feature sets is the best solution. In contrast the accuracy of feature fusion between
lexicon and network terms is lower than the accuracy of feature fusion between
lexicon and sentence. This is not to say that the importance of low network terms
features, but the current data set does not use the latest micro-blog reviews, each
review contains less network terms and is not representative of the current Chinese
micro-blog prevalent style. Therefore, we have chosen the latest content and
expression of a more general micro-blog review data set as the experimental data in
experiment 2.

4.2 Experiment 2

We chose the popular Chinese micro-blog reviews as an experimental data set. We
randomly selected reviews with sentiment from Sina micro-blog. These reviews

Table 5 The results of experiment 1

Method dic + sen dic + net dic + sen + net

Our method Accuracy 75.20% 76.20% 82.50%
Recall 70.16% 71.10% 78.40%
F 77.13% 73.56% 80.39%

Lexicon Accuracy 69.90% – –

Recall 62.67% – –

F 66.09% – –
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total of 5000, in which the positive trends are 2500, 2500 negative tendencies there.
Sina micro-blog reviews generally more representative of the prevailing Chinese
micro-blog style.

We also set the different feature fusion and sentences feature according to dif-
ferent features dimensions of 200, 300, 400, and 500 were tested 10 times.
Observations to see if the fusion of three features set can achieve higher accuracy.
The results show in Table 6.

4.2.1 Analysis of the Results of Experiment 2

From the experimental results, our method achieved the best result is 83.71. In this
case the sentence dimension 200 is the best result. Lexicon + network terms
accuracy is 79.24%. Because there is no features dimension in the sentence. The
best accuracy of the combination of lexicon and sentence is 78.53%. The semantic
distance between words is also very important for sentiment classification. We
observed most of the Chinese micro-blog reviews, many reviews have contained
network terms. By results of this experiment found that, the network terms as
feature items can increase the effect of sentiment analysis to some extent. The
traditional bag of words model were difficult to determine some very short and
emotional lexicon word or phrase that does not exist. For example, a micro-blog
review, “Oh,” which is usually expressed in author’s negative side, the bag of
words model depends on the size of the lexicon and facing some of the new online
language or combination of words which classification results will be poor. When a
single bag of words model and network terms together, then that can significantly
improved classification results.

But if just a simple integration of network terms and lexicon together as a set of
features, then ignores the contributions of other words of the micro-blog review on

Table 6 The results of experiment 2

Different fusion 200 300 400 500

dic Precise 66.82% – – –

Recall 59.20% – – –

F 62.78% – – –

dic + net Precise 79.24% – – –

Recall 74.45% – – –

F 76.78% – – –

dic + sen Precise 78.53% 77.32% 75.87% 74.25%
Recall 73.45% 71.60% 68.23% 68.50%
F 75.90% 74.35% 71.85% 71.26%

dic + sen + net Precise 83.71% 82.92% 82.95% 81.56%
Recall 78.40% 79.65% 76.78% 75.80%
F 80.97% 81.25% 79.75% 78.57%
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the article’s sentiment. A large number of micro-blog reviews not only contain
content network terms, there is also the network terms with the emotional ten-
dencies similar words. For example, a micro-blog review, “你妹的, 这件衣服太难

看了,” (“Your sister’s, this dress is ugly”) network terms “你妹的” (“Your sis-
ter’s”) strongly bring out the author feelings at this time. It is similar with the “太难

看” (“too ugly”) also belongs to negative words, the probability of them together
more large than positive word and the network terms mix together. This also shows
that the network terms has a more general fixed polarity, especially for applications
like the micro-blog content which are usually only 2 sentences constitute a direct
expression of micro-blog review.

5 Conclusion

Based on the characteristics of micro-blog reviews, our approach focuses on the
expansion of network terms features. In the face of increasingly diverse style of
micro-blog comments, coupled with the flexibility of the Chinese language.
Through this network terms features combination with other feature of the kind
sentiment word can easily be converted into a feature items of machine learning. In
this paper we use SVM as a classifier, and achieved certain results. The experi-
mental results indicate the following conclusions:

• This paper proposed extended network terms feature-based approach combined
with other features can effectively improve the accuracy of Sentiment
classification.

• Network terms feature is particularly suitable for application in the popular
Chinese micro-blog reviews, especially some short reviews. These reviews
usually contain a large amount of network terms.

• A network terms and with the same polarity sentiment words simultaneously
appearing in the Chinese micro-blog reviews have large probability than with
the opposite polarity sentiment words.
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Implementation of Stress Measurement
System Based on Technology of Internet
of Things

Qingshuai Wang, Hui Cao, Ailin Li and Tao Xu

Abstract This project is small production which is made based on STC89C52
single chip, small production, and great wisdom. Although production is small, it
embodies basic idea and basic function of Internet of Things. For this reason, we
must use: sensor and wireless module. Application of sensor is to make all things
“open their mouths and speak”. Object tells its story through sensor. In terms of key
sensing layer, we apply the newest and state-of-the-art monitoring method known
so far. In terms of wireless module, we apply popular Wi-Fi technology. Appli-
cation of wireless Wi-Fi technology makes it possible that data can be connected to
Internet in real time. In network layer, joining of Wi-Fi guarantees confidentiality,
reliability, and stability.

Keywords Internet of things ⋅ Stress measurement ⋅ Stress sensor of four-pole
magnetic survey ⋅ Stress ⋅ Solar energy ⋅ Wi-Fi ⋅ Convertor

1 Introduction

Application of sensor technology and standardization of product is of great
importance, so we can firstly gain the advantage and realize strategic breakthrough
in these aspects, thus getting speaking right and initiative of development of
Internet of Things. Key point of our project is a sensing, i.e., sensing layer. This
production is starting from sensing layer, layer-layer progressive to realize Internet
of Things. Compared with existing sensors, this system has more advantages than
other sensors in terms of sensor accuracy, degree of precision. Compared with other
stress measurement equipment, this system realizes Internet of Things [1].
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From “comprehensive sensing” in Internet of Things, we get inspiration to let
steel “speak” and let steel itself to tell its “story” to us. Let bridge “speak” through
sensing layer of Internet of Things. Use this technology to make industrial
machinery, electrical appliance and instrument, and meter more intelligent [2].
Realize online testing of stress through circuit consisting of sensing module, signal
amplification module, analog–digital conversion module, control module, dis-
player, and signal transmission module, etc. Collect data and upload data in real
time. It is network system transmitting information from object to object, and from
object to people.

2 “Comprehensive Sensing” in Internet of Things

Describe in terms of stress measurement of steel researched by us, i.e., let steel
“speak”. Implementation of research on stress measurement of steel is later than that
of research on damage inspection of steel, because stress of steel is rather abstract,
and research on testing technology is insufficient [3].

Piezomagnetic sensor is excellent application case in magnetoelasticity phe-
nomenon of electromagnetism. In terms of ferromagnetic material affected by
static-state mechanical stress or dynamic-state mechanical stress, its hysteresis loop
changes with changing of stress on test piece. Change rule is as shown in Fig. 1.
Magnetic conductivity u of ferromagnetic material will change with changing of
hysteresis loop. According to comparison of changing proportional relation of
hysteresis loop and magnetic flux by checking (table), we can calculate actual stress
of ferromagnetic material tested through numeration [4].

Sensor consists of two-layer coils. Sensor will not affect any mechanical and
physical property of test piece except for magnetization of test piece because of
long time effect. The biggest advantage of this stress test method of ferromagnetic
material is that it will not change original structure situation of test piece. Even if
test piece is sealed in cement outer cover or cement duct, we can still perform test to
stress situation of ferromagnetic material. Mathematical expression of relationship
of stress received by ferromagnetic material and its magnetic conductivity σ is:

Δμ
μ

=
2λn
B2
m
σμ ð1Þ

In formula: Bm is saturation flux density.
Seen from formula (1), Δμ

μ = fðσ,BmÞ, to make Δμ
μ = fðσÞ unique, Bm must be

constant.
Where formula (1) is theoretical model of piezomagnetic-type sensor, seen from

formula, material constituting framework of piezomagnetic-type inductive sensor
must have:
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(1) Acting force being able to load large-tonnage and high magnetic conductivity;
(2) To enlarge variation range of magnetic conductivity Δμ ̸μ of test piece, it needs

to be ensured that saturation flux density Bm is smaller.

When structure support material of sensor is chosen, necessary conditions shall
be considered, for example this material must have strong loading capacity and its
magnetism is good and saturated magnetic intensity of this material is small, etc.
This system chooses to use silicon steel sheet torn down from pulse transformer, for
its low loss, high permeability, and stronger anti-jamming capability lowers
working condition error in the maximum degree [5]. In terms of sensor structure,
choose I-type structure which has good symmetry in structure. The design makes
sensor introduced with standard compensatory piece. Through comparison of dif-
ference value of test data of test piece, it can be calculated that actual stress received
by test piece is larger [6]. Figure 2 is structure diagram of sensor applied in this
system. As Fig. 2 shows, sensor has four magnetic poles and each magnetic pole
echoes to one magnetic test coil. Parameters of four magnetic test coils are con-
sistent. Connecting element of structure is twined to magnetic test coil to balance
induced voltage generated by four magnetic poles [7]. In terms of connecting way
of four magnetic test coils, way of tandem connection of positive and negative
directions of each group coil is adopted. Perform reverse direction connection to
two coils after they are connected in series. Connection form of reverse direction
and differential motion is formed then.

Fig. 1 Change figure of hysteresis loop
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3 “Interconnection” of the Internet of Things

The realization of networked module; this chapter involves many of the techniques,
so I only make a brief overview.

As we all know, the interconnection is the blood vessels and nerves of the
Internet of Things, and its main function is to transmit information and information
[8]. In order to achieve this goal, this production uses the module of Serial
Com WIFI.

HLK-RM04, which is adopted there, could meet the requirements of this pro-
duction with its powerful function; its function structure diagram is as follows:
(Fig. 3).

WIFI supports for 802.11b/g/n. Small size: 40 × 29 (which is even smaller than
one third of a credit card); working temperature: industrial grade 25 ∼ 75 °C.
Support for the current common WIFI encryption methods and algorithms available
in the market: WEP/WAP-PSK/WAP2-PSK/WAPI; optional Server/TCP Client/
UDP TCP working mode; support network protocol: TCP/UDP/ARP/ICMP/
HTTP/DNS/DHCP; adjustable serial port speed: 1200–230400. As for the TTL and
RS232 conversion circuit only, there are a lot of types, and I will not enumerate
them all for saving time and energy. Those who are interested can check by
themselves. We directly take RS-232 to TTL (3.3 V), which is an industrial grade
passive RS-232 to TTL level converter [9].

Fig. 2 Structure diagram of
sensor

Fig. 3 Structure diagram of
HLK-RM04
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4 “Smart Operation” of the Network of Things

Smart operation solves the problem of computing, processing, and decision-making
and it is the brain and pivot of the Internet of Things, which mainly includes
network management center, information center and intelligent processing center,
etc., and the main functions are the deep analysis and the effective processing of
information and data [10]. In the real Internet of Things, this step includes a lot of
technologies, such as our familiar big data and cloud computing, etc.

The feedback control system is completed in this layer. When the steel works
under normal stress condition, the device does not send out alarm signal [11]. When
the steel stress is beyond the safe range of stress value, the device sends out alarm
signal, and the application layer of the system informs people to take the necessary
measures.

5 System Test

The sensor of this system has been precisely tested by the torsion test machine, of
which the test piece is the steel plate in size of φ 70 × 500. According to the
principle of the piezoelectric effect, when the other conditions are unchanged, the
stress received by the same material is directly related to its own magnetic prop-
erties of the material [12]. So, in order to obtain the magnetic force torque value,
you need to construct the mathematical model between the magnetic torque and
output voltage. No. 45 steel is used in the test as the specimen material, so the
regression equation of magnetic torque and output voltage is built according to the
graph; the experimental data of different torque loading for many times are shown
in Table 1, and the experimental data of the same torque loading for many times are
shown in Table 2.

Differential sensor (Note: the test sensitivity or sensor refers to the ratio of the
magnetic output voltage increment of Aoshi sensor and the torque measurements).

The standard load of this system is designed to be 15,000 N, sufficient for the
detection of mechanical materials. The system performance test uses two jacks to
produce the tensile stress to the test pieces, and then test the test piece through the
sensor; at the same time, a liquid pressure sensor is placed at the top of each jack
[13]. We can get the linear degree 2.1% FS of the sensor by the test data calculation
by comparing the outputs of the two kinds of sensors (Table 3). The experimental
results are relatively close to the standard tensile force value; the greater the test
sensor measurement value is, the closer it is to the real stress value [14]. The sensor
used in this system can be used to measure the loading condition of steel structure
with large load. In the table, A represents the tensile force σ0 (kN), and B repre-
sents the actual measured value σ1 (kN).
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6 Conclusions

The essence of the matter is to intelligentize things, which is the conception of
Internet of Things. Sensor is an important and key link to realize the interconnection
of all things in the internet, and it is also one of the bottlenecks restricting the
development of the Internet of Things.

Although we have carried out careful and rigorous analysis of the steel stress
testing, new problems still come out all the time, such as steel wear, accelerating
wear of curve steel, theory and practice of seamless line and the use and repair of
old steel [15]. These detection theories are based on certain physical principles,
having their own advantages and disadvantages, so they can not consider all the
aspects and be widely used.

Cover range of various stress and damage detection methods should be con-
tinuously increased, so that it can be applied to various cases of stress and damage
detection, in particular, it can be used to speed up the upgrading of testing tech-
nology in the industry and construction field to protect citizens’ personal and
property safety and to benefit the development of the national economy in a better
way.

Table 1 Experimental data of different torque loading for many times

Load
torque (N∙m)

Magnetic
voltage (mV)

Magnetic
torque (N∙m)

Relative
error (%)

Test
sensitivity MV/N ⋅M

50 25 46 8.0 0.50
100 64 95 5.0 0.64
150 85 144 4.0 0.57
200 128 192 4.0 0.64
250 164 241 3.6 0.67
300 210 289 3.3 0.70

Table 2 Cross core sensor

Load
torque (N∙m)

Magnetic
voltage (mV)

Magnetic
torque (N∙m)

Relative
error (%)

Test
sensitivity MV/N ⋅M

50 31 46 8.0 0.62
100 75 96 4.0 0.75
150 98 147 2.0 0.65
200 145 196 2.0 0.73
250 185 244 2.4 0.74
300 225 293 2.3 0.75

Table 3 Stress measured by sensor and test data table

A 0.02 2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 10.0 12.0 14.0 15.0
B 0.03 1.92 4.05 6.21 8.09 9.90 12.0 13.9 14.9
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Social Media Big Data Analysis
for Global Sourcing Realization

Shi-Feng Huang, Chuan-Jun Su and Maria Belen Vargas Saballos

Abstract The supplier selection is a multi-criteria decision making process
determined by a comparison of suppliers using a shared set of characteristics. The
adequate selection of suppliers makes a strategic difference to an organization’s
ability to reduce cost and improve the quality of its product. Social media has
become a relevant source of information within the supply chain, this vast portfolio
of data can assist in the supplier selection process by providing relevant and
up-to-date information regarding the different risks suppliers might present. This
research proposes Twitter Enabled Supplier Status Assessment (TESSA) that assists
in the supplier selection process by assessing the risks and uncertainty each supplier
holds. We aim to open a new window on the research field regarding supplier
selection, as a result, companies can be more prone to exploit the extensive data
social networks has to offer and utilize it in the decision making process.

Keywords Global supplier selection ⋅ Supplier risk ⋅ Big data ⋅ Social media

1 Introduction

The supplier selection is a multi-criteria decision-making process determined by a
comparison of suppliers using a shared set of characteristics. One of the main
objectives of the supplier selections is to establish a long and stable relationship of
mutual value and support between suppliers and buyers. Over the years companies
have become more reliant on their suppliers, as a result more attention has been
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paid to the decision-making. Any deficiency in the process could be enough to
deteriorate the whole supply chain’s financial and operational position [1].

Globalization has made a big change in the way companies source and manu-
facture products, particularly in the retail and consumer sector. Globalization has
transformed how manufacturers operate, offering an opportunity to reach new
customers in new markets and new sourcing options. Global sourcing is no longer
an option but a threshold requirement for some organizations. This practice has
been embraced due to the cost savings it generates. Organizations can choose
suppliers from anywhere in the world, developing countries are becoming more
competitive given their low labor and operating costs. As organizations turn to
global sourcing the selection of global suppliers is the key to their success, orga-
nizations need to establish a long-term relationship with unfamiliar and unproven
suppliers. This makes the selection process a very complicated and risk prone
process.

Global sourcing implies long distance supply chain with extended lead times,
which have major implications for demand responsiveness and security of supply. It
involves new challenges and complexities, the risk and uncertainty increases. Liu
et al. explain that the modern trend is to reduce the number of suppliers and
establish a long and stable relationship of mutual trust, benefit, and support [2]. This
aggravates the supplier selection process because organizations not only should
measure suppliers by quality, price, service, but also by the risk factors.

In regards of supply chain management, social media offers a wide set of
opportunities and challenges. Information gathered from social media can provide
insight and knowledge about participants that is usually not available. The infor-
mation in social media is updated rapidly and spreads virally at an exceptional
speed; this provides us with first-hand information. We now have the opportunity to
analyze this vast portfolio of information to assist the supplier selection process.

This research main objective is to provide a tool that can assist the procurement
team when selecting a supplier, Twitter Enabled Supplier Status Assessment
(TESSA) can provide information on the risk and uncertainty for each supplier
helping the decision team to reduce their potential supplier list; this tool combines
both, a risk and uncertainty classification and social media data. In this research a
risk classification is defined in different categories such as socio-political, eco-
nomic, financial, and environmental. This is defined from the existing literature
reviews regarding the external supply chain risks and supply chain risk
management.

2 Research Methodology

In this research we proposed TESSA, to work as a tool and assist in the supplier
selection process. TESSA’s architecture is formed by four modules: Ontology
Building, Extraction, Preprocessing, and Classifier as shown in Fig. 1.
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The first task of TESSA involves building a Risk and Uncertainty ontology
(RUO) which encapsulates risk and uncertainty factors regarding global supplier.
A lexical database can then be derived from the ontology, this lexical database
encompasses all the aspects and attributes from the ontology and serves as the
classifier for the tweets. The Data Extraction function is responsible for retrieving
related tweets using Twitter’s streaming API through a python script crawler.
The extraction is done using the supplier name as keyword. Afterwards a series
of process are subsequently performed to normalize (cleanse) the retrieved
tweets. Once the tweets are preprocessed they are classified using the lexical
database.

2.1 Risk and Uncertainty Ontology (RUO)

In this phase RUO is developed based on the Formal Concept Analysis (FCA),
which is principled way of deriving a concept hierarchy or formal ontology from a
collection of objects and their properties [3]. FCA explicitly formalizes extension
and intension of a concept and their mutual relationship. A strong community of
academic, government, and corporate users have utilized tool Protégé when gen-
erating an ontology; this tool is used to develop the RUO.

In this research the data set of risk factors that we use is based on various
literatures including supplier risk, global risk, and other ontologies. FCA
distinguishes three levels: object, concept, and representation levels as depicted in
Fig. 2.

Fig. 1 TESSA architecture
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2.2 Data Extraction

This research relies primarily on data from Twitter, in order to retrieve Tweets we
must access Twitter API. A tweet script crawler is built with the programming
language Python in order to extract the tweets. The tweet script crawler is designed
to retrieve the Tweets based on selected keywords, which are the names of the
targeted supplier in our case. With the tweet script crawler, the tweets can be
retrieved and subsequently stored in a NoSQL database called MongoDB. In order
to allow the communication between MongoDB and Python, we implement the
Python driver called Pymongo into the tweet script crawler.

The retrieved tweets have to be cleansed by removing the undesired (noisy) data
for further analysis. Two Python modules, the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK)
and the Regular Expression module are used for accomplishing the preprocessing.

Once the tweets are preprocessed they go through the lexical database, in the
lexical database reside all the aspect and attributes from the ontology. Here all the
tweets go through the database and are matched within the aspects and attributes. If
there is a match a number 1 is reflected and the tweet is saved in a collection under
the name of the aspect, if there is no match a number 0 is shown, the tweets that
don’t belong to any aspect are classified as trash.

Kohavi and Provost explained that the exactitude of a classifier can be evaluated
by computing the number of correctly recognized class examples, the number of
correctly recognized examples that do not belong to that class, and examples that
either were incorrectly assigned to the class or that were not recognized as a class
examples [4]. According to Kohavi and Provost, these four concepts are the entries
of the confusion matrix as shown in Table 1.

Fig. 2 FCA architecture
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According to Sokolova and Lapalme, the most common evaluation metrics in
text classification are accuracy, precision, recall, and f-score [5]. Given the con-
fusion matrix we can evaluate TESSA’s accuracy, precision, recall, and f-score, we
will do it by implementing the equations presented in Table 2.

The next step is to extract information regarding the suppliers Yue Yuen and Li
and Fung, the search of the tweets is done using the name of the supplier as
keywords of the search, and the search is done by one supplier at the time.

3 Results

In this part, we show a scenario where a sample company called “ABC” is inter-
ested in two footwear manufacturing companies, Yue Yuen and Li and Fung.

We obtained 100 tweets from May 14 to May 17, in 2014, for Yue Yuen the
tweets are stored in the database. Out of the 100 tweets for Yue Yuen only 1
category was detected which is labor strike, 68 tweets were identified in this cat-
egory and 32 tweets were classified as trash. In the results, we find that TESSA
scored high results in all the metrics and the tool has 0 false positives, showing to
be an efficient classifier for this aspect with 100% score in precision. However, it
missed 26 tweets from the strike category and label them as trash.

We obtained 200 tweets regarding for Li and Fung. Out of the 200 tweets for Li
and Fung, only 1 category was detected which is labor strike, 114 tweets were
identified within this category and 86 were identified as trash. In the results for Li
and Fung, TESSA scored high in all the metrics and showed no false positives. The
f-score is very close to 90% providing evidence of the good performance the
classifier has.

Table 1 Confusion matrix

Predicted
Positive Negative

Actual Positive tp fn

Negative fp tn

Table 2 Classification evaluation metrics

Metric Formula Description

Accuracy tp+ tn
tp+ fp+ fn+ tn

Proportion of the total number of predictions that were correct

Precision tp
tp+ fp

Proportion of the predicted positive cases that were correct

Recall tp
tp+ fn

Proportion of positive cases that were correctly identified

F-score 2× precision× recall
precision+ recall

Relations between data’s positive labels and those given by a
classifier
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4 Conclusions

TESSA exposed the risk that Yue Yuen and Li and Fung present, which is Labor
Strike, this is due to the riots happening in Vietnam in the month of May. Since
both companies have production facilities in Vietnam they present risk for the
Company ABC interested in making business with them. Now the ABC Company
can use this knowledge in order to make their final decision.

The development of TESSA can be critical for any company in need of an
international supplier, the results obtained show high levels of accuracy and per-
formance. This tool allows companies to have a better insight when selecting an
international supplier. TESSA can give the supplier selection team more knowledge
to make the appropriate decision regarding their needs.
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Based on Hidden Markov Model
to Identify the Driver Lane-Changing
Behavior of Automobile OBD Internet
of Vehicles Research and Design

Yu Tu, Fengdeng Zhang and Zhijian Wang

Abstract In this paper, we mainly study and design a kind of OBD vehicle net-
work which can help the driver to change the behavior of the driver, so as to reduce
the traffic accident caused by incorrect operation of the driver’s lane-changing
behavior. First, get the hidden Markov model to identify driver’s lane-changing
behavior was studied by MATLAB simulation. Second, the model is applied to the
software and hardware design of OBD vehicle networking. Finally through the use
of the OBD port will be from the CAN bus acquisition to the driver lane-changing
behavior data and transfer to the Hidden Markov Model to deal with and determine
the driver lane-changing the threshold of steering wheel angular velocity and
steering wheel steering angle.

Keywords OBD ⋅ Hidden markov model (HMM) ⋅ Lane-changing behavior ⋅
Vehicle networking

1 Introduction

On-Board Diagnostics (OBD) technology is the car’s on-board diagnostic system,
the diagnosis system is used to real-time monitor the running status of engine and
exhaust gas treatment system working condition [1]. Usually, the cause of road
traffic accident and the driver’s driving strategy is concerned, the danger often
occurs in the driver did not make the corresponding action response to the current
traffic conditions. So it is very important to get the driver’s behavior information as
early as possible in the design of advanced driver assistance system.
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At present of car networking theory and technology research, Diewald, Möller,
Roalter proposed the one based on the Android driver assistance systems Dri-
veAssist. This system can be to obtain the information between the vehicle and the
vehicle, in a graphical way to display, and can trigger the alert messages to remind
the driver to prevent accidents [2]. University of Paderborn, Germany use
CAN-Bluetooth intelligent main control node to establish a wireless communication
system, the smart phone’s internal sensors and automotive sensor information,
through the GPS to achieve navigation, for the fusion of sensor data to the Android
smartphones, improve the navigation performance of the automobile [3].

In this article, through CAN bus information will be collected by the driver’s raw
data, such as car steering wheel Angle, steering wheel rotation speed, yawing
velocity, vehicle speed, etc., using HMM for driver’s lane-changing behavior are
identified. Finally the identification results are used to make the vehicle active
safety OBD vehicle networking function development.

2 Hidden Markov Model to Identify the Driver
Lane-Changing Behavior

2.1 The Pilot Lane-Changing Behavior HMM Structure
Definition

In this paper, using the HMM model for driver’s lane-changing behavior are
identified, the lane-changing behavior is divided into three kinds of situations,
namely Lane Keep (LK), Lane Change Normal (LCN), Lane Change Emergency
(LCE). Because the CAN bus data of the LCE behavior is not obtained in the actual
data collection, the LCE behavior is not considered in this paper. We use the HMM
model structure from left to right, as shown in Fig. 1, which means that the three
hidden states are only allowed to pass to their own or pass to the next state.

According to the practical experience of driving, each lane-changing behavior
can be divided into: ready state (S1), action state (S2), and recovery state (S3).
Corresponding to each state, we can get the corresponding CAN message from
OBD diagnostic port, for the pilot lane-changing behavior, this paper uses the
collected steering wheel angular velocity and steering wheel steering angle, vehicle
yawing angular velocity data as the observed sequence of lane-changing behavior
recognition model. Figure 2 is to use the CANoe software capture driver left
lane-changing CAN message signal.

Fig. 1 Lane-changing
behavior of HMM structure
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Fig. 2 Drivers left lane-changing behavior state observation sequence diagrams
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2.2 The HMM Model Parameter Set Training

Before using the HMM model driver behavior analysis need to first determine the
set of model parameters, which has nothing to do with the time of state transition
matrix A, the state of a given observation sequence of probability distribution of B,
as well as the initial state probability distribution of π. In this paper, in order to
ensure that the model obtained through the data training has a universal, the training
of the HMM parameter set is carried out using the sample value of the multi-set
observation sequence [4, 5].

In the driver’s lane-changing behavior model, using the steering wheel angle,
steering wheel angular velocity, and vehicle yawing angular velocity data as the
observation sequence of HMM, the observation sequence can be expressed as
[6, 7]:

Ot = steer angleðtÞ, steer speedðtÞ, yaw rateðtÞf g ð1Þ

This paper adopts the way of fixed time interval to extract the state observation
sequence output value, set the time interval of 1 s. In addition, taking into account
the effect of the vehicle speed to the lane-changing behavior, therefore all the
acquisition of observed sequence values were at a speed of about 30 km/h. Then
use the graphics window of the CANoe software to read the corresponding value
and record, as shown in Table 1.

After getting the observation sequence of the training model, the training of the
model is carried out using the HMM model in the toolbox of MATLAB. Using the
program in the HMM toolbox, the lane-changing behavior of HMM parameter set,
the initial state probability distribution for π:

x=
0.4433
0.3498
0.2069

2
4

3
5

State transition matrix A:

A=
0.9154 0.0415 0.0490
0.1901 0.6406 0.1699
0.1211 0.1791 0.6058

2
4

3
5

Table 1 Driver normal
lane-changing behavior
corresponding to the observed
sequence of values

Number Steer_angel
(°)

Steer_speed
(°/s)

Yaw_rate
(°/s)

1 −1 8 0.18
2 −12.4 28 1.08
3 −33.9 40 3.61
4 193.2 208 −14.4
5 397.6 160 −30.69
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Under a given state observation value of the probability distribution of B

B=
0.4907 0.0272 0.4886
0.1050 0.6171 0.2779
0.2738 0.6409 0.1213

2
4

3
5

As shown in Fig. 3, using the HMM MATLAB toolbox, a new set of driver
behavior data is calculated as the input value of the model, we can obtain the
corresponding output value of the maximum likelihood estimation of the model.

3 Car OBD Car Network Design and Implementation

In order to ensure the real-time performance of the system task, this design uses the
OSEK OS as system software architecture. The development of OBD vehicle
networking function software mainly includes the OSEK/VDX real-time operating
system software development, V850 microcontroller hardware driver layer software
development, CAN message signal analysis software development and function
implementation of the upper layer software development, etc. The main part of the
whole software integration can be expressed in Fig. 4.

4 The System Evaluation

To ensure the real-time performance of OBD vehicle networking system, need of
OSEK/VDX real-time operating system to evaluate the running effect of the test,
there are three executive tasks in the software design, 1 ms task is mainly to

Fig. 3 Driver lane-changing behavior recognition
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complete the initialization work related to the CAN controller, the 10 ms task is
mainly to complete the CAN message sending and receiving work, the 20 ms task
mainly completes the CAN message and the UART serial message transmission
work. Test results as shown in Table 2.

From the table above knowable, OSEK OS task definition of time and the actual
execution time error in the MCU is small, which shows the validity of the software
design method of OSEK/VDX operating system.

In the OBD car networking software testing and the overall function of the test
process, using CANoe software online Logging function, all CAN messages of a
vehicle in a stationary or moving state are recorded. When the need for vehicle
information, only need to be in the CANoe software for the corresponding con-
figuration, the data collected will be played back, through the CANcaseXL interface
to access the CAN bus can get the vehicle information. Finally, the results of the
Trace software CANoe window comparison, this OBD car networking system is
operating normally.

Fig. 4 OBD car networking software integration as a whole

Table 2 OSEK OS task
definition of time and the
actual execution time

Task definition of time (ms) Average real time (ms)

1 1.047
5 5.076
10 10.076
20 20.055
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we study the use from the OBD port acquisition of can data bus. The
driver for auxiliary channel behavior corresponding to the HMM model is estab-
lished to determine lane-changing behavior of the steering angle and the steering
wheel rotation speed threshold, its application to embedded system. As the alarm
signal trigger conditions. Through the actual test and data analysis, the system can
work normally.
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The Research on Key Technique of Raw
Coal Management Information System

Xiaoyan Zhang and Lei Zhang

Abstract The author analyzed the business process of a large coal enterprise on
raw coal quality. A raw coal quality MIS (Management Information System)
was designed and implemented using four-tier structure which built by
Freemarker + Struts2 + Spring + Mybatis. The system uses network as data
transmission medium, and manages the audit flow of different mining’s data and
reports according to different permissions. It provides the visualization display of
coal quality data, too. The paper analyzed the characteristics of raw coal quality
data and established a reasonable database structure. Then it makes an exposition of
function design scheme of the system and a method about permission control with
configurable function. It also introduces the implementation strategy of reports and
graphics. The system has been applied in the enterprise and work well. The work
efficiency of coal quality management and audit are improved effectively.

Keywords Coal quality management ⋅ Four-tier structure ⋅ Report and graphic
generation ⋅ Permission control

1 Introduction

Coal industry has been one of the important economy pillars in China, and coal
quality management level affects the competition of coal industry directly. Due to
the influence of coal mining conditions and coal filed geological conditions; it has
certain differences in coal quality, which produced in different time and different
mines [1, 2]. The yield and quality of clean coal are affected directly by the quality
of raw coal. The accuracy and effectiveness of coal quality information of raw coal
influenced the quality of the products and the economic benefits of coal enterprises.
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Large coal enterprises have many mining and departments scattered unevenly. In
the actual business processes, coal quality data need to be transferred for statistics and
audited inspection between multiple departments. In addition, the automatic man-
agement level of each unit is different, which is easy to cause inefficient statistical
analysis and hysteretic information transfer, even the information island [3, 4].

Therefore, the main task of the coal enterprise is how to build the new man-
agement mode in the process of coal management [5]. For the inefficiency of
management and information island, the author used information technology to
achieve a raw coal quality MIS (Management Information System) of a large coal
enterprises [6–8], which is based on analysis and research of coal quality business
process of a coal enterprises.

2 System Design

The raw coal quality MIS designed in this paper is based on B/S structure [9–11].
The data and report produced by each mine are transferred over the internet and
reviewed according to different permissions. Also, data is showed as graphics. It is
an effective solution to many problems, such as scattered mining, complex
administration, high requirements for information transfer, data security control,
and so on. It has also greatly enhanced the information management level of coal
enterprises.

2.1 System Structure Design

Considering the scattered mining and complex departments of coal enterprises, it
used MVC (Model View Controller) design pattern combined B/S structure to
design four-tier structure for the implementation of the system [12, 13]. The whole
system is divided into presentation layer, control layer, business logic layer, and
data persistence layer. FreeMarker as page template engine implements the user
interface. Struts2 controls the distribution requests of business to achieve the
jump. Mybatis does persistence operations on the data, and the whole structure is
integration by Spring [14]. The structure diagram is shown in Fig. 1.

2.2 System Database Design

It uses the current mainstream Oracle database of IBM as the system database.
Oracle database is considered because the system requires stability, data manipu-
lation of versatility, safety, storage efficiency of data, and the portability of the
system.
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After the analysis of the business process of the raw coal quality management,
the data can be classified into the following categories:

Input data: basic data of raw coal quality, device information, personnel data of
coal quality, etc.

Data processing: intermediate results, output statements, graphics.
Output data: collecting statistical sampling about coal quality to make quality

inspection report; carrying out the classification, statistics, and summary on the coal
quality basic data of Quality Supervision Bureau and making raw coal report of
mine, raw coal daily of group, raw coal ten days’ report of group, raw coal assay
sheet, raw coal monthly plan, raw coal year plan, monthly decomposing plan, coal
quality line chart, and others.

According to the characteristics of the system, the database of coal quality
management information system also contains: data dictionary, basic data table,
temporary table of intermediate process, indexing table, etc. They can make data
entry easily and enhance the flexibility of the system by setting data dictionary. It
can storage the data after processing by the stored procedure through setting the
temporary tables of intermediate process, which is convenient for other modules to
read, and it can improve the response speed of the system. Because of the frequent
access, and large amount of data, indexing some tables with a key can improve the
data reading speed greatly for all basic data table of coal.

Front-end page

Struts2

Spring

Business componentBusiness logic

MyBa s

Dao SQL Map

DataBase

freemarker Jequery Javascript

Presenta on Layer

Control Layer

Business Logic

Data Persistence

Fig. 1 System structure
diagram
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2.3 System Functional Design

Raw coal quality MIS consists of the coal quality management subsystem and
administrator subsystem [15]. The administrator subsystem mainly realizes back-
ground management function. There are units, users, and roles management; data
dictionary maintenance; user permission management; system function manage-
ment; data backup; and recovery. Coal quality management subsystem is the main
part of the system to achieve specific business requirements of raw coal information
management. It includes basic information management; raw data management;
report and graphics management; data security management; coal quality plan
management. System function block diagram given in Fig. 2.

3 Key Technologies

3.1 The Implementation of User Interface Based
on Freemarker and Jquery

The web pages are processed using Freemarker, Jquery, Ajax, and some JS
(JavaScript) plugins. Freemarker template interpolation technique can make the
page change dynamically. Jquery technology can give some tags attributes
dynamically to realize some functions. And the Ajax technology is mainly to
achieve partial refresh of the page to improve the user experience. SlickGrid plugin
allows the foreground becomes more flexible and compact.

Raw Coal Quality MIS

Administrator Subsystem  coal quality management subsystem 

 Unit & user & 
role management 

Data dictionary 
maintenance 

User access
management

System function 
management 

Data backup and 
recovery 

Basic information 
management 

Report&Graphics 
management 

Coal quality plan 
management 

Raw data 
management

Data Security 
management 

Personnel 
management 

Device  
Management 

Raw coal quality 
data

 Raw coal 
sample data 

Coal report of 
mining 

Coal report of 
group

Lock data 
operation 

Unlock data
operation 

Make a plan 
management 

annual plan 
management 

Graphics of raw 
coal  

Assay paper

Data access
management

Monthly plan 
management 

Decomposition 
of monthly plan 

Fig. 2 System function diagram
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<select style="width:90"name="facName" id="facName"> 
 <option value="" selected>selected</option> 
  <#if output.gmresults?exists>  
   <#list output.gmresults as gg> 
    <option value=${gg['unitName']}>${gg['unitName']} 
    </option></#list> </#if> 
</select> 

Freemarker template interpolation technique that code used can make the value
of the drop down list changed when the “unitName” is changed.

3.2 The Implementation of Report and Graphics Based
on Jxl and JfreeChart

Excel is a common format used for saving statistical data. Jxl (Java Excel) is a
widely used and excellent open source tools to read and write Excel files.

These codes get the output path of the Excel report, then, create the Excel file
with the “filePath”.

sc = ServletActionContext.getServletContext(); 
filePath = sc.getRealPath("/temp/"+fileName); 
WritableWorkbook wwb; 
OutputStream os = new FileOutputStream(filePath); 
wwb = Workbook.createWorkbook(os); 

After the file is successfully established, then, the properties of the cell can be set
using the object provided by Jxl. Such as the font, colors, and so on. Data can also
be added by those Jxl object easily.

JFreeChart is an open graphics library on JAVA platform. It is completely
written using JAVA language. JFreeChart can generate a pie chart, histogram,
scatter diagram, sequence diagram, Gantt charts, and other diagrams.

Similar to the JXL, JFreeChart technology offers a variety of objects to achieve
the drawing operation. For example JFreeChart object can set graphics title, the
category of fonts, and so on. CategoryPlot object is used to operate the drawing
area. LineAndShapeRenderer object can create a line graph object.

Statement analysis and graphics are required to read data from many tables for
processing. Considering processing speed, it specifically designed the temporary
table in previous database design. When the data is calculated by the stored pro-
cedure, it will be inserted into a temporary table, so that can be read directly from
the temporary table while drawing or tabling. It can greatly reduce the waiting time
for user and improve the speed of data processing.
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3.3 The Implementation of User Permission Control
with Configurable Function

Units may change at any time for large-scale coal enterprises, so there is a higher
request to the flexibility of the system. That can increase the units and give certain
function and access to the units neatly.

For functional design, all the functions of the management of raw coal are stored
in database as a tree. Each unit can get the suitable function tree for their own, only
in accordance to their own actual needs to cut down the function branch that is not
related in the function tree.

This design greatly reduce data storage space, at the same time, there is an
association in a similar way like foreign key between filtered information and units.
So, the function of different units can be customized as required. Function list is
stored as Table 1.

For the function tree querying, the code “start with… connect by prior…”

provided by Oracle can be used. The basic syntax is:

select… from tablename start with condition 1
connect by condition 2

Condition 1 is limited statements of root node. It is Function ID in this system.
Condition 2 is connection condition. It is “connect by prior Function ID = Parent
ID” in this system. So that the whole function tree can be got.

4 Conclusion

For large-scale coal enterprises, mining area is scattered and it is easy to form the
information island. Data sharing is more difficult and data security can not be
guaranteed well. In order to improve coal quality information management level of
enterprises, it is necessary to develop a coal quality MIS which based on B/S
structure. In this paper, the raw coal quality MIS based on four-layer development
framework and designed by the B/S model has been put into operation. The
operation results show that the system can solve the data sharing of scattered
mining and the circulation audit of report well. The graphic representation of coal
quality data also greatly improved the readability of coal information to business
leaders. Complete function module covers planning, mining processing, and report

Table 1 Function list Function id Function name Parent id

10010 Basic information management 10000
10011 Person management 10010
10020 Report and Graphic 10000
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and statistics. It makes the management of business logic more effective and
convenient, the centralized processing of data more quickly and rigorously. It
promoted the enterprise information management and enhanced the core competi-
tiveness of the enterprise greatly.
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Structural Modeling of Implementation
Enablers of Cloud Computing

Nitin Chawla and Deepak Kumar

Abstract Cloud Computing is not the buzzword but it is a shift of IT departments
to the outsourcing vendors without impacting the business efficiency. Some orga-
nizations are moving toward cloud computing but many are having a resistance in
adopting cloud computing due to limitation of knowledge and awareness in clas-
sifying the elements, which affect decision for the acceptance of cloud computing.
Therefore, this research paper has focused on accumulating the elements, which can
act as enablers, by reviewing existing literature and study from professional and
academic viewpoint. All the identified enablers have been structurally modeled to
develop the relationship matrix and establish the driving power and dependence
power of every element by employing Total Interpretive Structural Modeling
(TISM) and Cross Impact Matrix Multiplication Applied to Classification
(MICMAC) analysis.

Keywords Cloud computing ⋅ Total interpretive structural modeling (TISM) ⋅
Cross impact matrix multiplication applied to classification (MICMAC) analysis

1 Introduction

In this business world, organizations have become competitive and global. The aim
of most of the organizations is long-standing endurance and it depends upon
organization’s ability to enable its business processes and needs by implementing
applications with the help of IT at moderate upfront investment and minimum
maintenance cost. Now is the time to initiate the deliberation about IT infrastructure
and IT application which need to be more dynamic to address the significant
infrastructure challenges. Organizations must start cognizant thinking to build or
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improve IT infrastructure to support flexible and on demand business needs.
Flexibility and Agility are the key to tackle the business requirements, which are
continuously changing or increasing. Cloud computing has given the option to use
IT resources either infrastructure or application or both on private cloud or public
cloud. From business perspective, self service offerings on SaaS model with
pay-as-you-go pricing options are available. Services can be provisioned in very
less time with the flexibility to scale up or down along with the prices. From IT
perspective, lesser involvement of IT resources in infrastructure management and
better service delivery with the improved SLAs are driving factors. Virtualization of
IT infrastructure has become the backbone of cloud computing by fulfilling the
need of shared usage of large pool of resources.

Organizations face difficulties in dealing with complex issues because of
availability of ample impacted attributes or criterion and their relationships among
each other. The existence of inter relationship between attributes complicates the
articulation in an understandable manner. Thus, development of ISM methodology
[1], which facilitates in recognizing a structure within a system, took place.

Usage of IT applications and infrastructure is going to increase so that business
can run smoothly and that with the right way to manage its data and processes.
Advances in Information and Technology has lead the need of cloud computing.
Cloud computing is computing paradigm which offers infrastructure or platform or
software as a service. Cloud computing backbone is the architecture of need-based
resource distribution while leveraging multiple technologies such as Virtual
Machines. Cloud computing also offers services such has levels of service man-
agement, lower downtime, and higher uptime window. Cloud computing provides
services based on the needs of the organizations for example increased CPUs for
faster processing, dedicating RAM to support high transaction volume [2].

Adoption of new technology or concept is always a challenge that is why there
are still some reservations to adopt cloud computing. Various strategies and factors
have been identified which helps the organizations in adoption of cloud computing.
Factors not only cover the technical aspects but also cover other functional and cost
related aspects to identify the right cloud computing environment. Some of the
factors are Capital Expenditure required to use an application or infrastructure, lead
time to enable the application or its related infrastructure, security related aspects or
factors, availability of the application or infrastructure [3].

This paper is divided into multiple sections as follows: Sect. 2 highlights the
review of some of the existing literature to identify the elements that might affect
the adoption of cloud computing. Section 3 shows the key enablers that are used for
structural modeling by establishing the contextual relationship among the enablers.
After which, final reachability matrix has been defined which are used for por-
tioning and then arrive to a MICMAC analysis. Last section presents the conclusion
and suggestions for future research.
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2 Literature Review

Cloud computing [4, 5] provides the platform to deploy infrastructure or applica-
tions which can be accessed using internet or intranet. The model of Cloud com-
puting is different from the conventional model in which an organization needs to
setup the IT infrastructure by procuring servers, hardware, switches, applications
licenses, etc. Cloud computing offers everything in the form of services And it
depends on the needs of IT department of the organization that IT infrastructure is
required on cloud or application is required on cloud for example more storage
power can be fulfilled by cloud as well as online email as a service is also offered by
cloud. Generally, cloud-delivered services have following common attributes

• Clients will need to embrace standards to take advantage of Cloud Services
• Pay as you go model and low upfront investments give benefits in pricing.
• Higher flexibility to scale up or scale down as per business demands.
• Virtualized servers, network, and storage are pooled in a centralized location

without impacting the customer’s application or usage on sharing basis.

Multiple security problems [6] are discussed in cloud computing along with the
approach to fight security problems. A study showed that data privacy in the
cloud-based systems is the main concern and through comparative analysis security
problem cannot be tackled by single security method. Many conventional and
recent technologies and strategies are required to protect the cloud-based solutions.
There are multiple views in terms of security is concerned such as cloud archi-
tecture view, delivery model view, characteristics view, and the stakeholder view.
Some solutions are investigated through which the dynamic cloud model can be
secured [7, 8].

A study, done by Young-Chan Lee, has presented a framework to choose the
cloud computing deployment model suitable for an organization. This decision
model is developed using Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and benefit-cost-
opportunity-risk (BCOR) analysis. It has four hierarchies: benefits, costs, oppor-
tunity, and risks. All the hierarchies have some attributes related to its category [9].

Another study showed key attributes with the advantages and threats of cloud
computing influencing the adoption decision. This study has defined the type of
attributes which affect the adoption of cloud computing. This study not only shows
the attributes but also shows the motivation/benefits and concerns/risks related to
those attributes. This literature explored the inclination of an enterprise to accept
cloud computing services because key drivers for adoption were managed services
by third party to adhere better SLAs and usage of advanced technology. Decision of
Cloud was based on three theoretical perceptions: Transaction cost theory, resource
dependence theory, and diffusion of innovation theory [10].
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The Total Interpretive Structural Modeling (TISM) process is used for finding
the relationship among the identified variables or elements that act as enablers and
are the source of a problem or an issue. It is a well defined and comprehensive
systemic model useful to structure variables that are directly or indirectly linked.
A structure was defined to know the relationship of the elements. Lastly the rela-
tionship of the elements was represented in the form of diagraph model. All the
elements were given the category of driving power or dependence power which
helps to identify the complexity of the relationship [1].

Total Interpretive Structural Modeling (TISM) begins with the identification of
various attributes, applicable to the issue, and then broadens with the team problem
solving technique. After applicable secondary relation is decided, a pairwise
comparison of variables is performed to develop structural self-interaction matrix
(SSIM). As a subsequent stride, reachability matrix (RM) is arrived based on
SSIM to obtain a matrix. Then, using partitioning and diagraph TISM model is
derived [11].

3 Methodology

In this study, identification of key enablers, as mentioned in Table 1, has been
performed by going through multiple existing studies and brainstorming session
conducted with cloud computing experts. Then, multiple sessions were conducted
to recognize the key elements which will act as enablers identified by literature
review. Following enablers were decided for this study. This paper uses TISM and
MICMAC analysis to do modeling in order to know the interrelationship between
the enablers.

Table 1 Identification of key enablers

S.no Key enablers S.no Key enablers

C-1 Upfront capital investment for software C-10 Use of advanced technology
C-2 Upfront capital investment for infrastructure C-11 SLA improvements
C-3 Deployment model C-12 Agility to upscale anytime
C-4 Data security and privacy C-13 Internet speed/latency
C-5 Data privacy C-14 Outages
C-6 Data migration C-15 Disaster recovery

C-7 Deployment/implementation C-16 Automatic updates
C-8 Involvement of employees C-17 Data ownership
C-9 Process improvement, reduction in cycle time
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3.1 Interpretive Structural Modeling Steps

The different steps involved in TISM modeling are as follows

1. Literature study and survey contributes the classification of elements relevant to
the issue for this study and elements are mentioned in Table 1.

2. Institute a relative relationship between the enablers.
3. Based on the discussion with industry experts, structural self-interaction matrix

(SSIM) is extended for elements that shows pair-wise relations between
elements.

4. Initial reachability matrix is shaped based on structural self-interaction matrix by
substituting 1 and 0 s in place of Y and N in the initial reachability matrix.
Transitivity concept has been induced to obtain the reachability matrix.

5. Reachability set and antecedent sets are derived for each element and to discover
the level of each element partitions are done.

6. Based on the driving power and dependence power, elements are placed on the
Conical matrix clusters (Linkages, Dependent, Independent, and Autonomous).

7. The preliminary diagraph is obtained. After removing the transitivity, a final
diagraph is developed.

8. Diagraph is converted into the TISM model by replacing nodes of the factors
with statements.

3.2 Structural Self-Interaction Matrix (SSIM)

Elements are identified using literature study and integrated approach is required to
build a structural relationship among the elements using various processes like
brain storming with industry and academic experts. Nature of contextual relation-
ships among the elements has been achieved.

We are using TISM methodology which guides to create the contextual rela-
tionship matrix between the elements. If one element influences another element
then “Y” is marked otherwise “N” is marked as depicted in Table 2.

3.3 Development of Reachability Matrix

Reachability matrix from the SSIM is to be developed. The SSIM has been con-
verted into a binary matrix, by substituting Y and N to 1 and 0. Subsequent step is
to redefine few of the cells which are influenced by inference. It can be achieved by
inducing the transitivity and final reachability matrix can be defined in Table 3.
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3.4 Level Partitions

After getting the final reachability matrix, reachability set, antecedent set, and
intersection set has been found and shown in Table 4.

3.5 MICMAC Analysis and TISM Diagraph

Cloud Computing adoption enablers are divided into four groups:

• Autonomous enablers—These elements have weak driving and weak depen-
dencies power so these are disconnected from the system or have fewer linkages
available in the system.

• Dependent enablers—These elements have strong dependence but weak driving
power.

• Linkage enablers—This group have strong driving and strong dependency
power. These elements have the direct impact on other elements and are
impacted from other elements.

• Independent enablers—These elements have strong driving power but weak
dependence power. These elements impact other elements but are unaffected by
other elements actions.

These enablers are segregated on depending upon their driving power and
dependencies as shown in Table 4 and categorized in Fig. 1.

Final Reachability matrix, mentioned in Table 4, has been used to create the
structural model. This graph is known as directed graph, or diagraph. This diagraph
is converted into TISM-based model for the adoption of cloud computing and
shown in Fig. 2.

4 Key Conclusions and Future Directions

The key enablers are essential in adoption of cloud computing for the organizations.
There are some important enablers visible in this study and these enablers are put
into an interpretive structure modeling model to explore the relationship among
them. Key enablers need to evaluate the successful adoption of cloud computing.
The TISM methodology was used to establish the driving power and dependencies
of the enablers identified.
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TISM proves that all the enablers play an important role in the successful
adoption of cloud computing. In this research, some enablers have been used to
develop the TISM model, but more enablers can be included to develop the rela-
tionship among them using the TISM methodology.

The limitation of this study is that the model developed here is not statistically
verified so future study can be conducted to implement this model.

Fig. 1 Cluster of cloud computing enablers

C-7 (Data Ownership)

C-3 (Deployment Model) C-11 (Use of advanced 
technology) C-15 (Outages)

C-9 (Process improvement, reduction in cycle time)

C-4 (Data Security)

C-2 (Upfront Capital Investment for infrastructure)

C-13 (Agility to upscale anytime)

C-8 (Deployment/Implementation)

C-1 (Upfront Capital Investment for software) C-5 (Data Privacy) C-6 (Data Migration )

C-12 (SLA 
Improvements)

C-14 (Internet 
Speed/Latency)

C-10 (Process improvement, reduction in cycle 
time)

C-16 (Disaster 
recovery)C-17 (Automatic Updates)

Fig. 2 Interpretive structural model of cloud computing adoption enablers
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Labelling and Encoding Hierarchical
Addressing for Scalable Internet Routing

Feng Wang, Xiaozhe Shao, Lixin Gao, Hiroaki Harai
and Kenji Fujikawa

Abstract Hierarchical addressing and locator/ID separation solutions have been
proposed to address the scalability issue of the Internet. However, how to combine
the two addressing schemes has not been received much attention. In this paper, we
present an address encoding method to integrate hierarchical addressing and
locator/ID separation. Our analysis and evaluation results show that the proposed
encoding method could guarantee the scalability property, and alleviate the ineffi-
ciency of address space.

Keywords Variable length encoding ⋅ Hierarchical addressing ⋅ Internet
routing

1 Introduction

The Internet is facing the accelerating growth of routing table size. Since the
Internet has become integrated into our daily lives, the scalability of the Internet has
become extremely important. There are two trends in improving the scalability of
inter-domain routing: locator/ID separation solutions and hierarchical addressing
scheme [1–5]. Combining these two trends—the address format follows locator/ID
separation technology, and the location allocation is based on a hierarchical routing
topology—can significantly reduce routing table size.
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However, integrating hierarchical addressing and locator/ID separation is chal-
lenging [3–5]. A common way to encode hierarchical addressing is to use
fixed-length addresses. However, fixed-length addresses do not scale well because
it is very difficult to pre-assign address length to accommodate the future growth of
the Internet. In addition, it is difficult to automatically allocate locators with min-
imal human intervention.

In this paper, we employ a prefix-based labelling scheme to label hierarchical
addresses, and use variable-length encoding to implement the proposed addressing
scheme. We investigate the performance of the encoding method by understanding
the degree to which the Internet can benefit from hierarchical addressing. Based on
the real routing data, our study shows that it is difficult to use fixed-length encoding
to implement hierarchical addressing for today’s Internet. Furthermore, fixed-length
encoding uses address space inefficiently. Our analysis and evaluation results show
that variable-length encoding could resolve both the scalability problem and the
inefficiency of address spaces.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. We present a variable-length encoding
scheme in Sect. 2. We evaluate the performance of the proposed encoding scheme
in Sect. 3. We conclude the paper in Sect. 4 with a summary.

2 Variable-Length Encoding Hierarchical Addressing

We employ a locator/ID address format by separating the location and the identity
of a host. An address of each host consists of two parts: a host ID and a locator.
Since the location of a node may be dynamic and change with node movement, a
locator is used to describe the network attachment point(s) to which a host connects.
Each host is assigned a globally unique number, which would not change even if
the host moved to another location. Each host may have multiple locators repre-
senting different routes toward it. Each AS obtains a locator from a provider in the
upper layer. Locators are labelled by a prefix-based labelling scheme. Each locator
consists of a provider label followed by a self label. A provider label identifies the
provider, while a self label identifies a customer. We use delimiter ‘.’ to join a set of
provider labels and self labels. Because Tier-1 ISPs do not have any provider, their
provider labels are empty. A centralized authority, such as IANA, can assign them a
unique self label. So, their self labels are their locators. For other non-Tier-1 ASes,
they first determine a self label for each customer. Then, each provider concatenates
its own provider label and the self-label to generate a customer’s locator. With the
prefix-based labelling, customers that have the same providers should share a
common prefix. To avoid the allocation loop, a provider is prohibited from
advertising a locator back to a customer from which the locator was assigned. In
addition, a provider can detect a locator containing a loop by examining whether the
locator and any one of its locators share the same prefix.

The proposed addressing scheme is used on a loose underlying hierarchical
topology, where the hierarchy is not strictly enforced. Even though providers are
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organized as a tiered hierarchy, it only provides a loose characterization of the AS
hierarchy. There are interconnections between providers at the same tier, and a
non-Tier-2 AS may obtain locators directly from a Tier-1 provider. For example, in
Fig. 1, AS28917 (non-Tier-2) obtains a locator from Tier-1 AS3356.

The idea of using a variable-length representation is to assign each self label a
variable-length number. The size of each self-label is essentially determined by a
specific variable-length encoding scheme. Using a variable-length encoding
method, we can use an infinite number of integers to represent self labels. That
means, it does not have a restriction on the size of self labels.

Universal codes [6] are particularly suitable for our purpose because each uni-
versal code assumes an implied probability distribution. The implied distribution is
an estimation of power law or Zipf distribution. Previous work has shown that the
number of customers in today’s Internet can be described as a power law distri-
bution [7]. We believe that the distribution of self-labels would follow a power law
as well. There are several possible universal codes for self labels: Elias’ γ, Elias’ δ,
Elias’ ω codes [8], and Baer code [9]. Table 1 shows some part of Baer codewords.
Note that we do not claim that this code is the optimal code for self labels. For
example, based on each AS’s rank, which is determined by the number of
descendants, we show the encoded locators in Fig. 1. From this figure, we see that
the maximum length of AS34608’s locators is 26 bits. On the contrary, fixed

Fig. 1 An example of Baer encoded locators. The number in parentheses represents an encoded
locator or self label. Dashes are used to make encoded locators more readable
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self-label encoding uses locator space inefficiently because the size of self-labels
must be predetermined. As a result, a 32-bit number may not be sufficient to
represent all locators in the Internet. In the same example, AS34608’s locators have
more than 32 bits using fixed self label encoding.

Most importantly, this example shows that the variable-length encoding methods
provide a lot of flexibility without the complexity of developing a prefix mask plan.
In addition, we need to point out that the proposed encoding scheme provides
flexibility for providers to select their own universal codes. Providers are not forced
to use the same encoding scheme. Each provider could employ their own encoding
schemes so that different variable-length prefix codes could be used to encode
locators. For example, a provider may use Elias’ δ to encode its self-labels, while its
customers may use Baer code. Even though a locator might be encoded by different
universal codes, it is still a unique locator. Note that to maintain this flexibility,
Tier-1 ASes’ locators must be prefix-free if they are encoded by different encoding
schemes. This is not difficult to implement because a centralized authority, such as
IANA, can guarantee the uniqueness of the locators.

3 Performance Evaluation

We use the AS relationships dataset [10] from CAIDA to build an AS level graph,
which can be used to represent today’s Internet hierarchy. Then, based on the graph,
we infer the distribution of locators encoded by different codes. We use the three
Elias’ codes and Baer code to encode self-labels. We use two ways to encode
locators: random assignment and ranking-based assignment. Random assignment

Table 1 An example of Baer
codeword tables

Value Baer

1 000
2 001
3 0100
4 0101
5 0110
6 0111
7 10000
8 10001
9 10010
10 10011
11 101000
12 101001

13 101010
14 101011
15 101100
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means that we randomly assign a self label to a customer, and encode the number
using one of the codes. Ranking-based assignment means that we assign a self-label
according to the rank of a customer. The ranking is determined by the number of
descendants of each customer. Then, we sort the ranking of the customers in
non-increasing order. According to its order, a self label codeword is assigned to
each customer. Meanwhile, we compare the length of encoded locators with that of
fixed-length locators. We use the total number of customers for each provider to
determine the number of bits to represent self-labels.

We present the results in Fig. 2. From Fig. 2a, we find that the locator length
will be almost the same if we randomly select a codeword. The maximum length of
fixed-length locators is 56 bits. Over 80% of the locators encoded in Baer code have
no more than 24 bits. As shown in Fig. 2b, if we employ ranking-based assign-
ment, the locators encoded by Elias’ δ and Baer codes are always shorter than the
others, including fixed-length method. In Fig. 2c, we redraw the length distribution
of locators encoded by Baer code. It shows the length at different hierarchical
layers. We can see locators at different layers might have different length distri-
bution, and the majority of the locators are 10–25 bits long. In addition, the average
length of variable-length locators is about 19 bits, while the average length of the
fixed-length locators is about 28 bits. Hence, the variable-length locators are much
shorter than fixed-length locators.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a variable-length addressing encoding scheme to mitigate
the scalability issue of the current Internet. To support this new addressing archi-
tecture, we present an address encoding method to implement the addressing
scheme. Our analysis and evaluation results show that the proposed encoding
method could guarantee the scalability property of hierarchical addressing, and
alleviate the inefficiency of address space due to fixed-length addresses.

Fig. 2 Length distribution of locators encoded in different codes
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A Cuckoo Search Algorithm-Based Task
Scheduling in Cloud Computing

Mohit Agarwal and Gur Mauj Saran Srivastava

Abstract Recently, Cloud computing emerges out as a latest technology which
enables an organization to use the computing resources like hardware, applications,
and software, etc., to perform the computation over the internet. Cloud computing
gain so much attention because of advance technology, availability, and cost
reduction. Task scheduling in cloud computing emerges out as new area of research
which attracts the attention of lots researchers. An effective task scheduling is
always required for optimum or efficient utilization of the computing resources to
avoid the situation of over or under-utilization of such resources. Through this
paper, we are going to proposed the cuckoo search-based task scheduling approach
which helps in distributing the tasks efficiently among the available virtual
machines (VM’s) and also keeps the overall response time (QoS) minimum. This
algorithm assigns the tasks among the virtual machines on the basis of their pro-
cessing power, i.e., million instructions per seconds (MIPS) and length of the tasks.
A comparison of cuckoo search algorithm is done with the first—in first—out
(FIFO) and greedy-based scheduling algorithm which is performed using the
CloudSim simulator, the results clearly shows that cuckoo search outperforms the
other algorithms.

Keywords Virtual machines ⋅ Cloud computing ⋅ QoS ⋅ Task scheduling ⋅
Cuckoo search ⋅ Genetic algorithm ⋅ Makespan
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1 Introduction

Exponential growth in the accessibility of internet and its based technologies, Cloud
Computing emerges out as a new form of computing paradigm which becomes very
much popular in both industry and academia in short duration of time [1, 2]. As cloud
is a collection of the large number of computing resources like processing unit,
storage units, and networking components, etc., to service the user. Cloud computing
has the features of grid computing, distributed computing, and utility computing [2]
but it differs from them as it uses the concept of virtualization for the resource
management [3]. Some important features which attract the users and businesses to
migrate to the cloud-based technology are: scalability, economic in use, rapid elas-
ticity, on demand accessibility of the resources, and its ubiquitous property [4, 5]. In
cloud computing, users do not have to bother about the location of services, i.e.,
where the resources are located, but the only need is the internet access to fulfill their
demands as the resources are available across the globe over the internet. The user
needs to use the resources and pay as and when used [6]. Scheduling refers to the
allocation of the jobs or tasks to the processing units like virtual machine’s (VMs) for
their processing. An efficient task scheduling is always needed in cloud computing
environment for the proper utilization of the supporting resources. Task scheduling
not only helps maintain the makespan of the virtual machines but also helps in
maintaining the conditions of service level agreement (SLA) of better service to the
consumers by giving the good Quality of services (QoS).

In the proposed CS-based approach, we have utilized the robust search property
of Cuckoo search in order to find out the minimum makespan of the tasks in
distributed environment.

The remaining portion of this paper is divided into the following sections: next
section presents the literature survey with brief discussion of task scheduling in
cloud computing. In Sect. 3, cuckoo search algorithm is introduced while Sect. 4,
brings our proposed approach for cloud scheduling. Section 5 helps in presenting
the experimental results and evaluation work. Section 6 presents our conclusion.

2 Literature Survey

In this section, various task scheduling methods in cloud computing are reviewed
and analyzed. Task scheduling problem lie in the category of NP—Hard problem
and many scheduling algorithms including the heuristics, which have been applied
to solve them. David et al. [7] proposed distributed negotiation-based resource
scheduling algorithm and the proposed resource scheduling mechanism is used in
heterogeneous and distributed computing environment for the improvement in
features like resource utilization capacity, execution cost, and time required for the
completion of the tasks. Pandey et al. [8] presents the Particle Swarm-based
scheduling mechanism. But this algorithm has some disadvantage like cost of
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transferring and deadline for the QoS were not taken into consideration. Song et al.
[9] come with a Load balancing-based task scheduling mechanism for balancing the
entire system load and trying to reduce the makespan for a given set of tasks. They
have implemented two different load balancing algorithms which are based on the
Ant-Colony optimization (ACO) technique, with aim of minimizing the required
completion time on the basis of pheromone. Li et al. in [10] presents the job
oriented resource scheduling mechanism for cloud paradigm. This model involves
jobs assignment to the computing resources on the basis of the job rank. We also
analyze scheduling algorithm such as Round Robin resource scheduling,
Pre-emptive Priority scheduling method, and Shortest Remaining Time First. Yang
Xu et al. [11] proposed the intelligent load distribution technique from the per-
formance improvement point of view of the cloud system. Mohit et al. [12] pro-
posed genetic algorithm-based task scheduling mechanism for the efficient
utilization of the resources implemented on CloudSim. Al-maamari et al. [13]
proposed the task scheduling in cloud computing-based PSO, which aims to reduce
the makespan and helps in maximum utilization of the resources. Panda et al. [14]
presents efficient task scheduling mechanism for multi-cloud environment which
aims to minimize the makespan and better utilization of the cloud.

3 Proposed Methodology

Cuckoo search (CS) lie in the category of nature inspired meta-heuristic search
algorithms and was developed and proposed by Yang and Dev [15–17]. The pro-
posed algorithm proves very fruitful in function optimization and engineering design
problems. Recent research proves that Cuckoo Search-based optimization techniques
are very effective and efficient in comparison to the genetic algorithm and swarm
techniques like PSO. CS algorithm is based on aggressive reproduction strategy of
the birds, especially cuckoo birds used to lay their eggs in the nests of the other host
birds. Each egg represents the solution while a cuckoo bird egg represents a new
solution. If the host bird discovers that the eggs is not of its own then they either
destroy the egg or abandon the nest. This results in the evolution of cuckoo eggs.

Cuckoo Search Methodology

Yang and Dev describes the Cuckoo search with the help of the following three
important idealized rules:

• One cuckoo bird at a time lays one egg only, which is used to represent the
solution, and the same egg is dumped into the randomly chosen nest.

• The nest with high quality of eggs is termed as best nest and will be carried over
to the next generation.

• The number of hosts nests are fixed and paɛ [0, 1] be the probability of the
finding the cuckoo’s egg by the host bird.
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Based on the above three rules, the host bird can get rid of the cuckoos eggs
either by throwing them away or by abandoning the existing nest and building the
completely new nest (Fig. 1).

For generating a new solution X(τ + 1), a lévy flight [18] is performed.

X τ+1ð Þ=X τð Þ+ α * τ− λ ð1Þ

Where α > 0 represents the step size and is related to the size of the problem
under consideration and 1 < λ ≤ 3. Here, in above pseudocode, n represents the
population size.

4 Problem Formulation and Our Solution

4.1 Task Scheduling

For any cloud computing system to be successful, an efficient task scheduling is
always much needed. Task scheduling is a mechanism of distributing the tasks or
jobs among the computing resources for the computation. Task scheduler also
needs to take of the situation if no VM is available to execute the particular task
then such task should need to migrate to another VM for its execution.

Objective function f(x)
Randomly generate initial population with n host nest
Evaluate the fitness of each initial solution

while (t<maxGeneration)
t = t + 1
Randomly pick a cuckoo (say a)and generate new solution 
using levy flights
Evaluate fitness say Fa
Randomly choose a nest (say b) among n nest
If(Fa > Fb) 
then

Replace b by the new solution
end if
Abandoned or discard a fraction (say Pm) of nest
Generate new solutions from cuckoos randomly
Calculate fitness
Retain the better solutions
Rank the solutions and determine the current best one.

End of while

Begin

Fig. 1 Pseudocode for cuckoo search algorithm
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Let there be m VM’s, i.e., (V0, V1, …,Vm) and with the help of these VM’s n jobs
(J0, J1, …, Jn) need to be executed. So there will be nm possible ways of allocation
on such n jobs among m machines. For example, for 8 tasks and 5 VM’s one of the
solution (nest) using vector representation is {2, 1, 1, 0, 3, 4, 2, 4}. So we are going
to deploy Cuckoo search-based mechanism for task scheduling so that the overall
execution time of the system will remain as less as possible.

4.2 Mathematical Model

The objective of task scheduling is to reduce the Makespan; Makespan may be
defined as overall time taken by a task to complete its execution.

VTi = ∑m
j=0 ETji +Cji ð2Þ

where

VTi = finish time for ith VM
i = ith Virtual Machine
j = jth Task
Eji = execution time of jth task when processed on ith VM
Cji = (TaskIsize + TaskOsize)/Bandwidth

5 Performance Evaluation

We have compared the Cuckoo search-based task scheduling mechanism with the
FIFO (First In First out) scheduling and the greedy-based scheduling mechanism
and found that CS scheduling really outperforms the remaining two. In this work,
we have used the CloudSim simulator [19] developed and designed by the
University of Melbourne, Australia. Table 1 shows the average execution time
taken by the CS, Greedy, and FIFO based task scheduling mechanism for 5 VM’s
while 8, 10, 15, 20, and 25 task for the execution (Fig. 2).

Table 1 Average execution
time

Task number CS FIFO Greedy

8 65 103.6 80
10 88.7 121 97.5
15 101 143.4 107.8
20 119.7 250 141

25 143.6 320.1 159
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6 Conclusion

In this work, we present the Cuckoo search-based task scheduling mechanism in
cloud computing environment. The objective is to map the task to the VM’s in such
a way that the execution time of the task in distributed environment should be as
less as possible. Comparison results have shown that proposed cuckoo search
algorithm clearly outperforms the other algorithms, which are taken into consid-
eration in term of makespan. As a future work, there is a scope to optimize other
QoS with this mechanism and to develop the hybrid version of above algorithm,
which might give better results and improve the cloud system performance
significantly.
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Performance Optimization in Cloud
Computing Through Cloud
Partitioning-Based Load Balancing

Sonam Srivastava and Sarvpal Singh

Abstract Cloud computing is one of the today’s largest hearing fields and exciting
technologies, because it is flexible and scalable, also it reduces the cost and com-
plexity of applications. Consequently, arises the concept of large scale computing
where there is geographical distribution of data centres and end users all across the
globe. Thus, it becomes challenging issue for these data centres how to efficiently
handle the huge number of incoming requests from different user bases. So, eval-
uation of performance of the cloud and its proper analysis is of utmost importance,
so that the users can take right decisions. One of the very important issues in
association with this domain is that of load balancing. The major object of algo-
rithms concerned with balancing of load is how to efficiently designate the task to
nodes, such that the overall response time of request is reduced and processing of
request is brought about effectively. Thus, in this paper we have integrated the
concept of Cloud partitioning along with the central load balancing algorithm so as
to balance the load effectively. Due to the existence of partitions in the system, it is
possible to apply good load balancing strategy and use optimal algorithms based on
the state of the partition. We have carried out the implementation and simulation of
our proposed work on CloudSim simulator. Thus, the task execution is done
effectively and the results are better for the proposed modified central load bal-
ancing algorithm as compared to previous algorithm in large scale cloud computing
environment.
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1 Introduction

Cloud computing basically refers to various services and applications that are
delivered from distinguished data centres throughout the world. Such application
services are delivered via Internet. Three types of services that are rendered by
cloud computing are IaaS, PaaS and SaaS [1]. Cloud computing is a rising field and
due to its emerging status there are a vast number of organisations and deluge of
enterprises that are drifting towards using this environment [2]. Thus, comes into
picture the concept of large scale computing where there is vast number of user
bases and data centres geographically distributed all across the world. Thus, it
becomes a great challenge for these data centres to effectively handle the huge
number of incoming requests from different user bases. So, evaluation of perfor-
mance of the cloud and its proper analysis is of utmost importance, so that the users
can take appropriate decisions. The key technology in support of cloud computing
is virtualization. Here the virtual machines are particularly abstract form machine
running on physical machines. Since, the tasks that are co-located do not intervene
with each other and ingress only their own data, it feels to the user as working in a
completely isolated environment. There are several factors that can be effective on
cloud performance. As far as cloud environment is concerned there are several
techniques to take care of the huge services along with the various operations that
are performed upon them. One of the very important issues in association with this
domain is that of load balancing. There exist distinctive algorithms for balancing of
load in distinctive environments. The major object of algorithms concerned with
balancing of load is how to efficiently designate the task to nodes, such that the
overall response time of request is reduced and processing of request is brought
about effectively. Although virtualization has made remarkable attempts for bal-
ancing the load of the entire system there still occur a possibility of the
underutilisation or overutilisation of resources [3]. Underutilisation of server results
in the increase in the power consumption of entire system thereby raising the
operational cost and is also not environment friendly. Overloaded servers bring
about degradation of performance. Due to imbalance in load distribution excess
heat would be produced by heavily loaded servers which would affect the cooling
system cost. So, it is mandatory to properly balance the load on different servers by
choosing appropriate strategy of assigning the incoming requests from end users to
existing VMs. The performance of cloud scenario depends largely on execution
time of tasks. The observed limitation of the existing central load balancing algo-
rithm considered here in this thesis is that it does not state any remedy to the fact
that when the status of all the VMs is busy what can be done instead of placing all
the cloudlets in the queue one by one and then allocating the cloudlets when any
one of them is available. So, this would take a lot of time for execution. Our major
objective is to design and develop a modified central load balancing algorithm that
ameliorates the identified problem and optimises the performance based on the
parameter values of the overall response time.
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2 Load Balancing

Load balancing in cloud is concerned primarily with job of distributing workloads
across various computing resources. The very prominent significance of balancing
load in cloud computing is the resource availability is ameliorated and also the
document management systems are benefitted with reduced costs. Through load
balancing in cloud the transfer of loads can be brought about at a global level. Load
balancing strategically helps resources and networks by providing reduced response
time and hike in throughput [4, 5]. It also divides the traffic between various servers
so that no delay is incurred while sending and receiving the data. It fairly allocates
the resources to a computer resulting in ultimate user satisfaction and appropriate
resource utilisation which consequently minimises resource consumption and
minimises bottleneck problem.

A. Types of Load Balancing

The two broad classifications of load balancing algorithms are static and
dynamic load balancing algorithms.

Static load balancing algorithms: The allocation of tasks to processors is done
during compile time that is prior to program execution. It is done based on pro-
cessing capabilities of machines. The static scheduling algorithms are
non-pre-emptive and their major objective is to reduce overall execution time. They
have nothing to do with dynamic modifications at run time.

Dynamic load balancing algorithms: They deal with redistributing processes
amongst the processors during the run time of execution. It dynamically re-designates
the load amongst machines by collecting information, knowing the run-time condi-
tions and gathered characteristics. The communication dropdown associated with the
task is the main reason behind the run time overhead in balancing load.

The dynamic load balancing further has two classifications centralised and
distributed. If the single node is responsible for handling the distribution within the
entire system (centralised). On the other hand if work involved in making decisions
is distributed amongst different processors (distributed). Although centralised
approach is simple, it involves single point of failure and bottleneck problems.

Distributed algorithms are free from it. Distributed dynamic scheduling can
again be either cooperative or non-cooperative. In the former, every processor is
responsible for carrying out its own part of task scheduling whereas in the latter one
the independent processors independently arrive at a decision of their resource
usage, without affecting the rest of the system.

3 Literature Review

Sidhu et al. [6] have discussed the Round Robin strategy in this paper. Here the
data centre controller handles all the requests and allocates them to the Virtual
machines in rotating manner. The very first request is assigned to randomly picked
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Virtual machine. Subsequently, the requests are allocated in the circular fashion.
Even though the authors distribute the load of work amongst processors equally but
still the processing time of different processes is not identical. Although this
approach does the equal distribution of load, there appears the heavy loading on
certain virtual machines whereas on the other hand remaining is idle.

Zhang et al. [7] have discussed the Weighed Round Robin strategy in this
paper. It is the updated Round Robin version in which every virtual machine is
assigned weight according to their processing capacity. In this manner the powerful
virtual machine is assigned more requests. In such a situation the two requests are
assigned by the controller to the one which is the powerful virtual machine in
comparison to one request assigned to the weaker one. It provides better resource
utilisation but at the same time it does pay heed to the time of processing each
request.

Ahmad et al. [8] have proposed an ESCEW algorithm which scans the queue of
jobs and virtual machine list. In this algorithm any available VM is allocated a
request which can be handled by it. If the VM is overloaded then it is the
responsibility of the balancer to distribute some tasks to the idle VM. This would
ameliorate the response time and the overall time of processing tasks.

James et al. [9] gave a Throttled algorithm of balancing load that tries to evenly
scatter the load amongst several virtual machines. When the request arrives, the
status of virtual machines is consulted from recorded list, if it is idle then the request
is accepted otherwise it returns −1 and request gets queued up.

Lua et al. [10] propose a Join-Idle-Queue distributed algorithm for large sys-
tems. Here, firstly idle processors are load balanced across dispatchers and then
decrease average length of queue at each processor jobs are designated to proces-
sors. Thus, JIQ algorithm does not incur any kind of communication overhead
between processors and dispatchers at job arrivals.

Wang et al. [11] have proposed a two phase algorithm of balancing load by
amalgamating the two phase load balancing algorithms namely opportunistic load
balancing algorithm and load balancing min-min algorithm to have better execution
efficiency and load of the system is well maintained. The phases of the algorithm
are that the job is allocated to the service manager by the Opportunistic Load
Balancing scheduling manager in the first phase. Service manager uses the Load
balancing min-min to select the appropriate service node for executing the subtask
in the second phase. However, the algorithm is only applicable in case of static
environment.

Ghafari et al. [12] propose a decentralised nature inspired honey-bee-based load
balancing technique for self-organisation which works best under the availability of
heterogeneous resources. Local server action is something through which it
achieves the global balancing of load. The approach is similar and adopted from
real life behaviour of honey bees for harvesting their food and foraging. In the
algorithm the servers are set certain virtual servers where each of it has its own
virtual server queues. As per the approach as specified and implemented in the
paper works very well as far as the resources under consideration are
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heterogeneous. The problem related to this approach is that it does not improve
throughput equally with the increase in the resources.

Zhang et al. [13] have proposed an ant colony and complex network
theory-based mechanism of balancing load in open federation of cloud computing.
It enhances numerous aspects of ant colony related algorithms which dealt with
only balancing loads in distributed environment.

Ren et al. [14] have proposed a Fractal algorithm of balancing load. It is
dynamic in nature and assures that the unnecessary migrations are not triggered by
the peak instantaneous load. Timing of virtual machine migration is decided by the
load forecasting method. The results in the paper demonstrate that the proposed
achieves considerably better load balancing. The comparison of the algorithm has
been done with existing honey-bee and ant-colony algorithms. The authors conduct
the testing of the existing algorithm and experimentally conclude that the algo-
rithms upgrades system performance and achieve load balancing.

Achar et al. [15] have proposed a weighted least connection algorithm that
assigns the load to the nodes with the minimum that is the least number of con-
nections. Although it efficiently balances the load, it still does not consider the
storage capacity and processing speed.

Randles et al. [16] have stated that the complexity and scalability of the systems
brings about the infeasibility in the assignment of jobs to specific servers in a
centralised manner. Thus, the paper examines the three possible solutions proposed
for balancing load. So, the authors introduce a self aggregation using the concept of
active clustering. It works on the tenet of aggregating together similar nodes and
then working on them by efficient load balancing. The limitation with this algorithm
is that it works poorly in heterogeneous environment.

4 Proposed Approach for Load Balancing

We have adopted cloud partitioning strategy to balance the load. The load balancing
then starts, immediately after the cloud partitioning has been done. Once the job
arrives at the appropriate system, it is the responsibility of the main controller to
decide which job will be moved to which cloud partition. The load balancer of that
partition then decides as to how the job has to be assigned to the nodes. If the load
status of a cloud partition is detected as normal, this partitioning can be achieved
locally. If the load status of cloud partition is not normal, this job should be
transferred to another partition. In our proposed approach each and every cloudlet
will pass through different stages. And ultimately each cloudlet will be assigned to
the suitable virtual machine.

• Cloudlet to broker.
• From broker to the most suitable data centre.
• From data centre to its controller.
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• From controller to best partition.
• Finally cloudlet is assigned to the virtual machine.

Figure 1 shown is the diagrammatic representation of how our proposed
approach works. In our proposed approach the tasks or the requests or jobs from the
users firstly arrive at a broker, from there the requests are forwarded to appropriate
data centre. The data centre has a data centre controller which decides on which
partition the requests will be sent to. Every data centre is divided into partitions and
each partition has a number of virtual machines. The activities of each partition are
handled by its own partition balancer. Thus, the Data centre controller sends the
request to particular partition on the basis of their status. If the status of first
partition is normal the request is assigned to the available node under that partition
otherwise it checks for the next partition and repeats the process for the next
partition.

A. Proposed Algorithm
The flowchart of the proposed algorithm has been shown in Fig. 2. The step-
wise description of the proposed algorithm is given below

1. User sent a request.
2. All user requests are collected at the point of the broker and broker sends

these requests to the Data centre controller.
3. A table is maintained with the central load balancer that contains id of

virtual machine (VMid), availability of status of states like (BUSY or
AVAILABLE) and VMs priority.

These states are completely dependent on the cloud partition, like if one cloud
partition is normal then other two partitions are idle and overloaded, we have
set this condition inside the cloud. Initially, all Virtual Machines are in avail-
able state.

Fig. 1 Working of proposed algorithm
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4. Data Centre Controller receives the new request from the broker.
5. Data Centre Controller finds a proper cloud partition for next allocations,

every cloud partition has its own balancer.
6. Partition Balancer parses the table from top in order to find the highest

priority partition virtual machine and the state of that cloud partitions is
available.
If found:

(a) The Partition Balancer returns the VMid to the Data Centre Controller.
(b) The Data Centre Controller forwards the request to the VM identified by

that VMid.
(c) Data Centre Controller notifies the Partition Balancer of newer alloca-

tion. Central Load Balancer refreshes the table accordingly.

Start

Jobs arrive at main controller

Controller finds a proper cloud partition

Broker get user request

Check cloud 
partition stateHeavy state

Idle or Normal state

Jobs arrive at a cloud partition 

Assigns jobs to a particular nodes according to 
node strategy

End 

Fig. 2 Proposed algorithm
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(d) Partition Balancer refreshes the table accordingly.

If not found:

(a) The Partition Balancer not accepting request and process again back to
step 5, that means partition states is heavy.

(b) The Data Centre Controller queues the again request to find the proper
partitions.

7. When the partition finishes the processing of requests, and Data Centre
Controller receives the response cloudlet, it notifies the Partition Balancer of
the VM de-allocation.

8. The Data Centre Controller checks if there are any waiting requests in the
queue. If there are, it continues from step 5.

9. End the process.

5 Performance Evaluation and Results

A. System Requirements

The proposed algorithm is implemented in CloudSim simulator. It is used for
modelling and analysis of large scale cloud computing environment. To set up the
simulation environment we need Java development kit which is JDK 1.6 and
Eclipse IDE. The language used in the Eclipse IDE is Java. The database used here
is Microsoft access. With the proposed algorithm the database connectivity is done
with the system and window 7 is used.

B. Performance analysis

The certain metrics of performance have to be considered while balancing load
in cloud environment. The scalability, utilisation of resources, response time, etc.
are certain parameters on the basis of which performance can be computed and
analysed. Here, in our work we have seen that the performance of our proposed
approach is better than the existing algorithm. The considered existing algorithm is
central load balancer [4]. We have modified the existing algorithm by introducing
the concept of partitioning [5]. The algorithm in the considered base paper is
compared with Round Robin and Throttled. Round Robin and Throttled algorithms
give good performance with smaller size requests but when huge data is arriving for
allocation the central load balancer would give better results. In addition to this if
very large scale computing is to be handled, that can now be done with the help of
modified central load balancing algorithm.

Table 1 shown above gives the parametric considerations that have been taken
for evaluating the overall performance of modified central load balancer as com-
pared to central load balancer. Figure 3 clearly portrays the overall response time
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summary of modified central load balancer and thus from these results we conclude
that the performance is better optimised with the help of our algorithm.

6 Conclusion

The performance of a cloud computing system depends on the task execution time.
In our proposed approach we have integrated the concept of cloud partitioning with
central load balancing algorithm to achieve efficient load balancing. In the proposed
algorithm prior to the allocation of request to virtual machine the request has to
move to suitable partition which is decided by the data centre controller.

Table 1 Parametric considerations

S.
No.

Parameters Central load
balancer

Modified central load
balancer

1 Data centres 2 2
2 Service broker policy Closest data centre Closest data centre
3 User base 2 2
4 Request per user per hour 60 60
5 VM 5 5
6 Average RT (ms) 0.35 0.25
7 Minimum RT (ms) 0.01 0.01
8 Maximum RT (ms) 0.62 0.48

Fig. 3 Comparison of two
algorithms on the basis of
closest data centre policy
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Thus, the future work is to develop an enhanced load balancing algorithm
considering the fact that existence of partitions in the system, it is possible to apply
good load balancing strategy and use optimal algorithms based on the state of the
partition. Thus, the task execution is done effectively.
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An Optimistic Approach of Locking
Strategy in Progress Fourth Generation
Language

Neha Prabhakar and Abhishek Singhal

Abstract While working in the multi-user environment, the records should not be
kept in the record buffer for the long duration of time; doing so will prevent the
other users from accessing the record. Optimistic Locking is a strategy wherein
transactions access the records without actually locking them and making them
available for other users. Before committing, each transaction read a record, take
note of a database records, and check that the record has not changed before you
write the record back to the database. This paper is tailored towards implementing
Optimistic Locking Strategy in the Progress Fourth Generation Language (4GL)
and explaining various reasons of transaction failure in the Progress 4GL. Lastly
our idea is compared with the existing locking strategy in the database management
system on the basis of various issues that occurs in the locking mechanisms.

Keywords Transaction processing ⋅ Concurrency control ⋅ Records ⋅ Database
deadlock ⋅ Record scope

1 Introduction

The Progress Fourth Generation Language (4GL) indicates the outcome of numerous
Foundation technologies combined into a particular programming situation. These
technologies include: A block-structured syntax with control structures (including
blocks, procedures, and functions) that let you encapsulate flexible and powerful
application objects, an integrated front-end manager featuring an event-driven
architecture that you can use to create and manage flexible user interfaces for both
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graphical and character Environments. An integrated back-endmanager includes both
a native Progress Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) and a Data
Server facility. This can be used to access many Third-party RDBMSs and flat file
systems.

DATABASE framework is indispensable for few applications, extending from
space station operations to Automated Teller Machines. A database state addresses
the estimations of the database addresses that address some genuine substance. The
database state is changed by the execution of a client transaction. Particular
transactions running in isolation are thought to be right. Right when different clients
get to different database objects living on various regions in a distributed database
structure, the issue of concurrency control rises [1].

This paper is segregated into seven sections. Section 1 consists of introduction to
Progress 4GL and overview of the other basic concepts involved in this study.
Section 2 consists of literature Survey which describes the method adopted for
short listing the papers and describes the outcomes of various research works
already carried out in this area. Section 3 presents the Overview of transaction
management in Traditional DBMS. Section 4 consists of description of Database
locking and Mechanism of locking in Progress 4GL. Section 5 elaborates the
existing locking strategy and proposed strategy followed by Simulation Experi-
ments in Sect. 6. Lastly, the conclusion of our research is portrayed in Sect. 7.

2 Literature Survey

A meticulous literature review has been performed to analyze the gaps in the
existing technologies. Following databases were referred for gathering research
papers for the review purpose like IEEE Xplore, ACM digital library and other
online sources like Google scholar and open access journal.

Following keywords were used for searching relevant research papers (Table 1):
Leis et al. [2] presented hardware transactional memory (HTM). In this paper

they have demonstrated that HTM grants for accomplishing practically without lock
handling of database transactions by astutely checking the information format and
the entrance frames.

We understand that the usage of phones would rise within the near forthcoming.
A couple ensures for better transaction precision and beneficial information
administration techniques will be required at the point when clients will request
more personality boggling errands to be performed on their cellular telephones [3].

Table 1 Keywords Used in searching papers

Serial number Keywords used

1 Optimistic locking strategy
2 Transactions and locking in database

3 Concurrency control in database management system
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Execution of distributed database were balanced with stores of difficulties
inspected in past investigates, few of such breaker conflicting framework
advancement, high cost of Computers, and precariousness among customers. [4]
presents the challenges experienced in appropriated database exchange and prof-
fered likely approaches.

Through concentrating on the standard segment for securing with 2PL dis-
tributed database framework, Li et al. [5] proposed another design for the trans-
actions arranging in Distributed Database System. The examinations demonstrate
that the new structure has redesigned the synchronization level of transactions and
reduced the expense of correspondences which appear to be another locking
structure for transactions.

Jayanta and Somananda [6] proposed an instrument to upgrade the execution of
transactions logically distributed database systems. Synchronizer is utilized to keep
up the serialization request among the arriving and executing transactions. For the
transactions held up by one or more bolts, a prioritization is utilized to deal with the
clashing among them.

Liu et al. [7] depicted the arrangement of utilizing the database as a bit of
solicitation to guarantee the rightness of data control, we fathomed issues. Trans-
action is a game-plan of astute operation unit, the data change starting with one
state then onto the accompanying state, to guarantee consistency of information in
the database, data control ought to be discrete parties of reason cells, and when
everything completed, Data consistency can be kept up, and when a touch of this
unit comes up short, the whole transaction ought to be completely considered as a
mistake, every last resulting operation from the most punctual beginning stage in
the event that all fall back to the beginning state.

Lu et al. [1] portrayed another sort of database Anomaly, which is called
Cumulated Anomaly, is tended to in this paper. Another affirmation method is
proposed based on Dubiety-Determining Model (DDM) expected for it. Both of
Cumulated Anomaly and DDM are portrayed and delineated in motivations behind
interest formally. They have laid out programming framework working to reinforce
the DDM for checking database transactions.

3 Overview of Transaction Management

Transaction Management manages the issues of continually keeping the database in
predictable state [8]. A transaction is a gathering of activities that make stable
changes of framework states while safeguarding framework consistency [9]. Con-
versely a distributed transaction is a transaction that upgrades information on two or
more arranged PC frameworks. Distributed transaction extends the advantages of
transactions to applications that should upgrade conveyed information. The con-
sistency and dependability quality parts of transaction are because of four properties
called ACID (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, and Durability) [9].
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The subsequent actions would begin a transaction. Any FOR, DO, REPEAT
procedure block that consists of the TRANSACTION keyword. An iteration of
FOR EACH, DO ON ERROR, or REPEAT block that either directly reads or
updates the database with the EXCLUSIVE-LOCK. Statements like UPDATE,
DELETE, CREATE that directly updates the database means they contains a set of
statements that can modify the database. According to the need of the application,
we can explicitly control the size of the transaction by using the keyword
TRANSACTION. By using this keyword we can either make the transactions large
or small, according to the requirements or scenario [10].

3.1 Transaction Failures

There are diverse sorts of transaction failures. Failures can be because of a fault in
the transaction brought on by inaccurate information and the recognition of a
present or possible deadlock [11]. Moreover, some concurrency control procedures
do not allow a transaction to continue or even to hold up if the information that they
endeavor to get to are at present being used by another transaction. The standard
way to deal with the instances of transaction failures is to prematurely end the
transaction, in this manner resetting both database to its state preceding the begin of
this transaction.

4 Database Locking

With a particular objective to guarantee atomicity, consistency, isolation, and
durability (ACID) types of transactions in Database Management System (DBMS),
the locking framework is utilized. Reference [5] exhibits that lock are a product
framework. It suggests that a customer has held a couple of benefits (data, infor-
mation sheets, record, etc.) to insist the integrity and consistency of data when
transaction peruses the identical asset. Mechanism [12] present that lock is an
extraordinarily basic strategy for fulfilling the control of the synchronization. Its
accurate control is picked by type of the lock.

Mechanism of locking in Progress 4GL: Consider a scenario wherein 2 users
are performing a task of updating in the multiuser environment. Suppose user A is
shipping department and user B is receiving department. User A subtracts the item
from the inventory maintenance table in the database when the item is shipped and
the User B adds the item inventory maintenance table in the database. If User A
updates the record in the database and at the same time user B fetches the record
then user B would get the old values of the inventory tables. Replication of
database records: In the multi-user environment, the same record has to be
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accessed by the multiple users at the same time. In the above scenario, things did
not work as it was expected. Since user A has not used the appropriate lock on the
inventory table while updating the record. So this resulted in the inconsistent data.

5 Traditional Mechanism

When developing a 4GL application for deployment in the multi-user environment,
the developer must design a strategy that avoids keeping the records locked in the
record buffer for the long duration of time. If records are held by a user for the long
duration of time, then this will prevent other users from accessing the same record
and thus leads to various problems such as Lock contention, Long term blocking,
Database deadlock, etc.

The following mentioned algorithm shows the scenario wherein the record is
accessed using the exclusive-lock:

1. PROMPT-FOR <var_name>.
2. UPDATE <var_name>.
3. FIND <table_name> WHERE <any matching criteria>

EXCLUSIVE-LOCK.
4. IF AVAILABLE <table_name> THEN DO: <Query to execute any

task>
5. UPDATE <field1>.
6. END.

In the above specified algorithm, the record of the table <table_name> is fetched
in the EXCLUSIVE-LOCK, so this will prevent other users from accessing the
records till the time that record is released by the previous user. Such a strategy is
not effective in the multi-user environment.

5.1 Optimistic Locking Strategy

While working in the multi-user environment, the records should not be kept in the
record buffer for the long duration of the time, doing so will prevent the other users
from accessing the record and thus impacting the performance of the system.

Optimistic locking is a methodology where you read a record, note down the
description, and verify that the description hasn’t changed before you transcribe the
record back. When you write the record back you check the update to ensure the
atomicity of the data (i.e., it has not been changed by the user in between before
committing back the changes to the database) and update the version in one hit [13].

1. FIND <rec> NO-LOCK NO-ERROR NO-WAIT.
2. IF AVAILABLE <rec> THEN
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<query to perform a required operation>. PAUSE.
/*if user wishes to modify the record*/

3. IF upd THEN DO:
4. FIND CURRENT <rec> EXCLUSIVE-LOCK NO-ERROR NO-WAIT.
5. IF AVAILABLE <rec> THEN DO:
6. IF CURRENT-CHANGED <rec> THEN DO:

<query to perform a required operation>.
7. UPDATE <rec>.
8. END.
9. ELSE DO:

<query to perform a required operation>.
10. END.
11. ELSE IF NOT AVAILABLE <rec> THEN DO:
12. IF LOCKED <rec> THEN DO:
13. DEFINE TEMP-TABLE <ttLockTable>

<query to list the locked records>.
14. END.
15. ELSE DO: /*depends on the scenario*/

The following table represents the various issues that generally occur; these
issues are gathered from the various research papers that are analyzed. The table
shows whether mentioned issue arises for User 1, User 2 and so on. The tick mark
shows the listed factor is satisfied by that corresponding user (Table 2).

6 Simulation Experiments

Before simulating, we implemented the algorithm with the new locking strategy.
An excel file is used for storing meta-data of the data object. Then we implemented
the generally used locking strategy, another excel file is maintained for storing the
meta-data of the old locking strategy. The locking systems are tested in the

Table 2 Comparison of
existing locking strategy and
proposed strategy

Issue User 1 User 2 User N

Existing locking strategy

Database deadlock ✓ ✓

Record availability ✓

Consistent data ✓

Parallel processing
Proposed strategy

Database deadlock
Record availability ✓ ✓ ✓

Consistent data ✓ ✓ ✓

Parallel processing ✓ ✓ ✓
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multi-user environments. In the existing algorithm, when user 1 access the record
for the first time, at that point of time currently no record is present in the record
buffer so PROGRESS allocates the records to the User 1 in comparatively lesser
amount of time. When user 1 is modifying that record and at the same time if user 2,
user 3 and so on requests the same record for the reporting purposes, then PRO-
GRESS gives a message that current record is locked by the user. In such a scenario
user 2, user 3 and so on has to wait until the user 1 does not release the record and
the waiting time for the users currently in the queue keeps on increasing. In the
proposed strategy, if user 2, user 3 wants to access the record for the reporting
purposes then they can certainly carry out the processing and fetch the record from
the record buffer. If they wants to modify the record and that record is locked by the
previous user then according to the proposed algorithm, PROGRESS issues the
message that this record is locked by the user and if the user continues then gives
the name of the user along with the name of the Locked table. Results are repre-
sented in Fig. 1 when user opts for fetching the record and getting the name of the
user and locked.

When in the second algorithm, if user opts to wait till the previous user who has
locked the record releases that record, then it is noticed that second algorithm
behaves almost like the first algorithm and users has to wait until previous users
release the records (Fig. 2).

7 Conclusions

After a careful and detailed study of traditional mechanism for locking a record in
progress 4GL, this paper proposes a new architecture of locking in the multi-user
environment that provides an additional feature of parallel processing in almost the
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same time as the existing strategy takes without offering the feature of parallel
processing. As with the global organizations and multi-tier architecture, parallel
processing is the necessity. This feature of parallel processing enables the user to
work efficiently in the multi-user environment without compromising any of the
features of the existing strategy. The experiments shows that the novel strategy not
only provides the parallel processing but also controls concurrency and excels in
terms of record availability and data consistencies.
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Combating Clickjacking Using Content
Security Policy and Aspect Oriented
Programming

Rakhi Sinha, Dolly Uppal, Rakesh Rathi and Kushal Kanwar

Abstract Clickjacking is a highly deceiving technique to make users click on some
UI element either surreptitiously or by enticing them with offers. Clickjacking is
disguised and it cannot be easily detected because it makes use of some statutory
features in a web application like iframes. This paper aims at Clickjacking pre-
vention by incorporating Content Security Policy directives at development stage of
a web application to white list loaded resources and applying these headers to each
web page by making use of Aspect Oriented Programming features in J2EE which
offers some utilitarian features to enhance the security functionalities in a web
application. By combining Content Security Policy with Aspect Oriented Pro-
gramming we have tried to demonstrate a proactive approach for averting Click-
jacking with minimum programming effort. First, we have discussed how an aspect
can be included in a web application without modifying source codes. Then, the
experimental results demonstrate minimum to maximum levels of protection that
can be achieved using Content Security Policy.

Keyword Clickjacking ⋅ Web application security ⋅ Browser security ⋅
Content security policy ⋅ Aspect oriented programming J2EE
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1 Introduction

Clickjacking etymologically means “hijacking a click” that is, diverting a user click
intended on some innocuous element such as a like button to some malicious
element for initiating unwanted action without the user’s knowledge or consent.
The attacker who wishes to exploit this vulnerability very artfully loads a malicious
page over an innocent page by framing this harmless page in an iframe. According
to [1], a vulnerable UI element is put out of context in front of the user so she is
forced to react out of context. An overview of the Clickjacking technique in [2]
explains that the coordinates and opacity of the malicious UI element are adjusted
in such a manner that it is transparent and is exactly positioned on top of the benign
UI element so that the user knows she is clicking on the trusted element say, a
button but unknowingly she is also contributing a click on the hidden harmful
button.

Clickjacking requires the skilful use of “User Interface Redressing” with the aid
of common HTML elements like iframes and other JavaScript and CSS features
leading to potential damages like posting spam content on websites like Facebook
and Twitter (Tweet bombs) to hijacking victim’s camera and microphones through
Adobe Flash Player vulnerability.

The upcoming sections of this paper are categorized as follows. Section 2
summarizes the related work and existing defenses for Clickjacking, Sect. 3 covers
motivations, principles, introduces Content Security Policy, explains why Aspect
Oriented Programming (AOP) should be used and comparative analysis, Sect. 4
discusses Proposed Work, Sect. 5 covers implementation of the proposed work,
results, and implementation issues and finally, Sect. 6 concludes this research work
and suggests its future scope.

2 Related Work and Existing Clickjacking Defenses

Clickjacking was first illustrated in a white paper by Paul Stone [3] with the help of
a naïve CJ tool. After that, a thorough study on Amazon Mechanical Turk was
conducted and possible attacks violating context integrity were demonstrated and
its countermeasure InContext to eliminate the root cause of Clickjacking was
designed and implemented. A popular technique for defending Clickjacking known
as Frame Busting was clearly explained in [4].

Other significant works include Clickjuggler [5] and Clicksafe [6]. Clickjuggler
is a very handy tool which can be used by inexperienced developers to check
whether their website is vulnerable to Clickjacking. Clicksafe is a browser-based
tool to detect and mitigate Clickjacking during web browsing by rating websites.

Apart from the above-mentioned contributions, in [2], most of the existing
defenses are listed. Accordingly, Clickjacking defenses can be broadly classified as
follows.
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2.1 Frame Busting

Frame Busting is a JavaScript-based client side technique to stop a web page from
being embedded in the iframe of an attacker’s page. The simple JavaScript code that
can be included with each page is:

If top ! =windowð Þ then top.location=window.location;

If a malicious page will try to frame this page, the above code will take the user
to the source website to which the target webpage originally belongs.

But, this basic script can be easily bypassed by the techniques listed in [4] and
[5]. Also, frame busting is applied to an entire webpage at a time and it is not
applicable if individual elements must be protected on a page from Clickjacking
overlays.

2.2 X-Frame-Options HTTP Response Header

This method of including X-frame-options in an HTTP response [7] is a relatively
newer technique than frame busting but presently, it is the most widely used and
trusted option supported by a large number of modern browsers listed in [8]. Using
this header, the browser is instructed in three ways: DENY, SAMEORIGIN and
ALLOW-FROM<url>. But similar to frame busting, X-frame-options can be
applied to an entire web page only and not to the individual elements on that page.

2.3 Browser Plugins and Add-Ons

NoScript [9] with ClearClick technology is an extensively used add-on for detecting
Clickjacking attempts by screenshot capturing and comparing with parent page and
warning users of Mozilla based web browsers. Other add-ons include ScriptSafe
[10] plugin for Chrome users.

3 Motivation and Principles

3.1 Content Security Policy

Content Security Policy is a declarative policy [11] which contains its roots in same
origin policy. Whenever some content is requested by a web page and is loaded by
the browser, the latter is incapable of distinguishing between the content which
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comes from a trusted source and the one which comes from a suspicious source. So,
it can even execute an injected script assuming it as webpage’s own. Content
Security Policy offers a rich set of directives [12] some of which are listed in
Table 1 so that we can tune the policy according to particular needs of different web
pages of our web application and for different resources like iframes, scripts,
multimedia content, objects, etc., by clearly stating what type of content should be
loaded and white listing all the sources from where the content can be loaded [13].
Therefore, we can frame a customized policy like:

Content Security Policy: default-src “self”; script-src https://www.examplecsp.
com which means scripts from examplecsp.com can be executed but other resources
like font, image, media, etc., can be loaded from same origin only as default-src is
set to “self”. So, in order to use third-party widgets like Facebook’s like button,
Twitter’s tweet button and Google’s +1 button, which require scripts and iframes,
Content Security Policy for the website should be designed carefully [14].

3.2 Aspect Oriented Programming

The widespread use of Content Security Policy implies that frame ancestors
directive is adequate to block Clickjacking attempts. But the effectiveness can be
further improved by creating aspects (Aspect Oriented Programming) [15].
Aspect-Oriented Programming is used with the aim to:

• Reduce code scattering and code tangling that is security code is not spread and
mixed with other code over the entire web application instead; the security code
is segregated from the rest of the web application code and is placed in inde-
pendent and isolated modules called aspects [16]. So, Aspect-Oriented Pro-
gramming allows separation of security logic from application logic.

• Allow cross cutting of concerns that is, web application code need not to be
modified or disturbed for evolving security code, aspect code is just interwoven
with source code.

Table 1 URI directives enlisted in content security policy specifications

CSP directives Intended use

default-src Defines default behaviors of directives with suffix “src”
frame-src Defines sources from where frames can be embedded. But this directive is

deprecated
report-uri Sends reports of violated policies to the given URL
frame-ancestors
(CSP 2.0)

This directive is used to prevent Clickjacking as it restricts and specifies the
sources which can frame the web page. It cannot be defined in the
http-equiv of <meta> tag like other directives
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3.3 X-Frame-Options HTTP Header Versus Content
Security Policy Header

In Sect. 2, we have discussed that X-Frame-Options is a reliable approach to pre-
vent Clickjacking but the implementation of X-Frame-Options is limited to the
entire webpage. To impose different security policies on individual elements of a
webpage, we should look for element-customized approaches so that some elements
should be permitted to be embedded in cross origins and some security-critical
elements should be handled with more vigilance. Also, in some situations in which
there are possibilities of attacks emanating from admissible origins, there is a need
of more refined control over the resources that a browser can load and strict white
listing of the domains from where to load. This paves way for Content Security
Policy headers and its wide variety of directives.

Also, if browser engines come across more than one headers of X-Frame type
which can happen if the header is applied in the source code as well as in the
Apache or IIS server, then HTTP RFC 2616 Sect. 4 states that multiple header
fields should be joined together to form a single header field by merging the field
values and is ultimately discarded as invalid by several browsers like Safari 5.1.7.
[17]

4 Proposed Work

Our main objective is to design and implement an aspect for Clickjacking
Prevention in such a way that it will bind the Content Security Policy HTTP header
with GET and POST method calls so that the developer is relieved from adding the
header manually to each page, saving a lot of development time. This is what we
have tried to achieve in the following implementation section by demonstrating the
use of various combinations of Content Security Policy directives which allows a
developer to restrict the browsers to load content only from trusted sources.

5 Implementation and Results

5.1 Designing Content Security Policy for Blocking
Clickjacking Attempts

As described in Table 1, frame ancestors directive is used to prevent framing of our
webpage by cross origin web pages.
Response Check Algorithm for frame-ancestors directive
Input: A Request with a URL list and a target browsing context, a Response with a
URL list and a Policy with directive set.
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Output: URL “BLOCKED” OR “ALLOWED”
Procedure:

1. If the target browsing context is a nested browsing context,

1:1 Then for each ancestor, repeat steps 1.1.1 and 1.1.2

1:1:1 Analyze the origin’s URL by carrying out UNICODE serialization and
pass this value to the URL parser.

1:1:2 Now match this origin’s URL and specified directive’s value to the
source list. If no match found, return “BLOCKED”.

2. Return “ALLOWED”.

Thus, in case of multiple layers of framing, frame-ancestors directive matches
the URL’s of all parent origins and if at any layer, there is a mismatch (according to
specified directive values: “self”, “none” or url) then framing is blocked. [18].

Here, the content security policy is framed for different values of frame-ancestors
directive and default-src directive (Sect. 5.3) such as:
Content Security Policy: default-src “self”; frame-ancestors “none”

These nine combinations of CSP headers (Table 2) are added to the aspect one
by one and tested on different browsers.

5.2 Adding the Content Security Policy Header to a J2EE
Aspect and Defining Point Cuts to Bind the Header
to GET and Post Calls

Test Environment (software requirements): Eclipse Indigo (version 3.7) and Apache
Tomcat 6 with AspectJ Plugin AJDT 2.2.2 for OWASP WebGoat (J2EE).

WebGoat by OWASP is a deliberately vulnerable web application developed for
security testing [19]. So, an aspect was created and added to WebGoat. The
flowchart in Fig. 1 explains the steps in creating AspectJ file. First, aspect is created
by defining join points which define points at which AOP code will be included in
source code. Then pointcuts are defined to specify at which point advice will be
executed. Advice is the action taken. So, when joint point is reaches, doGet() or
doPost method is called and response header is inserted at required place.

These four steps are repeated for doPost() method. Pointcut is defined to tie the
header to these method calls in such a way that whenever one of these methods is
called, header will be automatically inserted. CSP Header is added to response
object using addHeader() method [20] in the following way:

response.AddHeader(“Content Security Policy”, “default-src https:;
frame-ancestors ‘self’”);
The highlighted second parameter in this method can be varied with different

combinations of policy directives to ensure maximum protection (Table 2).
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5.3 Testing Different Policy Combinations on Different
Browsers

Table 2 summarizes the results for successful directive combinations that can lead
to Clickjacking Prevention by disallowing the framing of our web page or its
restrictive framing.

The results are for Google Chrome version 50.0 and Mozilla Firefox 46.0. For
Firefox versions <45, frame-ancestors directive is non-recognizable. Similarly, tests
for Internet Explorer 8 were unsuccessful as Content Security Policy is not

Table 2 Results—different content security policies for Clickjacking prevention

Directives
and values

frame-ancestors
“none”

frame-ancestors “self” frame-ancestors url

default-src
“none”

No framing
allowed but
embedding from no
source
Clickjacking
Prevention

Framing only by same origin
resources but resources can
be embedded from nowhere
Clickjacking Prevention

Framing only by listed “url
(s)” but resources can be
embedded from nowhere
Clickjacking Prevention
if “url” is a trusted source

default-src
“self”

No framing
allowed but
embedding from
same origin
Clickjacking
Prevention

Framing only by same origin
and same origin resources
can be embedded
Clickjacking Prevention

Framing only by listed “url
(s)” but resources can be
embedded from same
origin
Clickjacking Prevention
if “url” is a trusted source

default-src
url

No framing
allowed but
embedding from
listed “url(s)”only
Clickjacking
Prevention

Framing only by same origin
but resources can be
embedded from listed “url
(s)”
Clickjacking Prevention

Framing only by listed “url
(s)” but resources can be
embedded from listed “url
(s)”
Clickjacking Prevention
if “url” is a trusted source

Fig. 1 Binding CSP header with doGet() and doPost() method calls
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supported. Any restricted framing attempts would generate the warning “blocked by
Content Security Policy” failing the Clickjacking attempt.

5.4 Implementation Issues

While creating test environment, any software with J2EE support can be used but
compatible AOP plugin should be chosen carefully according to the software
versions. Other implementation issue can be that though all popular and modern
browsers support CSP which is a feature of HTML5 but in case of outdated browser
versions with no CSP support (like Internet Explorer less than 8) some browsers
like Firefox automatically default the CSP header to X-frame-Options header.

6 Conclusion and Future Scope

We have demonstrated an approach to enhance the security of a web application by
protecting it against Clickjacking attacks. Also, this required code can be applied by
developers themselves without disturbing the source code and without much
overhead in terms of development time and lines of code. In the results section
(Table 2), we have shown various levels of protection that can be achieved that is
from no protection to moderate to complete protection. Therefore, Content Security
Policy along with Aspect-Oriented Programming is a promising approach to secure
a web application against Clickjacking and similar attacks at the development time.
The scope can be extended to other popular programming languages which support
AOP like PHP and ASP.net and also for other browsers like Edge, Safari, and
Opera.
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A Conceptual Framework for Analysing
the Source Code Dependencies

Nisha Ratti and Parminder Kaur

Abstract Component-based approach has been used for programming widely.
Some problems creep up as softwares are developed using commercial-off-the-shelf
components (COTS). Important issues related to component-based development
has been addressed in this paper. As COTS components are used for developing
software, there is a problem of coupling and cohesion. Another problem to be
handled is to track the changes made in the source code during the development.
Different available tools for the same purposes are studied and analysed. It is found
that there is a need to design a tool which can manage all the already discussed
problems in an efficient manner. The proposed tool will try to give the solution in
order to manage the configuration of the system efficiently.

Keywords Component-Based systems ⋅ Version control system ⋅ Component ⋅
Configuration management ⋅ Code dependencies

1 Introduction

Component technology has given a new dimension to software development.
Component ware allow the development of software not from scratch but by
selecting consistent, reusable and robust software components and assembling them
using appropriate software middleware. With component technology, the major
emphasis has shifted from developing applications to assembling applications.
Larsson [1] has discussed five major tasks to be done while working with com-
ponents: Find, Select, Adapt, Deploy and Replace. Each task needs extensive
expertise to develop the desired component as well as component-based system.
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In Component-Based Systems (CBSs), management of components is done
during their entire life span [2]. Only those components are used to configure a
system which are tested rigorously according to various parameters. As the evo-
lution of the systems progresses with new versions of components, there is no
mechanism that the system can make out about the installation of new versions.
There should be some mechanism to check that a comparison is performed between
the new version to be installed and the older version which is already present in the
system. This approach may predict whether it is advisable to work with old com-
ponents or not. But it does not guarantee that the functionality will not be disturbed
when new components are installed. Some questions have been proposed regarding
component ware and dependencies. Component configuration management helps to
counter these queries, such as: [3].

• No. of components which are being added or deleted after a reconfiguration.
• When one component is to be reused by another application, new requirement of

the components is to be ascertained.
• Changes in Dependencies due to the new and improved configuration of the

system [3].
• What will be the effect of change on the system when one component is

changed?
• At least how many test cases are to be executed when one component is

changed? [4].
• What will be the minimum number of components must be inspected, when a

failure of the system occurs?
• What is the effect on a system if a new system of component is installed?
• What is the difference between two configurations?

All these queries [3] are related to Component Development Life Cycle (CBLC).
So, a better understanding of CBLC is required to give right insight into the matter
when upgrading systems [5–7]. The different stages of component dependency life
cycle can be defined as in Fig. 1:

Component-based development begins with identifying the candidate compo-
nent to be used in the development. From a number of components identified only a
few are selected to be used. The selection criteria includes lesser conflicts while
composing the systems [8]. When pre-fabricated components are used, a number of
issues are to be dealt with. Such important issues are configuration management,
version management, change management, etc. [9–11]. These issues help in
reducing the risk of interoperability and testing processes [12].
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2 Related Work

The first Software Configuration Management (SCM) workshop [13] has given an
initiation to version models. It has been followed by Tichy et al. [14], Feiler et al.
[15], Estublier [16], Conradi et al. [17]. In the past, a number of version control
tools have been proposed in the literature [18, 19]. Conradi et al. [20] has made a
survey on version models. Another survey has been made regarding version ori-
ented configurations [17]. In [17], after giving the review of the existing approa-
ches, an approach has been proposed to construct consistent configurations for large
and complex software products. Tichy [14] has given the basic terms like software
object, source and derived object, version graph, etc. Feiler [15] has classified the
model into four categories, i.e. Checkout/Check-in model, Composition Model,
Long Transaction model and Change set Model. Some of the already existing
version control tools are SCCS [21], RCS [22], DSEE [23], Adele [24], Clear Case
[25], Aide-de-Camp [26] and VOODOO [27].

In the process of configuration management, after version management,
managing dependencies is the crucial task. Larsson [28] has proposed a tool for
managing the dependencies. This tool can parse the exe file and fetch the.dll files
and generate the report for the dependencies [12]. Earlier Microsoft has also
developed the similar tool named Dependency Walker (DW) [29]. DW is such a
tool which scans 32-bit or 64-bit windows module and builds a hierarchical tree
diagram of all modules. Another initiative has been taken by the team which
developed the similar tool named “NDepend” [30]. This tool helps in generating
important information regarding dependencies.

Configuring Iden fica on & 
selec on

Configura on Model

Change Management

Managing Dependencies

Dependencies between 
Components

Configura on Differences 

Fig. 1 Component dependency life cycle [8]
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3 Research Gaps

Component based development gives the option of using COTS components for
composition. But during the process of composition, few problems need to be
addressed like managing dependencies and versions. Many software like DW and
NDepend are available to manage dependencies. These tasks become more tedious
if it has to be done across various versions. Version Control Systems are used to
manage various versions of the same component. There is no such tool which can
give the remedy to both the problems, i.e. which can manage the dependencies as
well as work as a version control systems. Version Control Systems (VCS) can only
track the changes made by multiple user over the time but it cannot manage runtime
dependencies. And if some software like dependency walker is used then it cannot
track the changes made inside the document. So, there is a requirement of a tool
which have the capability to manage dependencies as well as version management.
In other words, it will manage both types of dependencies, i.e. inter-module
dependencies and intra-module dependencies.

4 Need of the Proposed Framework

In configuration management, while configuring the components, managing the
dependencies is the most tedious tasks. An automated tool may be required to study
these dependencies. But management of dependencies can not be done in isolation.
Version management goes hand by hand with managing dependencies. So this
whole process is divided into various phases. In the first phase, dependencies for
various versions of the same files are generated. The tool responsible for this
purpose has been designated as SCDA (Source Code Dependency Analyser). It will
basically parse the source code of the file and generate the report regarding which
files are dependent on which other files. In the second phase, a comparative analysis
of the dependency reports of different versions is done. This comparison is done on
the basis of some selection process. The entities to be analysed may be class,
assembly and namespace. In the third phase, a number of metrics are used to
measure the complexity, dependency and coupling/cohesion aspects of the software
components [2].

5 Scope of Proposed Framework

The proposed tool can be used for following tasks:-

• When off-the-shelf components are used, there is always a probability of con-
tradiction because of the dependencies between the components. In order to
solve this problem of contradiction, the SCDA may be helpful. This tool will
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give the list of dependencies, which may be helpful in selecting the right
component.

• Another advantage of SCDA may be that developer encounters some problems
while installing new versions of the same software. Then also if the user has the
source code of the particular software then also the dependencies may be
analysed.

• Coupling and cohesion plays an important role while dealing with dependen-
cies. So, it is important to calculate coupling and cohesion in the source code.
The more the coupling is there, the more the dependencies will be there. In the
similar fashion, the more the cohesion will be there, the less the dependencies
will be there.

• Analysis of complexity in the code with the help of metrics.
• To compute Change Impact Analysis.
• Clean up of unused code.

6 Working of the Framework

The complete working of the functionality has been divided into three phases.

1. Generation of dependency report.
2. Comparison of dependency report of different versions.
3. Applying the suitable software metrics on the reports.

6.1 Phase1

The tasks to be done by this phase (Fig. 2) are accomplished by SCDA which has
been proposed here only.

Parser and Resolver (P&R).
P&R component will take the input in the form of source code of file of some

program and give the output in the form of XML file format. P&R component may be
different for different languages. It analyses the inter-module dependencies.
Inter-module dependencies are the dependencies between various modules/files,

Intermediate 
output in XML 

Format 

Report
Generator 

Dependencies re-
port of source 
code files 

Code in some 
language 

Parser & 
Resolver

Fig. 2 Diagrammatic representation of source code dependency analyser: phase 1
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i.e. which file is used by which file. Parser & Resolver (P&R) will be different for
different languages, but the report generator can be used for any language as long
as the output generated will conform to XML format required by this report generator.
Hereby it achieves the component-based software development. As in Component-
based software engineering, the user does not develop all the components from
scratch. So, here report generator can be used again and again. P&R will generate the
report in XML format. This report will be used by report generator component.

Report Generator.
This component will generate the report in html format. It will give the details

about which file is using this particular file.

Dependency Report.
The final output of the phase 1 is the dependency report generated by SCDA. It

includes the list of files where the code defined in a particular file is used.

6.2 Phase 2

In phase 2 the dependency report of different versions are compared. Output of
phase1 will be input to phase 2. Output of phase 2 (Fig. 3) will show the changes
among various versions. A tool has been used for comparing the reports of different
versions. The user of the tool can make out the progress made over the time in
different versions of the software. NDepend [30] has been used for this purpose.
User of the tool can make out the progress made over the time in different versions
of the software.

6.3 Phase 3

In the last phase, a number of metrics related to measurement of component
dependencies, their coupling as well as cohesion will be used to determine the
complexity of software component. With the help of various metrics, software

Dependency Report 
for version 1

version 2

version n

Dependency Report 
for

Dependency changes between 
various code dependency re-
ports/ various versions of the 

Dependency Report 
for

Fig. 3 Diagrammatic representation of phase 2
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components can be analysed for their fitness for reusability with less coupling and
high cohesion.

7 Applications of the Tool

• To act as a version control system, which has its significance when
record-keeping and performance analysis for legal purposes is done.

• To keep the track of development of open source software.
• To keep the track of parallel developments. If you are a member of a software

system team then it is in all probability simple to envision that while not version
management chaos would result. However, version control is not helpful simply
for groups. Many of the edges apply to solo developers further.

• To ensure that systems integration solutions can be rebuilt “from scratch” if
required in case of a major disruption.

• To work with Student Management systems in an efficient manner.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

Component-Based Software Development basically promotes reusability of com-
ponents which, in turn, results in lesser development costs. It is more effective when
working with open source software components. Reusability of open source soft-
ware components can be ensured with the help of metrics. Metrics give complete
insight to the quantitative as well as qualitative aspects of the system.

In this paper, such framework has been proposed which will measure the
dependencies and compare across various versions. Then metrics will be used for
predicting the coupling, cohesion attributes, etc. The future work would include
generating the dependencies report for all the languages instead of only one as in
this paper. At this point of time, a small set of data has been used for analysis. The
validation of the framework with various versions of the software is under process.
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DWT-SVD-Based Color Image
Watermarking Using Dynamic-PSO

Nitin Saxena, K.K. Mishra and Ashish Tripathi

Abstract The main objectives of digital image watermarking schemes are to
provide acceptable level of both imperceptibility and robustness for wide variety of
host and watermark images. To support watermarking scheme in accomplishing
these objectives, suitable watermark strength is identified in the form of scaling
factor using Dynamic-PSO (DPSO) for colored images. A non-blind,
DWT-SVD-based watermarking scheme is used to embed watermark in host image.
Results achieved through DPSO are compared with PSO and other widely accepted
variants of PSO. Experiment results demonstrate that performance of underline
watermarking scheme when used with DPSO is better than other variants of PSO.

Keywords Particle swarm optimization (PSO) ⋅ Image watermarking ⋅ Opti-
mization ⋅ Scaling factor ⋅ Imperceptibility ⋅ Robustness

1 Introduction

The last decade shows rapid increase in use of digital content such as images, audio,
or video due to their easy availability through Internet. It is safer to apply tech-
niques that provide ownership protection, content authentication, etc., for digital
data before their distribution on Internet. Digital watermarking [1] is one promising
and widely used solution to guard digital media including digital images from being
illegally used.

In digital watermarking, authorized information (watermark image) is embedded
imperceptibly into the original data (host image) to prove their authenticity and
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ownership. The embedded information can be retrieved by applying contrary
process. The embedding process of the watermark should not affect the quality of
the image [2]. At the same time watermarked images are also prone to different
modification attacks. These attacks destroyed or removed watermark from water-
marked images, result to failure of recovering watermark at receiver end. Hence
digital watermarking technique should be robust enough to overcome the effect of
different modification attacks on watermarked image.

There are several criteria to classify watermarking schemes such as based on the
availability of original content during the detection of watermark Blind or
Non-blind, based on underlined domain spatial domain and frequency domain
schemes. The frequency domain includes Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), Dis-
crete Fourier Transform (DFT), and Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) [3–5].
Further singular value decomposition (SVD)-based watermarking techniques are
proposed to improve performance [6–8]. Watermarking schemes keep the balance
between robustness and perceptual quality by controlling the percentage of the
watermark embedded into host image, i.e., scaling factor. Scaling factor represents
the strength of watermark used while embedding it in the host image.

A group of schemes embed principle components of the watermark in the host
image [9]. The appropriate value of scaling factor is image dependent. Optimization
algorithms such as genetic algorithm (GA) [10], particle swarm optimization
(PSO) [11], etc., can be used to the find optimal value of scaling factor for
watermarking schemes [12, 13]. These optimization algorithms are improved with
the proposal of new variants [14–19]. This paper demonstrates the effectiveness of
one variant of PSO, named Dynamic-PSO (DPSO) [20] for finding scaling factor in
watermarking scheme. For this purpose, scheme proposed in [21] is used to perform
image watermarking. The scheme defines non-blind watermarking for colored
images which uses SVD in DWT domain. The performance of underline water-
marking scheme, in terms of Peak Signal-to-Noise ratio, with DPSO algorithm is
compared with other variants of PSO by calculating appropriate scaling factor.
Further, scaling factor value calculated through different PSO variants are tested
under various image-processing attacks to justify our claim.

In this paper, sections are arranged as: Sect. 2 presents PSO and its variants. In
Sect. 3, DPSO is applied in watermarking scheme to find optimal value of scaling
factor for given host and watermark images. Section 4 includes results and dis-
cussion. Finally, Sect. 5 draws the conclusion.

2 Particle Swarm Optimization and Its Variants

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is metaheuristic population-based optimization
algorithm developed by Kennedy and Eberhart [11, 14]. PSO maintains current
position Xi = (xi

1, xi
2
… xi

D), velocity Vi = (vi
1, vi

2
… vi

D), and personal best
pbesti = (pbesti

1, pbesti
2
… pbesti

D) vectors for each ith particle along with row
vector for group best gBest = (gbest1, gbest2 … gbestD) where D is the dimension
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of problem. PSO uses Eqs. (1) and (2) to update velocity and position of each
particle in tth iteration (t = 1, 2, 3 …).

vdi t + 1ð Þ=vdi tð Þ+c1 * randd1 * pbestdi tð Þ− xdi tð Þ� �
+c2 * randd2 * gbestd tð Þ− xdi tð Þ� �

ð1Þ

xdi ðt + 1Þ=xdi + vdi ðt + 1Þ ð2Þ

where c1 and c2 are the acceleration coefficients, randd1 and randd2 are randomly
generated numbers uniformly distributed in the range [0, 1]. Shi and Eberhart [14]
introduce inertia weight ω (range 0–1) to control velocity component in velocity
vector as given in Eq. (3).

vdi ðt + 1Þ=ω * vdi + c1 * randd1 * pbestdi tð Þ− xdi tð Þ� �
+ c2 * randd2 * gbestd tð Þ− xdi tð Þ� �

ð3Þ

Shi and Eberhart further proposed PSO-TVIW, time dependent linearly varying
inertia weight (ω = 0.9 to 0.4) [15]. Similarly Ratnaweera et al. formulated
PSO-TVAC scheme by varying acceleration coefficients linearly on time line.
PSO-TVAC initially accentuates more on cognitive part and later shift focus on
social component to update velocity vector. PSO-TVAC is further extended to form
two variants Hierarchical PSO with TVAC (HPSO-TVAC) and Mutation PSO with
TVAC (MPSO-TVAC) [17]. Particle Swarm Optimization with Aging Leader and
Challengers (ALC-PSO) proposed by Chen et al. [18] defines leader to replace
swarm best (gBest).

3 Application of Dynamic-PSO in DWT-SVD-Based
Watermarking for Color Images

SVD-based watermarking schemes are sensitive to scaling factor while embedding
watermark in host image. Different watermark image may require different value of
scaling factor to achieve acceptable level of robustness and imperceptibility, even if
being embedded in same host image. Identifying suitable value of scaling factor is a
difficult problem. The complexity of problem increases drastically with the size of
host and watermark image. Hence efficient optimization algorithm is required to
obtain optimal value of scaling factor for different combination of host and
watermark images. This section shows the suitability of Dynamic-PSO (DPSO)
[20] in digital watermarking by finding suitable scaling factor in DWT-SVD-based
watermarking scheme.
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3.1 DWT-SVD-Based Watermarking Scheme

For embedding and extracting watermark, watermarking scheme for colored images
in RGB space defined in [21] is used. Scheme uses low frequency sub band of
DWT to embed watermark. Fractional (controlled by scaling factor) principal
component of watermark image is added to singular value of host image identified
through SVD. Modified singular values are used to form watermarked image.
Reverse process extract the watermark from watermarked image.

3.2 Dynamic-PSO (DPSO)

Dynamic-PSO (DPSO) [20] focuses on stagnation of pBest and gBest occurred in
PSO. Premature convergence takes place when PSO trapped in local optima, i.e.,
particle’s pBest start stagnating. DPSO does not affect the basic concept of PSO,
hence fast convergence characteristic of PSO remain intact. DPSO identifies stag-
nated particles of the population and provide dynamicity to stagnated particles
explicitly such that stagnated particles explore new regions. This will provide
required diversity and increases chance to recover from stagnation. Also swarm
global best (gbest) is also tracked for local optima problem. If gbest does not
improve for fixed number of iterations, new guidance is provided influencing from
previous best position attained by group.

3.3 Fitness Function

Fitness function judges the survivability of particles in DPSO similar to PSO. The
similarity between two images I and I* can be measured using normalized corre-
lation coefficient (NCC) and is calculated as:

NCC =

∑
M

i=1
∑
N

j= 1
I i, jð Þ− I ̄ð Þ I*ði, jÞ− I*̄

� �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑
M

i=1
∑
N

j= 1
I i, jð Þ− I ̄ð Þ2 * ∑

M

i=1
∑
N

j= 1
ðI* − I*̄Þ2

s ð4Þ

DPSO and other variants use following fitness function to identify suitable
scaling factor for watermarking and includes imperceptibility and robustness
characteristics [22].
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f =max Corr A, A*� �
+Corr W , W*� �� � ð5Þ

where A and A* are host and watermarked image whereas W and W* are watermark
and extracted watermark images. Corr(A, A*) is the normalized correlation coeffi-
cient between host image and watermarked image while Corr(W, W*) denotes the
normalized correlation coefficient between watermark image and extracted water-
marked image.

3.4 Finding Scaling Factor Using Dynamic-PSO

Steps to find optimal value of scaling factor using Dynamic-PSO are:

1. Initialization

(a) Initialize particles position (values of scaling factor in [−03, 0.3]) and
velocity (values in [−0.1, 0.1]) randomly.

(b) Initialize counters used to check stagnation of individual particle and group.

2. Compute fitness of each particle using Eq. (5). Identify pbest and gbest (scaling
factor that produced best fitness value for particle and group).

3. Update velocity and position using Eqs. (3) and (2).
4. Accumulate fixed number of most recent gbest’s as historical values.
5. Update pbest and gbest.
6. Identify particles which start stagnating and check gbest for group stagnation.
7. Reconstruct pbest for stagnated particles and gbest if group stagnates.
8. Check acceptability of reconstructed pbest of stagnated particles.

(a) If improvement in pbest, accept reconstructed pbests for stagnated particles
otherwise restored old respective pbest.

9. Similarly check acceptability of new gbest if reconstructed earlier.

(a) If improvement in gbest, accept reconstructed gbest for group otherwise
restored old gbest.

10. Stop iterations if termination condition satisfied otherwise go to step 3.

4 Results and Discussion

To measure the performance of watermarking scheme with different variants of
PSO including DPSO metrics are calculated. Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR)
metric evaluates the visual quality of the watermarked image as:
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PSNR in dbð Þ=10 log10
2552

MSE
ð6Þ

where, MSE is mean square error and calculated as:

MSE=
1

MN
∑
M

m=1
∑
N

n=1
½amn − awmn�2 ð7Þ

Here M and N are height and width of host and watermarked images whereas,
amn and awmn are the pixel values of coordinate (m, n) in host and watermarked
images, respectively.

Further its performance is tested against six image-processing attacks Gaussian
noise (GN), salt-and-pepper noise (SPN), rotation (RO), median filter (MF),
Gamma correction (GC), and Blurring the image (BF) to observe robustness of
scheme.

Population size in each PSO variant including DPSO is fixed to 40. Maximum
number of iterations permitted to each PSO variant is set to 50. The decision
variable is initialized randomly between (−0.3, 0.3). The maximum velocity for
particles Vmax is limited to 0.1.

The image ‘Lena’ in Fig. 1a is taken as host image and image ‘Mandrill’ in
Fig. 1b is used as watermark image. Both host and watermark images are of size
512 × 512.

In order to measure the viability of DPSO, watermarking is applied with PSO
and its popular variants including DPSO. Watermarked image and extracted
watermark obtained by applying watermarking scheme with DPSO are shown in
Fig. 1c, d. The fitness value of f defined in Eq. (5) ranges from 0 to 2. Higher the
value of f, higher is the corresponding similarity between two pair of images. The
value 2 means that the two pair of images are exactly similar and 0 means totally

Fig. 1 a Host image b Watermark image c Watermarked image using DPSO d Extracted
watermark using DPSO
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dissimilar. Table 1 includes the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and value of
fitness function through watermarking scheme with DPSO and other variants of
PSO. PSNR and fitness values obtained by DPSO and other PSO variants-based
watermarking scheme under different attacks are included in Tables 2 and 3,
respectively. It is clear that the robustness of watermarking scheme is better with
DPSO in comparison with other used PSO variants.

Table 1 Comparison of obtained PSNR and fitness value using DPSO and other PSO variants

Method PSNR Fitness value (f)

Without PSO 23.523981 1.526723
PSO [14] 28.768498 1.768262
PSO-TVIW [15] 24.075918 1.557071
HPSO-TVAC [17] 25.302159 1.625536
MPSO-TVAC [17] 30.641393 1.840190
ALC-PSO [18] 33.416903 1.955121
DPSO [20] 36.877771 1.977786

Table 2 PSNR obtained using DPSO and other PSO variants under different attacks

Method Attacks
GN 2%
noise

SPN 5%
noise

RO 10° MF
value = 3

GC
value = 2

BF
value = 20

Without PSO 13.2331 12.1298 10.2128 12.9127 11.2621 15.3219
PSO 17.6650 18.5198 14.1928 15.9183 13.9227 19.6921
PSO-TVIW 16.0511 15.1102 13.0782 15.1321 12.9012 18.1521
HPSO-TVAC 18.1873 17.8352 12.31904 18.3519 12.9103 21.3153
MPSO-TVAC 19.1378 19.3176 15.7163 20.7113 20.6129 21.7821
ALC-PSO 25.1612 24.6221 22.6520 23.2927 21.9528 23.6394
DPSO 27.3731 27.1326 22.6319 25.3149 21.9106 26.3182

Table 3 Fitness value obtained using DPSO and other PSO variants under different attacks

Method Attacks
GN 2%
noise

SPN 5%
noise

RO
10°

MF
value = 3

GC
value = 2

BF
value = 20

Without PSO 1.2729 1.2521 1.1231 1.1432 1.1351 1.3592
PSO 1.4928 1.5063 1.2591 1.3481 1.2490 1.5131
PSO-TVIW 1.4729 1.4672 1.2729 1.4691 1.2409 1.5012
HPSO-TVAC 1.5032 1.4862 1.1732 1.5132 1.1982 1.5592
MPSO-TVAC 1.5138 1.6251 1.4692 1.5418 1.5389 1.5603
ALC-PSO 1.7013 1.6522 1.6020 1.6123 1.5559 1.6492
DPSO 1.7381 1.7129 1.5962 1.7089 1.5401 1.7025
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, method to find appropriate watermark strength (image dependent) in
terms of scaling factor using Dynamic-PSO is proposed for DWT-SVD-based
image watermarking scheme. Performance of DPSO is compared with other PSO
variants using PSNR metric that show the similarity of host and watermarked
image. Robustness is measured by applying various image-processing attacks on
watermarked image. Experimental results demonstrate significant improvement in
imperceptibility as well as robustness under various image-processing attacks.
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Semi-supervised Spatiotemporal
Classification and Trend Analysis
of Satellite Images

Avinash Chandra Pandey and Ankur Kulhari

Abstract Classification of satellite images can be used for land information
extraction, i.e., land cover maps, forest maps, industrial maps, residential maps,
flooded maps, etc. The classification can be performed using any of the two
methods, namely supervised classification method and unsupervised method.
However, supervised classification methods require extensive training with existing
training datasets. For satellite images, it is difficult to generate training dataset for
all the land cover types. Therefore, this paper proposes a novel semi-supervised
classification method to classify satellite images. The efficiency of proposed method
is tested on satellite images of Delhi and Himalayan regions. Experimental results
validate that the proposed method outperforms the existing methods.

Keywords Self-organizing feature map ⋅ Artificial neural network ⋅
Semi-supervised classification ⋅ Trend analysis ⋅ Vector quantized temporal
associative memory ⋅ Accuracy assessment

1 Introduction

Satellite Images are the major sources of data and information, which are used in
environmental studies, forest management, urban change detection, etc. [1]. So far,
a lot of efforts have been made to extract information from remotely sensed images
and various methods have also been developed in this field. Digital interpretation
(quantitative analysis) [2] is one of the main approach for the identification and
measurement of various targets (i.e., point line area feature) in satellite image.
Classification is a common and powerful information extraction method, which is
used in remote sensing. Classification of satellite images is a process in which
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different areas, viz., water, soil, vegetation, etc., are separated. The classified images
are used to gain information about areas of interest and also used as base maps for
other change detection analysis [3]. There are many classification methods, which
have their own merits and demerits. Among classification methods, maximum
likelihood approach [4] has been used more frequently. Srivastava et al. [5] pro-
vided a method to select most suitable classification method for land use/cover from
maximum likelihood classification (MLC), support vector machine (SVM), and
artificial neural network (ANN) and found that classification with ANN results far
better than SVM and MLC. Artificial neural network (ANN) based methods pro-
vide better classification results for satellite images [5].

There are two classification methods based on ANN, namely supervised [6] and
unsupervised [6]. In supervised classification [7], training datasets (representative
sites) for each land cover type is used. Representative sample site of known cover
types, also called as training areas, are used to compile a numerical interpretation
key that describes the spectral attributes of each feature type of interest. In unsu-
pervised classification [8], no supervisor is used for pixel categorization of satellite
images. The automated system analyzes properties of each pixel and based on
common characteristics of pixels, groups are formed without providing represen-
tative sites. However, in supervised methods [9] classification structure upon data is
imposed by selecting appropriate training sites, which sometimes may not present
in dataset [10] and it affects accuracy of overall system due to unclassified regions
in satellite image(s). In unsupervised methods, natural groups are identified by
spectral homogeneity, which sometimes may not correspond to a class of interest
[10]. Hybrid classification methods [11, 12] perform better in most of the cases.
However, its accuracy is decreased drastically when applied to image having
heterogeneous regions. object-based classification [12] methods group a number of
pixels with homogeneous properties into an object. Moser et al. proposed [13]
Spectra-based classification method for the classification of satellite images which
are simple and easy to be implement. However it neglects the spatial components
therefore, its accuracy may decrease immensely. Blaschke [3, 14] incorporated
spatial information in satellite images and used it for satellite image classification,
i.e., generally called spatiocontextual image classification. Due to the limitation of
above classification methods for satellite images, this paper introduces a novel
semi-supervised method based on self organizing feature map (SOFM) for the
classification of satellite images. The experimental results depict that the proposed
method outperforms the existing methods. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows: Sect. 2 describes the proposed method. Section 3 discusses experimental
results and Sect. 4 concludes the paper.
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2 Proposed Work

In this article, classification of satellite images has been carried out using
self-organized feature map followed by trend analysis of snow in Himalayan region
using VQTAM algorithm. Figure 1 shows the flowchart of proposed method. For
preprocessing, classification, and trend analysis of multispectral and multitemporal
satellite images following steps are performed:

(a) Collection of Dataset
(b) Preprocessing of Dataset
(c) Selection of Training Dataset/Sites
(d) Classification using Semi-supervised Learning
(e) Accuracy Assessment using ERDAS IMAGINE
(f) Trend Analysis using Temporal SOFM

The proposed work is carried out in two phases:

(a) Classification of satellite images using semi-supervised classification method.
(b) Trend analysis of snow in Himalayan region.

Satellite images [15] have been taken from Delhi and Himalayan region. Delhi is
located in North-West of Uttar Pradesh. It has a geographical extent of 028n40
latitude and 077e20 longitude. After acquisition of the dataset, raw satellite images
are preprocessed using preprocessing steps in which satellite images are georefer-
enced [16] with the help of 25 GCPs (the number of GCPs used in process depends
on the nature of the image). As a result, a Geo-Ti image is obtained which will be
used as an input in the classification and trend analysis process.

Figure 2 shows the flowchart of semi-supervised classification and trend anal-
ysis. Semi-supervised method [17] overcomes the problems of supervised and
unsupervised method by using the large amount of unlabeled data (data without
training sites) along with some labelled data (data with training sites). However,
semi-supervised method requires fewer amounts of human efforts; as most of the
data are analyzed using unsupervised methods in most of the cases. Therefore, it
outperforms supervised and unsupervised methods.

Fig. 1 Flowchart of the
proposed semi-supervised
method
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Semi-supervised classification of the satellite images requires some training
sites. The number of training sites depends on the major land cover in satellite
image. In the proposed work the major land of Delhi area has been covered under
the nine regions in the satellite image. These nine training sites such as Crop area,
Residential area, Fallow land, Agriculture area, Industrial area, Salt affected area,
Grazing land, Open scrub and Water body have been chosen as shown in Fig. 3.
Training sites of Delhi region are taken from the reference map shown in the Fig. 3.
The yellow points shown in Fig. 3a are the training sites that are used for
semi-supervised classification methods. Each training site is represented with a
square regions of size 5 5 3 which is taken from the reference map. Median value of
each training site has been used to train SOFM network. Thus, we have nine median
values, one for each training site and the average of median is used to train the
SOFM network for semi-supervised classification which reduces the overall pro-
cessing time.

Fig. 2 a Flowchart of semi-supervised classification, b Flowchart of trend analysis process

Fig. 3 a Reference map for training sites of Delhi region b Training sites for Delhi region i Crop
area ii Residential area iii Fallow land iv Agriculture area v Industrial area vi Salt affected area vii
Grazing land viii Open scrub ix Water body
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After training SOFM, input image is simulated using unsupervised (clustering)
method and as a result of simulation, classified map having nine classes is obtained
as an output. Different classes in the classified map are shown in different colors as
red for crop area, pink for salt effected area etc. After semi-supervised classification,
Trend analysis, is performed using the Vector Quantization Temporal Associative
Memory (VQTAM) model [18]. Snow trends in the month of September 2008 in
Himalayan Region has been predicted using VQTAM. To predict the snow trends
in month of September, 2008 three satellite images of the Himalayan Region of
month September 2001, September 2006, and August 2007 have been taken.

Images are cropped to select the same area, which is used as training sites shown
in Fig. 4. Index values of training sites are used as a time series for the input. In this
model the SOFM is trained using the sequentially training function that selects the
random value from the input time series as a winner and then computes all the
winning neurons that are closest to the winner and performs some calculations on
the winning neurons to predict the value of snow trends as an output.

3 Experimental Results

3.1 Semi-supervised Classification of Satellite Images

A SOFM network of size 3 9 and weight vector used in the classification process
have been shown in Fig. 5. Weight vector is generated after training SOFM net-
work which is further used in classification process.

Figure 6 shows the satellite and classified image of Delhi area respectively. The
satellite image is classified into nine different color classes as shown in Fig. 6c. The
crop area is classified in red color whereas salt effected area is shown in pink color
and water body is in black color. Purple, orange, pale green and green are for
Residential area, Fallow land, Agriculture area, and Industrial area respectively.
Yellow is for open scrub and Grazing land is shown in blue color.

Fig. 4 Training sites for
snow trends in Himalayan
region
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3.2 Accuracy Assessment

To measure the accuracy of the semi-supervised classification method, an error
matrix or confusion matrix is used. The accuracy assessment matrix E of size m x m
represents that there are m number of classes and Exy shows the number of patterns
of class x predicted in class y. The diagonal values represent the correctly clustered
patterns. The confusion matrix is being used to calculate accuracy by using Eq. (1).

Accuracy=
∑
m

x=1
Exx

∑
m

x=1
∑
n

y=1
Exy

ð1Þ

Fig. 5 a Network topology b Weight vector

Fig. 6 a Satellite image b Classified satellite image c Reference color map for classified satellite
image
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The accuracy assessment Table for the satellite image of Delhi region of January
2003 is shown in Table 1. From the accuracy assessment Table it is observed that
the overall Accuracy of IRS-1D satellite image using semi-supervised classification
is 67.10%. The reason of having low accuracy is due to lots of valleys and hills in
study area, which results in more shadows in satellite imagery. These shadows
result in misclassification. Mixed pixel classification information shows that around
18% area is with high certainty.

Table 2 shows the comparative results of the proposed method and existing
considered methods in terms of accuracy, computational time. From the Table, it is
visualized that the proposed method gives the best accuracy among all the con-
sidered methods. From the Table 2 it has been observed that supervised method has
least accuracy among all the methods due to a lot of unclassified regions in satellite
images.

Table 1 Accuracy assessment of January 2003

Undefined Pink Purple Orange Sky
blue

Pale
green

Yellow Red Green Blue

Undefined 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Pink 0 5 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Purple 0 0 9 1 1 0 1 0 0 0

Orange 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 1

Sky blue 0 2 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0

Pale green 0 0 2 8 3 12 2 0 0 0

Yellow 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 0 0 0

Red 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Green 0 0 0 3 0 0 2 2 10 1

Blue 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 11

Table 2 Comparison of proposed method with the existing methods in terms of accuracy,
computational time

Sr.
no

Dataset Method Mean accuracy
(%)

Mean computational
Time

1 Satellite image
dataset

Supervised method 60.87 316.01
2 Unsupervised

method
61.81 342.85

3 Semi-supervised
method

67.10 303.13
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3.3 Kappa Statistic

The Kappa statistic was derived to include measures of class accuracy within an
overall measurement of classifier accuracy [19]. It provides a better measure of the
accuracy of a classifier than the overall accuracy, since it considers interclass
agreement. Kappa analysis yields a statistics that is a measure of agreement or
accuracy [19]. The Kappa coefficient expresses the proportionate reduction in error
generated by a classification process compared with the error of a completely
random classification. The value of Kappa statistic for the proposed method is
0.6238, which implies that the classification process is avoiding approx 62% of the
errors that generate a completely random classification.

The total number of reference points used in accuracy assessment is 100. The
Kappa statistics [20] for January 2003 is 0.6238 as shown in Table 3.

3.4 Trend Analysis

Out of four bands available of IRS-1D satellite images only three bands are taken
into consideration for satellite images of Himalayan region. To find out the snow
trends in dataset of Himalayan region same area (as taken in phase-1) has been
cropped from the original satellite images as training sites to analyze the snow
trends.

The matrix values of all the training sites as shown in Fig. 7 are fed to the
VQTAM algorithm [21] to find out the trends of next year based on the values of
the input.

Figure 8 shows the snow trends in the satellite image of Himalayan region in the
month of September 2008. The red color shown in Fig. 8 is the one step ahead
values whereas the blue color shows the predicted values for September 2008. The
overall normalized mean square error computed for the complete process is
0.5879%.

Table 3 Kappa statistics for
January 2003

Class Kappa

Undefined 10000
Pink 0.8208
Purple 0.7191
Orange 0.8418
Sky blue 0.7886
Pale green 0.3614
Yellow 0.7383
Red 0
Green 0.5062

Blue 0.8232
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4 Conclusion

In this paper, semi-supervised classification method has been proposed for the
classification of satellite images. The classification has been performed on the basis
of the median feature of the training classes. The overall accuracy and the kappa
statistics in the classification are 67.10% and 0.6238 respectively. Trend analysis
has been carried out on dataset of Himalayan region’s satellite images using Vector
Quantization Temporal Associative Memory (VQTAM) model.

In future the image can be classified in more classes to get more accurate results.
Other methods, i.e., harmonic mean and mode can also be used for training. Instead
of VQTAM model, regression formula can also be used on the raw satellite image
to find out the trends.

Fig. 8 Snow trend graph of Himalayan Region in September 2008

Fig. 7 Training sites for Himalayan Region a rock area, b snow area
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Improved Content-Based Image
Classification Using a Random Forest
Classifier

Vibhav Prakash Singh and Rajeev Srivastava

Abstract Content-based image classification is being one of the important phase in
the process of automatic retrieval and annotation of images. In this paper, we are
focused on effective image classification using low-level colour and texture fea-
tures. It is well proved that the classifier performances are good for the unknown
images, if quite similar images are present in the training set. On the other hand,
classifier performances could not be guaranteed for images that are very much
dissimilar from training set. This generalization problem of classifier can bias the
image retrieval and annotation process. This paper objective is to investigate the
discrimination abilities for such different class standard images. For improved
image classification, we extract the effective low-level colour and texture features
from the images. These features include; local binary pattern (LBP) based texture
features, and colour percentile, colour moment, and colour histogram based colour
features. To overcome the generalization problem, we have used random forest
classifier, capable for handle over-fitting situation. Experimental analysis on
benchmark database confirms the effectiveness of this work.

Keywords Image classification ⋅ Decision tree ⋅ Random forest ⋅ Feature
extraction ⋅ Content-based image retrieval

1 Introduction

Image classification is an emerging research area, mainly used for annotation,
categorization, indexing and retrieval of the images [1]. Currently, the tremendous
growth in digital technology generated a huge amount of information, in which
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images are easily available to the public, from web pages to photo collection. As the
number of images increases, the need to develop fast and efficient algorithms to
perform a search query on large image databases also increases. Content-based
image retrieval (CBIR) techniques analyse the associated content with the image to
perform search and retrieval. Features are extracted from an image based on
low-level descriptions such as colour, texture or shape [2]. Based on these features,
a CBIR system attempts to retrieve images that are visually relevant to the query
image. Image classification is quite similar to CBIR system, typically consists of a
database of images whose features have been extracted as a pre-processing
step. Once the features have been extracted for all the images in the database, these
features will subsequently be used to represent the image. Further, images are
classify using these features with any machine learning classifier, and for CBIR the
user provides a query image whose features are extracted and then matched with the
feature database to retrieve similar images. Since visual data requires large amounts
of computing power and memory for processing and storage, there is a need to
efficient indexing and retrieval of visual information from large image database.
Image classification categorizes the images into various classes, which can improve
the retrieval performance and searching time of retrieval.

The one important focus of this work is to find suitable features for the images.
Numerous features of the image are used to implement feature vector in image
classification and retrieval, most of them are low-level features, based on colour,
texture, shape and spatial orientation [3, 4]. In which, colour is an important feature
that is most often used for effective representation and classification of colour
images. Due to simplicity and fast indexing, colour histograms (CH), colour cor-
relogram and colour moments are commonly used as a colour features [5–7].
Texture is also a useful features mainly used for the discrimination of fine and
coarse images. Grey level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM), local binary pattern
(LBP), Wavelet and Gabor coefficients, etc., are mainly used for the extraction of
texture features [8–10]. Basically, the main problem behind an efficient CBIR is
semantic gap between low-level representation and high-level understanding [2,
11], which can be reduced by using the supervised concept of image classification.
The goal of CBIR is to provide the best retrieval results, and content-based image
classification can be treated as a pre-processing step and applied prior computing
similarity measure to speed up the searching and retrieval performances [12].
Furthermore, image classification can improve the response time by reducing the
searching space.

As we know that for successful usage in image annotation and retrieval, the
generalization capabilities of classifier are most essential [1, 13]. So, to overcome
the over-fitting problem we have used random forest classifier. The random forest
[14] is an ensemble approach based on divide and conquer approach. The basic
concept behind ensemble methods is that a group (forest) of classification tree can
come together to form a strong learner, which means final classification of an
individual is determined by voting over all trees in the forest.

In this work, we classify the images into different classes using random forest
classifier with colour and texture features. In the next section, we demonstrate the
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proposed framework, start with feature extraction, followed by image classification.
Results analyses are presented in Sect. 3, and finally Sect. 4 presents the conclusion
of the work.

2 Materials and Model

In this section, we explore the proposed work, based on fusion of colour histogram
colour moment, colour percentile and LBP feature sets. For better classification,
random forest classifier is introduced, which are good enough to reduce the effect of
over fitting and classify images effectively. This work presented in this paper is
divided into two Sects. (1 and 2), where Sect. 1 gives the details and extraction
procedure of used features. Section 2 gives the details of used classifier and pro-
posed work. The outcomes of this work are significantly better in terms of accuracy
and other factors, which are discussed in Sect. 3.

2.1 Image Features

Quantifying discrimination ability of colour and texture features for classification
problem is not being so easy. Among many possible features for classification
purpose, we restrict our self to local binary pattern based texture features, and
colour percentile, colour moment and colour histogram based colour features.
Because all these features are fast in indexing and have rich content information for
the classification.

2.1.1 Local Binary Pattern

Local binary pattern (LBP) is a computationally light-weighted texture features,
derived from the local neighbourhood of each pixel in the image [8]. This operator
treats each pixel as a centre pixel, and calculates the difference of centre pixel with
neighbourhood pixel and multiplies it with a binary image window. Here, LBP
features are extracted from luminance plane. LBP operator is mathematically
defined as:

LBPP,R = ∑
P− 1

i=0
2iD1ðIi − IcÞ ð1Þ

D1 xð Þ= 0 x≤ 0
1 else

� �
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The grey scale values of neighbourhood pixel and centre pixel are denoted as Ii
and Ic. The connectivity from neighbouring pixels is represented as P and the
neighbourhood radius is denoted as R. Finally, for an image of size M*N with L
intensity value, histogram of LBP image is represented as texture features, denoted
as Hist(L)|LBP and defined in Eq. (2).

HistðLÞjLBP= ∑
M

x1
∑
N

x2
D2ðLBP x1, x2ð Þ,LÞ

L= ½0, 2P− 1�, ð2Þ

where D2 x1, x2ð Þ= 1 x1 = x2
0 otherwise

�

In this study, we have extracted LBP features for P = 8 and R = 1.

2.1.2 Colour Percentiles

This feature is very simple and computationally faster, used for visual retrieval and
inspection [15]. During experimental analysis, colour percentile discrimination
performance has been shown to be quite independent of colour space. So, for taking
the advantages of computational simplicity and performances, this paper uses RGB
colour space. The colour features used in this study are based on percentiles of one
dimensional R, G and B colour channels. Colour percentile for an image of matrix
X, with percentages P in the interval [0–100] depends upon nature of data. If X is a
vector, then percentile Y is a vector or a scalar with the same length, then it means
Y(i) contains the P(i) percentile. In this work, three percentile intervals [25 50, and
75] are taken for each RGB channel. Basically, percentile (centile) works on the
concept of linear interpolation. Linear interpolation is calculated as y = f(x) for a
given percentile x between x1 and x2 as follows:

y= y1 +
x− x1
x2 − x1

ðy2 − y1Þ ð3Þ

Here, x1 and x2 are minimum and maximum value of input data, and y1 and y2
are range interval between[0–100]. This is one way to select the percentile features
by selecting equal portions in a range between the minimum and maximum per-
centile values. We have calculated the value of x as a percentile value by rewriting
the Eq. (3).
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2.1.3 Colour Moment

Colour moment (CM) shows close description of colour distribution for an image
[5]. If we define the ith colour channel (i = 1, 2, and 3) at jth image pixel as Xi, j.
Then colour moments of an image are calculated as descriptions given in Table 1.

2.1.4 Colour Histogram

Colour histogram (CH) is a most simple and effective features used for colour
image retrieval and classification. Representation of colour histogram is just like a
bar graph, where each bar (bin) denotes the level of a particular colour [6].

For an image of size M × N, let the colour quantization levels are represented
as Q = Q1, Q2…QL, and histogram H = H1, H2… HL, where, Hi holds the count of
pixels in colour Qi.

CH also reflects the possibility of any pixel, in image I, that have colour Qi.

Probability P∈Qið Þ= Hi

M*N
ð4Þ

For saving of time and space, this paper has taken HSV colour space and only 32
quantized bins.

2.2 Image Classification

To classify the images, first, chromaticity moments, colour percentile, colour his-
togram and LBP features are extracted from each image of database, and after
fusion these features represent the content of images. The proposed working dia-
gram for image classification is shown in Fig. 1.

Table 1 Colour moments

Features Equation Descriptions

Mean
μ=

∑
i, j
Xi, j

N

Reflects average intensity (brightness) of an image,
having N pixels

Standard
deviation σ =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑
i, j
ðXi, j − μÞ
N

r 2 The variance tells the intensity variation around the
mean

Skewness ∑
i, j
ðXi, j − μÞ
Nσ3

3 Shows degree of asymmetry in the distribution
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Let CM, CP, CH and LBP be feature sets of colour moment, colour percentile,
colour histogram and local binary pattern, respectively, which are extracted inde-
pendently and represented as:

CM = [CM1 CM2CM3 ……………………CM9],
CP = [CP10 CP11 CP12……………….……CP18], and
CH = [CH19CH20……………………………CH50]
LBP = [LBP51 LBP52 LBP53…………………………………LBP86]
Final feature vector set (FS) are formed after fusion of all these feature sets
FS = [CM∪CP∪CH∪ LBP]
Final feature set for one image = [F1 F2 F3……………………….F86]
If there are M number of images then the size of feature matrix = M × 86
So, we can write this feature vector into M × F representation, where M is the

number of images and F is the number of features, and a feature vector can be
expressed in a matrix such as:

FS = [FS1,i FS2,i…………..FSJ,i……………FSM,i], where i = 1 to F.
Finally, feature vector set (FS) are stored into the database, used by the random

forest classifier for image classification. The basic concept of random forest is based
on the formation of weak decision trees in parallel, further we combine the trees to
form a single, strong learner by averaging or taking the majority vote. For the
classification of images, feature set (FS) are randomly divided into various subset
for the training of decision tree individually, as shown in Fig. 2. Where, each node
chooses small subset of features at random, for finding a feature which optimized
the split. After training of each decision tree, final output is derived by ensemble
approach using majority voting. Complete algorithm of random forest classification
for training set S with F features is given below.

Fig. 1 Proposed working diagram
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Algorithm Random Forest
Input:  A training set S with F features, and number of trees in forest B. 
Steps:

1. function RF(S , F) 
2. φ
3. 1 to B  do
4. S(i) A bootstrap sample from S
5. xi RandomizedLearnTree (S(i) , F)
6. X X
7. end for loop
8. return X
9. end function

Function RandomizedLearnTree (S(i), F)
1. At each node
2. f very small subset of F
3. Split on best feature in f
4. return learned tree
5. end function

Output:
If the class prediction of bth random forest tree is Cb(x) then final ensemble
output of random forest classifier is:

CB (x) =majority 

Fig. 2 Random forest classifier
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3 Results Analysis

For the evaluation of this work, experiments have been performed on Corel-1000
(Wang) database, widely used to analyse the performance of retrieval system [16].
The Wang database contains, 10 different classes of images, each class have 100
images of Africa, Beaches, Monuments, Buses, Dinosaurs, Elephants, Flowers,
Horses, Hills (Mountains), and Foods with resolution of 256 * 384 or 384 * 256
pixels.

Following performance metrics derived from confusion matrix are used for
image analysis.

• Precision
Reflects classifier discrimination ability among the different class images.

Precision =
TP

TP+FP
ð5Þ

• Recall
Shows how well system recognized the different images.

Recall =
TP

TP+FN
ð6Þ

• Accuracy: Accuracy is defined as the proportion of instances that are correctly
classified. It is calculated as:

Accuracy =
TP+TN

TP+FN+FP+TN
ð7Þ

• F-Measure is combined measure for precision and recall

F−Measure =
2×Precision ×Recall
Precision+Recall

ð8Þ

• MCC (Matthews Correlation Coefficient) is balanced measure mainly preferred
for different sizes of classes.

MCC=
ðTP×TNÞ− ðFP×FNÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

TP+FP½ � TP+FN½ � TN +FP½ � TN +FN½ �p ð9Þ

• AUC: Area under ROC curve of a classifier is the probability that the classifier
ranks a randomly chosen negative image lesser than a randomly chosen positive.
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In order to evaluate the performance this work, we have used K-fold cross
validation. In this paper, we have taken K = 10 for the evaluation. It means our
dataset is divided into 10 equal sets, each have 100 distinct instances in which 9 sets
(900 instances-90 images from each class) are used for training and one set (100
instances-10 images from each class) for testing. These processes are repeated 10
times and form a confusion matrix. Using this confusion matrix, we have evaluated
various performance measures, which are given in Tables 2 and 3.

Figure 3 shows the performance of random forest for different number of trees,
where it reflects maximum 88.8% accuracy for 70 and 100 number of trees. Ran-
dom forest of 70 trees, each constructed while considering 7 random features takes
0.59 s for building model for classification, while 100 trees take 0.86 s. So, due to
time constraint we have taken 70 number of trees for our result analysis. Confusion
matrix and classification performances of this work are given in Tables 2 and 3.

From the confusion matrix of this classifier, it is clear that this classifier with
fusion of colour and texture features reflects superior discriminative power for 8
class images of Wang database. This classifier is slightly failing to discriminate
only between Beach and Mountain classes, 14% images of Beach classes are
misclassified as Mountain and 10% images of Mountain are misclassified as Beach.
The overall accuracy of this approach is 88.8%, which is 1000 Wang database

Table 3 Performance analysis

Class Precision Recall F-Measure MCC ROC area

Africa 0.901 0.820 0.859 0.845 0.976
Beach 0.816 0.710 0.759 0.737 0.969
Building 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.811 0.986
Bus 0.962 1.00 0.980 0.978 1.00
Dinosaurs 0.980 0.980 0.980 0.978 1.00
Elephant 0.809 0.890 0.848 0.831 0.989
Flowers 0.951 0.980 0.966 0.962 0.998
Horses 0.933 0.980 0.956 0.951 0.999
Mountain 0.755 0.770 0.762 0.736 0.981
Food 0.939 0.920 0.929 0.922 0.996
Average 0.888 0.888 0.887 0.875 0.989

0.78

0.8

0.82

0.84

0.86

0.88

0.9

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130

AC
CU

RA
CY

 

NUMBER OF TREE

Fig. 3 Random forest
performance on different
number of trees
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images; it correctly recognizes or detects 888 images for retrieval and indexing. Our
proposed approach has significant encouraging results in terms of other perfor-
mance factors such as; average precision = 88.8%, recall = 88.8%, area under
ROC = 98.9%, MCC = 87.5%, and F-measure = 88.7%. Figure 4 shows the
comparative analysis of performances, where overall accuracy, average precision,
F-score and MCC of proposed approach is compared and found better than K-NN,
Naïve Bayes and support vector machine (SVM) classifiers. So from all these
experimental analyses, this is justified that using random forest classifier with
concatenation of colour histogram, colour moment, colour percentile and LBP
feature sets work very impressive for colour image classification.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, being inspired by the concept that similarity in the feature space
should exhibit semantically similar images. This paper’s objective was to investi-
gate the discriminatory abilities of proposed feature set and look at efficient
architecture (number of tree) of the classifier. For the classification of images, we
have used random forest-based classifier with fusion of colour and texture features,
and got significantly encouraging discriminative results. In future, we will used the
classifier discriminative performance for the image retrieval, where this work is
treated as a pre-processing step for the grouping of images, also this model helps in
retrieval by detecting the class of query image.
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An Advanced Approach of Face
Recognition Using HSV and Eigen Vector

Santosh Kumar, Atul Chaudhary, Ravindra Singh, Manish Sharma
and Anil Dubey

Abstract A constant framework for perceiving faces in a video stream gave by an
observation camera was actualized, having continuous face identification. Along
these lines, both face discovery and face acknowledgment strategies are synopsis
displayed, without avoiding the imperative specialized perspectives. The proposed
approach basically was to actualize and check the calculation HSV shading division
for face identification and eigenfaces for Recognition, which tackles the
acknowledgment issue for two dimensional representations of confronts, utilizing
the main part investigation. The depictions, speaking to information pictures for the
proposed framework, are anticipated into a face space (highlight space) which best
characterizes the variety for the face pictures preparing set. The face space is
characterized by the “eigenfaces” which are the eigenvectors of the arrangement of
appearances.

Keywords Face recognition ⋅ PCA (Principal component analysis) ⋅ Skin color
segmentation (HSV) ⋅ HUE

1 Introduction

Modernized face certification has industrialized a basic field of interest. Face
recognition is the average procedure of distinguishing proof of a person by their
facial picture. This strategy utilize the facial pictures of a man to validate him into
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an ensured framework, for criminal proof, for international ID confirmation, pas-
sageway control in structures, access control at automatic teller machines and in
other applications for authentication purpose. This strategy utilizing principal
component analysis for face acknowledgment and it was based on the hypothesis of
face acknowledgement on a little arrangement of picture elements that best close
arrangement of known pictures of face, without regards to that they relate to our
non-judicious thoughts of facial parts and elements. The eigenface strategy and area
base shading division coordinating (HSV) give a useful arrangement that is all
around fitted for the issue of face acknowledgment. It is quick, generally simple,
and functions admirably in a compelled domain. Head size and head introduction,
the trade-offs between the quantity of eigen confronts fundamental for unambiguous
order are matter of concern. A face acknowledgment framework would permit
client to be distinguished by essentially strolling past an observation camera.
Individuals frequently remember each other by one-of-a-kind facial attributes.
Facial acknowledgment is turning into the best type of human observation. There
are two dominating ways to deal with face acknowledgment: geometric (element
based) and photometric (perspective based). The most broadly and regularly uti-
lized calculation for face acknowledgment is shading division (HSV) and eigen-
vector (Pca). Acknowledgment rate of 85.113% is accomplished in our calculation.

2 Related Work

Before, numerous anomaly identification strategies have been proposed [1, 2, 3, 4,
5] Normally, these current methodologies can be separated into three classes:
Knowledge-based template matching appearance-based and feature invariant based
techniques. Factual methodologies [1, 3] expect that the information tails some
standard or foreordained circulations, and this sort of methodology intends to
discover the exceptions which digress frame such appropriations. Nonetheless,
most dispersion models are accepted univariate, and consequently the absence of
heartiness for multidimensional information is a concern. In addition, since these
strategies are regularly executed in the first information space specifically, their
arrangement models may experience the ill effects of the clamor present in the
information. The presumption or the earlier learning of the information dispersion is
not effectively decided for handy issues.

• Sung and Poggio [1] proposed and adequately realized Gaussian clusters to
validate the assignment of facial part and non-facial part.

• Pattern Rowley et al. [2] utilized manufactured neural system for face discovery.
• Vijay Lakshmi proposed a segmentation algorithm for multiple face detection in

color images with skin tone regions utilizing color spaces and edge detection
techniques, in which varying shading space models, particularly, HSI and
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YCbCr close by Canny and Prewitt edge ID procedures are utilized for better
face detection [6, 7].

• Eyed Aldasouqi et al., exhibited a Smart Human Face Detection System, in
which they clarified digital picture handling and quick identifying calculations
taking into account HSV Color model without giving up the pace of face
detection [8].

• Venu Shah et al., thought about and joined the traditional method of HSV
Histogram Equalization with Versatile HSV division and Kekre Transform for
Content-Based Image Retrieval [9].

3 Color Base Face Detection

Some human eyes have a tendency to see shading. RGB characterizes shading
regarding a blend of essential hues, While, HSV portrays shading utilizing more
recognizable examinations, for example, shading, energy, and shine. The shading
camera, on computer, utilizes the RGB model to decide shading. Once the camera
has perused these qualities, they are changed over to HSV standards. The HSV
qualities are then utilized as a part of the code to decide the area of a particular
article/shading for which computer is seeking. The pixels are independently tested
to figure out whether they coordinate a foreordained shading limit (Figs. 1 and 2).

(i) (ii)  (iii)

Fig. 1 i ii iii RGB, HSV and H component of image (2)

Original Image        gray image Eigen image face

Fig. 2 Image conversion
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H= cos− 1ð
1
2 ð R − Gð Þ + R − BÞ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ðR − GÞ2 + ðR − BðG − BÞÞ
q Þ

S=1− 3
minðR,G,BÞ
R + G+ B

v=
1
3

R + G + Bð Þ

Skin district in B shading place remains in the accompanying extent 0.79G
−67 < B < 0.78G + 42. Non-skin region in B color place remains in the following
range 0.836G−14 < B < 0.836G + 44. Non-skin region in H color space remains
in the following range 19 < H < 240. Skin region in Cb color space remains in the
following range 102 < Cb < 128.

4 Principal Component

PCA is a valuable present-day factual system that has utilized application as a part
of fields, for example, face PCA is a useful front line true strategy that has been
used in application such as a piece of fields, for instance, face affirmation and
picture weight, and is an ordinary technique for finding plans in data of high
estimation [10]. PCA is a commonly used strategy for article affirmation as its
results, when used properly can be truly correct and flexible to disturbance. The
procedure for which PCA is associated can change at different stages so what will
be demonstrated is a sensible system for PCA application that can be taken after. It
is up to individuals to investigate in finding the best strategy for conveying exact
results from PCA and PCA Need less time to see the face, PCA can do desire,
abundance departure, highlight extraction and data relationship.

Some steps of face recognition using PCA (Principle Component Analysis)

Step 1 Creating a mean matrix
Step 2 Subtract the mean from each column
Step 3 Calculate covariance matrix
Step 4 Get Eigen value and Eigen vector from covariance matrix
Step 5 Create Eigen image by multiplying mean subtracted data and Eigen

value
Step 6 Creating weight matrix.
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5 Proposed Methodology

In circumstances where shading representation assumes an essential part, the HSV
shading model is regularly favored over the RGB model. The HSV model repre-
sentation hues comparably to how the human eye has a tendency to see shading.
RGB characterizes shading regarding a mix of essential hues, while, HSV repre-
sents shading utilizing more recognizable correlations, for example, shading,
dynamic quality and brilliance. The color camera uses the RGB model to decide
color. As soon as the camera has perused these qualities, they are changed over to
HSV rates. The HSV qualities are then utilized as a part of the code to decide the
area of a particular article/shading we are seeking for. Those eigen picture face is an
extricated picture which is ought to be match with train database picture (Fig. 3).

The execution of the proposed face acknowledgment framework is tasted with
various picture stances of same individual. In Fig. 4, we try to express our actual
algorithm of how our system recognizes the face successfully. Initially a random
image is captured by any static camera. After that image is obtained by color
segmentation and than apply HSV and detect face in captured image. After that
feature is extracted using PCA algorithm and obtain Eigen image. Same process is
apply in our train database where feature is extracted and Eigen image is obtained
by matching most similar image.

6 Experiment and Graphical Approach

The proposed methodology experimental process is operated with LG 13 mega
pixel static camera and picture is not click more than five to six feet .captured image
at a spatial resolution of 180 × 200 pixels frame rate is not more than 25 frame per
second. A low rate camera is used for this experiment because our goal is also
research design must be economical. When the code is executed in MATLAB
2013a than its take the train database and test database path respectively according
to Fig. 5. The experimental result is shown in Fig. 5 where two different poses of
image are matched successfully.

6.1 Efficiency Observed Over Proposed Algorithm

Six different pictures for each said condition were taken to test for ten different
individuals. Light power is attempted to keep low (Fig. 6). Size variety of a test
picture is not adjusted to much degree. We can watch that ordinary looks are
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recognized as face effectively on the grounds that facial elements are not changed
much in that Case and in different situations where facial elements are changed
effectiveness is lessened in Recognition. The creator partitioned the state of pictures
submitted for acknowledgment into Six sorts, the countenances in the pictures were
of various sizes, positions and numerous subjects had even somewhat pivoted their

Fig. 3 Flow chart of
proposed algorithm
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Fig. 4 Block diagram and approach of face recognition

Fig. 5 Matched image (3)
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heads. Besides, lighting conditions were purposefully fluctuated by the analyst to
strain the acknowledgment framework (09 + 8.5 + 09 + 7.3 + 7.7 + 9.1)/
06 = 8.5113 (Tables 1 and 2).

Effectively the exactness level is approx 8.5113 × 100 = 85.113% found.

Fig. 6 Average recognition
rate

Table 1 Different types of image expressions

Condition of images Total tested Successful recognition Recognition failures

Normal 30 27(90%) 3(10%)
Smile 30 26(85%) 4(15%)
Illumination 30 23(80%) 20(40%)
Size variation 30 27(89%) 3(21%)
Angry 30 25(84%) 5(16%)
Sad 30 24(81%) 6(19%)

Table 2 Recognition Analysis

Testing condition Total tested Successful recognition Recognition failures

Controlled 30 25.5(85%) 7(23.66)
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7 Conclusion

The vast majority of techniques for making PCs perceive appearances were con-
strained by the utilization of extemporized face shapes and highlight reports
(matching straightforward separations), accepting that a face is close to the whole of
its parts, the individual components. This truthful strategy Color division based
programmed face location calculation. RGB-HSV to identify human appearances
for understudies with negligible learning in picture preparing. The Skin area divi-
sion was performed utilizing mix of RGB, HS Though there are some instances of
false positives yet general distinguish rate of face location is acceptable and uti-
lizing Principal Component Analysis for face acknowledgment was really activate
by data hypothesis face acknowledgment on a little arrangement of picture elements
that best close arrangement of known face pictures, without in regards to that they
compare to our non-judicious ideas of facial parts and elements. The Eigen face
technique gives a pragmatic arrangement that is all around built for the issue of face
acknowledgment. It is quick, generally simple, and functions admirably in a
compelled domain. Skull size, and Skull introduction, the adjustments between the
quantities of Eigen confronts important for unmistakable grouping are matter of
concern. The preparation pictures on which the calculation is tried are characteristic
pictures at a spatial determination of 180 × 200 pixels, however test picture is
taken in abundantly uncontrolled condition.
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RMI Approach to Cluster Based Image
Decomposition for Filtering Techniques

Sachin Bagga, Akshay Girdhar, Munesh Chandra Trivedi,
Yinan Bao and Jingwen Du

Abstract Logically programmed cluster provides the platform to compute certain
complex problems which are not solvable on a single system. Parallel processing
implemented on a distributed data, on a cluster with the help of multithreading is a
base for the present work. It is very easy for an application based on parallelism to
beat the results produced by the sequential program on the same platform. Taking
this thing into consideration along with the cluster programming can be used to
solve certain complex problems like processing of large size images to apply
median filtering. In the present work, an image with large dimensions is break down
into sub images with lesser dimensions and this breakdown is as per the number of
nodes under consideration from a given cluster. For the purpose of communication
between these nodes distributed object oriented programming remote method
invocation (RMI) is used which creates a Single Instruction and Multiple Data
(SIMD) model. At the master system there is actual breakdown of the image into
smaller dimensions and at the slave systems there is virtual division of the sub
image further into 3 × 3 or as per mask selected to apply median filter. Various
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performance metrics like Excessive parallel overhead (EPO), Overall Computation
Time (OCT), Speed Up (SU) and Efficiency are calculated to find out the effec-
tiveness of the proposed cluster.

Keywords Medianfilter ⋅ RMI ⋅ SIMD ⋅ Multithreading ⋅ Cluster ⋅ Nodes ⋅
Parallel processing

1 Introduction

Massively Parallel Processing (MPP) is a technique in which multiple processors
work on the different parts of the program parallely, with each processor having its
own controller i.e. operating system and separate memory [1]. MPP requires focus
on partitioning of the different tasks in terms of dependent and independent for the
concurrent execution of the different parts of the program. MPP also known as
loosely coupled systems have distributed memory which provides multiprocessing
where there is no sharing of physical memory and the input output channels [2].
Loosely coupled systems provides benefits over the tightly coupled systems by easy
replacement of the individual node in case of occurrence of fault. RMI provides an
intermediate network layer framework which can help in doing parallel processing.
RMI allows calling of objects that are residing on some different virtual machine
[1]. RMI along with the multithreading approach helps in executing parallel and
distributed processing among all the nodes in the given cluster. A smallest unit for
processing known as thread is a light weight sub-process means they can share the
address space of the given process on which they are working. The context
switching between the threads helps in implementing multithreading as a result
multitasking can be achieved. With the help of RMI server and client communicate
back and forth and thus provides distributed object application. Locating the remote
objects, communication with the remote objects and loading of the class definition
for the objects that are passed around are the main tasks in the RMI based dis-
tributed object application. The RMI registry provides a major role for obtaining a
reference to the remote object. In the present work this facility of the RMI is used,
to create a distributed application in which an image with large number of pixels is
divided into number of sub images and then it is send to the different nodes in the
cluster for denoising of the image [3]. Impulsive noise which comes into existence
from number of sources like sensor temperature, switching, image acquisition,
atmospheric disturbance while transmission etc. can result in degradation of the
quality of image [3, 4]. With the help of MPP created using RMIto remove the
degradation of the image with large number of pixels which occurs due to one of
the impulse noise like salt and paper is the main objective of this paper. A popular
nonlinear filter with high computational efficiency and denoising power known as
Standard median filter (SMF) is used to achieve the objective. Although high
performance can be achieved with parallel machines but they include tedious
programming broadly the tasks related to parallel processing can be specified as [5]:
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• Designing a Parallel Algorithm
• Partitioning of the data
• Controlling the communication between the systems
• Synchronization
• Scheduling
• Mapping of the various tasks
• Evaluating the various performance metrics

The given architect tries to efficiently implement all these activities to achieve
high performance results. The mapping between the load generation and distribu-
tion among the nodes is done using the conversion from two dimension to three
dimension arrays and vice versa. Interprocessor communication overhead (IPCO) in
a parallel system which comes into existence when a single master system has to do
message passing with the whole cluster [6]. To handle such constraints following
arrangements were made:

• Multiple Network Interface Controller with the master system
• Dedicated separate paths for cluster nodes
• High speed switch
• The HTTP POST along with the Common Gateway Interface (CGI) for passing

message through the firewall.

2 Literature Survey

Arora et al. [7] in their paper “Distributed cluster processing to evaluate interlaced
run-length compression schemes” represents an idea to implement run-length
compression schemes on an image using parallel computation. The author has used
VB.6.0 TCP/IP socket programming using Mswinsock.ocx for creating a parallel
system. The master node as per the scan line of the given image sub divide it and
distributes it among the given machines of a cluster at specified port number. At the
slave side given algorithm is applied on this sub image and is returned back to the
master system. After the completion of the execution of the whole nodes in the
cluster the master system creates the original image. Similarly, Kaur et al. [1] in
their paper “RMI Approach to Cluster Based Winograd’s Variant of Strassen’s
Method” implements Winograd’s Variant of Strassen’s Method for matrix multi-
plication with complexity of O (n2.81) on the cluster programmed using the RMI
technique. Author has proved that RMI based cluster system are much more effi-
cient than Socket programming. Table 1 shows the facts regarding this which is
based on the experimental results [1]. Same algorithm when implemented on the
RMI takes lesser execution time than the Socket based programming. Without
using the marshalling and unmarshalling facility of RMI, direct use of Socket
programming is not much capable of sending large amount data in a single instance
to whole cluster where as RMI based cluster is.
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Both these papers act as a base for the present work i.e. implementing image
related operations on the cluster based systems programmed using the RMI tech-
nique. Other survey related to research include paper by Pasricha et al. [8] “Ana-
lytical Parallel Approach to Evaluate Cluster based Strassen’s Matrix
Multiplication paper includes” where author has implemented Strassen’s Matrix
Multiplication having complexity O (n2.81) using socket based programming.
Comparison of Strassen’s divide & conquer algorithm and Traditional matrix
multiplication algorithm is done which shows that parallel programming along with
the algorithm with better complexity can give very efficient results.

3 Logical Programming Structure

The distributed master slave architecture is created using the Java based Remote
Method Invocation (RMI) technique which makes use of Java remote method
protocol (JRMP), whose working is over the TCP/IP. The communication between
the master and slave systems is done through a specific TCP port number, by
default it is 1099. There is a lease duration which is being granted to the virtual
machines (VM) which represents the time period for which VMs can hold the
remote reference to the objects [9]. By default, this value is about 10 min and can
be changed accordingly. A bootstrap naming service known as rmiregistry is started
by start rmiregistry command by all the slave systems and using rmic (rmi com-
piler) command stubs are created by all the slave systems which are being passed to
the master system. After performing these tasks, the master system will distribute
the workload among the whole cluster.

3.1 Median Filter

A nonlinear process known as Median filtering helps in reducing salt and pepper or
other impulsive noise from the image.While reducing the randomnoise this technique

Table 1 Execution time on RMI and socket

No. of
systems

Matrix order RMI based execution
time (s)

Direct socket based execution
time (s)

2 256 × 256 0.635 2.447
4 256 × 256 0.262 1.369
2 1024 × 1024 7.194 183
4 1024 × 1024 4.457 74
8 1024 × 1024 3.192 40.47
2 1200 × 1200 11.65 232.2
4 1200 × 1200 7.054 119.1
6 1200 × 1200 5.914 81.65
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preserves the edges of a given image. Certain random bits error which arises due to
atmospheric disturbance, interference in channels, sensor temperature etc. can result
in impulse noise in the image [9]. In the median filter approach given formula in
Eq. (1) is applied on a given window size and the median of various intensity value of
the pixels becomes the resultant intensity for the pixels under processing.

g a, bð Þ=median ∑
1

i= − 1
∑
1

j= − 1
f a− i, b− jð Þ

 !
ð1Þ

A master system is having a complete image with large number of pixels from
which noise has to be removed. The master system creates the subimages and sends
to the whole cluster node which applies the median filtering upon it.

4 Workflow of Given System

RMI based cluster systems has the prerequisite that the master system must have the
stub from all the slave systems passed to it. The workflow for proposed system can
be explained as:

1. A master system also known as controller, controls the working of the whole
cluster.

2. The master system has the complete image with given pixel values. It
decomposes the image into subimages as per the number of nodes in the cluster
and as per the dimensions of the mask to be applied.

3. The master system converts the whole image with m × n pixels into 2D array
with m × n dimensions.

4. As per the nodes in the cluster this 2D array is further converted into the 3D
array as per the requirements. The index values of any 3D array example x[a]
[b][c] represents a number of 2D arrays with b × c dimensions.

5. Each slave node receives a particular 2D array from a given 2D array.
6. The master system uses the multithreading approach to start multitasking with

the whole cluster. Multithreading is to be explicitly add in the RMI based clusters
otherwise only a distributed system is created without parallel processing.

7. All the slave nodes of cluster create the stub and pass them to the master system.
8. After this all the slave systems start the rmiregistry and they start listen for the

incoming request by default at the port number 1099. There are various RMI
properties available for checking the cluster status, some are listed below in
Table 2.

9. All the slave nodes have implemented median filter algorithm and they denoise
the image as per the pixels received from the master system as shown in Fig. 1.

10. The master node continuously checks the completion of the threads corre-
sponding to each slave nodes of the cluster.
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11. After all the nodes in the cluster are finished with their execution and have sent
their result back, the master system generates the resultant matrix.

12. Again the complete image is being generated from the partitioned matrix by the
master system.

13. As there is dynamic creation of the array from a image with large number of
pixels there is a requirement of explicitly reserving the heap space as the default
heap space is not much sufficient and heap space error usually arises in such
cases. For this purpose, the java program is executed in a special fashion as:

Table 2 Execution time on RMI and socket

Property Description

java.rmi.activation.port To set TCP port number for communication
java.rmi.dgc.leaseValue Gives lease duration for holding remote reference to objects
java.rmi.server.codebase Gives locations from which classes are published can be

downloaded
java.rmi.server.hostname Represents hostname string
java.rmi.server.logCalls For logging incoming calls and exceptions to System err
java.rm.server.
useCodebaseOnly

To publish automatic loading of classes

java.rmi.server.disableHttp For disabling the HTTP request

int [][]medanFilter1()
{
// function body
return 2D array

192.168.11.11

int [][ ] medanFilter3()
{

// function body
return 2D array

192.168.13.11

int [][]medanFilter2()
{

// function body
return 2D array

192.168.12.11

medanFilter1();
medanFilter2();
medanFilter3();

192.168.11.10 192.168.13.10192.168.12.10

Master System

Switch

} } }

Fig. 1 Showing proposed system overview
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java−Xmx1400m file name

where 1400m is amount of memory reserved for the heap space dynamically in
mb.

5 Benefits of Current Approach

Given cluster system provides number of benefits for image related operations
using parallel processing. Some of these are as follows:

• Proposed work is capable of converting an image into a corresponding 2D array
of the same dimensions [10].

• Proposed work is capable of decomposing an image with large number of pixels
into sub images which can be distributed over the cluster for processing.

• Interprocessor communication overhead (IPCO) is decreased to a much greater
extent using separate networks for nodes in a particular group of a given cluster.
For this purpose, multiple network controllers are being used.

• The system is capable to dynamically include or exclude number of slave nodes
in a given cluster.

• Multitasking using multithreading is also explicitly added which can result in
creation of a parallel and distributed system at a same time.

• Most of the master systems activities are automatic with least human interaction.
• Master system can keep continuous watch on the working of various nodes in

the cluster, by assigning a dedicated thread for each node.
• The proposed system provides number of facilities to track he communication in

the give cluster.
• At the master system there is actual partitioning of the image and at the slave

systems there is virtual partitioning of the image as per the mask selected for
implementing median filter [11].

• RMI provides facility of penetrating even through the firewall.
• The proposed system is compatible to work on nodes with different versions of

windows.

6 Experimental Setup and Workload Characterization

The experimental setup consists of following configuration of the whole cluster is
shown in Table 3.

The workload used for the proposed system is shown in Table 4.
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Table 3 Showing experimental setup of the cluster

Component
name

No. Configuration OS support Remarks

Master
system in
the cluster

01 • Architecture: x86_64
• CPU(s): 2
• Core Per Socket: 2
• Thread per Core: 1
• Socket: 1
• Vendor ID: genuine intel
• CPU MHz: 3000
• L1d: 32 K
• L1i: 32 K
• L2: 256 K
• L3: 3072 K
• NUMA node0 CPU(s): 0, 1
•. RAM: 2 GB
• Stubs for all the function
body transferred from the
slave systems

Windows 7
Home
premium

JAVA (RMI) version: 1.7.0_31

LAN
adapter

03 • IP address of 1st card
192.168.11.10

• IP address of 2nd card
192.168.12.10

• IP address of 3rd card
192.168.13.10

USB
ethernet
10/100
Base-T

Total slave
systems

05 • Architecture: x86_64
• CPU(s): 2
• Thread per Core: 1
• Core Per Socket: 2
• Socket: 1
• Vendor ID: genuine intel
• CPU MHz: 3000
• L1d: 32 K
• L1i: 32 K
• L2: 256 K
• L3: 3072 K
• NUMA node 0 CPU(s): 0,
1

• RAM: 2 GB
• IP address
192.168.11.11–
192.168.11.13
192.168.12.11–
192.168.12.13
192.168.13.11–
192.168.13.12

Windows 7
Home
premium

JAVA (RMI) version: 1.7.0_31

Ethernet
switch

Cisco 24 Port 10/100 Mbps Provide non-blocking,
wire-speed witching for 10,100
mbps network clients

Cat 5 UTP
cable

Cat 5 UTP cable with
transmission rate up to
100 MB/s
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7 Performance Measurements

The performance metrics like speedup, efficiency, excessive parallel overhead are
evaluated in order to check the outcomes of the given cluster system:

(a) Speedup:

Gives the comparison of a multiprocessor system against a uniprocessor system
[12]. It is calculated as the ration of Computation time on a single system and
Computation time on a multiprocessor.

Speedup=
Time taken on a single system
Time taken on amultiprocessor

ð2Þ

(b) Efficiency:

It gives the measurement of the duration for which the cluster was busy in
performing the given operation.

Efficiency=
Time taken on a single system

Execution time on amultiprocessor *No. of Systems
ð3Þ

(c) Parallel processing overhead:

It gives the measurement of extra time consumed in managing the cluster except
of the actual computation time (Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5; Table 5).

POVR=P * β − α ð4Þ

Table 4 Showing workload characterization

No. of nodes of cluster used Dimensions of the picture Dimensions of sub image
per node

2 4500 × 4500 2250 × 4500
2 5040 × 5040 2520 × 5040
3 2268 × 2268 756 × 2268
3 4509 × 4509 1503 × 4509
4 4500 × 4500 1125 × 4500
4 5040 × 5040 1260 × 5040
5 4500 × 4500 900 × 4500
5 5040 × 5040 1008 × 5040
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Fig. 5 Excessive parallel overhead values for different image size

Table 5 Showing values of performance metrics like speed up, efficiency, excessive parallel
overhead for various systems in the cluster

No. of
systems

Image size Memory
for heap
space

Execution
time on given
no. of
systems

Execution
time on a
single
system

Speed
up

Efficiency Excessive
parallel
overhead

2 4500 × 4500 Xmx1400m 22 41 1.9 0.9 3.00

2 5040 × 5040 Xmx1400m 42 55 1.3 0.7 29.00

3 2214 × 2214 Xmx1400m 4.1 9.01 2.2 0.73 3.29

3 2241 × 2241 Xmx1400m 4.9 9.12 1.9 0.62 5.58

3 2187 × 2187 Xmx1400m 4.08 8.92 2.2 0.73 3.32

3 2268 × 2268 Xmx1400m 4.24 9.44 2.2 0.74 3.28

3 4509 × 4509 Xmx1400m 18 45 2.5 0.83 9.00

3 5049 × 5049 Xmx1400m 25 51 2.0 0.68 24.00

4 2052 × 2052 Xmx1400m 4.64 7.06 1.5 0.38 11.50

4 2088 × 2088 Xmx1400m 4.66 8.15 1.7 0.44 10.49

4 2124 × 2124 Xmx1400m 4.77 8.22 1.7 0.43 10.86

4 4500 × 4500 Xmx1400m 20 42 2.1 0.53 38.00

4 5040 × 5040 Xmx1400m 31 62 2.0 0.50 62.00

5 2250 × 2250 Xmx1400m 6.11 9.36 1.53 0.31 21.19

5 2295 × 2295 Xmx1400m 6.27 9.93 1.58 0.32 21.42

5 2340 × 2340 Xmx1400m 6.56 10 1.52 0.30 22.80

5 4500 × 4500 Xmx1400m 29 41 1.41 0.28 104.00

5 5040 × 5040 Xmx1400m 38 55 1.45 0.29 135.00
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P Total nodes of a cluster
α Execution time on single system
β Time consumed by whole cluster

8 Conclusion and Future Scope

From the above work it can be concluded that:

• Proposed Architecture for Massive Parallel Processing is proved to be an effi-
cient implementation based upon the various performance metrics like excessive
overhead, efficiency and speed.

• Comparable amount of execution time is decreased using the cluster based
parallel and distributed programming with the help of RMI.

• Network traffic is perfectly managed using number of NIC cards as the com-
munication is between the dedicated links for a particular group in a given
cluster, which is not interfered by the other nodes in a given cluster.

• Multithreading helps implementing multicast service in a given cluster, without
thread based programming processing can be done only in the distributed
manner but not in the parallel manner.

• Excessive parallel overhead in some cases is very high which shows that extra
number of nodes are deployed for computation. Thus more time is spent in
managing the cluster communication than the time taken for actual computation
done on the cluster nodes.

• The proposed system has bottleneck in some cases, when dynamic memory for
the heap space cannot be allocated, as reservation of memory is dependent upon
the configuration of the master system and the operating system used.

Future work includes use of some other programming techniques to solve this
bottleneck, proposed technologies can be:

• Middleware Based Distributed Programming
• Web Based Distributed Programming
• Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)
• Enterprise Java Beans (EJB).
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Segregation of Composite Document
Images into Textual and Non-Textual
Content

Munesh Chandra Trivedi, Shivani Saluja, Tarun Shrimali
and Shivani Shrimali

Abstract Segregation of image into textual and graphical region is essential prior
to feeding the document in optical character recognition. Text embedded in colored
images, such as book covers, video frames, natural scene images and web images
suffers variation in style, color, orientation, alignment, low-image contrast, degra-
ded characters as well as multiplexed background. The proposed paper focuses on
segregation of textual component in two junctures. Initially, textual blocks char-
acterization is done followed by restoration of both textual and non-textual region
into separate image sets. Textual component extraction is preceded by noise
removal and color reduction which is followed by edge detection, detection of
closely connected component which can be grouped together and identified as a
separate blob. Basic morphological operation are used to restore the broken char-
acters. Later on the textual and non-textual lobs are segregated into separate image
sets, which can be further used for annotation, indexing, character recognition.
Image in painting is also performed in order to restore the area in both the image
sets from where the textual and non-textual blobs have been extracted in order to
make the image sets appear like real-image sets. The proposed approach works
irrespective of the font and language of the textual content in the image.
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1 Introduction

Text appearing in images [1, 2] and videos plays an important role in semantic
video indexing, video [3–5] surveillance and security, multilingual video infor-
mation access indexing, summarization, document analysis, localization and
recognition of license plate, keyword-based image search, identification of parts in
industrial automation, identification of objects, street sign recognition. A high-level
complex image can be easily interpreted with the help of presence of text label
below it or with the help of superficial text in the frame or video. Extracting text
appears as a key clue for assimilating contents of video and for instance for
automatically stratifying some videos.

Segregation of image into textual and non-textual [6, 7] content is a far more
complex procedure. It is difficult to convert a complex dynamic video into static
image frame. Multiple problems like text overlapping among two frames, blurred
textual content, presence of multiple colors in text and background, overlapped
image, and text region increases complexity of text extraction which in turn dete-
riorates the output rate.

Prior to analyzing the video the colored dynamic video is converted into frame
set which are further processed by color reduction procedure document image
structure and identifying its textual blobs/blocks, the image has to be converted into
binarized form, i.e., colored or grayscale images are converted into a monochrome
one (1 bit).

A document video imbibes text and graphical components. Sound content of the
video is assumed to be neglected. Document videos are acquired by web, television
recordings, etc.

2 Literature Survey

1. Bottom Up Methods

Fame segments generated from the image are divided into regions and group. In this
approach we start with the base pixels which are grouped to form edges and groups
of connected regions which are grouped together in a boundary box. The boxes
generated were further used for classification into textual and non-textual content.

2. Top Down Methods

They first detect text regions in images using filters and then perform bottom-up
techniques inside the text regions. These methods are generally based on heuristic
filters or machine learning. Top down approaches are able to process more complex
images than bottom-up approaches.
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3. Thresholding Techniques

Thresholding approach plays an essential role in image binarization. There are two
thresholding approaches.

One works globally whereas another works locally. Global approach works by
selecting a single threshold value. All the image pixels are compared with the
statically define threshold. Pixels which satisfy the criterion are set to black,
otherwise white.

The threshold value is experimentally generated by scanning the image. Gen-
eration of threshold for a large-sized image is complex because it might involve
scanning intensity of thousands of pixels.

Local thresholding imbibes dividing the image into small blocks. The threshold
value is generated either statically by evaluating the average of intensities of pixel
groups or dynamically using Otsu thresholding.

4. Noise Removal Techniques

Cleaning or smoothening filter is employed to remove noise. Noise can be defined
as set of discontinuities, very small regions with negligible pixel count or several
regions which comprise lip of single black or light pixels. Several filters are
identified for eradication of the noisy pels. Multiple filters are available like
Gaussian, butterworth etc. The approach employed Gaussian filter to smoothen out
the noisy pels as well as smoothening of edges by considering the feature that only
high intensity pels can form an edge. This improves efficiency because ambiguous
edges are removed.

5. Edge Detection Technique

Edge detection can be traced as combination of statistical operations which iden-
tifies area of brightness in the image or the regions empowered with drastic fluc-
tuation in intensity value. Edges are defined as the points at which brightness of the
image brightness varies along the steep slope. Canny edge detector has been used in
this approach.

3 Image Frame Sets from Videos

The input for the project is generated from prestored videos of news, clips from
television, manuscript of existing paper-based documents from history, recordings
of conferences, journals, scanned document, book covers, satellite television pro-
grams, advertisements, collection of hypertext pages (Figs. 1, 2, 3).
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Fig. 1 Frame set generated
from book cover

Fig. 2 Frame clip from a
video
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Fig. 3 Multilingual image
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4 Challenges

• Resence of overlay texts present in the cluttered scene background.
• There is no consistent color distribution for texts in different videos. Conse-

quently, the color-tone-based approach widely used in face or people detection
application actually cannot be applied in text detection.

• The size of the text regions may be very small such that when the color
segmentation-based approach is applied, the small text region may merge into
the large non-text regions in its vicinity. Background and text may be
ambiguous.

• Text color may change: text can have arbitrary and nonuniform color.
• Background and text are sometimes reversed. Text may move
• Unknown text size, position, orientation, and layout: captions lack the structure

usually associated with documents.
• Unconstrained background: the background can have colors similar to the text

color.
• The background may include streaks that appear very similar to character

strokes.
• Color bleeding: Lossy video compression may cause colors to run together.
• Low contrast: low bit-rate video compression cannot cause loss of contrast

(Fig. 4).

Input Video

Divide into static 
frame sets

Cleaning

FringeDetection

Text script localization

Segregation of text and non  
text

Fig. 4 Flowgraph view of
segregation system
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5 Proposed Approach

There are two phases in the entire approach. The first involves taking an input video
cleaning it, detecting fringes, and finally text script localization.

Phase two involves segregation of entire image into textual and non-textual
content.

Step 1: Input video

This step involves feeding the input video into project. Input video is combination
of sequence of frames. Frames may be of different color and might contain over-
lapped images.

Step 2: Generation of frame sets

The video input provided in the previous step is divided into equisized image
frames which are further processed turn by turn. The complexity of text extraction
[8, 9] is very high in case the text is extracted directly from video. The static colored
frames are converted to gray scale. Grayscale conversion is achieved using standard
form for luminance

Y= 0.2126R+ 0.7152G+0.0722 B,

where R, G, B represent the intensity value of red, green, and blue pixels in the
image. For conversion, the entire image is divided into small block where each
pixel is determined by a 24 bit value, each 8 bit individually representing R, G, and
B intensities.

Pixel with RGB values of (20, 127, 255)
The red level R = 20.
The green level G = 127
The blue level B = 255.
Red’ = Green’ = Blue’ = (R + G + B)/3 = (20 + 127 + 255)/3 = 134
so the pixel will get RGB values of:
(134, 134, 134)

Step 3: Cleaning:

Cleaning involves eradication of the noisy pixels from the image frame. Cleaning of
image is used to smoothen out a set of data to create a quantified approximating
function that tries to recognize essentials patterns in the data, while removing out
noise.

In smoothing, the data points of a signal are modified so individual points
(presumably because of noise) are reduced, and points that are lower than the
adjacent points are increased leading to a smoother signal.
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Smoothing may be used in two important ways that can aid in data analysis
(1) by being able to extract more information from the data as long as the
assumption of smoothing is reasonable and (2) by being able to provide analyses
that are both flexible and robust. Grayscale conversion is followed by thresholding
or binarization which converts the intensity value for each of the pixel to either 0 or
1, based upon the comparison with the threshold value. The threshold value is
evaluated either on global basis or block-by-block.

Step 4: Fringe Detection

Fringe detection involves generation of lines or edges depending upon the intensity
of the image. The idea is that text contrasts a lot with background.

Step 5: Text Script Localization

Text extraction involves detection, localization, tracking, binarization, extraction,
enhancement, and recognition of the text from the given image. These text char-
acters are difficult to be detected and recognized due to their deviation of size, font,
style, orientation, alignment, contrast, complex colored, textured background. After
the other to the entire frameset to remove the noisy content from the image. Next to
noise removal morphological operations are applied to merge the broken areas
(Fig. 5).

The main idea of this approach is that a letter can be considered as a homoge-
neous region (using our restrictions), and thus it could be very useful to divide the
frame into homogeneous regions. To compute such a division, a split-and-merge
algorithm seems to be very adequate.

Fig. 5 Text localization
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Its concept is: while there is a nonhomogeneous region, then split it into four
regions. And if two adjacent regions are homogeneous, then they can be merged.
Then, using some size characterizations of the text (not too big and not too small),
the inadequate regions will be deleted. The same process will be executed for the
different frames, and the results will be temporally integrated in order to keep only
the elements which are present in all the frames.

Text in images can exhibit many variations with respect to the following
properties:

1. Geometry: Size: Although the text size can vary a lot, assumptions can be made
depending on the application domain.
Alignment: The caption texts appear in clusters and usually lie horizontally,
although sometimes they can appear as nonplanar texts as a result of special
effects. This does not apply to scene text, which has various perspective dis-
tortions. Scene text can be aligned in any direction and can have geometric
distortions.
Inter-character distance: characters in a text line have a uniform distance
between them.

2. Color: The characters tend to have the same or similar colors. This property
makes it possible to use a connected component-based approach for text
detection. Most of the research reported till date has concentrated on finding
‘text strings of a single color (monochrome)’. However, video images and other
complex color documents can contain ‘text strings with more than two colors
(polychrome)’ for effective visualization, i.e., different colors within one word.

3. Motion: The same characters usually exist in consecutive frames in a video with
or without movement. This property is used in text tracking and enhancement.
Caption text usually moves in a uniform way: horizontally or vertically. Scene
text can have arbitrary motion due to camera or object movement.

4. Edge: Most caption and scene text are designed to be easily read, thereby
resulting in strong edges at the boundaries of text and background.

5. Compression: Many digital images are recorded, transferred, and processed in a
compressed format. Thus, a faster TIE system can be achieved if one can extract
text without decompression.

6 Results

See (Figs. 6 and 7).
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Fig. 6 Segregated textual cover image

Fig. 7 Segregated Gurumukhi image
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7 Applications

Vehicle license plate recognition, analysis of document Image, Identification of
objects, recognition of street signs, recognition of name plate, Industrial automa-
tion, retrieval based on content, analysis of video and document images, page
segmentation, search in the image using keywords, retrieval of documents, address
block location, analysis of articles or blogs using graphs, maps, and charts.
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Optimization of Automatic Test Case
Generation with Cuckoo Search
and Genetic Algorithm Approaches

Rijwan Khan, Mohd Amjad and Akhlesh Kumar Srivastava

Abstract Automatic test case generation is an optimization problem in software
testing process. With the use of genetic algorithm we can generate the test cases
automatically. Genetic algorithm alone does not give 100% accurate optimized test
cases. Hence merging of genetic algorithm with Cuckoo search optimization
technique produces better optimized test cases. The main aim of this paper is to
customize the cost and time for the Testing process after the generation of test cases
automatically. The two optimization techniques namely Cuckoo Search and genetic
algorithm produce better result as compared to single one.

Keywords Genetic algorithm ⋅ Cuckoo search optimization (CSO) ⋅ Test
cases ⋅ Software testing

1 Introduction

Software Engineering is one of the most important subjects of Computer Engi-
neering. The Software development team always follows the process of software
development life cycle. There are some important phases that have been defined in
SDLC. The software testing is one of the most essential phases in SDLC. Software
testing plays a very important role. The software testing phase is responsible for
delivering the error free, reliable, and cost-effective Software to the customers.
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There are many different kinds of the software testing. The basic types of Testing
are unit testing, integration testing, system testing, and acceptance testing. In this
paper, unit testing has been used among the different types of testing.

1.1 Software Testing Background

Software testing is a process of verification and validation of the Software. It is also
responsible for delivering reliable Software to the customer. In each phase of
Software development process, some kind of the testing has been applied. Software
Testing is represented by V-Model. The V-Model of the software testing process
has some kind of testing according the SDLC as shown in Fig. 1. In correspond to
the user requirements, it is acceptance testing, on Software requirement specifica-
tion it is system testing, on a high-level design, it is integration testing and on
detailed design it is unit testing.

1.2 Unit Testing

Unit testing is one the important testing phase of the software testing process. Unit
testing provides a way to check the functionality of the system with developer team
and testing team. They take small parts (units) of Software independently to check

Fig. 1 V-model of software testing
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its functionality. In the unit testing we check for boundary value analysis, decision
table, equivalence partition, and path testing [1]. In this paper, we consider path
testing and white box testing.

1.3 Path Testing

In path testing, we draw a data flow chart for the software/program. This data flow
is working on all du (defined and use) (similar terms, c-use calculation (+, −, * etc),
p-use—production use (>, <, <= etc)) path. The all du path are those in which
variable is first defined and then used. The du path first defined and used as c-use or
p-use later. Means use is calculation and in predicates. Here this entire process is
explained:

An algorithm for finding the GCD of two numbers

1. GCD(x,y)
2. If(y>x)
3. {then interchange values of x and y}
4. T=x%y
5. while(T!=0)
6. { x=y
7. y=T
8. T=x%y}
9. return y

Fig. 2 Data flow diagram for
GCD algorithm
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In Fig. 1, variables x and y are defined at node 1, means d-use at node 1.
Variables x and y are p-use at node 2 and c use at node 3. Variables x and y are
again defined at nodes 6 and 7. Variables x and y are c-used at node 8. Variable T is
defined at node 4 and p-used at node 5. Again T is define at node 8 (Fig. 2).

2 Genetic Algorithm

Genetic algorithm is one of the nature inspired optimization technique. Genetic
algorithm is developed by Holland who worked on the theory of survival of the
fittest. Genetic and evaluation are two principles for genetic algorithm. In genetic
algorithm, there are some operations as selection, reproduction, evaluation and
replacement [2–4]. For applying genetic algorithm on given data, first it should be
represented in some data representation forms. The most suitable representation is
Binary representation of data. Generally genetic algorithm is given as under.

• Select the Initial Population.
• Check for termination criteria (fitness function).
• If termination criteria matched then stop, else go to next statement.
• Select the individuals using selection operation.
• Apply the genetic algorithm crossover and mutation operation to generate new

population, go to second statement [5– 7].

3 Cuckoo Search

In Cuckoo Search technique, we will adopt the strategy that Cuckoo used to follow
in hatching its eggs. Cuckoo used to lay its eggs in the nest of other birds, to
increase the hatching probability of their own eggs, Cuckoos remove the eggs of
other birds from their native nest and replace its own eggs on the place of other
bird’s eggs. Some Cuckoos are good specialty in imitating the color and pattern of
eggs like the eggs of other birds, so that one cannot easily recognize Cuckoo’s eggs.
There are some ideal rules about the Cuckoo search.

• Each Cuckoo randomly chose a nest and lays its one egg at a time.
• The best nests, with high quality of eggs (solutions) will carry over to the next

generation.
• The host bird can discover Cuckoo’s egg with a probability p = [0, 1].
• If host bird finds that eggs does not belongs to her, the host bird throws the egg

of Cuckoo or abandon the nest and build a new nest on a new location [8].
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Cuckoo search Algorithm defined by Xin-She Yang is discussed below
Objective function f(y) = (y1,…,y4)

T;
Initial a population of n host nests xi = (i = 1, 2, …, n);

4 Genetic Algorithm in Software Testing

Among all the search-based techniques genetic algorithm is more efficient than
other optimization Algorithms [9]. The modified genetic algorithm improves the
fitness function [10]. A concept of dominance relations between the nodes of
control flow graph to reduce the software testing cost. Software testing data is
relating the production of quality Software production indirectly. Improved genetic
algorithm is superior to the basic genetic algorithm on effectiveness and efficiency
of automatic test case generation [11].

5 Proposed Method

Here proposed a method given in which we merged two optimization techniques,
One is Cuckoo search optimization and second is genetic algorithm.

Algorithm is given below.

Step 1: Randomly generate the test cases for the given program with in a range.
Step 2: Refine the test cases using Cuckoo search optimization.
Step 3: Apply genetic algorithm’s fitness function. If satisfied then stop other-

wise go to next step.
Step 4: Select the initial population using tournament selection process.
Step 5: Apply genetic algorithm operations (crossover and mutation).
Step 6: Go to step 3.

The fitness function is maximum path coverage in our proposed method.

while(t<MaxGeneration) or (stop criterion) 
 Get a Cuckoo (say i) randomly by Levy-fights; 
 Evaluate its fitness function Fi; 
  Choose a nest among n (say j) randomly; 

if (Fi>Fj) 
  replace j by new solution; 

end 
 Abandon a fraction (pa) of worse nests; 
 Keep the best solutions; 
 Rank the solutions and find the current best; 
end while
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6 Experimental Setup

Algorithm to find XY for two positive numbers X and Y. For the above proposed
method example is given below.

a. Power(X,Y)
b. if(X==1)
c. return 1;
d. if(Y==1)
e. return X;
f. i=1, t=1;
g. while(i<=Y)
h. { t=t*X;
i. i=i+1;}
j. return t;

First we have to take values of X and Y in binary. Basically, our algorithm will
work on path coverage. If it is 100% path coverage then algorithm will stop. In
proposed method, we first generate the test cases randomly and then apply Cuckoo
search optimization for selecting the test cases which cover path in maximum. We
then select other optimization technique, i.e., genetic algorithm for generating test
cases from these first time random generated test cases.

In this example we have four paths.

Path 1: 1—2—3—10
Path 2: 1—2—4—5—10
Path 3: 1—2—4—6—7—10
Path 4: 1—2—4—6—7—8—9—7—10

Now, five test suits are taken and in each test suit some data is taken randomly.
Below test suits are given with path covered across ponding to each data (Tables 1,
2, 3, 4, 5).

When we applied our proposed method on the given suites we found some of the
test cases in a given suites useless. Our Algorithm refines these test suites using
Cuckoo search optimization and generates the new test cases using genetic algo-
rithm. After applying our method we find that these test cases are useful in each test
suites (Tables 6, 7, 8, 9, 10).

We implemented our proposed method in C programming. After applying this
method def use covered 100%. The results are given in Fig. 3 (Fig. 4).
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Table 1 Test suit table S. no X Y XY Path

1 1 2 1 1
2 4 2 16 4
3 3 1 3 2
4 4 1 4 2
5 9 2 81 4
6 6 2 36 4
7 1 4 1 1
8 5 2 25 4
9 8 3 512 4
10 3 6 324 4
11 4 1 4 2
12 1 6 1 1

13 1 9 1 1
14 2 3 8 4
15 8 1 8 2
16 6 2 36 4
17 3 5 243 4
18 1 4 1 1
19 4 1 4 2
20 7 2 49 4

Table 2 Test suit table S. no X Y XY Path

1 2 3 8 4
2 9 2 81 4
3 1 10 1 1
4 3 6 729 4
5 4 2 16 4
6 2 6 64 4
7 4 4 256 4
8 3 2 9 4
9 4 3 64 4
10 2 2 4 4
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Table 3 Test suit table S. no X Y XY Path

1 2 1 1 2
2 1 2 2 1
3 2 2 4 4
4 3 3 27 4
5 4 2 16 4
6 5 3 125 4
7 6 2 36 4
8 2 3 8 4
9 1 8 1 1
10 3 2 9 4
11 4 3 64 4
12 3 3 81 4

13 4 1 4 2
14 2 4 16 4
15 6 2 36 4

Table 4 Test suit table S. no X Y XY Path

1 4 2 16 4
2 2 5 32 4
3 1 8 1 1
4 6 1 6 2
5 9 2 81 4
6 4 3 64 4

Table 5 Test suit table S. no X Y XY Path

1 8 2 64 4
2 10 2 100 4
3 4 3 64 4
4 1 9 1 1
5 1 4 1 1

Table 6 Test suit table S. no X Y XY Path

1 1 2 1 1
2 4 1 4 2
3 5 2 25 4
4 6 2 36 4
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Table 7 Test suit table S. no X Y XY Path

1 1 10 1 1
2 9 1 9 2
3 3 2 9 4
4 2 2 4 4

Table 8 Test suit table S. no X Y XY Path

1 1 2 1 1
2 2 1 2 2

3 3 2 9 4
4 2 4 16 4

Table 9 Test suit table S. no X Y XY Path

1 1 8 1 1
2 6 1 6 2
3 9 2 81 4
4 4 3 64 4

Table 10 Test suit table S. no X Y XY Path

1 1 9 1 1
2 4 1 4 2
3 8 2 64 4
4 10 2 100 4

Fig. 3 Data flow diagram for
program XY
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7 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a method that combines two optimization techniques
Cuckoo search optimization and genetic algorithm, for the purpose of optimization
of test cases. In our paper, Cuckoo search first refine randomly generated test cases
and genetic algorithm generate the new test cases from these remaining test cases.
Our paper optimized the test cases and gives us those test cases which are useful in
software testing process. Simply generation of test cases automatically is not an
easy task, it is a NP problem. The area of research is always open in this field. So
many algorithms have been applied on automatically generation of test cases but no
one has given us an optimized solution. So the area is always open for research.
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Impact Analysis of Contributing
Parameters in Audio Watermarking
Using DWT and SVD

Ritu Jain, Munesh Chandra Trivedi and Shailesh Tiwari

Abstract This paper proposes a non-blind audio watermarking algorithm for
copyright protection of audio files which has proved to satisfy the minimum
requirements of optimal audio watermarking standards set by International Feder-
ation of Photographic Industry (IFPI). The algorithm is set to meet the IFPI
requirements as it includes the two powerful mathematical tools: Discrete wavelet
transform (DWT) and singular value decomposition (SVD). In this paper, we have
also analyzed the contribution of parameters like watermark size and the embedding
intensity factor on the algorithm.

Keywords DWT decomposition ⋅ SVD transformation ⋅ Imperceptibility ⋅
Embedding intensity factor

1 Introduction

With every new invention, there comes new challenges too. Similarly, as we observe
the advancements in the technologies in terms of widened communication networks,
cost worthy, and reliable storage devices, it has raised a threat to the same by making
the replication and distribution of the crucial data over these networks quite easily.
A considerable solution to this problem which has emerged over a few decades is
technique of audio watermarking, which is basically the concept of infusing the
copyright information into the valuable media files in a secret manner so that the
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imperceptibility of the algorithm is maintained [1–3]. The inserted copyright
information truly identifies the originator’s and the receiver’s and identity [4].

In order to achieve effective copyright protection, the audio watermarking
algorithm must possess three basic properties: robustness, high data payload, and
imperceptibility which are known to be the pillars of the watermarking algorithms
[2, 5]. Imperceptibility is required to ensure that the watermark is perceptually
unidentified and degrades the audio in the least possible manner. The attribute data
payload significantly identifies the embedding capacity and is measured in bits per
second (bps). The three properties are closely interrelated in the manner that
imperceptibility is inversely proportional to data payload and in turn increase in
data payload affects the robustness: hence, there is a trade-off between these
properties depending on each application [6, 7].

PSNR stands for peak signal-to-noise ratio. It is calculated using the following
formula.

PSNR=10 log 10 R2 ̸MSE
� �

,

where R is the maximum fluctuation and MSE is the mean square error [8].
In this experiment, we are mainly considering WAVE (.wav) audio files,

requiring 64 bits per sample of data type double that are in the data range
−1.0 ≤ y ≤ +1.0, so R corresponds to +1.0 in this case [9].

SNR is signal-to-noise ratio and calculated as:

SNR=10 log 10ð∑n A
2
n ̸∑n ðAn −A

02
n ÞÞ,

where An is the original audio signal and An′ is the watermarked signal [10].

2 Related Work and Contribution

In this section, a gist of DWT-and SVD-based algorithms is discussed. The special
contribution of these tools in audio watermarking algorithms is also described.

2.1 DWT Based Algorithms

Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is any wavelet transform for which the wavelets
are discretely sampled. As with other wavelet transforms, a key advantage it has
over Fourier transforms is temporal resolution: it captures both frequency and
location information (location in time). The input signal S when applied to the
DWT operator produces two sets of coefficients: approximation coefficients (A) and
detail coefficients (D) as shown in Fig. 1 [10–12]. The level of DWT decomposition
is application dependent and varies accordingly.
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2.2 SVD-Based Algorithms

SVD is a numerical technique for diagonalizing matrices [13]. The SVD of an
N × N matrix A is defined by the operation A = USVT as shown in Fig. 2. The
diagonal entries of S are called the singular values of A and are assumed to be
arranged in decreasing order σi > σi+1 [10, 13].

3 Proposed Algorithm

Our proposed algorithm is an attempt to improvise the PSNR algorithm prescribed
in [10]. In this paper, we have described an audio watermarking algorithm that
employs two cascaded operators: DWT and SVD. Many such algorithms have been
discussed in [14, 15]. The algorithm exploits unique features as: the robustness is
ensured by scattering the bits of watermark throughout the audio signal by parti-
tioning into frames, decomposing using DWT and SVD transformation. Another
important property of imperceptibility is looked after by slightly varying the sin-
gular values of the diagonal elements of the matrix S for watermark embedding so
that the perceptual degradation is least possible at hand. Likewise, the quality of the
audio signal is also maintained. Hence, the name of the algorithm is said to be dual
transform algorithm.

The algorithm comprises of two phases: watermark embedding and watermark
extraction.

3.1 Watermark Embedding Procedure

A. Preprocessing of the watermark image and its SVD transformation is as
follows:

Fig. 1 One level DWT

Fig. 2 SVD operation
A = USVT
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1. The two-dimensional image in grayscale color to be used as watermark
whose size is row × col is defined into a rectangular matrix X.

X= X i, jð Þ; 0≤ i≤ row; 0≤ j≤ colf g ð1Þ

2. Perform matrix normalization by dividing the image in grayscale by 256.

Xi, j = Xi, j ̸256; 0≤ i≤ row; 0≤ j≤ col
� � ð2Þ

3. Perform the SVD transformation on the matrix X which in turn produces
three matrices U, D and V, out of which U is a square matrix of order i × i.

X=U ⋅D ⋅V ð3Þ

4. Multiply the matrix D with the embedding intensity denoted by alpha, such
that

D= alpha *D ð4Þ

B. Audio framing, DWT decomposition and SVD transformation on the audio
data is as follows:

1. Read the audio particularly in .wav format into filedata.
2. The read audio signal is partitioned into frames of predefined number such

that no. of frames × frame size resulting into the sampled audio signal,
audio.

3. Reshape the matrix audio into audio_mat such that each row contains a
single frame.

4. Perform 3-level DWT decomposition using the Daubechies wavelet (db1)
on each frame such that it produces four multi-resolution subbands A3, D3,
D2, D1, where A3 represents the low frequency components of the audio
frame known as approximation subband while D3, D2, and D1 represents
the detailed coefficients.

5. Perform SVD on matrix DwD3 which is 1/4th of the detailed sub-band D1.
6. The SVD operation on DwD3 produces SU, S, and SV matrices such that

DwD3=SU ⋅ S ⋅SV ð5Þ

C. Embedding of watermark on audio

1. The embedding part is performed using the S matrix in Eq. (5) and D matrix
used in Eq. (4). The ‘k’ indicates the image size. The embedding formula is
as follows:
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S mod=S i, ið Þ+D i, ið Þ; 1≤ i≤ k

S mod=S i, ið Þ; k + 1ð Þ≤ i≤N
ð6Þ

2. Obtain the watermarked audio media file by performing the inverse of
mathematical operators DWT and SVD.

3.2 Watermark Extracting Procedure

The extraction procedure is exactly a reverse manner of the steps described in the
embedding procedure. To proceed, we need the original audio signal, the embed-
ding intensity factor alpha, and matrices U and V. This is why, the algorithm is
categorized as non-blind audio watermarking algorithm. The steps of watermark
extraction are illustrated below:

1. Find the difference between the S_new and the matrix S.

D− recn = S− new i, ið Þ− S i, ið Þ; 1≤N ð7Þ

2. Divide the difference b/w the matrices by the embedding intensity

D− recn = ð1 ̸alphaÞ *D− recn ð8Þ

3. Apply inverse SVD to produce normalized watermark image

img− recn =U*D− recn*V
0 ð9Þ

4. Finally, retrieve the row × col matrix of the extracted watermark as follows.

Xi, j = fXi, j ⋅ 256; 0≤ row, 0≤ colg ð10Þ

4 Experimental Results and Contribution

The N × N image, shown in Fig. 3, where N is taken as 128 is used as the
watermark belonging to class unit 8, giving a total of 131072 watermark bits unlike
[10] where the author has considered a gray scale image of varied specifications. In
this experiment, we have tried to improve the performance of the algorithm
described in [10] by tuning the parameters N and alpha. The value of alpha is
interestingly varied and its effect on the values of SNR is observed thoroughly as
shown in the Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, respectively.
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With increase in the value of alpha, the difference becomes negligible as shown
in Fig. 4.

The Figs. 5 and 6 clearly illustrates the graph plot between the SNR values and
the embedding intensity factor alpha and the differences in the watermark,
respectively. With increase in watermark intensity, i.e., alpha, the quality of
watermarked audio decreases because of decrease in its SNR; however, the quality
of extracted watermark increases as watermark error decreases.

Table 1 represents the compared values between the proposed algorithm with
modified parameters and the algorithm described in [10].

The correctness of the algorithm is ensured after testing it on various audio
scripts like instrumental, jazz, animal speech, medley, etc. sampled at 44.1 kHz
because at this frequency it gives out the accurate representation of the compressed
signal [16].

Fig. 3 Image used for watermarking

Fig. 4 Original image, reconstructed image, and the difference b/w the images
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5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, a thorough study on two parameters, i.e., N and alpha is done which
leads to a considerable improvement in the values of SNR for audio files. Another
loophole in this algorithm is in the application of SVD transformation due to which

Fig. 5 Plot of SNR versus
embedding intensity factor

Fig. 6 Plot of SNR versus
difference in the watermark
image

Table 1 SNR and PSNR values

Audio type PSNR obtained in [10] PSNR from proposed algorithm

Jazz audio 51.26 69.8
Instrumental audio 42.92 61.9
Speech audio 40.14 67.2
Average 44.77 66.3
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we rely on two matrices U and V on receivers’ end in order to extract the water-
mark, which comes out as a overhead for the algorithm. Our future works would be
based on using some other type of decomposition methods during embedding.
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Digital Audio Watermarking: A Survey

Ritu Jain, Munesh Chandra Trivedi and Shailesh Tiwari

Abstract Counterfeiting and piracy of the intellectual property such as patents,
copyrights, etc. is known to be a serious problem worldwide though it is more
intense in some regions owing to the usage. Presently, millions of digital audio data
is being copied over networks resulting into the loss of revenue to music industries
at a big scale. Right owners and creators have been looking forward to find out
ways to inhibit this process that ultimately prompted the research in digital
watermarking to enable copyright protection in order to prevent illegal acts of
forgery and pirate distribution of data. In this paper, we have surveyed the various
existing methodologies of digital audio watermarking for preserving the copyright
laws and highlighting the related issues.

Keywords Digital audio watermarking ⋅ Signal-to-noise ratio ⋅ Robustness

1 Introduction

During the last decade, with the advancement in Internet technologies in the form of
multimedia, widespread availability of broadband communication networks, reli-
able and low cost storage devices, it is quite possible to replicate, transmit, and store
the audio files anywhere unethically. These conveniences have significantly
increased the risks of copyright violation and have challenged the preservation of
intellectual property rights (IPR) [1, 2].
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Initially, conventional encryption algorithms were adopted for this purpose but
these restricts the permit of access to only authorized users and once decrypted,
there is no way to prohibit further illegal distribution of the data. Thus, digital
watermarking emerged out to be a promising solution to this problem. It has wide
applications in copyright protection, fingerprinting, tamper proofing, broadcast
monitoring, etc. [3, 4]. Until now, significant research has been done with the image
but not much growth has been observed in the fields of video and audio water-
marking owing to the complex and sensitive human auditory system (HAS).

The remainder of this paper contains the content as follows, Sect. 2 describes the
classification of digital watermarking, introduction to audio watermarking is given
in Sect. 3. Section 4 contains the techniques of audio watermarking pertaining to
various domain. Section 5 gives the detailed survey on the existing methodologies
followed by conclusion in Sect. 6.

2 Classification of Digital Watermarking

The process of digital watermarking can be categorized into different domains on
various basis [3].

2.1 Based on Working Domain

1. Spatial Domain: Watermark is embedded in actual pixel value of host signal.
2. Transform Domain: Here, the initial step is to transform the original signal

from time domain into other domains using DCT, DWT, etc.

2.2 Based on Extraction

I. Blind Detection: It is also known as public watermarking. The host signal as
well as the watermark is not required for the purpose of extraction.

II. Non-Blind Detection: The original (host) signal on which the embedding is
performed is needed at the time of extraction. It is not in use practically since it
requires twice storage capacities and bandwidth required for communication
thereby increasing the intervening overheads.
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2.3 Based on Human Perception

I. Robust Watermarking: Embedded watermark can sustain various attacks
like cropping, compression, D/A conversion, etc. It is applicable in copyright
protection.

II. Fragile Watermarking: The fragile watermark gets tampered quite easily if
encountered to slight modifications. It is applicable in tamper proofing,
authentication, etc.

2.4 Based on Data

I. Image: Watermark is to be embedded in image, known as image
watermarking.

II. Text: Watermark information is to be embedded in text data like organiza-
tion’s confidential documents.

III. Audio: Watermark is embedded into audio files like mp3, .wav, .au files, etc.
IV. Video: Watermarking is applied on video files for preserving their integrity.

2.5 Based on Key

I. Symmetric Key: As the name indicates, similar key is used at either sites;
sender’s and receiver’s site. It is also known as public key.

II. Asymmetric Key: In asymmetric key method, different key is used at both the
ends.

3 Audio Watermarking

Audio Watermarking is a practical methodology in which we embed the secret,
robust, and imperceptible information into the audio signal to preserve the integrity
of the original audio data [1, 2]. The embedded information may be an image, some
other audio clip, or a randomly generated pseudo sequence. The watermark should
distinctively identify the owner; and embedded in such a way that is imperceptible
to the third-party. Embedding must tolerate the presence of common signal pro-
cessing and compression techniques and various other deliberate attacks like
cropping, requantization, sampling, etc. [4–6]. A good audio watermarking algo-
rithm possesses the following special characteristics: robustness, imperceptibility,
high data payload, security, verification, and reliability [1, 2, 4, 7].
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Audio Watermarking algorithm can be divided into two main processes:

• Watermark Embedding
• Watermark Extraction

The Embedding procedure consists of original data and the watermark as inputs to
the embedding block under which the embedding is performed [2] (Figs. 1 and 2).

The Extraction procedure consists of watermarked data and secret key as inputs
and sometimes the original data for extracting the original signal. Blind Detection is
often preferred for copyright verification owing to its practical feasibility [2, 3, 7].

4 Techniques of Audio Watermarking

The broad classification of audio watermarking techniques can be made as dis-
cussed below—

4.1 Time Domain Methods

Time domain watermarking or spatial domain watermarking is the oldest known
watermarking techniques in which we add a watermark data or a pseudorandom
sequence directly into the host signal; the processing overhead is much less than
other methods. It takes much less time in the extraction process [8]. As compared to
transform domain methods, it lacks in terms of robustness against various attacks.

Fig. 1 Watermark embedding procedure [2]

Fig. 2 Watermark extraction procedure [2]
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Least Significant Bit (LSB) Modification: In [9], LSB technique for audio
watermarking is suggested, where LSB is used to modify the original audio sam-
ple’s amplitude producing an unnoticed perceptual difference. The watermarked
signal y(i) is produced as follows:

y ið Þ=x ið Þ+ fð x ið Þ, w ið Þð Þ, ð1Þ

where x(i) is the host signal and w(i) is the watermark signal in the range [−α, +α]
where α being a constant.

Spread Spectrum (SS) Method: SS is a type of correlation method where
detection of watermark is done by calculating correlation between the embedded
pseudorandom sequence and watermarked audio signal [10]. It, includes overheads
like watermark shaping, sinusoidal modulation, etc. [10–13].

Perceptual Masking: In this technique, perceptually shaped pseudorandom
sequence is embedded into the different frames of the host audio signal [13]. The
time and frequency distribution of watermark is controlled due to which the
amplitude of the watermark signal varies in accordance with the host audio signal.

Echo Hiding Method: This method embeds data into the host audio signal by
introducing an echo which is not perceived by human ear such that

x nð Þ= s nð Þ+ αs n− dð Þ, ð2Þ

where ‘d’ is the echo delay [14] and is detected by cepstrum or autocepstrum
correlation methods at the time of extraction.

4.2 Transform Domain Methods

Transform domain methods are practically more adopted, as they are robust against
the popular attacks like filtering operations, compression, and noise attacks. These
methods derive benefit of HAS to embed a watermark into those components that
are perceptually significant and results into high robustness and imperceptibility of
noise in the signal [8]. The techniques are as follows:

Phase Modulation (PM) Method: PM is an improvement over the phase coding
techniques as it allows higher data payload and individually alters each coefficient
after modulation [14, 15].

Replica Modulation: Frequency shifts, phase shift and amplitude shift schemes
come under Replica Modulation. The frequency shift method does transformation of
signal into frequency domain and modulates the signal of a few ranges before inverse
transformation into the time domain [16]. Other transform domain methods include
discrete cosine transform (DCT), discrete wavelet transform (DWT), discrete fourier
transform (DFT), and modified patchwork algorithm (MPA), etc. [7, 17–19].
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5 Literature Survey

This section represents the review of various audio watermarking techniques pro-
posed by various authors emphasizing on the techniques involved and their merits
and demerits.

Bassia et al. [9] proposed the robust audio watermarking technique in the time
domain using blind watermark detection.

• It directly modifies the amplitude values such that it does not create any per-
ceptual difference.

• The watermarking key used for embedding was known only to copyright owner.
• Robustness could be increased with higher amplitude values but introduced

distortion in the signal.
• This method was statistically imperceptible and was able to resist attacks like

MPEG compression, rescaling, filtering, and quantization.

Kirovski and Malvar [10] proposed a SS technique in which each watermark
bit is spread over a MCLT (Modulated Complex Lapped Transform) coefficients.
SS techniques can be detected using correlation mechanisms.

• The MCLT coefficients within the range 2–7 kHz subband are considered for
use in the detection process in order to minimize the carrier noise effects,
sensitivity to down sampling, and cropping.

• It suggests a non linear cepstrum pre-processing to reduce the carrier noise.
• Enables effective watermarking with prevention against detection desynchro-

nization, cepstrum filtering, and chess watermarks.

Huang et al. [20] proposed a blind, audio information bit-hiding algorithm with
effective synchronization.

• The algorithm embeds synchronization signals in the time domain so that the
computation for resynchronization can be kept lower.

• HAS features are exploited so that the watermark is placed in blockwise DCT
coefficients of the original audio.

• Error-correcting codes are applied to lower the bit error rate.
• The hidden, imperceptible watermark is robust against attacks due to additive

noise, MP3 coding, and cropping.

Wei Li et al. [21] proposed a novel localized and content-dependent audio
watermarking algorithm.

• Emphasizes on determining the embedding regions with a steady-state
high-energy using different strategies.

• Such regions have the potential to maintain audio quality without introducing
much distortion.

• The limitation that is observed that it works well for modern music but not on
jazz, classical music due to absence of obvious peaks on original waveforms.
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Shijun Xiang and Jiwu Huang [22] proposed a histogram-based audio
watermarking against time scale modification and cropping attacks.

• The paper proposed a multi-bit robust audio watermarking solution against the
most challenging attacks like TSM, cropping attacks.

• Studied the insensitivity on audio histogram shape and the modified mean to
TSM and cropping operations.

• Embedding process is done such that the histogram is extracted from a selected
amplitude range where the watermark is resistant to amplitude scaling.

• It avoids exhaustive search in the extraction process.

Ali-Al Haj [23] proposed a technique of audio watermarking using DWT and
Singular value decomposition (SVD) in the transform domain.

• When DWT is applied on host signal using Daubechies wavelet (dB1),
Approximate coefficients (A) are obtained through low pass filtering while
detailed coefficients (D) are produced by high pass filtering.

• SVD is a numerical technique based on which the matrices are diagonalized
allowing imperceptibility and robustness to audio watermarking algorithms.

• Different levels of decomposition can be used for DWT but the author suggested
3-level decomposition.

Zamani and A. Manaf [24] proposed a new optimization technique in audio
watermarking using genetic algorithms.

• Fragile audio watermarking emphasizing on genetic concept to reduce the dis-
tortion taking place because of LSB substitution.

• The PSNR is significantly improved using generic substitution-based audio
watermarking (GSBAW).

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have done an extensive literature survey of different existing
digital audio watermarking techniques involving different methodologies. Each
technique has its own pros and cons but the key pillars on which these algorithms
stand are imperceptibility, robustness and data payload that share a trade off among
them [3, 6]. If the payload is high, imperceptibility is affected and if payload is kept
low then the robustness of the algorithm is affected. Thus, in future works there is a
need to select such an algorithm which must be application specific and may be
modulated according to the requirements beforehand. The summary of various
audio watermarking techniques in given in Table 1.
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Brain CT and MR Image Fusion
Framework Based on Stationary Wavelet
Transform

Sharma DileepKumar Ramlal, Jainy Sachdeva, Chirag Kamal Ahuja
and Niranjan Khandelwal

Abstract In this paper, a technique is proposed for merging of complementary
information of two images to obtain a fused image for more suitable human visual
perception and for clinical diagnosis. The stationary wavelet transform (SWT) is
one of the methods which has proved to be valuable and efficient in image fusion.
In this paper, Entropy of square of low frequency subband coefficients is applied.
Further, weighted sum modified Laplacian for high frequency subband coefficients
is implemented. These two fusion rules are used as activity measure to fuse
Computed Tomography (CT) and Magnetic Resonance (MR) images. The proposed
method is compared with existing fusion method of averaging low frequency
subband and maximum coefficient selection using SWT. The visual and quantita-
tive analysis is done using cross correlation and root mean square error. Both the
analysis showed that the proposed method is superior in fusing CT images with
T2-weighted MR images.
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1 Introduction

Medical imaging implies to a number of diverse technologies such as Computer
Tomography (CT) or Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) that are used to examine
the human body in order to identify, supervise or heal medical conditions such as a
possible disease or injury [1–3]. X-ray and CT images clearly depict bony structures
allowing assessment of damaged bones [1, 4]. MRI images better visualize soft
tissues like nerves, cerebrospinal fluid, white matter, gray matter, etc. [1, 3]. The
images acquired are combined to have more detailed information of medical con-
ditions generally termed as fusion. For example, a CT and MRI image is fused
(combined) which visualizes both bones and soft tissues in a single combined
image. Fusion process can be categorized into pixel level, feature level, and deci-
sion level [5–7]. Pixel level fusion is done by combining pixels of two images
directly. Feature level fusion is done by extracting and combining representative
features of source images, such as edges, textures, etc. [5, 8]. Decision level fusion
is done by fusing decisions of several expert systems together to form fused image
[3, 9]. As the fusion process is completed its performance is evaluated using visual
analysis and quantitative parameters, such as entropy, correlation coefficient, root
mean square error (RMSE), etc. [9].

Many researchers such as Ellmauthaler et al. [10], S. Li and B. Yang [7],
Y. Yang [11], etc. have been doing research in the fusion area of brain MR and CT
images using wavelet transforms, such as undecimated, stationary wavelet, trans-
lation invariant wavelet, etc. Few of the researches are discussed below.

Ellmauthaler et al. [10] used undecimated wavelet transform. They used choose
maximum (CM), choose maximum with intra-scale grouping (CM-IS) with and
without window related activity. Mutual information, QAB/F and QP parameters
were used for comparison with NSCT, dual tree complex wavelet transform and
undecimated wavelet transform without spectral factorization.

F. Xiao [6] worked on translation invariant wavelet transform to fuse multifocus
and remote sensing images and used weighted combination of coefficients as fusion
rule where weights were computed using local weighted energy with consistency
verification. Experimental results were compared with DWT and SWT using
RMSE, mutual information, and information Entropy as parameters. Visual and
quantitative analysis showed superiority of their methods.

S. Li and B. Yang [7] used stationary wavelets with NSCT for hybrid fusion of
CT and MR image. RMSE and image fusion quality matrices were used to compare
the results with stationary wavelet transform, complex wavelet transform (CWT),
Curvelets, WBCT (contourlet transform based on wavelets).

Y. Yang [11] used edge-based scheme and variance based scheme for fusion.
The entropy, overall cross entropy and gradient (avg.) were used as parameters for
comparison with pixel averaging method.

Zheng et al. [12] fused multisource images using support value transform. They
used support value using support value transform to denote important features. In
support vector machines (SVM) the pixels with large support values are more
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important for SVM model, this feature was used for their research. Multiscale
support value filters were used to do support value analysis. Quality of visual
information (QAB/F), conditional entropy (CE), and mutual information (MI) were
used to compare their method with Laplacian pyramid, discrete wavelets, and
undecimated “atrous” wavelets.

R. Li and Y. J. Zhang [13] performed experiment to find out the appropriate no.
of decomposition levels for fusion of out of focus images. They used the difference
in energy levels from higher bands for decomposition. The level selection was done
by minimizing the mean square error (MSE) among fused image and input image. It
was observed that MSE decreases with the rise in decomposition level. It reached
minimum point at third level of decomposition. The MSE remained low with a rise
in decomposition level. The actual best levels and computed best levels by the
proposed method were found nearly equal maximum difference being equal to 1.
All the results showed that the estimated levels provide better results.

The wavelet-based methodologies are used in previous researches. It is observed
that the main limitations while fusing CT and MR images are low directional
selectivity and inability to resolve long curves. Therefore, in this paper, the method
using stationary wavelet transform which falls in pixel level fusion is proposed.
Further, a fusion rule based on Entropy of square of low frequency subband
coefficients and weighted sum modified Laplacian (WSML) for high frequency
subband coefficients is implemented which distinguishes our approach from
existing approaches. High entropy represents high information content and WSML
produces sharp edges to signify HF information. This method provides improved
directional selectivity and long curves.

2 Methodology of the Proposed Fusion Scheme

The stationary wavelet transform (SWT) is related to discrete wavelet transform
with the difference that its coefficients are not decimated at each stage. At each
decomposition level SWT coefficients contain the same number of samples as the
input image. It finely represents angles and textures of the image and is shift
invariant (approximately) [7]. In the proposed approach SWT is used to decompose
the input images into approximation and detail coefficients as represented by Eqs.
(1), (2), (3), and (4). Detail coefficients and approximation coefficients compute
activity measures according to Eqs. (6), (7), (8), (10), and (11), respectively. Fused
image reconstruction is done using Eq. (15). The block diagram of the fusion
process is shown in Fig. 1. The detailed methodology is described in the following
steps.

Step 1: Decompose source image X and Y using SWT into one low frequency
(LF) subband and a sequence of high frequency (HF) subbands (horizontal, vertical,
and diagonal components).
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L1F1SWT
X ,H1F1SWT

X

� �
= SWTðXÞ ð1Þ

and

L1F1SWT
Y ,H1F1SWT

Y

� �
= SWTðYÞ ð2Þ

Step 2: Decompose Low frequency subband further into one LF subband and a
sequence of HF subbands, where HF subband represent Horizontal, vertical, and
diagonal components.

L2F2SWT
Y ,H2F2SWT

Y

� �
= SWTðL1F1SWT

Y Þ ð3Þ

and

L2F2SWT
X ,H2F2SWT

X

� �
= SWTðL1F1SWT

X Þ ð4Þ

Step 3: Use an activity level measurement such as weighted sum modified
Laplacian (WSML) of coefficients for high frequency subband fusion. A window
size of 3 × 3 is used for neighborhood operation. WSML is evaluated using fol-
lowing steps:

Fig. 1 Block diagram of the proposed fusion scheme
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Step 3.1: Modified Laplacian is

ML½f ðm, nÞ�= j2f ðm, nÞ− f ðm− 1, nÞ− f ðm+1, nÞj+ j2f ðm, nÞ− f ðm, n− 1Þ− f ðm, n+1Þj
ð5Þ

Step 3.2: WSML of f(m, n) is computed using following expression:

WSML½f ðm, nÞ�= ∑
i=1

i= − 1
∑
j=1

j= − 1
wði+1, j+1ÞML½f ðm+ i, n+ jÞ�, ð6Þ

where w is city block distance.
Step 3.3: Compute WSML as activity measure at each high frequency subband
coefficient of image A and B

aAðm, nÞ=WSML½CAðm, nÞ� ð7Þ

aBðm, nÞ=WSML½CBðm, nÞ� ð8Þ

where CAðm, nÞ and CBðm, nÞ are either horizontal, vertical, or diagonal coefficients
of image A and B at location (m, n).

Step 4: Final fusion decision is achieved by choose maximum fusion rule.

di m, nð Þ= 1 if aAðm, nÞ≥ aBðm, nÞ
0 if aAðm, nÞ< aBðm, nÞ

( )
ð9Þ

Step 5: Low frequency subband of SWT is fused using Entropy of square of the
coefficients as activity measure. A window size of 3 × 3 is used to compute
Entropy. It is given by following equation:

aAL m, nð Þ= ∑
i=1

i= − 1
∑
j=1

j= − 1
CA2

L m+ i, n+ jð Þ log CA2

L m+ i, n+ jð Þ
� �

̸9 ð10Þ

aBL m, nð Þ= ∑
i=1

i= − 1
∑
j=1

j= − 1
CB2

L m+ i, n+ jð Þ log CB2

L m+ i, n+ jð Þ
� �

̸9 ð11Þ

Step 6: Final fusion decision map is evaluated as

di m, nð Þ= 1 if aAL m, nð Þ≥ aBL m, nð Þ
0 if aAL m, nð Þ< aBL m, nð Þ

( )
ð12Þ
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Step 7: Fused low frequency coefficients are computed using following equation

LFSWT
F = di * CA

L + ð∼ diÞ *CB
L ð13Þ

Fused high frequency coefficients are computed using following equation

HFSWT
F = di * CA + ð∼ diÞ * CB ð14Þ

Step 8: Perform inverse SWT(SWT−1) on the fused LF and HF subband coefficients
of SWT to get final fused image.

F =SWT− 1ðLFSWT
F , HFSWT

F Þ ð15Þ

3 Experimental Setup

In the present study, 10 dataset pairs of CT and MRI are obtained from [14]. Other
15 dataset pairs of CT and MRI of various patients are taken from Department of
Radiodiagnosis, Postgraduate Institute of Medical Education and Research (PGI-
MER), Chandigarh, India.

The proposed method is coded in Matrix lab R2014a, is tested on various CT
and MR images of size 256 × 256. The conducting tests are done with a Intel core
i5 computer and 8 GB memory.

The fusion experiment is done on 25 dataset pairs of CT and MR images. The
fusion results of five pairs of CT and MR images are shown in Fig. 2. The quan-
titative results are shown in Tables 1 and 2. The proposed method is compared with
existing method of averaging scheme of fusion for LF subband coefficients [5, 6]
and maximum selection scheme for fusing HF subband coefficients [5, 10]. This
method is named as method 1. The proposed fusion scheme, i.e., entropy of square
of low frequency subband coefficients and WSML for high frequency subband
coefficients is implemented. This is named as method 2. Table 1 shows root mean
square error (RMSE) values obtained by averaging and maximum selection-based
rule (method 1) and Entropy of square of the low frequency subband coefficients
and WSML scheme (method 2). Table 2 shows cross correlation (CC) values
obtained by the two fusion methods. These methods are applied on 25 pairs of
datasets.
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Dataset

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

(i)    (ii)                               (iii)                          (iv)

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j) (k) (l)

(m) (n) (o) (p)

(q) (r) (s) (t)

Fig. 2 (Column wise) Comparative analysis of fusion methods (i) CT images (ii) MR images
(iii) Fused images by method 1 (iv) Fused images by method 2

Table 1 Root mean square
error values obtained on two
fusion schemes on dataset
shown in Fig. 2

Dataset Fusion method 1 Fusion method 2

#1 37 20
#2 40 19
#3 36 33
#4 42 38
#5 42 35

Table 2 Cross correlation
values obtained on two fusion
schemes on dataset shown in
Fig. 2

Dataset Fusion method 1 Fusion method 2

#1 0.93 0.98
#2 0.95 0.98
#3 0.94 0.95
#4 0.90 0.92
#5 0.94 0.95
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4 Results and Discussions

The image results are shown in Fig. 2. Column 1 represents brain CT images.
Column 2 represents brain MR images whereas column 3 and column 4 represents
fusion results by method 1 and method 2. It is observed from the results that the
both the bony structure and soft tissues are better seen in fused images by method 2
(column 4-image no.-d, h, l, p, t) as compared to method 1 (column 3-image no.-c,
g, k, o, s). The average value of RMSE for method 1 is 40 and for method 2 is 28.
The average value of cross correlation for method 1 is 0.93 and for method 2 is
0.97. From the average value of the two results it is noticed that Entropy of square
of LF subband coefficients and WSML of HF subband coefficients-based fusion
(method 2) rules are better than average and maximum selection-based fusion rules
(method 1). This method provides good results for fusion of CT and MR images.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, a fusion scheme based on SWT and Entropy of square of the coefficients
and WSML as fusion activity measures (method 2) is presented. The SWT divides
input images into multiscale and multiple direction subimages. The proposed scheme
is compared with existing method of averaging fusion for LF subband coefficients
and maximum selection scheme for fusing HF subband coefficients. This method is
named as method 1. It is evident from qualitative and quantitative results that Entropy
and WSML based fusion method (method 2) performs better than average and
maximum selection-based fusion method (method 1). The method 2 provides
improved directional selectivity and long curves.
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A Feature-Based Semi-fragile
Watermarking Algorithm for Digital
Color Image Authentication Using
Hybrid Transform

Hiral A. Patel and Nidhi H. Divecha

Abstract Digital watermarking plays vital role to preserve content of digital color
image authentication. This paper proposed semi-fragile watermarking technique
using feature extraction. The features of original image are extracted through canny
edge detection and utilize it as watermark. Watermark is scrambled for providing
more security. To achieve higher level of imperceptibility and robustness against
attacks, amalgamation of DCT, DWT, and SVD are applied. Experimental results
prove that, proposed technique is robust against group of attacks with adequate
hiding capacity and imperceptibility as compare to existing systems.

Keywords Image authentication ⋅ DCT-DWT-SVD ⋅ Semi-fragile water-
marking ⋅ Scrambling ⋅ Digital watermarking

1 Introduction

With a frequent use of data communication through internet, there is need to
provide security to the digital assets. Authentication and integrity issues are
increased day by day for digital assets especially digital images. Digital water-
marking is the electronic security mechanism, which helps to knob these issues.
Digital watermarking is one of the data hiding techniques, which hides the secret
messages like logo of company, owner’s detail, and features of image behind the
original image or the cover image. These secret messages are considered as
watermark. At the time of image verification, watermark helps to know the
authentication and integrity of that image.
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Watermarking technique is classified into fragile, semi-fragile, and robust. With
robust watermarking technique, the extraction process is able to extract the
watermark even if the malicious attacks are applied. With fragile watermarking
technique, the watermark cannot survive for malicious as well as non-malicious
modifications. With semi-fragile watermarking technique, the extraction process
has the ability to differentiate malicious and non-malicious modifications [1].
Malicious attacks are those attacks which are intentionally manipulates to modify
the image. Non-malicious attacks are those attacks which are not intentionally
manipulated to destruct the image, but these are required during the transmission.
Semi-fragile watermarking technique is robust with non malicious attacks where as
fragile with malicious attacks [2].

Watermark can also be generated by using the features of original image. It is
especially helpful for the authentication and integrity. The features of image are
extracted from by using any of the image processing techniques. This watermark is
embedded into cover image or original image and generates the watermarked
image. This watermarked image travels through communication channel where,
multiple attacks may be affected the watermark image. Whenever, the image needs
verification, the hidden watermark is extracted from the watermarked image and it
is compared with the original watermark. If both the watermarks are matched then
the cover image is considered as authentic image [3].

The proposed semi-fragile watermarking system is based on the feature
extraction technique. The features of cover image are extracted using canny edge
detection method and it is used as watermark. The proposed system also scrambles
the watermark by column shifting and row shifting techniques sequentially to
increase the security. These techniques shift pixels of watermark image column
wise and then row wise. After applying scrambling, watermark becomes difficult to
interpret by unauthorized users. This technique provides more security as compare
to existing systems. The rest of the sections discuss about the related work, pro-
posed algorithm, experimental results, and conclusion.

2 Related Work

Number of researchers work under the authentication issues and some of them
achieved their target where as others are trying to improve it. Some of the research
works are listed below:

Chitra Arathi [4] had embedded the watermark using SVD method in grayscale
image but the system was less imperceptible and not robust. Tanmay Bhattacharya
et al. [5] had worked with medical images and embedded the watermark of size
64 × 64 using DWT in R, B, and G channels of image with size 180 × 180. They
achieved the PSNR up to 34.5409. Buddhika Madduma et al. [6] had worked with
feature-based watermark and generated watermark from original image using Sobel
edge detection and Zernike Movement, embedded the watermark using DCT and
DWT. This method was tolerated JPEG Compression up to 40% and Gaussian noise
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up to 0.3 variance. Khaled Loulhaoukha et al. [7] had given blind watermarking in
which RGB color image was converted to YCbCr image and embedded watermark
using DWT, DCT, and SVD transforms. D. Vaishnavi et al. [8] had embedded
watermark in Blue channel using SVD transform also they scrambled watermark
using Arnold transform. They had achieved robustness for JPEG Compression up to
75%, Gaussian 0.01 variance, and salt and pepper 0.002 density with 0.9809,
0.9932, and 0.9809 NCC values. Priti Sharma et al. [9] had used Red channel to
embed the watermark. Their system embedded watermark using DWT and SVD
transform and achieved imperceptibility up to 52.92. Jenil Geeorge et al. [10] had
worked with semi-blind watermarking using secret key which was generated using
chaotic map. They had selected Blue channel of color image, scrambled watermark
of size 64 × 64 using Arnold transform and embedded watermark using DWT,
SVD with secret key. Laur et al. [11] had embedded watermark of size 128 × 128
in all R, G, and B channels using DWT, SVD, CTZ, entropy, and DR decompo-
sition methods. Robustness of method was tested against attacks like JPEG com-
pression, Gaussian noise, salt and Pepper, and achieved results 0.8707, 0.9252,
0.9571, respectively. Shaila R. Hallur et al. [12] had embedded watermark of size
256 × 256 in one of the color channel of image using DWT, DCT, SVD, and got
higher resistance value against different attacks. S.S. Sujatha et al. [13] had worked
with grayscale image and had used DWT. They scrambled watermark using Arnold
transform and had achieved PSNR 59.1168 and tolerated JPEG Compression up to
10% with Similarity ratio 0.8158. Woo Chaw Seng et al. [14] had embedded the
watermark using DWT method in grayscale image, got 85.09 PSNR and tolerated
JPEG Compression up to 85% and noise with density 0.03.

Challenges observed from the existing systems are:

• Semi-fragile watermarking needs robustness improvement with non-malicious
attacks.

• With color image, robustness against attacks like JPEG compression, Gaussian
noise, salt, and peppers needs improvement.

• There is a need to improve the capacity of watermark as well as imperceptibility
of watermarked image.

Authors are trying to solve the above mentioned challenges.

3 Proposed Algorithm

The proposed algorithm is divided into four sections: Generating watermark and
scrambling process, embedment process, extraction process, and reverse scrambling
process. The general framework for proposed system is demonstrated in Fig. 1.
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3.1 Generating Watermark and Scrambling Process

The features of original image are extracted from image and it is used as a
watermark image. For providing more security, scrambling is applied to watermark.
Here input is original Image and outputs are generated watermark and scrambled
watermark.

1. Let IM is the original color image of M × N size. Select Blue Channel of color
image (BIM).

2. Apply 1st level Haar Wavelet transform to decompose the BIM image into four
sub bands LL1, LH1, HL1, and HH1 which are of M/2 × N/2 size.

3. Select LL1 sub-band of IM and apply the canny edge detection method to obtain
M/2 × N/2 size logical image (G_WM).

4. Consider G_WM as watermark image which is of M/2 × N/2 size.
5. Again apply first level Haar wavelet transform on watermark image (G_WM)

which decomposes the watermark in wLL1, wLH1, wHL1, and wHH1 which
are of M/4 × M/4 size.

6. Apply scrambling to wLL1 using column shifting and row shifting. Consider
this image as S_WM.

7. Use S_WM image for embedding which is of M/4 × M/4 size.

3.2 Embedment Process

The embedment process is described below where inputs are original and scrambled
watermark Images where as output is Watermarked Image.

1. Let IM is the original color image of M × N size. Select Blue Channel of color
image (BIM).

Fig. 1 Framework for proposed system
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2. Apply first level Haar DWT on BIM which decompose it into LL1, LH1, HL1,
and HH1 subbands of size M/2 × N/2

3. Apply second level DWT on LL1 which decompose it and get LL2, LH2, HL2,
and HH2 of size M/4 × N/4.

4. Select the LL2 subband of the image and apply DCT on it. It gives DCT matrix
B of M/4 × N/4 size.

5. Apply SVD on DCT matrix B to get U, S, and V.
6. To embed the scrambled watermark S_WM, first apply SVD on it to get U_W,

S_W, and V_W.
7. Modify the singular values S with S_W using scaling factor (α) and following

formula: S_NEW = S + α * S_W
8. Apply inverse SVD using iB = U * S_NEW * V′.
9. Apply inverse DCT on iB to produce iLL2.

10. Apply inverse DWT to iLL2, LH2, HL2 and HH2 to get iLL1.
11. Apply inverse DWT to iLL1, LH1, HL1 and HH1 to get watermarked image

(B_WMD).
12. Substitute B_WMD as Blue color channel and get the color watermarked image

(WMD)

3.3 Extraction Process

Extraction process is based on non-blind watermarking technique which is used to
extract the scrambled watermark and steps are described here where inputs are
watermarked and original images, where as output is Extracted scrambled
watermark.

1. Select the Blue channel of WMD color image. Let it be B_WMD.
2. Apply first level DWT to B_WMD to get LL1, LH1, HL1 and HH1 sub bands.
3. Apply second level DWT to LL1 to get LL2, LH2, HL2 and HH2 sub bands.
4. Calculate DCT of LL2 subband to get DCT matrix A.
5. Apply SVD on A to acquire WU, WS and WV.
6. Obtain the singular values of watermark using formula SR = (WS – S)/α.
7. Apply inverse SVD using formula S_WM_E = U_W * SR * V_W′ to extract

the embedded scrambled watermark.

3.4 Reverse Scrambling Process

Scrambling which was applied earlier, needs to be converted back to the original
watermark. This process converts this extracted scrambled watermark into the
original watermark. Here input is extracted scrambled watermark and output is
original watermark.
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1. Select S_WM_E and again apply scrambling on it in reverse order. It means first
apply reverse row shifting and then apply reverse column shifting. Let it be
iwLL1.

2. Now apply inverse DWT on iwLL1, wLH1, wHL1 and wHH1 to get the
original watermark, i.e., WM_E.

4 Experimental Results

The proposed algorithm is implemented in MATLAB 7.10 (2010a). The original
image is of 512 × 512 size where as the watermark is of 256 × 256 size. The
algorithm is tested with color images which are shown in Fig. 2. Also the generated
watermarks are displayed in Fig. 2.

The original image, features of cover image as watermark, scrambled watermark,
watermarked image, extracted watermark, and converted original watermark, all
these images are displayed in Fig. 3, respectively.

The imperceptibility is measured using PSNR values and the robustness is
measured using NCC values. PSNR value is calculated based on Eqs. 1 and 2. NCC
value is calculated based on Eq. 3.

PSNR=10 × lg
2552

MSE

� �
ð1Þ

Fig. 2 Color image database and their features as watermark
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MSE=
1

M ×N
∑
N

i=1
∑
M

j=1
Iði, jÞ− I

0 ði, jÞ
h i2

ð2Þ

NC= ∑
M

i=0
∑
N

j=0
OW *EW

 !,
∑
M

i=0
∑
N

j=0
OW *OW

 !
ð3Þ

Here I and I’ are the original image and watermarked image pixel values. OW
and EW are the original watermark and the extracted watermark.

PSNR and NCC values with blue color channel without attacks are displayed in
Table 1.

To check the feasibility of proposed system, different attacks are applied on it
and robustness is measured. The Table 2 displays the NCC values with different
attacks.

Comparison of proposed system and existing systems given in Table 3 is for
Lena image. Vaishnavi et al. [8] proposed two methods; out of them, first method is
taken for comparison with proposed system.

Imperceptibility comparison of proposed system with existing system is
demonstrated through the chart shown in Fig. 4.

From the comparison, it is concluded that the proposed system is more suitable
for content-based watermarking as it provides more robustness and imperceptibility.

Some related outputs of attacked images and extracted watermarks are shown in
Fig. 5.

Fig. 3 Output of proposed system without applying attacks

Table 1 PSNR and NCC
values for database images

Images PSNR NCC

Lena 93.2021 1
Baboon 90.5951 1
Peppers 93.4931 1
Taj Mahal 93.0783 1
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Table 2 Robustness test with different attacks

Attacks Lena Baboon Pepper Taj Mahal

JPEG Comp. (90) 1 1 1 1
JPEG Comp. (50) 1 1 1 0.9995
JPEG Comp. (10) 1 1 1 0.9991
Gaussian 0.001 1 1 1 1
Gaussian 0.009 1 1 1 0.9813
Gaussian 0.01 1 1 1 0.9670
Gaussian 0.03 0.9934 0.9844 0.9785 0.5038
Low pass filter 0.9945 0.9931 0.9990 0.9666
Rotation and crop 0.8241 0.6930 0.6303 0.8153
Salt and pepper 0.01 1 1 1 1
Salt and pepper 0.03 1 1 1 0.8612
Salt and pepper 0.04 0.9967 0.9996 0.9992 0.7389
Blur (1%) 1 1 1 1
Blur (2%) 0.9043 0.9247 0.9699 0.7982
Sharpen 0.9987 0.9986 1 0.9903
Motion blur (1,180) 1 1 1 1
Motion blur (3,180) 1 1 1 1
Motion blur (4,180) 0.9868 0.9972 0.9994 0.9801

Table 3 PSNR and NCC comparison with attacks

Hallur’s system
(2015) [12]

Vaishnavi’s system
(2015) [8]

Proposed system

Attacks PSNR NCC PSNR NCC PSNR NCC

Without attack 57.4913 1 28.3390 – 93.2021 1
JPEG Comp. (75%) – – 41.3565 0.9809 86.5679 1
JPEG Comp. (50%) 50.5384 0.9999 – – 84.5944 1
Gaussian filter (0.01) 57.0059 1 25.2505 0.9932 72.8946 1
Salt and pepper (0.002) 50.4249 0.9990 43.5849 0.9809 84.9049 1
Sharpen image 46.5720 1 – – 75.6461 0.9987
Motion blur (10, 20) – – 36.4774 0.9978 79.0741 0.4101
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5 Conclusion

Based on the above results, it is concluded that the proposed semi-fragile water-
marking system is acceptable for image authentication. The amalgamation of DWT,
DCT, and SVD is done in such a way that the system gives imperceptible result
near to 93 dB as PSNR value and robustness result with 1 as NCC value. The given
system is more robust with JPEG Compression up to 90% compressed, Gaussian
Noise up to 0.03 variance, salt, and pepper up to 0.03 density, sharpen image and
motion blur. These are considered as different non-malicious attacks.

Fig. 4 PSNR comparison with existing systems

Fig. 5 Outputs with different attacks: a JPEG 90% compressed, b Gaussian filter (0.01 variance),
c Low pass filter, d Rotation and crop, e Salt and pepper (0.03 density), f Blur (1%), g Sharpen
image, h Motion blur (3,180)
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The given algorithm is based on non-blind watermarking technique, which can
be improved as blind system in future. In the same manner, Tamper detection from
watermarked image is also under the consideration for future work.
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Inventory Control Using Fuzzy-Aided
Decision Support System

Mahuya Deb, Prabjot Kaur and Kandarpa Kumar Sarma

Abstract Virtually every segment of the economy relies on some form of inven-
tory for their operations. The ubiquitous nature of inventory has motivated to carry
out this study wherein a decision support system (DSS) could be formulated to
assist the decision-makers for effective monitoring of inventory levels and to ensure
continuous availability of goods. The DSS needs be designed in a manner which
can communicate its information to its user that is comprehensible and useful
within the context of the decision situation. However, while dealing with the
parameters of the system it is often seen that they are uncertain, imprecise and
vague. Fuzzy-based approaches are best suited for such situations but these cannot
provide automated decision support unless combined with learning systems like
artificial neural network (ANN). When ANN and fuzzy are combined, fuzzy neural
system (FNS) and neuro-fuzzy system (NFS) are created. The model of DSS
developed in this study is based on a new framework using a system called adaptive
neuro-fuzzy inference system. The model established has the advantage of the
ANFIS for the DSS for use as part of inventory control.
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1 Introduction

The traditional inventory models are built considering the parameters as crisp. But in
practical situations inventory control involves a range of uncertain situations which
include demand and supply on one hand and control on the cost components on the
other. The various elements associated with how much to order are normally con-
cerned with inventory costs and inventory lot sizing models. The inventory cost
includes the ordering cost, procurement cost, holding cost and shortage cost. The
basic objective in inventory control model is therefore to minimize inventory cost by
establishing a trade-off between inventory investment and customer satisfaction.
This objective can be simplified with the use of a decision support system, first
coined by P.G. W Keen, a British academician wherein he defined DSS as a com-
puter system essential in decision-making wherein the computer along with its
analytical tools can be of value but the manager’s judgement is essential. Turban
et al. [1] broadly define a DSS as “a computer based information system that
combines models and data in an attempt to solve semi—structured and some
unstructured problems with extensive user involvement.” The construction of a DSS
is essential in an inventory control due to the ubiquitous nature of inventory and
therefore it demands the design of appropriate decision support systems (DSS) if
inventory management is to be made automated and efficient. Decision support
system which consists of components such as inputs, user knowledge and expertise
acts as a viable support for effective decision-making with regard to inventory policy
decisions [2]. However, the parameters that define the inventory control models are
not always crisp they are often uncertain, ambiguous and vague. Further, uncer-
tainties revolve around the fluctuating buyer seller interaction. Against this back-
drop, fuzzy-based approaches formulated by Zadeh [3] are best suited to tackle with
the imprecise and uncertain parameters. It is almost over 30 years since the first
article of fuzzy appeared in inventory. Since it is decided to create a decision support
system that allows for an easy and smooth interaction with the human operators, with
a decision process that is both intuitive and can be explained in linguistic terms, a
decision support system based on a fuzzy knowledge base is discussed here. In
addition, a fuzzy inference system is applied wherein a connection between the input
and output variables of the system is established. The objective here is to convert the
crisp inputs into fuzzy inputs by using fuzzification interface. After which the rule
bases are developed. Fuzzy logic toolbox of MATLAB is applied to the fuzzy
inventory system (FIS) model to compute the cost coefficients in any time period.
The fuzzy input variable is demand and the output variable is the cost component.
FIS has wide application in manufacturing and therefore can be an ideal tool in
inventory control. But FIS cannot alone provide automated decision unless com-
bined with learning tools like artificial neural networks ANN, which consist of a
number of interlinked cells as neurons with weights running coincidently to initiate
artificial intelligence. Recently, learning systems like Artificial Neural Networks
(ANN) have emerged as a suitable option because of the fact that these can capture
the intricate linkages between input and output data without bothering at all about
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the model involved, retain the know-how and use it subsequently. ANNs attempts to
simulate the structure of the human brain, their thinking capabilities and learning in a
machine. This gives an advantage for the modelling of complex and nonlinear data.
It is neuroscience which has inspired neural networks and not because they are
considered good models of biological phenomenon. These networks are “neural” in
the sense that they have been inspired by neuroscience but not necessarily because
they are faithful models of biological cognitive phenomena. This ability however is
quantitative but to have qualitative attributes, the system must be provided with
mechanisms that could track finite variations. ANFIS unlike FIS creates sufficient
input–output data using the benefit of learning capability of the neural networks. It
has received wide recognition due to its application in areas of pattern recognition,
system identification, etc. The advantage of this system is that it hardly needs expert
opinion for modelling and training a system.

Various researchers time and again have incorporated fuzziness in inventory
control models like Chang [4], Park [5], Kacpryzk and Staniew [6], Wee [7], Maiti
[8] to name a few. Even Paul [9] used fuzzy logic for selecting optimal number of
shifts using inventory information, reliability of machines and customer require-
ments. Zeng [10] formulated a web-based fuzzy decision support system for spare
parts inventory control in a nuclear plant where he was successful in decreasing the
inventory holding cot. Lo [11] formulated a paper wherein he designed a decision
support system for an integrated inventory model wherein the objective was to
minimize the joint total expected cost by taking parameters such as ordering cost,
backorder discount, lead time, ordering quantity, safety factor, and the lot size.
Fuzzy-based approaches are the best befitting tool in such circumstances but these
cannot provide automated decision support unless combined with learning systems
like ANN. In his paper, Paul and Azeem [12] determined the optimal level of
inventory using an artificial neural network (ANN) which was supposed to be a
function of product demand, material costs, setup and holding cost. In the study
conducted by [13], MRP problem of lot sizing was solved by a neural network
model. Then he compared the performance of the model taking different scenarios
and compared the same to common heuristics. Thereafter, the results proved that
artificial neural network model was far better to solve lot sizing problems with
reasonable accuracy. Lin [14] in his study tried to find an optimal WIP value of wafer
fabrication processes. The algorithm was developed by integrating an ANN and
sequential quadratic programming (SQP) method. It proved to be quite effective to
find the solution with this approach. When ANN and fuzzy are combined, fuzzy
neural system (FNS) and neuro-fuzzy system (NFS) are created. These two hybrid
blocks combine the advantages of both the two mechanisms hence acquire quanti-
tative and qualitative abilities with learning which makes it an efficient DSS. Önüt
et al. [15] in his paper forecasted the incomplete demand information by artificial
intelligence approaches wherein he compared both artificial neural networks and
adaptive network-based fuzzy inference system techniques. Aengchuanin [16]
proposed the fuzzy inference system (FIS) model with artificial neural network
(ANN) model and FIS with adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) model
for an inventory system where both supply and demand are uncertain. Fuzzy rules
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were generated so as to obtain the fuzzy order quantity continuously. The order
quantity was thereby adjusted with the evaluation algorithm to fit the FIS inventory
model. This model thus gave the best performance of total inventory cost saving by
more than 75% as compared to stochastic EOQ model. Sarwar et al. [17] in their
paper had successfully implemented Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System
(ANFIS) through an algorithm which was useful; in predicting the long term
demand of Natural Gas Consumption.

In this work, we report the design of an ANFIS-based DSS configured to work
as DSS for inventory management. The system accepts demand as input and
generates procurement, ordering and holding cost to control production and supply.
How effective the system was checked in terms of number and types of membership
(MF) used, accuracy generated and computational efficiency accounted by com-
putation cycles required. The experiments are carried out for certain data acquired
from a shopping complex distributed over 6 months. The results are also compared
with that obtained from ANN formulated in two different forms. The organization
of the paper is as follows: In Sect. 2, the formulated model of ANFIS-based DSS
for inventory control finds a place. Section 3 discusses the experimental details and
results. Section 4 exclusively mentions the conclusion of the paper.

2 Proposed Model of ANFIS-Based DSS
for Inventory Control

The proposed system has a block diagram as shown in Fig. 1. It is formed by an
ANFIS which has a number of MFs and its configuration is fixed after performing a
range of experiments in terms of number and types of membership (MF) used,
accuracy generated and computational efficiency accounted by computation cycles
required. The process logic involved in linking demand which is the input and the
outputs, i.e. procurement, ordering and holding costs are outlined in Fig. 1.

The mechanism involves learning of the variations in demand of certain goods
and establishing their association with the related costs observed in the data set used
for the purpose. The work has two phases. First, the learning takes place. Next, the
system is tested. During the learning phase, the input–output mapping is acquired

Fig. 1 Process logic of the
proposed decision support
system for inventory control
using fuzzy-based approach
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by the ANFIS which it tracks adaptively and identifies the discrimination bound-
aries despite the data having finer variations. The training-testing cycle is shown in
Fig. 2. The learning is sustained till the objectives are achieved. To ascertain the
state of learning, two variables are used. First, number of training cycles or epochs
the ANFIS takes to attain the convergence goal and next the accuracy generated in
making the decision. These two aspects are linked with the numbers and types of
MFs used with the ANFIS. This aspect is discussed in the next section. A major
portion of the work is the ANFIS. It is depicted in Fig. 3.

ANFIS has been preferred as DSS in a range of applications. The fuzzy model
involved can be configured either in terms of the Mamdani or Takagi, Sugeno, and
Kang (TSK) representation. However, TSK model is computationally efficient than
the Mamdani’s model hence is popular in many applications. The selection of the
model is based on the fuzzy inference system (FIS).

P1
P2
P3

Fig. 2 Training-testing
configuration of the
ANFIS-based DSS

Fig. 3 Different layers of the ANFIS
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Let the considered FIS is given two inputs ‘x’ and ‘y’ and one output ‘f’. For a
first-order TSK fuzzy model, a common rule set with two fuzzy if-then rules is as
follows:

Rule 1: If x isA1ð Þ and y isB1ð Þ then f1 = p1x+ q1y+ r1ð Þ ð1Þ

Rule 2: If x isA2ð Þ and y isB2ð Þ then f2 = p2x+ q2y+ r2ð Þ, ð2Þ

where Ai and Bi are the fuzzy sets, fi are the outputs within the fuzzy region
specified by the fuzzy rule, pi, qi, and ri are the design parameters that are deter-
mined during the training process. The ANFIS architecture having five layers
performs the primary task of decision making using a fuzzified back propagation
algorithm. The first layer deals with fuzzification. It adaptively converts the real
work inputs to fuzzy forms using a number of MFs. The common MF types include
Bell and Gaussians forms. The second layer is responsible for generating the output
of the first layer due to the fuzzy inputs. The nodes represent the firing or triggering
ability and formulate the rule set for the system. Normalization takes place in the
third layer. It expressed the value of a node in terms of the firing or triggering
strength of the node scaled by the firing or triggering strength of all the nodes. For
the fuzzy responses adaptive update is done by the fourth layer. The last layer
performs the task of summation of all the outputs. It generates the overall output of
the network.

3 Experimental Details and Results

The ANFIS configured for the work with five layers have certain specifications as
summarized in Table 1.

Results are derived from the average of ten trials for the epoch considered. Most
reliable real-world experiences are provided by the Gaussian curve membership
functions and as such it provides the most reliable real world to fuzzy conversion.

Table 1 ANFIS specifications

Training, testing and validation data Data of a shopping complex for 6 months

Variations 50%
ANFIS type ANFIS with five layers
ANFIS training method Fuzzified back propagation gradient descent

method
Training qualitative measure Least squares distance measure
Average training epochs 10–200
Total no. of membership functions 10
Type of membership function Generalized Gaussian and Bell MFs

RMSE with 9 GaussMFs at 200 epochs 1.97 × 10−3
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It is therefore used for the fuzzification in the ANFIS layer. Ten such MFs give
optimum results, hence form the basis of the ANFIS for training and testing. The
cost functional considered for training the ANFIS is the root mean squared error
(RMSE). The system is trained using a data set for a commodity for several weeks.
One such example is elaborated in Table 2.

If the actual demand is more than the quantity available, the system triggers a
decision state for supply and production otherwise the inventory is maintained and
no order is placed for restocking. The training considerations also involve certain
profitability rating which is combined with the day to day inventory records.
Table 3 outlines the formulation of data relating profitability rating with the demand
available cycle. A demand–cost profile with profitability rating is formed to train
the ANFIS. This is shown in Table 4. The states shown in Table 4 are codified and
training executed for a number of weeks. Some of the testing results are shown in
Table 5.

Table 2 Training data for a
commodity for a week

Day Quantity available Actual demand

Sunday 100 112
Monday 50 48
Tuesday 60 60
Wednesday 40 38
Thursday 60 58
Friday 65 62
Saturday 80 83

Table 3 Profitability rating
considered with the training
data

State Rating Binary code

High profit P3+ 111
Medium profit P2+ 110
Low profit P+ 101
Profit P 100
Loss P− 11
Medium loss P2− 10
Heavy loss P3− 1

Table 4 Demand-cost
profile with profitability rating
for training ANFIS

Day Profitability rating
P1 P2 P3

Sunday P3+ P+ P3−
Monday P3+ P+ P3−
Tuesday P2+ P2+ P+
Wednesday P2+ P+ P2+
Thursday P2+ P+ P2+
Friday P2+ P+ P−
Saturday P3+ P− P−
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During execution, the training time recorded is confined to 1.8–2.2 s for the
sample sets. Ten trials are performed for the sample set and average results con-
sidered. The RMSE is calculated using the expression:

RMSE=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1
N

∑
N

t=1
At −Ftð Þ2

s

, ð3Þ

where At and Ft are the observed and fitted values respectively and N is the number
of training or testing sample.

The error curve for a 50 epochs training with 10 numbers of Gaussian MFs is
shown ion Fig. 4. The RMSE convergence is fast which ensures an efficient
decision-making. For a four week data set the readings have been found to be
consistent. The above results are also compared with that of an ANN formulated in
feed forward form with two configurations of three hidden layers (15, 25 and 30
and 5, 12, 16 numbers of log-sigmoidal, tan-sigmoidal and log-sigmoidal activation
functions). The performance is measured in terms of epochs of training and
accuracy achieved while making decision. Summary of the results are depicted in
Table 6.

Table 5 Calculation of time and average RMSE for 200 epochs for inventory

Input Type of
membership
function

No. of
membership
functions (MFs)

Time required to
reach 200 epochs by
(in sec.)

Minimum RMSE
attained by 200
epochs

Data of
four
weeks

Bell MF 3 1.95 2.72 × 10−3

6 2.1 2.15 × 10−3

9 2.2 1.8 × 10−3

Gauss MF 3 1.8 2.6 × 10−3

6 1.9 2.2 × 10−3

9 2.0 1.8 × 10−3

Fig. 4 RMSE plot for 50
epochs with 10 Gaussian MFs
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4 Conclusion

Here, we have discussed the design of an ANFIS-based DSS for use as part of an
inventory management system. The primary focus has been to configure the ANFIS
for generating decision for 7 days of a week by including demand and supply on
one hand and several other factors like procurement, ordering and holding costs to
name a few. For the design of ANFIS, Gaussian MFs have been used. Number of
MFs used is also an important aspect. For ascertaining the training, the RMSE is
considered to be an important factor. The performance is measured in terms of
epochs of training and accuracy achieved while making decision. The results are
compared to that obtained from an ANN as well which also has learning-based
decision-making capability. Experimental results establish the advantage of use of
the ANFIS for the DSS for use as part of an inventory management system.
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Assessment of Examination Paper Quality
Using Soft Computing Technique

Shruti Mangla and Abhishek Singhal

Abstract The level of the education is an important aspect in the career of a
student. Quality of education is the root parameter to enhance the standard of
teaching. In order to achieve superior quality of teaching examination paper’s
quality plays a vital role. Student’s knowledge, potential, and skills are all judged
with the help of exam papers. Thus, examination papers play a very crucial role in
the phase of student’s life and also help in judging the quality of teaching. So, the
foremost aim of this paper is to assess the quality of examination paper using fuzzy
logic.

Keywords Examination paper ⋅ Fuzzy logic ⋅ Membership function ⋅ Quality

1 Introduction

In India, education has shown several miracles. Statistics shows that there are over
20 million enrollments of students for higher education. The level of education is an
important aspect for the growth and career of a student [1]. Standard of the edu-
cation is totally dependent on the teaching quality. Teaching quality is usually
judged by feedback questionnaire, which is conducted during mid semesters and
end semesters. This helps in raising the levels of teaching. Thus, quality of teaching
is an essential parameter in enhancing the standard of education.

In order to achieve excellent quality of teaching examination papers’ quality
plays a vital role. Conducting exams is mandatory for judging the capabilities,
skills, and knowledge of a student. Examination not only helps in learning
and enhancing knowledge but also helps in achieving the career goals.
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Regular conduction of exams is necessary for determining the performance of the
students and also it helps the teacher to determine the position and grade of the
student. The final result of the exam papers helps students to identify their weak
points. Hence, the exam papers need to be designed with full concentration and its
quality must be checked and verified properly.

The examination paper should be set in such a way that it covers all the main
points. However, checking and judging the quality of the examination paper is too
difficult for the setter. Due to the lack of awareness, the moderator may raise the
difficulty level of examination paper, which can adversely affect the student’s
performance. So, there is a need for powerful tool to check the standard of exam
paper for the sake of students’ future.

High-quality examination paper must deal with the following issues:

• Is it possible to make examination paper of different difficulty levels?
• Does the exam paper meet marks distribution and time limitation?
• Is it feasible to avoid similarity among the questions?
• Are the contents of the examination paper covering all the important topics?

The main motivation of this paper is to assess the quality of examination papers
conducted in different schools and colleges in various courses. Using fuzzy logic,
an attempt has been made to categorize the level of examination paper using various
parameters.

This paper comprises five sections: Sect. 2 provides literature review. Fuzzy
logic is described in Sect. 3. Section 4 provides the proposed model. Results are
discussed in Sect. 5. Finally, Sect. 6 summarizes the paper.

2 Literature Review

In past, a large amount of work has been done in order to evaluate the quality of the
examination paper using various algorithms and techniques.

Guo and Wang [2] presented an evaluation model for determining the quality of
examination paper by effectively utilizing the Delphi method and Fuzzy theory that
was applied in practicing the characteristics of comprehensive operations. This
model helps in expressing the result in scores, which decrements the randomness
and subjectivity regarding the evaluation pertaining to quality of paper.

Cheng and Zheng [3] gave an approach for auto generation of exam papers in
order to achieve reliable results. In this paper questions were selected from database
using fuzzy similarity. This approach helped in removing the identical questions.

Yaakob et al. [1] used Bloom’s taxonomy for the purpose of evaluation of paper.
A representation model was build to calculate the accuracy percentage between the
test specification table and the examination paper specification. The model pro-
posed helped instructor to reduce the time in making the question paper.
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Paul et al. [4] used evolutionary algorithm to generate dynamic question paper
template. Different requirements of paper setter like each module section, degree of
difficulty, kinds of different questions, etc. were considered in the paper. Proposed
template was beneficial to generate examination paper manually by selecting the
relevant questions from the question bank.

Examination paper automatic construction scheme (EPAC) was provided by
Song and Hong [5] using the K-means clustering. EPAC was build with the help of
Java Servlets and JSP. With the help of EPAC all the knowledge points can be
covered in paper easily.

Exam paper components have been analyzed by Han and Li [6] using genetic
algorithm. Certain parameters like discrimination, difficulty coefficient, knowledge,
quantity, questions types, etc. were considered. Test cases were built. As a result,
this helped in examining the difficulty level of paper in less time.

Fang et al. [7] proposed hierarchical clustering-based approach in order to
process reform of practical teaching whose result became basis for the open edu-
cation management.

Jing [8] presented algorithm of volume, which helped in deciding the total time,
distribution of questions, and degree of difficulty during the construction of online
examination paper.

Using genetic algorithm Huang and Wang [9] introduced the design of a uni-
versal automatic examination paper generation system. The design helped in
increasing the generating speed and success rate.

Xu and Kong [10] gave a method that considered teacher’s weigh as well as the
scores given by the teacher in marking examination papers. This method helped in
making the score of student fair and transparent.

Stergiopoulos et al. [11] made an application which helped in performing
computerized tests and proved electronically exams better than pen–paper
examination.

Swart [12] using Bloom’s taxonomy distinguish between questions based on
application, analysis, synthesis, evaluation, knowledge, and comprehension. This
comparison proved beneficial for the evaluation of final examination papers.

Shiyan [13] with the help of questionnaire proved that training and group dis-
cussions are important part of teaching.

Wang and Wen [14] analyzed the problems which occur by auto-generating
examination papers and present some algorithms to solve the problems. They used
Monte Carlo method for the selection of questions of various difficulty levels.

Jiang and Zhang [15] discussed problems of systems generating intelligent
examination papers. Using genetic algorithm structure of examination paper is
analyzed.

Raus et al. [16] focused on the evaluation system of teaching and web-based
question bank. Feasibility study of i-QuBES in detail is done.

Mogale et al. [17] presented security procedures for ensuring that the exami-
nation papers are securely handled. They provided a model which helped in pro-
tecting the papers from unauthorized access.
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3 Fuzzy Logic

Fuzzy logic (FL) was introduced by Lotfi A. Zadeh in the year 1965. It is
problem-solving system, which tackles with uncertainty and imprecision. FL can be
executed in software, hardware, or with both as well. It mainly provides a decision
as output by taking vague, noisy, and imprecise data as inputs. Fuzzy logic system
is described in Fig. 1 [18].

Fuzzy set has set of elements and the elements have the membership degrees.
This can be described as

• Fuzzy subset F for a set S can describe a set of ordered pairs. First member of
ordered pair will be of set S and second member will be from the interval [0, 1].

• Zero value will denote non-membership, one value will depict complete
membership and values between zero and one will denote degrees of
membership.

There are various fuzzy set operations like Union, Intersection, Complement,
etc. Various properties like commutativity, associativity, distributivity, idempo-
tency, identity, involution, and transitivity are also used.

A mathematical function namely membership function is used to define the
membership of an element.

Various built-in membership functions are Gaussian distribution function, sig-
moid curve, piecewise linear function, etc.

Fuzzy IF-THEN rules are used in which IF part is known as antecedent and
THEN is known as consequent. These rules are basically used for converting the
input conditions into the output conditions. With the help of output, appropriate
decision can be obtained.

4 Proposed Model

In this paper, a model has been proposed for calculating the quality of all the
examination papers conducted for various courses. This model will help in giving
accurate results in less time.

Fig. 1 Fuzzy logic system
[18]
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In execution of fuzzy logic various inputs and membership functions are used.
The range of the membership function is in between 0 and 1. Triangular mem-
bership function is used in calculating the examination paper quality.

In this model five inputs have been used to calculate the examination paper
quality as the output. Using inputs and triangular membership function the output is
computed as shown in Fig. 2.

Different input parameters used for the assessment of examination paper quality
are as follows:

(1) Question Hardship: Low, Medium, High
Hardship of the questions should be set high in order to achieve the high quality
of the examination paper.

(2) Case Study: Easy, Medium, Hard
Case study is an analytical tool, which helps in determining the problem-
solving capability of a student. This is one of the important parameters in
judging the quality of examination paper.

(3) Question Type: Direct, Not Direct
In examination paper diversities of questions are involved. Type of question
can be straight forward or not.

Fig. 2 Fuzzy model [19]
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(4) Student Grade: Poor, Average, Good, Excellent
Grade of the student imparts direct impact on the quality of paper.

(5) Weightage: Less, Accurate, More
Bifurcation of marks for various questions should be done seriously. Accurate
weightage will help in achieving high quality of examination paper.

Table 1 Rules

Rules Inputs Output
QH CS QT SG WT Examination paper quality

1 Low – Direct Excellent Less Very low
2 Low Easy Direct Excellent Less Very low
3 Low – Direct – – Very low
4 Low Easy Direct – – Very low
5 Medium Medium Direct Good Accurate Average
6 High – Not direct Poor More Very high
7 High Medium Not direct Poor More Very high
8 High Hard Not direct – More Very high

Fig. 3 Membership function
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The value of fuzzy set for output parameter is as follows:
Examination Paper Quality: Very low, Low, Average, High, Very High.
Many rules have been applied in this model. A sample of rules has been shown

in Table 1.
Membership function for the Question Hardship input is depicted in Fig. 3.
With the help of rule viewer, paper quality is observed using all the five inputs

for the different sets of the input values as shown in Fig. 4.

5 Result

With the help of fuzzy logic an evaluation model for assessing the examination
paper quality is proposed in this paper. Table 2 presents the result of assessment of
examination paper quality produced by the proposed method.

Different input values are given to assess the exam paper quality. It is observed
that very high examination paper quality can be obtained with high value of
Question Hardship, Case Study, and Weightage.

Fig. 4 Rule viewer with different input values
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Comparison between Fuzzy and Non-Fuzzy Approaches
Fuzzy logic deals with the ambiguous concepts, whereas other approaches can

deal with non-ambiguous data as well. In comparison with other approaches user
interface is convenient and flexible in fuzzy logic approach. Heuristic search is done
in fuzzy systems, whereas non-fuzzy approaches use parallel computations. User
friendly and efficient performance is provided in fuzzy logic. Fuzzy logic can model
nonlinear functions easily and is based on the natural language. Thus, fuzzy logic is
easy to implement in comparison to non-fuzzy approaches.

6 Conclusion

In this paper assessment of examination paper quality is done using the fuzzy
approach in order to ease the work of teacher so that appropriate modifications can
be done before giving the hard copies of the exam paper to the students. Better
understanding can be achieved easily with the help of fuzzy logic. Paper quality is
the most important aspect for the future of the students and for the quality of teaching
as well. Different membership functions can also be used like Gaussian Membership
Function and Trapezoidal Membership Function in order to compare the result
obtained. Different parameters like Question Hardship, Case Study, Question Type,
Student Grade, and Weightage helped a lot in determining the good results.
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Moving Shadow Detection Using Fusion
of Multiple Features

Yajing Lin, Bingshu Wang and Yong Zhao

Abstract Moving shadow detection is an important technique for the integrity of
object detection. This paper is based on the assumption that the shadow area is
darker than the corresponding background area but keeps color constancy and
texture consistency. The main contributions of this paper include two parts. First, an
adaptive mechanism for shadow detection is proposed using texture of improved
local ternary pattern. The main idea is to detect partial real shadows to estimate
relative accurate threshold parameters for shadow detector. Second, we utilize a
model of genetic programming model to fuse multiple features: texture, color, and
gradient information. Experimental results on indoor and outdoor sequences
demonstrated that the proposed method outperforms some state-of-the-art methods.

Keywords Moving shadow ⋅ Improved local ternary pattern ⋅ Genetic pro-
gramming model ⋅ Multiple features

1 Introduction

Shadows are always divided into two categories: static shadows that are casted by
static objects such as buildings and trees; and moving shadows that are casted by
moving objects. Shadow detection plays an important role in the field of motion
detection. This paper focuses on the detection of moving shadows, so the static
shadows detection goes beyond scope of this paper. There are two kinds of
important properties for shadow detection: first, shadows share similar movement
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pattern with moving objects; second, the shadow regions are darker than the cor-
responding background regions but remain texture consistency and color.

In recent years, many approaches were developed and applied for moving
shadow detection. All these methods [1–5] can be categorized into four groups [6]:
Chromaticity-based [7] methods, physical-based [8] methods, geometry-based [9]
methods, and texture-based [10] methods [11]. Discussing all the methods in detail,
it proposes that all the methods can be easily performed and implemented. How-
ever, for changing illumination condition, most of them cannot perform ideally
[11]. Chromaticity-based methods still is the chrominance. The central ideal of
chromaticity-based methods is assumption that shadow regions are darker than
corresponding background regions. One of the most typical methods is using HSV
color information. Geometry-based methods can work straightforward on input
frame with the prior knowledge such as illumination source, object shape, etc.
However, obtaining the prior knowledge is a difficult task. This is the main limi-
tation of these methods. Compared with chromaticity-based methods, the
physical-based [8] methods show better performance but have limitation in spectral
properties. The geometry-based [9] methods are using the information of shadow
itself to remove them. All the information required is based on geometrical setting.
In other words, it is not effective when the geometrical relationship changed. The
texture is a more stable property, which means it does not depend on illumination
conditions [6]. Texture-based methods are mainly based on the assumption that
shadows remain the most of their textures. Jiang [12] proposes an adaptive method
to detect shadow. He employs global texture and sampling deduction. However, the
processing time tends to be long which cause low efficiency of shadow detection.
Each of these methods utilized one or two features. Moreover, multiple features
were used for moving shadow detection in [13] and performed large region
texture-based method.

Inspired by the application of multiple features, this paper proposed an adaptive
shadow detection method using improved local ternary pattern. Chromaticity and
texture information are also used and combined in our method. Experimental results
on indoor and outdoor scenes demonstrated that the proposed method outperformed
several state-of-the-art methods.

2 The Proposed Shadow Detection Method

2.1 The Description of Flowchart

It can be seen from Fig. 1 that three shadow detectors are utilized: Color-based
shadow detector, gradient-based shadow detector, and adaptive ILTP shadow
detector. The gradient-based shadow detector is from large region of texture-based
method [10]. The color-based shadow detector is from HSV color space-based
method [7]. Specially, the adaptive ILTP shadow detector is proposed by this paper
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using an improved local ternary pattern [14]. The proposed method of adaptive
ILTP shadow starts by candidate shadow detection. It refers to the assumption that
shadow regions are darker than the corresponding background region. The adaptive
ILTP shadow detector mainly includes three steps, which will be detailed intro-
duced in Sect. 2.2.

Three shadow components are gradient shadows, HVS shadows, and adaptive
ILTP shadows are generated by three shadow detectors. Then they are used by
object extractor to obtain three objects components: Gradient objects, HSV objects,
and adaptive ILTP objects. These three objects components are sent to genetic
programming model to obtain relatively accurate objects. Then the objects and
shadows are separated successfully.

Fig. 1 The framework of the proposed method
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2.2 Adaptive Shadow Detection by Improved Local
Ternary Pattern

ILTP shadow detector that mentioned in multiple features method [13] can be
described in the equation below:

v(x, ic, t) =
10, ic ≥ x+ t
01, x− icj j< t
00, ic ≤ x− t

8
<

:
, ð2:1Þ

where x represents the present pixel point, represents neighborhood pixel point and
t represents the tolerance of noise, respectively.

Compared with LTP, see Fig. 2, it added four values in neighborhood calcula-
tion in ILTP. The ILTP values of present frame and background frame should be
calculated and compared. The array ar should be used to record the compared
results. If they are same, then record as 1; Otherwise, record it as 0. The accu-
mulated result of ar values can be regarded as the matched level. If the result is
higher then it can be seen as shadow point, which is explained in Eq. (2.2):

ILTP Shadow= 1, if ∑
n

i=1
arðiÞ ̸n> δ

0, otherwise

8
<

:
. ð2:2Þ

The kernel of the adaptive ILTP algorithm was shown in red in Fig. 1. The
candidate shadow should be extracted in the first step. This process is mainly based
on the assumption that the shadow area is darker than the corresponding
background:

Ψr =
Cb ̸Cg

Bb ̸Bg
, Ψg =

Cb ̸Cr

Bb ̸Br
, Ψb =

Cg ̸Cr

Bg ̸Br
ð2:3Þ

CandidateShadow=
1, if Ψi − μj j< λ, i∈ fb, g, rg
0, otherwise

�

ð2:4Þ

Fig. 2 The coding schematic of ILTP
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Equation (2.3) represents the detected channel value of present frame and
background frame of corresponding foreground point.

When the value of candidate shadow is 1, it represents the detected point as
shadow point, which is shown in Eq. (2.4).

The first step is using the ILTP shadow detector to process the candidate sha-
dow, which the partial accurate shadows can be got. The second step is to use the
output of partial accurate shadows to estimate the parameter analysis of ILTP. The
characteristic detector has parameter threshold. But the implementation of algo-
rithm that set parameters for each scene was limited by changing scenes. Hence, a
strategy that could predict more accurate parameters is needed. Using setting of the
partial valid shadow area, which is shown in Eq. (2.5), the initial values of main
parameters can be decided and the related value can be calculated from shadow
area. The parameters of shadow detector are determined by linear combination of
initial value and correlated value. The linear correlation factor is

δ= δini − α* δini − δcor
�
�

�
� ð2:5Þ

The third step is to use the candidate shadow area in step 1 and the parameters in
step 2 to do the accurate detection. The adaptive ILTP shadow can be got through
this step. This result will be combined with HSV shadows, and gradient shadows to
be processed through object extractor. Then it will be processed in genetic pro-
gramming model. The final result then can be got.

2.3 The Fusion of Multiple Features by Genetic
Programming Model

The three-detection operator will detect three results separately. In fact, the test
results are not very accurate. They need to be combined together, and combining all
the advantages of all methods. Genetic algorithm [15] is automatically selected
from existing multiple results in optimal combination algorithm results in different
ways, and selecting the most stable post-treatment method, so as to achieve opti-
mum test results, and thus enhance the detection rate and reduce the false alarm
rate. The algorithm has been verified in the field of motion change detection. By
applying genetic algorithm, it shows an excellent result compared to any single
algorithm in CDnet 2014 testing. The experimental results of three methods, Chr,
LR, and adaptive ILTP, were combined and put into the solution of IUTIS-3
solution to do the integrated treatment.
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3 Experimental Results

In this section, our approach is compared with the recent methods which are
chromaticity method [7], geometry method [9], physical method [8], SR method
[10], and LR method [16]. We applied all these methods to six standard sequences
which are used for shadow detection. We used the shadow detection η and shadow
discrimination ξ, to evaluate the performance of prior methods. In order to analyze
the comprehensive performance, F-measure is the cogent evaluate metric. They are
defined as

η=
TPS

TPS +FNS
, ξ=

TPF

TPF +FNF
F −measure=

2ηξ
η+ ξ

, ð3:1Þ

where TPS and FNS are the true positives and false negative for shadows, and TPF

and FNF are the true positives and false negatives for objects.

3.1 Dataset and Evaluation Metric

As it can be seen from Table 1 and experimental data, it is an effective shadow
detection strategy by extracting the candidate shadow first and then using the
accurate detection. LR is a strategy that uses HSV first then using gradient infor-
mation to use accurate detection. The experiment result shows that the average
result of LR is higher than Chr, Geo, Phy, and SR by 8%. The adaptive ILTP
method introduced in this article shows 5% higher than LR by comparing the
average result. It can be concluded that the adaptive ILTP method not only to
achieve enhanced adaptive parameter generalization capability, and improved test
results.

Table 1 The F-measure results of all methods

Campus Hallway Highway1 Highway3 Room Caviar Average

Chromaticity 0.532 0.864 0.704 0.534 0.782 0.687 0.684
Geography 0.589 0.592 0.706 0.546 0.613 0.573 0.603
Physical 0.553 0.689 0.568 0.488 0.716 0.541 0.592
SR 0.674 0.779 0.287 0.109 0.751 0.798 0.566
LR 0.668 0.956 0.740 0.536 0.886 0.814 0.767
Adaptive ILTP 0.796 0.956 0.711 0.648 0.919 0.866 0.816
Multiple feature 0.790 0.963 0.779 0.581 0.917 0.914 0.824
Ours 0.812 0.955 0.788 0.777 0.930 0.899 0.860
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3.2 Qualitative and Quantitative Results

Figure 3 shows the compared results of qualitative test of seven different methods
according to six scenes. In the figure, the blue area represents the target area
detected. The green area represents shadow area detected. In can be seen from the
figure that the result is better compared with other six methods by combing the Chr,
LR, adaptive ILTP genetic algorithms. The most of shadows can be detected by
Chr. However, it cannot detect all and sometimes misdetection occurred. There
were also too much misdetection by using Geo, especially the shape was distorted
when cutting. SR could only detect a little shadow. For most of conditions, the
shadow cannot be detected by applying LR.

From Table 1, it can be concluded that the methods used in this article have
more advantages compared with other six methods in comprehensive assessment. It
also shows better results and more robust. It can be approved from the experiment
that the result is much better by combining all the methods rather than only one of
them. And the result is better than the method mentioned in multiple features using
ballot as the post-processing.

4 Conclusion

This paper presents a novel method for moving cast shadow detection using color
and texture information. The result is much better by combining all the methods
rather than only one of them. For shadow detection, detection using a plurality of

Fig. 3 The qualitative results of six test sequences by seven methods
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sub-testing, the results of their comprehensive treatment (such as ballot or using
genetic algorithms) will be more robust than the results of using single operator. It
is mainly because of the following: 1. The adaptive parameter estimation can be
estimated for the current threshold parameters; 2. The robustness of algorithm to the
complex scene can be improved by combining information of color, gradient, and
texture.
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Caption Text Extraction from Color
Image Based on Differential Operation
and Morphological Processing

Li-qin Ji

Abstract With the continuous progress and development of multimedia technol-
ogy, it becomes more and more valuable to extract text from the image. The text
image can be divided into document text image, caption text image, and scene text
image due to the different characteristics of the text in the image; so many
researchers have proposed different methods to extract text. This paper puts forward
a new method which is based on differential operation and morphological for
caption text extraction. First, using three differential operator of vertical, horizontal,
and diagonal direction to detect caption text information, and then using morpho-
logical processing to further determine caption regions. Finally, Using mathemat-
ical logic “and” operation to process three pieces of different direction of caption
region image, combined with recursive statistics method to delete noise and extract
the final caption region. Results in this paper show that this method can effectively
extract the caption information in the image.

Keywords Text extraction ⋅ Edge detection ⋅ Morphology ⋅ Binary ⋅ Image
processing

1 Introduction

With the continuous progress and development of modern multimedia technology,
image has become one of the important medium of mutual communication, and the
texts in the image can illustrate the meaning of the image, therefore, text extraction
from complex background image is of great significance [1–3]. The text image can
be divided into document text image, caption text image, and scene text image
according to the characteristics of the text in the image. There are many experts
from home and abroad to study the text extraction technology; they use different
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processing methods for different text images. Alvaro et al. [4] used text recognition
to determine the text area. This method included three steps: First, find out the
character candidates by segmentation, then analyze further the connected compo-
nent; finally, using gradient features of texts and the method of support vector
machines to classify the text line. H. Chen et al. [5] presented a new method for text
detection. First, using the maximum and Stable Extreme Regions as text candidates,
then eliminate nontext regions by geometric and stroke width of candidates.
Sumathi et al. [6] used gamma correction method (GCM) to extract text from
image. This approach used texture analysis and measurement to evaluate the
gamma value, which is applied to an original input image to obtain the background
image. Keechul and Jung [7] puts forward a kind of method which uses the texture
and connected component analysis to locate the text, but the whole algorithm is
complex and requires enough training samples. Kim et al. [8] used texture classifier
which supports vector machine to detect text, the results of this method are good,
but the amount of computation is too large.

About caption text image, this paper puts forward a novel method, which uses
three vertical, horizontal, and diagonal direction of the differential operator to detect
caption information, and then uses morphological opening and closing, dilation,
erosion to determine caption regions. Finally, using logic “and” arithmetic to
process three pieces of different direction of caption region images, combined with
recursive statistics method to extract the final caption region. Experimental results
show that this method can effectively extract the caption information in the image.
The flowchart of algorithm for caption text extraction is shown in Fig. 1.

2 Edge Detection for Caption Text

Usually, edge detection operators for image enhancing are not only Roberts, Sobel,
Prewitt, Krisch, and Laplass Gauss, but also the gradient and differential operator
[9]. Because the caption edge image usually consisted of different gray level pixel,
we use the differential operation of three vertical, horizontal, and diagonal

Fig. 1 The flowchart of algorithm for caption text extraction
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directions to detect the edge of the caption. The processing object is 24 bit true
color image, where each pixel is composed of three components R, G, B. Therefore,
each component is to be detected by differential operation of three directions. Take
the pixel point f(i, j) as an example, its three component are
R(i, j), G(i, j), B(i, j), according to the Formula 1, the value of the red component in
the vertical direction can be obtained. According to the Formula 2, the differential
value of the red component in the horizontal direction can be calculated, also the
differential value of the red component in the diagonal direction can be obtained by
the Formula 3. In the same way, it can be concluded that the differential values in
different directions of other color components

RVði, jÞ=3* R(i, j)−R(i, j − 1)Þð ð1Þ

RHði, jÞ=3 * R(i, j)−R(i − 1, j)ð Þ, ð2Þ

RDði, jÞ=3* R(i, j)−R(i− 1, j − 1)Þð ð3Þ

The specific code implementation of vertical edge detection are as follows.

void Convolute(int *R, int *G, int *B, int i, int j, WORD 
BytesPerLine, LPBYTE lpDIB, KERNEL1 *lpK) 
{ 
BYTE bb[9], gg[9], rr[9];
LONG Offset;
Offset= P_OFFSET(i-1,j-1, BytesPerLine);// Get the up-

per-left pixel address of pixel(i,j) 
 bb[0] = *(lpDIB + Offset++);
 gg[0] = *(lpDIB + Offset++);
 rr[0] = *(lpDIB + Offset);
 *R = *G = *B = 0;
for (int k=0; k<9; ++k)

 { 
  *R+= lpK->Element[k]*rr[k];// The red component value
is calculated by the formula.1 
  *G+= lpK->Element[k]*gg[k];// The green component
value is calculated by the formula.1 
  *B+= lpK->Element[k]*bb[k];// The blue component val-
ue is calculated by the formula.1 
 } 
} 
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3 Morphological Processing

The main function of morphology is to obtain the topology and structure infor-
mation of objects [10, 11]. This paper uses the basic operations of morphology
including opening, closing, erosion, and dilation to obtain the unknown caption
connected regions. The flowchart of the process is shown in Fig. 2. When the
dilation operation is realized, the horizontal structure element B = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1) is
adopted. The experimental results show that this kind of structure element can form
the caption connected regions.

4 Caption Text Location

• Logical “AND” Operation

After getting the three directions of the caption connected regional image, it is
easy to exclude most of noncaption regions, just computing the three images by
logic “and” operation. However, there are still pseudo caption regions. In this paper,
we use the recursive algorithm [12] to calculate the white pixel number of unde-
termined caption regions. If the total number of white pixels is less than the
specified value (here the specified value = image height * width of the image/150),
then remove the pseudo region (Fig. 3h).

Fig. 2 Flowchart of morphology processing
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• Locate the Caption Text

After “AND” operation, we can use the following algorithm to locate the
coordinate of the caption region.

– STEP1: Take the pixel point f(i, j) as an example, if it is black, then exit the
algorithm. Else scan the 4 neighbor fields.

– STEP2: if there are no white pixels in the 4 neighbor fields, exit the algorithm,
return the coordinates of the upper-left corner and the coordinates of the caption
region.

– STEP3: if there are white pixels in the 4 neighbor fields, then adjust the coor-
dinates of caption region.

• Results of Extraction for Caption Text

To get the 24 bit binary caption text image, we still need to process the extracted
caption regions by gray transform, binarization processing, and color inversing
transform. The whole process of caption text extraction is shown in Fig. 3.

• Comparison of Results

It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the caption text extraction method proposed in
this paper is simple and the location of the text area is very accurate. However, there
are many noncaption text regions using the method of literature 7. So our method is
better than that method of literature 7.

Fig. 3 The processing results of each step. a Original input image. b Vertical edge detection.
c Horizontal edge detection. d Diagonal edge detection. e Vertical connected text components.
f Horizontal connected components. g Diagonal connected components. h The final text region
after logic “AND” and recursive algorithm. i Locate the coordinate of caption text region.
j Extraction of caption text region. k Binarization of caption text region
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Fig. 4 Comparison of the extracted text regions. a Original image. b Extracted caption text
regions by the method of Ref. [7]. c Extracted caption text regions by our method

Fig. 5 Robustness verification. a Original image. b Extracted caption text regions
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• Robustness Verification

The caption text regions in the above images are always horizontal, and the color
of characters are single. To verify the robustness of the algorithm in this paper, we
tested a variety of color images which have the tilt and colorful text regions (Fig. 5).

5 Conclusion

There are many changes and differences in text size, texture, color, and other
information in the caption text image, so it is some difficult to accurately extract this
type of text. This paper puts forward a novel method which uses vertical, hori-
zontal, and diagonal differential operator to detect caption information, and then
uses morphological processing to determine caption regions. Finally, using logic
“and” arithmetic to delete the noise, combined with recursive statistics method to
extract the final caption region. The method based on differential operator and
morphological processing is simple and effective for caption extraction. Also this
method is robust for tilt and colorful caption texts.

The next work can be carried out from the following aspects: (1) The extracted
caption region can be continued processing by segmentation, feature extraction, and
recognition, or removing the caption text and restoring the background of image.
(2) This system is completed in visual c++6.0 [13, 14] environment, the achievement
of some algorithms is very complex, it can be simplified by using GDI+ [15, 16]
technology or OpenCV and other open source library. (3) The extracted caption texts
are sometimes incomplete, and it needs to further improve the algorithm.
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Reversible Data Hiding Based on Dynamic
Image Partition and Multilevel Histogram
Modification

Wenguang He, Gangqiang Xiong and Yaomin Wang

Abstract To better exploit block spatial redundancy, dynamic image partition
method is proposed to construct a sharper difference histogram. Instead of figuring
the optimal block size, we scan the whole image in specified direction and partition
the host image into blocks with strategy as follow: the first three pixels construct the
original block which may grows depending on the difference between the coming
pixel and the median of the first three pixels. In this way, the image content and
capacity requirement can be taken into account to achieve efficient image partition.
In addition, EMD mechanism can be adopted for the extra part of block to achieve
extensive embedding capacity promotion.

Keywords Reversible data hiding ⋅ Dynamic image partition ⋅ Multilevel
histogram modification

1 Introduction

Data hiding is a technique that embeds secret message into host media to ensure
copyright protection, authentication, and so on. As an important branch of data
hiding, reversible data hiding (RDH) for image develops very fast in recent years
and has been applied to many quality sensitive fields such as military, medical
imaging and remote sensing for the feature that marked image can be precisely
recovered after secret message extraction.

Many RDH schemes have been proposed so far. Among them, Tian’s difference
expansion (DE)-based scheme [1] has attracted much attention from researchers
with the idea of embedding the secret message by expanding the difference between
adjacent pixels. Afterwards, the DE technique has been widely investigated in many
aspects such as Alattar et al. [2] extended the DE method by embedding secret
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message into the k − 1 differences of k adjacent pixels, which provides larger
embedding capacity (EC). In [3], Thodi et al. proposed a major extension of DE
called prediction error expansion (PEE), where the difference between pixel
intensity and its predicted value is utilized for expansion embedding. In this
approach, prediction accuracy is close related to embedding performance. So, many
prediction methods are investigated, for examples, median edge detector (Thodi
et al. [3]), rhombus prediction (Sachnev et al. [4]), gradient adjusted prediction (Pei
et al. [5]). Moreover, the PEE technique can also be developed in other aspects such
as location map reduction [6], adaptive embedding [7].

Besides DE, Ni et al. proposed a remarkable RDH scheme based on histogram
modification [8]. The histogram bins between the peak point and zero point are
shifted before the peak points are employed for data embedding. However, its EC is
limited despite high marked image quality and low computational complexity. To
construct a sharper histogram, Lee et al. [9] proposed to utilize the difference
histogram instead and Tsai et al. [10] proposed to utilize the prediction error his-
togram. Afterwards, difference histogram modification technique is also adopted in
many works [11–13] while the correlation of two adjacent pixels is considered in
[14, 15] and the correlation of pixels within block is considered in [11–13]. To
better exploit block spatial redundancy, we present a new RDH scheme in this
paper by incorporating dynamic image partition into multilevel histogram
modification.

2 Proposed Scheme

2.1 Dynamic Image Partition

In [12], Luo et al. improved Kim et al.’s scheme [11] by selecting the median of
each block to construct the reference image, which leads to a sharper histogram.
However, uniform block size is not conducive to exploit block spatial redundancy.
To solve this problem, we introduce the region growing technique and design a
dynamic image partition (DIP) method with steps described as follows.

Step1. Scan all pixels in specified direction shown in Fig. 1 to form a pixel array.

Fig. 1 Direction for DIP
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Step2. Sort the next three pixels which constructs the original block in ascending
order such that Ps1 ≤Ps2 ≤Ps3 and select the median as the reference pixel. If any of
the differences between reference pixel and other pixels is not larger than T, block
will grow. Otherwise, turn to Step 2 to construct the next block.

Step3. Integrate the coming pixel with block. If the difference between reference
pixel and the coming pixel is larger than T, the coming pixel will be the last element
of block and turn to Step 2 to construct the next block. Otherwise, block keeps on
growing.

In the above partition procedure, the parameter T is taken as the embedding level
(EL) from [12]. After multilevel histogram modification based data embedding, the
last element of block is surely enlarged by EL + 1. Then the decoder can achieve
the same image partition by taking T =2×EL+1. This guarantees the reversibility.

After processing all pixels, the host image is partition into a set of size
non-predictable blocks. In smooth region, larger block would produce more
expandable differences. In rough region, smaller block helps to reduce the number
of to-be-shifted differences. As lager EL would always guarantees more differences
and larger maximum modification, EL is taken as the smallest positive integer such
that the secret data can be successfully embedded.

By taking into account the fact that multilevel histogram modification is also
adopted in [12, 15], Table 1 compares the numbers of expandable difference and
to-be-shifted difference obtained without considering other factors such as
overflow/underflow prevention. We can see that DIP always provides approximate
expandable differences and much fewer to-be-shifted differences on all test images.

Table 1 Comparison of expandable differences and to-be-shifted differences

Image Scheme Expandable difference (E + 4) To-be-shifted difference
(E + 4)

EL = 2 EL = 3 EL = 4 EL = 2 EL = 3 EL = 4

Lena Proposed 12.1 15.2 17.3 8.9 6.8 5.4
Zhao et al. 12.1 15.3 17.7 14.1 10.9 8.5
Luo et al. 12.6 15.4 17.3 11.9 9.1 7.3

Boat Proposed 6.8 9.1 11.2 12.7 11.0 9.5
Zhao et al. 6.9 9.2 11.4 19.3 17.0 14.8
Luo et al. 7.6 9.9 12.0 17.0 14.6 12.6

Pepper Proposed 8.5 11.3 13.7 11.5 9.4 7.7
Zhao et al. 8.4 11.3 13.9 17.8 14.9 12.3
Luo et al. 9.6 12.6 14.9 14.9 12.0 9.7

Barbara Proposed 7.4 9.7 11.4 12.2 10.7 9.5
Zhao et al. 7.5 9.8 11.7 18.7 16.4 14.5
Luo et al. 7.7 9.8 11.4 16.9 14.8 13.2
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2.2 EMD Mechanism

We define the first three pixels as the original part of block. For differences obtained
from the extra part of grown block, differences with magnitude zero among them
are utilized by using EMD mechanism.

First, transform seven continuous secret bits into a decimal number S. If S is not in
range of [64, 79], turn to transform the former six continuous bits into S. Second,
transforms into two nonary numbers and embed each of them by modifying a
difference pair (0, 0) according to the nonary EMD table shown in Fig. 2. For
example, because the decimal number of seven bits “1001010” is 74 and it is in
range of [64, 79], we can directly transform 74 into two nonary numbers: 74 = 8 *
9 + 2. Finally, we embed 8 and 2 by modifying (0, 0), (0, 0) into (−1, 0) and (−1, 1).

As two differences with magnitude zero are exploited to embed a nonary data,
more than 1.5 bit data is embedded at each difference with magnitude zero. Table 2
shows the number of those differences with magnitude zero obtained from all test
images.

2.3 Overflow and Underflow Prevention

We identify the exceptional block during the process of DIP. For each block, we
suppose the data bits to be embedded are all “1”s and calculate the marked value of
all pixels. Once overflow/underflow occurs, block will be resized to original and
marked exceptional using the location map. Consequently, the location map is a

Fig. 2 Nonary EMD table

Table 2 Differences utilized
for EMD mechanism

Image EL = 2 EL = 3 EL = 4

Lena 16792 20001 21434
Boat 5321 6800 7927
Pepper 6961 9146 10991
Barbara 7231 9191 10398

Lena 16792 20001 21434
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binary sequence with the same length of block set. Then losslessly compress it
using arithmetic coding. Denote the length of the compressed location map as Lclm.

2.4 Data Embedding

The data embedding procedure is described as follows step by step.

Step 1 (Image partition and Location map construction): Partition the host
image into a set of non-overlapped blocks and meanwhile obtain the
location map.

Step 2 (Data embedding): We do nothing with exceptional blocks. For others,
calculate the difference as

dk = pk − ps2 ð1Þ

Suppose w is a data bit to be embedded. For ds1 and ds3, implement

dws1 =
2× ds1 −w if ds1 ≥ −EL

ds1 − ðEL+1Þ if ds1 < −EL

�
ð2Þ

dws3 =
2× ds3 +w if ds3 ≤EL

ds3 + ðEL+1Þ if ds3 >EL

�
ð3Þ

For the rest except those which have been utilized for EMD embedding,
implement

dwk =

2× dk +w if dk ∈ ½1,EL�
2× dk −w if dk ∈ ½−EL, − 1�
dk + ðEL+1Þ if dk >EL
dk − ðEL+1Þ if dk < −EL

8><
>: ð4Þ

Finally, the marked value is obtained as

pwk = ps2 + dwk ð5Þ

This step will stop when all data bits are embedded. Then we denote KB as the
index of last data-carrying block and PB the as the index of the first pixel of next
block.

Step 3 (Auxiliary information and location map embedding): Record the least
significant bits (LSB) of first 4 + 3⌈log2ðMNÞ⌉+Lclm image pixels to
obtain a binary sequence SLSB. Then replace these LSBs by the
following auxiliary information and the compressed location map:
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EL, KB, PB, Lclm. Finally, embed the sequence into the remaining blocks
using the same method in Step 2 to obtain the marked image.

2.5 Data Extraction and Image Restoration

Step 1 (Auxiliary information and location map extraction): Read the LSB of first
several pixels to get the values of EL,KB,PB,Lclm and the compressed
location map.

Step 2 (Sequence SLSB extraction and image restoration): Starting from the PB
one, retrieve all pixels to construct blocks by taking T =2×EL+1. Then
extract SLSB and meanwhile realize the restoration.

Step 3 (Data extraction and image restoration): Replace LSB of first image pixels
by SLSB. Then construct blocks and extract the hidden data and meanwhile
realize restoration for those blocks.

3 Experimental Results

Our scheme is compared with three state-of-the-art schemes of [12, 13, 15, 16]. The
reason to compare with schemes of [12, 13, 15] lies in that they all embed secret
data by multilevel histogram modification. So the comparisons can reflect the
advantage of DIP. Although multi-layer embedding is adopted in [16], they simi-
larly aimed to exploit block spatial redundancy and multiple block sizes are
employed meanwhile.

First, our scheme is compared with Luo et al.’s scheme [12] using 4× 4 block
size. According to the compassion results shown in Fig. 3, our scheme can provide
higher PSNR with the same payload evidently. Moreover, with the increment of EL
our scheme can provide larger EC and higher PSNR meanwhile with the same EL
on images Lena, Boat and Barbara. The comparisons demonstrate the superiority of
DIP.

Compared with Zhao et al.’s scheme [15], our scheme achieve better perfor-
mance when EL > 0. When EL = 0, only differences with magnitude larger than 0
are shifted in Zhao et al.’s scheme and thus higher PSNR is achieved. Given
EL > 0, we can see that our scheme always provides similar number of expandable
differences compared with Zhao et al.’s. However, lots of reference pixels remain
unchanged in our scheme. This helps to reduce the number of shifted pixels and
thus higher PSNR is achieved.

Fu et al. [16] proposed to introduce EMD into prediction error expansion. From
Fig. 3 we can see that DIP achieves similar efficiency in difference computation to
PEE with moderate EC. However, the advantage of DIP shrinks when EL is large.
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In Pan et al.’s scheme [13], the peak point of each block is selected as the
reference pixel and only 1 and −1 are utilized for data embedding. This helps a lot
to achieve high PSNR although maximum EC is limited. From Fig. 3 we can see
that the maximum ECs brought by one-layer embedding is 0.39 dB, 0.24 dB,
0.29 dB, 0.25 dB for images respectively and highest PSNR is also achieved.
However, Pan et al. failed to maintain high PSNR on the way to achieve larger EC
through multi-layer embedding.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a reversible data hiding scheme based on dynamic image
partition and multilevel histogram modification. To better exploit block spatial
redundancy, uniform block size is replaced by dynamic image partition and EMD
mechanism is introduced. Performance comparisons of several available schemes
demonstrate the effective improvement achieved by the proposed scheme.

Fig. 3 Comparison of PSNR and EC between our scheme and related schemes
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Part IV
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Threshold-Based Hierarchical Visual
Cryptography Using Minimum
Distance Association

Pallavi Vijay Chavan and Mohammad Atique

Abstract In this paper, we consider the novel type of visual cryptography scheme,
which can decode concealed images without any cryptographic computations. The
hierarchical visual cryptography scheme is perfectly secure and very easy to
implement. It divides secret in number of pieces called shares. We extend this
scheme with variant of threshold λ. Shares generated out of this scheme are
expansionless and capable to reconstruct high-contrast secret. The approach asso-
ciates the shares of hierarchical visual cryptography using Euclidean distance
measure. This visual cryptographic scheme superimposes the shares to decode the
secret using minimum distance association.

Keywords Authentication ⋅ Hierarchical visual cryptography ⋅ Secret shar-
ing ⋅ Thresholding

1 Introduction

Visual cryptography is a technique of encrypting information such as handwritten
text and images in such a way that the decryption is possible without any mathe-
matical computations and human visual system is sufficient to decrypt the infor-
mation. In order to encode the secret, visual cryptography split the original secret
among n modified versions (referred as shares) such that each pixel in a share is
theoretically subdivided into n black and white sub-pixels. To decode the secret, a
subset S of those n shares are picked and copied on separate transparencies. Visual
cryptography was independently introduced by Shamir in the form of secret shar-
ing. Shamir divided secret information D into n number of pieces such that D is
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reconstructable from any k number of shares. Knowledge of any (k−1) shares is not
capable of reconstructing the secret information D [1]. The simplest form of visual
cryptography separates a secret into two parts so that either part by itself conveys no
information. In traditional visual cryptography system, encryption and decryption
requirement result from the physical characteristics of the secret to be processed [2].
Some visual cryptography applications must meet external requirements too. For
example, plain binary secret is encrypted by some visual cryptographic technique;
the same technique has to handle the secret of biometric form or any other form of
spatial domain. Most visual cryptography schemes implement single level secret
encryption [3, 4]. Noticeably, they are degrading the quality of the reconstructed
secret. Even though meeting such expected quality is a primary characteristic of the
visual cryptography applications.

Visual cryptography schemes are mostly vulnerable to many security threats and
give birth to new security challenges. Some of them are permutation and combi-
nation method applied on individual share to reveal the secret without existence of
all the participants [5]. In particular, visual cryptography is subjected to compromise
information integrity, authenticity, user privacy and system performance. Traditional
visual cryptography schemes are limited to print and scan applications. These
schemes lead to excessive use of transparencies over which every individual share is
supposed to be printed. All the schemes stated in literature are subjected to existence
of greying effect in reconstructed secret. Greying effect is some sort of noise
observed in the background of the revealed secret. Reduction of greying effect is also
a considerable challenge for proposing the new approach of hierarchical visual
cryptography [6]. The pixel expansion ratio is another issue wherein every secret
after reconstruction is observed in expanded form. Expansion does not affect textual
secrets at all. For informative secrets in the form of images, expansion ratio may lead
to wrong reconstruction of secret. Reduction of expansion ratio to considerable level
is necessity of upcoming visual cryptographic techniques. There are several ana-
lytical studies on the overall performance of few visual cryptography schemes.
However, these schemes are subject to the number of participants involved in secret
reconstruction. These schemes fail to potentially exploit the shares in digital form.
Necessarily, shares generated by them are printed on transparencies for staking
operation. Staking operation is equivalent to the superimposition of the shares [7, 8].
Digital shares can be achieved when the encryption process is modeled differently
with respect to traditional approaches. This leads to give birth to special issues about
the reconstruction of secret. Obviously, such form of digital shares works differently.
Another important factor in proposing the HVC approach is the elapse time required
for reconstruction. In all traditional approaches, for reconstruction, shares are
superimposed in the form of images. This approach is not feasible for n number of
shares [9]. By considering all of the above standing issues, the authors designed
hierarchical approach of encryption. In this paper we consider the encryption of
biometric secrets in absolute secure way which can be decoded without any cryp-
tographic computations. The human visual system is necessary and sufficient con-
dition for decoding. The original secrets are reconstructed by superimposition of
shares (the best way to visualize the art of visual cryptography is to print the shares
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on transparencies and to place them one above other. This is traditional approach of
visual cryptography, although this approach is not feasible, and now a day’s digital
shares superimposition is widely adopted) [10, 11].

2 Hierarchical Visual Cryptography

Security is the most important aspect over the Internet. There has been an incredible
amount of research conducted in effective encryption of secret using visual cryp-
tography. Visual cryptographic schemes are implemented in several ways; more
importantly number of levels is not introduced during encryption.

This section is concerned with the issues conceived in the encryption process,
specifically, quality of reveled secret and time complexity of encryption. The issues
concerned in design of hierarchical visual cryptography ranges within: the decision
of a number of levels in encryption, quality of revealed secret, time complexity and
space complexity. In Visual Cryptography context, hierarchy indicates the depth of
encryption in terms of number of levels. Hierarchical visual cryptography evolved
as a multilevel architecture of visual cryptography. The design of hierarchical visual
cryptography is fundamentally determined by how the secret is handled in multiple
levels without expansion. In general, the multilevel encryption constraint in visual
cryptography has not been widely studied as a general visual cryptography prob-
lem. The proposed model of hierarchical visual cryptography attempts to integrate
the concept of layered encryption with visual cryptography.

2.1 The Model

The simplest version of the hierarchical visual cryptography (HVC) assumes that
the secret consists of collection of black and white pixels. Biometric secrets are
dithered in order to satisfy this requirement. Each pixel in original secret appears in
5 modified versions. Each share is a collection of black and white pixels, which are
in close proximity to each other. HVC shows the variations in the encryption
process with respect to the threshold values. The secrets are encrypted using
multiple threshold values. The variety of secrets that HVC model encrypts ranges
from passwords, biometric information to handwritten texts and images.

HVC is the art of encrypting secret information in number of levels. Unlike
visual cryptography, initially, HVC encrypts the secret among two shares in the first
level. The resulting structure is referred as share1 and share2. At second level of
encryption, HVC encrypts share1 and share2 independently. The outcome of the
second level is a collection of four shares viz. share11, share12, share21 and
share22. Share11 and share12 are the outcome of share1. Similarly, share21 and
share22 are generated by encrypting share2. The architecture of HVC model is
presented in Fig. 1. In this architecture, S denotes dithered secret while S’ is
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revealed secret. This framework resembles the framework of the (k, n) thresholding
scheme of visual cryptography with the important difference that encryption process
is hierarchical rather than sequential. Level 3 is of great importance leading to the
formation of key share Δ (It is considered as a combination of three successive
shares of the second level viz. share12, share21, share22). Outcome of the second
level of encryption helps third level for the formation of Δ. The remaining share
(share11) is treated as user share US. The hierarchical encryption is based upon
thresholding approach.

2.2 Thresholding Approach

Thresholding approach is used in many ways in the field of cryptography.
Threshold is a standard and precise value uniquely determined prior to the
encryption process. Based upon the domain of experimental inputs, the threshold
value λ appears with the interval of [0 1]. Dithered secret S indicates black and
white tendency. In this scheme threshold is denoted by λ. Value of λ determines the
concentration of black and white pixels in the resultant shares. Following is the
algorithm for share generation using HVC.

Secret
Dithering

HVC Level 

Share1 Share2

Share1 Share1

Share2 Share2

HVC Level 

Share1 Share1

Share2 Share2

Share1 Share2

HVC Level 

US

XOR 
Operator

S’S

Fig. 1 Hierarchical visual cryptography architecture
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Input: secret S, Output: shares.

1. Read S.
2. Normalization and dithering of S.
3. Generate random number α.
4. p = α > λ
5. Repeat steps 5 through 6 for all pixels in S.
6. For every white pixel in S

Share1is assigned p and Share2 is assigned p.
7. For every black pixel in S

Share1 is assigned ∼p and Share2 is assigned p.
8. Output Share1 and Share2.

While generating shares using thresholding approach, 0.5 is the probability of
occurrence of black pixel while 0.5 is the probability of occurrence of white pixel.
In order to show the high contrast level in decrypted secrets, λ is experimented with
the value of 0.5. For 0.5 > λ > 0 share2 tends to reflect information of secret which
is visible by necked eyes. Similarly, for 1 > λ > 0.5, share1 tends to reflect more
black information and share2 tends to expose the information about secret visually.
Suitable value of λ is 0.5 maintaining the balance of randomness in both of the
shares. Thus λ forms the first level of visual cryptography in this model (first level
of hierarchy). In the later stage of encryption, same model is applied and forming
resultant four shares indicating second level of hierarchy in encryption.

During experimentation, we have analysed that 0.5 is the best suitable value of λ
for random patterns in shares. Shares generated by λ = 0.5 are perfectly random
and reveals no information about the secret. In general, λ ranges between 0 and 1
inclusive. The algorithm is experimented for different values of λ within specified
range. Figure 2 shows the shares generated by different values of λ in the interval of

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

Share1

Share2

0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

Share1

Share2

Fig. 2 Shares at different values of λ
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[0 1]. Shares are observed from threshold 0.1 to 1 with unit step of 0.1. It is
observed that λ close to 0 gives lighter shade in share while λ close to 1 gives darker
shade of share. In both of the cases, share2 reflects secret information. The average
case time complexity of HVC algorithm is Oðn2Þ.

3 Minimum Distance Association of Shares

Minimum distance association of shares (MDAS) is defined using Euclidean dis-
tance. Unlike traditional Euclidean distance, MDAS takes into account the rela-
tionship among the pixels in spatial domain. The Euclidean distance plays vital role
in identifying the closeness between two entities. Therefore, this approach is robust
for digital secrets in any form viz. handwritten text, biometric information (fin-
gerprints and iris). Common problem associated with the secrets in form of digital
images is to find the distance between pair of images. Euclidean distanced
(ED) concept is used most often due to its reliability and simplicity. Euclidean
distance (ED) or Euclidean norm is the distance between two patterns. Here a
pattern refers to the shares. ED(U, S) is the Euclidean distance between the user
share U and the secret information S. The pattern space to compute Euclidean
distance is 2 dimensional here. Similarly, ED (K, S) is the distance between the key
share and the secret information. In order to compute Euclidean distances, the
patterns in 2 dimensional patter space are normalized. Normalization brought the
information of each pattern in the interval [0 1]. Each secret is encrypted using
hierarchical visual cryptography. After encryption in 3 successive levels, two shares
are generated. Let S be the set of secrets such that S = {s1, s2, …, sn}. All the
secrets are of the same size 280 by 320 considered for experimentation. However,
secret of any size undergoes MDAS. Consider U = {u1, u2, …, up} as a set of all
user shares and K = {k1, k2,…, kp} be the set of all key shares. Then the Euclidean
distance between any user share and the secret is given by,

ED= sqrt u1 − s1ð Þ2 + u2 − s2ð Þ2 +⋯+ up − sp
� �2h i

ð1Þ

ED=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

∑
2

i=1
ui − sið Þ2

s

ð2Þ

Similarly, the Euclidean distance between key share and the secret is given by,

ED=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

∑
2

i=1
ki − sið Þ2

s

ð3Þ

Following is the algorithm for minimum distance association among shares and
the secret.
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Inputs: S, U, K, Outputs: Euclidean norms E(U, S), E(U, K).

1. Begin
2. Read S, U, K.
3. Normalize S, U, K.
4. Repeat for all U

Compute dist1 = ED(S, U).
5. Repeat for all K

Compute dist2 = ED(S, K).
6. Find minimum association of S with respect to U- min(dist1).
7. Find minimum association of S with respect U- min(dist2).
8. Output dist1, dist2.
9. Stop.

While associating the share using MDAS, two different Euclidean distances are
computed. First is the distance between user share ui and all n number of secrets.
This provides as array of Euclidean distances of size n meaning that for n number of
secrets, the system computes n Euclidean distances between supplied user share ui
and all n secrets. Once the array of Euclidean distances is available, minimum
Euclidean distance is observed among all. Let us assume that for ith user share ui,
we get ith secret si which is providing minimum distance between the user share
and the secret. Secondly, ith secret is useful to compute further distances. Again n
number of Euclidian distances is computed between the ith secret si and all the key
shares available in the set (n in number). This is another array of Euclidean dis-
tances. Same principle of minimum distance identification is applied here. It is
found during experimentation that ith secret is giving the minimum distance with
respect to applied user share in first array of distances and for the same secret i, key
share ki is giving minimum Euclidean distance. Euclidean distances for all pairs of
user share and secret are presented in Fig. 3. Euclidean distances for all pairs of key
share and secret are also represented in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 a Euclidean distances ED(u, s) for all pairs of the user share and dithered secret.
b Euclidean distances ED(k, s) for all pairs of the key share and dithered secret
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However, Euclidean distance measure is highly sensitive to small changes in the
dithered secret. Reasonable association of shares with secret should represent the
minimum distance between user share and the secret. In parallel, minimum should
be the distance between keys share and the same secret. If both of these two
conditions are achieved by MDAS then it is inferred that the desire secret is
revealed. Some key features of MDAS: It is applicable to any secret recognition in
digital form. Small changes in the secret or in any share cause the distance factor,
simplicity in computation of distance measure and it can be easily embedded with
secret in any form like spacial or temporal data.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we suggested hierarchical visual cryptography model for encryption
of digital secrets. The suggested threshold based approach of encryption is capable
of generating the expansionless shares at each level and also eliminates the greying
effect from the background of the revealed secret. The major goal achieved in this
contest is about the quality of reconstructed secret. The novel association scheme
among the shares is conceived based on Euclidean distance. The advantage of
Euclidean distance is that the shares belonging to the same secrets are determined
on basis of minimum Euclidean distance. It has been demonstrated that the pro-
posed minimum distance associator is capable of identifying the secret associated
with the pair of share. This pair reflects the minimum Euclidean distance with
respect to the same secret.
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Security in IoT-Based Smart Grid
Through Quantum Key Distribution

Maninder Kaur and Sheetal Kalra

Abstract The Internet of Things (IoT) is made up of a large group of networks,
which consists of many physical objects provided with the capabilities of making
computation and communication is logically integrated at various distinctive levels
of internet. The Smart Grid (SG) forms a system which consists of various operative
and energy measures including smart objects, various smart appliances, smart
meters, sensors, energy efficiency resources. The Smart Grid is considered as the
largest IoT network where security is the prime factor that hinders the fast and
extensive adoption of the IoT-based Smart Grid. In this paper, various
security-related issues are described and a mutual authentication scheme for the
Smart Grid Users and Smart Grid Server based on Quantum Key Distribution has
been proposed. The proposed scheme achieves mutual authentication between
Smart Grid Users and Smart Grid Server and provides security against various
security attacks by generating secret key, which consists of qubits. The formal
verification of the proposed scheme is performed using QKD simulator that con-
firms its security in the presence of an adversary.

Keywords Authentication ⋅ Internet of Things ⋅ Quantum Cryptography ⋅
Quantum Key Distribution ⋅ Security ⋅ Smart Grid

1 Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) consists of a network in which unique identifiers are
provided to objects or people that is able to transmit the required data through the
network unaccompanied by either human-to-human or human-to-computer form of
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interaction. Thus, IoT communication is the development of machine-to-machine
(M2M) communication.

1.1 Smart Grid

The Smart Grid is thought to be the first and biggest IoT example. Smart Grid is the
combination of Internet technology and electric grid. These systems are used, from
the various power plants generation on electricity networks to the buyers of elec-
tricity consumers. They provide various advantages to consumers and utilities that
enhance betterment in energy resources efficiency and reliability on the electricity
grid [1].

2 Related Work

Reddy et al. [2] discussed various techniques that are very beneficial for controlling
functions of metering and communication in Smart Grids. Xia et al. [3] proposed a
secure and efficient key distribution protocol for a Smart Grid network between
smart meters and service providers, using a trusted third party which does not have
issue on key revocation. Wei et al. [4] proposed a layered framework for the
protection of Smart Grid from many internal and external security attacks and
discussed the various challenges and strategies used to protect the Smart Grid. Eissa
et al. [5] discussed the efficient data schemes for analysis of data in detection and
prediction purposes in Smart Grid. Qinghua et al. [6] presented a One-Time Sig-
nature scheme for providing Multicast Authentication in the Smart Grid and offers
various advantages, turntable signing and verification (TSV) generates very smaller
signature which have lower storage requirement, hence reduces storage overhead.
Hasen et al. [7] proposed an authentication Scheme and Key Management protocol
for Home Area Network via Public/Private key pair technique based on
identity-based cryptographic technique, which helps in reduces overhead. Hongwei
et al. [8] presented Authentication Scheme for the Smart Grid by using symmetric
cryptography Algorithm scheme and technique of Merkle tree, which reduces
complexity and computational cost.

3 Security Issues of IoT-Based Smart Grid

1. Authentication: The ability to assure or certify the identity of every smart
device that wants to communicate in the Smart Grid.
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2. Data Integrity: It is prime security issue, an intruder can modify exchanged
data, hence effect the integrity of data.

3. Eavesdropping: In IoT-based Smart Grid, various devices communicate with
each other, through public communication channel, a third party can access their
exchanged confidential information. This is termed as eavesdropping [9].

4 Preliminaries of Quantum Key Distribution (QKD)

QKD is based on the Heisenberg principle, according to which physical properties
of certain pairs are described in a way, that observer cannot be able to simulta-
neously measure the value of two properties [10, 11]. This principle is very
important to prevent attacks of an eavesdroppers on a quantum-based cryptosystem.
Photon polarization principle states that a light photon is polarized in a particular
direction, so an eavesdropper is not able to copy unknown qubits according to
no-cloning theorem, which was first presented in 1982 [12].

4.1 How Quantum Key Distribution Helps
to Solve Security Issues

1. How QKDP’s can help in authentication: For the authentication purpose, both
the sender and the receiver has to register themselves into the database that is
separately maintained for them and a secure key is generated by the authenti-
cation server whenever each user login on it.

2. How QKD helps in maintaining data integrity: Only authenticated users are
allowed to access the data in SG.

3. How QKD can help in detection of eavesdropping: QKD is employed to
identify the presence of any adversary. If an adversary tries to record the
quantum state, it will disturb the functioning of quantum system. This detectable
disturbance enables to find the participation of the third party who tries to
eavesdrop [13].

5 Proposed Protocol

The devices utilizing QKD provides authentication services over the optical
(quantum) channel. An authentication protocol for keeping up quantum states must
have the capacity to secure superposition of states. Authentication is the process in
which the credentials provided, are compared to those on file in the database stored
on local operating system within an Authentication Server. The following steps
have to be followed to achieve authentication:
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1. If Smart Grid User wants to communicate with Smart Grid Server, it sends the
request message and it’s UserId which is encrypted using with its quantum basis
for verification to Server through classical channel.

2. Smart Grid Server receives its request. If it is interested for communication, it
processes the requests.

3. Smart Grid Server verifies the UserId, which can be decrypted using public key
cryptography, with centralized authority. (Assume Centralized authority is a
trusted one).

4. It maintains Smart Grid User’s Id random basis for further communication.
5. Smart Grid Server sends the reply message containing UserId and its authen-

ticated message to Smart Grid User denoting acceptance of communication.
6. Smart Grid User verifies it and send the quantum basis as nibble through

quantum channel.
7. Smart Grid Server verifies the quantum basis with stored basis. If it matches, it is

ready to share the secret key. Send same quantum basis to Smart Grid User.
Smart Grid User verifies it and ready to transfer the secret key.

8. In proposed scheme, after authentication of user, server generates the session
key, which is required to encrypt communication to assure confidentiality of the
message. A one way hash function and a random number is used to generate the
session key (S2) (Fig. 1 and Table 1).

Fig. 1 Workflow of proposed authentication scheme
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6 Experimental Setup

The experimental realization of proposed scheme is sketched in the Fig. 2. The
formal verification of the proposed scheme is performed using QKD simulator that
conforms its security in the presence of an adversary. QKD simulator is a web
application which analyses and simulates all aspects of quantum key distribution
using a powerful engine which includes quantum key distribution toolkit. The tool
has been implemented in Python and make use of different scientific libraries such
as Quantum Information Toolkit (QIT), Scipy, BitVector. The experiment has been
performed using different values of qubit count.

6.1 Key Generation Without Eavesdropping

Figure 3 shows implementation of Quantum Key Distribution using different values
of qubits without enabling eavesdropping, size of qubits to be sent is taken as 500,
520, 540, 560, 580, 600 and is taken along the X-axis.

Table 1 Notations used in
the protocol

UId User Id

E Symmetric encryption algorithm
D Decryption algorithm
k Unique secret value of SG server
r1 Random number generated by the SG server
⊕ XOR operation
|| Concatenation

Fig. 2 Experimental setup of proposed scheme
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6.2 Key Generation with Eavesdropping

Figure 4 shows values of different parameters on implementing Quantum Key
Distribution with eavesdropping. With eavesdropping, final key length has reduced
but eavesdropper is not successful to know the secret key. Thus Quantum Key
Distribution is very secure.

6.3 Comparison of Different Authentication Schemes

Following Table 2 describes the comparison between different authentication
schemes with above discussed proposed scheme.

Fig. 3 Secure key generation without eavesdropping

Fig. 4 Secure key generation with eavesdropping
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7 Conclusion

This paper gives an overview of security issues of the IoT-based Smart Grid. The
Smart Grid is considered as the largest IoT network where security is the major
concern that hinders the fast and extensive adoption of the IoT-based Smart Grid.
Thus, this paper proposes a scheme to authenticate Smart Grid server and Smart

Table 2 Comparison of different authentication schemes

Authentication
schemes

One time
signature
scheme [6]

Authentication
scheme and key
management
protocol for
home area
network [7]

Authentication
scheme for the
smart grid [8]

Proposed scheme

Method used Utilizes HSLV
(Heavy signing
light
verification)
with LSHV
(light signing
heavy
verification) and
acquire the
scheme turntable
signing and
verification
(TSV), design a
multicast
authentication
protocol

Public/Private
key pair strategy
based on identity
based
cryptographic
technique

Follows
symmetric
cryptography
algorithm
scheme and
strategy of
Merkle tree

Quantum key
distribution

Attacks Replay attack DOS -attack,
Man-in-middle,
replay attacks

Message
injection attack,
replay attack

Till now, no
attacks are
possible on
quantum key
distribution

Disadvantages The security of
the proposed
scheme depends
on PKI (public
key
infrastructure).
PKI has
disadvantages
identified with
authentications
which will be
enormous
concern

It utilizes private
key generator
which deals with
the private key
so privacy is
significant
concern

Utilizing
symmetric keys
for whole smart
grid is not
adaptable
because of the
expansive
number of
gadgets and
hubs

There is only one
constraint, its
high cost for
business-oriented
QKD systems and
it is subjected to
limited distance
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Grid user using QKD. The proposed scheme mutually authenticates server and user
guarantees security against different security attacks by creating secret key which
comprises of qubits. The formal verification of the proposed scheme is performed
using QKD simulator and the outcomes obtained affirms the security of proposed
scheme in presence of an eavesdropper.
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A Comparative Study on Face Detection
Techniques for Security Surveillance

Dimple Chawla and Munesh Chandra Trivedi

Abstract Automatic Face Recognition and Surveillance helps providing a secure
system for next generation. The critical technology used for this purpose is pretty
poor, but it is slowly improving. In this paper, we are making a comparison on
ADABOOST, PCA, LDA, Elastic Bunch Graph Matching algorithms for face
recognition on the basis of origin, success rate, Eigen values, and vector score as
output of an image. Further study from above said algorithms, it is clear to state that
significant result is least expected to perform well on small sample data.

Keywords FERET ⋅ SMQT ⋅ SNOW ⋅ ADABOOST ⋅ PCA ⋅ LDA ⋅
EBGM

1 Introduction

A facial recognition system is a process to identify and verify a person from a given
source image or from a video source. The best ways are to get competent selected
facial features from the image and a facial reference database. Advancement of face
recognition system is not just to be recognized by an individual face but also in
computing various new features over the past few decades. After 1960, automated
facial recognition changed the whole scenario. It is the first semi-automated system
which helped the administrator to locate and compare physical features, i.e., ears,
eyes, nose, etc., with the referenced database. In early era, the algorithm for facial
recognition is the simple geometric models, but the process is bit advanced in
mathematical representations and matching processes [1].
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The recognition system uses spatial geometry for distinguishing between fea-
tures of the particular face to identify or to authenticate the individual in source
image. The system also gets different results where faces taken from some distance
away like in real-time video camera. Therefore, system can be applied without
knowing subject involved while considering it well.

1.1 Face Recognition Approaches

According to earlier face recognition techniques, it can be categories in two
prominent approaches Geometric (feature based) in (V.V. Starovoitov et al. [2]) and
Photometric (view based) mentioned in [2].

Feature-based approach (V.V. Starovoitov et al. [2]) uses geometric features,
which is generated on the basis of segments, perimeters, and areas of figures
generated by the various points as control vertices (Fig. 1). There are 37–39 points
that are used for recognition. They include approximately 15 segments between the
vertices and its mean values of symmetrical pairs [2]. In this, each image is of
dimension 92 × 112 pixels with quantized 256 gray-scale levels. By following
FERET (Face Recognition Sponsored Algorithm Development Research Tech-
nology), five similar face images were tested and if they were tested, then the result
is considered as positive. Each image was tested as a query and compared with
other input source and its recognition rate is nearly at 98.5%.

Photometric Stereo effect shown in (Fig. 2) is a computer vision technique;
given in [3] uses high observing object under different lighting conditions. The fact
about this technique is that, the more the reflection of light more the proportional to
the surface orientation. To determine the light amount reflected into the camera and
possible surface space orientation by providing appropriate light source from
prominent angle of deviation, the orientation constrains to a single or even
over-constrained due to multiple reasons.

Fig. 1 Feature-based
technique
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2 Literature Review

Majorly this study is selected for security under image processing for supporting
both industry expert as well as to the academician who are in the similar research
field. A review of the literature is based as follows:

As explained in (M. Singh et al. [4]) with the change on time, age, circumstances
changes reflect on each individual faces, skeleton structure, muscle mass, and body
fat. The mounting number of face recognition system, both images and videos are
very eminent to work with. Different set of poses, expression, and illuminations are
issues mostly studied under this system [4]. It has been observed in face recognition
that the effects of compression through the images are directly stored and trans-
ported in a compressed form; whereas still pictures have been experimented so
frequently, but only in uncompressed image formats. Even working on
still-to-videos, it deals with issues like tracking and recognizing faces in a sense
used as a gallery and compressed video segments on each blobs examining.

2.1 Face Detection Techniques

Face Detection Techniques in (Fig. 3) can be divided on the basis of feature-based
technique where features given by (M. Antón Rodríguez et al. [5]) reflect to the
personal identity of an individual and another as image-based technique [5].

Feature-based technique from (Divyarajsinh N. Parmar and Brijesh B. Mehta
[6]) defines how local features are extracted and their locations with its statistics and
structural classifier [6]. Similarly, image-based techniques in (Philippe Carré et al.
[7]) have formulated color alterations with algebraic operations. The generalized
linear filtering algorithms are defined with quaternions and define a new color edge
detector [7]. A group of author in [2] have trained a system of small group of people
using Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) in Neural Network (NN) [2]. Also, author in
(Fahad Shahbaz Khan et al. [8]) has promoted an idea by introducing a model with

Fig. 2 Photometric stereo
effect
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both bottom-up and top-down components of color attention employed to modulate
the weights of local shape features [8].

2.2 Face Recognition Algorithms

The face recognition algorithm has been broadly categorized by researcher in
(M. Singh et al. [4]) with two invariant approaches, i.e., discriminative and gen-
erative approaches [4]. Discriminative approaches basically utilize the basic
information like age, weight, skeletal structure, and body mass which is given to be
analyzed whereas generative approach defines the method to use the information to
the model. The model built by designing efficient database is named as WhoIsIt
database, the database contains age and weight information with the face images.
The database has only focused on public figures in order to depict variation in age
as well as in their weight over a period of time. The algorithm attempts to recognize
images with the variation with respect to age and weight change. The effect of
weight being is measured and then trained in neural networks. Learning-based
algorithm is defined by training first, then further testing. The researcher has
retrieved 28.53% Rank-I identification performance accuracy with 3.4% minimal as
better to other approaches.

The system has worked over several decades to study given by authors
(R. Singh, M. Vatsa et al. [9] on covariates of images by identifying individual’s
facial expression, pose, aging, real or artificial, disguise and plastic surgery [9].

Fig. 3 Face detection technique
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2.3 Color Images

Face detection in color images is difficult when images contain complex back-
ground under various luminance with skin detection reduced and gives false pos-
itives result. A novel algorithm presented by authors (Li Zou and Seiichiro Kamata
[10]) proposed parallel structure algorithm for skin color detection in order to
improve the detection accuracy also to obtain a classifier from Gaussian-mixture
model and Adaboost training algorithm followed in order to reduce the false pos-
itives [10]. Face detection algorithm for skin color model is experimented by Face
Candidates algorithm and then its verification algorithm of classifier by Adaboost
trained algorithm on various images as training samples.

Gabriela Csurka et al. in [11] and group of authors have described novel
approach for building color palettes with varied applications like image retrieval,
color palette, color transfer, etc. [11]. The combination of colors defined into
abstract category with typical set of color conveys look and feel color combinations.
The color plates defined in the dataset of color space with varied variety of color
plates representation are called as swatches, which is 3D vector color space such as
RGB, HSV, CMYK, etc., to form Pantone Matching System (PMS). The experi-
mental comparison is explained between the generative and the discriminative
based model for color plate ranking of BagofColors and Fisher Vectors based
images.

2.4 Classification Methods

Many methods for face detection are classified by (Ming-Hsuan Yang et al. [12]) in
four major categories, i.e., Knowledge-based method, Invariant feature method,
Template matching, and Appearance-based methods. It detects faces to find related
facial features, to find the invariant features while change in pose, change in
luminance or any other changes in faces [12]. The pattern matching method
describes the whole facial features to correlate between input and reference pattern
being calculated for face detection.

The most challenging task for normal human being is to follow the facial
recognition retrieval model for correct match in the least running time. Especially
while dealing with moving or non-static environment like live video, webcam
recording, or accessing real-time video in which facial features are not clear as to
take as input image. In order to develop such model, the study given by (Petcharat
Pattenasethanon and Charuay Savithi [13]) has designed a model for solution to
both the stages, Facial Detection stage and Facial Recognition stage [13]. Facial
detection stage defined by adopting pattern recognition in videos files implemented
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using single image matching algorithm. Second phase to consider input image
through the camera, which started GUI for cropped square frame design to transfer
the potential area to separate the facial features from complex background. Second
stage recognizes the output image taken from the data source, followed to calculate
mean through Successive Mean Quantization Transform (SMQT) and Eigen
techniques applied to the images. Later splits up through Sparse Network of
Windows (SNOW) classifier for facial detection without any effect on the back-
ground environments in high speed rate. The system has proven 100% recognition
accuracy where they have tested 150 frontal faced images taken from webcam.

2.5 Face Recognition Algorithms

As per the literature reviewed, there were many organizations who have built
various techniques and algorithms on the face recognition. From the treasure of
various algorithms and technique, some of the famous algorithms are as follows:

• ADABOOST Algorithm (Adaptive boost Algorithm)
• LDA (Linear Discriminate Analysis)
• PCA (Principal Components Analysis)
• EBGM (Elastic Bunch Graph Matching)

i. ADABOOST Algorithm

Robert Schapire and Yoav Freund has announced Adaptive boost meta-machine
learning algorithm [14]. This algorithm basically works on improving the perfor-
mance of algorithm. In this, the final outcome of other algorithm weighted sum
combined with this algorithm and then a boosted classifier results are calculated.
ADABOOST is subtle on noisy data and the outliers, with its adaptiveness proven
to subsequent weak learners in favor of those instances misclassified from base
classifiers. In some problems, it is vulnerable to the overfitting problem than other
learning algorithms. If the individual learner’s performance is weak, it means the
performance of each one is slightly better than random guessing error rate which is
smaller than 0.5 for binary classification, with this final model has proven to
converge as strong learner.

ADABOOST basically trained a boosted classifier in the form mentioned in (A1)

Fn = ∑t = 1 fTðxÞ, ðA1Þ

where function Fn defines the class of object as real valued result that takes an
object x as input each to fT is a weak learner.
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The output of predicted class object gives an absolute classification value to the
weak learner. Correspondingly, T-layer classifier shows the positive values if the
sample is in the positive class otherwise the negative class. On each learner pro-
duces an hypothetical output as h(xi). At each iteration t, a weak learner is nomi-
nated and then assigned a coefficient αt, so that sum of training error Et of resulting
t-stage boost classifier as minimum [3] stated in (A2).

Et = ∑i EðFt − 1 xið Þ+ αt h xið ÞÞ ðA2Þ

ii. LDA (Linear Discriminate Analysis)

Linear Discriminate Analysis (LDA) is linear discriminant method used in
statistics for pattern recognition and machine learning. The analysis helps in
characterizes between classes of objects to find a linear combination of features. The
resultant combination is used as a linear classifier for dimensionality reduction and
classification. Basically analysis relates to analysis of variance (ANOVA) and
regression analysis, which works on dependent variable as a linear combination of
other features whereas LDA works well on independent variables for each obser-
vation on continuous quantities.

As in [15], has shown working with two approaches by assuming the conditional
density probability functions ρ(χ| y = 0) and ρ(χ| y = 1) both normally distributed
with mean and its covariance as (μ0, Σ0) and (μ1, Σ1) respectively shown in (B1).
Under this assumption, the Bayes optimal solution predicts that the points from the
ratio is lesser to threshold T, so that

ðχ− μ0Þ T ∑ 0− 1ðχ− μ0Þ+ In ≥ ∑ 0− ðχ− μ1Þ T ∑ 1− 1ðχ− μ1Þ − InjΣ1j>Tj j
ðB1Þ

LDA helps in find the ‘boundaries’ around clusters of classes. It projects your
data points on a line so that your clusters ‘are as separated as possible’, with each
cluster having a relative (close) distance to a centroid [16].

Multiclass LDA

If in the case when two or more than two classes are involved, the analysis appears
on the class of variability used to find subspace in derivation of the Fisher dis-
criminated extension. This generalization of class has a mean μi and the same
covariance, here the class variability is defined by the sample covariance of class
means as shown in (C1)

∑ b= 1 ̸C∑i = 0 ðμi− μÞðμi− μÞT, ðC1Þ

where µ is the mean of the class mean [16].
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iii. PCA (Principal Components Analysis)

Principal Component Analysis is a statistical tool for identifying patterns in such
a way to highlight each and every similarities and differences between data and its
interpretations. As the patterns of image data is hard to find in high dimension
images. While finding patterns in the data, and compressing it by reducing the
number of dimensions, without much loss of information is the importance of PCA
[16]. This technique used in image compression.

It follows some steps of method which is as follows:

a. Get source data
b. Subtract the mean
c. Calculate covariance vector
d. Calculate Eigen values
e. Demo the new data set

iv. EBGM (Elastic Bunch Graph Matching)

It is the biological-inspired algorithm for object recognition which basically
draws two major concepts, i.e.,

• Gabor wavelets which works on visual features like model of early visual
processing in the brain.

• Dynamic Link Matching algorithm which works for a model of invariant object
recognition in the brain.

In EBGM, graph represents as objects, whereas node represents the local tex-
tures based on Gabor wavelets and the edges represent distances between the node
locations on an image. The purpose of extracting local texture arrangements from
graph provides the rule composition of new objects. However, object of an image
acts as the collection of local textures in spatial arrangement. Whenever a new
object is recognized in image, the labeled graph of stored graph is called as model
graph [17].

3 Comparative Result

The comparative analysis of above discussed algorithm, See (Table 1).
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Table 1 The comparative analysis of above discussed algorithm

Basis ADABOOST PCA LDA EBGM

Definition It is a learning
algorithms to
improve their
performance [18]

It is powerful
analyzing tool to
convert set of
observations of
correlated
variables into a
set of values of
linearly
uncorrelated
variables [19]

It is a
generalization
method used in
statistics for
pattern
recognition [20]

It is a graph based
matching algorithm
for object
recognition in the
field of computer
vision [21]

Originated Originated in
1808, by the
famous physician
scientist Hughes,
G.F. invented this
algorithm

Karl Pearson
invented an
analogue of the
principal axis
theorem in 1901,
and later
independently
renovated and
named by Harold
Hotelling in the
1930s

Originated in
1914 by Ronald
Fisher in the
form of
ANOVA

Originated in 1920
by Prof. Laurenz
Wiskott, Institute
Neuro-informatics,
Ruhr-University
Bochum, Bochum
in Germany

Input Vector equation in
form of Bayes
theorem

Number in form
of Eigen value

Number in form
of possibility
percentage

Number in form of
Gabor wavelet

Output In decision tree
and graphs

In PCA vector in
% form

It will be
possibility
density

In the form of
Gabor wavelet
transform

Framework
based
analysis

Viola-Jones object
detection
framework

Explanatory data
analysis

Discriminate
correspondence
analysis

Jets, graphs

Benefits It is suitable for
smaller places i.e.
between 1–10 km.
Also deals in
image with vector
complexity and
give 35% details
for recognition

It is suitable for
larger scale area
to smaller
database with
complete
information.
Also reduced
data complexity
through images.
It minutely
identifies the
features at time
of verification

It is suitable for
smaller places
i.e. between 5–
15 km. Also
deal image with
numerical
complexity with
50% information
for recognition

It is suitable for
smaller places i.e.
between 10–
20 km. Also deal
image with gabor
wavelet complexity
with 45% details
for recognition [21]

Drawbacks Maximum times
have blur or
shaded results

Not suitable for
moving scenes

Sometime have
blur image
results

Minimum chances
of recognition of
correct image

Success
rate (%)

50–65 85–95 70–80 55
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4 Conclusion

This paper has attempted to review of significant algorithm which covers the
development in the field of face recognition techniques. It is clear to state that
comparison between ADABOOST, PCA, LDA, and EBGM algorithm that has
shown significant but least expected to perform LDA method in face recognition
due to linear projection from the image space to a low-dimensional space. But
major drawback experienced while applying LDA is the small sample size.
Whenever dealing with sample size data, the image data distribution in practice is
highly complex because of illumination, facial expression, occluded image, and
pose variation. This makes face recognition suitable for finding or tracking down
fugitive using surveillance cameras.
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Proposed Approach for Book
Recommendation Based on User k-NN

Rohit, Sai Sabitha and Tanupriya Choudhury

Abstract Large data repositories helped us in support systems but created a huge
problem for meaningful information retrieval. Filtering of data based on user
requirements solved this problem. This process of data filtering when combined
with prediction developed recommendation systems. Initial work in recommenda-
tion systems can be listed in the areas of cognitive science, approximation theory,
marketing models, and automatic text processing. This paper focuses on recom-
mendation system for books. In this paper, training and testing models are designed
to predict user ratings for new users. The predicted user ratings are used to propose
three types of recommendations based on three different user attributes.

Keywords Recommendation system ⋅ Collaborative filtering ⋅ Pearson
similarity ⋅ Cosine similarity ⋅ User k-nn

1 Introduction

In present world each person wants quick supplies for his requirements in every
field of life including shopping or renting of books. Recommendation systems
provide best possible solution to this problem. These are kind of expert systems
which help in gathering the related information [1]. Most of recommendation
systems work for almost similar purpose that is to recommend items which are most
relevant to the users. To fulfill this purpose recommendation systems use different
approaches including collaborative, item-based, and hybrid filtering.
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In this paper we are using collaborative filtering approach to provide recom-
mendations to the users. We are training a book rating data with our training model.
This trained data will be sent to testing model. The testing model will predict user
ratings for new users. On the basis of these predicted values, a system is proposed
to recommend books to new users on their personal attributes which are age,
location, and interest. Using these three attributes we are proposing three different
models. All models include dataset provided by our training and testing models. To
create this training model we used a real-time dataset of books as described in
Fig. 5. It has large number of entries which are feasible for our analysis. Main
objective of this proposal is to assist new users of any book repository in finding
their desired books. Research works have been accomplished by many researchers
with similar objective as shown in Table 1. Main purpose of this research work is to
design a different approach in the creation of recommendation systems. Our work
will provide a base in creation of recommendation systems using User k-NN pre-
diction model.

2 Theoretical Background

2.1 Recommendation System Overview

Lot of work has been done in recommendation systems but interest remains same as
it is a problem-rich field and having limitless possibilities both in research and
industry. It has large number of practical implementations to solve the problem of
information overloading and providing personalized information [2]. Following list
of different research works in the field of recommendation systems will support the
fact that the recommendation system using user k-NN prediction is least touched
and thus have large opportunities for research work (Fig. 1).

Initial work in recommendation system can be listed in the areas of cognitive
science [3], approximation theory [4], marketing models [5], and automatic text
processing [6]. This work later became the rating estimation for new entries on the
basis of different attributes and likes of already present entries similar to them.

Table 1 Output for recommendation

User Id
Prediction

Age Author Book Title

4017 48 A. Manette
Ansey

Midnight Champagne: A Novel
(Mysteries & Horror)

New Orleans,
Louisiana, USA

4.102143

4017 48 A. Manette
Ansey

Sister (Mysteries & Horror) New Orleans,
Louisiana, USA

3.450125

4017 48 A. Manette
Ansey

Vinegar Hill (Oprah’s Book Club
(Paperback))

New Orleans,
Louisiana, USA

3.355193

4228 41 A. Manette
Ansey

Unwanted Company Austin, Texas, USA 3.151324
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Recommendation systems can be categorized based on how recommendations
are made [7]:

• Content-based recommendations: Items are recommended on the basis of past
preferences of the user.

• Collaborative recommendations: Items are recommended on the basis of past
preferences of users with similar taste.

• Hybrid recommendations: These are the combinations of both content-based and
collaborative recommendations.

We are using collaborative recommendations and user k-NN method for our
system which is explained in Sects. 2.3 and 2.4 respectively.

2.2 Performance Measures

RMSE: Root-mean-squared error is a very good general-purpose error matric for
numerical predictions [8]. Its value lies between 0 and∞, 0 is the best value for any
prediction and ∞ is the worst. Hence, this value should be minimized to prove
performance of our model better.

Fig. 1 Literature survey
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MAE: Mean absolute error measures the average of magnitude of errors in a
specific prediction [9]. Value of MAE also lies between 0 and ∞, 0 is the best
values for any prediction and ∞ is the worst. So, our motive is to minimize this
value for the better performance.

2.3 Similarity Measures

There are two main similarity measures which are present in Rapid Miner:

• Cosine-based similarity: This treats the two items as different vectors and the
similarity is calculated on the basis of angle between these two vectors. It is also
known as vector-based similarity.

• Pearson-based similarity: It checks how much the rating provided by a common
user is different from the average rating of that item.

We used Pearson correlation mode because it provided more accurate results
than Cosine for our dataset. Value of RMSE in case of Pearson is less than Cosine
by a percentage of 10.66 as shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

2.4 Collaborative Recommendation

Collaborative recommendations are provided on the basis preferences of users
which are similar in taste to new users [10]. We chose this over content-based
because content-based cannot find out the quality of the item [11]. Collaborative
recommendations work on collaborative filtering (CF) algorithm which works as
follows [12]:

Fig. 2 RMSE of Pearson

Fig. 3 RMSE of Cosine
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• Similarity values are calculated between two or more items in a dataset using
one of the similarity measures. These measures are explained in Sect. 2.4.

• These similarity values are used to predict ratings for the entries not present in
dataset.

In this paper, collaborative filtering is used along with the user k-NN to provide
an approach for recommendation system. Collaborative filtering solves most of the
shortcomings present in the content-based filtering [13]. Since feedback of other
users creates difference between recommendations, there is a possibility of main-
taining the effective performance. The approach of this research is as follows.

2.5 k-NN Algorithm

K-nearest neighbors is the method used for both regression and classification [14].
It is a type of instance-based learning and also called lazy learning. Following is the
algorithm for k-NN approach.

It is a technique which uses K-instances as represented points in a Euclidean
space.

• In K-NN classification, an object is classified by a majority vote of its neighbors,
and the object is assigned to the class most common among its K nearest
neighbors for discrete value.

• For real value, it returns the mean values of the K nearest neighbors (K is a
positive integer, typically small). If K = 1, then the object is simply assigned to
the class of that single nearest neighbor.

3 Methodology

The methodology to adopt for the research is depicted in Fig. 4:
Datasets from three excel sheets of BX-Book-Ratings, BX-User, and BX-Books

details are integrated using data integration techniques.

1. The integrated data is pre-processed.
2. User k-NN algorithm is used for predictive analysis of training samples book

ratings.
3. The predictive model is designed using rapid miner.
4. The model is tested using testing samples.
5. Performance of the model will be measured using performance measures named

RMSE, MAE, and NMAE.
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Fig. 4 Methodology
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3.1 Data Integration

There were three files in the initial dataset with different attributes in them.
Description of those files is provided in Fig. 5. To select most suitable attributes
Pearson R Test is performed to calculate the similarity between attributes.

Attributes with high similarity were reflected as single attributes. Formula for
Pearson R Test is given below:

r=
∑ x− xð Þ y− yð Þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

∑ x− xð Þ2 y− yð Þ2
q .

Manual integration is also performed to get most suitable attributes. For
example, there were image URL in BX-Books excel files which are not usable to
this research. Other attributes such as publisher details and year of publication were
not relevant to this approach, and hence removed from the attribute list.

3.2 Data Pre-processing

• The dataset of book rating, user details, and book details had 1,149,780 ratings
for 271,379 books.

Fig. 5 Metadata of dataset
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• The user ids are made anonymous and mapped to integers.
• Six attributes User Id, ISBN No, Book Ratings, Title, Author, and Location

were selected from set of different attributes.
• Data cleaning was performed and repeated; invalid and null values were

removed.
• The dataset is reduced till 5000 user ids for better understanding of results.

4 Experimental Setup

4.1 Dataset Used

The dataset was collected in 4-week crawl from the Book-Crossing community. It
was downloaded from official website of IIF [15]. The metadata of the original
dataset is given and the pre-processed dataset is shown in Fig. 5.

4.2 Tool Used

The Rapid Miner data mining tools are used for the purpose of research and
analysis in data mining. It is a tool with integrated environments for data mining,
machine learning, predictive analysis, and text mining. It is used for information
mining process including results, presentations, validation, and optimization. It
provides a large pool of data loading, data transformation, data modeling, and data
visualization methods [16].

4.3 Model Construction for Training

Model constructed in Rapid Miner for training of data which will be used to predict
user ratings is shown in Fig. 6. Following steps describe the working and flow of
the model:

1. “Read Excel” is used to import an excel file in the Rapid Miner process.
2. Set Role method specifies the role of each attribute present in the excel file [17].

In this model Book Ratings are specified as “label”, ISBN as “item identifica-
tion”, User Id as “user identification” and all other attributes as “regular”.

3. User k-NN is a model for rating prediction and can be used after installing an
extension called “Recommender” in your Rapid Miner tool.

4. Apply Model implements the model selected and provides the final result of that
model. Here User k-NN model is User k-NN and result is prediction.

5. “Performance” shows the accuracy and validity of your model.
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4.4 Model Construction for Testing

Model constructed in Rapid Miner for testing of data is shown in Fig. 7. This model
tests the prediction of ratings for the new users. Following steps describe the
working and flow of the model:

Fig. 6 Model designed for training of data

Fig. 7 Model designed for testing of data
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1. “Read Excel”, “Set Role”, “User k-NN”, “Apply Model” and “Performance”
work same as in the Training Model.

2. “Filter Example” method separates empty values of user ratings from non-empty
values.

3. Empty values are sent to “Apply Model2” which uses the training data and
provide prediction for the empty values of user ratings.

5 Result and Analysis

5.1 Output

Outputs of training model and testing model are shown in Figs. 8 and 9, respec-
tively. The model designed for rating prediction trained our dataset on basis of user
ratings. Results of the training model are further used in testing of the data. The
model designed for testing of data uses output from training model and provides
prediction to new users. These results are used in further analysis in the paper.

5.2 Work Flow of Proposed Model

• The new user will enter a search item to the system.
• It can be author’s name or a book title.

Fig. 8 Output of training model
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• Then the user is asked for the required attributes which are age, location, and
area of interest.

• Then the dataset which was created by the models will come in picture and will
be used for the recommendation.

• Highest rated books of that author will be recommended to the user if he
searched by the author.

• If he searched by title, then the books which are categorized in that group are
recommended to the user.

Example: New user XYZ asks for following author:
“Manette Ansay”
Then all the books written by A. Manette Ansay will be searched from the

dataset created by testing model and following is the sample of that data:
Here we have four books by requested author but the three books with highest

rating will be sent as recommendation. The recommendations will be

1. Midnight Champagne by A. Manette Ansay
2. Sister by A. Manette Ansay
3. Vinegar Hill by A. Manette Ansay

Fig. 9 Output of testing model
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5.3 Performance Measures

Performance of prediction model is measured on factors defined in Sect. 2(B).
Following table mention performance measures for both models (Table 2):

5.4 Analysis

We are following below-defined procedures for our further analysis and research
work. On first access user is asked for following attributes:

• Age
• Location
• Area of Interest

These three possibilities are proposed using above-defined attributes and data
created by our training and testing models.

Case study 1: Recommendation using age. When recommendations are provided
to new user it cannot use ratings as a total base. Suppose new user is 25 years old
and recommended item is rated high by persons of more than 60 years old. Then it
will not be a fair recommendation for that user. So using output of testing model,
new proposal is made which uses age of new user as a main attribute.

In Fig. 10, predictions provided by testing model are put together with users
with different age to show the distribution between them.

The model shown in Fig. 11 uses age as an attribute of test data and finds similar
objects in data trained by our model.

1. Age groups are created of range 10 using data of Fig. 10.
2. Suppose user lies in Group 1 which is of 0–10, then three books with highest

ratings in that age group are fetched from training dataset.
3. These results are provided to the recommender system and will be produced as

recommendations to the new user.
4. Next top three books are recommended in case user does not like provided

recommendations.

Case study 2: Recommendation using location: As stated in case study 1, it is
necessary to have an attribute which helps in providing more relevant recom-
mendations. In this case, it is location of new user. On the basis of this, a proposal is
made for better recommendations.

In Fig. 12, predictions provided by testing model are put together with users
with different locations to show the distribution between them.

Table 2 Values of
performance measures

Models RMSE MAE NMAE

Training model 3.025 2.652 0.295
Testing model 2.990 2.631 0.292
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Fig. 11 Recommendation using age

Fig. 10 Age-wise distribution of prediction
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The model in Fig. 13 uses location of users as an attribute of test data and finds
similar objects in data trained by our model.

1. Addresses of users in training data and new users are converted to latitude and
longitude values using data provided by Fig. 12.

Fig. 12 Location-wise distribution of prediction

Fig. 13 Recommendation using location
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2. 10 values which are closest to the values of new user are selected.
3. Three books with highest ratings in those 10 entries are selected and sent to

recommender system.
4. These results will be produced as recommendations to new user.
5. Next top three books are recommended in case user does not like provided

recommendations.

Case study 3: Recommendation using interest:
This model uses Area of Interest as an attribute of test data and finds similar objects
in data trained by our model (Fig. 14).

1. All books present in training data are categorized in different genres.
2. System provides list of genres and new user selects one of them according to

related interest.
3. Three books with highest rating in that genre are selected and sent to recom-

mender system.
4. These results will be produced as recommendations to new user.
5. Next top three books are recommended in case user does not like provided

recommendations.

Fig. 14 Recommendation using interest
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6 Conclusion

Predicted user ratings are well distributed with respect to our three main attributes.
All case studies are applicable for development of proposed models except case
study 3. It cannot be certified for development as the dataset does not have cate-
gorized entries on the basis of area of interest. In future the dataset used can be
categorized on the basis of different genres, then it will be used for recommendation
on the basis of area of interest.

Acknowledgements We sincerely thank Mr. Cai-Nicolas Ziegler and Book-Crossing community
for collection of dataset. This data is freely available for research and we acknowledge the hard
work done in the collection of data [18].
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Improved FP-Linked List Algorithm
for Association Rule Mining

Aditya Gupta, Kunal Gusain and Lalit Mohan Goyal

Abstract One of the more important techniques used in Data Mining is, Associa-
tion Rule Mining and it involves the finding of frequent item sets from the database.
A linked list version of one of the most widely used association mining algorithms
that are the FP-Growth algorithm was proposed, called the FPBitLink Algorithm. It
uses a bit matrix along with linked lists to find the desired item sets. In this paper, we
propose two things, first is a variant of the FPBitLink Algorithm, in which instead of
treating the items in the datasets as individual nodes, we take a single transaction to
be the node in the linked list, and finally use UNION set operation to obtain the
frequent pattern set. Since this transactional version is a highly efficient alternative
when the number of transactions are greater than the number of items, as it saves
valuable space and time, whereas the original FPBitLink algorithm is more efficient
when the number of items is greater than the transactions, we further propose the
installation of a checkpoint in the beginning, such that depending upon the data
either of the two algorithms can be chosen. This way we arrive at a frequent pattern
set finding procedure, which is both, highly efficient and extremely efficacious.
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1 Introduction

Data Mining is one of the most widely talked about and researched fields these
days, and it is so because of its huge potential in real-world applications and the
limitless possibility of discovering knowledge in data. Over time, a number of
methods and algorithms have been proposed to go about finding useful information
in and from, the data, and thus it has always been the aim of researchers to find the
most efficient way to do so. Decision support problems, another key area of interest
with regard to data mining in real-world applications, makes this field a particularly
fascinating one. However, since most of the times, the size of the database under
consideration is huge, many of the algorithms proposed entail huge computation
overheads and are thus not practically very feasible.

Association rule mining, first introduced for evaluating associative properties
between items of basket data, which was nothing but a list of items bought by a
particular customer, using this we find a list of items that were most often purchased
together. First proposed by Agrawal [1] in 1993, the idea was to identify frequently
occurring patterns in the database. For a set of transactions, its association rule is
expressed as X ⇒ Y , where X and Y are the sets of items under consideration. The
implication being that the items present in the transaction X, also have the items
present in the Y transaction. Finally, we get

X ⇒ Y ,

where X, Y ⊆ I and X ∩ Y = θ.
The frequent item set finding problem can be broadly classified to contain two

fundamental approaches. The first is where we generate a set of candidates, by
joining a single item in each successive candidate step generation procedure and
then checking it against the database for verification. Algorithms like AIS [2] and
DIC [3] use this approach. However, since a number of candidate itemsets have to
be generated, it consumes a lot of time, and the need for multiple scanning of the
database does not help its case either. The second approach involves a frequent
pattern growth method in which we generate a conditional database for each fre-
quent set to be used as a prefix for further comparisons, in the process circum-
venting the process of having to generate a huge number of candidate itemsets.
FP-Growth is on such algorithm that works on the second approach [4].

To find these frequent item sets, a number of algorithms were proposed. Apriori
was the first one and used breadth-first search strategy, extending frequent item sets
one at a time, resembling a Hash tree, to test these candidate solutions against the
dataset [2]. Thus, Apriori’s bottom-up approach made way for other algorithms to
come in and further improve the mining process. However, it involved repeated
scanning of the database to produce candidate sets, which turned out to be a
cumbersome task and thus adversely affected the running speed for mining the
datasets.
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Eclat or the Equivalence Class Transformation algorithm was the next one to
arrive and instead of doing a breadth-first search like Apriori, it started with a
depth-first search using set intersection [5]. It was an effective strategy and was
modeled on a vertical structure fashion, efficient in both sequential and parallel
execution.

The FP-Growth (Frequent pattern) algorithm [4] compresses the data sets into a
tree, called FP-tree in the first pass and extracts frequent item sets in the second.
Since it forms the base of our proposed work, we take a closer look.

2 FP-Growth Algorithm

This algorithm works on a divide-and-conquer strategy [6] and is a deep-search-
based method. The idea behind it was to eliminate the need of finding frequent item
sets using the candidate generation steps and in the process reducing the compu-
tational overhead. It is a two-step approach

Step 1: Construction of FP-Tree

(1) In the first pass over the database, our aim is to find the support for each item
set in the data. The original database can be seen in Table 1. Support here refers
to the minimum support, in this example, we take it as 3. Then after getting a
list of all the item sets, the infrequent ones are discarded since they are not
going to be used. The remaining frequent item sets are then ordered in a
decreasing manner based on their support. The priority is assigned based on
their frequency of occurrence, as shown in Table 2. This table has to be used
while building the FP-Tree so that we can share the common prefixes between
the items.

(2) In the second pass, the algorithm starts by reading a single transaction at a time
and starts mapping it to a path. The first node is made null. A definitive and
fixed order in allocating nodes has to be employed, such that if a condition
arises where the paths could overlap as transactions share some items, they

Table 1 List of transactions TID List of item ID’s Ordered items (based on priority)

T1 I1, I2, I5 I2, I1, I5
T2 I2, I4 I2, I4
T3 I2, I3 I2, I3
T4 I1, I2, I4 I2, I1, I4
T5 I1, I3 I1, I3
T6 I2, I3 I2, I3
T7 I1, I3 I1, I3
T8 I1, I2, I3, I5 I2, I1, I3, I5
T9 I1, I2, I3 I2, I1, I3
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must be allowed to do so and in the process the counters associated with the
prefix must be incremented. We allocate and maintain pointers between the
nodes that have the same items so that in the end a singly linked list can be
created depicted by sets of dotted lines. Finally, all the frequent item sets are
evaluated and extracted from this FP-Tree. The final FP-Tree looks the one in
Fig. 1.

Step 2: Generation of frequent item sets from the tree

The second part of the FP-Growth algorithm starts the process of extraction of the
frequent item sets from this FP-Tree. We employ a bottom-up approach that
involves moving up from the leaves of the tree towards its root. This is the step
where the divide-and-conquer approach comes in, we start by looking for frequent
item sets ending in a particular item, then we look at the item set where this item is
the suffix and so on for each item. We now extract the prefix path portion of the
entire tree in the form of a sub-tree that ends in the required item set. The solution
of frequent patterns generated is given in Table 3.

Table 2 Frequency of
occurrence of items

Item Frequency Priority

I1 6 2
I2 7 1
I3 6 3
I4 2 4
I5 2 5

Fig. 1 Finally constructed
FP-Tree
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The FP-Growth algorithm is much faster than Apriori and one the reasons for
this is, that only passes over the data twice, whereas Apriori had to go over it again
and again. Also, since there is no need for generation of candidate sets we save both
valuable time and resources. However, like all algorithms, this too has its fair share
of disadvantages. Since it needs to build a tree as well as a table, FP-Tree is heavy
on the memory, it also building the tree is an expensive process.

Since FP-Growth was quite a fast and efficient algorithm, many subsidiaries of it
were also proposed. A dynamic version of this algorithm was proposed by
Gyorodi C. et al. where the principal idea was to ensure that the FP-tree was not
same for different logically equivalent databases [7]. One of the major improve-
ments was in the AFOPT algorithm [8] which made improvements in the item
search order, representation of the conditional databases, their construction, and
minimizing the tree traversal time.

3 FPBitLink Algorithm

The use of linked lists for FP-Growth was first done in the New FP-Linked List
Algorithm given by Sohrabi and Marzooni [9]. The New FP-Linked List Algorithm
uses a bit matrix and a linked list structure to extract the frequent patterns. The bit
matrix transforms the data set and using this bit matrix we then construct a linked
list. For understating this procedure, let us start by considering an example, as in
[9], given below in Table 4.

The first step in making a Bit-TDB (Transaction Database) matrix is to remove all
the items from the TDB whose number is less than the Minsup (Minimum Support).
In the next step, we make an N * Mmatrix where N is the number of transactions and
M is the number of items in TDB. Now we can start filling out the matrix in such a
way that, if ‘i’ and ‘j’ are the item and transaction under consideration then the value

Table 3 Frequent item sets
generated

Item ID’s Frequent item sets generated

I5 {I2, I5: 2}, {I1, I5: 2}, {I2, I1, I5: 2}
I4 {I2, I4: 2}
I3 {I2, I3: 4}, {I1, I3: 4}, {I2, I1, I3: 2}
I1 {I2, I1: 4}

Table 4 Transactions along
with their respective items

TID Items

T1 a, b, f, e, c
T2 a, b, d
T3 b, c, d, e
T4 b, c, e, f
T5 a, c, e, f

Minsup = 3
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of matrix at position (i, j) will be equal to one if that item appears in the transaction,
and zero, if that item does not appear in the current transaction. After the completion
of this step, our matrix would look something like in Table 5. (The database used in
Tables 5, 6 and 7 are derived from data in Table 4.)

The second step is to create a summation array which shows the numbers of
items in the TDB. Its value is the sum of elements of each column. Based on the
summation value the order of the columns is changed in such a way that the item
with highest summation value comes in the front and if two columns have same
summation value then the alphabet which comes first in the Latin Alphabet will
come first. After completion of this step, we obtain Table 6.

The third step is to make a linked list of frequent patterns using the above sorted
Bit-TDB matrix. In the linked list for each column (items), we have a linked list.
Now we can take Boolean AND between each column, in the matrix and a column
matrix can be made. For this example, we can take the column of item b and

Table 5 Unsorted BIT-TDB
matrix

TID Items
a b f e c

T1 1 1 1 1 1
T2 1 1 0 0 0
T3 0 1 0 1 1
T4 0 1 1 1 1
T5 1 0 1 1 1
Summation 3 4 3 4 4

Table 6 Sorted BIT-TDB
matrix

TID Items
b c e a f

T1 1 1 1 1 1
T2 1 0 0 1 0
T3 1 1 1 0 0
T4 1 1 1 0 1
T5 0 1 1 1 1
Summation 4 4 4 3 3

Table 7 Unsorted BIT-TDB
Matrix

Items TID
T1 T2 T3 T4 T5

a 1 1 0 0 1
b 1 1 1 1 0
c 1 0 0 1 1
d 1 0 1 1 1
e 1 0 1 1 1
Summation 5 2 3 4 4
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calculate its Boolean AND operation will all other items, i.e., c, e, a, f, then for each
of the ‘AND matrix’, the sum of elements is computer, if its value is greater than or
equal to the minsup value, the second item will be added to a list which the first
item is the beginning member. Let us see it using diagrams.

According to Fig. 2a which is given in the paper given by Sohrabi and Marzooni
[9], since Σn

k= 0ðbcÞ=3> = Minsup, where ‘n’ denotes the total of transactions in
the database, then item c will be put in the list with start as b. The final repre-
sentation of ‘c’ in front of ‘b’ will look like as shown in Fig. 2b.

The same procedure will be followed for the rest of the columns as well. After
the process is completed, logically the data structure will look like in Fig. 3.

4 Transactions-Based FPBitLink Algorithm

The usage of linked lists for finding frequent data sets was indeed a marvelous new
approach, and it turned out to be both effective and efficient as well, compared to its
counterparts [9]. The authors of this paper [9] used nodes of a linked list to denote
different item sets and using this eventually found frequent patterns. In our pro-
posed work, we took a different approach, both towards visualizing the list as well
as the way to find the required data sets. We consider that any transaction of items is
with its associated transaction id or TID, can be visualized to be a node in itself and
thus would have its own matrix based on the minimum support or minsup, and the
summation of their occurrences. Next, we use the Boolean AND operation between
transactions to find the linear chain in which the nodes are being arranged. Finally,
we take the UNION set operation between the lists, so that from the transactions as

Fig. 2 a Checking pattern
with minsup. b FP-Linked
List

Fig. 3 Final FP-Linked List
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nodes we can find the frequent items inside them. One of the distinct advantages of
this method apart from offering a novel perspective to FP-Growth and saving space
as well as time compared to the previous algorithms that were used is for those
datasets where the number of transactions is greater than the number of items in the
database.

The first step is to create a Bit-TDB (Transactional Database) matrix using the
TDB table given in Table 4. In this step, we first remove all the items from the TDB
table which have values lower than the minimum support value or minsup, cal-
culated earlier. In this example, we take the minsup to be three (3). After removing
all the items below the minsup value, an N * M matrix is made where ‘N’ is the
number of transactions and ‘M’ is the number of items. The matrix is filled in the
following manner, if the item under consideration, ‘j’ appears in the current
transaction ‘i’, then the value of the cell (i, j) is set to one, else its value is set to zero
as shown in Table 7.

As we did earlier in FPBitLink version, similarly here it is done for transactions
instead of items. In the second step, we create a summation array which shows the
numbers of transactions in the TDB. Its value is the sum of elements of each
column. Based on the summation value the order of the columns is changed in such
a way that the item with highest summation value comes in the front and if two
columns have same summation value then the transaction that appeared first in the
order comes first. After completion of this step, we obtain Table 8.

The third step in the algorithm is to create a linked list of transactions using this
sorted Bit-TDB matrix. In order to find those values of transitions that are above the
minsup value, we employ the Boolean AND operation between each column in the
matrix, thus, we finally get the required column matrix with values above the
minsup value. For this example, we can take the column of transactions T1 and
calculate its Boolean AND with all the other transactions on its right, i.e., T2, T3,
T4, T5. However, it must be kept in mind that in each evaluation of the
Boolean AND, only the transactions to the right of the transaction under consid-
eration are considered, and not the ones before it, for example, let us say for the
transaction T3, we only consider transactions T4, T5 and so on, and not T2 or T1.
Now for each of the ‘AND matrix’, the sum of elements has to be computed, if the
values are greater than or equal to the minsup value, then the second transaction
will be added to a list which the first item is the beginning member. Let us see it
using diagrams.

Table 8 Sorted BIT-TDB
matrix

Items TID
T1 T4 T5 T3 T2

a 1 0 1 0 1
b 1 1 0 1 1
c 1 1 1 0 0
d 1 1 1 1 0
e 1 1 1 1 0

Summation 5 4 4 3 2
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According to Fig. 4, since ∑k=0
n (T1T4) = 3 >= Minsup, then transaction T4

will be put in the list with the start as T1, and as ∑k=0
n (T1T5) = 3 >= Minsup,

then transaction T5 will be put in the list with the start as T1.
According to Fig. 5, since ∑k=0

n (T1T3) = 3 >= Minsup, then transaction T3
will be put in the list with start as T1, and since ∑k=0

n (T1T2) = 2 >≠ Minsup,
then transaction T4 will not be listed at the end of any list.

According to Fig. 6, since ∑k=0
n (T4T5) = 3 >= Minsup, then transaction T5

will be put in the list with start as T4, and since∑k=0
n (T4T3) = 3 >= Minsup, then

transaction T3 will be put in the list with start as T4.
According to Fig. 7, since ∑k=0

n (T5T3) = 2 >≠ Minsup, then transaction T3
will not be listed at the end of any list. After this step we get the final linked list,
using which we can obtain the desired frequent item sets.

The final step in our Transactional FPBitLink Algorithm is to merge all the
transactions present in the linked list. We separately maintain a counter which is
incremented each time a transaction appears in the final merger, and the value of
that counter is saved in a separate dictionary denoting the frequent item sets which
will then be used for mining of association rules.

Fig. 4 In (a) Checking T1T4 pattern with minsup and the FP-Linked List after checking. In
(b) Checking T1T5 pattern with minsup and the FP-Linked List after checking

Fig. 5 In (a) Checking T1T3 pattern with minsup and the FP-Linked List after checking. In
(b) Checking T1T2 pattern with minsup and the FP-Linked List after checking

Fig. 6 In (a) Checking T4T5 pattern with minsup and the FP-Linked List after checking. In
(b) Checking T5T3 pattern with minsup and the FP-Linked List after checking
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5 Algorithm Selector

When we observe both the algorithms, that is the Item-based version of FPBitLink
Algorithm and the other transaction-based one, one thing is apparent, that for a
particular scenario in which the number of transactions is greater than the number of
items in a database, it makes sense to choose that algorithm which works primarily
in terms of transactions to improve on efficiency, and when items are greater,
choose the one which works primarily with items. So instead of trying to make one
shoe fit all, it would be efficient and logical to decide which algorithm runs in which
case, this decision can simply be called the algorithm selection step. Since
Item-based FPBitLink Algorithm works better than its counterpart when the number
of items are lesser as compared to the transactions, select this algorithm in those
case, and for where transactions are lesser chose the Transaction FPBitLink version.
As FPBitLink had already proven experimentally [9] to be faster and more efficient
than the traditional FP-Growth algorithms, so an optimized result using the selector
was not surprising.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have devised a procedure which can use either of two algorithms:
One is the FPBitLink Algorithm which, using items as nodes of linked lists and
then taking the Boolean AND between the lists, finds out the frequent item sets and
the second is the algorithm we have proposed ourselves which although still uses
linked lists, but the procedure and use differs sharply from the first one. In our,
Transaction-based FPBitLink Algorithm, instead of items, complete transactions
are taken as nodes. It is followed by a Boolean AND between the lists, and finally a
UNION set operation to find the frequent item sets. Like its predecessor, this
algorithm saves immensely on both, the time as well as space complexity and in the
process outperforms traditional FP-Growth algorithms. Our work also offers a novel
perspective on how transactions can also be utilized for finding frequent patterns
and opens the door to a fascinating research area as well.

Fig. 7 In (a) Checking T4T3 pattern with minsup and the FP-Linked List after checking. In
(b) we have the final linked list that will be used to find frequent patterns
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To further find a real-world ready procedure for employing association rule
mining in our day-to-day lives as well as in Data Mining applications, we observed
how both the algorithms performed on different databases. In those data sets where
the number of transactions were significantly larger than the number of items,
FPBitLink ran extremely efficiently, and as something that could be inferred from
the way Transactional FPBitLink algorithm works, in those cases where items are
greater than the number of transactions, then choosing transactions, which are in
lesser number, to be the nodes, saves on the space taken by the algorithm. Thus, an
algorithm selector was proposed, which depending upon the data made the choice
of which algorithm is to be run, and in this way gave us an efficacious real-world
applicable way to mine for frequent item set in our databases.
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On Hierarchical Visualization
of Event Detection in Twitter

Nadeem Akhtar and Bushra Siddique

Abstract The data generated from social networking services like Twitter, con-
tains rich information of all kinds of events. Studies have been made for event
detection events in Twitter, the focus being primarily to detect events and visually
align them along a timeline. Since the events can be relatively large in number
carrying unequal importance, it might be overwhelming for the user to go through
all the events along the timeline. A better approach could be, if the user can get an
overview of the timeline at different levels of detail and traverse to those segments
in which he is more interested. In this paper, we propose a novel unified workflow
in which events are detected and a hierarchy of the detected events is generated
through recursive hierarchical clustering. The levels of hierarchy represent the
timeline at different granularities of time. Comprehensive experiment on Twitter
dataset demonstrates the effectiveness of our framework.

Keywords Social networking services ⋅ Event detection ⋅ Hierarchical
clustering

1 Introduction

Microblogging websites such as Twitter, Tumblr, and Weibo are repositories of
real-world events, responsible for generating rich and timely information. There
have been a number of incidents in the past which were known to be reported
almost in real time by the users of social networking platform. In order to obtain
information about ongoing events, web search engines have been used since a long
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time and work addressing webpage summarization [1] has been done in this regard.
However, in the meantime, instead of using web search engines, users are more
willing to obtain information from Twitter [2], calling for sophisticated event
detection techniques with easy and better visualizations. Kerman et al. in [3] define
an event as “a significant occurrence or large scale activity that is unusual relative to
normal patterns of behavior”. Based on the various definitions from the literature,
we conclude that an event always shows a change in a particular aspect of the state
of the world. This can be a social occurrence like a football match, a natural
phenomenon like an earthquake disaster or something intangible like a change in
opinion.

1.1 Contribution

There have been a number of recent studies on event detection on Twitter, the focus
being primarily to detect events and visually align them along a timeline. As per our
knowledge, our work is the first one that is concerned with the hierarchical visu-
alization of the detected events. This makes our work remarkably different from
previous works. The proposed approach offers following advantages:

1. A large data corpus may contain numerous events. Additionally, each event may
not be equally important as far as user’s interest is concerned. As a result, the
events when placed along a timeline may not offer the best visualization. The
hierarchical output results in progressive disclosure of information and there-
fore, does not overwhelm the user.

2. As far as a timeline of events is considered, the user does not have the freedom
to navigate segments of timeline with varying details. On the other hand, the
proposed framework takes care of this and the user could drill down the hier-
archy for only those segments of timeline in which he is interested.

The main contributions of this work are as follows:

• We propose a framework which, given a microblog posts corpus, detects events,
and produces a hierarchical visualization for the same. The levels of the hier-
archy represent the event timeline at different granularities of time.

• We propose an event detection algorithm which detects events by monitoring
two kinds of variations.

• Comprehensive experiment on Twitter dataset shows the effectiveness of the
framework.

The remaining of the paper contents is organized as follows. Section 2 intro-
duces related work. Overview of the framework is presented in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4,
experimental results are reported and discussed. Finally, we conclude our work in
Sect. 5.
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2 Related Work

The easiest way to get insight into the massive microblog data calls for the
development of sophisticated visualization techniques. One such popular technique
is to detect events and generate a timeline for the same, making the analysis task
quite easier as well as faster. Diakopoulos and Shamma in [4] have made early
efforts in this area, using timelines to explore the 2008 Presidential Debates by
Twitter sentiment.

In [5], Lin et al. have proposed a two-level solution to generate real-time story-
lines from the data of microblogs. However, their framework is query-driven con-
trast to ours which does not take any user input. A number of studies like in [6, 7] are
centered on sports events which are known to be more structured as compared to
other types of events. In [8], authors have proposed a system to generate timelines
for complex events. In their work, they have used the user-generated context
responsible for revealing interests and opinions, along with information from tra-
ditional media. Few studies [9, 10] have considered the use of rapid increases, so
called “spikes”, in the volume of status updates to detect important instance of time.

In [11], J. Christensen et al. have introduced hierarchical summarization, a
paradigm for large-scale summarization of news documents. The paradigm allows
the user to navigate a hierarchy of relatively short length summaries. Our work is
related to theirs in relation to the hierarchical clustering they have performed as the
first step of summarization.

3 Framework

As shown in Fig. 1, our framework consists of three main modules: the prepro-
cessing module, the event detection module, and the visualization module. In this
section, we shall present each of them in detail.

3.1 Preprocessing

Tweeting is but a social activity. As a result, the data generated can be unpre-
dictably noisy. In a raw tweet, words can be combined with any sort of hyphenation
and punctuation. Furthermore, abbreviations, conventional word variations, and
typos are inevitably present. To extract a bag of cleaner words, we have made use
of Twokenizer tool [12] for removing stop words and punctuations, compressing
redundant character repetitions, and removing mentions.
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3.2 Event Detection

The event detection module implements a recursive hierarchical clustering algo-
rithm. Since divisive as well as agglomerative clustering assumes a binary split at
every node [13], they are not suitable in our case. The number of splits at each node
should be according to the type of input data. For the purpose, we employ a
recursive clustering algorithm that chooses the best possible number of split points
for generating clusters at each level. Each cluster in turn corresponds to an event.

The idea is that we bin the tweets in interval size of varying lengths for different
levels of the hierarchy. The interval length at level i is greater than that at level j, for
i> j. For instance, the interval length for the first level may be 1 day, i.e., 24 h, for
the second level, the interval length may be 1 h and so on. This allows the events to
be viewed at finer granularity of time at subsequent levels of the hierarchy. To
obtain the splitting points recursively at each level, two types of variations are
monitored as discussed in subsequent section.

Variations Monitored for Clustering.

Volume-Based Variation. We employ the concept of rapid increases (or “spikes”) in
the volume of status updates, which is a common but useful technique in many of the
existing event detection systems. A spike in the tweet volume over time indicates that
something important has just happened prompting a large number of people to
comment on it. For a given cluster c, the volume-based variation volvarðcÞ is calcu-
lated as the difference in the number of tweets generated in the interval preceding the
first interval in c and the number of tweets generated in the first interval of c, as in (1)

Fig. 1 The unified workflow of event detection and visualization
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volvarðcÞ= gen Iið Þ− gen Ii− 1ð Þ, ð1Þ

where I is an interval indexed over time, such that Ij is an interval before Ij+1, and Ii
is the first interval in c. genðIiÞ is the number of tweets generated in the interval Ii.

Topical Keywords Based Variation. Given a text corpus, there exists a number of
ways to extract meaningful topical themes. To this end, we first employ the most
widely used topic model LDA [14], to extract the most relevant topic for the tweet
volume in each interval. Furthermore, to quantify the variation in topical keywords
in subsequent clusters, we make use of Hellinger distance which measures the
distance between two probability distributions of topics as in Eq. (2).

topic distance i, jð Þ= ∑
N

v=1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

βi, v
p

−
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

βj, v

q� �2
, ð2Þ

where β is the probability of the ith topic over term v, and N denotes the collective
set of terms corresponding to topics i and j. We argue that if the distance calculated
is above a certain threshold, the cluster represents an appreciable change in topic.
For a given cluster c, the topical keywords based variation keyvar cð Þ is calculated as
in (3) making use of Eq. (2)

keyvar cð Þ= topic distanceðIi, p, Ii− 1, qÞ ð3Þ

where I is an interval indexed over time, such that Ij is an interval before Ij+1, and Ii
is the first interval in c. Ii, p corresponds to the most relevant topic p in interval Ii.

We thus choose clusters C= fc1, c2, . . . , ckg as follows:

maximizeWk = α * volvar Cð Þ+ 1− αð Þ * β * keyvar Cð Þ, ð4Þ

where, volvarðCÞ= ∑c∈C volvarðcÞ using (1), keyvar Cð Þ= ∑c∈C keyvarðcÞ using (3),
α∈ ½0, 1� is a constant, and β>1 is a constant depending upon the dataset. The
constant β is used to make the weight of keyvar comparable to that of volvar , since
the two factors in the second part of Eq. (4) are both less than 1.

To determine the appropriate number, k which denotes the number of clusters for
each level, we make use of the gap statistic in [15]. Specifically, the algorithm will
cluster with varying values of k and return that value that maximizes the gap
statistic

Gapn =E*
n logðWkÞf g− logðWkÞ, ð5Þ

where Wk is the score of the cluster set computed with Eq. (4), and E*
n is the

expectation value under a sample of size n from a reference distribution.
Ideally, the number of tweets in each cluster decides the maximum depth of the

hierarchy. For the computational implementation of the reference distribution, we
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generate each reference feature uniformly over the range if the observed values for
that feature.

3.3 Visualization

The levels of hierarchy represent the events at different granularities of time. For
instance, for a data corpus spanning across 1 year, the top level of the events may
represent events on a monthly basis, the second level representing events on a
weekly basis, the subsequent level on daily basis and so on. As per the interest of
the user, he can navigate to the particular segment of the timeline with finer detail
by drilling down the hierarchy.

At each level, every event contains following set of fields associated with it: The
starting timestamp of the event, the ending timestamp of the event, the duration of
the event, and top-k tweets describing the event. We employ a tweet ranking
method based on matching topical keywords and the tweets to select the best
representative tweets.

4 Experimental Results

To test the performance of the framework proposed in Sect. 3, we tested it on
Twitter dataset focused on a popular real-world event. We first present the dataset
and describe the process of creating the ground truth. Then, we present the per-
formance of methods, comparing between different implementations.

4.1 Evaluation Methodology

Data collection and extraction of ground truth. We extracted Twitter data
making use of the public streaming API of Twitter for the major event that occurred
on March 29, 2016: Egyptair MS181 flight incident. The dataset contained 514,902
English language tweets. Clearly, there is no standard way to detect the nature and
number of events in the corpus. As a result, we relied on mainstream media reports
to identify significant events that unfolded during the course. We identify a ground
truth topic based on the time in which that topic emerged in mainstream news.

Comparison of output with ground truth. For comparison, we consider the
events detected at the last level of the three-level hierarchy. The interval length at
the first, second and third level were 5 h, 1 h, and 5 min, respectively. The auto-
matically detected events are compared to the ground truth using two metrics:
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Ground Truth Topic Recall (GTT Recall). Percentage of ground truth topics
successfully detected.

Ground Truth Topic Precision (GTT Precision). Percentage of correctly detected
ground truth topics out of the total number of ground truth topics in the time slot
under consideration.

4.2 Parameter Tuning

The parameter under consideration is α in Eq. (4). We report three results based on
the value of α.

• Value of α when set to 0, considers only Topical Keyword based Variation
(TKV).

• Value of α when set to 1, considers only Volume-based Variation (VV).
• Value of α when set to 0.5 gives equal weight to both the variations

(TKV + VV).

4.3 Results and Discussions

Table 1 shows the precision and recall values for the events at the last level of the
three-level hierarchy.

As shown in Table 1, the precision and recall values for both TKV and VV are
comparable. This shows that variation of topical keywords and variation in volume
when monitored individually detect almost equal number of events correctly.
Furthermore, both the variations when monitored collectively and given equal
weight give best result. The volume-based variation correctly captures the social
nature of tweeting in response to an event and the topical keywords based variation
correctly captures the drift from one event to another. Since the events at higher
level are connected to one or more events at the lower level in the hierarchy, we
argue that the precision and recall values of the events at higher levels (level 1 and
2) is greater than or at least equal to that reported for the last level.

Table 1 Results Method GTT recall (%) GTT precision (%)

TKV 66.66 40
VV 70.59 41.67
TKV + VV 100 60
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5 Conclusion

Owing to the immense popularity of Twitter in recent years, the need for sophis-
ticated techniques for making use of the rich information generated is but necessary.
In the paper, we have proposed a unified workflow which detects events in a given
Twitter posts corpus and produces a hierarchical visualization for the detected
events. This makes our work considerably different from existing work which
primarily focuses on producing a flat timeline. The hierarchical output represents
the event timeline at varying granularities of time and thus results in progressive
disclosure of information. Furthermore, the framework was tested on Twitter
dataset corresponding to a popular event and the result is reported for three different
methods. The framework proposed is however limited to static datasets. Future
work includes the adaptation of the framework to twitter stream and comprehensive
experimentation on larger datasets.
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Audio Steganography Techniques:
A Survey

Shilpi Mishra, Virendra Kumar Yadav, Munesh Chandra Trivedi
and Tarun Shrimali

Abstract Today’s web group the protected information exchange is limited
because of its assault on information correspondence. Security of information can
be accomplished by executing steganography strategies. The greater part of the
current steganographic strategies utilize the computerized sight and sound docu-
ments as a spread mediums to hide mystery information. There are more potential
outcomes to conceal huge measure of information inside advanced sound docu-
ment. Signals and computerized sound documents make suitable mediums for
steganography due to its abnormal state of excess and high information transmis-
sion rate. In this paper a study have done on overall standards of concealing
mystery facts in sound document utilizing sound information concealing systems,
and convey an outline of present strategies and capacities furthermore talk about the
favorable circumstances and disservices of diverse sorts of audio steganography
method.

Keywords Steganography ⋅ Human auditory system ⋅ LSB ⋅ Parity coding ⋅
Echo hiding
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1 Introduction

Steganography is basically made from two Latin words steganos and grapter.
Steganos means covered and grapter means writing. The objective of steganography
is to conceal the content by introduced messages in articles, for example, advanced
pictures, audio, video, or content files [1, 2]. The other range of steganography is a
copyright checking where the message is embedded to copyright over a record.
Steganography and watermarking portray routines to insert data straightforwardly
into a bearer signal. Data stowing away in sound signs is increasing boundless
significance for secure correspondence of data, for example, clandestine front line
and managing an account exchanges by means of open sound approach.
Steganography and cryptography are nearly related only the difference in their
objectives. Both are used for security purpose but with different approach or
implementation. Steganography shifts from cryptography as in wherein cryptog-
raphy specializes on preserving the substance of an information secret.

2 Audio Steganography

Audio steganography is a method for hiding facts interior an audio signal. Present
audio steganography software program can embed message in Wav, Au, and maybe
Mp3 sound data. Embedding hidden message in analog sound is generally a more
challenging manner then embedding message in different data together with virtual
photographs. It is important to get routines that limit access to those sound docu-
ments furthermore for its security. Generally information is inserted in audio
records with the end goal of copyright insurance or for confirmation of comput-
erized media. In a PC-based audio Steganography framework, hidden messages are
set up in automatic sound. In Audio Steganography, the shortcoming of the HAS is
utilized to conceal data inside the sound.

2.1 Characteristics

A viable audio steganographic plan ought to going with the taking after three
attributes.

Inaudibility of distortion (Perceptual Transparency): It assesses the percep-
tible contortion because of sign changes like message implanting or assaulting. The
information concealing plan needs to embed extra information without influencing
the intuitive nature of the host sound sign.

Robustness: It gauges the capacity of the inserted information opposed to
purposeful and inadvertent assaults. Inadvertent assaults for the most part incor-
porate normal information controls, for example, re-inspecting, re-quantization and
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so forth. Purposeful assaults incorporate expansion of commotion, resizing,
rescaling, and so on.

Data Rate (Capacity): It alludes to the measure of data that an information
concealing plan can effectively implant without presenting perceptual mutilation.
As it were the sample rate of the information is the quantity of the installed sample
inside a unit of time and is generally given in sample every second (bps).

3 Techniques of Data Hiding in Audio

There are a few strategies that are accessible for audio steganography. Further a
concise presentation on a percentage of the techniques is explained.

3.1 Spatial Domain Technique

Spatial domain technique is additionally called temporal domain technique and
substitution technique. In spatial area strategy, the concealed information is
shrouded specifically into host record in which the steganography method is basic
and simple to implement.

LSB coding: LSB hiding is an easy and quick procedure for inserting data in a
sound sign [3]. In LSB approach LSB of binary series of every illustration of digital
audio data is interchanged with binary equivalent of secret data [4]. The limit is
stand out bit every sample of the spread sound which could be less for some
applications. In LSB code, the perfect information transmission rate is 1 kbps in line
with 1 kHz. In a few executions of LSB code, on the other hand, the two least
significant bits of a series are supplanted with two data bits. This will increase the
quantity of information that may be encoded however conjointly will increase the
quantity of ensuing noise within the audio file additionally. A more modern
methodology is to utilize a pseudorandom amount generator to extend the infor-
mation over the sound document in an arbitrary way. One prevalent methodology is
to utilize the random temporary strategy, in which a secret key controlled by the
sender is utilized as a concept as a part of a pseudorandom amount generator to
make an irregular succession of test lists. This approach is two deprivation con-
nected with the utilization of systems like LSB coding. The human ear is excep-
tionally delicate and can frequently distinguish even the scarcest bit of commotion
brought into a sound document, second deprivation on the other hand is that this is
not strong. In the event that a sound record installed with a mystery message
utilizing either LSB coding was resample, the implanted data would be lost.

Parity coding: The signal is separated into gathering of specific pattern or test
known as pattern location and this sample region every bit encoded from the
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concealed message in a pattern location parity bit. In the event that the equality bit
of a choose area does not coordinate, the mystery bit to be encoded procedure flips
the LSB of one of the samples inside the location. So the sender has to a greater
extent a decision in encoding the secret bit.

Advantage: The sender has even more a decision in encoding the mystery bit and
the sign can be modified in a more subtle way.

Limitation: This technique like LSB code is not strong in quality. The limit
remains the same as that of LSB strategy.

Echo Hiding: This technique acquaints a shorten echo with the host signal and
afterward inserts information in it. Three operation of echo signal are controlled for
concealing information: Initial Amplitude, the offset (delay), the decay rate. Echo
hiding strategy inserts information inside mask audio sign by presenting an echo
(Figs. 1 and 2).

The offset is varied to symbolize the binary message to be encoded. One setoff
value represents a binary one, and a second setoff value represents a binary zero [4].
If only one echo changed into made from the original sign, simplest one little bit of

Fig. 1 LSB coding
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data can be encoded. Consequently, the authentic sign is damaged down into blocks
before the encoding approach begins and as soon as the encoding way is finished,
the blocks are connected once more collectively to create the final sign [5].
Amplitude and decay rate can be set to esteem which are under capable of being
heard threshold of human ear (Fig. 3).

Strength: It takes into account a high information transmission rate and gives
unrivaled strength.

Limitations: It gives low security and embedding rate.

Fig. 2 Parity coding

Fig. 3 Echo hiding
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3.2 Transform Domain Technique

Those approaches conceal records along inside the recurrence allocation of the
provider signal. HAS has numerous tendencies which may be taken advantage of
by means of the use of various method of transform domain to cover statistics.
The HAS device has convinced peculiarities that must be taken advantage for
hiding information effectively. The “overlaying effect” peculiar masks weaker
frequencies near stronger resonant ones [6]. To reap the inaudibility, those tech-
niques make the most the frequency covering effect of the HAS at once by way of
explicitly modifying only masked areas or in a roundabout way by changing
slightly the audio indicators samples.

Spread Spectrum: Spread spectrum approach is specifically used for correctly
improving the signal pass away the loud channel. In spread spectrum method the
concealed facts is sent over a frequency area of audio signal. Spread spectrum is a
concept superior in information communications to make sure a right restoration of
a sign dispatched over a noisy channel through producing redundant copies of the
statistics signal. This approach produce redundant copies of facts signal. Two
models of spread spectrum may be used in audio sign—the direct collection and
frequency hopping collection. In DSSS, the secret data is unfold out with the useful
resource of a steady known as the chip charge and then modulated with the
pseudorandom sign and interleaved with the cover signal. In frequency hopping
spread spectrum, the audio file’s frequency spectrum is modified in order that it
hops rapidly among frequencies [7].

Phase Coding: In Phase coding accomplishment, the statistics that HAS cannot
perceive the exchange in segment that without issues so it could understand the
noise of the sign. It is develop completely in light of the way that part segment of
sound are not as recognizable to human ear as clatter is by all accounts. This
approach conceals the name of the secret data as segment alteration inside the
spectrum of a virtual sign.

Method of segment code is clarified below:

1. The sound sign is separated into numerous littler portions whose period is
equivalent to the size of thriller message.

2. Discrete Fourier remodel is carried out to every section. As a stop end result, a
matrix of phase and Fourier transform significance are framed.

3. Section variations among adjoining portions are figured.
4. Relative section variations among adjoining fragment cannot be changed.

However we will exchange absolutely the stages of the section. Subsequently,
mystery data can be embedded within the first segment of the sign section.

5. New fragment matrix is made having segment of first section and particular
phase variation (Fig. 4).

Discrete Wavelet Transform: Latest, the audio steganography is construct
absolutely in light of discrete wavelet transform (DWT). Information embedded is
carried out inside the LSB of the wavelet coordinate produce excessive potential of
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200 kbps in 44.1 kHz audio sign. Wavelet generally provide to small-scales stream.
This approach is used to cover statistics in remodel belonging of the audio sign.
Fourier remodel is used for evaluate additives of table certain characteristic. A static
sign may be portrayed at the time that sign with no alteration in the view of the sign.
We are able to express, Fourier remodel [8] is the effective device for coping with
sign which might be composed of some sine or cosine indicators or mixture of the
two signals.

Tone Insertion: Tone insertion systems based upon the incoherence of lower
energy tones inside the proximity of considerably higher ones. Tone insertion
technique can oppose assaults which includes low-bypass filtering and bit trunca-
tion. Tone insertion approach has low embedding potential. Additionally, the
installed information can be effortlessly extracted following embedded tones are
anything but difficult to distinguish.

Amplitude Coding: The HAS features based upon the recurrence values as it’s
far more perceptive to mass segment. Subsequent this assumption, authors in [8]
advise a steganographic set of rules that embeds large-potential data within the
value speech spectrum although making sure the hidden-statistics protection and
controlling the bias of the covering area. The concealed data (payload) may have
being of any kind together with: encoded facts, compressed records, corporations of
facts (LPC, MP3, AMR, CELP, specification of speech reputation, and lot of
others). The proposed set of rules is depends on finding at ease spectral
embed-range in a wideband significance speech spectrum the use of a recurrence
masks represent at 13 dB beneath the specific sign spectrum.

3.3 Compressed Domain Technique

In compressed area, forms of techniques are superior. In this domain, cover records
or mystery statistics is compressed the usage of one of a kind compression
strategies to extend steganography techniques and bring high ability and com-
pression ratio.

Fig. 4 Phase coding
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Vector Quantization: Vector Quantization (VQ) is one method that is used to
cover mystery records in compressed cover document.

Fractal Compression: Fractal Compression (FC) is other method that com-
presses the name of the sport statistics before hidden in cover record. Those are the
maximum commonplace compression techniques which are used.

3.4 Coded Domain Technique

At the same time as thinking about records hiding for real period conversation,
voice encoders which encompass: AMR, ACELP, and SILK at their specific
encoding charge are employed. Even as passing through one of the encoders, the
pass on audio sign is coded in step with the encoder rate then decomposed on the
decoder end. The two codec area method may be dignified as in-encoder and
post-encoder.

In-encoder: This method uses sub-band amplitude modulation on the manner to
conceal statistics in various speech and audio. Facts embedding is executed the use
of a LPC vocoder. Pitch detection is accomplished the use of an autocorrelation
strategy which is utilized to area discourse into voiced/voiceless. The sign is viewed
as the utilization of the unmodified LPC filter through coordinate. The procedure
gives a solid concealing rate of 2 kbps [9]. This methodology installs records inside
the LSB of the Fourier redesign in the forecast lingering of the host sound sign.

Post-encoder: This method utilizes ACELP codec to be able to insert records
inside the bitstream of spread facts. Information inside the bitstream of an ACELP
code which helps the evaluation-via-compound codebook search. Experiences for
this circumstance is addressed through given way combined code which codes each
sample with a charge between −127 and 127 which merges −0 and +0.

4 Conclusion

Audio steganography techniques deal with problems associated with the want to
comfort and keep the integrity of statistics hidden in voice technology especially.
From our segment of perspective, the variety and full-size form of present audio
steganography strategies make bigger software opportunities. The gain on the use
of one technique over each other one is predicated upon at the software limitations
being used and its necessity for masking ability, embedded facts protection
diploma, and encountered assaults resistance. Future work can be developing some
robust and reliable algorithm which can withstand with steganalysis.
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Role of Clustering in Crime Detection:
Application of Fuzzy K-means

Nidhi Tomar and Amit Kumar Manjhvar

Abstract The rising rate of crime has devastated everything seriously. The reason
of working on crime dataset is to make a better system, which can make people
more aware about the increasing type of crime and crime rate in various fields. The
proposed paper works on the detection of crime count and the factors that decide
the increasing nature of crime in a better way. Utilization of fuzzy k-means has lead
to a better technology that detects the crime rate in a better and effective way. The
termination measure is an important factor to define the clusters that are formed
over the years. They help in easy detection whether the crime is increasing over the
years or not. The dataset from the Indian government’s website is taken and been
processed so that the results that are calculated can be as correct and near to reality
as possible.

Keywords Data mining ⋅ Crime detection ⋅ Fuzzy ⋅ K-means ⋅ Clustering ⋅
Termination measure

1 Introduction

Crime is a very serious problem in the world. Malefaction is a crime against the
society that is often prosecuted and realizable by the law [1]. Criminals commit
crime at the place anywhere in type. Traditionally solving crime has been the
privilege of the crime equity and law enforcement specialists. With the incre-
menting utilization of the computerized system to track crime, computer data
analysis has commented availing the law enforcement [2]. Many challenges are
increasing encountered by decision-makers in the law enforcement department in
detecting, identifying the public crime or and tracing or tracking the social crime or
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actions according to their timeline is becoming a tedious task [3]. The Process of
information divided into similar object groups known as clusters. Object consist
that are similar to one another and exceptional to objects of other collection is called
clustering in this implementing work we differentiate a cluster through a c-means
clustering methods using the concept of fuzzy [4].

1.1 Fuzzy K-means Approach

It is the type of clustering algorithms, it is the procedure of partitioning the points of
data into the clusters like k and S1 (l = 1, 2,…, k) and clusters Sl are related to
representatives (cluster center) Cl. The relationship between a cluster and data
points belong to a fuzzy [5]. That is, a membership is ui,j ∈ [0, 1] is used to show
the degree is belong to data point Xi and cluster center Cj. Denote data points set as
S = {Xi}. Fuzzy K-means method is based on minimizing following distortion:

Clustering methods Fuzzy k-means is used for division of points of records into
the k clusters Sl (l = 1, 2,….,k) and clusters Sl are related with a representative
(cluster center) Cl. The correlation between a data point and cluster representative is
fuzzy [6]. That is a membership uij ∈ [0,1] is used to show the degree which is
belongings of data point Xi and cluster center Cj—Denote the set of data points as
S = {Xi}. This algorithm of Fuzzy k-means is based on the minimizing the fol-
lowing distortion:

J = ∑
k

j=1
∑
N

i=1
umi, jdij ð1Þ

With respect to the memberships uij and cluster representatives Cj, where N is
various data points; m is the fuzzifier parameter; k is numerous clusters; and dij is
squared Euclidean distance between data points Xi and also representative of cluster
Cj. It is noted that uij should satisfy the following constraint:

∑
k

j=1
ui, j =1, for i=1 to N. ð2Þ

1.2 Working Steps of Fuzzy K-Means

(1) Input is a set of initial cluster centers SC0 = {Cj(0)} and the value of is set
P = 1.

(2) Set of cluster centers SCp, are given compute dij for i = 1 to N and j = 1 to K.
Update memberships value ui,j by the following equation:
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ui, j = dij
� �1

m− 1 ∑
k

l=1

1
dil

� �1
m− 1

 !− 1

ð3Þ

If dij > ȵ, set uij = 1, where n is a small positive number.

(3) Calculate center of all clusters applying Eq. (4). To find a new cluster set
representatives SCp+1.

Cj Pð Þ=
∑
N

i=1
umij Xi

∑
N

i=1
umij

ð4Þ

(4) If || Cj (p)−Cj(p−1)|| > and for j = 1 to K, stop, where ε > 0 is a very small
positive number. Otherwise, set P + 1 → P and go to step 2.

The computational complexity of FKM in the form of phase 2 and 3. Though,
the computational complexity of phase 3 is much less than that of phase 2. For that
cause, this complexity, in various distance calculations terms, of FKM is O (Nkt),
where t is the amount of iterations [7].

2 Literature Survey

Wang Shunye et al. [8] Stimulated with the random determination problem of initial
centroid and similarity measures, the researcher presented a make novel k-means
methods of clustering dissimilarity based. The algorithm which proposed gives
enhanced accuracy rates and results. Pallavi Purohit and Ritesh Joshi et al. [9]
proposed an enhanced approach designed for original K-means algorithm due to its
certain limitations. The main reason of this method is poor performance in the
initial centroid random selection. The proposed algorithm deals with this problem
and improves the performance and cluster quality of original k-means methods. It
first finds out the closest data point by calculating Euclidian distance between each
data point and then these points are deleted from population. Juntao Wang and Xiao
log [10] discussed about an improved version of k-means clustering algorithm to
deal with the problem of outlier detection of existing k-means algorithm. The
proposed algorithm usages noise information filter to the deal with this issue [11].
Density based outlier detection method is applied to the data to be clustered so as to
remove the outliers [12]. The motive of this method is that the outliers may not be
engaged in computation of initial cluster centers.
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3 Proposed Work

The proposed work show that the number of clusters formed in the graph displays
the crime count yearwise in all the cities. The proposed algorithm is applied fuzzy
k-means of the crime data which leads to cluster formation in a better way. The crime
detection being an important aspect needs to be taken seriously. The main motive of
providing this proposed is to highlight the use of clustering technique on real-world
based dataset which is based on crime. The database contains crime type, location,
city, crime id and few more columns. The database seems like this: (Fig. 1).

A flowchart representation has been shown below here for the proposed work (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1 Crime dataset

For 100 iterations

Crime Database

Apply fuzzy k-means algorithm

Finding the necessary cluster

Construct cluster and intialzepraposed algorithm

Start

End

Fig. 2 Flowchart of
proposed algorithm
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Proposed Algorithm Pseudocode:

Pseudo_ Yf_FKMC1_InitV(c, p)
Generate initial cluster centers for FKM clustering using formula:
V = rand(c, p)
Pseudo_Yf_FKMC1_Step(X, V, c, m)

1. Initialize n = size (X, 1)
p = size (X, 2), where, X is the input data of the crime

2. Distance calculation using Euclidean distance formula
dist = Yf_EuDistArrayOfVectors1 (V, X)

3. Now calculating the new membership degrees using a variable temp.
tmp = dist.^(−2/(m−1))
U = tmp./(ones(c, 1)*sum(tmp))

4. Check constraint by checking
tmp = ((sum (U)−ones (1, n)) > 0.0001)

5. Update V, mf, and E
mf = U.^m % MF matrix after exponential modification
V = mf * X./((ones(p, 1) * sum(mf′))′) % new center
E = norm (V−V_old, 1)

6. End.

4 Result Analysis

The results show various factors and results:

1. Cluster formation in the base: these are the crime counts on an overall basis. The
x-axis shows the year and y-axis shows the total number of crimes (Fig. 3).

2. Termination measure: this can be defined as the value of the termination mea-
sure that goes along with the number of iterations. The value denotes the
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termination of the proposed algorithm. The termination value is set initially and
the algorithm is terminated when its value reaches a very less point. The ter-
mination value taken in proposed algorithm is 1.0e + 03* (Figs. 3 and 4).

3. Membership function: membership function is used in fuzzy as the degree of
truth and evaluation of extension of the outcomes. The figure shows the
membership values for both base and proposed respectively. From the figure it
can be derived as the fact that membership value for proposed is better than
previous values (Fig. 5).

4. Cluster formation: Number of clusters defined = 2. The clusters formed are
shown in the Fig. 6.

Fig. 3 Crime count yearwise

Fig. 4 Termination measure
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Fig. 5 Membership function

Fig. 6 Clustered feature vectors
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4.1 Results of FKMC

The results are generated in iterative manner which are shown below in tabular
form:

Iteration Termination measure value

1 81.444251
2 85.274352
3 67.243550
4 33.692983
5 14.442164
6 5.292763
7 1.842184
8 0.629867

4.2 Comparison Results

Fig. 7 Termination measure
value graph
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5 Conclusion

Crime detection plays a vital role in our lives for the reason that of the increasing
rate of the crime happening in every area of the country. The crime is also of
various types which has made it complex further. The government is not able to
find a proper way out towards the removal of the crime and have better control over
it. The proposed works above is a step ahead in this field. A further work needs also
to be done so as to detect the category of crime, crime count, citywise distribution,
increasing rate, etc. The various factors which affect crime rate are discussed.
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Implementation of Modified K-means
Approach for Privacy Preserving
in Data Mining

Shifa Khan and Deepak Dembla

Abstract Recent concerns regarding privacy breach issues have motivated the
development of data mining methods, which preserve the privacy of individual data
item. A cluster is gathering of information in such a way that the objects with
similar properties are grouped into similar clusters and objects with dissimilar
properties are placed into different clusters. The K-Means clustering algorithm is a
broadly utilized plan to solve the clustering problem. In this paper, a comparative
study of three clustering algorithms—K-means, Hierarchical and Cobweb across
two different datasets is being performed. To form Clusters WEKA API has been
used. The comparison is made with the variant of standard K-means technique that
is Modified K-means technique. The Modified K-means technique has been
developed to give better results as compared to existing K-means, Hierarchical and
Cobweb techniques. This work also includes encryption and decryption of the
formed clusters using AES algorithm to provide privacy to the data while trans-
ferring over networks. Experimental result proves that the performance of Modified
K-means algorithm is better as compared to the existing K-Means and better than
the hierarchical and Cobweb when tested on two datasets. K-Means and Hierar-
chical clustering is forming less number of clusters. In contrast, Cobweb is forming
many clusters, which create memory issues. Therefore, Modified K-means forms an
appropriate number of clusters in an organized manner and also takes minimum
amount of time.

Keywords K-means ⋅ Clustering ⋅ AES ⋅ File splitting ⋅ File joining
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1 Introduction

Privacy Preserving Clustering [1, 2] is a technique used to apply privacy to the
formed clusters in order to provide surety to the data owners that their data is being
transferred securely to the other end. The main aim of privacy preserving is to
protect object values that are used for clustering analysis and to achieve this, each
data object needs to be protected.

The goal is to transform D into D’, i.e., transferring D dataset into D’ dataset by
applying some pattern P to the dataset to achieve privacy. Clustering [3] is a
procedure of collecting information objects into incoherent clusters so that the
information in the same cluster is comparative, yet having a place with various
cluster contrast. A cluster is a gathering of information in a way that the objects
with similar properties are grouped into similar clusters and objects with dissimilar
properties are placed into different clusters.

K-means [4] is the most famous dividing technique for clustering. It is an
unsupervised, non-deterministic, numerical, iterative technique for clustering. In
K-means every cluster is identified by the mean estimation of attributes in the
cluster. K-means is widely used because of its simplicity and the ability to give
quick result [5, 6].

Algorithm for K-means:

(1) The first step demands to choose k data item from D database.
(2) In the second step it arranges the k data items into more groups on the basis of

centroid value.
(3) Now, place these data items into clusters where similar values are placed in

same cluster and different values are placed in different clusters.
(4) In the next step, calculate the mean value of the each data items for each cluster

and update the mean value.
(5) Continue this process until there is no change in the cluster.
(6) Gives output in the form of clusters [7].

In Hierarchical Clustering [8] data objects are split into clusters and thus forming
a hierarchy of clusters. Hierarchy of clusters is known as Dendrogram because it
forms a tree of clusters. The Cobweb forms a tree structure in which each node is
representing its concept, which in return represents a set of objects.

2 Related Work

Lavi Tyagi and Munesh Chandra Trivedi [9] have compared two algorithms—
modified K-means algorithm and improved K-means algorithm. They proposed a
new algorithm formed out of these two and named as Hybrid K-means algorithm.
The modified K-means is used to solve the problem of empty cluster formation. The
improved K-means is used to reduce the Euclidean distance between the data
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objects. Therefore, using these two techniques a new technique has been introduced
to have a color image clustering and to get the refined clusters.

Jain et al. [3] have presented a data clustering techniques in broad manner. They
have focused on important clustering applications such as image segmentation,
object recognition, and information retrieval. An overview of pattern clustering
methods has been shown in the paper with the goal of providing useful information
or references to the broad community of clustering users.

Yu et al. [10] showed that the K-means clustering algorithm is generally utilized
plan to take care of the grouping issue which characterizes a given arrangement of n
information focuses in m-dimensional space into k bunches. In this paper, they have
applied the idea of parallel computing to comprehend the protection safeguarding
multi-party K-means grouping issue.

Turaga et al. [11], analysed under what conditions compression methodologies
can held the result of cluster operations. They concentrated on the well-known
K-means grouping algorithm and exhibit how a legitimately built compression
technique is used for maintaining the global cluster structure. Their analytical
derivations showed that a 1-bit moment preserving quantizer per group is adequate
to hold the original data cluster.

Li et al. [12] presented a technique that permits the information proprietor to
scramble its information with a homomorphic encryption plan and the adminis-
tration supplier to perform K-means bunching specifically over the encoded
information. They proposed a methodology that empowers the administration
supplier to contrast encoded separations and the trapdoor data ace vided by the
information proprietor.

Erkin et al. [13] introduced a variant of K-means clustering which comprises of
two operators one is server and the other is multiple user where users are grouped
into K-clusters. The server is not allowed to learn the individual data and the users
are unaware of cluster centers. Implementation of this clustering method with
movie lens data set gives promising running time results even on the modest
hardware programs and has a reliable accuracy of the system.

3 Proposed Solution

In the proposed concept, clustering-based security framework has been imple-
mented. The activity of clustering task is carried out in the following steps:

• Pattern Selection: Pattern Selection refers to the selection of appropriate pattern
from the available number of patterns.

• Pattern Definition: It defines the properties of individual pattern. For example,
In K-means, Euclidean distance is used to find dissimilarity between two
patterns.
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• Grouping: It means clustering, making clusters in a way that similar data
objects are placed in same cluster and dissimilar data objects are placed in
different cluster.

• Information Abstraction: In this section extract the useful information
according to the requirement using the above formed clusters.

Therefore, to carry out the above process a new approach has been introduced
named as Modified K-means approach. It is based on the alphanumeric data and
number of clusters. In this the performance of the algorithm is evaluated on the basis
of the number of clusters and time parameters to compare the proposed work with
the existing work. On the basis of number of clusters, two tasks were performed.

• Splitting the file: It allows the sender to split the information into clusters in
such a way that it simultaneously encrypts the file using AES encryption
technique.

• Joining the file: It allows the receiver to join the files to get the original data
using the same technique.

K-means is used as the base algorithm to make the comparison with the modified
algorithm. The proposed work also makes the comparison of two more algorithms,
i.e., Hierarchical and Cobweb. For each algorithm comparison is made on the basis
of same number of clusters and time parameters.

3.1 Algorithm for Modified K-means

Step 1: Read the Excel .csv file containing the Sample data.
Step 2: Select the base file which becomes the basis for clustering.
Step 3: Select the alphanumeric field from the drop down and save it as .csv form.
Step 4: Obtain the clusters for each algorithm.

Fig. 1 Clustering process
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Step 5: Split the base file on the basis of the clusters and encrypt the file using AES
algorithm and the private key concept.

Step 6: Resultant encrypted files are then transferred to receiver.
Step 7: Receiver decrypts the file using the same private key and obtain the

original file.

4 Experimental Setup

In order to verify and specify the utility of the proposed concept, two dataset files
have been taken. The first file contains around 1100 records and the second file
consists of 800 records. The Whole framework has been designed in Visual Studio
2010 and tested the data using the GUI created using the VS2010. WEKA API has
been used for calling other clustering algorithms.

In Fig. 1, base file is browsed to form clusters then choose the alphanumeric
column from the drop down and click on the Save CSV button to form the CSV file.
After this, click on the K-means, Hierarchical, Cob Web and Modified K-means
button one by one to get the desired clusters. In Fig. 2, the first task to be performed
is to enter the private key in order to secure the data. Now click on the Split Files
Simple K-means button to split the files into clusters and in encrypted form. In
Fig. 3, the first task is to enter the key which was previously entered at the sender
side to access the records. Next, click on Join Files Simple K-means button to get
the original file from the encrypted clusters.

Fig. 2 Form for splitting the files on the basis of clusters
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5 Results and Analysis

According to the results, it is clear that the proposed algorithm results in the decent
number of clusters, which are well enough for the security and handling purpose.
The comparison of results is shown in the following two tables for the two datasets:
(Tables 1 and 2).

The comparison of four algorithms is shown in the tables. Modified K-means is
the proposed algorithm. The concept behind is to provide better organized clusters
in order to use data in an efficient manner. In modified K-means, 21 clusters
(Dataset 1) are formed but in existing K-means only 2 cluster (Dataset 1) are

Fig. 3 Form for creating the clusters using various clustering algorithms

Table 1 Comparison table for dataset 1

Parameters K-Means Hierarchical Cobweb Mod.
K-Means

Number of clusters 2 2 334 21
Time taken for encryption + splitting
in milliseconds

61 59 12321 570

Time taken for decryption + joining
in milliseconds

59 57 15167 567
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formed. In modified K-means clusters are formed on the basis of alphabetically
order thus giving much better result as compared to existing K-means which is
forming 2 clusters in some random order. Hierarchical clustering is giving hierarchy
of clusters but not in an organized manner. Cobweb is forming too many clusters
which create memory issues. Therefore, Modified K-means is better as compared to
the K-means, Hierarchical, Cobweb and Modified K-means algorithm because it is
giving appropriate number of clusters in a well-organized form.

5.1 Graphs

The above graphs show the graphical representation of all compared parameters,
i.e.: Number of clusters, Encryption time (time taken for splitting), Decryption time
(time taken for joining). In Fig. 4, graphs according to the number of clusters are
formed. There are two clusters formed for the K-Means and Hierarchical clustering.
For Cobweb 334 clusters are formed which consumes a lot of memory. Lastly in
case of modified K-Means only 21 clusters are formed in an organized manner.

Table 2 Comparison table for dataset 2

Parameters K-Means Hierarchical Cobweb Mod.
K-Means

Number of clusters 2 2 397 20
Time taken for encryption + splitting
in milliseconds

68 58 17077 546

Time taken for decryption + joining
in milliseconds

71 63 18296 547

Fig. 4 Form for joining the files on the basis of clusters
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In Fig. 5 same comparison is made on the basis of dataset 2. In Fig. 6, comparison
is made on the basis of number of clusters, encryption time and decryption time
(Figs. 7 and 8).

Fig. 5 Graph for overall comparison between clustering algorithms for dataset 1

Fig. 6 Graph according to number of clusters for dataset 1
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The Modified K-means algorithm gives appropriate result as compared to the
other three algorithms. The Proposed algorithm forms desired number of clusters to
give good efficiency to the users. This algorithm is also performing well when
measured on the basis of time parameters as compared to the other algorithms.

Fig. 7 Graph for overall comparison between clustering algorithms for dataset 2

Fig. 8 Graph according to number of clusters for dataset 2
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6 Conclusion

The proposed algorithm is useful in solving security issues. The result indicates that
the proposed algorithm is efficient and better as compared to standard K-means,
Hierarchical and Cobweb algorithms. The proposed algorithm form clusters of
dataset in an alphabetical order according to their properties and at the same time
encrypt the clusters to provide privacy to the owner’s data. Therefore, the proposed
algorithm gives a fast and an organized result, which is better as compared to
existing K-means.
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Cross-Lingual Information Retrieval:
A Dictionary-Based Query Translation
Approach

Vijay Kumar Sharma and Namita Mittal

Abstract The rapidly increasing demographics of the Internet population and the
abundance of multilingual content on the web increased the communication in
multiple languages. Most of the people use their regional languages to express their
need and the language diversity becomes a great barrier. Cross-Lingual Information
Retrieval (CLIR) provides a solution for that language barrier which allows a user
to ask a query in the native language and get the relevant documents in the different
language. In this paper we build a dictionary-based query translation system.
Queries are tokenized and multi-words query terms are created using N-gram
technique. Out of vocabulary (OOV) terms are transliterated using the proposed
OOVTTM technique. Target documents are retrieved using vector space retrieval
model. Experiment results represent that the proposed approach achieves better
results.

Keywords Dictionary-based query translation ⋅ OOVTTM transliteration
mining ⋅ CLIR

1 Introduction

Information Retrieval (IR) is a reasoning process that is used for storing, searching
and retrieving the relevant information from a set of documents [1]. Global Internet
Usage statistics shows that number of web access by the non-English users is
tremendously increased. But, all of them are not able to express their query in
English.1 So information retrieval tasks are not restricted to only monolingual but
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also multilingual. The classical IR normally regards the documents and sentences in
other languages as unwanted “noise” [2]. The needs for handling multiple lan-
guages introduce a new area of IR that is CLIR. CLIR deals with user queries in one
language and target documents in different languages. A CLIR approach includes a
translation approach followed by monolingual information retrieval. There are two
types of translation approaches, namely query translation and documents transla-
tion. A lot of computation time and space is elapsed in document translation
approach so query translation approach is preferred [3]. Three query translation
approaches are discussed in the State-of-art CLIR, i.e. Dictionary-Based Transla-
tion (DT), Corpus-Based Translation (CT) andMachine Translation (MT). MT and
CT approaches need a parallel corpus, which is not available for resource-poor
languages like Hindi. It is very cumbersome to create such kind of parallel corpus
so DT approach is preferred for fast computation [3, 1, 4, 5].

Source language queries are tokenized and multi-word terms are created. These
query terms are searched in a bilingual dictionary and replaced by corresponding
translated terms. The terms, which are not found in dictionary, are called OOV
terms. OOV terms are transliterated by the proposed Sub OOVTTM Technique.
Vector space retrieval model is used for target document retrieval. Related work is
discussed in Sect. 2. Proposed approach is discussed in Sect. 3. Experiment results
and discussion are presented in Sect. 4.

2 Related Work

Pingali et al. [6, 7] were experimented with Hindi and Tamil to English language.
They used Bilingual dictionary for query translation. OOV terms were transliterated
using probabilistic algorithm. Target documents were retrieved using extended
Boolean model and Vector based ranking model. Makin et al. [8] were experi-
mented with Hindi document collection. They were concluded that bilingual dic-
tionary with cognate matching and transliteration achieved better performance than
the bilingual dictionary alone. Sethuramalingam et al. [9] were experimented with
FIRE 2008 data. Combinations of dictionaries were used for query translation.
Named entities and OOV words were translated using CRF-based named entity
recognition tool. Documents were retrieved using Lucene’s OKAPI BM25.
Jagarthanam et al. [10] were exploited Compressed Word Format (CWF) algorithm
for named entity transliteration. Jagarlamudi et al. [11] were prepared a Statistical
Machine Translation (SMT) system which trained on aligned parallel sentences and
a word alignment table was created. Queries were translated in target language with
the use of SMT and transliteration technique. Relevant documents were retrieved
using a language modelling based retrieval algorithm. Pattabhi et al. [12] were
experimented with FIRE 2010 Tamil–English language pair. Named entity terms
were extracted from Tamil queries and translate them individually. Bajpai et al. [13]
were analysed the CLIR system for various Indian language and a prototype model
was suggested. Queries were translated using any one technique including MT,
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dictionary-based and corpora-based. A common problem of word ambiguation was
resolved using Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) technique further Boolean,
Vector space and Probabilistic model was used for IR.

3 Proposed Approach

The proposed approach for dictionary-based CLIR is expressed in four steps.
(1) Pre-processing, where a query string is tokenized. Multi-word terms are created
using N-gram technique. Stop words are eliminated. (2) Query Translation, where a
query term is searched in bilingual dictionary and replaced by the corresponding
target language word. (3) OOV Term Transliteration Mining and (4) Indexing,
Retrieval and Evaluation. The proposed approach is also depicted in Fig. 1.

3.1 Pre-processing

Source language query string is tokenised and multi-word terms are created using
n-gram technique. Multi-word terms are created before stop word removal for
appropriate translation. For example term is translated as “against” but if
stop words are removed first, then term becomes and transalation is

Query 
in L1

Dictionary

Bi-Lingual mapping 
(WL1j=WL2j)

Pre-processing

Tokenization,
Multi word 
terms, Stop-

word removal

keyword  
WL1i 

Exact match 
(WL1i==WL2j) 

Join (WL2) Approximate 
matcher select 
match > 80%

If L(WL1i)>=L(WL2j)

OOV Terms
Transliteration

Terrier search 
engine

Query 
in L2

Evaluated results

Fig. 1 Dictionary-based CLIR approach
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“opposite” and “repugnant” which is less appropriate then “against”. Stop words
are eliminated in the case of unigram. A set of keywords WL1 is prepared after
pre-processing of query string.

3.2 Query Translation

The only goal of query translation is to obtain such a target language translation
which enable proper retrieval. Source language query terms are mapped to a
bilingual dictionary. Every query term is routed to two phases.

In phase I, if a source language query terms (WL1) is exactly matched in
bilingual dictionary then it is replaced by the corresponding translation (WL2). For
example query word is exactly matched two times in the bilingual
mapping and corresponding translations are “fold” and “tribe”. If a term is not
translated by phase I then it is routed to phase II.

In phase II, if length of source language query term WL1i > = length of
bilingual dictionary word WL1j then a Longest Common Subsequence
(LCS) WL1LCS is extracted and calculate the percentage match of WL1LCS in
WL1i. A threshold is defined empirically to select source language word from
bilingual dictionary, i.e. 80%. For example query term matched with a
dictionary entry .

3.3 OOV Terms Transliteration Mining (OOVTTM)

If the query terms are not translated by phase I and II of query translation, then it is
considered as Our Of Vocabulary term. OOV terms are usually named entities or
newly added terms. Each OOV term qi is converted into roman format tqi using
rule-based approach. A set of target language documents are collected randomly
from input dataset and a collection of unique words S{w} are created from these
random documents. A romanised query term tqi is mapped in S{w}. If it is exactly
matched to a word wi in S{w}, then original query term qi is replaced by wi Else
compare the first and last character of transliterated query term tqi and word wi from
set S{w}. If they matched then extract all the word E{w} from set S{w}. Further
each word wi of E{w} is compared with tqi and select a word wi from E{w} which
has a minimum edit distance with tqi.. Some examples of terms transliteration by
OOVTTM techniques are shown in Table 1.
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3.4 Indexing, Retrieval and Evaluation

Terrier2 search engine is used for indexing, retrieval and evaluation. Vector space
model is used for retrieving target language documents.

4 Experiment Results and Discussions

FIRE3 2010 dataset is used for evaluation the proposed approach, which contain a
topic set of 50 Hindi language queries and a set of 1,25,638 English language
documents. Topic set includes <title>,<desc> and <narr> tag field in each query
but only <title> tag field is considered in the experiment. Shabdanjali4 and Eng-
lish–Hindi mapping5 are used as a translation resources. N-gram technique is
applied on each query and tri-grams, bi-grams and unigrams are constructed.
Bi-lingual dictionary is searched for tri-grams and if tri-grams are not found then
search for bi-grams and then for unigrams. OOV terms is transliterated by the LCS
or by the proposed OOVTTM technique. A random set of 139 english documents
are selected from 1,25,638 English documents for preparing of unique set of words
S{w} in the proposed OOV word transliteration mining technique. Terrier search
engine is used for indexing, retrieval and evaluation. CLIR system is evaluated by
using Mean Average Precision (MAP). MAP for a set of queries is the mean of the
average precision score of each query. Precision is the fraction of retrieved docu-
ments that are relevant to the query. CLIR system for Hindi–English language
achieves better MAP with the proposed approach. The experiment results are
shown in Table 2. A maximum 0.1172 MAP is achieved with only query <title>
tag while as discussed in [9] 0.0907, 0.1204 and 0.1112 MAP was achieved with
<title,desc>,<title,narr> and <title,desc,narr> tag.

Table 1 Transliteration of terms by OOVTTM technique

Query word (qi) Transliterated word (tqi) Word (wi from S{w})

मीणा Meena meena
शंकर shnkr Shankar
भारत bhart Bharat

2http://terrier.org/.
3http://fire.irsi.res.in/fire/home.
4http://ltrc.iiit.ac.in/onlineServices/Dictionaries/Dict_Frame.html.
5http://www.cfilt.iitb.ac.in/Downloads.html.
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The terms, which are exactly not matched in the dictionary may be wrongly
translated by phase II of query translation step, as shown in the Table 3. But these
wrongly translated terms are always non-dictionary words or named entities. Dic-
tionary words are correctly translated.

As presented in experiment second and third, OOVTTM technique for translit-
eration achieves better result than the LCS. LCS technique achieves good results for
good length terms. For example transliteration of term “नागालैंड” by rule-based is
“Nagalaind” and we get a transliterated word “Nagaland” from set S{w}. OOVTTM
technique increases the probability of correct translation and reduces the transliter-
ation mining time due to selection of set E{w} from set S{w}.

As presented in experiment 4th, Query translation with N-grams achieves better
result because word like “हवाई अड्डा” translated as “airbase”, which can not be
translated appropriately by unigram technique. Multiple dictionaries are included
for enriching dictionary words pairs but MAP is got decreased due to multiple
translation for a single query word as reported in Table 4. Rule based transliteration
could not significantly improve the result, since most of the words are wrongly
transliterated by rule based technique.

Table 2 Hindi–English CLIR experiment results with FIRE 2010 dataset

S.no. Experiments (Query Translation + N-gram + Transliteration) Result
(MAP)

1 Monolingual (English–English) 0.3705
2 Shandanjali + Unigram + LCS 0.0851
3 Shabdanjali + Unigram + OOVTTM 0.0971
4 Shabdanjali + N-gram + OOVTTM 0.1172
5 Shabdanjali and English–Hindi mapping + N-gram + OOOVTTM 0.0535
6 Shabdanjali and English–Hindi mapping + N-gram + OOVTTM and

rule based transliteration
0.0579

Table 3 Word translations by dictionary

Query word अनारा मामले राज्यों

Dictionary word अनार मामला राज्य

Translated word Pomegranate Secret, covert, undercover Case State

Table 4 Multiple translation of a single word

S.no. Word Shandanjali
translation

(Shabdanjali + English–Hindi) mapping
translation

1 समुदाय Fold, tribe Fold, tribe, category, plurality, battalion, pack,
community

2 Annihilation,
collapse

Annihilation, collapse, destruction, wipeout,
demolition
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5 Conclusion

Experiment results for dictionary based CLIR system represents that including
multi-words term translation and OOVTTM technique for transliteration improves
the CLIR system. A maximum of 0.1172 MAP is achieved with Shabdanjali dic-
tionary, N-gram, OOVTTM technique. A large set of S{w} is needed for better
performance of OOVTTM. Named entity terms are wrongly translated by dic-
tionary so there is a need of distinguish between named entities and dictionary term.
Including more resources for enriching dictionary lead to query diversification
issue. Based on the current experience, the proposed CLIR system will be improved
in future by distinguishing named entities and by selection of N-number of
appropriate translation.
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Predictive Classification of ECG
Parameters Using Association Rule Mining

Kratika Tyagi and Sanjeev Thakur

Abstract Data mining is the procedure of extricating valuable information from
the tremendous information stored in the database. Association rule mining is one
of the most important and powerful data mining techniques. Association rule
mining is normally carried out in two stages: first is to find frequent item set and
second is to utilize those item sets to recognize the association rules. In recent
medical history of cardiac arrests it has been observed that a huge gap exists in
interpreting ECG data among differently skilled doctors. In this paper we will use
the principle of meta-analysis and will reduce the gap between the interpretations of
different doctors by employing statistical techniques like correlation and multiple
linear regression. We would also generate rules using predictive apriori association
rule mining among the various attributes of ECG to classify whether a patient
requires an ECG before a cardiac arrest or not. The purpose of carrying out this
work is to reduce the fatality rate and be able to predict that whether a patient
requires ECG before actually facing a cardiac arrest and to minimize the cases of
wrong interpretation.

Keywords Data mining ⋅ Association rule mining ⋅ Predictive apriori ⋅ ECG data

1 Introduction

Data mining is the procedure of fascinating knowledge or patterns from extensive
databases. There are various techniques that have been utilized to find such sort of
information, majority of them results from the machine learning and statistical area [1].
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Association rule mining is the powerful data mining techniques which are normally
carried out in two steps: first is to find frequent item set and second is to utilize
those item sets to recognize the association rules. Keeping in mind the end goal to
produce relationship among different work factors, association rule mining can help
us to create association rules utilizing the idea of CAR. The extent of this paper is to
generate the association rules using predictive apriori algorithm that will produce
best rules based on increasing support–confidence threshold over a dataset gener-
ated by doctor responses. The paper is divided into five sections. The second
section following this introduction is a detailed literature discussing the factors and
the predictive apriori algorithm. The third section is a simple experimental setup
followed by results in the fourth section. The final section will be a detailed dis-
cussion on the results along with plausible conclusion.

2 Literature Survey

In this section we will discuss about the essentials of association rule mining and
basic terminologies related to it. Further we will try to investigate the apriori and
predictive apriori association rule mining. We will continue with the literature
survey and have followed the work done by Banerjee et al. [2].

2.1 Association Rule Mining

Let us interpret what we precisely mean by association rule mining. The most
straight forward answer would be that it is a way to deal which decides the rela-
tionship among the items in a set of transaction of a database taking into account the
interestingness [2]. Association rule mining algorithms mine the different associa-
tion rules based on support and confidence parameters by generating item sets. At
every emphasis the support of the selected item is compared with threshold support.
This procedure is iterated and every association rule that can accomplish the
minimum confidence threshold is recorded. Higher the confidence, the better
chance of generating a good association rule [2].

Consider a database containing items {A, D, E, L, M, X, Y, W, W, J}. Then

1. Each tuple is a transaction.
2. Each transaction contains an attribute–value pair known as an item.
3. An association rule will be represented in the form of BODY=>HEAD[support,

confidence]. For example, eat(y, “icecream”) =>sugar(y, “high”) [0.2, 0.8].
4. Support: Consider two items A and D such that A=>D: P(Q.W). Then, support

is equal to number of transactions containing (AUD) divided by total number of
transactions.
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5. Confidence: Consider two items A and D such that A=>D: P(W|Q). Then
confidence is equal to number of transactions containing (AUD) divided by
number of transactions containing A.

6. So the goal is to determine the association rules that fulfill a pre-defined support
and have high confidence.

To understand the working of association rule mining, one may refer to the
following example:

1. Download and install Weka 3.6 which is available online.
2. Run Weka 3.6 and select “Explorer”. Click on preprocess.
3. Now click on Open file and load the data.csv data file.
4. Click on Associate and select the apriori algorithm and click start.
5. Four association rules will be displayed on the Associator output window as

shown in Fig. 1.

With reference to the rules generated in Fig. 1, we can easily observe that item
sets with minimum support have been associated. This basically implies that higher
the support more will be the coverage of items and confidence acts as a parameter
for exactness. For n item sets, the numbers of possible rules that can be generated
are 2n−1 [3]. It is clear that why association rule mining is important for real-world
application since it can mine relationships among attributes for any data. However,
the disadvantage with rule mining is that it generates an excessive number of
classes for attribute–value pairs for which subsequently an excessive number of
rules are generated. It implies that these algorithms are computationally unman-
ageable [4].

2.2 Apriori Association Rule Mining

Apriori rule is based on the fact that “any subset of a frequent item set is frequent.”
To understand its working, a portion of the related terms is discussed below:

1. Frequent item set is the set of items that have fulfilled the minimum support and
is represented by Lk for the kth item set.

Fig. 1 Association rules generated using apriori algorithm
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2. Join operation focuses on performing a join item Lk−1 with itself to generate
candidate item Ck.

3. Prune operation basically confirms that if any k−1 item set is frequent, then it
should belong to a subset of a successive k item set.

The algorithm for implementing the apriori association rule with reference to
Fig. 2 is as follows:

Cj = Item sets of unary size in I;
Identify every large item sets with unary size, Lj;
j = 1;
Repeat
j = j + 1;
Cj = Apriori (Lj−1);
Apriori (Lj−1)

Generate candidates of size j + 1 from large item sets of size j.
Perform join operation on large item sets of size j if they agree on j−1.
Perform pruning of candidates who have subsets that are not large.

Count Cj to determine Lj unless no large item sets are determined;

Assume a scenario where for a database some association rules with sup = 0.5 and
conf = 0.8 [5]. To generate the association rule from frequent item set, first for all
frequent item set L the non-empty subset of L is determined as shown in Fig. 3 such
that a rule in the form of M => (L−M) is generated if and only if (given in Eq. 1)

Supp Lð Þ ̸Supp Mð Þ> =Min Conf . ð1Þ

Fig. 2 Implementation of apriori algorithm [5]
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2.3 Predictive Apriori Association Rule Mining

Predictive apriori rule mining is another confidence-based association rule mining
algorithm that generates frequent item sets in the same fashion as apriori algorithm
does with the only difference that predictive apriori estimates the confidence of an
association rule differently [3, 6]. The objective of predictive apriori is to increase
the correctness of the association rule rather than the correctness of data that is used
as an input [3]. Let I be a database which contains some records t generated by
process C, let A=>B be an associated rule. The predictive accuracy pra(A=>B) is
equivalent to the probability that t satisfies A such that it also satisfies B. This
conditional probability of B being a subset of t given that A is also a subset of t is
governed when process C distributes t [6]. Where apriori prefers generating more
general rules, predictive apriori generates the best n rules based on the following
criteria as described by Mutter et al. [3].

1. Among the n best the predictive accuracy is calculated and
2. In case of same predictive accuracy, rules generated by predictive apriori are not

subsumed.

When compared with apriori we observe that predictive apriori generates the
association rules and puts them in the set of n best rules on increasing minimum
support threshold. If a particular rule is to be discarded from the list of n best rules,
then the algorithm has to re-run recursively again for generation of rules. Also the
classification of association rules becomes easier [3] when using predictive apriori.
Also the quality of rules generated with predictive apriori is better when using small
data [7] sets which fits perfectly for our work. However, the drawback is that

Fig. 3 Generation of association rules [5]
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predictive apriori has higher time complexity as compared to apriori algorithm [3].
Now we will move forward with predictive apriori algorithm and apply over the
ECG data set we have generated by collecting doctors feedback in the next section.

3 Experimental Setup

In this part, we will discuss about our ECG data set and the factors that have been
considered. We prepared a questionnaire for 600 participants out of which, 500
responses were selected due to their completeness. 49.77% males and 40.23% of the
females had participated between the ages of 30–55 years. Each participant is
working in some hospital with different work environment variables. The data set
covers the following factors in the form of questions which can be answered by a
participant in yes/no, or low, medium, high:

1. Age between 30–55: This describes the age of the patient.
2. Gender: It will depict the gender of the patient whether he is male or female. For

male it is represented by 0 and for female it is represented by 1.
3. Heart Rate: It indicates the patient’s heart rate whether it is high or low. For low

it is represented by 1 and for high it is represented by 2.
4. Blood Pressure: It indicates the blood pressure of the patient whether it is low,

medium, or high. For low it is represented by 0, for medium it is represented by
1, and for high it is represented by 2.

5. Diabetes: It indicates whether a patient is having diabetes or not. If the patient is
a diabetic patient, it is represented by 0, else it is represented by 1.

6. Triglyceride: It indicates whether a patient is having triglyceride or not. It is
represented by 1 for low, 2 for medium, 3 for high, and 4 for very high.

7. Thyroid: It indicates the thyroid status of the patient whether the patient is
having low, medium, or high. For low it is represented by 1, for medium it is
represented by 2, and for high it is represented by 3.

8. Cholesterol: It indicates whether a patient is having low cholesterol, or medium
or high. For low it is represented by 1, for medium it is represented by 2, and for
high it is represented by 3.

9. ECG Needed: It represents the class whether a patient requires ECG or not. If
the patient requires ECG then it is represented by 1, if the patient does not
require ECG then it is represented by 2, and 3 will represent the doubtful case in
which he/she might requires ECG or not.

4 Results

In this section we will operate the predictive apriori algorithm using Weka 3.6
which is an open-source data mining tool. We will perform the following steps:
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1. Convert the excel data into csv file format.
2. Load the dataset in csv file format into Weka under preprocess tab.
3. Set CAR = True and set numrules = 10 for predictive apriori for classifying the

association rules under associate tab.
4. Click start to build the model for the dataset and generate the association rules in

the output window.

100 association rules are generated using predictive apriori. Out of them top 20
association rules generated are as follows:

1. Sex = Female Height = Abnormal Heart Rate = Low Blood Pressure = Yes
Diabetes = Yes 16 ==> Thyroid = Yes 16 acc:(0.99295)

2. Height = Abnormal Weight = Normal Heart Rate = High Blood Pressure =
No Cholesterol = No Class = ECG 14 ==> Age = Young 14 acc:(0.99167)

3. Height = Abnormal Heart Rate = High Blood Pressure = No Triglyceride =
No Cholesterol = No Class = ECG 14 ==> Age = Young 14 acc:(0.99167)

4. Age = Old Height = Abnormal Weight = Obese Heart Rate = High Blood
Pressure = No 13 ==> Diabetes = No 13 acc:(0.99067)

5. Age = Old Sex = Male Height = Abnormal Blood Pressure = No Triglyc-
eride = Yes 12 ==> Diabetes = No 12 acc:(0.98929)

6. Heart Rate = High Diabetes = Yes Triglyceride = Yes Thyroid = No
Cholesterol = Yes 12 ==> Weight = Normal 12 acc:(0.98929)

7. Age = Old Sex = Male Height = Normal Weight = Normal Heart Rate =
High Diabetes = Yes 12 ==> Cholesterol = Yes 12 acc:(0.98929)

8. Sex = Female Height = Abnormal Heart Rate = Low Diabetes = Yes Thy-
roid = No 11 ==> Blood Pressure = No 11 acc:(0.98736)

9. Age = Old Sex = Male Weight = Obese Blood Pressure = No Triglyc-
eride = Yes Thyroid = Yes 11 ==> Diabetes = No 11 acc:(0.98736)

10. Age = Young Sex = Female Height = Normal Diabetes = No Triglyceride =
Yes Cholesterol = No 11 ==> Weight = Obese 11 acc:(0.98736)

11. Age = Young Sex = Female Height = Normal Triglyceride = Yes Thyroid =
Yes Class = ECG 11 ==> Weight = Obese 11 acc:(0.98736)

12. Age = Young Sex = Female Heart Rate = Low Blood Pressure = No Dia-
betes = No Triglyceride = Yes 11 ==> Height = Normal 11 acc:(0.98736)

13. Age = Young Sex = Male Weight = Normal Blood Pressure = No Choles-
terol = No Class = ECG 11 ==> Heart Rate = High 11 acc:(0.98736)

14. Age = Young Height = Normal Blood Pressure = Yes Triglyceride = No
Cholesterol = Yes Class = ECG 11 ==> Sex = Male 11 acc:(0.98736)

15. Age = Young Weight = Obese Blood Pressure = No Diabetes = No
Triglyceride = Yes Cholesterol = No 11 ==> Sex = Female 11 acc:(0.98736)

16. Sex = Male Blood Pressure = Yes Diabetes = Yes Triglyceride = No Thy-
roid = Yes Class = No ECG 11 ==> Heart Rate = High 11 acc:(0.98736)

17. Age = Old Sex = Female Blood Pressure = No Diabetes = Yes Class = No
ECG 10 ==> Heart Rate = Low 10 acc:(0.98462)
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18. Age = Old Height = Normal Blood Pressure = No Diabetes = Yes Class =
No ECG 10 ==> Cholesterol = Yes 10 acc:(0.98462)

19. Age = Old Sex = Male Heart Rate = High Thyroid = Yes Cholesterol = No
Class = No ECG 10 ==> Weight = Obese 10 acc:(0.98462)

20. Age = Old Heart Rate = Low Triglyceride = No Thyroid = No Cholesterol =
No Class = ECG 10 ==> Sex = Female 10 acc:(0.98462)

5 Observations

From the above execution of the predictive apriori algorithm as depicted in Fig. 4,
we have gathered the following observations:

1. Each association rule has been ranked on the basis of predictive accuracy.
2. The algorithm does not take support as input parameters but starts increasing the

minimum support threshold.
3. Each attribute–value pair shares a relationship with another attribute–value pair.
4. Predictive apriori generates more rules than apriori algorithm.
5. Predictive accuracy drops when applying CAR.
6. The predictive apriori algorithm is worse than apriori algorithm in terms of time

complexity.
7. Predictive apriori can generate more rules than apriori Algorithm.

Fig. 4 Association rules generated by predictive apriori
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have discussed the use of association rule mining to identify the
relationships among factors that suggests whether a patient requires ECG or not.
A detailed discussion regarding predictive apriori and standard apriori algorithm is
discussed. The outcome from the experimental setup provided some observations
that will help researchers to develop a forecasting system that can help doctors to
identify whether a patient requires an ECG or not.
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Two-Level Diversified Classifier Ensemble
for Classification of Credit Entries

Pramod Patil, J.V. Aghav and Vikram Sareen

Abstract Classification of creditable customers from the customers which have
applied for the loan is the first step for assessing the potential losses and credit
exposure faced by financial institutions. So in the present scenario, it is very
important for the banks and the financial institutes to minimize the loan defaults.
One of the important strategies is to predict the likely defaulters so that such loans
are either not issued or monitored closely after the issuance. In this paper, we have
surveyed various classification algorithms used in financial domain and various
ensemble techniques like bagging, boosting and stacking. The experimental results
and statistical tests show that this new proposed classifier ensemble constitutes a
proper solution for classification problem of credit entries, performing better than
the traditional single ensembles like bagging, boosting and more significant than
individual classifiers.

1 Introduction

The Indian banking system consists of 26 public sector banks, 20 private sector
banks, 43 foreign banks, 56 regional rural banks, 1,589 urban cooperative banks
and 93,550 rural cooperative banks [1].

Total lending and deposits increased at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR)
of 20.7% and 19.7%, respectively, during 2007–2014 and are further poised for
growth, backed by demand for housing and personal finance. Total asset size of
banking sector assets is expected to increase to US$ 28.5 trillion by 2025. Along
with the growth of the market, the default in the finance market is also becoming an
issue of concern. Many players in the market depend on strong monitoring and
control processes to minimize the non-performing assets [2]. However, it is
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important to evolve effective strategies to minimize the non-performing assets in the
industry. Predictive Analytic centered on data mining techniques have been used
effectively to predict the default.

So our motivation behind writing this paper is to give an overview of credit
scoring system in India and machine learning algorithms used in credit scoring. We
have also covered ensemble methods in machine learning to ensemble multiple base
classifiers. For every machine learning algorithm, there is some limit beyond that it
cannot fit that data. So accuracy stops at that point. If still we try to fit it more, it
leads to an over fit problem. Ensemble tries to overcome this problem with the use
of multiple models with different ensemble techniques like bagging, boosting or
stacking. As each ensemble method is having some advantages and disadvantages
over each other. So our focus is to make an enhancement of earlier existing
ensemble methods, that will result in better results. An ensemble is a supervised
learning algorithm, because it can be trained and then used to make predictions. The
trained ensemble, therefore, represents a single hypothesis. This hypothesis, how-
ever, is not necessarily contained within the hypothesis space of the models from
which it is built. So ensembles have shown that they have more edibility in the
functions that they can represent. Bagging, boosting, stacking, blending and ran-
dom forest are the well-known ensemble methods which have given better accuracy
than the individual algorithms. In this paper, we surveyed classification algorithms
linear regression with threshold classification, discriminant analysis, logistic
regression, decision tree, neural network and support vector machine. Also we have
surveyed ensemble techniques bagging, boosting, stacking and random forest.
Empirically, ensembles tend to yield better results when there is a significant
diversity among the models [3]. So we have proposed a simple solution of an
ensemble of three diverse classifiers for two class classification problem and which
has shown significant performance improvement than traditional ensemble and
individual classifiers.

2 Methodology

Three real-world credit data sets have been taken to compare the performance of
two-level hybrid ensemble with other classifier ensembles and base classifiers. The
widely used Australian, German and Japanese data sets are from the UCI Machine
Learning Database Repository (http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/) Table 1.

Table 1 Some
characteristics of data sets
used in experiments

Data set #attributes #good #bad %good%bad

German 24 700 300 70.0 30.0
Australian 14 307 383 44.5 55.5

Japanese 15 296 357 45.3 54.7
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2.1 Experimental Protocol

The standard way to assess credit scoring systems is to employ a holdout sample
since large sets of past applicants are usually available [1]. But here data sets are too
limited to build an accurate scorecard. So, strategies like cross-validation are
applied in order to get a good performance measure of the classification.

2.2 Model Evaluation

The main objective of the data mining models in this study is to be able to predict
the defaulters and non-defaulters with as much high accuracy as possible. Since
there are two categories namely defaulters and non-defaulters, four possibilities can
be defined to measure the effectiveness of the models. The first category is called
the True Positives (TP) consisting of the defaulters that were correctly predicted as
defaulters by the model. The second category is the True Negatives (TN) which
consist of non-defaulters who were correctly predicted as non-defaulters [4]. The
remaining two categories are False Positives (FP) and False Negatives (FN). FP are
non-defaulters who were wrongly classified as defaulters by the model. Similarly,
FN are defaulters who were misclassified by the model as non-defaulters. High
percentage of FP implies large number of non-defaulters misclassified as defaulters
resulting in more diligent follow-up which, in turn, will lead to unnecessary
expenditure to the company [5]. On the other hand, high percentage of FN will
result in paying less attention to the potential defaulters and consequently lead to a
higher default rate. By the same token, it is important to maximize the TP and TN.
Needless to say, maximizing TP and TN will automatically lead to minimizing of
FP and FN.

2.3 Ensemble Models

A classifier ensemble (also referred to as committee of learners, mixture of experts,
multiple classifier system) consists of a set of individually trained classifiers (base
classifiers) whose decisions are combined in some way, typically by weighted or
non-weighted voting, when classifying new examples (Kittler 1998; Kuncheva
2004). It has been found that in most cases the ensembles produce more accurate
predictions than the base classifiers that make them up (Dietterich 1997).
Nonetheless, for an ensemble to achieve much better generalization capability than
its members, it is critical that the ensemble consists of highly accurate base clas-
sifiers whose decisions are as diverse as possible (Bian and Wang 2007; Kuncheva
and Whitaker 2003) [6]. In statistical pattern recognition, a large number of
methods have been developed for the construction of ensembles that can be applied
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to any base classifier. In the following sections, the ensemble approaches relevant
for this study are briefly described.

Bagging: In its standard form, the bagging (Bootstrap Aggregating) algorithm
(Breiman 1996) creates M bootstrap samples T1, T2, …, TM randomly drawn (with
replacement) from the original training set T of size n [7]. Each bootstrap sample Ti

of size n is then used to train a base classifier Ci. Predictions on new observations
are made by taking the majority vote of the ensemble C built from C1, C2, …, CM.
As bagging re-samples, the training set with replacement, some instances may be
represented multiple times while others may be left out [8]. Since each ensemble
member is not exposed to the same set of instances, they are different from each
other. By voting the predictions of each of these classifiers, bagging seeks to reduce
the error due to variance of the base classifier.

Boosting: Similar to bagging, boosting also creates an ensemble of classifiers by
re-sampling the original data set, which are then combined by majority voting.
However, in boosting, re-sampling is directed to provide the most informative
training data for each consecutive classifier [9]. The Ada-boost (Adaptive Boosting)
algorithm proposed by Freund and Schapire (1996) constitutes the best known
member in boosting family. It generates a sequence of base classifiers C1,
C2, …, CM by using successive bootstrap samples T1, T2, …, TM that are obtained
by weighting the training instances in M iterations. Ada-boost initially assigns equal
weights to all training instances and in each iteration; it adjusts these weights based
on the misclassification made by the resulting base classifier [10]. Thus, instances
misclassified by model Ci are more likely to appear in the next bootstrap sample Ti.
The final decision is then obtained through a weighted vote of the base classifiers
(the weight wi of each classifier Ci is computed according to its performance on the
weighted sample Ti it was trained on).

Stacking: In Wolpert’s stacked generalization (or stacking), an ensemble of
classifiers is first trained using bootstrapped samples of the training data, creating
Tier 1 classifiers, whose outputs are then used to train a Tier 2 classifier (meta
classifier) (Wolpert 1992) [11]. The underlying idea is to learn whether training data
have been properly learned. For example, if a particular classifier incorrectly
learned a certain region of the feature space, and hence consistently misclassifies
instances coming from that region, then the Tier 2 classifier may be able to learn
this behavior, and along with the learned behaviors of other classifiers, it can correct
such improper training. Cross-validation type selection is typically used for training
the Tier 1 classifiers: the entire training data set is divided into T blocks, and each
Tier-1 classifier is first trained on (a different set of) T-1 blocks of the training data.
Each classifier is then evaluated on the Tth (pseudo-test) block, not seen during
training [12]. The outputs of these classifiers on their pseudo-training blocks, along
with the actual correct labels for those blocks constitute the training data set for the
Tier 2 classifier.
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3 Related Work

Randomized weighted majority algorithm is (RWMA) is a meta-learning algorithm
which “predicts from expert advice” [13]. Our idea is motivated from randomized
weighted majority. [14] discusses that various versions of the Weighted Majority
Algorithm and prove mistake bounds for them that are closely related to the mistake
bounds of the best classifiers of the pool. Randomized majority voting picks the
expert from the pool of classifiers. We have taken same approach but rather than
picking up an overall expert, we picked up class-wise expert. In RWMA, for each
wrongly predicted entry some penalty is applied to weight of each individual
classifier which is an iterative process. But with our approach, we are using caret
Ensemble and confusion matrix. So with prediction of validation set, we can
directly derive the weights with obtained confusion matrix. So the proposed
approach also has better efficiency.

4 Constructing Two-Level Hybrid Ensemble

In their most classical form, the base classifiers that comprise an ensemble corre-
spond to simple prediction models such as linear discriminant analysis, logistic
regression, support vector machines, decision tree, random forest, gradient boost,
and XGBoost. However, the two-level ensemble approach to classify loan approval
decision proposed extends the traditional approach of multiple classifier systems by
using an ensemble as base classifier of a higher-level ensemble.

In order to exploit the advantages of the two different induction strategies pre-
viously mentioned (i.e., using different training sets and using different attribute
subsets), here we propose to construct a prediction model that integrates the
re-sampling based and the attribute-based methods into a unified two-level classifier
ensemble [15]. In summary, a two-level hybrid ensemble will consist of positive
and negative expert which are again ensemble of individual classification algorithm.
Positive expert is an ensemble of different individual classifier ensemble with
weighted averaging of sensitivity and same way negative expert will be build with
ensemble by weighted average of specificity. General model is ensemble by
weighted average of accuracy of model.

Figure 1 shows an architecture of two-level hybrid ensemble that combines
positive expert and negative expert with a general model. We will achieve the
whole ensemble model with three algorithms and will be trained once. We will train
three different and diverse algorithms. Then ours training part is complete. For
construction of positive, negative experts and general model, we will use same three
trained models. Positive expert’s output will be calculated by weighted average of
outputs of individual base classifiers with sensitivity of each model as a weight.
Same way negative expert’s output will be calculated with specificity of each model
as a weight. And general model will be with accuracy as a weight.
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We will start the process of prediction by passing the whole test set to both
positive and negative expert. If they classify an entry into their expert class (e.g.,
positive expert classify entry as positive) then those entries will be directly con-
sidered as the desired outputted class. For entries which they make conflict will be
sent to respective expert (e.g., positive expert classify entry as negative then that
entry will be again send to negative expert) for their opinion. If respective expert
agrees then labeled with that class and if conflicts, then general model’s suggestion
will be taken for those entries.

5 Experiments and Results

In order to test the validity and performance of the method just proposed, several
experiments have been carried out. The objective of this paper is to compare the
performance of method that is just proposed and the existing ensemble techniques
bagging, boosting and stacking. We have used linear discriminant analysis, logistic
regression, neural network, support vector machines, decision tree, random forest,
gradient boost, and XGBoost, etc., as base classifiers for various ensembles.

The whole experimental analysis in performed in R statistical programming
language. Table 2 shows AUC values of different prediction models. As it can be
seen ensembles AdaBag, Random Forest, GBM, XGBoost, Blending (stacking)
have performed better than individual algorithms linear discriminant analysis,
logistic regression, neural network and support vector machine. That is as expected
individual classifiers achieve lower AUC values than ensemble. Although differ-
ences in AUC may appear to be relatively low, it should be noted that even a small
increase in prediction performance can yield substantial cost savings for financial
institutions [15].

It seems therefore to be of sufficient interest the use of the two-level classifier
ensembles in credit scoring applications. The highest differences are observed for
the German and Australian credit data set, which corresponds to unbalanced data
sets with 70% positive entries where as 30% negative entries and 44–56% respec-
tively. For example, the two-level hybrid ensemble has performed better than
bagging and boosting algorithms for majority of data sets, i.e., for german data set

Fig. 1 Two level hybrid ensemble
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proposed model has achieved 0.0599 than bagging, 0.0198 than boosting and
0.0085 than Blending.

Blending model: Blending model is ensemble made up of 3 algorithms GBM,
rpart and treebag as base classifiers. Another GBM is used as meta learner.

2LevelEnsemble: Two-level hybrid ensemble model is built of three algorithms
namely GBM, rpart and treebag. Classifier is built as mentioned in Sect. 3

Same algorithms are used for implementation of construction of blending model
and our proposed model, so that comparison of new ensemble idea will be made
based on idea of ensemble rather than on base classifiers.

6 Conclusions and Further Extensions

In this work, a new ensemble idea for classification of credit entries is developed
with combination of different ensemble methods like boosting, random forest and
bagging, by keeping target of obtaining enhanced performance than single
ensembles. This strategy can also be viewed as ensemble of ensemble or a two-level
ensemble approach which combines already existing ensemble techniques. In
general, the proposed ensemble has produced the better results in terms of area
under curve, which leads to better cost savings in credit scoring applications. Since
its simplicity of building it makes it easy to build, easy to interpret. Further research
can be emerged from this study: (i) To compare the ensembles studied in the present
work with different other methods as base classifiers (for example, blending or
stacked generalization as a base classifier); and (iii) To explore the chances of using
multiple levels instead of two levels.

Table 2 AUC values for
classifiers

Classifiers/datasets German Australian Japanese

LDA 0.6518 0.6180 0.6450
Logistic 0.6227 0.5871 0.6136
1NN 0.6040 0.6486 0.6151
NaiveBayes 0.5727 0.6112 0.7217
SVM 0.6312 0.6172 0.7411
Rpart 0.5557 0.5949 0.6675
C5.0 0.5789 0.5852 0.6881
AdaBag 0.5904 0.6087 0.6677
RandomForest 0.5918 0.6384 0.6974
GBM .6305 0.6507 0.7537
XGBoost 0.6381 0.6513 0.7581
Blending 0.6418 0.6412 0.7718

2LevelEnsemble 0.6503 0.6418 0.7611
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P-RED: Probability Based Random Early
Detection Algorithm for Queue
Management in MANET

Neelam Sharma, Shyam Singh Rajput, Amit Kumar Dwivedi
and Manish Shrimali

Abstract Thousands of flows could traverse an Internet gateway at each given
time. Ideally, every single of these flows should dispatch at precisely its fair allo-
cate, and the gateway should not demand to make each decisions. In exercise, the
burden inclines to fluctuate and the traffic origins incline to be greedy. Therefore, a
gateway queuing strategy has to permit buffering of provisional excess burden but
furnish negative feedback if the excess burden persists. Such a strategy has to stop
elevated stay by manipulating the queue size, it has to circumvent compelling
queues to be too short, that can cause low utilization; and it have to furnish negative
feedback fairly. As RED queues precisely present larger than drop_tail queues, it is
tough to parameterize RED queues to give good presentation below disparate
Congn scenarios. One of the aims of RED is to stabilize the queue lengths in
routers, but that does not prosper because the equilibrium queue length powerfully
depends on the number of TCP connections. We present Probability based Random
Early Detection (P-RED), a modification to RED that enhances fairness after dis-
parate traffic kinds allocate a gateway. P-RED is extra competent in isolating
ill-behaved flows that turns out to protect the bursty and low speed flows in a larger
amount.

Keywords Congestion Control ⋅ Random early detection (RED) ⋅ MANET ⋅
Queue management
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1 Introduction

MANET [1–5] is a collection of nodes that are mobile in nature and interact without
using wires. In MANET nodes that are in range can communicate directly otherwise
they can take the help of other nodes to send the packet (PKT). In MANET we
cannot presume the number of nodes that leads to congestion (Congn) [6, 7] onto
the network.

Some challenges faced by MANET are dynamic topology, constraints on
resources, bandwidth management [8, 9] and PKT broadcast overhead, which
creates difficulty to design routing protocols. An application of MANET ranges
from large-scale mobile networks to small, static networks limited by the power
resources.

This paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 represents the literature survey.
Proposed algorithm is mentioned in Sect. 3 followed by simulation in Sect. 4.
Section 5 describes the conclusion and future work.

2 Literature Survey

Simaya et al. [10] introduced an improvement of RED (IRED) algorithm for
enhancement of the performance of MANET. IRED is a Priority Queue based
AQM scheme. Here, the PKTs are dropped on the grounds of PKT arrival rate and
the queue length that minimizes the effect of network Congn. By using IRED PKT
loss rate is minimized.

Gupta and Pandey [11] proposed Congestion Control (CongnCntl) using queue
based approach as Multipath. Routing under MANET. This technique minimizes
the data drop. Simulation shows that proposed technique provide minimum over-
head as well as minimum E2ED and increase PDR.

Choudhary and Singhal [12] proposed a different approach of CongCntl for
aiding applications like streaming over MANET. Simulation shows that this
approach requires lower number of acknowledgement PKTs than other CongCntl
techniques. It reduces the PKT loss ratio (PLR) and increase transmission efficiency.

Soelistijanto and Howarth [13] describe transfer reliability and storage
CongnCntl strategies in opportunistic networks. In these networks connection
between nodes occurs unpredictably. This paper explores potential mechanism for
transfer reliability service and E2E return receipt. It also explores the requisites for
storage CongnCntl. Finally this paper identifies the issues in CongnCntl in
opportunistic networks.

Senthilkumaran and Sankaranarayanan [14] introduced early Congn detection
and adaptive routing (EDAPR) in MANET. Initially EDAPR constructs a
non-congested neighbors (NHN) list and finds a route to a destination through an
NHN node. All nodes calculate their queue_status periodically at node level to
determine a non-congested path between two nodes so as to control Cong.
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When performance of EDAPR is compared with EDAODV and EDCSCAODV
simulation shows reduction of E2ED, routing overhead and improvement in PKT
delivery.

Vaidyaet and Bhatnagar [15] in their paper used RED mechanism in the internet.
Although RED shows better performance than its predecessor, Drop Tail, its per-
formance is highly sensitive to parameter settings. The algorithm shows improved
performance than the previously proposed algorithm that adaptively tunes a RED
parameter.

3 The P-RED Algorithm

This paper discusses about the P-RED congn manipulation algorithm. In this
algorithm the average queue size (AQS) is monitored for every single output queue.
Congestion (Congn) is notified in this algorithm by randomized connection. The key
believed behind P-RED is to present queue association established undeviatingly on
PKT defeat and link utilization. P-RED estimates the AQS, whichever employing an
easy EWMA (Exponentially weighted advancing average) in the forwarding trail, or
employing a comparable mechanism in the background. Figure 1 displays the
relation amid two thresholds and AQS of router employing P-RED.

When the AQS is less than the minth, no PKTs are discarded. After the AQS is
larger than the maxth, every single appearing PKT is discarded. After the AQS is
amid the minth and the maxth, every single appearing PKT is discarded alongside
probability Pa, whereas Pa is a purpose of the PKT drop and link utilization. The
finished P-RED algorithm is delineated in Fig. 2.

Hence the P-RED has two distinct algorithms. One algorithm is for computing
the AQS to ascertain the degree of burstiness that will be allowed in the router
queue. And the second is for computing the Pa to ascertain how oftentimes the
router discards PKTs at the present level of Congn.

Sinks

Average queue 

tℎ

Sources
Fig. 1 Two thresholds and
average queue size
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Pa, worth endowed by RED is a linear purpose to AQS. So difference amid two
thresholds ought to be colossal plenty to become an adequate presentation of RED.
But, the P-RED computes Pa worth in a pace form by employing PKT defeat and
link utilization past to resolve this setback provoked by RED. In Fig. 2, the Pa is
periodically notified if an AQS is increased or cut after an AQS is amid two
thresholds (minth and maxth). Pa has to be incremented by d1, after AQS is larger
than the specific value. On the supplementary hand, Pa has to be cut by d2 after
AQS is tinier than the specific worth.

RED computes probability linear to AQS plainly if AQS is amid two thresholds
afterward inactive time. On the supplementary hand, P-RED can manipulate the
Congn provoked by the retransmission of the discarded packet with the help of the
Pa and the link utilization in the past transmission. Figure 3 displays the change of
Pa benefits in P-RED.

4 Simulation for Throughputs and Delay

In this paper, throughput and delay for the three Congn algorithms are observed,
i.e., Drop_tail, RED and P-RED. Figure 4 shows the network topology used.

The simulation encompasses two FTP connections, every single alongside a
maximum window roughly equal to the delay-bandwidth product. Two connections
are commenced at somewhat disparate time. The three algorithms are compared in

For each incoming PKT 
Calculate the AQS
If minth≤AQS ≤ maxth

Calculate  Pa.

With Pa,
Discard the incoming PKT

Else if maxth  ≤ AQS
Discard the incoming PKT.

AQS : average queue size.
minth,: minimum threshold for queue.
maxth : maximum threshold for queue.
Pa: PKT drop probability

Fig. 2 Algorithm for P-RED

if minth ≤AQS ≤maxth

if AQS increments
if current_time-last_up_time > up_time

Pa +d1

if AQS decrements
if current_time-last_up_time > up_time

Pa - d2

Fig. 3 Detailed algorithm for
P-RED
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the simulation. As P-RED is an alert queue association scheme, queue size is
always a vital factor on the performance. In Fig. 5 throughput of the FTP con-
nections below disparate buffer sizes is shown. As delineated in Fig. 5, the con-
sequence displays that the throughput of the FTP connection is enhanced as the
buffer size increments. Throughput of P-RED is somewhat larger than that of RED,
as shown in Fig. 5.

The stay period experienced by a PKT is a combination of the transmission
delays across every single link and the processing delays generated inside every
single router. Figure 6 displays stay period of the FTP connections below disparate
buffer sizes. The aftermath in Fig. 6 display that after the buffer size increments, the
stay period of the FTP connection increments. And we can discern that stay period
of P-RED is somewhat larger than stay period of RED.
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Fig. 4 Simulation network

Fig. 5 Simulation result for
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The simulation results show that performance of P-RED is better than that of
other queue management algorithms.

5 Conclusions and Further Work

In this paper, the new alert queue association algorithm, shouted P-RED, is
counseled to enhance the continuing RED. Congn is manipulated efficiently
employing our algorithm. P-RED is an algorithm that computes a competent drop
probability in the case of Congn. The P-RED computes the PKT drop probability
established on our heuristic method rather than the easy method utilized in RED.
The simulation aftermath display that P-RED is able to enhance fairness,
throughput and delay. More work involves studying the presentation of the algo-
rithm below a wider scope of parameters, web topologies and real traffic traces, and
pondering method of enhancing fairness concerning unresponsive flow.
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Analyzing Game Stickiness Using
Clustering Techniques

Hycinta Andrat and Nazneen Ansari

Abstract The popularity of computer games has led to tremendous generation of
gaming data. Such gaming data consists of gamer’s personal information along with
the game genres played and the time spent by them on a particular game. This
gaming data can be utilized by the gaming industry for the purpose of extracting the
knowledge needed to monitor the stickiness of the games. The raw data related to
computer games can be refined, which could provide game developers the number
of the gamers attracted towards a particular game. If the count of the gamers for a
specific game decreases as the time passes by, then game developers need to
improve the game, in order to retain the gamers. As gaming industry adds to our
country’s revenue to a great extent, certain technological advancements are
required. Therefore, this study aims to use a data mining approach, i.e., clustering,
for monitoring computer games stickiness.

Keywords Clustering ⋅ Computer games ⋅ Data mining ⋅ Gaming data ⋅
k-Means ⋅ DBSCAN

1 Introduction

Technological developments in the computers, satellites, digital storage has led to
the tremendous collection of data related to various fields. As years passed by,
ample of data has been gathered. So there raises a need to bifurcate and refine the
data according to the requirements of a particular application; this need of the
industries gave birth to the concept of data mining. Data mining is the process of
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discovering hidden knowledge and pattern from large amounts of data stored in data
repositories. Data mining functionalities include association, classification and
regression, the discovery of concept/class descriptions (i.e., characterization and
discrimination), clustering and outlier analysis [1]. Today, the necessity for data
refinement is required not only in industries like bioinformatics, agriculture, med-
ical, social network analysis but also in digital gaming. Nowadays, digital games
has its own significance; since it has led to a rise in revenue generated by the
gaming industry with ∼20.5 billion INR [2] and a predicted rise up to 40.6 billion
INR by 2018 [3]. Amongst the other countries, India ranks 20th in terms of revenue
generation from the gaming industry [2]. A computer game is a game controlled by
computer where players interact with objects shown on a screen for the sake of
entertainment [4]. Computer games consists of different genres namely sports,
strategy, action, adventure, role playing, simulation, massively multiplayer online
[5]. The gaming industry has been experiencing numerous revolutions ever since it
came into existence. Therefore, data mining can be used in computer games to
extract information from gaming data and utilized in taking valuable decisions.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an
overview about a data mining approach, i.e., clustering along with its algorithms.
Section 3 discusses proposed system for monitoring game stickiness. Section 4
focuses on implementation details. Section 5 provides experimental results of the
proposed system. Section 6 concludes the study.

2 Literature Review

Data mining is a powerful technology with great capability to benefit company’s
focus on the most significant information in their data warehouses. Data mining
predict future trends and behaviors, allowing businesses to make proactive,
knowledge-driven decisions [6]. So, one of the data mining functions that can be
utilized for refining gaming data is clustering.

Clustering involves arranging data into classes or groups. However, initially the
class labels are unknown and it is up to the clustering algorithm to discover what
the classes are and evaluate which data from the repositories will belong to which
class. The core goal of clustering algorithms is to group or segment objects (e.g.,
players, asset, items, games or any observation, case or record) in such a way that
the similarity between objects in one group (cluster) is high (intracluster similarity),
while between groups is dissimilar (intercluster similarity) [7]. For example, group
of houses are identified according to their house type, value, and geographical
location. The most popular clustering algorithm is k-Means along with DBSCAN
belonging to density-based clustering family, which overcome the limitations of
k-Means [1, 8].
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2.1 k-Means

The k-Means algorithm takes the input parameter as k, i.e., number of clusters, and
divides a set of n elements into k clusters so that the resulting similarity within a
cluster is high but the similarity between clusters is low. Cluster similarity is
measured with reference to the mean value of the elements in a cluster, which can
be considered as the cluster’s centroid [1]. Figure 1 shows the flowchart of k-Means
algorithm [1].

Fig. 1 k-Means flowchart
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2.2 DBSCAN

DBSCAN (Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise) is a
density-based clustering algorithm. In this algorithm regions are developed with
sufficiently high density into clusters which discovers clusters of arbitrary shape. It
outlines a cluster as a maximal set of density-connected points [2]. Figure 2 rep-
resents the flowchart of DBSCAN algorithm [2].

3 Proposed System

A game is developed for the purpose of entertainment. Suppose, if an individual
finds a particular game interesting, then there are chances of that game becoming
renowned among his friends and relatives’. Thus, the popularity of that game
increases exponentially across a particular region or age group or a particular
community. But, if no new add-ons are introduced in that game, then the gamer’s
interest reduces and eventually they stop playing it. To keep the track about the
attractiveness of the game, the gaming industry performs user polls. This assists
them to know about the statistics regarding gamer’s retention, leading to unnec-
essary consumption of resources.

The gaming industry can overcome this shortcoming by developing a system
where several clustering algorithms will be applied to gaming data. Executing
clustering technique will help in formation of groups of gamers playing same game.

Fig. 2 DBSCAN flowchart
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All the identified gamers group can be examined on the basis of group size and
group count. In later years, if the group size and group count decreases; then it can
easily inferred that the game is in danger, and instant actions are required to be
taken. Clustering algorithms like k-Means and DBSCAN can be implemented for
monitoring the game stickiness. Figure 3 exhibits the proposed system for moni-
toring the stickiness of computer games.

The gaming data is provided as input to the system, where the two clustering
algorithms, i.e., k-Means and DBSCAN will be executed and the output will in the
form of charts representing different clusters. Amongst these two algorithms, the
one with the better performance can be selected by the gaming industry for game
stickiness monitoring.

4 Implementation

Data mining has been proved advantageous for sectors like agriculture, medical,
education. According to the proposed model, it can also be beneficial to gaming
sector. The gaming dataset executed using RapidMiner Studio can aid the gaming
industry in monitoring the retention of gamers for a particular game. The imple-
mentation process for monitoring game attractiveness consists of following points.

4.1 Data Collection

Data gathering task is performed using a survey method. Survey form is circulated
through online resources. The questionnaire consists of following questions.

1. Name
2. Age
3. Gender

Fig. 3 Proposed system
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4. Preferred game
5. Time spent per week for playing preferred game
6. Negative effect because of playing game
7. Addicted to playing game
8. Feel incomplete or lonely without playing game
9. Real life problem because of game

10. Dedicate time to play game even if busy
11. Skip meal or sleep to finish off the game
12. Avoid spending time with family/friends to play game

The questionnaire is divided into two sections. The first section (1–4) provides
gamers details, and the second section (5–12) focuses on questions related to what
extend the gamers are attracted towards a particular game. The questions from 6 to
12 are YES/NO type.

4.2 Tool Used

RapidMiner Studio incorporates technology along with the applicability to serve a
user-friendly integration of the latest as well as established data mining techniques.
Analysis processes with RapidMiner Studio is performed by drag and drop of
operators, parameters setting and combining operators. RapidMiner Studio permits
to use strong visualizations like 3D graphs, scatter matrices and self-organizing
maps. It allows turning data into fully customizable, exportable charts along with
support for panning, zooming, and rescaling for maximum visual impact. It also
offers access to an extensive list of data sources including Microsoft Excel, Access,
SQL, and Oracle. It is platform independent [9].

4.3 Procedure

The gaming dataset collected through online survey consists of 1000 records and 12
attributes. The dataset is in xlsx format, i.e., an Excel file. The following steps
depict execution process of the proposed system in brief:

1. Collect a gaming dataset using survey method
2. Load the dataset in RapidMiner Studio for implementation
3. Perform data preprocessing
4. Apply k-Means and DBSCAN algorithm
5. Observe and analyze results.
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5 Experimental Results

For implementation, dataset is segmented with respect to the six genre (Adventure,
Fighting, Racing, Role Playing, Sports and Strategy) options. Each genre is eval-
uated against age, negative effect, time spent/week; this will help in observing the
changes in the size and count from the obtained gamer’s clusters as the dataset will
vary with time. The outcome of each genre is as follows.

Figure 4a and b depicts the outcome of k-Means and DBSCAN for adventure
games against age respectively. In Fig. 4a, three clusters are obtained, where the
age group 19–20 has maximum occurrence without acquiring the knowledge of
particular game the gamers are interested in. Figure 4b provides five clusters, with
cluster 0 representing noise points, this graph gives a precise result with individuals
belonging to age group 18 are interested in Temple Run. Similarly, in Fig. 4c for

Fig. 4 Adventure games versus age. a k-Means. b DBSCAN, fighting games versus age.
c k-Means. d DBSCAN
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Fig. 5 Racing games versus negative effect a K-Means b DBSCAN. Role playing games versus
negative effect c K-Means d DBSCAN. Sports games versus time spent/week e K-Means
f DBSCAN. Strategy games versus time spent/week g K-Means h DBSCAN
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fighting games, age groups of ‘19–20’ is obtained without a precise game and in
Fig. 4d individuals of age ‘19’ are interested in ‘Counter Strike’. Thus, in future if
the count of the people interested in ‘Counter Strike’ decreases, then certain
improvements are needed to retain gamers.

In Fig. 5a–d, racing games and role playing games are plotted against negative
effect respectively, where Fig. 5a and c consists of both ‘Yes’/‘No’ responses. But
on the other hand, in Fig. 5b and d, option ‘No’ has maximum occurrence for
‘Roadrash’ and ‘Mario’, respectively. This helps gaming industry to infer that
‘Roadrash’ and ‘Mario’ does not have any adverse effect and are safe to play.
Figure 5e–h represents graphs for sport and strategy games, where both are plotted
against time spent/week. In Fig. 5e and g three clusters have almost equal number
of elements and no particular inference can be drawn, but in Fig. 5f maximum
occurrences specifies, people mostly spent around ‘1–5’ h/week in playing ‘Fifa’
and Fig. 5h depicts ‘Candy Crush’ is played for around ‘1–5’ h/week. Thus, the
time spent in playing ‘Fifa’ and ‘Candy Crush’ is less, compared to the other
options provided; therefore certain improvements are required so that gamers spent
more time. From the above results, it is clear that DBSCAN performance is better
than k-Means. Similar experimentation can be performed for the remaining
attributes.

6 Conclusion

Data mining applications have been proven valuable to many industries till date and
can also be found beneficial to the gaming industry in several ways. One of the
applications among them can be monitoring game stickiness by implementing
clustering algorithms such as k-Means and DBSCAN. The outcome of these
algorithms has help in checking the count of the gamers interested in a particular
game and keep on examining the count on regular basis. The decrease in count will
help in interpreting that certain upgradations are needed to retain and to increase the
number of gamers. Also execution of k-Means and DBSCAN aids in inferring that
DBSCAN is far much better than k-Means, since it provides precise value or
solution to the query and also helps in detecting noisy data.
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Automated Detection of Acute Leukemia
Using K-mean Clustering Algorithm

Sachin Kumar, Sumita Mishra, Pallavi Asthana and Pragya

Abstract Leukemia is a hematologic cancer which develops in blood tissue and
triggers rapid production of immature and abnormal-shaped White Blood Cells.
Based on statistics it is found that the leukemia is one of the leading causes of death
in men and women alike. Microscopic examination of blood sample or bone
marrow smear is the most effective technique for diagnosis of leukemia. Patholo-
gists analyze microscopic samples to make diagnostic assessments on the basis of
characteristic cell features. Recently, computerized methods for cancer detection
have been explored towards minimizing human intervention and providing accurate
clinical information. This paper presents an algorithm for automated image based
acute leukemia detection systems. The method implemented uses basic enhance-
ment, morphology, filtering and segmenting technique to extract region of interest
using k-means clustering algorithm. The proposed algorithm achieved an accuracy
of 92.8% and is tested with Nearest Neighbor (kNN) and Naïve Bayes Classifier on
the dataset of 60 samples.
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1 Introduction

Leukemia is a type of cancer which develops in blood tissue. Leukemia originates in
the soft inner part of the bones known as Bone Marrow. The Bone Marrow com-
prises hematopoietic stem cells; which over an interval of period develop into var-
ious components of blood namely White Blood Cells (WBC), platelets, and Red
Blood Cells (RBC), each of them has different roles to play [1]. Leukemia affects the
production of White Blood Cells and interrupts normal cell activities. In addition,
leukemic cells have abnormal growth and their survival time is much more than the
normal cells, consequently number of abnormal blood WBC increases rapidly in the
blood. Classification of leukemia is based upon how fast it becomes severe and it can
be classified as chronic or acute. Acute leukemia progresses rapidly, and if not
treated, becomes fatal within a few months. Chronic leukemia grows over a longer
interval of time, and patients in most cases can live for many years. But chronic
leukemia is generally harder to cure than acute leukemia [2–4]. It can be
sub-categorized as Acute Lymphocytic Leukemia (ALL), Acute Myeloid Leukemia
(AML), Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia (CLL), and Chronic Myeloid Leukemia
(CML). This paper deals with automated detection of Acute Lymphocytic Leukemia
(ALL). Onset of Acute Lymphocytic Leukemia (ALL) causes production of
immature lymphocytes in excessive amounts in bone marrow. These abnormal
lymphocytes which are in excess will interrupt the function of normal cells.

In a conventional setup, the pathologist plays a crucial role in accurate diagnosis
of ALL; since manual detection process is tedious, time-consuming, and accuracy
of diagnosis also depends upon the experience of pathologist. Recent advances in
digital image processing technology has led to a lot of research towards the
development of automated recognition systems for identification of ALL [5–7].
CAD systems have the potential to provide valuable assistance to the pathologist in
determination of the presence or the absence of the disease. In addition, it may also
help in evaluation of stage of progression of disease.

Several Algorithms of identification and detection of leukemia have been
implemented, S. Mohapatra et al. in 2012 [8] segregated region of interest using
color-based clustering, they achieved successful classification of infected cells
using SVM classifier based on Fractal dimensions, shape, and color. Later in 2012
[9], the same classification was achieved using ANN classifier, features in con-
sideration included algorithms based on color methods. Nasir et al. in 2013 [10] did
classification of acute leukemia cells using Multilayer Perceptron and simplified
Fuzz ARTMAP neural networks with FNN and Bayesian classifier, features used
for identification were based on shape and color of the target. In 2014, N. Chatap
et al. [11] did analysis of blood samples for counting leukemia cells using SVM and
KNN nearest neighbor algorithm based on shape of the cells. Later in 2015, R. Devi
et al. [12] worked on the classification of Acute Myelogenous Leukemia in Blood
Microscopic Images using PNN considering features based on shape, similar work
was done by L. Faivdullah et al. [13] for leukemia detection from blood smears
using SVM. The proposed work segregates the region of interest using K-means
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clustering, and then a combination of morphological, color, geometric, textural, and
statistical features has been used to classify a mature lymphocyte and leukemic
lymphocyte using Nearest Neighbor (kNN) and Naïve Bayes Classifier. Further
devised methodology also addresses the segmentation of overlapping cells.

The paper is arranged in four sections. The next section deals with the proposed
methodology and algorithm. Section 3 deals with identification and classification,
and Sect. 4 provides the concluding remark.

2 Proposed Methodology

The automated detection of leukemia is performed by analyzing numerous
microscopic images of the White Blood Cells or bone marrow smears obtained
from the patient. First step is image acquisition; the samples for the proposed work
were obtained from Dr RML Awadh hospital, Lucknow. Proposed algorithm for the
automated identification of acute leukemia from microscopic image is shown in
Fig. 1. Various steps involved are discussed below.

2.1 Image Preprocessing

The images of acceptable quality are subjected to preprocessing operations. The
acquired microscopic digital image is usually corrupted by various kinds of noise or
it may have a blurred region in the image which is important for detection. Figure 2
depicts the microscopic image of one of the blood samples.

Image preprocessing operations are performed to suppress the undesired dis-
tortions present in the image and enhance image features relevant for further
analysis. The noise is removed from the image using various filtering techniques
depending upon the type of noise. We have utilized Wiener filter which adequately
reduced the blurriness without reducing the image sharpness. Further histogram
equalization technique is applied to enhance the contrast in the image. Figure 3
depicts histogram of the image for performing adaptive histogram equalization.
Gray-scale transformation brightness thresholding is chosen to modify brightness
and threshold used is 192. This gray-scale transformation results in a binary image
as shown in Fig. 4 [14–16].

The component mainly analyzed in the dataset is leucocyte; other than that every
other component needs to be eliminated from the dataset. Further in the dataset
being examined, it is possible that certain percentage of leucocytes is present on the
edges of the image. In the image cleaning process, the leucocytes which are at the
edge in the sample image under study and other irrelevant elements present in
the image are removed in order to reduce errors in the later stages of the identifi-
cation process. There are two cleaning operations which are required
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• Removal of Noise or Cleaning of Image
• Removal of abnormal components

The first one is done with help of filtering algorithms especially Wiener and Median
filter. The component having a small area is usually the component located on the edges.
The component with large values of area must be cells that are overlapping leucocytes.
Therefore area and the convex area both need to be calculated for the removal of the
unwanted components. Figure 5 depicts the morphologically cleaned image which is
obtained by removing the leucocytes on the edges and irregular components.

2.2 Image Segmentation

Segmentation process partitions an image into distinct regions on the basis of
features of interest. Segmentation in the present work involves segregation of White

Acquire Digital Data:

Microscopic Test Images

Pre –Processing Operations

&

MorphologicalOperations

Image Segmentation

Using

Clustering Algorithms

Feature Extraction
Color Features
Textural Features
Geometrical Features
Statistical Features

Image Classification

Infected Benign

•
•
•
•

Fig. 1 Proposed algorithm
for automated identification of
leukemia
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Blood Cells. Five components of White Blood Cells include: Neutrophil, Basophil,
Eosinophil, Lymphocyte and Monocyte. ALL symptoms are associated only with
the lymphocytes since morphological components of normal and malignant lym-
phocytes are significantly different; so other four components of White Blood Cells
namely neutrophil, basophil, eosinophil, and myelocytes are neglected during
segmentation process.

Figures 6, 7 and 8 depict the results of the k-means clustering with segregation
of different nucleus and cytoplasm [17–19]. The performance of segmentation
approaches such as k-means [20], texture-based segmentation [21] and color-based
segmentation [22] have been compared. The brief description of the performance
measures used is

Fig. 2 Microscopic image of
blood samples

Fig. 3 Histogram for
adaptive thresholding
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• Probability Random Index (PRI): It is a nonparametric evaluation of the
goodness of segmentation. It is obtained by summing the number of pixel pairs
with same label and number with different label in both S (test samples) and G
(ground reality) and then dividing it by total number of pixel pairs. For a given a
set of ground truth segmentations Gk, PRI is evaluated using

PRI Stest, Gkð Þ= 1
ðN ̸2Þ ∑

∀i, j&i< j
½cijpij + ð1− cijÞð1− pijÞ�, ð1Þ

Fig. 4 Binary image

Fig. 5 Morphologically
cleaned image
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Fig. 6 Cluster 1: k-means
clustering

Fig. 7 Cluster 2: k-means
clustering

Fig. 8 Cluster 3: k-means
clustering
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where cij is an event that describes a pixel pair (i, j) having same or different
label in the test image Stest.

• Variance of Information (VOI): Variation of Information gives the measure of
distance between two clusters. It gives partition of pixels with different clusters.
Clustering with clusters is represented by a random variable X, X = {1… k}
such that Pi =

Xij j
n , i∈X, and n= ∑i Xi is the variation of information between

two clusters X and Y. Thus VOI(X, Y) is represented using

VOI X,Yð Þ=H Xð Þ=H Yð Þ− 2I X, Yð Þ, ð2Þ

where H(X) is entropy of X and I(X, Y) is mutual information between X and Y.

• Global Consistency Error (GCE): Local refinement error is calculated using
Eq. (3), where si and gj contain pixel, pk, so that s ∈ S, g ∈ G, where S
segment is obtained after segmentation by the algorithm being evaluated and G
denotes reference segment. The value obtained from (3) is used to evaluate
global consistency errors using (4), where n denotes set of difference operation.
R(x, y) represents the set of pixels corresponding to region x that includes pixel
y. GCE quantifies the amount of error in segmentation. Table 1 depicts the
comparative values of segmentation algorithms on the basis of VOI, PRI and
GCE for the dataset evaluated [23–25].

E si, gj, pk
� �

=
R si, pkð Þ ̸R gj, pk

� ��� ��

R si, pkð Þj j ð3Þ

GCE S,Gð Þ= 1
n
min ∑E S,G.pið Þ, E S, G.pið Þf g ð4Þ

3 Identification and Classification

Identification involves extraction of color, geometric, textural, and statistical fea-
tures. Final step, i.e., the labeling of sample as malignant or benign is achieved
through image classification process. Image classification analyzes various image

Table 1 Qualitative analysis
of performance parameters

PRI GCE VOI

Color k-means 0.932 0.0079 0.089
k-means 0.942 0.0091 0.092
Texture based 0.941 0.0132 0.015
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features to arrange data into categories. Classification algorithms typically employ
two processes: training and testing. In the training process, relevant properties of
typical image features are isolated and a unique description of each classification
category is created.

Two categories of classification algorithms namely supervised and unsupervised
are generally used. In supervised classification, statistical processes are employed to
extract class descriptors. Classification used in the present work relies on clustering
algorithms to automatically segment the training data into various prototype classes.
During the testing phase, features of sample dataset are compared with the previ-
ously calculated standard values. Depending upon the values of the input image
finally classification is achieved with the help of Nearest Neighbor (kNN) and
Naïve Bayes Classifier, comparison of which is also presented. The work was
carried out on the dataset of 60 samples.

3.1 Identification of Grouped Leucocytes

Microscopic images of blood samples usually contain cells which are overlapping,
this complicates the analysis and identification process. Segregation of Region of
Interest (ROI) is achieved through k-Means clustering. In order to segregate leu-
cocytes roundness has been used as a measure. Roundness checks whether the
shape of the object is circular or not by excluding the local irregularities. Roundness
can be gained by dividing the area of a circle to the area of an object by using the
convex perimeter.

Roundness=
4XπX area

convex perimeter2
ð5Þ

The value of roundness is 1 if the object is circular and the value of roundness is
less than 1 for the non-circular objects. Roundness as a measure is less sensitive to
irregular boundaries because it excludes the local irregularities. Threshold value
chosen is 0.80 to distinguish between the single leucocyte and clusters of over-
lapping leucocytes. The components which are having the roundness value more
than the value of threshold are considered as the individual leucocyte while the
components which are having value less than the threshold are considered as
grouped leucocytes. Figure 9 represents roundness metrics obtained for various
leucocytes. The individual leucocytes are sent next for the further study and the
grouped leucocytes are sent to the separation process [26–28].

Solidity is used to find out the density of a component. It is obtained as

Solidity=
area

convex area
ð6Þ
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If the value is 1 then it can be identified as a solid object. If the value is less than
1 then it is a component having irregular boundaries. The threshold value for
solidity which is used for identifying the abnormal components is obtained from the
image which is having individual leucocytes. An optimum threshold value of 0.80
can efficiently be used to find out abnormal components from the image and this is
depicted in Fig. 10. The components which are having the solidity value less than
the threshold are removed [29, 30]. Figure 11 depicts standard deviation of iden-
tified leucocytes.

3.2 Nucleus and Cytoplasm Selection

The leucocytes segmented can now be used to extract the nucleus and cytoplasm.
This is achieved by cropping the image with the bounding box. This step separates

Fig. 9 Metrics close to one
indicates roundness

Fig. 10 Measure of solidity
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out each leucocyte. The borders of images obtained in the above step have to be
cleaned in order to proceed further. Next step involves cropping out the outer
portion of the leucocyte to segregate cytoplasm. This process segregates cytoplasm.
From the close examination, it can be concluded that White Blood Cells nuclei are
more in contrast on the green component of the RGB color space. So, we can get
nucleus using the threshold [31].

3.3 Feature Extraction

Feature extraction is the process of converting the image into data so that we can
check these values with the standard values and finally identify infected samples.
Figure 12 depicts individual segmentation of the lymphocytes with its area and
diameter. Features required to train model parameters include are

• Color Features—It includes mean color values of the gray images acquired.
• Geometric Features—It includes perimeter, radius, area, rectangularity, com-

pactness, convexity, concavity, symmetry, elongation, eccentricity, solidity, etc.
• Texture Features—It Includes entropy, energy, homogeneity, correlation as

obtained.
• Statistical Features—It includes mean, variance, and standard deviation. The

values are computed are shown in Fig. 11.

Elongation=1−
major axis
minor axis

ð7Þ

Fig. 11 Standard deviation
of identified leucocytes
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Eccentricuty=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiðmajor axis2 −minor axis2Þp

major axis
ð8Þ

Rectangularity=
area

major axis X minor axis
ð9Þ

Convexity=
Perimeter convex

Perimeter
ð10Þ

Compactness=
4XπX area
perimeter2

ð11Þ

Elongation indicates the object elongation towards particular axis. Rectangu-
larity depicts how well the bounding box is filled. Eccentricity is the ratio of the
major axis length and the foci of the ellipse. Convexity shows the relative amount
of difference of object from its convex object. Compactness is the ratio of the area
of an object and area of circle having same perimeter. Figure 13 depicts the geo-
metric characteristics of the infected cell and Fig. 14 depicts texture features of the
infected cell [32, 33].

3.4 Image Classification

Proposed algorithm is tested with Nearest Neighbor (kNN) and Naïve Bayes
Classifier on the dataset of 60 pretested samples, the accuracy achieved is 92.8%.

Fig. 12 Segmented leucocytes with corresponding diameter and area
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The process involved following steps:

1. Finalization of feature set
2. Selection of appropriate Algorithm
3. Mapping and Training of model parameters

Features such as Elongation, Eccentricity, Rectangularity, Convexity, Com-
pactness, entropy, energy, homogeneity, correlation, and standard deviation are
used to train model parameters to identify infected cells. Confusion Matrix has been
utilized to compute performance of classifiers. Performance parameters included
accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity shown in Fig. 15.
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4 Conclusion

The chances of successful outcome of cancer treatment are primarily dependent on
its early detection and diagnosis. Acute Lymphocytic Leukemia is the most com-
mon form of blood cancer which can identified through examination of blood and
bone marrow smears by trained experts. This manual inspection process is
time-consuming and error prone, thus a computer-based system for automated
detection of Acute Lymphocytic Leukemia may provide an assistive diagnostic tool
for pathologists. The automated segregation and identification algorithm aims to
reduce the latency period involved in treatment, which is sometimes life threaten-
ing. The proposed automated system is tested with Nearest Neighbor (kNN) and
Naïve Bayes Classifier on the dataset of 60 pretested samples, the accuracy
achieved is 92.8%. The results show that algorithm proposed achieves an acceptable
performance for the diagnosis of Acute Lymphocytic Leukemia; further the devised
methodology also addresses the segmentation of overlapping cells.
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Energy Data Analysis
of Green Office Building

Weiyan Li, Minnan Piao, Botao Huang and Chenfei Qu

Abstract Green office building is the future trend of office buildings, whose energy
consumption data collection point is more, and so there are more data and outlier. In
this paper, based on energy consumption data in a green office building of some
architectural design institute, we establish the energy consumption monitoring
model, which first identify the energy consumption pattern by clustering analysis of
historical energy consumption data, get the decision tree of energy consumption
pattern by classifying the energy consumption data, match the real-time energy
consumption data with the energy consumption patterns, and then make outlier
analysis with historical data of the same pattern. So we can determine whether the
energy consumption data are abnormal and current energy consumption is rational
or not and achieve energy saving purposes.

Keywords Green office building ⋅ Energy consumption monitoring model ⋅
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1 Introduction

In our country annual increase of construction area is equivalent to 40% of the
world’s new construction area, more than 95% of which is high-energy building,
and under the same climatic conditions energy consumption per unit area of which
is 2 to 3 times higher than other countries, especially in high-energy office build-
ings. So for green office building, which is the future trend of office buildings,
energy consumption data analysis and outlier detection has important significance.

Researches on building energy consumption analysis have made some
achievements. In 1996, Terry Sharp established stepwise linear regression model
which was used to identify high-energy consumers, and then successfully applied to
office buildings and commercial buildings [1]; in 2002, Muller W and Wiede thole
E studied how to apply decision tree building benchmarking the energy con-
sumption [2]. John E. Seem studied historical energy consumption data clustering
for each day of the week as the basic unit, and discovered the existence of a
building energy model [3]. In 2006, Melek Yalcintas researched how to apply
neural network model to evaluate energy consumption [4]. In 2007, John E. Seem
used outlier detection method based on statistics GESR to build energy con-
sumption data in history, and successfully detected the energy consumption during
operation anomalies exist [5].

2 Basics

Before the analysis of energy consumption data, we need to select specific algo-
rithm based on the characteristics of the actual data; otherwise, it will affect the
accuracy of the results.

2.1 DBSCAN Clustering Algorithm

Clustering algorithm is an algorithm that the data object is grouped, based on the
data relationships [6]. K-means clustering not only needs to determine the number
of clusters in advance but it is high sensitivity to outliers, and can only find round
cluster; the time complexity of clustering hierarchy is unfavorable to deal with a
large number of data sets; while DBSCAN algorithm can automatically determine
the number of clusters, discover clusters of arbitrary shape, and detect the abnormal
value, so in the paper we choose the DBSCAN algorithm to cluster the data.

DBSCAN is a clustering algorithm based on density which is to find a
high-density area separated from the low-density region. First, confirm all data
points which they are core points, border points, or outliers. Then the two closes
enough to the core point form a cluster, at the same time all border points which
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belong to the neighborhood of core point are also placed in the same cluster with
the core point. In DBSCAN algorithm, if a point, which the number of data points
within the radius of a specified distance Eps exceeds Minpts, is the core point.
A point is not the core point, but in the neighborhood of a core point, then this point
is the boundary point. If a point is neither a core point nor the boundary points, it is
outlier. Eps and Minpts are parameters which are achieved by K-distance map of
each data point or experience.

2.2 C4.5 Classification Algorithm

Classification algorithm predicts the class label for the future sample with the
learning model established by the relationship between the class label and attribute
value of input data set [7]. In this paper, considering the energy consumption data
set has only two attributes, using the decision tree classification algorithm is not
only more simple and effective, but also more easy to understand the results of
classification, compared to the Bayesian method, neural network method and
support vector machine (SVM) classification algorithm. So we select C4.5 decision
tree classification algorithm to classify the data set.

C4.5 algorithm [7] is a classification decision tree algorithm. Model training
starts from the root, and then we select the optimal attributes for data at each node,
and classify data set to form new nodes, and one more time select new optimal
attributes to classify data set, thereby it forms a constantly growing tree, until all
data points have the same class label or the same attribute value, which is a leaf
node. But the process of the data set for training may appear over-fitting, because in
an unknown test data set the proportion of misclassification is very large. In order to
avoid over-fitting, we use a pruning method on the resulting decision tree to prune
the tree.

2.3 Dynamic LOF Algorithm

The basic idea of traditional LOF algorithm is to find the observation point from the
k-neighborhood of an object p, and to use the distance from these observations
point to the object p to calculate local anomaly factor of the object p, and then by
the size of the LOF value to determine whether the object p is outliers.

To calculate the LOF values of an object p, first determine the k-neighborhood
of the object p:

NkðpÞ= fqjdðp, qÞ < = k− distanceðpÞg, ð1Þ

where k− distanceðpÞ is the k-distance between the object p and the object q.
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And then get the reach distance between the object p and all points of
k-neighborhood of the object p:

reach− distkðp, qÞ=maxðk− distanceðqÞ, dðp, qÞÞ. ð2Þ

On the basis, to calculate the local density of the object p:

lrdkðpÞ=1 ̸
∑q ∈ NkðpÞ reach− distanceðp, qÞ

NMinPtsðpÞ . ð3Þ

Then calculate the LOF value of the object p:

LOFkðpÞ=
∑q ∈ NKinPtsðpÞ

lrdðqÞ
lrdðpÞ

jMinPtsðpÞj , ð4Þ

where MinPtsðpÞj j represents the number of collection NkðpÞ of the data points.
In this paper, we use advanced LOF algorithm [8], which is easier and to more

clearly express the concept of outlier. The basic idea is as follows: For an object p,
determine the number of points in a circular area within the circle center p and
radius ε. If the number is less than M, it is determined to be abnormal; if the number
of points exceeds M, p is calculated to ε-neighborhood distance from the farthest
point p, and the formula is improved:

LOFkðpÞ=
∑q ∈ εðpÞ

dε−maxðpÞ
dε−maxðqÞ

εMinPtsðpÞj j . ð5Þ

3 Examples of Verification

In the paper, on the basis of data integrity and accuracy, the lighting data were
analyzed using DBSCAN clustering algorithm, C4.5 classification algorithm to
establish energy consumption model, and then detect outliers of the future data
under the same model.

3.1 Data Sorting and Analyzing

Select 7–8 month’s data to analyze; each 2 weeks is seen as a sample, and so in July
and August there are four samples: Sample 1, sample 2, sample 3, and sample 4.
Use the first three samples (Sample 1, Sample 2, Sample 3) to establish energy
consumption model, and in turn subsequently detect three samples (Sample 2,
Sample 3, Sample 4) abnormality.
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According to the above, we first remove the outliers and add two properties for
all data. The first is whether the property is weekday. Because there are no other
legal holidays during 2 months, except Saturday and Sunday, the attribute on the
weekend is set to 7, while from Monday to Friday the attribute value of data is 1.
Second, 0,…, 23 represent each data point range, such as 0 represents 00: 00–1:00.
Finally, all data have the above two properties.

3.2 Using DBSCAN Algorithm Clustering

According to the feature of the lighting system, select two indicators (average
hourly and hourly peaks) to cluster energy consumption data.

First, we must determine the parameters Eps and MinPts. For the
two-dimensional data, MinPts is usually selected a value of 4 for DBSCAN
algorithm, so we also set MinPts to 4. And Eps is selected by drawing a 4-distance
map method. For all of the sample data, first calculate the distance of nearly a fourth
of their own data points from the 4-distance map, then the 4-distance map of all
sample points will be sort and drawn in axis, and finally when the value of the
image based on 4-distance map mutates, the number is suitable to Eps. At the same
time, we determine the core point and outliers: if k-distance value is less than Eps,
the point is core point, and k-distance value is greater than the value as outliers. It is
proved that all of the distance map is the big change is after 1.5 in the distance, so
choose Eps 1.5 in this algorithm.

Then all sample points are traversed to determine the core point, boundary point,
and outliers; according to Eps and MinPts, make all sample points as different
clusters. The below shows clustering results of sample 1, 2, 3, 4. (Fig. 1).

From the clustering results, the number of clusters is approximately 2 or 3, three
clusters are formed in the sample 1, 2, 3, and the sample 4 forms two clusters.
Cluster 0 and cluster 1 contain the most part of the sample points, while the sample
point in cluster 2 and outliers is mainly energy consumption data in 7:00, 8:00,
17:00, 18:00, 19:00 time, because these moments are transitional moment time
between work and rest, so some are in cluster 0, some are cluster 1, and some form
a separate cluster. The remaining node, whose neighbors are less than 4, is marked
as outliers. Since the number of sample point in cluster 2 is very small compared to
other clusters, which has less influence on outlier detection, the data of the cluster 2
are classified to the cluster which is the nearest to the sample point.

3.3 Using C4.5 Algorithm to Classify the Clustering Data

To use the C4.5 classification algorithm for classifying data, we first need to
determine the conditions for the termination of tree growth. This paper selects the
termination of three conditions: First, it will continue until the class label of all
energy values is the same; the second is that the number of energy data points,
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which are classified, is less than a critical value, which is selected to 10; the third is
that all data of node points have the same attribute values. Then, depending on two
attributes which are mentioned in the second chapter, we determine the basis
classification, and calculate the mean and peak value in each basis classification.
After code project is run classification results are obtained as follows:

As can be seen from the classification result, classification process of each
sample is different, because every attribute, which is based on the gain of the
entropy maximization judgment, is not the same. But the result is as follows:
Sample 1, 2, 3 classification result is the same, namely, energy consumption data
8:00–17:00 in the weekday is classified to cluster 1, and the rest of the energy
consumption data to cluster 0. This can be seen that in July and August lighting
energy consumption patterns have no major changes; the result of classification is in
line with reality (Fig. 2).

3.4 Dynamic LOF Algorithms to Detect Outliers

According to the attributes of weekday and time range, we determine the cluster
label of new energy data point, and then use the dynamic LOF algorithms to detect
the outliers of new energy data by comparing to corresponding cluster.

Fig. 1 The clustering results of sample 1, 2, 3, 4
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The historical data for each one hour of energy consumption data, with the same
Energy consumption mode together, use the dynamic LOF algorithm to detect
outliers. The below shows the outliers of sample 2, 3, 4 by the energy data of
sample 1, 2, 3.

Before determining whether the new energy point is abnormal data, we need to
decide the threshold value of the anomaly factor, which we select to the average of
the three maximum value of abnormal factor in the same energy consumption
patterns of history data. Although the data are normal in the cluster 0, the local
density of each data point is very large, causing that abnormal factor values around
these points a little further away from the data are large, so we select the average of
the three maximum values as the threshold of abnormal factor values.

Energy Data
(Sample 1)

0-7
(Cluster 0) 8-23

8-18

Weekend
(Cluster 0)Workday

18
(Cluster 0)

8-17
(Cluster 1)

19-23
(Cluster 0)

Energy Data
(Sample 2)

0-7
(Cluster 0) 8-23

8-17

Weekend
(Cluster 0)

Workday
(Cluster 1)

18-23
(Cluster 0)

Energy Data
(Sample 3)

0-7
(Cluster 0) 8-23

8-17

Weekend
(Cluster 0)Workday

13-178-12
(Cluster 1)

18-23
(Cluster 0)

13
(Cluster 1)

14-17
(Cluster 1)

Energy Data
(Sample 4)

0-7
(Cluster 0) 8-23

Weekday

19-238-18
(Cluster 1)

21-23
(Cluster 0)19-20

Weekend
(Cluster 0)

19
(Cluster 0)

20
(Cluster 0)

Fig. 2 The clustering results of sample 1, 2, 3, 4
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The below is the threshold of cluster 0 and cluster 1 in sample 1, 2, 3 (Table 1).
According to the threshold, we obtain the outliers from Table 2:
It is seen that outliers occur in the smaller part of cluster 0 of sample 2, 3, 4,

because there exist a problem when the threshold is selected in the part of the
smaller, and it is easier to detect outliers. The outliers are also in the smaller part of
cluster 1 of sample 3. And it is proved that these moments are low-to-normal level.
But the outliers are larger in cluster 1 of sample 4, and they are outliers we put
much energy on because it may be waste of resource. And it is confirmed that many
departments were busy with important project overtime.

4 Summary

In this paper, based on a green office building lighting data, we clustered and
classified historical energy consumption data, matched dynamic data with the
energy consumption patterns, and then got outlier analysis. So it is easy to deter-
mine whether energy consumption data are abnormal and current energy use is
reasonable. This method is also suitable for other seasonal changes less-volatile
energy systems. Therefore, if energy consumption data model is applied to existing
green office buildings, it will be easy to achieve energy-efficiency goals.

Table 1 The threshold of cluster 0 and cluster 1 in sample 1, 2, 3, 4

Cluster The threshold
of sample 1

The threshold
of sample 2

The threshold
of sample 3

0 3.10 5.22 3.16
1 3.27 1.9 2.16

Table 2 The outliers of sample 1, 2, 3, 4

Cluster The outliers of
sample 2

The outliers of
sample 3

The outliers of
sample 4

0 (2.75, 3.65) (2.49, 2.89)
(2.58, 3.55) (3.07, 3.13)
(3.07, 3.12) (3.07, 3.13)

(2.55, 3.14) (2.76, 2.77) (2.4, 3.93)

1 Null (20.08, 23.06)
(20.86, 21.95)
(19.58, 22.38)
(20.95, 23.96)
(20.74, 21.09)
(20.28, 24.81)

(27.63, 28.93)
(27.66, 29.37)
(27.87, 28.69)
(26.82, 27.67)
(15.88, 18.15)
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Location Prediction Model Based
on K-means Algorithm

Yan Hu, Xiaoying Zhu and Gang Ma

Abstract Location prediction is critical to mobile service because various kinds of
applications tightly combined with object’s location. However, location prediction
is a challenging work because the location captured is always not continuous and
object’s behavior is uncertain and irregular. The prediction accuracy of many
models is less than 30%. But the prediction accuracy is important to location
prediction. It will directly affect the mobile services. So this paper is to improve
prediction accuracy to provide more efficient mobile service. This paper proposes a
location prediction model based on k-means algorithm and time matching. For the
mobile service always region oriented, we first cluster history location using
k-means algorithm to define several regions. Then we divide every day time into
several segments and calculate the maximum probability location in every time
segment. A trajectory of an object in one day is formed with trajectory model and
trajectory updating model which is proposed in this paper. We can predict object’s
location with time-matching method. At last, we do experiments with real location
data which captured by APs. The prediction result with k-means is compared to the
result without model based on k-means algorithm. The experiment result shows that
prediction accuracy of our model is higher than the prediction without new model.
So more location services can be provided to objects with this new model.

Keywords Location prediction ⋅ K-means ⋅ Prediction accuracy ⋅ Cluster

1 Introduction

Location prediction is critical to mobile service because various kinds of applica-
tions tightly combined with object’s location [1]. However, location prediction is a
challenging work. First, location capturing is not continuous and exists blind spot.
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So some import location source data will be lost. It leads to the prediction more
complex. Second, objects’ behavior is uncertain and irregular. It is difficult to
predict location in a single algorithm. Third, the location data usually cannot be
directly used for it is discrete and fragmented [2]. These data always need to be
preprocessed through a complex approach before predicting. All the above factors
make the prediction work difficult and complex.

The method of location prediction always can be divided into two ways. One
way is predicting future location according to the last location. Location is predicted
through calculating the transition probability. Markovian algorithm is combined
with the first stage tightly. In paper [3–5], Markova algorithm and hybrid marko-
vian model based on dynamic social ties or with time based is presented. The
location prediction is only related to the last location.

The other way is collecting history location and predicting. In paper [6], algo-
rithm of Bayesian is used to predict location and multi-factors are considered in
order to improve the prediction accuracy rate. And more factors are taken into
account, such as spatial, temporal, and similarity characteristics of object mobility
using to construct a set of object features. In other papers, objects’ pattern is
calculated to predict location [5], and random Walk and Markovian algorithm are
used in paper [7, 8]. The visited cell-path and time intervals spent in each cell are
taken into account.

The prediction accuracy is important to location prediction. It will directly affect
the effectiveness of location-based services. The prediction accuracy of most above
models is less than 30%. So the model in this paper is to improve prediction
accuracy to provide more efficient location-based services. Most prediction model is
based on the exact place or location which can be described with longi-
tude and latitude. Our prediction is based on region to improve prediction accuracy
rate. These regions are also valuable to mobile service. Then we divide every day
time into several pieces and calculate the maximum probability location in every
time segment. A trajectory of an object in one day is formed according to the time
and representative location. We can predict an object’s location according to the
comparison of the time and position in history trajectory.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized in the following aspects:

• We propose a location prediction model based on k-means algorithm to predict
object location.

• The time-matching method is also used to form the prediction trajectory.
• We do experiment with prediction model on a real data and realize the pre-

diction model. The result shows that prediction accuracy reached 60.3%.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The basic idea of k-means
algorithm is introduced in section two. In section three, a new location prediction
model is design based on k-means algorithm, and time matching is also take into
account. In section four, we do experiment with this new model to predict location.
A conclusion is summarized in the last section.
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2 Location Prediction Model Based on K-means

2.1 Basic Idea of K-means Algorithm

K-means is a classic learning algorithm which solves the clustering problem. The
procedure follows a simple and easy way to classify a given data set through a
certain number of clusters (assume k clusters) fixed a priori [9]. Let
X = x1, x2, . . . xnð Þ be the set of samples and each xi is a sample. The k-means
algorithm partitions these points into K clusters which is defined as
C= c1, c2, . . . ckð Þ. The main idea is to define k centroids, one for each cluster.
First, choosing k original centroids from the set of X randomly. Second, the dis-
tance of sample to centroids will be calculated. Euclidean distance and cosine
similarity are usually used to measure the distance. The distance of sample to

centroid can be described as xi − cj
�� ��2 i ∈ n, j ∈ kð Þ. The sample will be assigned if

it is the nearest to k centroids until no sample is pending. Second, we need to
recalculate k new centroids as barycenter of the clusters resulting from the previous
step. After we have these k new centroids, a new binding has to be done between
the same data set points and the nearest new centroid. A loop has been generated.
As a result of this loop we may notice that the k centroids change their location step
by step until no more changes are done. In other words centroids do not move any
more.

2.2 Location Prediction Method Based on K-means

This paper proposes a location prediction model based on k-means algorithm. There
are three steps to prediction location: First, clustering the history location with
k-means; second, defining different time segments in a day; finally, predicting
object’s location with history location and time matching. In the first step, we
cluster history location using k-means algorithm to define several regions. These
maybe means a building or an area in the real world. Our prediction based on these
clustered locations is to improve accuracy rate of prediction. In second step, we
divide every day time into several segments and calculate the maximum probability
location in every time segment. Finally, a trajectory of an object in one day is
formed with location and time. We can predict an object’s location in the future day
according the time period.

Let L= ðL1, L2, . . . LnÞ be a set of history location which object visited. Then
we define the longitude and latitude of a location point L as L= ðx, yÞ. Every history
location Li is corresponding to a Li = ðxi, yiÞ. We use the distance of every two
locations to cluster with k-means algorithm. It can be described as Dij = xi − yik k2.
The steps of clustering are as follows:

Input: Li = ðxi, yiÞ and k
Output: result of cluster
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Step 1: Choose k random samples as centroids in history locations as initial
group centroids.

Step 2: Calculate the distance of history location to centroids

Dik = argmin ∑
k

i=1
∑

xi ∈ Li
xi −mkk k2

The sample will cluster into ki if ki is the nearest k to this sample.
Step 3: When all samples have been assigned, recalculate the positions of the k

centroids.
Step 4: Repeat Steps 2 and 3 until the centroids no longer move. This produces a

separation of the objects into groups from which the metric to be minimized can be
calculated.

The result of clustering is Cluster = c1, c2, . . . ckð Þ and k is the input value.
According to the k-means algorithm, every L belongs to a cluster:

Li ∈ Clusterjð0< j< kÞ.

An object always appears at a place with in a time. So the appearance time is
tightly relative to the history location of an object. One day time can be divided into
serval time segments:

T = ðT½ti, tj�,T½tj, tk�, . . . T ½tn, ti�Þð0≤ ti< tj< tn≤ 24Þ.

The probability of an object appearing in a place can be expressed as

pi =
Li

∑n
i= j Lj

ð1≤ i≤ nÞ.

The maximum probability location is defined as Mp in history in the time of
Tij = ½ti, tj�.

Lp= arg max
Li

∑n
i= j Lj

1≤ i≤ nð Þ.

For Lp ∈ L and formula (3), we can derive that Lp ∈ Clusteri. The Clusteri is
our prediction location in the time of Tij = ½ti, tj�. So there is a sequence of history
trajectory:

S= ⟨Tij,Clustera⟩, ⟨Tjk,Clusterb⟩ . . . ⟨Tni,Clusterk⟩
� �

ð0≤ ti< tj . . . tn≤ 24, 0< a, b . . . < kÞ.

According to the above history trajectory sequence, we can predict object’s
location with time in day.
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3 Experiments and Results

We test our prediction model with real data which published by University of
California, San Diego. We use one-week object data as the history data to build
history trajectory. Then we predict the object location at time of next week. First,
we cluster the AP’s location with k-means and name it. We define k = 8, so all the
AP’s location will be clustered into 8 clusters. Figure 1 shows the clustering result.

Second, we divide 24 h of day into six segments. They are t1 [0 am, 6 am], t2 [6
am, 9 am], t3 [9 am, 12 am], t4 [12 am, 14 pm], t5 [14 pm, 18 pm], and t6 [18 pm,
24 pm]. The maximum probability of history location in this time segments can be
calculated. The prediction trajectory is formed, and we can use this trajectory of
object to predict location in the future day. In our experiments, 50 objects’ location
data are used. Figure 2 shows the prediction correct times of comparison in dif-
ferent time segments. In the time of t1, the results are same because it is in sleepy
time. In time t2, the prediction ratio is lower than before using our model because
its activity area is large. In time t3–t6, the prediction ratio is higher than before
using model. It can prove that campus objects always act in a certain region in a
certain time. So our prediction model based on k-means is suitable to predict
location in campus. Figure 3 shows that the prediction accuracy before using our
model is 39.7% and the prediction accuracy after using our model is 60.3%. So it
proves that we construct an efficient model to predict location.

Fig. 1 Cluster result with k-means algorithm
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4 Conclusion

We proposed a location prediction model based on k-means algorithm in this paper.
The main contribution of this paper is using k-means algorithm to cluster all the
history location. And then the time-matching method is used to calculate the history
location in different time segments. In this way, a prediction trajectory is formed to
predict object location. To realize this model, we do experiment on real data which
are published by University of California, San Diego. Through the experiment, we
proved that the prediction accuracy is highly improved. So we conclude that our
location prediction model based on k-means algorithm is an efficient model to
predict object’s location.

Fig. 2 Results of comparison in different time segments

Fig. 3 Prediction accuracy
before and after cluster
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Visual Tracking via Clustering-Based Patch
Weighing and Masking

He Yuan, Hefeng Wu, Dapeng Feng and Yongyi Gong

Abstract A novel visual tracking method via clustering-based patch weighing and

masking is presented in this paper. At initialization stage, we divide the object region

defined by the given object bounding box and its surrounding background region into

non-overlapping patches, and introduce a robust clustering algorithm to build patch-

based object and background models. Then a structure mask is constructed from

the discrimination between the object and background models. During tracking, we

calculate each pixel’s object probability inside the search region by patch weighing.

The best object location is found by maximum a posteriori estimation with dense

sampling and structure masking constraint. Experimental results demonstrate that

the proposed tracking method is effective and it outperforms several state-of-the-art

methods in challenging scenarios.

Keywords Object tracking ⋅ Clustering ⋅ Patch weighing ⋅ Structure mask
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1 Introduction

Object tracking is an important and fundamental task in many computer vision

applications such as intelligent transportation, security monitoring, and robotics.

Although much progress has been made in recent years, tracking the object robustly

and stably remains challenging due to various factors including illumination varia-

tions, occlusion and background clutter, etc.

Building robust appearance models is quite critical in successful tracking. Exist-

ing methods generally fall into two categories: holistic appearance models [1, 2]

and part-based appearance models [3, 4]. Holistic models can preserve the global

information of the object well in some situations, however, it is difficult to adapt to

deformation of non-rigid objects. On the contrary, part-based models can better uti-

lize the partial information of the object, but background noise may easily degrade

such models without proper formulation of the parts’ relationship.

Therefore, in this paper, we propose a novel tracking method with patch-based

models and structure masking, which utilizes part-based information by introducing

holistic structure mask constraint. Experimental results demonstrate that our method

outperforms several state-of-the-art tracking methods in challenging scenarios.

2 The Proposed Method

2.1 Framework Overview

The framework of the proposed tracking method is illustrated in Fig. 1. Given the

object bounding box in the first frame, we divide the bounding box and its surround-

ing region into non-overlapping patches, and we use a clustering method to build

patch-based models for the object and background, respectively. A structure mask

of the object is constructed from the discrimination between the object and back-

ground models. When a new frame t comes, the search region is divided into non-

overlapping patches and the object probability of each pixel is calculated by patch

weighing. The object is then located by maximum a posteriori estimation with dense

sampling and structure mask constraint. We detail the proposed method in the fol-

lowing subsections.

2.2 Appearance Modeling

The modeling of the object appearance consists of two components: clustering-based

patch models and structure mask.

Clustering-based Patch Models. Assume the bounding box 𝛺1 of a target is given

in the first frame I1 and the size of 𝛺1 is W × H, where W and H are the width and
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Fig. 1 The flowchart of our tracking method

height respectively. We divide the bounding box 𝛺1 into non-overlapping patches

of size s × s and extract a feature vector 𝐮 from each patch. Then, we do clustering

in those patches, regarding one patch as a unit. The DBSCAN clustering method

[5] is applied in our method, because it has the following advantages: The number

of clusters need not be predefined and it is quite robust to outliers. After DBSCAN

clustering, some core points are obtained in each cluster [5]. The outliers that do

not belong to any cluster will be discarded. We choose a small set of K core points

randomly from each cluster. These chosen core points, which are also called the core

patches, will be stored into an array and form our object model 𝛷o.

Meanwhile, we define a background region 𝛺
b
1 with an expanded size e surround-

ing the object region 𝛺1. The size of the expanded region is (W + 2e) × (H + 2e),
and the background region is the annular region outside the object bounding box.

We also divide 𝛺
b
1 into patches, and then the background model 𝛷b is built in the

same way as the object model.

Object Probability. For two patches Pm and Pn, we can compute their distance by

dis(Pm,Pn) = D(𝐮m,𝐮n), where 𝐮m and 𝐮n are feature vectors extracted from the two

patches respectively.

Then for a patch Pm, we define the distance between Pm and the object model

𝛷o as d1 = min{dis(Pm,Pi
o) | P

i
o ∈ 𝛷o}, where Pi

o denotes a core patch in the object

model. Similarly, we can also define the distance between Pm and the background
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model 𝛷b by d2 = min{dis(Pm,Pi
b) | P

i
b ∈ 𝛷b}, where Pi

b denotes a core patch in the

background model.

After computing d1 and d2, we get the score of Pm by

𝛩(Pm) = d2∕(d2 + d1) (1)

Then the object probability 𝛩(x) of each pixel x inside Pm is assigned with 𝛩(Pm).

StructureMask. We calculate each pixel’s object probability in the object bounding

box in the first frame, and a structure mask M1 of size W × H is constructed with

these probabilities.

2.3 Tracking

At frame It (t ≥ 2), we define a search region Rt centered at the predicted object

location x̂t−1 in the previous frame t − 1. The size of Rt is set to be (W + 2e) × (H +
2e). We divide Rt into non-overlapping patches of size s × s (as depicted by the blue

grid in frame t in Fig. 1), and obtain a feature vector from each patch. Then the object

probability of each pixel inside Rt can be calculated.

Candidate Likelihood Estimation. For each candidate object location xt, we esti-

mate its likelihood of being the tracked object by convolution with the structure

mask Mt−1. Specifically, we approximate the probability p(xt|It) of the object being

at location xt by the following likelihood estimation:

p(xt|It) =
1

|Mt−1|

∑

v
𝛩(xt + v)Mt−1(v) + (1 − 𝛩(xt + v))(1 −Mt−1(v)) (2)

where |Mt−1| is the number of pixels within the mask and v denotes the relative

position in Mt−1.

Object Localization. We densely sample the candidate object locations in the search

region horizontally and vertically with a step size of 𝛿. We find the predicted object

location x̂t using maximum a posteriori estimation:

x̂t = argmax
xt

p(xt|It) (3)

Model Update. When the object location x̂t is found in frame t and it satisfies the

condition p(x̂t|It)∕p(x̂1|I1) > 𝜏, we will update the mask Mt−1 to Mt by

Mt(v) = (1 − 𝜆)Mt−1(v) + 𝜆𝛩(x̂t + v) (4)

where the learning rate 𝜆 is set to be 0.005. If the condition is not satisfied, we set

Mt = Mt−1.
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3 Experiments

3.1 Experimental Setup

The proposed tracking method is implemented in C++ without optimization. In the

implementation, we set the patch size s = 8 and the expanded size e = 20. The fea-

ture vector 𝐮 of a patch is an HSV color histogram with 48 bins, with 16 bins for

each channel. Histogram intersection kernel is chosen as the distance function D(⋅, ⋅)
of two feature vectors. In DBSCAN clustering, we set the minimal size of point

MinPts = 4 and the scan radius rs = 0.6. The threshold 𝜏 is set to be 0.8.

In the experiments, we evaluate our method on 6 publicly available challeng-

ing sequences, i.e., Basketball, Doll, FaceOcc2, Fish, Liquor, and Woman. These

sequences cover various challenging factors that often occur in object tracking,

including illumination variation, occlusion, deformation, fast motion, background

clutters, etc. We compare our method with 5 state-of-the-art trackers: CT [6], CSK

[2], VR [1], BSBT [7] and SMS [8].

3.2 Quantitative and Qualitative Analysis

We evaluate the compared tracking methods quantitatively in terms of Center Loca-

tion Errors (CLE). CLE is defined as the Euclidean distance between the center posi-

tions of the ground truth bounding box and the predicted bounding box by a tracker.

Table 1 shows the average center location errors of each tracker on each test

sequence. The first and second best results are mark in red and blue, respectively.

The average in the last low of Table 1 reflects the overall performance of each tracker

on all the 6 tested sequences. As can be observed, our method outperforms the con-

ventional methods obviously in Basketball, Liquor and Woman sequences, and ranks

second best in the other sequences. The overall CLE of our method is 20.4 pixels,

which is superior to the other methods.

Table 1 The average center location errors (lower is better). The first and second best results are

marked in red and blue

Sequences Ours CT CSK VR BSBT SMS

Basketball 17.26 89.43 59.08 55.80 289.76 88.69

Doll 24.68 20.68 442.82 46.14 132.84 63.35

Faceocc2 25.64 24.65 33.02 64.77 45.15 292.05

Fish 18.38 14.44 24.31 24.98 58.19 211.77

Liquor 18.68 114.05 27.18 102.75 29.66 57.05

Woman 17.76 114.70 583.60 132.15 173.24 119.86

Average 20.40 62.99 195.00 71.10 121.47 138.80
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Fig. 2 Examples of the tracking results on Basketball (1st row) and Woman (2nd row) sequences.

The predicted bounding boxes of the six trackers are presented with different colors: Ours (red), CT

(green), CSK (blue), VR (black), BSBT (purple) and SMS (cyan). The CLE plots of each frame

are shown in the last column. Best viewed on a high-resolution screen. (Color figure online)

Figure 2 demonstrates examples of the tracking results on two representative

sequences (i.e.,Basketball andWoman). In the last column of Fig. 2, the CLE plots of

each frame are shown for the compared trackers. It can be observed that our tracker

can track the target stably with a constantly low CLE although many challenging

factors exist, while the other trackers either lose the target halfway or produce large

jitters.

In these two sequences, when the moving object is partially occluded by back-

ground clutters occasionally, our method tracks the target acceptably by employing

clustering-based patch models. Additionally, in the Basketball sequence, the target

(Player No. 9) undergoes large deformation and fast motion, but our tracker deals

with these situations well. Furthermore, in this sequence, there are several other play-

ers wearing the same color uniform as the target, which disturbs some conventional

methods and causes them to drift away from the target to other adjacent players. But

our method overcomes this challenge by convolving patches with the structure mask.

In the Woman sequence, our method is able to track the target well and the perfor-

mance measured in average CLE is far better than that of the other compared meth-

ods. However, it should be noticed that, in this sequence, when the woman walks

away from the camera and her size gets smaller and smaller, our tracker does not

have the ability to adjust its size automatically. We will take further study in future

work to address this problem.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a novel visual object tracking method via clustering-

based patch weighing and masking. At initialization, we introduce the DBSCAN

clustering method to construct the object and background models and generate the

structure mask. While tracking, we calculate the object probability of each pixel in
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the search region by evaluating a patch’s discriminative ability between object and

background. The object is located by dense sampling of candidates, which are con-

volved with the structure mask to restrain the influence of background noise. Experi-

mental results demonstrate that the proposed method obtains more accurate tracking

results than some conventional state-of-the-art tracking methods in challenging sce-

narios.
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A Presenter Discovery Method Based
on Analysis of Reputation Record
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Abstract In order to satisfy the requirement of service presenters’ credibility for
recommendation system, this paper puts forward a method based on the analysis of
the presenters’ reputation record to find the credible presenters. First, we calculate
the preference similarity between different users with their preference vectors and
get the presenter initial set. Then we calculate the domain correlation, recom-
mendation response rate and recommendation satisfaction rate to filter the presenter
initial set and get presenter candidate set. According to the recommendation history
we calculate the presenters’ current reputation with introducing the penalty factor.
Finally, we filter the presenters’ reputation record with localized changes and
tendentious changes and calculate the skewness coefficient and kurtosis coefficient
of the reputation records. Then we get the presenters’ excellent reputation values
combined with the expectation and variance to choose the credible presenters who
have higher reputation values. The experimental results show that it can improve
the accuracy of presenter reputation calculation and the effectiveness of service
recommendation.
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1 Introduction

In the cloud environment, all kinds of resources are dynamically connected to the
Internet and provide services through the Internet. But we cannot judge the quality,
reliability and credibility of services before using them. So we need service pre-
senter to recommend services. Therefore the credible service presenters are the key
to guarantee service recommendation information available and effective.

For the above application requirements, this paper proposes a method finding
service presenters based on the analysis of reputation records. The objective of this
paper is to find reliable presenters with high reliability and good recommendation
history through the analysis of the presenters’ recommendation records. So that we
can improve the reliability of service recommendation information and the users
choose better services finally. The proposed method creatively uses the line chart of
reputation and scientifically analyzes it. We first use the skewness coefficient and
kurtosis coefficient in analysis of reputation records. And it takes a good use of the
existing user interaction data in system and reduces the cost of information col-
lection. Meanwhile it improves the efficiency of service trust evaluation and the
accuracy of looking for service presenters and the selection of high-quality services.

2 Related Work

The service recommendation based on collaborative recommendation has made a
lot of research results. Kim [1] stores and manages the feedback of service oper-
ation result with a global center and puts forward a more flexible trust evaluation
method according to the factors in transaction process. Ma [2] puts forward a
service evaluation collection mechanism. An absolute trusted third party manages
the service interactive information and takes charge of service trust evaluation.
Tang [3] defines the user’s trust in the presenter as the weight of recommendation
information and gets the service recommendation through correlation factor. Wang
[4] transfers and shares service recommend information through a trust network
according to the connection relationship and gives weights according to the length
of the links. Park [5] fused the trading characteristics and service feedback to the
trust evaluation model and calculated the trust of services on the basis of service
interaction feedback with adding time attenuation and event impact factor and
improved the ability of the algorithm to resist malicious nodes. Pan [6] proposed a
presenter discovery method based on reputation. It measures the recommendation
trust relationship through relevant factors and calculates the presenters’ reputation
values through the trust transfer and iteration. Gan [7] proposed a kind of multi-
dimensional trust algorithm based on reputation. It sets a confidence factor to
synthesize direct trust and recommendation trust and introduce the deal evaluation
system and weight system into the multidimensional mechanism which enhance the
sensitivity of the trust algorithm. Jeffrey [8] first proposed field relevant model
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TBM to evaluate users’ reputation in different areas and verify this algorithm
combined with the real data and show more effective and robust than other
algorithms.

The entity in the service system under cloud environment can be divided into
two categories that users and services. Users act as service consumer and service
presenter. Users use the services and evaluate services’ operating result. And users
form recommendation relations [9] by sharing the service using experience.

Each user stores the interaction records and personal trust information in the
local. Interaction records including presenter interaction history records and history
service interaction experience. Presenter interaction history records store the data of
users’ interaction with the service presenters including the number of interactions,
the number of response, satisfactory interactions, unsatisfactory interactions, the
recommended services’ information, etc. History service interaction experience
stores the interaction information between the users and services including the
interaction time, amount, service attributes satisfaction evaluation [10] and
the overall evaluation information, etc. Personal trust information includes the
description of personal preference [11] to services and personal reputation record.
Because each user has the personalized demand preference when he is selecting and
assessing services. The users, who have high user preference similarity, have
similar service judging standards and have more credibility when selecting service
presenters. Personal reputation record is used to record the change of users’ rep-
utation values along with time in system and then determine the source of rec-
ommendation trust through the analysis and forecast of the user’s reputation
records.

Definition 1 (Service Satisfaction) Users give the subjective assessment of the
performance of used services according to their own subjective preferences. Here
users composite the each side of services’ performance to give the satisfaction
evaluation. And it mainly used for updating the presenters’ recommendation results
and the services’ records of the interactions between users and services.

Definition 2 (Presenter Reputation) Reputation is the degree of recognition by a
group to a user. So presenter reputation means the degree of recognition of user’s
recommendation action by a group.

Definition 3 (Recommendation Response Rate) The ratio of the number of pre-
senter’s responses when they receive the requests of services’ recommendation
information to the total number of their received requests of services’ recommen-
dation information. It is used to measure the presenters’ participation in the system
and filter bad nodes or deprecated nodes.

Definition 4 (Recommendation Satisfaction Rate) The ratio of the number of users’
satisfaction after they use the recommended services by a presenter to the total
number of the presenter’s recommendation. It is used to show the quality of pre-
senters’ recommendation and calculate the presenters’ reputation values.
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3 Presenter Discovery Method

This paper proposes a method to find service presenters based on the analysis of
reputation record [12] and its basic steps are shown as follows.

1. Target user issue a request of service recommendation information in system.
Find the users who used this service according to the interaction of the service
record to make up a presenter collection.

2. Calculate the preference similarity between target user and the users in presenter
collection. Filter the presenter in collection according to the calculated results
and eliminate the presenter who has a low similarity to get presenter initial set.

3. Calculate the domain correlation, recommendation response rate and recom-
mendation satisfaction rate according to the presenters’ recommendation record.
Filter the presenter in presenter initial set according to the calculated results and
form a presenter candidate set.

4. Calculate recommendation reputations and add them to the presenters’ personal
reputation records.

5. Analyze and forecast the presenters’ reputation records. Filter the presenter
candidate set according to the filter conditions to get trust presenters.

6. Calculate the services’ recommended degree. Users select services to interact
and update the presenters’ reputation according to the result of users’
interaction.

3.1 Presenter Initial Set

The similarity of users’ evaluation weights is an important measure of select pre-
senters. Assuming that recommendation information request Ua ask for the trust
recommendation degree about service Sb. Each service contains L properties in
system ff1, f2 . . . flg. The preference vector [13] of User Ua about service properties
is Wa = ðwa1,wa2 . . .walÞ and the preference vector of presenter Ui about service
properties is Wi = ðwi1,wi2 . . .wilÞ in which ∀wij ∈ ½0, 1� and ∑l

i=1 wji =1. Cosine
similarity [14] can calculate the similarity between the preference vectors and more
accurately find the presenters with similar preferences. The preference similarity
SimpðUa,UiÞ between user Ua and Ui shows as follow.

SimpðUa,UiÞ=
∑l

j=1 wajwij
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑l

j=1 w
2
aj

q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑l

j=1 w
2
ij

q ð1Þ

The reference value of the interaction records between users and services will
gradually reduce with the growth of the time. The interaction record which is too far
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away from the current time has no reference value and should not be considered. So
we set a time window ½ts, tc� in which ts is the current time and tc is the cut-off time.

System looks for the users who have interactions with service St in the time
window ½ts, tc� and make presenter collection as Uinit = fU1,U2 . . .Umg. Then it
uses the formula (1) to calculate the preference similarity between target user and
each presenter in presenter collection. The threshold of preference similarity peris
set and the presenter in collection is filtered. Remove the presenters whose pref-
erence similarity are below the threshold and get the presenter initial set.

3.2 Build Presenter Candidate Set

Presenters’ recommendation history can well reflect the ability and the credibility of
recommendation. This paper calculates the domain correlation, recommendation
response rate and recommendation satisfaction rate to reflect the performance of the
presenters from different aspects.

Domain correlation [15] represents the degree of correlation between the pre-
senter and the domain target service. The domain correlation of presenters shows
the degree of presenters’ understanding and awareness about certain domain. The
higher the correlation degree is the more valuable the presenter’s recommendation
is. So when screening presenters we should choose the presenters with high domain
correlation. Here we quantify the domain correlation with the interaction number of
the presenter in a certain domain and noted as α=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n ̸ðn+1Þp

in which n is the
number of interaction between presenters and certain kind of services.

Recommendation response rate refers to the presenters’ response to recom-
mendation information requests. Due to reasons such as subjective factors or net-
work congestion recommendation information requests may not be able to get the
response.

Recommendation satisfaction rate shows that the statistics of users’ satisfaction
with the recommendation by presenters. After a lot of interactions we can get the
recommendation response rate and recommendation satisfaction rate. The scene is
in accordance with Bernoulli random experiment. There are presenter initial set
Uinit = fU1,U2 . . .Umg and presenter set Ui with the recommendation record
Ri = frti, rbi, rsi, ruig. Among them rti signifies the received recommendation
request collection, rbi signifies the collection of recommendation response, rsi
signifies the satisfying recommendation feedback collection, and rui signifies the
unsatisfying recommendation feedback collection. According to Bernoulli’s laws of
large numbers, recommendation response rate will converge to the probability of
recommendation response with the increasing of the number of rti, namely
Rri ← NumðrbiÞ ̸NumðrtiÞ. Recommendation satisfaction rate will converge to the
probability of satisfying recommendation with the increasing of the number of rbi,
namely Rsi ← NumðrsiÞ ̸NumðrbiÞ.
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Set the thresholds of the domain correlation, recommendation response rate and
recommendation satisfaction rate. Filter the presenters in presenter initial set
Uinit = fU1,U2 . . .Umg according to the thresholds and remove the presenters form
the initial set that is below the thresholds. The presenters who meet the require-
ments make up the presenter candidate set Ucand = fU1,U2 . . .Ung. We can size the
scale of the presenter candidate set by changing the thresholds which increase the
calculating flexibility.

3.3 Calculation of the Trust Presenters

Calculation of Recommendation Reputation

Presenter reputation [16] is the transmission and summary of trust relationship and
it is a consensus of a group towards a presenter’s recommendation ability and the
degree of trust.

Definition 5 (Penalty factor ρ) ρ is the punishment to the presenters who give not
real recommendation. According to the fragility of trust when presenters with high
credibility do not give true recommendation, the reputation will sharply decrease.

In order to prevent this situation this paper introduces the transaction value
impact factor ΦðmijÞ when calculating the recommendation trust. Make the rec-
ommendation record which has a larger trade amount have the greater contribution
to recommendation trust. Calculation formula is ΦðmijÞ= expð− 1 ̸mijÞ in which
mij is the trade amount of recommendation by presenter Ui in j times.

Reference value of presenters’ recommendation history will decrease with the
time. So we set time attenuation factor ΨðtjÞ. The recommendation record which is
closer form the current moment has the greater contribution to the calculating of
recommendation trust. Calculation formula is ΨðtjÞ= exp − ⌈ðt0 − tjÞ ̸T⌉

� �
in

which t0 is the current moment,tj is the moment when the jth recommendation
happen and T is the interval period.

There is presenter Ui recommendation record Ri = frti, rbi, rsi, ruig. Among
them rti signifies the received recommendation request collection, rbi signifies the
collection of recommendation response, rsi signifies the satisfying recommendation
feedback collection, and rui signifies the unsatisfying recommendation feedback
collection. Thus we can get the recommendation reputation formula.

Rti = α *Rri * ∑
j∈ rsi

ΦðmijÞΨðtjÞ− ∑
p∈ rui

ρΦðmipÞΨðtpÞ ð2Þ

Among the formula, α=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n ̸ðn+1Þp

is the domain correlation and n is the
number of presenter using this certain kind of services. α is used to adjust the
different domains’ influence to reputation. Rri =NumðrbiÞ ̸NumðrtiÞ is service
response rate. The higher the rate is the higher reputation is. So it has incentive
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effect to motivate presenters to give recommendation. ∑j∈ rsi ΦðmijÞΨðtjÞ is the
weighted recommendation satisfaction according to satisfaction record of recom-
mendation feedback. The higher recommendation satisfaction of presenter means
the services recommendation by the presenter are more reliable.
∑k∈ rui ΦðmikÞΨðtkÞ is the weighted recommendation unsatisfactory according to
unsatisfactory record of recommendation feedback. ∑p∈ rui ρΦðmipÞΨðtpÞ is the
penalties for presenter untrue recommendation and ρ is penalty factor which can set
the size according to the concrete situation. By adding the penalty factor we can
fortify the sensitivity of the presenters’ reputation calculation. The reputation will
sharply fall when presenter gives untrue recommendation. Algorithm 1 gives the
presenter candidate set construction algorithm.

Algorithm 1 Presenter candidate set building algorithm
Input: target service St, all users’ information
Output: Presenter candidate set, each presenter’s recommendation reputation
Step 1 Look for the users who have interactions with the service St in the time

window ½ts, tc� and make up presenter collection.
Step 2 Calculate the preference similarity between the user and the presenter

according to the formula (1). Set the threshold per of preference similarity and filter
the presenters in collection. Then get the presenter initial set.

Step 3 Calculate the domain correlation, recommendation response rate and
recommendation satisfaction rate of the presenters in presenter initial set. Set the
thresholds to filter the presenters and get the presenter candidate set.

Step 4 Calculate the recommendation reputation of presenters in presenter
candidate set according to formula (2).

Analysis and Prediction of Reputation Record

The traditional methods select top k presenters who have highest reputation as trust
presenters. However, the presenters’ reputations are dynamic values change with
time. This paper draws a presenter reputation record line chart [17] to analysis and
predicts the presenters’ reputation in order to select presenters who have excellent
reputations. The reputation records of the presenters store in the local and we can
set time interval to draw the reputation line chart. Here we select time interval as
12 h. The line chart is shown in Fig. 1.

If there are n points in line chart continue to rise or drop we call this situation
tendentious change and parameter n is manual setting. Tendentious change repre-
sents the trend of data changing, so we can forecast the data. If the presenters’
reputation records are in tendentious reduction in the current moment they may be
in dishonest recommendation or other unsatisfactory condition. So we can consider
removing them from the presenter candidate set. We can set the threshold Qt of
tendentious change to remove the presenters who are over threshold. For example,
the presenter U3 is in tendentious change in Fig. 1.

If there are continuous m points in line chart above or below the boundary value
Dt we call this situation localized changes. Parameter m and boundary value Dt are
manual setting. Localized change represents that the data more than or less than the
boundary value Dt for a long time. So we can forecast the data in the next phase
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through the localized change. If the presenters’ reputation is below the Dt in the
current moment and they are in localized change we can predict their reputation will
below Dt for a long time. The capability of presenter to recommend or the credi-
bility of presenters if low may lead to its low reputation for a long time, so we can
consider removing them from the presenter candidate set. For example, the pre-
senter U1 is in localized change in Fig. 1.

Skewness is a measurement of the direction and degree of the statistical data’s
distribution. It is a digital feature to represent the asymmetric degree of the data’s
distribution. When the data’s distribution is symmetrical about the average (expec-
tation) the skewness is 0. When skewness is more than 0, it is right skewness and the
number of data which is greater than average is less than the number of data which is
less than average. When skewness is less than 0, it is left skewness and the number of
data which is greater than average is more than the number of data which is less than
average. So we can analyze the presenter reputation records with the coefficient of
skewness. When the expectation of two reputation records are the same, we can find
the more excellent reputation by compare the coefficient of skewness. With the
characteristics of coefficient of skewness we can know that the smaller it is the data
migrate greater to the direction of more than expectation and there is more data larger
than expect. It indicates that the reputation data is more stable in a value more than
expectation. Therefore, under the same expectation the smaller skewness is the more
excellent reputation record is. The formula of coefficient of skewness is as follows.

SK =
∑N

i=1 ðXi −XÞ3
Nσ3

ð3Þ

Among them, σ =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
EðX −EXÞ2

q
, EX and X are the expectation of reputation

record, N is the number of reputation data.

Fig. 1 Presenter reputation line chart
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Kurtosis is an index used to reflect the top tip of flat of the frequency distribution
curve. It can be used to measure the aggregation degree of data in center. Some-
times expectation, standard deviation and coefficient of skewness of two sets of data
are the same, but their distribution curve has different top degree. Statistics use the
fourth order center distance to measure the coefficient of kurtosis. In order to
eliminate the influence of variable value level and different unit of measurement we
usually use the ratio of fourth order center distance and variance as a measure of
kurtosis index. So we can use the coefficient of kurtosis to calculate the stability of
the presenter reputation record. The smaller variance and kurtosis are, the more
stable reputation records are and the presenters are more outstanding. The formula
of coefficient of kurtosis is as follows.

KU =
∑N

i=1 ðXi −XÞ4
ðN − 1Þσ4 ð4Þ

Among them, σ =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
EðX −EXÞ2

q
, EX and X are the expectation of reputation

record, N is the number of reputation data. Thus we give excellent reputation Rbi
formula is as follows.

Rbi =
φðσ2ÞRti + ð1−φðσ2ÞÞEX × ðeSK +1Þ− 1

InðKUÞ2 ð5Þ

Among them, Rti is the reputation value in the current moment,

φðσ2Þ= λminð 1
σ2
, 1Þ, σ2 is the variance of reputation record, λ is the initial weights

value. Algorithm 2 is the trust presenters selecting algorithm.

Algorithm 2 Trust presenters selecting algorithm
Input: The reputation records of presenters in presenter candidate set
Output: Trust presenters
Step 1 Set the time threshold Qt of the tendentious change. Remove the pre-

senters who are in tendentious reduction in the current moment from the presenter
candidate set.

Step 2 Set the parameter m and boundary value Dt of the localized change.
Remove the presenters who are in localized change and their reputation is below Dt
in the current moment from the presenter candidate set.

Step 3 Calculate the coefficient of skewness SK and kurtosis KU according to
the formulas 3 and 4. Then get the excellent reputation Rbi with formula 5.

Step 4 Select top k presenters who have highest excellent reputation Rbi as the
trust presenters.
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3.4 Recommendation Record Update

This paper does not discuss the calculation of service recommendation degree in
detail and we use the traditional collaborative recommendation mechanism. We
send the recommendation information request, collect and integrate the returned
recommendation information about the service. Suppose St is the target service,
Satt, i is the satisfaction of service St from presenter Ui, Eset is the collection of trust
presenters. So the recommendation degree RepSt of target service St can be cal-
culated as follows.

RepSt = ∑
Ui ∈Eset

Satt, i ×Rbi
∑

Ui ∈Eset

Rbi
ð6Þ

When updating the presenters’ recommendation records we should compare the
service satisfactory degree feedback from the user with the service satisfactory
degree from the presenter. If they are similar it indicates that the presenter’s rec-
ommendation is right and the number of presenter’s recommendation satisfactory
record should increase. If they have large difference it indicates that the presenter’s
recommendation is wrong and the number of presenter’s recommendation unsat-
isfactory record should increase.

Suppose Satt, i is the satisfactory of service St from user Ui and its scope is [0, 5].
Satt, a is the satisfactory feedback of service St from service’s user Ua.Satt, b is the
recommendation satisfactory degree of service St from presenter Ub. Validity of
recommendation TRa, b can be defined that TRa, b = Satt, a − Satt, bj j and Tr is the
threshold of validity judgment. When TRa, b ≤ Tr the presenter gives the similar
service satisfactory degree with real situation and the number of presenter’s rec-
ommendation satisfactory record should increase. When TRa, b > Tr the presenter
gives the different service satisfactory degree with real situation and the number of
presenter’s recommendation unsatisfactory record should increase.

4 Experiment and Result Analysis

In order to verify the accuracy and effectiveness of the proposed method, we use
peersim [20] simulation platform which has network nodes and the topological
relationship to build a service selection application scenario. In this scenario a node
represents a user and the simulation platform run according to the rounds. In every
rounds, each user starts a service selection which includes that calculate the pre-
senters’ excellent reputation, determine the trust presenters, synthesize the recom-
mendation information, select the highest recommended service to interact,
document the interaction results and update the record.
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4.1 The Experimental Setting

Simulation scenario settings include configurations of service model and user
model. Service model contains the number of services and its related properties.
Suppose there are 100 services in service selected scenario noted as
S= fS1, S2, . . . , S100g. Each service’s satisfactory performance value is initialized
to the value of [0, 5]. Each service’s satisfactory performance value [18] in every
service’s running obey normal distribution probability function Nðμ, σ2Þ in which μ
is a service satisfactory performance initialized value and σ2 is the deviation
between the service operation and the μ. Service attributes are transparent for users
and users can only rely on the service recommendation degree compounded by the
recommendation information from presenters to determine the service’s perfor-
mance. User model contains the number of users and its behavioral attributes.
Suppose there are 500 users in service selected scenario noted as
U = fU1,U2, . . . ,U500g. Behavioral attributes contains users’ personal preference
and whether it is malicious. The malicious users will give mendacious recom-
mendation information and service satisfactory degree.

Service satisfactory rate [19] (SSR) describes the average of the service satis-
factory degree after users selecting and interacting with the services. The size of
SSR is closely related to the quality of the selected services. So it can intuitively
reflect the accuracy of the credible presenters’ selection algorithm. The more
excellent selected presenter is the higher quality recommendation service is and the
higher SSR is.

4.2 The Experimental Results and Analysis

We select the presenter discovery method (RRDA) based on reputation proposed by
Pan [6] to compare with the algorithm this paper proposed. Compare their differ-
ences on the accuracy of calculating presenters’ reputation values, finding trust-
worthy presenters and against the malicious recommendation.

Verify the Accuracy

The experimental values are compared with the algorithms’ accuracy of the pre-
senters’ selection. We use the RRDA algorithm and this paper’s algorithm to cal-
culate the presenters’ reputation. At the same time, take the reputation value Rti in
the current moment (RT method for short) into contrast to show that the excellent
reputation proposed by this paper can be more accuracy than the traditional repu-
tation in the current moment. Then select top k presenters who are most credible
through the calculation of reputation values. In every round each user selects the
highest recommended service to interact and give the service satisfactory degree
feedback after interaction. Set the number of selected presenters (k) is 50 and
service performance deviation σ2 is 5.
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The abscissa in Fig. 2 represents the experimental operation rounds and every
round each user start a service selection. The ordinate represents the SSR of all
users after the rounds run. Through the analysis of the algorithm and experiment
results we can know that with the increase of simulation rounds the experience of
users’ interactions with services are gradually increasing and presenters’ reputation
are set up. The main reason of RT method slightly better than RRDA algorithm is
that RRDA algorithm use adjacency graph with the PageRank algorithm to cal-
culate the presenters’ reputation and RT method compute the reputation based on
time and amount weights according to the recommendation records. So its accuracy
of reputation calculation is higher than PageRank method. The proposed algorithm
is obviously better than RRDA algorithm and RT method. The key reason is that
the excellent reputation proposed by this paper is calculated based on the analysis
and prediction of the presenters’ reputation records. Through mapping reputation
line chart it comprehensively considers the distribution characteristics and change
tendency of reputation records. So excellent reputation can reflect more presenters’
information than other two methods and it can more accurately find the credible
presenters.

Ability to Resist Malicious Recommendation

In order to verify the algorithms’ ability to resist malicious recommendation we set
200 malicious presenters and 300 ordinary presenters. Compare the percentage of
the malicious presenters in selected trust presenters calculated by these three
methods.

The ordinate in Fig. 3 represents the percentage of the malicious presenters in
selected trust presenters. From the analysis we can know that the interaction
experience of users is very little at early experiment, so that users have difficulty to
identify malicious presenters. The proposed algorithm and RT method can timely

Fig. 2 Service satisfactory rate
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reduce the malicious presenters’ reputation values by penalty factor so that mali-
cious presenters can be quickly and effectively shielded. But RRDA algorithm
which only relies on the PageRank algorithm to calculate the reputation value
cannot effectively respond to malicious presenters in time. So its rate of malicious
presenters declines slowly and stable value is higher than other two methods. The
reason why the proposed algorithm is superior to the RT method is that the pro-
posed algorithm can find the malicious presenters who have high reputation values
in the current moment and block them based on the analysis of the reputation
records.

5 Conclusions

The proposed credible presenter discovery method based on the analysis of repu-
tation records makes some improvement and innovation. Its main advantages are as
follows. First, the proposed algorithm can make presenters to actively provide
recommendation information and punish malicious presenters. Thus it can improve
the calculation accuracy of presenters’ reputation and. Second, it puts forward
presenter reputation record analysis method. It combines with the localized change,
tendency change, coefficient of skewness and kurtosis to analyze and predict the
presenters’ reputation records through mapping reputation line chart. Not only it
improves the accuracy of the trust presenters’ selection but also increases the ability
to resist malicious presenters.

Fig. 3 Rate of selected malicious presenters
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